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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explores the reception of David Hume's political thought in 

eighteenth-century America, It presents a challenge to standard interpretations of the 

history of ideas that assume Hume's thought had little influence in America during the 

Revolutionary Era. Eighteenth-century Americans are thought to have ignored Hume's 

philosophy and rejected entirely Hume's "Tory" History. James Madison, if he used 

Hume's ideas in Federalist #IO, it is argued, thought best to do so silently because 

open allegiance to Hume was a liability. Despite cenewed debate about Hume's impact 

in America, existing scholarship is ohen highly speculative. Were Hume's works 

available in eighteenth-century America? If so, which works? Where? When? To 

whom? Who read Hume? To what avail? To answer these and similar questions, this 

dissertation draws evidence from over 700 American book catalogues fiom 1740 to 

1830. The data therein show that Hume's "collected works", the Essays and Treatises 

on Several Subjects, was readily available, earlier, and more widely, than scholars have 

supposed. These book catalogues also clearly show the immense popularity of Hume's 

Hisrory of Englund. Eighteenth-century Americans tkequently read Hume and in 

distinctive ways. This dissertation demonstrates the influence of Hume's writings on 

many of the classic texts of early American political thought. It also uses early 

American periodical publications and the writings of lesser-light thinkets as essentiai 

sources for describing Hume's impact on the social history of ideas. Hume's History, 

which presented the British constitution as a patch-work product of chance historical 

developments, informed the origins of the herican Revolution. This context is 

essential for understanding "Publius's" silent use of Hume in the Federalist, and 

Hume's wider reception and influence in late eighteenth-century America. Finally, bis 

dissertation studies the patrons of the first American edition of Hume's History. The 

326 subscribers to Robert Campbell's 1 7W96 publication are far more representative 

of the fiendly reception for Hume's Hisrory in enlightened America than are Thomas 

Jefferson and John Adams when they criticized it. The latter-day rejection of Hume's 

political thought by Jefferson foreshadowed Hume's falling reputation and impact in 

nineteenth-century America, 
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CHAITER ONE: 
HUME'S WORKS IN COLONLAL AND EARLY REVOLUTIONARY 

AMERKA 

"... that glorious vehicle of KNOWLEDGE AND LIBERTY" 
-Robert Bell on Hume's History of England, in 
Proposais, uddressed to those who possess a Public 
Spirit, 1 77 1 -- 

At the outset of this study into the reception and impact of David Hume's 

political thought in eighteenth-centucy America, it is worth noting that Hume himself 

was attentive to the fate of his works and thought in America. Writing to Benjamin 

Frankiin in 1772, Hume said he was keen to see an American edition of his Essays and 

Treatises on Several Subjects and rernarked: "1 fmcy that I must have recourse to 

America for justice".' Did Hume find the justice he sought in America? 

That Hume was one of the most profound and intluential thinkers in the 

eighteenth century is a fact which is readily estabIished and one which has become a 

commonploce of modem Enlightenrnent wholarship? By 1760 he was one of the great 

' David Hume to Benjamin Franklin, 7 February 1772, in J.Y.T. Greig, ed. The Letters of 
David Hume (2 Vols, Oxford, l932), Vol. 2: 258. 

See, for instance, Ernest Cassirer, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment (Princeton, 195 1) 
and Peter Gay, The Enlightenment: Rn Interpreiation (2 Vols, New York, 1966, 1969). For 
Gay, Hume was "a favorite uncle in the philosophic family"(Vol. 1: 6). Scholarship on Hume 
is, of course, far too extensive and multifaceted CO list (let alone discuss) in any detail here. 
The standard biographies of Hume are John Hill Burton, Life and Correspondence of David 
Hume (2 Vols, Edinburgh, 1846; reprinted New York, 19671, J.Y.T. Greig, David Hume 
(Oxford, 193 1; reprinted New York, 1983); E.C. Mossner, The Forgotten Hume, Le Bon David 
(New York, 1943); E.C. Mossner, The Life of David Hume (Edinburgh, 1954; 2nd edition, 
Oxford, 1980). For published bibliographies of works about Hume and his thought see 
especially R. Hall, d Hume Bibliography,fiom 1930(York, 1971); R. Hall, Fifry Years [Le. 
1925- 19761 of Hume Scholurship: A Bibiiographical Guide (Edinburgh, 1978); R. Hall, 
"More Hume Bibliography." Philosophical Quurterly, Vol. 26 (1976), 92-101; T.E. Jessop, A 
Bibliography of David Hume and of Scottish Philmophyjwm Francis Hutcheson to Lord 
Buyour (London, 1938; reprinted New York, 1983). Beginning in 1976, Hume Stuàies has 
published annual bibliographies of "The Hume Literature". Also useful are, Nicholas 
Capaldi, James T. King and Donald Livingston, "The Hume Literature of the 1980s," 
American Philosophical Qumterly, Vol. 28 (1991), 255-272; Nicholas Capaldi, 'The 
Dogrnatic Slumber of Hume Scholarship," Hume Stlsdies, Vol. 18 ( 1 W ) ,  1 1 7-136; S. Ikeda, 
Duvid Hume md the Eighteenth Century British Tlrought: An Annotated Catalogue (Tokyo, 
1986); S .  Ikeda, M. Otonashi and T. Shigemori, David Hume and The Eighteenth C e n w  
British Thought: An annotated catalogue suppIement (Tokyo, 1988); David Fate Norton, 



literary figures of eighteenth-century Britain, There is little doubt that Hume's writings 

were a crucial contribution to the ffourishing of  intellectual activity which constituted 

Scotland's ~nli~htenment? It is alro generally agreed that eighteenth-century Sconish 

thought and culture played a significant role in shqing the thought and culture of 

eighteenth-century ~merica? Until only recently, however, Hume's writings largely 

"Bibliography," in David Fate Norton. ed. The Cumbridge Compunion to Hirnre (Cambridge, 
1993). 357-376; D.C. Yalden-Thomson, '-1. Recent Works on Hume (A survey o f  Hume 
Iiterature 1969-1979)," Aslericm Philosophicnl Quarierl-v, Vol. 20 (Jan.. 1983). 1-22. 
On the importance of Hume's thought within the Sconish Enlightenrnent see. for instance, 

Christopher J. Berry, Socid Theory of the Scottish Enlightrnnunf (Edinbiirgh, 1997): David 
Daiches. The Scottish Enlightenmcnr (Edinburgh, 1986). esp. pp. 4.29-33: Peter Jones, "David 
Hume," in David Daiches, Peter Jones, and Jean Jones, eds. A Horbed of Genitrs: the Scottish 
Enlightentrtent. 1730-1 790 (Edinburgh, 1986). 42-67; Michael Lynch. Scotlc~ntl: .4 i&rv 

Histow (London. 1991). esp. 347-348; Nicholas Phillipson, "The Scottish Enlightenment." in 
R. Porter and M. Teich, eds. The Enlightenrnent in Nutioncil Contexf (Cambridge. 198 1 ); John 
Robertson, "The Scottish Enlightenment," Rivisla SforiCct Itulic~ncr Anno 1 O 8  ( 1996), esp. 8 14- 
814: Hiigh R. Trevor-Roper. "The Scottish Enlightenment" Stuùirs on Volrciire cod (lie 
Eighteenth Centiry. Vol. 58 (1967), t 63516% 
4 Scholarship on many aspects o f  the eighteenth-century links behveen Scotland and America 
has a long and well-documented history . See, in particulnr. Andrew Hook. Sc.otl~inc1 m d  
.-inrericu: A Stirc!v of Cirltirrul Relcifions, 1 730- 1835 (Glasgow and London. 1 9 75): George 
Shepperson. "Writings in Scottish-American History: A Brief Siirvey." The LVillim trnd ~Clcrw 
Qi~arter(v special issue devoted to "Scotland and America". Ser. 3, Vol. XI  ( 1954). 162-290: 
Richard B. Sher and Jefferey R. Smitten. eds. Scotlmd und Anirricii in the Age of the 
Enlighrentnent (Edinburgh. 1990); Archie Turnbult. "Scotland and America. 1730-90:' in 
David Daiches, Peter Jones and Jean Jones, eds. A Hotbedaf Geniits: The Scottish 
Enlightennrent, Ii.JO-l790 (Edinburgh, 1986), 137-152. For a thorough review of much o f  the 
pre-1990 literature see Richard B. Sheis historioçraphical essay, "Introduction: Scoaish- 
American Cultural Studies, Past and Ptesent.'. in Sher and Smitten. eds. Scotlcrnrl onrl.-inirriccr. 
1-27. Some o f  the more recent literature includes Frank D. Balog. "The Sconish 
Enlightenment and the Liberal Political Tradition." in Al Ian Bloom, ed. Contonring the 
Constirtrtion (Washington, 1 WO), 19 1 -208; David Dobçon, Scottish Emigrution to Coloniul 
Rmericu, 1607-1785' (Athens and London, I994); Rogr L. Emerson, "Was the Scottish 
Enlightenment a Product of an English Province?," Lumen, Vol. 14 (1995). 1-24; Norman S. 
Fiering, Scotlandrtnd the Rmericas, 2600 to 1800 (Providence, 1995); Roger Fechner, '.Adam 
Smith and American Academic Moral Philosophers and Philosophy in the Age of 
Enlightenrnent and Revolution'., in Himshi Mizuta and Chiihei Sugiyama, eds, Aclunt Sn~irh: 
Internufioncd Perspectives (London, 1993). 18 1-1 98; Ned C. Landsman. -.The Provinces and 
the Empire: Scotland, the American colonies and the development o f  British provincial 
identity," in L. Stone, ed. Imperiul State ut War (London, 1994), 258-287; Warren McDougall. 
"Scoaish books for America in the mid 18th Century," in Robin Myers and Michael Harris, 
eds. Spreuding the Word, the distriburion neovorks ofprinr 1350-1850 (Detroit, 1 WO), 1 1  46: 
John Robertson, --The Scoaish Enlightenmentw Rivista Srorica Iluliana, ( 19%). esp. pg. 827. 
Robertson writes that the "impact of Sconish culture on North America ... was 
considerablew(827n). 



had been ignored by those who have mapped the contours of the history of ideas in 

eighteen:h-century America. While we shall see that a nurnber of modern scholars 

have identified isolated instances of Humean influence in eighteenth-century America. 

much of their work has been sporadic and oblivious to the more complete story 

attempted here.' Existing scholarship offers nothing that even remotely resembles a 

thorough study of Huma's reception in eighteenth-century ~ m e r i c a . ~  

If one wanis systematically to investigate the reception and impact of Hume's 

political thought in America, then it makes sense first to think about the availability and 

dissemination of Hume's works. Were Hume's works available in eighteenth-century 

Americsl? If so. which of his works were available? Where'? When? And to whom? 

Surprisingly, modern scholarship Iacks satisîàctory answers to these basic empirical 

questions -- a deticiency which the present study will attempt somcwhat to remedy. 

Having established pammeters for the dissemination of Hume's works. one may thcn 

better consider how these works were received and what impact they had on their 

American readers. 

8 Books in Colonial America 

While the topic of book history has emerged in recent years as a particularly 

tàshionable and fertile subject h r  historians of American culture and ideas.8 it should 

The most thorough study to date, Earl Burk Braly's .'The Reputation of David Hume in 
America" (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Texas. 1954) offered a good beginning, but 
is far from comprehensive. 
6 Sadly, Winton U. Solberg's words rang as true in the second edition ( 1990) of his book on 
the Constitutional Convention. The C'onstitniond Convention c d  the Formtion of the Union 
(2nd edition, Urbana and Chicago, 1990), as they did in the tirst (1958): "Hume's influence in 
America is a hitherto largely neglected story which deserves far more scholarly study"( xlii). 
7 See Paul M. Spurlin, "Readership in the American Enlightenment." in Charles Ci. S. 
Williams, ed. Literature und Histoty in the Age of [deus. Essqs on the French Enlightenment 
Prrsenidto George R Huvens (Ohio, 1975), 359-374: "1 for one am skeptical. for exarnple, 
of e.r cathedra pronouncements as to the influence of various thinkers on 'the Americans' of 
the formative years of the nation's history. He who would play the pontiff should possess a 
modicum of sound knowledge conceming ihe American reading public in the early 
years"(3 59). 
' Book history, Karen J. Winkler wrote recently, is a .'hot topic", see "ln Electronic Age, 
Scholars Are Drawn to Study of Print," Chronicle of Higher Education, (14 July I993), Al .  
Of particular importance for the study of the book in America is the Program in the History of 



be recdled that the field had its cultivatocs long before the modem terminology o f  

"print cuihue" took mot? Existing Amencan book history scholarship says littk o f  

direct relevance about the availability and dissemination o f  Hume's works; but i t  does 

offer a context in which Hume's works might be situated. Tracing in  detail the 

d i f i s ion  o f  Hume's works also adds a piece to the developing puzzle which dcpicts the 

reading tastes o f  eighteenth-century Americans, 

A not-uncornmon cornplaint o f  colonial America's potential bookbuyers was 

that they could not readily get books. The colonial statesman and scholar. James 

Logan. for instance, constantly larnented in his book collecting days during the late- 

seventeenth and early-eighteenth century. that he frequently was unable to procure the 

the Book in American Culture at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, MA. For 
introductions to the vast scholarship see Ezra Greenspan and Jonathan Rose. "An Introduction 
to Book Histo-" Book History, Vol. 1 (1998), ix-xi; David D. Hall. "The History o f  the Book: 
New Questions? New Answers?" Jotrrnd of Librury History. Vol. 2 I ( 1986). 27-36; David D. 
Hall. "Readers and Reading in America: Historical and Critical Perspectives," Proceedings of  
the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. 103 (1994). 337-357: David D. Hall and John B. 
Hench, eds. Neeu's uncl Opporttrnities in the History of the Book: .4nrerictr. 1639- 1876 
(Worcester. 1987); and the review o f  this book by Alice Schreyer in Ptrpers of the 
Bibliogruphical Socieiy of America Vol. 83 ( 1989). 229-232: John B. Hench. "Toward a 
History o f  the Book in America." Publishing Research @iurter!v, Vol. 10. ( 1994). 9-1 1: 
Michele Moylan and Lane Stiles. "Introduction," in Michele Moylan and Lane Stiles. eds. 
Retr~iing Eooks: Esstrys on the Mrrericrl Tar und Literuriire in .4mericu (Amherst. University 
o f  Massachusetts Press), I - 15: Michael Winship. Atnericun Literqv Ptrblishing in Mid- 
Afinetwnth Cenrrrv i l n w i ~ w  The Birsinrss of Ticknor und Fields (New York and Cambridge. 
1995). 1-8. See also John P. Feather. "The Book in History and the History o f  the Book." in 
Donald G. Davis. Jr.. ed. Librcrrirs. Books & Cirltrire: Procealings of Librwy History 
Senrinur VU, 6-23 L\.Iurch 1985, Chupel Hill. North Curolinu (Austin, 1 986). 1 2-26: Haydn T. 
Mason, ed. The Durnron Debute: Books und Revolirtion in the Eighteenth Crntcq (Voltaire 
Foundation. Oxford, 1998). 
9 See Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt, ed, The Book in Anrericu: R History oj'the ibhking und Selhg 
of Booh in the UnitedStc~tes (1939: revised New York, 1951), esp. Part 1, Laurence C, 
Wroth's "Book Production and Distribution from the Beginning to the American Revolution'.. 
1-59. See also Chester T. Hallenbeck, "Book-Trade Publicity Before 1800." The Pcprs of the 
Bibliogruphicul Sociery of rlnrericu, Vol. 32 ( 1 938), 47-56. More than fi@ years ago, 
Hallenbeck wrote (with premature optimism) that the "importance of the study o f  book 
distribution as an approach to the interpretation of the culture-pattenis o f  an age has become 
miornatic with historians. Research scholars more and more are turning their attention to 
early library records, book catalogues, and other similar materials in an effort to determine 
what books circulated in a given period. how widely they were disseminated, and to what 
estent they were influential in moulding thought"(47). Modem knowledge o f  which books 
were available in eighteenth-century America, how widely available these books were, and 
how their availability changed with geography and time, is s t i l l  inchoate. 



books which he so desperately desired to fiIl the shelves of his renowned Philadelphia 

l i b r a ~ ~ . ~ ~  Similar complaints were made by hopeful book owners later in the eighteenth 

century as well. Hugh Sirnm, a Scot who had ernigrated to America with John 

Witherspoon in 1768, where he was to become a school teacher in Freehold. New 

Jersey. wrote home to his brother in 1769: "Be careful to give my service to al1 those 

who have sent Books [ , ] this is a very grateht present in this part of the world where 

books are so very scarce"." More famously. Philadelphia's Benjamin Franklin griped 

with a similar voice when he recorded in his Aurobiogwphy that there w u  ."net a good 

Bookseller's Shop in any of the Colonies Southward of   os ton"." Contemporaneous 

reports of this sort have helped to support the daim that colonial America wm a 

provincial backwater.13 But one must be wary of siccepting. wholly and uncritically, 

the possibly jaundiced assessrnent of book-hungry bibliophiles like Logan and 

Franklin. Afier d l ,  Logan managed to amms a Iibnry of over 2.000 titles. and Franklin 

had twice as many. I J  

'O See Edwin Wolf 2nd. The Libruy ofJrrmes Logan of Phiiadelphic~. 1674-1751 
(Philadelphia. 1974). Wolf suggests that Logan would have thouçht he lived in "a bookless 
desert on the frontier o f  British Americd' and that "[flrom his first arriva1 in Philadelphia until 
his deatli his constant cornplaint was the dearth of books"(.uviii). For similar complaints to the 
ones registered here and below see Jonathan Edwards's ietter to John Erskine. 3 I August 1 748 
in which Edwards says he lived in a "remote part ofthe world" in which. says Harold P. 
Simonson, he "hungered for books to br: sent him" ("Jonathan Edwards and his Scottish 
Connections," Journol ofrlniericrrn Studies. Vol. 2 1 ( 1987). 356). 
I I  Cited in Andrew Hook, Scofkund(~nclAmrricu, 39. Punctuation and spelling of the originals 
has been mainiained. 
" Benjamin Franklin. ilirlobiogrt~phv, L. W. Labaree, ed. (New Haven. 1964). 14 1. 
l3 A view which was especially widely held in the nineteenth century. See Scott E, Casper, 
"Defining the National Pantheon: The Making o f  Houghton MitMin's Biographical Series. 
1880-1900." in Michele Moylan and Lane Stiles, eds. Reuding Books: Essq~s on the Mut~riu1 
Text und Liferuture in America, 198- 199. 
IJ For an inventory o f  Logan's library see Edwin Wolf hd ,  The Librqv ofJc~mrrs Logon of 
Philadelphiu, 1674-17.51 (Philadelphia. 1974) and for a description through the eyes of a 
contemporary, Richard Peten to Thomas Penn, 24 July 1749 (Richard Peters Papen. 
Letterbook, pp. 373-74, Historical Society of Pennsytvania). See also Nicholas A. Basbanes. 
A Gentle ~lkidness: BiblrOphiirrs, Bibliomrme~~ und the Efernrrl Pussion for Books (New York. 
1995). 129-136, 

Although no inventory o f  Franklin's Iibrary is known to survive. he is thought to have 
collected over 4,200 volumes. See Edwin Wolf 2nd, "The Reconstruction o f  Benjamin 
Franklin's Library: An Unorthodox Jigsaw Puzzle," The Puprs of the Bibliogruphicwi Sociery 
of Americu. Vol. 56 (1962), 1-16: and Edwin Wolf 2nd -A Key to Identification o f  Franklin's 
Books,' ~Manlrscr@t. Vol. 8 ( 1956), 2 1 1-2 14. See aIso Nicholas Basbanes, A Genile ~Cfudness, 



We need not rely exclusively on the accounts lefi by perhaps over-eager, and 

therefore too easily disappointed, colonial American bookbuyers to establis h the extent 

to which books were available for purchase and enjoyment by early Arnericans. The 

general picture which clezirly emerges h m  various sources in recent years is one which 

is far less bleak than Logan, Simrn, or Franklin would have us believe." 

One particulariy fiuitful source for the study of the availability and diffusion of 

books in the colonies has k e n  the business transactions O€' American booksel~ers.'~ 

WC know, for instance. a good deai about the book dealings of one of Philadelphia's 

most renowned eighteenth-century book personalities, the one-time printing partner of 

Benjamin Franklin. David ~all ."  Other colonial booksellen. such as the proprietor of 

..The London Bookstore". Henry ~nox." and hir fellow Bostonian. Jeremy ~ o n d ~ ' ' .  

- - 

136-137: George S. Eddy, "Dr. Benjamin Franklin's Library," Proceedings of  the American 
Antiquarian Society, Vol. 34 (1924), 206-226; M. B. Korty, "Franklin's World o f  Books." 
Jo~rrncrl of Librcry Histoty Vol. 3 (I967),27 1-328. 
 or or a partial bibliography o f  relevant sources, see James Gilreath's -List o f  Secondary 
References" in his "American Book Distribution," Proceeciings of  the American Antiquarian 
Society, Vol. 95 ( 1986). 570-583. See also David D. Hall. "Readers and Reading in America: 
Historicai and Critical Perspectives," Procredings of the American Antiquarian Society. Vol. 
103 (1994). 337-357. 
Ib See Stephen Botein. .'The Angio-American Book Trade before 1776: Personnel and 
Strategies," in W ili iam L. Joyce, et (11, eds. Printing ctnci Sociqv ir, Ewly Amricu (Worcester. 
1983), 48-82: H. W. Boynton. rlnnufs ofArnericm Booù.sellirig, 1638-11?j0 (New York. 1937): 
John Edgar Molnar. "Publication and Retail hdc Advertisements in the Virginict Guwte. 
1736-1 7 8 0  (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1978): James Southall 
Wilson. "Best-sellers in Jefferson's Day," Yirginiu LJtrur(er!v Review, Vol. 36 ( 1960). 222- 
237. 
" See J.A. Cochrane, Dr. Johnson S Primr, The L@ of Willium Strahcrn (London. 1964). esp. 
chap. 6. "David Hall and America": Robert Harlan, "Colonial Printer as Bookseller in 
Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia: The Case of David Hall," Sttrdies in Eighteenth-Centtrry 
Culttrre, Vol. 5 (1976). 355-369: Robert Harlan, "David Hall's Bookshop and Its British 
Sources o f  Supply," in David Kaser, ed. Books in America S Pust: Essqs Honoring Rtrclolph 
H Gjelsness (Charlottesville. 1966). 1-24: Joseph Jackson, 'Wall. David in Dictioncrry of 
Americrrn Biogrcrphy (New York. l933), Vol. ViiI, 123. One suspects that Hall has attracted 
more attention than others because more of his papes have survived -an important factor in 
light o f  Donald Farren's accurate observation that "manuscript sources for the study of the 
book trade history are notoriously in short supply" ("Subscription: A Study o f  the Eighteenth- 
Century American Book Trade". unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, l !NU), 
24. Some o f  Hall's papers will be used in the present study. 
'' See W. C. Ford, ..Henry Knox and the London Book-Store in Boston, 177 1 - 1 774," 
Proceedings o f  the Massachusetts Historical Society, Vol. 6 l ( 1927-1928). 225-303: Claude 
M. Fuess, "Knox, Henry" in Dkrionary of American Biography (New York 1933)- Vol, X, 
473477. 



have been the subject o f  similar studies; as have the collective dealings o f  colonial 

booksellers o f  pacticular American cities" and regions." These studies have found 

evidence of  a flourishing trade in books in colonial America. 

Another approach has been to study the supply side ofcotonial booktrading. 

These studies show that most of the colonial booksellers' stock came fiom overseas 

suppliers. Britain. London in particular, was the most important source for American 

book imports2'; and a Scot living in London, William Strahan. was one o f  the most 

important eighteenth-century suppliers." Not only did Strahan supply books to David 

Hall i n  Philadelphia, but he also sent books to other notable American booksellers 

10 See Elizabeth Carroll Reilly, "The Wages of Piety: The Boston Book Trade o f  Jeremy 
Condy." in William L. Joyce, el cd, eds. Printing and Society in Ectrly .4nwica. 83-1 3 1 .  
'O See, for instance, Carl Bridenbaugh, .'The Press and the Book in Eighteenth Century 
Philadelphia," Pennsylvaniu 1CIaguzinr of History r~nd Biogrrrphy. Vol. 65 ( 1 94 1 ), 1-30; Carl 
Bridenbaugh and Jessica Bridenbaugh, Rrbels und Gentlenren: Philrrdelphiu in the -4gr of 
Frmklin ( 1942: reprinted New York, 1962). chap. 3. "Printers and Books: The Making o f  Full 
Men": J. M. Goudeau, "Booksellers and Printers in New Orleans, 1764-1 884," Journcil of 
Librirrv Histow. Vol. 5 (1970). 5-19: Howard Murnford Jones. "The Importation o f  French 
~ooks in  Philadelphia." Motlern Philology. Vol. 32 ( 1934). 157- 177: R. P. McCutcheon. 
"Books and Booksellers in New Orleans, 1730- 1830," Lorrisiunu Histuricul @wrter/v. Vol. 70 
( 1937), 606-6 18; Edwin Wolf 2nd. The Book Cirlti~rr of u Colonitil ..lrneri~+un C*: 
Philudelphia Books, Bookmen und Booksellers (Oxford, 1988). 
'' See Vincent Kinane. " 'Literary Food' for the American Market: Patrick Byrne's Expons to 
Mathew Carey," Proceedings of  the American Antiquarian Society. Vol. 104 ( 1994). 3 15-337; 
Cynthia A. Stiverson and George A. Stivenon, T h e  Colonial Retail Book Trade: Availability 
and Affordability o f  Reading Material in Mid-Eighteenth Century Virginia" in William L 
Joyce. t.r d eds. Printing und Sociery in Eurly Americcu, 1332-1 73; Gregory A. Stiverson. 
'-Books Both Useful and Entenaining: Reading Habits in Mid-Eighteenth Century Virginis" 
Suuthertstrrn Librarim, 1975,5248: Calhoun Winton. "The Colonial South Carolina Book 
Trade." Proof, Vol. 2 ( 1 9E), 7 1-87. 
'' See Richard Sher, T h e  Book in the Sconish Enlightenment," in The Cufttrre of the Book in 
the Scortish Enlightenmrnt: An E~hibirion wirh Essqvs by Roger Emerson. Richard Skr.  
Stephrn Brown, und Puuf Wood(Toronto. 2000), esp. 4 1; James Raven, '*The Export o f  Books 
to Colonial North America," Publishing History: The Sociul, Economic rmi Literuty History 
of Book, Navspaper and Magazine Ptiblishing, Vol. 42 ( 1997), 2 1-19: -Between the mid- 
seventeenth and the earIy nineteenth century, most books in North America were published in 
and purchased and shipped from Londonm(:! 1). See also Fiona Black, "Book Availability in 
Canada, 1 730-1 820," (unpublished paper presented at the "Scottish Diaspora" conference. 
University of Guelph, 16 October 1999), 12. 
-3 For a general biography o f  Strahan see J, A. Cochrane, Dr Johnson S Printer, The Life of 
Wiflium Srruhm (Cambridge, 1964). 



including Benjamin Franklin's bookselling nephew, the turbulent Benjamin ~ecom", 

and Hall's bookvlling bmther-in-law, James ~ e a d ?  With neither o f  these two were 

his transactions as successful as with his favourite, .'Davie'' ~a11.'~ I t  is estimated that 

from 1748 to 1772, Strahan supplied Hall with books valued at over £30,000?' 

Among numerous other colonial American booksellers with London connections 

studies have dealt with Richard King, James Rivington, and Robert ~el ls . "  

Nat al1 books that came to colonial America passed through the hands of 

London booksellers. Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Madrid, and Paris were important too. 

There is considerable evidence o f  an eighteenth-century American market in insn 

reprints; itlthough much o f  the tnde in Irish books did not occur until a h  1783? 

?J On Benjamin Mecom see Kevin J. Hayes, "Benjamin Mecorn," in zlniericun ~Vutionul 
Biogruph-v, (Oxford, 1999). Vol. XV. 333-233: Victor H. Paltsits. *-Benjamin Mecom." in 
Diciiorwy of'rlniericun Biogruphy (New York, 1933), Vol, XII, 488489: John Tebbel. A 
History of Buok Publishing in the United Stores (New York. 1 972). 1 04- 105: Carl Van Doren, 
Jc~ne iVfrcotn: Benjcrmin Frunkii'z S Frrvorire Sisfer (1950: reprinted Clifton. 1973). 
I< - On 7 January 1748, Hall married Mary Leacock: Read was married to Mary's sister. 
Susanna. 
" See J.A. Cochran, Dr. Johnsun S Prinrer (London. 1964). 68-72: Robert Harlan, "William 
Strahan's American Book Trade. 1744- 1 776," Libruw Quurrer!~. Vol. 2 I ( 196 1 ), 135-244. In 
his correspondence. Strahan often referred to Hall as "Davie" (David Hall Letterbooks. 
American Philosophical Society). 
" See Giles Barber. "Books from the Old World and for the New: The British International 
Trade in Books in tlie Eighteenth Century." Studies on Yoltuire und die Eighreenfh C'rnrurv, 
Vol. 15 1 ( 1976). 198; Nicholas Basbanes, A Gentle ~kfudnnrss. 149. 

Robert Wells came to America in 1754, James Rivington in 1760. and Richard King in 
1763. See Giles Barber. "Books from the Old World and for the New: The British 
International Trade in Books in the Eighteenth Century." Stirciies on Volruire undthe 
Eighieenrh Cenaiy. Vol. 15 1 ( 1976). 198. Barber argues that, on the whole. exports of books 
from Britain to America were significant and "mount regularly" from 1748 to 1772. In tlie 
I76Os. James Rivington is reported to have been the "principal importer o f  English books" to 
the colonies; see Victor H. Paltsits, "James Rivington," in DrCrionuty of Amerimn Biogrnph 
(New York, 1935), Vol. XV, 637-638; see also Leroy Hewlett, '-James Rivington, Tory 
Printer," in David Kaser. ed. Books in America S Pm Essqs Honouring Rttdoiph H. Gjelsness 
(Charlottesville. l966), 166- 193; Carol Sue Humphrey, '-James Rivington." in An~ericun 
1Vutional Biography, Vol. XVtII, 575-576. 
'' See Richard Cargill Cole, Irish BookrL.llers und Englrsh Wrirers 1 ï-lO-l8OO (London, 1986), 
esp. chap. 3. "Irish Booksellers in America Phases 1 and 11, 1750-1794". Cargill writes chat 
"[plrobably Irish reprints did not make their way across the Atlantic in large numbers until the 
end o f  the American revoIution"(40). See also M. Pollard, Dublin S Trude in Books. 1550- 
1800 (Oxford, 1 989), esp. 14 1 - 1 53. However, more books may have found there way from 
Ireland to America in these early years than Cole and Pollard suggest: See Warren 
McDougitIl's review of Pollard, The Librury, Vol. 15 (1993), 60-62. in which he argues that 



Scattish booksellers, as Warren McDougall has shown, provided books to various 

networks of colonial American book seller^.^^ 'The activity of the Scottish ports shows 

that considerable quantities of books [not ail with Scottish imprints] were k i n g  sent to 

Arnerica, especially to Boston, Virginia and Philadelphia, in the middle of the 18th 

~entuty".~ '  

One such Scottish exporter was the publishing finn of Alexander Kincaid and 

John Bell. Some of the "Letter Books" for this tlnn survive at the Bodleian Library 

and show Kincaid and Bell's American bookbuyers to have included Jeremy Condy, 

David Hall, Hyslop & Company, William Millar, James Taylor. and John 

~itherspoon." Kincaid and Bell's most frequent Amerhm correspondent was John 

Mein. a bookseller who had come to Boston from Edinburgh in 1764 and about whom 

we will have more to Say in the course of this study." Despite his rnounting debt, 

Kincaid and Bell continued to supply Mein with books and in April 1766 shipped a 

number of the tlrm's newest edi tions -- including David Hume's E.F.SLI~.S und Tretrrrises 

on Srvrrcrl ~ubjec~s?" From the supply side of the Amencan booktrade. then. the trend 

ofrecent scholarship has been to cal1 attention to an extensive trade which supplied a 

multitude of books to eightecnth-century Americans. 

"irish books came to America regularly7';61): see also Richard B. Sher. "C't~urles V and the 
book trade: an episode in Enlightenrnent print culture." in Stewart J. Brown. ed. Wil/imn 
Robertson und the Erpmsion of Europe (Cambridge. 1997), 164- 195. 

See Warren McDougall. ..Scottish books for America in the mid 18th Century" . 2  146: and 
Warren McDougall, "Gavin Hamilton, John Balfour and Patrick Neill: a study of publishinç 
in Edinburgh in the 18th century" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of Edinburgh. 
1974). esp. 138-148. 

31 See Warren McDougall, "Scottish books for America in the mid 18th Century". 40. 
For letters concerning the American interests of Kincaid and Bell see Bodleian Library. MS. 

Eng. Letters c 20, leners dated 27 March 1765 (f.14). 12 April 1766 (f.24), 22 April 1767 
(E35),24 April 1767 (f.38-39). 15 Sept. 1767 (E62), 17 Sept. 1767 (E6 1.64-65), no date 
(f.63), 5 August 1768 (f.102-103), 6 August 1768 (f.104), 26 March 1769 (f.120); Bodleian 
Library, MS. Eng. Letters c 2 1, letters dated 22 Feb. 1770 (f.2 1 ), M August 1 770 (f.46). 23 
August 1 770 (f.47), 7 Feb. 177 1 (E64), and 27 August 1 77 1 (f.84). 
I3 See John Eliot Alden. "John Mein, Publisher: An Essay in Bibliopphic Detection." The 
Pupers of the Bibliographical Society of America, Vol. 36 (1942), 199-214: John Eliot Alden, 
"John Mein, Scourge of the Patriots," Colonial Society of Massachusetts Publicutions, VOL 
XXXiV ( 1945),57 1-599: William Penack -,John Mein," in Arneric.cn Nuriona! Biogruphy, 
Vol, XV, 261-262. 
34 See letter to Mein, 22 April 1767, Bodleian Library, MS. Eng. Letters c 20. 



The trade in books, o f  course, was part and parce1 o f  the larger trade networks 

which in the early eighteenth century united the colonies and Britain. Indeed. books 

oflen piggy-backed on the substantial tobacco trade which was carried on between the 

new world and the old!' Many a shipment o f  books found its way into barrels and 

ont0 tobacco ships on their westward joumeys across the ~ t l a n t i c ! ~  The booktrade 

between Britain and America both promoted and was encounged by the eitisting trade 

networks which helped unite "The English ~tlantic"?' 

j 5  See. for instance. George Washington to Capel and Osgood Hanbury. 25 July 1769 where 
Washington remarks that he has "Shipd you eight Hnds o f  Mast'r Custis's Tobo" and placed a 
forty-seven titled book order. which included "Hume's History of England the 4th Edtn" (John 
C. Fitzpatrick. ed. The CVritings of George Wushington. Vol. II, 5 1 5-5 1 7). 
36 For instance. the tobacco merchants Semple. Jamieson and Lawson received a number o f  
books from the London merchant John Gilmour with which to supply their store in 
Portobacco, Charles County, Maryland in the 1750s and 1760s. See Scottish Record Office 
(West) MSS CS9611 17911 and Warren McDougallTs published study which uses these and 
other soiirces, ?3cottish books for America in the mid 18th Century". 2 1-46. There is an 
extensive ~iterature on the tobacco trade: see Barbara Crispin, "Clyde Shipping and the 
American War." Scottish Historicd Review, Vol. XLI (1962). 124-134; T.M. Devine. The 
Tobacco Lords: -4 Siiirly of the Tobacco Merchants of Glasgow mcl their Trtrtling =Ictivilics c: 
1740-90 (Edinburgh. 1975): T.M. Devine. A Scottish Firm in Virginia 1767-1772. I Y .  
Ciinninghnle und Co. (Edinburgh. 1984); J.H. Saltow. "Scottish Traders in Virginia. 1750- 
1775," Economic Histon, Review. Set. 2. Vol. 12 (1959). 83-98. 
" See lan K. Steele. The English Atlantic 1675-1 740: An Erplorution of Commmkdon und 
Curnmmity (Oxford, 1986) and lan K. Steele, "Empire o f  Migrants and Consiimers: Some 
Current Atlantic Approaches to the History of Colonial Virginia." The Virginicr ~I.Ic~gccinine of 
Histo- und Biogrc~phy. Vol. 99 ( 199 1 ), 489-5 12: T h e  Atlantic Ocean was a watenvay more 
than a moat in the age of maritime empireY'(496). See also Stuart Andrews. The R~.rliscovery of 
Amerim Trcrnsc~rluntic Crossctirrents in an Age of Revoliition (Houndmills, Basingstoke. 
Hampshire and London, 1998): "the Atlantic was not as çreat an obstacle before the a g  of  
steam as we tend to suppose ... the Atlantic was not regarded as an obstacle by men who lived 
at a time when tnvel by sea was faster and hardly more hazardous than tmvel by road"( 19): T. 
H. Breen, "An Empire of Goods: The Anglicization o f  Colonial America, 1690-1776," 
Jotirnd ofBritish Studies, Vol. 25 (1986), 467-499, but esp. 468,485486,489: Christopher L. 
Brown, "What Merchants Did: London Traders in the British Atlantic," Reviews in American 
History, Vol. 16 ( l998), 359-365, esp. 363; David Hackett Fischer, "John Beale Bordley. 
Daniel Boorstin, and the American Enlightenment" The Journal of Southern Hisrory, Vol. 28 
( 1 %2), esp. 33 1-333; David Hancock, Citkens ofthe World: London bikrchants und the 
Integrution of rhe British Atlanticb Commiini~. 1735-1 785 (New York and Cambridge. 1 995), 
esp. 386,388-389; Daniel W. Howe. Americun History in an Atlmic Conie.irt.- An Inmgtiral 
Lecitire defiverrd before the Univers- of W o r d  on 3 June 1993 (Oxford. 1993); ALvin R. 
Riggs. "The Colonial American Medical Student at Edinburgh;' Universiry of Einbiirgh 
Journul, Vol. 20 (196 1-62), 141-150: the colonists did not operate within a vacuum created 
by an ocean"( 14 1 ); Douglas Sloan, The Scottish Enlightenmenr and the Anwicun College 
Ideal (Columbia, 1971), esp. xii; Gerald Stourzh, Alexander Hamilton and the Idea of 



Modem scholsrrship has identified the trade links between various colonial 

Amencan booksellers and their British agents; it has also confimeci that one of the 

mon significmt sources of books for the colonists continued to be individual overseas 

book~ellers!~ Institutions such as The Library Company of Philadelphia for instance. 

reguiarly purchased books through Peter Collinson in c on don^^ and purchased books 

from Britain by s ~ b s c r i ~ t i o n ~ ~  So did the T h e  Library Company at Charles Town 

South Carolina" when in 1757 it signed on for a Birmingham imprint of Publii Virgilii 

Maronis Buculica Georgica. et/ ~eneis.'" And so did individuals. WiIliam Strahan's 

hopehl solicitation of New York's Caldwallader Colden in 1744 is typical of this kind 

of trade. "I Iikewise sel1 al1 sorts of books," wrote Strahan to Colden. "so if any of your 

acquaintances want any 1 shall be obliged if your will direct them to me. in Wine Ot'fice 

Court in Fleet street":' Mony American colonists purchased books directly from 

Stnhan and other British booksellers? Many a colonial student who tmveled to 

- - -- - 

Republiuin Govrrnrrrent (Stanford, 1970): "Never before or since the second halfof the 
eighteenth century has the Atlantic Ocean been less a barricr to the communication of political 
and constitutional ideas"(3): Hugh Thomas. "The playing-fields o f  Bance Island," Times 
Literuty Supplement, (8 March 1996). 7. 
'' See Richard Beale Davis. .4 Coloniul Sorrthern BuukshelJ Rtirding irt the Eighteenth 
C'mrrty (Athens, 1979): "It is also true that from the beginning the colonists ordered books 
from 'home' througli their factors or agentsV(l0). For contemporary collaboration s e  
Benjamin Franklin to William Strahan, 1 May 1764, Leonard Labaree. et ul. ed. The Pupers of 
Benjumin Frunklin (New Haven. 1959-), Vol. XI: 1 89- 190. 
39 See 'At the Insistencr of Benjumin Frunklin *: rl Briej'Histoy of the Librccry Cotrtput~y cf 
PhilucIelphiu ( 1  976: revised Philadelphia, 1995), 10, 16; Margaret Barton Korty. "Benjamin 
Franklin and Eighteenth-Century American Libraries," Trtrnsuctions of the Americwn 
Philosophicul Society, Vol. 55 ( l965), 13-1 4. 
.$O The Library Company subscribed to John Blair's The Chronolugy und Histov of the Worlrf. 
fionr the Credon (CI the yeur of Christ. 1753. illrrstrutrei in LVI tubles. 175-1 (London. 1754) 
as well as James Stuart's The Antiquities of Athns. Meusuredamf Delineutecl by Jumes 
Sitwri, F.M. und F.S.A. and Nichoius Revett. Puinters und Architects (London. 1762). See 
John Cannon and Frank Robinson, directors, the CD-ROM Biogruphy Dutubuse: 1680-1830 
(Romulus Press: Newcastle upon Tyne, 1995). 
" Ibid. 
" William Stnhan to Cadwallader Colden, 1744. The Letters and Papers of Cudvallader 
Colden (New York, 1 XO), Vol. II1,59. 

William Shippen and John Witherspoon both purchased books from the Scottish firm, 
Kincaid, Bell and Donaldson. See Warren McDougall, %ottish books for America in the mid 
18th Century," 30. On Thomas Jefferson and George Washington's book orders from London 
booksellers see William D. Houlette, "Books of the Virginia Dynasty," Librcq ptrarter[v, 
Vol. 24 ([954), 226-227.230. This practice was to continue on a large scale until weIl into the 



Britain would have retmed home with a package of British books testieng to his new 

found knowledge gained studying law at the Middle Temple in London or medicine at 

the University of Edinburgh. Having returned home, these students and other colonists 

might continue to secure books tiom British booksellets through American agents or 

middlemen like David HaII of ~hiladel~hia? 

The books possessed by colonial bookowners provide one of the clearer 

measures of the availability and difhsion of books in the colonies. Most often studies 

based on book ownership have been rooted in the analysis of surviving inventories of 

private. contemporary libraries." Much of this scholaiship h a  ken in case studies. 

The tendency has been -- not unnaturally -- to draw conclusions about the reading of an 

individual or his circle from an examination of the book holdings of a particular library. 

These studies have spoken most often about the reading taste of a very specitic 

audience." Studies of this son furnish snapshots of the book holdings of specitic 

readers. in one geographic location, atone point in time. These disparate pictures also 

nineteenth century; see. for instance. Adrian W. Knepper. "Obadiah Rich: Bibliopole." The 
Pupers of the Bibliogrrrphical Sociry of Anterico, Vol. 49 (1955). 1 12-1 30. 
" In a book order placed with William Strahan dated 10 ûecember 1765. for instance. Hall 
recorded separate orders for Mr. T. Coombe, Rev. W. Duche. Mr. W. Hick. Joseph Leacock 
and Mr. Joseph Miller (David Hall Letter Book, American Philosophical Society, BIH 142.1 1. 
" See for example. H. J. Cadbury. "Anthony Benezet's Library." Bullefin of Friends ' 
Historiccil Associcifion, Vol. 23 ( 1934). 63-75: H. J. Cadbury. "More o f  Benezet's Library." 
BitIletin of Frienrls Hisroricul ..Lssociufion, Vol. 25 ( 1936). 83-85: Carl L. Cannon. Rtriericcrn 
Book Colleciors crnd Collming in L'oloniul Times to the Prewnt (New York, 194 I ); F. B. 
Dexter, "Early Private Libraries in New England." Prucerttings o f  the American Antiquarian 
Society, Vol. 28 (1918), 135447: J. E. Fields, "A Signer and His Signatures; or the Library o f  
Thomas Lynch. Jr.." Harvurd Librury Blrllerin, Vol. 14 ( I %O), 2 10-252; Gordon W. Jones, 
'-The Librav o f  Doctor John Mitchell o f  Urbanna," The Virginiu ~I.Ic~gu:ine of Histury crnd 
Biogrcrphy, Vol. 76 (1968). 441443; M. Maurer, "The Library o f  a Colonial Musician. 
[Cuthbert Ogle] 1755." William and ~bfury Qliarter[v, Vol. 7 (1950). 39-53: Edwin Wolf 2nd. 
"The Library o f  Ralph Assheton: The Book Background o f  a Colonial Philadelphia Lawyer," 
The Pupers of the Bibfiographical Sociey of Americu, Vol. 58 ( 1964). 345-379: G. Yost. "The 
Reconstruction o f  the Library ofNorborne Berkeley Baron de Botetourt, Govemor o f  Virginia. 
1 768-1 770," Puprrs of the Bibliogrc~phicul Society of America. Vol. 36 ( 1 942). 97- 123. 
46 See, for instance, Susan Stanton Brayton, T h e  Library o f  an Eighteenth-century Gentleman 
o f  Rhode Island," New England Qumerly, Vol. 8 (1935), 277. Brayton concludes that 
Marchant, the one-time attorney-general o f  Rhode Island and, in 177 1. Benjamin Franklin's 
traveling cornpanion whilst touring Scotland, "had, at his hand, reading maner both varied and 
extensive in its scope", 277. On Marchant see Verner W. Crane, "Henry Marchant,' in 
Dictionuy ofArnericm Biogrnply, Vol. XII, 271 -273. 



cm be aggregated and a colonial Arnerican reading public discerned. It is one which 

had access to, and a corresponding interest in, a wide assortment of books. 

The contents of pnvate libraries have been used in this way to shed light on the 

gcneral availability and difision of books in colonies such as the ~arolinas?' 

~ar~ land ."~  ~enns~lvmia," and virginia.s0 Other historians have discussed the 

availability of books in larger regions like the colonial south," or New ~n~1and.s' or 

"' See Walter B. Edgar. "Some Popular Books in Colonial South Carolina," South Curulinn 
Hisforicul :tlagcine, Vol. 72 ( 197 1 ). 174- 178; N. J. Talbert, "Books and Libraries o f  the 
Carolina Charter Colonists. 1663- 1763." North Curolinu Libraries. Vol. 7 1 ( 1963). 68-69; 
Helen R. Watson, '*The Books They Left: Some 'Liberies' in Edgecombe County. 1733- 
1 783," North Curolina HL~toricul Review, Vol. 48 ( 197 1). 245-257: S. B. Weeks, "Libraries 
and Literature in Nonh Carolina in the Eighteenth Century," American Historical Association, 
Rnnzid Report for the Year 1 895, (Washington, 1 896), 169- 1 77. 
48 See Joseph T. Wheeler. '*BookseIlers and Circulating Libraries in Colonial Maryland." 
Mc~wluncl Historicd 1CIuguzine, Vol. 34 ( 1939). 1 1 1 - 137: "Books Owned by Mary landers. 
1700-1 776," Mtrylund Historical Maguzine, Vol. 35 (1940). 337-353: "Litenry Culture in 
Eighteenth-Century Maryland," 11/I~iryl~1nri Historical1CIugc15ne. Vol. 38 ( 1  943). 773-276; 
"Reading Interests o f  the Professional Classes in Colonial Maryland. 1700- 1776: The Clergy." 
~CIuryIuncI Hisfuricul Mugc~=ine, Vol. 36 ( 194 I ), 1 84-20 1 : "Reading Interests o f  the 
Professional Classes in Colonial Maryland. 1700-1 776: Lawyew and Doctors." .Clc~phnc/ 
Historicul Mugccine, Vol. 36 ( 1  94 1 ). 28 1-30 1: "Reading Interests o f  Maryland Planters and 
Merchants. 1 700- 1 776." Vol. 37 ( 1942). 264  1.29 1-3 10: "Reading and Other Recreations o f  
Marylanders. 1700-1 776," Mat$uncI Historicuf Magccinc Vol. 38 ( 1943). 37-54: 167-1 80. 
" See E. V. Lamberton. .'Colonial Libnries o f  Pennsylvania." Pennsyivuniu Mrgccine of 
Histoty und Biopaph-v. Vol. 1 7 ( 19 1 8). 193-234. 
50 See William D. Houlette. -Books o f  the Virginia Dynnsty." Librcity Qtrurter!~, Vol. 24 
( 1954). 236-739; William Peden, "Sorne Notes Concerning Thomas JetTerson's Libraries," 
WiIlie~m und Muw @rurterly, Vol. I ( 1944), 265-272; W. S. Simpson. " A  Cornparison of the 
Libraries o f  Seven Colonial Virginians. 1754-1 789,"Jotrrnul of Libruv Histo- Vol. 9 
( 1  947), 54-65; George Smatt, "Private Libnries in Colonial Virginia," Anwiccrn Litrruriire, 
Vol. 10 (1938), 24-52; Louis B. Wright, '*The Gentleman's Library in Early Virginia." 
Hiinrington Libruiy Quorterly, Vol. I ( 1937), 3-6 1; Wright, "The Purposeful Reading o f  Our 
Colonial Ancestors," ELH: A Journal of English Literav History. Vol. 4 (1937). 85-1 1 1. 
5 1 See Joyce E. Chaplin. A n  Anriom Purst~it: Agriailturui Innovation unci ~bIo(Ierni& in the 
Lobver South, I73O-i8lj (Chapel Hill & London, 1993): Richard Beale Davis Intellecttrul Lifv 
in the Colonid Sourh. 158-85-1763 (3 Vols, Knoxville, 19781, Vol. 3, chap. 1. -Books, 
Libraries, Reading, and Printing". See also Davis's A Colonial Soutkrn Bookshef$ Reudinng 
in the Eighteenth Centiiry (Athens, 1979) and the review o f  this book by Edwin Wolf 2nd in 
Wiflium und Mary Q1iarrerly. Ser- 3, Vol. 37 (1980), 350-353. On southern r ed ing  see also 
Louis B. Wright, The First Gentletnen of Americu: Intelfectuaf QiiaIities of the Earlv Colonial 
Ruling C b s  (San Marino, 1 !MO), esp, chap. V, "Books and Their Place in Plantation Life," 
117-154. 
P- See Franklin B. Dexter, "Early Private Libraries in New England," Proceedings o f  the 
Arnerican Antiquarian Society, New Series Vol. 18 (I907), 135-137; William J. Gilrnore. 
Reading Becornes a Necessity of Lge:  marer rial uniiC11I1tirn1 Life in Rurul Neiv Englnncf, 



the colonies in general? Those images have been iùrther focused by studying the 

books available to various groups ofeighteenth-century Americans -- such as those 

with access to collcge libraries and various kinds of subscription libraries." 

The conclusions reached by these researchers about the contents of colonial 

libraries have implications For the emerging picture OF the availability and diffision O €  

books in colonial America similar to the studies of colonial bookselling discussed 

above. Far From seeing colonial America as a provincial "bookless desert", histonms 

increasingly have been struck by the availabitity of books in the colonies and by the 

importance of these books to the intellectual life of the colonies." Much remains to be 

uncovered about colonial book culture. but enough is now known to see that the story's 

principle plot clearly revolves around the availability, rather than the scarcity. of books 

in colonial America. In short. white the comments of Americms such as Logan and 

Franklin suggest that not al1 colonists were always satisfied with their ability to secure 

the books they wanted. modem scholarship uncovers a series of channels through 

which many and a wide assortment of books - even unpopular ones -- actually found 

their way to colonial anci Revolutionary America. '6 The more we learn about the 

1780-1835 (Knoxville, 1989); Margaret Barton Korty, "Benjamin Franklin and Eighteenth- 
Century American Libnries." Transrtcrions of t k  Americun Philosophictrl Society. Vol. 55 
( 1965): Michael Kraus, The Atlctntic CiviIi:don: Eighrrenth-C'ennq Originu ( Ithaca. 1 949). 
8 1-82, 
53 See J. W. Kraus. "Private Libnries in Colonial America." Joirrncil of Librtity Hisrow. Vol. 
9 (1974). 3 1-53; T. E. Keys. "Popular Authors in the Colonial Library." CVilson L i b r q  
Btrlletin. Vol. 14 ( 1 !MO), 736-727. See also, Louis B. Wright, An Americcrn BuokshelfC 1753' 
(Philadelphia, 1934); and Wright. Ctdttrrui L@ of the -4mrriccrn Colonies, 1607-1763 (New 
York, 1957). esp. the chap. on " h k s ,  Libraries and Learning". 
5J See John M. Jennings. The Libru~y of the Collrge of William und Muty in Virginict 1693- 
1793 (Charlottesville. 1968): Joe W. Kraus, "The Book Collections o f  Early American College 
Libraries." Librury Quurtrr!~, Vol. 43 ( l973), 142-1 59. Useful for this bibliography, and 
American Iibrnry bibliography in general. is Donald G. Davis, Jr. and John Mark Tucker. 
Amrrican L i b r q  Histoy: A Comprehensive Gui& ro the Literattve (Santa Barbara and 
Oxford. 1989). 
" Richard Beale Davis, A Colonial Soctthern BooksheF Reading in the Eighteenth Centitty 
(Athens. 1979), whose summation with regard to the availability and diffusion o f  books in the 
colonial South is representative: 'Ihere were more individuals and families who owned books 
and read them than has generally been noticed"( 125). 

We might question D.H. Meyer% claims (made in "The Uniqueness o f  the American 
Enlightenment,'' dmericm Qtrarterly, Vol. 28, (1976), 165-186) that many ofthe books which 
were popular in eighteenth-century Britain -did not make it to [the] shores" o f  colonial 



intricacies of the booktrade and book ownership of colonial Arnericans, the more it 

seems certain that books were available, sought after, purchad and read in an 

eighteenth-century Amerka that was not as tàr out of step with European cultural 

centers as has been thought. This applies to the works of David Hume. 

We are told by historiais that Hume's works were noi available to colonial 

American readets. fmm which they infer an insignificant reception for Hume's 

writings.'' But this scholarship has not addressed the specific questions we have asked 

about the American difision of Hume's works. While scouring the existing 

scholarship on general reading tastes and bookavaiIability in the eighteenth century 

might suggest that Elurne's works were more commonly accessible to colonial readers 

than some historims have assumed. more than this it cannot establish. Stray teterences 

to Hume's works in this body of secondary literature are not inkquent?s but they are 

f i  toa spondic to allow for a systematic assessrnent of the availability and dithsion of 

i-[urne's works in America. 

§ Eighteenth-Century American Book Catalogues 

M a t  evidence do we have tiom which to reconstmct a more detaited image of 

the dissemination of Hume's works in eighteenth-century America'? Suwiving 

America and that in their reading the colonists were considenbly "behind the timesb'( 173). 
See also Benjamin Fletcher Wright, Jr.. ..lntericun Interpretutions uj'Nmird Lav  -4 SiirJv in 
the Hisfow of Political Thoughi (New York, 1962): During the colonial en. -[Ilibnries were 
few in number. of timited content, and, until well into the eighteenth century. rarely contained 
any works on the principles of government"(62). 
57 See. for instance, Andrew Hook, &otIand andilmerica: "[e]xaminations of the contents of 
private American Iibraries in the colonial period ..- seem to confimi that Sconish books [like 
those of Hume] remained relatively rare"(43). 
58 See, for instance, "Books in Williamsburg," Wiliium und Muty Quarter!y. Ser. 1, Vol. t 5 
(1906-07). 104, 1 10: William D. Houlette, "Books of the Virginia Dynasty." Librcrry 
QumerIy. Vol. 24 (1954). 226; Joe W. Kraus, "The Book ColIections of Earty American 
College Libraries." Librmy @iurter!v, Vol. 43 (1973), 153; Genevieve Yost. "The 
Reconstruction of the Library of Norborne Berkeley, Baron de Botetourt, Governor of 
Virginia. 1768-1 770," Pupers of the Bibliogruphical Society of Americcr, Vol. 36 ( 1942), 105; 
Charles G. Steffen, From Gentlemen to Towmmen, The Gentry of Bnltin~ore County, 
iMuq~Iund, 1660-1776 (Kentucky, 19931, 13 1; John Rogers Williams, ed. --A Catalogue of 
Books in the Library of 'Councillor' Robert Cacter, at Nornini Hall, Westmareiand County, 
Va.,- WiiIium and Mary CoiIege Qtwteriy Historicui Magaine. Vol, 10 ( l9O2), 240. 



correspondence is often valuable. Charks Cano11 of Carrollton, for instance, an early 

and astute reader of Hume who will figure prominently in a later chapter. wrote to his 

father in Maryland fiom London in 176 1 

As Mr Hume is continuing his history of England, 1 thought it wou'd be better 
to buy the whole entire work at once than by peace meals: this is the reason of 
my not sending by the fleet the 2 volu' already published. Pray let me have a 
list of y' English books to prevent buying the same books over again.s9 

Sometimes, too, the actual copies of books which belonged to colonial Americans and 

colonial American libraries have survived and can still be found in libraries today." 

Instances of stray, surviving books and their marginalia are ohen serviceable for what 

they reved about Hume's impact on pmicular American readers. but their anomalous 

nature makes them far less usehl for writing the story of the lager diRusion of Hume's 

works. Fires, tloods. vermin. wars, and most of all. tirne. have taken their toll on those 

books which circulated in eighteenth-century ~merica.~'  It is fortunate. then, that for 

one reason or another. contemporaries often took inventories of their books. Unlike the 

collections of books they recorded. many catalogues of books have survived intact. 

5" Charles Carroll to his father. 78 Mar& 1761, in "Extracts from the Carroll Papers." 
~ih~ylunncl Historic~ui ~I.[nguzine. Vo 1. X ( 1 9 1 5). j 3 9. 
* For instance. the Library Company of Philadelphia has Joseph Hopkinson's copy. and 
Benjamin Rush's two copies, of Hume's Essqvs and Tre~tisrs on Severtil Subjects: The Van- 
Pelt Library o f  the University o f  Pennsylvania has F. A. Muhlenburg's copy o f  Hume's 
H i s t o ~  of Englc~ncI; The Library oFCongress has Thomas Jefferson's copy of Hume's Ess~rys: 
and Princeton University Library hm John Witherspoon's copy o f  Hume's A concise r d  
genuine uccCount of the dispute benvwn M. Htlme und M .  Rousswu (bound in a volume w ith 
15 tracts with spine title o f  Pumphlrts and scorched corners evidencing its near destruction). 
No doubt other private libraries contain items such as the one referred to in the "Genealogical 
Notes and Queries," section o f  the WiI/i(~nt and ~tfury @tur~eriy, Ser. 2, Vol. 16 (1936): "t 
have a book. vol. 2 of Hume's History o f  England, published in 1767 containing a bookplate: 
-Robert Turnbull, Petersb. Virg. Lex et Grex' and on the title page, two signatures: 'Thomas 
Crawfurd (or Craufurd) Blandf. i769' and 'Robert Turnbull, 1775' "(100). 
61 More than half of the books in Harvard University Library, for instance, were destroyed by 
fire in 1764, And afler the devastating fire o f  1778 in Charleston, South Carolina perhaps only 
185 volumes, ofThe Charleston Libnry Society's collection o f  6.000 to 7.000 volumes, 
survived. The Revolutionary War was particularly devastating to New York's colonial 
libraries: the New York Society Library was "practically exterminated'. as was the Library o f  
King's College whose books were "sold for grogy'. See Austin Baxter Keep, Hislory oj-The 
1Vav York Sociry Librury (New York, I908), 1 19-1 20; Arthur H. Shaffer, To Be -4n Zlrnericun: 
DavÏà Ramsay und the ~Vfding of the American Conscio~isness (Columbia 199 1 ), 135. 



Surviving catalogues fiom the eighteenth century record the books which were 

in well-known social libraries6' like the Library Company of philadelphiab3 and the 

social libraries in   alti more?   os ton? ~harlestonP~ New york,6' and ~ a l e r n . ~ ~  They 

also record the books held in less-well-known social Iibraries like the Albany ~ i b r a r y ~ ~  

in Albany, New York; the social Iibraries of ~ u r l i n ~ t o n ' ~  and ~rid~etown.7' New 

Jersey; the Juliana Library ~ o r n ~ a n ~ ' '  of Lancaster, Pennsylvania; and the social 

library of sag~arbour," Massachusetts. We have catalogues of the books in 

university and college libraries ofthe day; including (in order of publication of their 

first catalogues) yakT"  the College of New Jersey (now ~rinceton),7' and Harvard 

~niversity." Likewise. we have the e d y  nineteenth-century catalogues of many of 

'' A social library was ti library to which patrons subscribed and paid dues so as to pool their 
resources to purchase books that al1 members mi& then bormw and read. 
63 See. e.g., -4 c.utulogue of books belonging to the Librury Company of Philc~delphicr. 
Commmiîer bonu profimlere &trm est. (Philadel phia, 1 74 1 ). In his .4 utobiugrc~phy (New Haven 
and London, 1964) Benjamin Franklin referred io the Library Company of  Philadelphia as, 'rhe 
Mother o f  al1 the N American Subscription Libraries9'( 130). 
M Sec. e.g.. .4 ccrtulog~e of rhe huuks. &c. belonging to fhe Libruty Conipuny of Bultimore: to 
which are prefirecl, the bye-/mus ofthe Comprmy, unciun ulphubeticul lisr ofthe menibers. [7 Iine 
quotation. from Telemachus.] (Baltimore. 1797). 
65 See. e.g.. Catalogue of books i,r the Boston Libruy Janiiury 1. 179j ([Boston, 17951). 
06 See. e.g.. rl cotulogue of rhe books brlonging to rhe Charles-iown libruw s o c i .  (London. 
1750). 

b7 See. e.g.. .4 catalogue of the books belonging to ihe 1Ve-w-York Societv Libruty (New York. 
[1758]). 
68 Sec. e.g.. Bvlmvs r d  rrgdutions ofthe incorprcr~ecIproprirrors of the Suciul Libruw in 
Suleni ([Salem. 1797(?)]). 
69 See, e.g., A curalogtce of the books belonging IO the Albun-y Libruv (Albany, 1793). 
70 See, e.g., The charter, l..nvs. andccrlulogue of books, of the Librury Curnpunv of Burlingron 
(Phi!sdelphia, 1758). 
" See, A cutulogue of books. belonging IO the Librury Compurry of Brirlge-Town.   corn mon!^ 
called ~Clolrnf-Hollyl in New-Jersey (PhiladeIphia, 1 768). 
'' See, e.g., The chcrrter of the Juliuncr-Library-Comw in Luncaster: und the I<nvs of the suicl 
Compuny. Together with cr cutuIogt~e of the books, and the prices thereof: wiîh the mmbers us 
they stand in the library-room. The whole being coiletted and revisrd by order of the directors 
for this present year. 1765. By Caleb Shmvurd srcmtary ( Wilmington, 1 765). 
n See, Books belonging to the Libruv Company of Sirg--Harbor ( [Sag Harbor, I 806). 
74 d catuiogue of the library of Yole=College m Nav-Hien (Nlew] London, 1743). 
75 A catalogue of books in the library of ihe College of Nau-Jersey, Janiiury 29, 1760. Published 
bv order of the trustees (Woodbridge, 1760). 
76 Cutalogils librorirm in Bibliothecu Canrabrigiensi selecttrs,fiequentiorem in i m m  
Hawardmatum, quigradu bucca!mmi in artibus non& surir donuti ( Bostoniae, 
M,DCC,LXXIII). 



these universities' student society libraries -- the contents of which ofien differed 

considerably from the affiliated institution's library." There are catalogues of various 

private libraries. Some were printed in the eighteenth ~ e n t u r y ; ~ ~  others have been 

pnnted since:" and others still have not been printed at all. but survive as 

rnanu~cri~ts.8~ Finally. there are catalogues of the books that were available For sale by 

auctiodl and by eighteenth-century American booksellers?' To date. research has 

uncovered over 700 book catalogues for the period 1740-1830.X3 

Book catalogues are one of the surer sources for charting the availability and 

dimision of an author's works over time. The entries in these catalogues are especially 

informative to the historian of ideas because they refer to actual books likely to have 

been read by more than one person or circle. Documenting library holdings for their 

eighteenth-century readers, these catalogues offer the present-day historian a uniquely 

revealing and privileged perspective on the dissemination of Hume's works in 

~ m e r i c a . ~  The catalogues of individual colonial libraries have been used anecdotally 

to assess the reading of individuais and to argue, in general terms. for the availability of 

77 See, e.g.. Cirrrtlogt~e of books in the Brothers' tint1 Linonicin Librrrrirs. (New-Haven. 1808): 
Cutulogi~e of Bookv belonging to the Libruty of the Plrilologicwl Socirh, of Ah~scni-Hull. togrther 
ivith those depositecl for the i ~ ~ e  of its menrbrrs (Princeton. 1828); Cotc~logz~r of books irr the 
libruy of the [Deipnophcigoi] Clirb, Hc~rvurd College (Cambridge, 1 8 16). 
'' See, e.g.. Ccifalogue of books, in the Iibruw of the hot). Robert R Livingston, of Clermont. 
Febnruty, 1800 (Poughkeepsie, 1800). 
79 See. e.g., Cutulogtre of the iibruty of M Ctirey, Philutlelphic~ (Phi ladel phis 1 833). 
" Tatalogue of  Books belonging to Thomas Coornbe, Feb. 9th. 1768. MSS at Historical 
Society o f  Pennsylvania. 
'' See, e.g., C~~tuIogw ofbooks. ta br soi4 bypirblic uircrion, a the Cl@ Vendire-Srorr. in 
Front-Sheet: notice of the rime of sale will be givtn in the public pupers [Philadelphia, 1769(?)]. 
8, See. cg., Importe4 in the kat shipsjiom London, cmd to be sold by Dmid Hull, ut the 
Nriv-Printing-mer, in Murket-srreet. Philadelphici, thefollowing books, v k  ([Philadelphia, 
1754(?)])* 
83 See Bibliography, 8 "American Book Catalogues Consulted for this Dissertation. 1740- 
1830" For an alphabetically arranged list, See "Appendix A: Hume's Works in American 
Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830" for the tabulated holdings of the Hume titles to be found in 422 
o f  these 708 book catalogues. 
gt See Archer Taylor, Book Catalogues: Their Varietirs and Uses !icv ised edition by W illiarn 
P. Barlow, Jr., 1957). 'These catalogues are lists o f  books which actually exist. or once 
existed, and have been seen by the maker o f  the catalogue. This fact gives thern a peculiar 
value as reference works", 



books in colonial America. But, systematic study of book catalogues is, as yet. 

uncommon in secondary works of the history of ideas in ~ rne r i ca .~  

One notable (and hence fiequently-cited) exception to the general disregard for 

Americm book catalogues as a primary resource for historians of ideas is the well- 

known study by David Lundberg and Henry F. May, 'The Enlightened Reader in 

America". Published more than nventy years ago in a special issue of the American 

Qtrarterly which was devoted to the American Enlightenrnent, Lundberg and May 

attempted to provide a statistical assessrnent of the relative popularity in America of the 

works o f  63 different Enlightenrnent writers (including Hume) by cumulating the data 

from the holdings of 291 American book catalogues for the period of 1700 to 1 8 1 3 . ~ ~  

What did Lundberg and May say about Hume? Hume's Hisros, of EngItind and 

his Esscrys und Trearises on Several Subjects. they said. were not only available in 

enlightened America. but were frequently found in the libraries o f  the day. In overall- 

terms. Hume's History emerged as the second-most-popular title of the 206 

considered.8' 

Lundberg and May s general tindings have been questioned by some. and a 

closer examination shows the study to be less than det~nitive.~"he study has bren 

85 This neglect might be attested to by both the lack o f  publislied works employing the 
catalogues and by the large number o f  uncut pages the autlior encountered in his research into 
these book catalogiies. One suspects that this neglect is partly to be explained by the 
continuing resistance of historians o f  ideas to quantitative study. See Jacob M. Price, "Recent 
Quantitative Work in History: A Survey o f  the Main Trends." Histov und Theov: StrrniL's irt 
the History of Philosophy, in *'Studies in Quantitative History and the Logic o f  the Social 
Sciences." Beihest 9 ( l969), 1 - 1 3. 
86 David Lundberg and Henry F. May, "The Enlightened Reader in America" An~erican 
Qtrurter!~. Vol. 28 (1 976). 262-271 + 22 unnumbered pages of graphs. The essay has recently 
been reprinted prominently as the lead essay in the concfuding volume to Peter S. Onuf. ed. 
The New American Nution. Z77j-182O (New York. 199 I ), Vol. 12: 2-33. 
87 In their graphic representation o f  the cumulative total number o f  references to particular 
titles, Lundberg and May sugest that Hume's History was to be found in 44% o f  the libraries 
surveyed. This put i t  second oniy to John Locke's An Essay concerning Humun 
Understanding which, they Say, was to be found in 45% o f  all libraries. 

See, for instance, Ronald Hamowy, "Jefferson and the Scottish Enlightenrnent: A Critique 
of Garry W ills's Inventing America: Jefferson 's Declarution of Independence," William und 
ibhy Qumterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 36 (1979),503-523, esp. 5 1 1. Hamoway does not always 
criticize Lundberg and May's study €or the best rasons. 



criticized, in part, for using an insuficient number of book cata1o~ues.8~ Moreover, 

although the authors themselves described their essay as a"preliminary report", it has 

never k e n  followed up with the 'Sulier fonn" which was said to be forth~orning.~' 

Although ground breaking, their published findings are less detailed than one would 

like. They provide no record of the holdings of particular libraries, no indication of the 

variations of holdings between different kinds of  libraries, or in different regions. or an 

adequate sense of change over time. At other times, the presentation of their data is 

down-right deceptive. 

For Hume's works. Lundberg and May are particularly deficient9' First. not 

even al1 of Hume's major works were considered. Lundberg and May gave no 

indication of the availabiiity of Hume's Twarise oj'llrrmcrn ivurlm?' his An Enquiry 

oncerning Humun i . J n ~ ~ e r . ~ ~ u n d i n ~ ~ ~  Poliricul ~iscourses." Four ~issrrrurionzj or 

his autobiographical My Own ~ife." These omissions make it vinually impossible to 

judge the relative popularity of Hume's other major works. Omitting these works 

leaves the impression that they had an insignificant American reception -- an 

impression which. although it reinforces the commonplace supposition that Hume's 

writings were unpopular in colonial America. is. as we shall soon sre. f i  from 

accurate. Finally. the data for the Hume titles which were included in the study is 

highly deceptive as well. 

89 For the period of 1700 to 18 13. Lundberg and May use 291 catalogues. In the present study, 
708 catalogues have been used for the period of 1740 to 1830. From 1 740 to 18 13 the present 
study uses 396 catalogues (37% more than Lundberg and May). 

Lundberg and May, "The Enlightened Reader in America": .'When published in full. our 
data will make it easy for the reader to see how many copies of a given book were to be found 
in each sort of library, and in each colony, state, or region, For the present article, for reasons 
of space, we are limiting ourselves to presenting national percentages9'(263-264). In the case 
of Hume's works, however, even this pmposed expanded version would not rectiQ the 
insuficiency of the data as discussed below. 
" See Lundberg and May, 'The Enlightened Reader in America" entry for .-Hume''. 
" b k  I and Book Il were published in 1739; Book III in 1740. 
93 First published in 1748 with the title, Phifosophical Essqs  concerning Htîntm 
Understanding, but in 1758 and afterwards pubIished as An Enquiry concrrning Hvmm 
Ont ferstanding. 
94 First published 1752. 
" First published 1757. 
96 First published 1777. 



The graphs meant to represent the American availability and popularity of An 

Enqzriry concerning the Principles of Morals, for instance, show this title was to be 

found in only 2% of al1 libraries studied - suggesting, as the authors point out. that it 

was one of the least popular and least available of the 206 works suweyed, and 

*.appears in only four libraries'?' What Lundberg and May fail to indicate, however. is 

thd An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals was to be found in every edition 

of Hume's Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects. First published in 1753- 1 756, the 

Essuys and Trecltises was Hume's collected works and contained almost al1 of his post- 

Trerifise philosophy and essays. Printed with at least eight different imprints during 

Hume's lifetirne. the contents of these various editions varied signiticantly only as new 

works were incorponted. AIways revising his writings, Hume fiddled with particular 

pieces. changed the titles ofsome essaYs" and excised a few others?' but the bulk of 

the contents remained unchanged. especiaiilly a k r  1 758. 

Every edition of the collected works included An Enquiry conçrrning rhe 

Principles oJ'Morcris. as well as An Enqiriry concerning Human Understmding. the 

Essuys Moml und Poiiticcil of 1741 and of 1 74Po0. and the PoIiticd ~iscorrrsrs.'~' 

When the Four Dissertutions was published in 1757. this too was added to the 

collected works."' To have access to e copy of Hume's Essuys crncl Trerrrises gave an 

97 Lundberg and May. "The Enlightened Reader in America". 768. 
98 "Of Liberty and Despotism" was changed to "Of Civil Liberty" in the 1758 and subsequent 
editions: "Of Luxury" was changed to "Of Refinement in the Arts" in the 1760 and subsequent 
editions; "Of the Dignity o f  Human Nature" was changed to "Of the Dignity or Meanness o f  
Human Nature" in the 1770 and subsequent editions. 
99 Dropped from the 1764 and subsequent editions were 'Of Impudence and Modesty". "OP 
Love and Marriage" and "Of the Study o f  History". 
'O0 A first volume with this title ws published in Edinburgh in 1741; a second. separnte 
volume was published in 1742; and in 1748, a third, similarly titled volume appeared which 
contained the essays o f  the first 1741 edition plus three essays which had been published 
separately in the meantime. For a more complete story o f  these various editions see Eugene F. 
Miller. "Foreword" to the Libertyîlmsics edition of David Hume E s s w  Mord Politid. und 
Lirrrary (Indianapolis, 1985), xi-xviii. 
'O' The 1754 edition o f  which contained, .%If Commerce". "Of Luxury", ..Of Money". "Of 
Interest", "Of the Balance o f  Trade", -Of the Balance o f  Fowef, "Of Taxes". "Of Public 
Credit". 'Of some Remarkable Customs". "Of the Populousness o f  Antient Nations". "Of the 
Protestant Succession", and -1dea o f  a Perfect Commonwealth. 
'O' T h e  Natural History o f  Religion", .flf the Passions", ..Of Tragedy", and ..Of the Standard 
o f  Taste". Henry May seems misguideci when he writes in The Enlightenmen in rlmericu 



Amencan reader passage to almost al1 o f  Hume's philosophy and es~a~s. " )~  Very little 

was omieted, since the listed pieces contained Hume's revision o f  what he thought 

valuable in the Treatise of Hiiman Nature. 

Lundberg and May are by no means alone in their confusion over the contents 

o f  the Esstrys and Treatises. In discussions o f  the impact o f  Hume's works in the 

eighteenth-century, it is ofien not appreciated that post-1753 references to "Hume's 

Essnys" almost always signifi the Essays and Treutises on Severcrl Sirbjects. not the 

Essuys Mord und Political o f  1741 or 1742 (al1 o f  which werc. however. included in 

the Essays and ~ r e a t i s e s ) . ' ~  This distinction. as we have sen. is an extremely 

significant one, for while the volumes o f  Hume's Essriys 1l.loru1 und Political contain 

only thirty essays. Hume's Essays and Treatises on Severul Sirbjects was an edition o f  

his collected, non-historical works. with the notable exception o f  the Treatise of' 

Hiintan Nuriire. Given the format and content o f  the Essrrys und Treatises. eighteenth- 

(New York, 1976) that "[blecause o f  the complicated problem o f  successive editions [of the 
Esscys und Treurises] with differing contents it is hard to say eeactly what this meantY'(120). 
May goes on to say that after 1 758 "most" editions of the Essciys und Treutisrs included the 
.Enquiry conceming Human Understanding,' the essay 'Of Miracles.' and the 'Natural tlistory 
o f  Religion' "( 120). In fact. after 1758. al1 of these items. and others. were included in every 
edition o f  the Essuys rrnd Treurise-S. On the contents of the successive editions o f  the Es.scy.~ 
und Treïdtises see T. E.  Jessop, .-I Bibliugruphv of David Hume und of Smrrish Philosophv 
jkoni Froncis Hiirchesun 10 Lord Buijiorrr(London. 1938), esp, 5-1 1: William B. Todd. -David 
Hume: A Preliminary Bibliography," in William B. Todd, ed. Htrrne und rhe Enlightenment: 
E.vsqs Presented to Emesr Grmpbell hfossner (Edin burgh and Tem. 1974). esp. 194- 196. 
'03~nd, as even their own figures (althouph we shall see these tigures are under-representative) 
suggest Hume's Essqs cincl Trrrrrises was found in large numbers o f  Amencan Iibraries, being 
found in 26% of the catalogues studied. According to their own data. then. Hume's An Enqui- 
concerning the Principles of kforals was not one o f  the least available works in eighteenth- 
century America as their graphs incorrectly suggest but rather one o f  the most widely 
available. See also Richard C. Sinopoli, The Folinrkitiuns of American Ciri:enship: 
Libercilism. The Cunstitzirion, and Civic Virtue (Oxford, 1992), who wrongly argues that 
Hume's "political essays were far more widely available than his Enquiries"(58). 
'CU That eighteenth-century references ta .'Hume's Essays" most often refer to the ESsuys and 
Treuises on SmeralSubjects can be established in a number o f  ways. Often cimes that this is 
the case might be established by the context of the reference. In the case o f  the book 
catalogues, references to "Hume's Essays" are sometimes accompanied by additional 
information about the edition (Le. date and place of publication or the size o f  the volume) 
which allow one positively to identi@ the work in question as the Essays und Treutises on 
Several Subjecrs as opposed to the Essays Mwal and Political. Confusion in secondary 
scholarship over the titles o f  Hume's works is not uncommon. 



cennuy American readers encounkred Hume both as a philosopher and an es~a~ist. '~' 

And, they read his philosophy more than May and Lundberg thought. 

Lwidberg and May's findings are also misleading in other ways. This is the 

case for the colonial availability of Hume's Essays and Trcurises on Srveral Siibjecîs 

and especially so for Hume's Nistory of England. While Lundberg and May's study 

suggests that Hume's Histoy of'England was to be found in 44% of ali libraries 

studied, they report that it was in only 24% of colonid Iibraries, Hume's Histoiy. their 

study suggests. was not overwhelmingly populzir in colonial and Revolutionary 

America, At very lem, Lundberg and May would have us believe that the History was 

much less poputar before 1776 than it was afterwards (Lundberg and M y  End i t  i n  

41% of the library catalogues consulted for the period 1 777-1 790.49% o f  those from 

179 1-1 80. and 69% o f  those catalogues dating fkom 180 1 - 183 1 ). 

Closer inspection reveals significant faults with these figures. The data used to 

establish the History's colonial popularity were gleaned from book catalogues ranging 

in date h m  1700 to I 776.Io6 Published in six volumes tiom 1754-1 762'07. rekrences 

to Hume's History could not. of course. be found in  any book catalogue printed prior to 

tO5 See Emily B. Todd. "Walter Scott and the Nineteenth-Century American Literary 
Marketplace: Antebellum Richmond Readers and the Collected Editions of the Waverly 
Novels," Pupers of the Bihliogruphicd Society of Americu. Vol. 93 ( 1999). 495-5 17. which 
argues for a similar importance to the fact that Walter Scott's American patrons were 
increasing ly l i kely to "read the novels as a collec tion"(497). "The presentation o f  the novels 
had been tmsfonned; the Waverly novels became a un i fon  series lined up in a long row on 
bookshelves around the Untied States"(500-501). For discussions o f  the distinction between a 
book's "material fonn" and r e m a l  contentv see Michele Moylan and Lane Scites. 
"Introduction". and Amy M. Thomas, -Literature in Newsprint" Antebellum Family 
Newspapers and Uses of Reading," in Michele Moylan and Lane Stiles, eds. Reuding Books: 
fisays on the ~Mizrerial Tm und Litrrufure in rlmericu, I - 1 5. 10 1 - 1 12; Michel W inship. 
Americnn Literary Publishing in the Mid-Ninereen fh Cenrttty, 7. 
106 As we shall see. one o f  the more significant problems with the Lundberg and May study is 
that the tirne periods charted are otextremely long duration (Le. 1700-1 776, 1777-1790, 179 t- 
1800, t 800-18 13). These lengthy periods are especially deceptive when it cornes to the 
implied image of change-over-time as t h q  blur distinctions which might be drawn within 
ihese periods - depending on the date of publication o f  the work in question, the distonion is 
sometime worse than others, Also, by onIy noting a books f i rs t  appearance, earlier libnry 
holdings would have passed unnoticed into later ones. 
107 Not 1753-1 768 as indicated by Lundberg and May. 



1754, the year in which the tint volume of the History was published.'08 The Kistory's 

actual popularity (Le. its post-publication popularity) is not, then, accurately disclosed 

by Lundberg and May. While on the surface their figures might seem to substantiate 

May's claims made elsewhere that ?the most challenging and radicat writers of the 

Enlightenment [arnong whom he lias Hume] were M e  known in America betore the 

Revolution", the very data on which this conclusion is based. with respect to Hume's 

works. are faulty. and the conclusion, on this supposed evidence at lesist. clearly 

un~ubstmtiated.'~ We are very much in need ofa more carehl assessrnent of the 

availability and dissemination of Hume's wotks in colonial ~rnerica."~ I t  i s  to the 

solution of this problem that we should now turn, 

8 Hume's Works in Colonial Amencan Book Catalogues 

Ofthe 708 book catalogues consulted for the present study. 65 are dated 

between 1 740 and 1775."' In the book catalogues surviving from the 1740s. there are 

no references to works by our David ~ume. '  '' The earliest located American book 

catalogue refmnce to a work by Hume is Coud in the Charleston L i b r q  Society's 

1 O8 By the same token. it would seem that Lundberg and May's study (for the colonial period) 
is biased towards the popularity o f  works published earlier in the eighteenth century. A 
similar criticism might be leveled at al1 of their chronological periods. 
'O9 Henry F. May. The Enlighfenment in Americu. 19. That the data in T h e  Enlishtened 
Reader in Amerka- essay should substantiate the claims made in May's book on the American 
Enlightenment is not surprising. As is admitted in their essay, "[tlhe categories used emerged 
directly from Henry May's work on the Enlightenment in Americam'(267). Lundberg and May. 
we shall see, are by no means the only historians to suggest ihat Hume's works were not 
regularly available in colonial America. 
'Io The urgency of this reassessment is heightened by the degree to which Lundberg and May's 
faulty story has been accepted by the scholarly community. Daniel Walker Howe. for 
instance. in his essay. "Why the Sconish Edightenment Was Useful to the Framers o f  the 
American Constitution," Cornpurutive Siudies in Sociey und Hislory, Vol. 3 1 (1989), suggests 
(with reference to Lundbergand May's study) thrit the '.data have k e n  compile& the 
connections have k e n  maden(573), Hoive's project is somewhat optimistically premature 
when he writes that "I shall not be presenting a body of new research but reordering and 
rearranging what we know already"(573). 
"' See Table 1 -I. .-American Book Catalogues, I740-t 830: Number o f  Catalogues per Five 
Year Interval" and Chart 1-1. "American Book Catalogues, 1740-1830: Number o f  Catalogues 
per Five Year Interval". 
"' See -Appendix A: Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues, 1 74 1 - t 830"; Table 2-1, 
-Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830: By Title and Year o f  Reference*'. 



catalogue of 1750 which records *Hume's Philosophical ~ssa~s" . ' "  By 1757. The 

Library Company of Philadelphia held Hume's An Enquiry concerning the Principles 

of Morals and his Poliiical ~iscourses."" And, by the tirne of the publication of its 

tirst catalogue in 1758. The New York Society Library had secured a copy of An 

Enyuiry concerning the Principtes of i~oruls. '  l S  In the 1750s. then. Hume's works 

were to be found in colonial America's most prestigious social libraries in cultural 

centers Like Charleston, Philadelphia. and New ~ o r k . " ~  

These references confirm that Hume's works were not unknown in colonial 

libraries of the 1750s. but they apparently were Par from being popular even among 

America's elite."' Hunie titles are conspicuously absent from the important Library 

Company of Philadelphia's early holdings as evidenced by its catalogues of 1741 and 

1746."' That Hume's works were not widely available to the colonial reading public 

of the 1740s and 1750s becomes even clearer when one considers the dearth of 

references to his works in the catalogues of America's booksellers.''%ile in 1754. 

New York's Noel Gamt  advenised for sale -Hume's Principles of ~ornls" ."~ more 

''9 ~~utnlogzre of rhe books helonging to the Churles-toiun librcrw swiey  (London: W .  Strahan. 
1750). This reference is to Hume's Philosophical Essuys coacerning Hutrrcrn UnderstuncIing. 
being the original title (and used until changed by Hume in 1758) of =ln Enqrrirv concerning 
Humun Uncirrstunding. 
I l J  The chc~rter, Irnvs. und cutuIogw of books, ofthe L i b r q  Cumpuny of Phikrrklphirr. 
Cornmuniter bonci profirndere deum est (Phi ladelphia. 1 757). 
' " 21 cutulogue of the booh belortging ro the A h -  York Sociery Librcr~yfNew York. N :  H. Gaine, 
[1 7583). 
Il6 See Table 4-1. "Hume's Works in Social Library Ca~alogues, 1 740-1 830: By Title and Year 
of Reference'.. 
117 Besides the references to Hume's works in the book catalogues considered in detail here. 
reference to Hume's works are also to be found in bookseller ads placed in colonial 
newspapers of the 1750s: See, for instance, The South Carolittu Guzerte, 5 February 1753: 
'.Hume's Political Discourses"; 24 Aprit 1755: "Hume's Essays": 13 May 1756: "Hume's 
History": I July 1756: "Hume's Works". 
I l 8  A catalogue of books belonging to the Library Compûny of PCtiiucIdphin. Conimunitrr bonu 
projindere darm est (Philadelphia, PA: 8. Franklin, 1 741 j and Books nckledto the Libruw since 
the yrnr 1741 ([Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin, l7J6j). 
1 1'1 See Table 3-1, "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1830: By Title and Year of 
Referme"; Table 3-2, "Hume's Works in Bockseller Catalogues, 1740-1830: Ratio of Works 
per Catalogue". 
17' [CufaIogue of books sold by Gavat Nwl. at rhe Bible in Docks~eet](New York NY: 
[1754(?)]). 



representative of the 1740s and 1750s is the notable absence of t-Iurne titles t'rom the 

catalogues of the colonial booksellers Benjamin ~tanklin,"' David ~all,'" and 

William ~iadfoid.'" The book catalogues which survive for early colonial college 

libraries tell a similar ~tory . "~  Yale's catalogues of 1743"' and 1 7 ~ 5 " ~  list no works 

by David Hume; and there is no Hume in the College of New Jersey's catalogue of 

1760."' 

By 1 752 Hume had published a signi ficant portion o f  his major philosophical 

and political works including the Treutise ofHuman Nuture. three ditterent volumes of 

Essuys. Moral und Pol itical, the Philosophicol Esstiys çoncerr~ing Humun 

Understanding. the essays entitled An Enquiry concerning the Principles of ~l.loruls, 

and the Politiccd Discourses. None of these works appears frequently in American 

book catalogues before 1760. Altogether, the pre- 1760 American book catalogues 

consulted contain only five references to Hume's works. No retèrences are found to 

Hume's Tretrtise of'Human Nature and multiple references are found to only An 

Enqlriry concerning the Principles of Morcrls. the work which contained Hume's 

'" See .4 c u t d o ~ e  of choice m l  vulttcrble books, consisring of neur 600 
volumes ...([ Phi ladelphia. PA: Benjamin Franklin. 1 7441). 
'" See Intported in the IUSI shipsjbm London, und to be sold by David Hdl, 'tr the 
Nav-Printing-Wcee in ~Clcrrket-street, Philudelphia. the following books, vi:. ([Phi ladel ph ia. PA: 
B. Franklin and D . Hall. 1754(?)]) and. Books inrported in the Iast vesseljbon~ London, untlto bc 
sold by Duvid Hull, ut the 1Vcw Printing-%ce, in iblurkrr-sireet. PhiIucIelphiu, viz. 
([Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin and D. Hall]). Hall did. however, offers-Hume's enquiry into 
mords. and philosophical essays" in his Pennsylvcrnia Gazette advertisement o f  16 April 1752. 
123 Bookr jrrst importecIfiom London, und to be sold by FVillium Bra#orcI, ut his shop, ucQoining 
the London Corn-Hotcse in ~blarket-Street (Philadelphia, MA: William Bradford, 1 755). 
"' See Table 1-2, "American Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Type o f  Catalogue and Date o f  
Publication". See also Table 6-1, '*Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, I74O-IS3O: 
By Title and Year o f  Reference": Table 6-2, "Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, 
1740-1830: Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue"; Chart 6-I(A), '*Hume's Works in College Library 
Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Totals by Time"; Chart 6- I(B), "Hume's Works in College Library 
Catalogues, 1740- 1830: Cumulative Change over Time": Chart 6-1 (C), "Hume's Works in 
College Library Catalogues, 1740-1830, Relative Change over Time". 
l 3  A cataIogue of the librcny of Yalr=College in 1V.w-Hmen (N[ew] London: T. Green. 1743). 
"'A ca~dogue of books in the library of Yde-Coilege in N H m n  (New Haven. CT: James 
Parker. 1755). 
l n  A c~alogtre of book in the librmy ofthe College of New-Jersey, Jmuary 29, 1760. Published 
by order of the m1stees ( Woodbridge: James Parker. 1 760). 



infamous essay, "Of Micles". in the following two decades, however, the fortune of 

Hume's works in colonial America underwent a rapid and sustained transformation. 

It is diffïcult now to illustrate in precise terrns the dramatic increase in the 

American availability o f  Hume's works brought about in the m t y  1760s and 1770s. 

but something of the magnitude of this change can be captured by tracing and 

comparing the Hume holdings o f  various libraries' successively printed catalogues o f  

b00ks.I~~ For instance, while The New York Society Library's catalogue o f  1758 listed 

only "Hume on Morals". by 1773 its catalogue refers to this work. but also the Esscsfs 

anri Trectfjses on Several Sirbjects, and the multi-volumed Hisrory L ~ E ~ ~ I ( I ~ L I . ' ~ ~  As 

we have seen, the Union Library Company o f  Philadelphia listed no works o f  Hume in 

its catalogue of 1754 ."O but by 1765"' its p a n s  had access to most o f  Hume's 

philosophy and essaYs.'" Colonial libraries were also increasingly likely to have 

12% ln fact. one rnight say that book catalogues, by thcir very nature, are a uniquely rqiiipped 
source from which to illuminate this change --a library's successive catalogues wcre printed 
for the very purpose o f  displaying changes to its holding. 
'" The chutfer, and bye-lcnvs, of rhr New-York Sociefy Librcty-: wiih rr curdog~re ofiht! bwks 
belonging ro the suid Libruv (New York, NY: H. Gaine, 1773). At a meeting of the Library's 
trustees held on 9 March 1764, "Hume's Political Discoveries" [Sicl was one of the books which 
was recorded as "king sent for" (see Austin Biuter Keep. History of the rVrw Yurk Sociey 
Librwy, 172). Anolher example of the increased presence o f  Hume's works in colonial book 
collections during these years might be cited in the Charleston Libnry Society. As we have sen. 
its catalogue of 1750 listed only "Hume's Principles of MonIs". but its A curulogur rfbwku. 
belonging ro thr incurporurd Churlesroivn Librury FÈciciep, wirh rhe chru  oj' the a/itium 
(Charleston, SC: Robert Wells. 1 iïO), listed, along with =In Empiw cunwrning the Principles 
of MorrrCs. "Hume's philosophical essriys", -Hume's political discourses". and 'Hume's History 
of  England". 
13' A cu~uiog~ir of books beionging to thc, Union-Library-C'omp-v of PhiIudeIphia. To ~Ctich is 
prrfircd rhe ctrricIes of the Company, ivirh the ncrmvs of the present nienibers, und rtdes observed 
by the clerk in kfiing oirt buoks, &c .(Philadelphia PA: Jamee Chattin. 1754). 
l3 ' .4 catnlogt~e of bookr, belonging to the Union L i b r p  Cunipcrny CI f Philc~ielphicr (Philadelphia, 
PA: Henry Mil ter. Iï6j). 
"' The rise in references, in ~ n l  numbeis. to Hume-r works in baok catalogues of social 
libraries o f  the 1760s and 1770s is evident in Chart 4-I(B), "Hume's Works in Social Library 
Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Cumulative Change over Time". That this increase was brought 
about primarily by the inc~ased availability of Hume's Essays und Treutisrs and his Histury 
uf Englmd i s  illustnted by Chart 4-I(C), *Hume's Works in Social Libraries. 1740-830: 
Relative Change over Time". Even more graphically representative of the changing 
availability o f  Hume's works in social libraries in this period, however, are those tables and 
charts which factor into the equation the number of  book catalogues, giving a ratio of Hume's 
works per book catalogue consulted. See Table 4-2, "Hume's Works in Social Library 
Catalogues, 1740-1830: Ratio of Works per CataIogue"; Chart 4-Z(A). "Hume's Wotks in 



multiple copies of Hume's works. The Library Company o f  Philadelphia contained no 

works by Hume in 1746, and only two in 1 764'331 but by 1770 (only six years later), its 

shelves held a first edition o f  Hume's An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals, 

a 1764 edition o f  the Ersays and Treatises on Several Sitbjects, a îïrst edition o f  the 

History oj'Engfund irnder the hoicse of Tudor. and finally, two separate London editions 

o f  Hume's complete Hisfory of ~ n ~ l n n d . ' ~ '  

The changing availability o f  Hume's writings for these years can be traced i n  

increased reîèrences to his works in other types oflibraries as well. The tirst American 

college library catalogue to rekr  ta Hume is that o f  H m a r d  University which. i n  1773, 

recorded Hume's History uj'~n~l<«lrl.."' And the first circulating library catalogue 

consulted in  this study, that for Mein's New York Circulating Library o f  1765. 

contained reîèrences to both the Esscrys and Treutises and the History oj'Englrnd. 136 A 

1768 manuscript catalogue o f  the books belonging to Thomas Coombe (one o f  the 

Social Library Catalogues. 1740-1 830: Ratio of Works per Catalogue": and Chan 4-?(B). 
"Hume's Works in Social Library Catalogues, 1740-1830: Relative Ratio of Works per 
Catalogue". 
133 The churter, lnvs, une/ cctrctiogt~e of books, ofihu Libraty C'ompuny of Philudeiphiirr. 

Cotnnnrniier bboncr proft~ncirre ( lem est (Philadelphia PA: B. Franklin and D. Hall. 1764). 
1 3-1 The charter, lnvs, unclctrtulogur of book of ihe Librury Compuny of Philuclelphiu. Wiih a 
short c~ccorrnt of the libraty pre$rrcI. Comnrrrnirer bona pmjindere detrrn es[ ( Philadel phia PA: 
Joseph Crukshank, in Second-street, 1770). One suspects that a number of these items tvere 
purchased for the library by David Hall fmm William Strahan. See Ha11 to Strahan. 14 May 
1763: "Among other books ordercd in these Letters. 1 sent for ... the Philadelphia Libnry 
Company. who propose to make use of me for the future, instead o f  sending for wliat they may 
want (which no Doubt, will be considerable) themselves; I must therefore beg of you that you 
will take al1 Pains to get every Thing for them the latest and best Editions: which will be a great 
inducement for them to continue with us." The list of books Hall requested included, -Hume's 
History of England cornplete, Octavon(American Philosophical Society, David Hall Letter 
Books, B/H 142.1 ). 

Cumlogm librorum in Bibliorhecu Cuntubrigiensi selecrzrr,Ji.r~~enriorern in mrm 
Hunrurdinutum. qui g d u  buccnlatrrei in artibtls rionciztm stmt clonerfi (Bostoniae: Nov. Ang. 
Typis Edes & Gill, ii4,DCC.LXXIiI). 
13' See A carulogre of [John] hfein's Circulalng Librury: consisting of ubove nvelve ht~ndred 
volumes ...( Boston, MA: [McAlpine and Fleemingj, 1765). See also, Table 5-1. 'Hume's Works 
in Circulating Library Catalogues, 1761 -1830: By Title and Year of References'; Table 5-2. 
-Hume's Works in Circulating Library Catalogues, 176 1-1830: Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue". 
On circulating Iibraries see David Kaser, A Bookfor Skpence. n e  Circz~luting Librury in 
America (Pittsburgh, 1980); Paul Langford, A Polite and Commercial People: E n g W  1727- 
1783 (Oxford, I989), 94. 



customers for whom David Hall  ordered books f iom William Strahan in   on don'^') 

lists an 8 volume edition o f  Hume's History of ~ n ~ l a n d . ' ~ ~  But the bulk o f  book 

catalogues surviving from colonial times are those o f  American book seller^.'^^ 
Will iam Bradford's catalogue for 1760 was the first to offer Hume's Essays and 

Treatisrs on Several ~itbjecrs.~'* AAer that date, bookseller catalogues show a marked 

increase in entries for both the Essays and Treatises and the History oj'~n~lunc1.'~' In 

fact, the data in colonial American booksellers catalogues reveals that these two titles 

were virtually the exclusive modes in which Hume's writings were offered for sale in 

- - 

'" See book order placed with William Strahan dated t O December 1765 (David Hall Letter 
Book, American Philosophical Society, BIH 142.1). 
I :a See Historical Society o f  Pennsylvania, Coombe Papers, "Catalogue o f  Books belonging to 
Thomas Coombe. Febr t 768". 13. 
'" See Table 1-2, "American Book Catalogues, 1740- 1830: Type o f  Catalogue and Date o f  
Publication", 
''O R cutalogue of books. Jus[ in~porieJfi.om Lonriun. and to be sold by CK Brudford ut the 
London-Coffee-House, Philudelphia wholesuie und retuiIe. With good crlllo~vunce tu those thut 
take a quanti&. [Philadelphia, 1 760(?)1 and William Brdford printer, booksellcr, undstutiuncr. 
ut his store atljoining the London Cofee-How: hm importeciu collwion of book unlong ivhich 
ccre.,. [Philadelphia 1760(?)]. It is intereshg to note that Bradford's bookseller catalogue of  
1 755 [ Booh just importrci~om Lundon. c~nd to be sidd &y CYilliurn Brct~Iford ut his shop. 
rirljoining rhe Loudon C'offw-House in ithirkerStrerr(Philadelphia. 1753)] listed no Hume titles 
but that, beginninp witli the two catalogues from 1760 cited above, Hume was on frequent offer 
in Bradford's catalogues o f  the 1760s and 1770s. See also David Hall to William Stnhan. 22 
Dec. 1760, where Hall writes that "The Books, in the Beginning of  the List. ... are for a Libnry 
Company; 1 hope you will take what c m  you can to get them exactly as set down, and to find 
them as low as possible." The list included "Hume's Essays"(American Philosophical Society, 
David Hall Letter Books. BIH IJ2.l). Exactly which library Hall is here acting as the agent for is 
not clear. However. the first recorded copy o f  Hume's Essqs in an American book catalogue is 
in the Association Library Company o f  Philadelphia's catalogue o f  1765. .4 cutuiog~~e of books. 
beionging 10 the .-lssociution Library Company of Philudrlphia: c~l'phubeticul!~ cligesteci. Tu 
ivhich is prefaed the articles of the said Conipany, &c. (Philadelphia, 1 765). 
'" See Table 3-1. ..Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues. 1740-1830: By Title and Year o f  
Reference"; Chart 3-1(B), '*Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1830: Cumulative 
Change over Time"; and Chart 3-I(C), "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1 740-1830: 
Relative Change over Time". For a measurement o f  the references per catalogue, see Chart 3- 
I (A) ,  "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1830: Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue" 
and for evidence that these increases were primarily driven by increased references to the 
Esses and Treatises and the Hisros, of England see Chart 3-2(B), "Hume's Works in 
Bookseller Catalogues, 1750-830: Relative Ratio of  Works per Catalogue'.. Hume titles are 
also found in newspaper advenisements in the early 1760s: See, for instance, David Hall's 
advertisements for Hume's History in the PennsyIvanicr Gazette issues for 18 March 1762, 1 I 
Nov. 1 762, and 30 Dec. 1764. 



Arnerica h m  1760 to 1 779.IA2 Together, however, these works would provide 

colonial readers with a nice balance of Hume's philosophy and history, as well as his 

economic, literary, political, and religious thought. It is also material to note that in 

their editions of the earliest published volumes ofthe History of England, Hume's 

eighteenth-century readers would have found more of Hume's complete historical 

narrative than we find in the later editions of these sarne volumes. Hume's revisions to 

the History show that as his later volumes (those dealing with the earlier time period) 

were published, H w e  excised a good deai of material from his earlier published 

volumes. He did so. particularly fiom the Stuart volumes, in interests of elegance of 

style. but mostly in order not to be repetitive. The essential Hume of the History. for 

most readers, was before them even pnor io the publication of its last volume in 

1 762. 

Both the Hisrory and the Essays und Treatisrs increasingly were ot'fered by 

colonial booksellers in multiple sets and in various formats. John Mein's catalogue of 

1766.'" ter instance, contained three sepmte references to Hume's E.r.r~ys cmrl 

~ r e u t i s e s ' ~ ~  and two retèrences to the History of ~nglunll.'"~ Colonial booksellers 

sometimes accompanied their references to Hume's works with puffs of one son or 

another. James Rivington and Samuel Brown, in their catalogue of 1762 advertised for 

sale. "The Essays and Miscellaneous Works of the Ingenious Mr. David Hume" and 
9. 147 "Hume's History of Britain, a Work ofthe first Class . The same booksellers puffed 

"Hume's compleat History of England. €rom the Invasion of Julius C~esar. to the Reign 

14' See Table 3-1, .'Hume's Works in Bookselier Catalogues, 1740-1 830: By Title and Year of 
Reference". 

See Frederic L. van Holthoon, .Hume and the 1 763 Edition of His History of Engkand His 
Frame of Mind as a Revisionist," Hume Stidies. Vol. XXllI ( 1997). e.g. 142. 
'" R cutulogue of curious and valt~~~ble books. to be soldu the London Book-Store ([Boston. 
MA: William McAlpine(?), 17661). 
IJ5 TWO 2 Vol. sets, and a 4 Vol. set. 
'" Both of which were 8 Vol. editions. 
'" A cutulogur of b o o k  sold by Rivington und Brown, boobeIllrru und stutionersfi.orn London, 
ut their stores, over ugainst the Golden Key, in Hanover-Sp~are, ~Vav-York: und over uguinsi the 
London Cofeee-Home, in Philadaiphia. Ar bath which pluces 1 4 1  br fotrnd, u constunt spp& of 
books, with al1 the neiv urticles as t h q  ure puiilbhed in E m p :  undfiom whence ull ordm 
directrd to them@om the counl ,  whether in u wholesde or retail way, will be punctuuliy 
cornplid with ([Philadelphial?, I762). 



of King James ii" in theu advertisement in the Pennsylvania Gazette for 30 September 

1762 as " a  Work universalty admired for the Elegancy of Language, and tmpartiality of 

Sentiment". Descriptions of this character add shades of colour to the bare nurnbers 

which establish the growing prominence of Hume's works with his expanding colonial 

American audience of the 1760s.'~~ 

A notable exception to this story of availability is found in the work for which 

Hume is most o h  remembered today. Almost incredibly. the colonial Americm 

book catalogues considered here reveal no references tu Hume's Treutise oj'Human 

~Vuture. This is not to say that no copies of the Treatise found their way across the 

~tlantic,'"~ but it does establish that the Treutise was not generally available to colonial 

readers and it remained an extremely rare book in pre-1776 Amerka. In the absence of 

evidence to the contmy, one might say that, with respect to its American reception, 

Hume was close to the mark when he reported that the Trwrise "fell dead-bornfi.om 

the press".'50 But Amencan book catalogues also announce that the absence of the 

Treutise should not be interpreted to suggest thsit eighteenth-century Arnericans were 

shut O t'f from Hume's philosophical ideas. Hume recast the Treutise. as essays 

contained in An Eqtiiry concerning Hmnn Understunding and .-in Enqtcity 

concerning the Principies oj'rktortd~ and these works. we have seen, circulated widely 

as a result of their inclusion in the Essuys und Trerrtises on Several Stibjects. 

Hume's ideas also circulated in print in other vehicles besides the editions of his 

own books. Reprintings of Hume's essays, as well as excerpts firom his longer works. 

circulated in the colonies when they appeared in eighteenth-century British periodicds 

1 J8 Sales o f  the Hisrory were slow in Britain until the 1770s; see Philip Hicks, ~Vcociassical 
Hisfory und Engiish Ccrlture (London and New York, 1996), 196. 
IJ9 On 4 November 177 1 Henry Knox placed the following advertisement in the pages o f  the 
Boston Gceffe: "LONDON BOOK-STORE, Opposite Williams's Court, Cornhill Boston, 
Henry Knox Has just received from London by the Lydia, Capt- Hall, A General Assortment 
of  the most celebrated BOOKS in al1 Branches of  Literature. Among which are. 
HUME'S History o f  England, 8 Vols. 8vo. 

on Human Nature, 3 Vols. Sv0 
's Essays, 4 Vols. 8vo". 

The Treutise, if it was to be found on colonial American bookshelves, was extremely scarce. 
I5O David Hume, b@ ûwn L& in Eugene F. Miller, ed. Essays itforuf. Polifical, and Lirerary 
(Indianapolis, 1985, 1987), xxxiv. 



which were impotted in some numbers. Although no adequate study exists of the 

circulation of British priodicals in eighteenui-century Arneriça indications are that 

British magazines were disseminated widely. ['' it is  likely that some of Hume's essays 

would have had a significant America circulation in these vehicles. The Scots 

Maguzine, for instance, reprinted Hume's essay. "Of Money", in 1762 and had earlier 

printed -.Of the Liberty of the Press", as a "Prefxe" to its volume for 1 7 5 ~ . ' ~ ~  

explainiog that, 

FOR a preface to this volume we have chosen one of the many ingenious essays 
writ by our leanied countryrnan. DAVID HUME. Esq; The subject will appear 
of great imponmce to every one who sets a just value on a privilege by which 
the people of this island are happily distinguished. and on which depends the 
preservation of their liberties, civil and religious. It is by the exercise ofthis 
privilege that such works as this subsist; and by such works as this the privilege 
is preserved. and strengthened.lS 

151 On the circulation o f  British periodicais in colonial America in the first half of the 
eighteenth-century see Norman S. Fiering, "The Transatlantic Republic of Letters: A Note on 
the Circulation oflearned Periodicals to Early Eighteenth-Century America," W i I f i m  und 
ibktty Quumdv. Ser. 3. Vol. 33 (1976). 642460; Norman S. Fiering, 'Tarly American 
Philosophy vs. Philosophy in Early America." Trunsc~ctions ofthe Charles S .  Peirce Society. 
Vol. XII1 (1977). esp. 223-226- Evidence that British magazines continued to circulate in 
America durinç the second half o f  the eigliteenth century might be gleaned from William 
Strahan's invoices to David Hall which contain numerous entries like the foliowing: "inroice 
of Books for Mr. David Hall of Philadelphia shipt on board the Rachel Captain Joy. 7 May 
1754- 

12 copies of Gent. Mag. for Feb, March and April 
9 copies of London Do. for Do. 
l New Universal for Do. 
4 Universal for Do. 
I Review for Do.'' 

See, American Philosophical Society, Box B/H 142.1. Further mention of British magazines 
are found in Folder for 1758 (22 Feb. 1758). Folder for 1760 ( 17 Nov.), Folder Tor 1764 (1  3 
Oct.), and Folder for 1770 (7 July), Similar orders for English magazines are found in the less- 
d l -know manuscripts which survive for Benedict Arnold's bookstore purchases from 
Thomas Longnan during the period c. 1763-1766 (see MSS "List o f  books bought by Benedict 
Arnold fmm Thomas Longman", at Historical Society of Pennsylvania). 
I p  Scots 11,fÏugmine, "Ofthe Liberty of the Press," Vol. L6 (1 734). iii-vi: Scots iihagdnr. *.Of 
Money", Vol. 24 ( I762), 33-39. On the Scots Mugaine reprinting of -Of Money" see h a n  
Hont, "The 'rich country-pr country' debate in Sconish classical political economy." in 
Iswan Hont and MichaeI IgnatieW, eds, Wralth und Yirtue: The Shaping of Political Economy 
in the Scoitish Eklightcnment (Cambridge. 1983), 794n, 293'11. 
'" Ibid., iii. 



As early as 174 1 the Scots Magrnine had reprinted Hume's essay "Whether the British 

Government inclines more to Absolute Monarchy. or to a ~e~ublic".'" And, in 1742 

the Scots Magazine reprinted Hume's " A  characier of Sir ROBERT WALPOLE. Taken 

fiom the Essqs moral and political, vol. 2. lately published at Edinburgh", an essay 

which reportedly had a tremendous British circulation in the 1740s.''' Popular English 

magazines, like the Gentleman 's ~l/lagazine, n e  Country Journul: or the Crufisman, 

and the London Magazine. reprinted other of Hume's e ~ s a ~ s " ~ ,  as did some of their 

lesser known kin.'j7 In 1772 the London publication. The Bemrties ofthe ibiagazines. 

and other Periodical FVorks. reprinted in its contents Hume's "On impudence and 

modesty". "An essay on love and marriage". and "An essay on avarice" calling 

attention to the fact that "The three following ESSAYS were written by David Hume, 

Esq; but not inserted in the last Edition of his Works". We shall return, in a later 

chapter. to think about the tùrther significance of these and other British reprintings and 

discussions of Hume's works in the periodical literature of the day. 

I SJ Scots Magcxine. "Whether the British Government inclines more to Absolute Monarchy. or 
to a Republic." Vol. 3 ( 1  741 ), 456-458. On the Scots Magazine and its relation to the Scottish 
Enlightenment see John Dwyer, V'ivrtroirs Discourse: Sensibilin, ancl Chmmuniv in Lute 
Eighteenth-Crntuty Scotlcinci ( Edinburgh. 1 987). 
"' See Scots Mugccine, "A character o f  Sir ROBERT WALPOLE, Taken from the Essays 
moral and political, vol. 1. lately published at Edinburgh." Vol. 4 ( 1  747), 38-39. In an article 
o f  1742. the Scots iblugazine reponed that "The character o f  Sir Robert FVulpo/r, in our 
hfugcine for Jrrntruy last, p. 38. was inserted in most o f  the newspapers ot-G Brimirr". On 
the British circulation o f  this piece and the controversy it raised, see James Fieser. Erirlv 
Responses (O Hme 's hlord Literay m l  Politiccil Writings, II. Hume 's Essays. Moral, 
Political. and Literary (Bristol, 1999), 9- 1 O. 
'" See James Moore, .*Hume's Political Science and the Classical Republican Tradition." 
Ccmudiun Jot~rncil of Political Science, Vol. I O  ( 1977). 82311: Ernest C. Mossner. The Lve of 
Duvid Hume, 142- 1 43. See The Country Jotrrnul: or the Crujsman. No. 797 ( 1 O October 
174 1 ), reprint o f  "Whether the British Government Inclines More to an Absolute Monarchy or 
to a Republic", and the same essay reprinted in The Gentleman 's Mc~gcine, Vol. I 1 ( 174 [ ), 
536538: The London Magazine ( 1776); "OF Eloquence". On colonial reading o f  the 
Gentleman's ~Ck~gmine and the London ibfagazine in Harvard's Speaking Club see Albert 
Goodhue, Jr., "The Reading o f  Harvard Students, 1770-1 78 1. as shown by the Records o f  the 
Speaking Club;' fisex Institute Historical Collections, Vol. LXXl l I  ( 193 7), 107-1 29. esp. 
120. 
's7 See reprints o f  Hume's essay, .'An Essay on Love and Marriage" in The Ukiversal 
Mugazine, Vol. 3 (July 1 764); The Senrimental Magazine (1 777); and The La. S Magazine 
( 1  779). 



# Eariy Publishing o f  Hume in the Colonies 

While most books which were available to colonial restders had ben imported, 

the history of the indigenous publishing of Hume's works in America is another avenue 

to explore when considering the circulation of his ideas.''' We know. for instance, that 

the pages of colonial American periodicals fiequently reptinted essays and excerpts of 

longer works which originally had k e n  published overseas. The first significant 

American journal reprintings of Hume's works coincide with the increased popularity 

of Hume titles found in American book catalogues of the 1760s. In Januaq of 1765, 

the Soirth Curolino Gazette repnnted, on its front-page. Hume's essay of t 741. "Of the 
v 159 Liberty of the Press . Just under one year later. on Christmas Day t 766. another 

southern paper, this time the Virginia Gazette. reprinted the sarne essay. also on its 

front-page. where it identified the author with the simple credit. .-Humeo'. I b o  This 

would indicate that the editors of the Virginicr Gazette expected their readers to be 

sufficiently familiar with "Hume" to know that he was David. the Scottish historim and 

philosopher. They were no doubt right in thinking so. Bcsides the reprinting ofhis 

essays in the joumals and newspapers of colonial America, were there more substantial 

efforts to publish Hume's works in colonial America? 

Hume himself had expressed an interest in seeing an American edition of his 

works during his own liktime. He had written. we have seen, to Benjamin Franklin in 

February of 1772, "You told me. I think, that your Countrymen in that part of the 

World intended to do me the Honour of giving an Edition of my Writings; and you 

promised that you should recommend to them to follow this last Edition, which is in 

the Press. 1 now use the freedom of reminding you of it".16' The .*Writings" rekrred to 

158 On colonial publishing see John Tebbel, A Hisrory of Book Ptrblishing in rhe Unitecl Stutes+ 
Volritne I: The Creution of un Inciiilstry, 1630- 1865 (New York. 1 973). 
I 59 The South Curoiinu G~~ett t? ,  ( 12- 19 January 1 765), 1-2. 
160 Virginia Gcllelte(Rind), "Of the Liberty of the Press", (25 December 1766). page 1, column 
1. 
l6l Hume to Benjamin Franklin, 7 February 1772, in Raymond Klibansky and Ernest C.  
Mossner, eds. New Letters of Duvid Hume (Oxford, 1954), 194, An annotated version of this 
letter is also reproduced in J. Y. T. Greig, The Letters of Dmid Hume, Vol. 2: 258. See also 
Benjamin Franklin's earlier letter to Hume, 27 September, 1760: "1 assure you, it often gives 
me Pleasure to reflect how greatly the Audience (if 1 may so term it) of a good English Writer 
will in another Century or two be encreas'd, by the lncrease of English People in our 



by Hume here as being "in the press" was likely his Essays and Trmises on Several 

Sirbjecrs, a new, two volume, 8vo edition of which was published in Edinburgh in 

1772.'~' Always editing and revising his works, Hume in his conespondence with 

Franklin reveals a keen interest to have the best edition of his work reprinted in 

America. But if an American edition of the Essays and Treatises was published during 

Hume's lifetime, no evidence of it now survives. The first American edition ofany of 

Hume's works was not published until d e r  the American Revolution. and his 

philosophical works did not see American editions until the second decade of the 

nineteenth century. Concurrent with this ostensible "intended American edition of the 

Essuys ancl Treurises on Several Subjecrs, however, was a more concrete colonial 

attempt to publish a work by David Hume. 

As early as 177 1, Robert Bell. a Philadelphia bookseller and publisher (and one- 

time partner of Benjamin Franklin), thought colonial interest in Hume's Hisrory of 

Englund sufficiently strong to warrant its first Arnerican edition.16' We know this was 

the case because Bell's printed proposals for the project survive in at least the different 

versions.IM These proposals reveal that the planned edition was to be published by 

- -- -- - - - - - 

Colonies", The Pupers of Benji~min Frunklin(New Haven and London. 1968-), Vol. 9: 727. 11 
is also interesting to consider Hume's very sirnilar recommendation to Edward Gibbon that he 
publish his Decline and Fdl in English rather than French: "Let the French. therefore. 
triumph in the present diffusion o f  their tongue. Our solid and increasing establishments in 
America, where we need les5 dread the inundation of Barbarians, promise a superior stability 
and duration to the English language", Lrrrers ofDuvin Htrnu. Vol. 1: 17 1. 
'" See T. E. Jessop, A Bii-liogrupity of Duvid Htrme (London, 1938). 7: Raymond Kilbansky 
and Emest C, Mossner. eds. New Lerters of Duvid Hume (Oxford. 1954), 194n. 

Ib3 See Richard Sher, .'Publishing Hume in Eighteenth-Century America," (unpublished paper 
presented at the "Hume and 18th-Century America" conference, Williamsburg Virginia, April 
1995). On Bell see Donald Farren, "Subscription: A Study o f  the Eighteenth-Century 
American Book Trade", 125- 136; A. Everett Peterson, "Robert Bell." in Dictionuty of 
Anrericun Biogruphy (New York, l929), Vol. Il, 16 1 - 162; Richard B. Sher, "Corporatisrn and 
Consensus in the Late Eighteenth-Century Book Trade: The Edinburgh BookseIlers' Society 
in Comparative Perspective,'' Book History, Vol. 1 (1998), 46-47; John Tebbel, A Histoy of 
Book Pzibiishing in rhe UnitaiSrares (New York, 1972). 96-97 Isaiah Thomas, Hisrow of 
Printing in America ( 18 1 0; reprinted New York I WO), 68-69. 
'a The earliest located -'Proposalw was printed as a broadside and dated 4 April 177 1. Similar, 
but differently worded, proposals appeared in the Pennsylvaniu Joiirnal and the Keek!v 
Advertiser for 18 April 1771, the Virginia Gazette for 2 May and 30 May 1771, and the Sourh 
Carolina andrlmerican Generul Gmetre for 22 JuIy 1771. Earl Burk Braly noted only the 



subscription as soon as 300 subscribers were secured. The manner in which Bell 

marketed his intended edition of Hume's History is telling of the book's colonial 

American appeal and reception. 

First. Bell's printed proposals show him to be concemed with the economics of 

the colonial booktrade. The very fact that Bell aimed at a subscription edition is 

indicative of the problems that colonial pnnters faced in raising financial capital for 

expensive printing projects.'65 Bell was also particularly concemed -- and rightly so 

given the colonial availability of British editions ofthe work - to pitch his American 

edition as being priced well below its stit'f British competition. ln his broadside 

proposal. Bell pointed out that his Hume would be sold "at the moderate price of one 

Dollar each volume, sewed in blue boards, ultho~rgh the quurm r<lirion is solùut thirty 

~ o l l a r s " . ' ~ ~  Bell drew similar attention to the low cost o f  his edition in the newspaper 

proposals, writing in the Virginiu Guzeffe proposal of 30 May 177 1. that it would be 

sold at 'rhe moderate price of 7s 6d Virginia currency. each volume. sewed in blue 

boards".'67 Bell accurately perceived that the most signitïcant threat to the success o f  

his project was not an insufticient colonial interest in the History. but rather a colonial 

market which was already saturated with British editions of Hume's popular book. 

Virginiu G'uzelte pmposrils and wrongly gave the impression that the two proposals were 
identical; see his "The Reputation o f  David Hume in America". 26-27. 
165 See James N. Greene, *From Printer to Publisher: Mathew Carey and tlie Origins of 
Nineteenth-Century Book Publishing," in Michael Hackenberg, ed. Grrring rhr Books Out: 
Papers of the Chicclgo ïunfirencr on rhe Book in 19th-Centtg .4mrricrr (Washington. 1 W), 
27. 
'" Robert Bell, ProposuIss uddrrssed to those who possess a Public Spirit (Philadelphia. 1 77 1 ) 
[Evans 1 19841. 
16' Bell's Troposai" in Prnnsyfvanicr Gazerre, 30 May 1771. In his Soiifh-Curolind artci 
Americun Genrral Guzettc proposal, Bell argued that by buying American the colonists would 
"positively be savinç thousands o f  Pounds to and among the Inhabitants of the British Empire 
in America". "The lmponation o f  one thousand Sets of Blackstone's Commentariest', Bell 
explained by ingenious example, "manufactured in Europe at ten Pounds per Set is sending 
very near ten thousand Pounds across the great Atlantic Ocean. Witereas, one thousand Sets 
manufactured in America and mld at the small Price of three Pounds pet Set, is an actual 
Saving of seven thousand Pounds to the Purchasers, and the identical three thousand Pounds 
which is laid out for our own Manufactures is st i l l  retained in the Country, being distributed 
among Manufacturers and Traders, whose Residence upon the Continent of Course causith the 
Money to circulate from Neighbour to Neighbour, and by this Circulation in America there is a 
great Pmbability of its revolving to the very hands from which it originally migrated". See 
also Bell's comments in the fint volume of his edition of the Commentaries. 



Bell's proposals are also interesting for what they reveal about Hume's 

prospective colonial readers. While Bell claimed that his proposed publication of 

Hume was "encouraged by several Gentlemen of eminence, in the different 

and he wanted his Hume to be .'worthy of a place in the most elegant and 
r 169 well chosen libraries ', Bell aimed to attract a much wider American readership. His 

South-Carolina and American Generul Gazette proposal was pitched at both 

"Gentlemen or Ladies". Echoing Hume, Bell also thought Hume's potential audience 

to include not only traditional elite patrons. but also those "persons in the middle walk" 

who might take advantage of his penodic subscription 'TO purchase and to read at an 

easy and convenient rate**.'" He was right, for this expmded readership was precisely 

the audience that Hume's Hisrory had attracted in large numbers as it become as 

popular as the evidence in Arnerican book catalogues shows it clearly was. 

Most interesting of all. however. is the manner in which Bell actively mingled 

the American-ness of the material aspects of the proposed edition with the intellectual 

aims of the work being produced. A common theme in al1 his proposals was Bell's 

pitch that his American edition of Hume's Hisrory was a patriotic event. In the 

proposal printed in the Virginiu G~mtte, Bell remarks that "Gentlemen who wish 

prosperity to the rneans for the enlargement of the human understanding in Arnerictr 

will greatly contribute towards this beneficent purpose" by subscribing to this edition 

of Hume's History. He addressed the îkst of his proposals to "those who possess a 

PUBLtC SPIRIT" and T H E  real friends to the progress of literary entenainment. and 

the extension of usehl Manufactures in an Infant-Country". This "handsome 

American Edition". he said, will enrich T H E  LAND WE LIVE W. A colonial 

American edition of Hume's Hisrory, wrote Bell, will "demonstrate the excellence of 

NATlVE FABRiCATiONS0'. The "goodness of the type, and the neatness of the 

artist's manual-exercise at the PRiNTiNG PRESS". he argued "shall durably support 

la Ibid, 
169 Robert Bell, Proposals. addressed to those who possess a Public Spirit (Philadelphia. 1 77 1) 
[Evans 1 19841. 
[7D This is an interesting sales pitch in light of Hume's remark that literary castes had 
diminished with the invention of the printing press "which has rendered books so common, 
chat even men of slender fortunes cm have access to them"(Histoy. Vol. V. 154). 



the honour of that glorious vehiçle of KNOWLEDGE AND LIBERTY"."' Bell's 

reference to Hume's History as 'rhat glonous vehicle of KNOWLEDGE AND 

LIBERTY", is telling of how the Hisrory was read by its wider coloniat her ican  

audience. '" 
Sadly, as with the "intendeci" American edition of Hume's Essuys und 

Treatises, Bell's efforts to bring out a coloniat edition of Hume's "glorious vehicle of 

KNOWLEDGE AND LIBERTY" failed. The first Arnerican edition of the Hisrory 

was yet twenty-five years in the otEng when, as we shall see, it would emerge under the 

direction of mother expatriate Scot residing in Philadelphia, Robert Campbell. The 

precise details which account for the abandonment of Bell's project are not likely ever 

to be known for certain -- the papers of colonial publishers were seldom deemed 

sufficiently important to preserve, especially those deaiing with a îàiled undertaking. 

One might venture that Bell's attempted language of nationalism was not successtùl 

because in using it. Bell was too far ahead of his t i ~ n e . ' ~ ~  Looking back from the 

perspective of 1810 in a piece published in the Philadelphia Evening Stur, the printers 

of Philadelphia offer another reason when they remarked that even "for many years 

afler the peace of 1783. books could be imported into the United States and sold 

"' Ibid. 
On the neglect o f  subscription proposais as a source for the study of early American history 

in the way suggested here see Donald Farren, "Subscription: A Study of the Eighteenth- 
Century American Book Trade", 30. One suspects, as well, that Bell's reference would help 
shape Hume's colonial reception by setting what Ham Robert Jauss in Towurdcin Rrsthrtic of 
Reception (Minneapolis, 1982) has descriptively called a "horizon o f  expectations". See also 
Michael Keams, "The Material Melville: Shaping Readers' Horizons." in Michele Moylan 
and Lane Stiles, eds. Reuding Books: Essays on the Materia( Texi und Litemrirrr in Americn, 
52. 
'73 On later eighteenth-century linkings o f  American ..commercial nationalism'' with American 
printing see Michael Wamer, Th Leilers of the Reprrblic: Publicarion und the Public Sphrre 
in Eighteenth-Centirry Amerim (Cambridge and London, 1 WQ), esp. 1 1 8- 12 1 : That  rhetoric 
o f  nationalism burgeoned everywhere in the 1780s and 1790s, but nowhere more than in the 
printing trade. Writers began to talk of making specifically American books. So did printers, 
typographers, binders, papermakers, and tawmakers"(l18). But for the colonial period see 
T.H. Breen, "An Empire o f  Goods: The Angiicization of Colonial America, 1690-1 776": 
"Students o f  the book trade .., have discovered that the colonists demanded volumes printed in 
EngIand"(497): and Steven Botein, to whom Breen refers, who argues in '-The Anglo- 
American Book Trade More  1776: Personnel and Strategies-, that for the colonial period "a 
false London imprint could [even] seem an effect way to sel1 a local publicationF(79-80). 



cheaper than they could be printed here and indeed until 1793 nothing like a 
rv IN cornpetition with English printers and booksellers could be maintained . 

The evidence in American book catalogues o f  the 1770s suggests clearly that 

Bell's failure should not hastily be interpreted (as it so often has) as exhibiting a 

negative colonial reception for Hume's ~isf0t-y.'~' Rather, if pressed hard enough, it 

might best be cited as further evidence for a remarkably strong colonial interest in the 

History -- an interest which was k i n g  satisfied, we have demonstrated. by an 

established and thriving trade in imported editions. 

Hume was by no means the only author whose works were so popular in the 

colonies that they were imported in suficient quantities to preempt colonial editions.I7' 

[t seems likely, too, that the ready supply o f  imported editions o f  Montesquieu's The 

Spirit of the Lmvs similarly led to the failure in 1775 o f  the proposed subscription 

publication (also calling for 500 subscribers) o f  its first Arnerican editi011.I~~ Even the 

175 Cited in Charles L. Nichols, "The Literary Fair in the United States." in Bibliugruphicul 
Essuys, A Tribure to Wilbeflorcr Eumes (Cambridge, 1924; reprinted New York, 1 %7), 85, 
175 For attempts to interpret Bell's abandoned edition of Hume's Hisrory as a general colonial 
American lack o f  interest in the work see Earl Burk Braly, "The Reputation o f  David Hume in 
Americu": "The frustration of Robert Bell's project may be traceable to the mounting 
Revolutionary feelings that have been noted in the discussion of Hume and Franklin. I t  is 
possible, too. chat the attitude expressed by Jefferson in a letter o f  18 14 may have been 
sufficiently prevalent among the colonists of 1771 to have made them wary o f  undenvriting 
publication ofa 'Tory' history, however, 'elegant' "(27-28); Trevor Colbiiurn, The L m p  of 
Erperierice (Chapel Hill, 1965): "Bell was unable to secure support t'or an American imprint 
of Hume's proStuart Hkrory of E~~glund~ but made up for this misjudgment with an edition o f  
Johii Cartright's whiggish pamphlet Americun Indrpnhice the Inferest uncl Glury of Grrur 
Briruin in 1776(23); John M. Werner. "David Hume and America." Journul qfrhe Hisroff of 
Ideus, Vol. 33 (I972), 439456: "Although English editions o f  The Hisrory of Engiuncl were 
rather common in America, the work's unfortunate tory reputation probably limited somewhat 
its popularity with whiggish-minded Americans. In 1771, Robert Bell, a colonist who had 
become very successful in the reprint trade, was unable to secure support for an American 
edition o f  the History"(43); Peter S. Fosl, "Hume Skepticism, and Early American Deisrn." 
Hume Studirs, Vol. XXV (1999, printed 2000): "The severity o f  early American 
disapprobation for Hume's text was in 1771 so severe that the colonial reprinter Robert Bell 
was unable to interest bookseilen in an American edition o f  the Histoq?'(172). 1 have found 
no evidence to suggest that contemporaries interpreted Bell's failed project as an indication o f  
a negative reception for Hume's Hisrory. 
176 See Lance Banning, The Jefersoniun Persuasion: Evolurion of a Par@ Ideulogy (Ithaca 
and London. 1978): -the ready availability o f  imports meant chat American presses seldom 
printed their own editions o f  opposition worksn(73n). 
177 See Paul M. Spurlin, "Readership in the American Enlightenmenp, 366. 



demand for popular books has its economic iirnits, and in 1768 a subscription reprint of 

Jonathan Dickinson's extremely popular Leiiersfiom a Furmur in Pennsylvtrnia was 

pmbably abandoned for similar reasons of market saturation."' It in intensting to note. 

however, that deserted subscription editions of the works of Dickinson and 

Montesquieu have not been cited as evidence for a poor eighteenth-century American 

reception for these au th or^."^ 
The very fact that an American edition of the Hisrory was considered at di in 

1771 certifies ir swelling populuity in the colonies. and, ironicaiiy, so too might the 

fact that it was abandoned. Lt is appropriate that the Hume titles which were nominated 

for publication in colonial America were Hume's **collected works". the Esscrys l~nd 

Trratisrs an Sclverul Sirbjects, and his Hisfory ufEng(and. It is also no coincidence 

that these colonid publishing ventures were batted about in the early 1770s. the very 

years in which colonial interest in Hume was reaching a heightened pitch. 

-- . .- 

'" See Donald Farren, Subscription: A Study of the Eighteenth-Crntury American Book 
Trade;' (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1982), 105. 
179 See George R. Havens. The Age of ideas (New York, 1962), 155: "Evidently. the relatively 
small group oFColonial leaders already possessed their own copies of the Spird of'fhr Lmvs in 
French or English editions and had no need of more9*(1 55). Using colonial American 
publication figures as an indicator of the popularity o f  European authors in America is, as we 
see, ri hazardous business. Andrew Hook, in Scoflundand..ltnericu, appears to misinterpret 
this sources when he writes. "Yet there is Iittle [evidence] to suggest the really widespread 
circdation of such books [by Scottish Enlightenment authors]. (The very Iimited reprinting of 
Scottish books is particularly telling)'Y4 t). For the expression o f  sirnilar misconceptions see 
Stuart Andrews, The Rrifhcovrry of America: Trunsat~an~ic Crosscwren fs in un Agr oj- 
Revoltcrion (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire and London, 1998), 6-7.33; Samuel Rogal 
"A CheckIist of Eighteenth-lentury British Literature Published in Eighteenth-Century 
Arnerica", Colby Libraty Journul, esp. 13 1-23?. On the other han& Edwin Eliott Willoughby 
in "The Reading o f  Shakespeare in Colonial Amerka,- Papers of rhe Bibliographicc~lSocie~ 
of slmerica, Vol. 3 1(i937), 45-56, has identified a similar problem to ours. Interpreting the 
dearth ofcolonial American editions o f  Shakespeare's works, he: concludes that this w a s  
largely the result of the ease ofimportation of books h m  Engtanâ"(S5). To support this 
explanation, Willoughby cites the analogous example of the English Bible, which, though of 
course popular in eighteenth-century America, saw no edition published in the colonies(55). 
One of the factors which hindered colonial, book-Iength, printing projects was the fact that 
printers could not keep type standing for so long a time. 



-8- 
To surnmarize, most of Hume's published works were readily available in 

colonial America by the 1760s and 1770s. The data in American book catalogues of 

the 1750s reveal a moderate nurnber of references to Hume's writings. In this earLy 

period. Hume's Enqtriry concerning the Principles oj'Moruls was the Hume title most 

frequently to be found on colonial bookshelves. Book catalogues of colonial America 

also show, however. that the most significant vehicle for Hume's philosophical works 

as well as for his mord. political, and literary thought, was the Essuys and Trealises on 

Several Subjects. But most significantly of dl, eighteenth-century American book 

catalogues demonstrate that the most widely circulated o f  Hume's works in colonial 

Amenka was his History o ~ ' ~ n ~ l u n r l . ' ~ ~  It was the Hismy 3 popularity which led 

Robert Bell to undertake an American edition in 1771: and it was Iikely the same 

popularity which evidently forced the subsequent abandonment of the venture. Even 

with the absence of an American imprint, by the mid 1770s the History had been and 

was disseminated in suficient quantities to make it a standard book. When we corne to 

think about Hume's influence in eighteenth-century America. we should stan with his 

Hisrov of ~ n ~ l c i n d ' ~  ' 

180 Not the Emty Moral, Polirical. und Lireruv as has commonly but erroneously been 
assurned. See, for instance, Craig Walton, "Hume and Jefferson on the Uses of History," in 
Donald W. Livingston and James T. King, eds. Hume: A Re-rvulucrrion (New York, 1976), 
389-403 : "Most widely read and cited, o f  course, were the Essays Morul und Poliricd und 
Literc1ry~(389). See also "Communications [Letter by Prof. Gilman Ostrander]," ~ViIIiutn uncl 
1Ch-y Qu~tr~er!~, Ser. 3, Vol. 37, (1980 ), 53 1; Adam S. Potkay, "Theorizing Civic Eloquence 
in the Early Republic: The Road from David Hume to John Quincy Adams," Eurlydn~rri~cin 
Literurure, Vol. 34 ( 1999): "it was the Hume who wrote the essay 'Of Eloquence' that 
Americans knew best"(l49). The data here may also contradict John M. Werner's 
unsubstantiated assumption that "many Americans were being intluenced by the notoriety 
surrounding the work [Hume's History] instead o f  specific content"("David Hume and 
America". 443). 
181 See especially, Chart 2- [(A), "Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues, I73O- t 830: 
Totals by Title"; Chart 3-\(A), "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Totals 
by Title.'; Chart 4-l(A), "Hume's Works in Social Library Catalogues, 1740-1 830: TotaIs by 
Title"; Chart s'-\(A), "Hume's Works in Circulating Library Catalogues, 176 1-1 830: Totals by 
Title"; Chart 6-1(A). "Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, 1740-1830: Total by 
Title; Chart 7-1(A), "Hume's Works in Student Society Library Catalogues, 1806-1830: Totals 
by Titlev. 



It was with the publication oFthe Essays and Treatises on Severul Subjects and 

the History of England, in complete sets, that Hume's popularity appears first to have 

been established in the 1760s and then to have spread in the 1770s.'~~ The data found 

in American book catalogues allow us clearly to perceive this early shifi in the 

dissemination of Hume's writings. The best known published study of the availability 

of Hume's works in America. Lundberg and May's, distorted this data and seriously 

under-represented the pre-Revolutionary popularity of Hume's works. Andrew Hook, 

too, was ot'f the mark when he speculated , in his book on the cultural relations between 

Scotland and America, that before the Revolution 'rhere is tittle to suggest the really 

widespread circulation" of the works ofscottish Enlightenment authors like 

Contrary to the received interpretation, the evidence considered here suggests a warm 

reception for Hume's works (with the exception of the Treutisr of'finmun ~Vutwe) in 

colonial America. Moreover, there appears to have been no signiticant regional 

variations on this trend with book catalogues from the southern. middle. and northern 

colonies al1 showing relatively similar ratios with similar differentials between Hume's 

bistorical and philosophical writings. In mathematical ternis, the ratio of Hume-titles 

per American-book-catalogue was to reach one of its highest points ever by 1770.'~' 

To show that Hume's Hisrory of'Englrind and his Essuys und Treutises were not only 

genenlly available in colonial America but well on their way to becoming classics is. 

theretore. to go part OC the way towards a reassessment of Hume's reception in 

eighteenth-century America. 

'" For the penod of 176 1 to 1775, forty-four American book catalogues reveal nineteen 
refeirnces to the Esscrys und Treuti.ws and twenty-four references to the Hisrory of Engluncl. 
See Table 2- 1, "Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues, 17404 830: By Title and Year 
of Reference". See Chart 2-I(C), "Hume's Works in Amencan Book Catalogues, 1740-1830: 
Relative Change over Time"; Chart 2-I(B), "Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues, 
1740-1 830: Cumulative Change over Tirne". 

Andrew Hook, ScotIund und ..lmerica, 4 1 .  
IM See Table 2-2, -Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues! 1740-1 830: Ratio of Works 
per Catalogue"; and Chart 2-2(B), "Hume's Works in Arnerican Book Catalogues. I f  40-1 830: 
Relative Ratio of Works per Catalogue" but especially Chart 2-2(A), "Hume's Works in 
American Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Ratio of Works per Catalogue". Other historians 
have noted a diffusion of reading material in the colonies in the 1760s and 1 ?los, see D. 
Brown, Knowledge is Power: The D&%ion of Informution in Eady Rnrerica. I7OO-186j 



The facts and figures generated by counting references to Hume's works in 

Amencan book catalogues cannot, on their own, tell the story of Hume's colonial 

Amencan impact. When interpreted intelligently, however, these data provide an 

essential background and illuminating context for discussing the circulation and 

influence of Hume's ideas in America. They idorm the larger story by helping the 

historian of ideas to set its real boundaries and contours, its limits and possibilities.'85 

(New York, 1989). See also Brown's essay, "Afterward: Frorn Cohesion to Cornpetition." in 
William L. Joyce, et ut, eds. Printing and Society in Euriy America, 300-309. 

See Chart 2-I(A), .'Hume's Works in Americm Book Catalogues, l74O-l83O: Totaki by 
TitleTT. 



CHAPTER TWO: 
HISTORiOGRAPHlCAL CONTEXTS FOR THE RECEPTION OF HUME'S 

POLITICAL THOUGHT IN COLONlAL AMERlCA 

"That celebnted David Hume, esq; the philosopher and 
historian, lately deceased, it is asserted, in his last moments 
exhorted his fiend govemor Johnston to persevere in 
supporting the Arnerican cause, it king, in his opinion, 
founded on the true principles of the constitution." 

-The Virginia Gazette (Purdie), 4 April 1777- 

Since Hume's collected works, the Essqs and Trrutises on Severut Subjects. 

and his Hisrory of'Englund where reiidily available in  colonial America as early as the 

mid 1760s. one must ask new questions. Were Hume's works read? What was 

Hume's reputation in colonial America? Did Hume's ideas figure in the writings of his 

American readers? [n short, how was Hume's thought received in colonial America 

and what impact did it have? 

The simple presence of a book on a bookshelf, as kquently has been pointed 

out, is no proof that it has been read.' In the case of Hume's works in the colonies. 

however, one might reasonably cite Louis B. Wright's supposition that in early 

America books were too expensive an item not to be read upon purchase. One might 

I For representative statements of this point se H. Trevor Colbourn, "The Reading of Joseph 
Carrington Cabell: 'A List of  Books on Various Subjects Recommended to a Young Man ...' 
Sttrdies in Bibliogruphy: Pupers of the Bibiiagruphicul Socirn, of the University of' Virginiu, 
Vol. 13 (1960), 179-1 88: "Few people are without unread books on their shelves. and 
ownership of an unread volume means Iiule4'( 180): Andrew Hook , Sr.otIcindundlAl,rrriC~r 
(Glasgow and London, 1975): "[when thinking about the influence o f  a book] there is still the 
question o f  whether it is taken off  the shelf and =ad. Clearly availability is not to be 
autornatically identified with influence; as important as availability i s  a receptive frame of 
mind, an openness to influence. on the pan o f  the potentiat reader"( 17); Andrew Hook. 
"Scotland and American Revisited," in Owen D. Edwards and George Shepperson. eds. 
Scotlanà, Europe und rhe American Revoltrtion (New York, 1977). 83-88: "Because someone 
owns or has read a particular book does not mean he was intluenced by it; what is needed is 
evidence that the book was read with understanding and sympathyW(85); Donald S. Lutz, "The 
Relative Influence o f  European Writers in Late 18th Century American Political Thought," 
American Political Science Review, Vol. 78 (1984), 1% 19 t ; Charles G. Steffen, From 
Gentlemen to Townsmen, The Gentry of Baltimore Counry, 1bIary1and 1660-1 776 (Kentucky, 
1993): "books owned were not necessarily books read, and vice versa. We should be 
exceedingly cautions in assuming that the reading tastes o f  the dite corresponded evactly to 
what we find on the shelves o f  their librariesV(126); Elmer Johnson, History of Libraries in the 
Western World (2nd edition, Methuchen, t970),324, 



also recall the secondary scholarship, discussed at length in the previous chapter, which 

helps establish that eighteenth-cenniry Americans in the elite tended to be readers. 

That this was the case was aIso a favourite brag of the tirnes. John Adams, for instance, 

remarked in 1765 that "A native of Amerka who cannot read and write is as rare an 

appearance as a Jacobite or a Roman Catholic, i.e. as rare as a Cornet or an 

~arth~uake??? And as Michael Warner has recently argued, reading in America was 

part and parcel of the "republican enlightenment".3 Given the widespread diffusion o f  

Hume's Essrry~. and Treutises and his History of'Engkund throughout the colonies in the 

1760s and 1770s. it would be strange indeed if Hume's works were not ofien read. 

But one need not be so speculative. 

The tirst posthumous reference to David Hume in the newspapers of 

Revolutionary America offers a point of departure: 

That celebrated David Hume. esq; the philosopher and historian, lately 
deceased, it is asserted, in his last moments exhorted his fiiend governor 
Johnston to persevere in supporting the Arnerican cause. it king, in his opinion. 
founded on the tnie principles of the constitution." 

' See Robert J. Taylor. ed. Pupers of John Adms (Cambridge, Mass., 1977-), Vol. 1. .*A 
Dissertation on the Canon and the Feudal Law", 120. Adams continued, "I have good 
authorities to say that al1 candid foreigners who have passed thro- this country, and conversed 
freely with al1 sorts o f  people here. will allow, that they have never seen so much knowledge 
and civility among the common people in any part orthe world"( 120). See also George A. 
Peek, Jr.. ed. The Polirid Wrirings ofJohn Adums (New York, 1954). 12. Benjamin Franklin 
considered that libraries like his Social Library of Philadelphia had "improv'd the general 
conversation o f  the Americans, [and] made the common tradesrnen and farmers as intelligent 
as most gentlemen from other countries". See alço Richard D. Brown, "Bulwark of 
Revolutionary Liberty: Thomas Jefferson's and John Adams's Programs for an lnformed 
Citizenry," in James Gilreath, ed. Thomus Jgerson und the Educution of cr Citizen 
(Washington, 1999), 92-94, and Douglas Adair, "The Intellectual Origins o f  Jeffersonian 
Democracy," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1943). Adair says o f  
Enlightened Americans: "There can be no doubt that these men took their books most 
seriously; if ever individuals read with a purpose they did(58). 
3 Michael Wamer, The Letters of the Republic: Ptrblicution und the Ptibiic Sphere in 
Eighteenth-Century America (Cambridge and London, I 990). 
4 Virginia Gcette (Purdie), 4 April 1777, p. 2, COI. I . The "governor Johnston9 referred to 
was Commodore George Johnstone ( 1730-1787) who was the appointed Governor o f  West 
Florida from 1763 to 1767. On Johnstone's ~scurdous" career see John Knox Laughton, 
"George Johnstone," in Dictionury Uf Nalionul Biogrrp@ (reprinted Oxford, l959-60), Vol. 
X, 963-965. See also Robin F A  Fabel, B o m b a  & Broudsides: The Liws of George 
Johnstone (Tuscaloosa, 1987). 



What is to be made of this report? One wonders first of dl,  is it true? Did Hume say 

what the Gazette's celebratory announcement says he did? Although we know that 

Hume and Johnstone were acquainted, insuficient evidence survives to judge of the 

truth of the Guzette S report, and this engaging question must, however unfortunately, 

remain unanswered? But even without establishing the report's accumcy, the very fact 

that a leading American newspaper prominently and publicly cast Hume as a defender 

of the Revolutionary cause is a sufficient puzzle on its own. And the reference is even 

more intriguing in light of an existing historiognphy on the place of Hume's political 

thought in the American Enlightenment. To this historiographical context we should 

now tum. 

5 Hume and America: The Historiography 

While Hume's impact on a tèw, select eighteenth-century Americans (and 

James Madison in particular) has been the subject of much debate.6 students of the 

Arnerican Enlightenment have most ofien been asked to acceptas an unsubstsuitiated 

truism, that Hume's works were a markedly unimportant element in the reading and 

thought of a wider eighteenth-century American audience.? Hume's works. as we have 

seen. are commonly thought to have had limited circulation in colonial America and the 

core monographs on the American Enlightenment regularly by-pass any systematic 

Amongst the Hume papers at the National Library of Scotland there is a letter (MS 23 155. 
Vol. 5, f.94) in which Johnstone replies to an earlier letter (not extant) from Hume. The 
context of Johnstone's Ietter is not entirely clear, but Hume had apparently given Johnstone 
some domestic advice for which Johnstone expressed his thanks, writing that he had "often 
delighted" himself "by reading again & again your discriptions o f  the Higher Scenes of Life, 
But that you could descend with equall ease from that elevation o f  thought into the simple 
engaging & domestick Situations o f  Mankind o f  this I was Ignorant before". In another letter, 
this one addressed to Hugh Blair, Hume referred to the likelihood that James Macpherson 
would go to Florida as Johnstone's secretary (Hume to Blair, 6 Oct. 1763, in J. Y. T. Greig, ed. 
The Letfers of Drrvid Hume (Oxford, 1932), Vol. 1,403404). But I find no funher mention o f  
Johnstone's conversation with Hume "in his last moments", or its reporting, in any o f  the 
published or unpublished sources consulted for this study. 

For a detailed discussion o f  this historiopphy see Chapter Six below. 
7 It is interesting that the few exceptions to this rule would have us believe that it was Hume's 
Treatise of Human Ndure which was k i n g  read and providing lessons to colonial Americans. 
These nonchalant suppositions, however, offer Iittle empirical evidence; see, for instance, 
Clinton Rossiter, 1787: The GrundConvention (New York, 1966), 68. 



discussion o f  Hume and his thought. Hume is virtually absent from the pages o f  Ernest 

Cassara's The American ~nli~hrenrnenr' and Morton White's The Philosophy of the 

American ~evofirtion? In Henry Steele Commager's The Empire of Renson, Hume is 

mentioned only in passing,'O as he is when he is mentioned only to be dismissed as a 

source o f  influence by Louis ~artz" and, more recently, by Oscar and Lilian Handlin 

in Libers. in ~mericu.'' Even the most detailed account o f  the American 

Enlightenment, Henry F. May's The Enlightenmenr in America, has little to say about 

Hume and the few words i t  does offer are concerned mostly to proclaim that Hume's 

scepticism and supposed atheisrn made him a minor player in the intellectual gmes of 

the col~nies. '~ Hume's thought. wrote May. usually rejettes' and ..it is  hard to 

8 Ernest Cassara, The A~nerimn Enlightenment (New York, 1976). 
9 Morton White, The Philosophy of the Americutt Revolurion (New York, 1978). 
'O Henry Steele Commager, The Etripire of Reuson: How Europe Imugineù und rlmericu 
Realizedthe Enlighrenmenr (New York, 1977). Commager gives no sustained attention to 
establishing the place of Hume's wotks and thought in the American Enlightenment. In 
passing references Commager: lists Hume with a string of Scottish thinkers (4); Iists Hume 
(wrongly) with a string o f  English thinkers (89); describes Hume as anti-religious (46); 
describes Hume's Hisrory as "as secutar as Voltaire's but not as liberal or as entertaining"(48); 
and makes a few other vague references. One suspects that Commager's cavalier treatment of 
Hume is grounded in his intention o f  distancing the American Enlightenment from European 
thought: "Where a Montesquieu, a Bolingbroke. a Hume, a Rousseau, a Filangieri. a Kant 
formulated political philosophies for some ideal society or some remote contingency. the 
Americans dashed off their state papers to meet an urgent crisis or solve a clamorous 
problem"(13 1 ). Commager's neglect o f  Hume is curious in light o f  his earlier published 
statement that "the problem of Hume deserves special attention" (see Henry Steele Commager. 
T h e  American Enlightenrnent and the Ancient World: A Study in Paradox." ProCeehgs of 
the Massachusetts Historical Society, Vol. 83 ( 1971 ), 6. 
" Louis Hartz, .'American Political Thought and the American Revolution," The Rmericun 
Pohicul Science Review, Vol. XLVI (1952), 336: Hume was "almost invariably ignore$. 
" See Oscar and Lilian Handlin. Liber@ in Expunsion. l76O-l8jO (New York. 1989). Vol. Il 
in their Libers, in Americu 1600 ro the Present. The Handlins write that the "case" for 
Hume's impact in America "is even flimsier than for Locke" because Hume's name does not 
"appear frequently in the chains o f  great names that embellish colonial controversy". They 
argue, indeed, that "[sluch searches for influence fail" because no "European writer exercised 
a deteminative influence on American Revolutionary ideology. The motives that moved the 
rebellious colonists were products of their native soil"(388-389). 
'' See Henry F. May, The Enlighrenmenr in Amrriccr (New York. 1976). In May's account of 
a four part, layered American Enlightenment, it is '*The Skeptical Enlightenment", the period 
in which --the profoundest skeptic" Hume is cast as the archetypal representative, whose 
impact Arnerica felt least o f  all. Although May briefly (almost grudgingly) notes the 
American popularity o f  Hume's History of England' he leaves the impression that Hume's 
scepticism precluded any significant American impact for both his philosophy and his history. 



find any American who adopted his opinions"." Hume's "political ideas", wrote 

Herbert Ganter, "were anathema to the ~rnericans"." Richard Beale Davis 

summarized the tenor of much modem scholarship when he wrote that 'There is little 

evidence that Hume was a profound or ( h m  a liberal point of view) pemicious 

influence anywhere in ~mer ica" . '~  

Not only Hume's philosophical works", but even hiç Essqs  and History 

Englund, the works which we have shown to be the most popular contemporary 

vehicles for his thought, are reported to have had little welcome or impact in the 

colonies." In Bernard Baily n's The ldeologicul Origins of the Amrriwn Revulution, 

Other accounts o f  the American Enlightenment and American political thought with little or no 
discussion o f  Hume include Daniel J. Boorstin, "The Myth o f  An American Enlightenment," 
in Antericcr und the Image oj'Eirrope (Cleveland, 1960), 65-78; William Seal Carpenter. The 
Development of Americun Poliiicul Thoirght (New York, 1968): Robert A. Ferguson, "The 
American Enlightenment, 1750-1 820" in Sacvan Bercovitch, ed. The Ctrmbridge History of 
rlmericun Literutirre, Volume One 1 j9U-I82O (Cam bridge, 1994), 345538; Robert A. 
Ferguson, " 'What is Enlightenment?': Some American Answers," rlmericrrn Literury Histoy, 
Vol. 1 (1989). No. 2,245-27 1 ; Jack P. Greene, "America and the Creation o f  the 
Revolutionary lntellectual World of the Enlightenrnent," in Jack P. Greene, ed. Imperutives. 
Behuviors, und Iclentities: Esscys in Early Americcin Cirl~irrul History (Charlottesville and 
London, 1992), 348-367. 
"' Henry F. May, The Enlightenment in rlmeri~u, 130. May notes Douglas Adair's claims o f  a 
Humean impact on Madison and suggests the possibility of Hume's influence on Alexander 
Hamilton but qualities al1 with the remark that rh is  is a long way, however, from making 
Hume's thought in general a profound influence in Arnerica, or even on Madison"( 120- III ). 
At other times, however, May seems baffled by Hume's American popularity: "David Hume. 
who might have been supposecl to epitomize as a Tory and a skeptic almost every idea to 
which colonials were hostile, was surprisingly widely known through both his history and his 
early essays"(38). See also Henry F. May, T h e  Probtem of the American Enlightenment." in 
Idem. Fuiths, & Feelings: Esstry on Rmerican Intellectuui und Religious Hismry (New York, 
1983). 1 10- 129: "Hume, though he was sometimes read, was usually rejected"(ll9). 
'* Herbert Lawrence Ganter, T h e  Machiavellianism of George Mason," Willium und ~blury 
Qtrurterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 1 7 ( 1937), 254. 
16 Richard Beale Davis, A Coioniul So~rthern Bookshe& Reuding in the Eighteenth Cenfirry 
(Athens, 1979), 44. See also Cathy Matson, -Liberty, Jealousy, and Union: The New York 
Economy in the 1780s," in Paul A. Gilje and William Pencak. eds. New York in the rlge of the 
Constitution. 1775-1800 (New York, 1992): -few revolutionists and few newly ernpowered 
state leaders stopped to consult Hume's essays"(l13). 
" For another account which argues hr the rejection o f  Hume's philosophy in colonial 
America see Vincent Buranelli, "Colonial Philosophy,'* IYilliam und ~bhry Qlrurterly, Ser. 3, 
Vol. 16 ( 1959). esp. 36 1. 
'' Philip B. Kurland and Ralph Lerner suggest that Americans thought Hume's .-science o f  
politics" as detailed in the Osays offered "linle by way of solution to their problems": see 
Philip B. Kurland and Ralph Lerner, e&. The Founciers 'Constitution (reprinted Indianapolis, 



Hume's colonial reception is figuratively and literally reduced to a footnote. Bailyn 

sluugged offany significant impact for Hume's History, writing as an aside below his 

main text that the History, "though often referred to, was commonly believed to be, in 

Daniel Dulany's words. 'a studied apology for the Stuarts, and particularly Charles 1' 

".19 For Caroline Robbins, Hume's .*political prejudices", his Toryism, were sufficient 

to exclude him from her List of influentid ~ommonwealthmen.'~ Trevor Colbourn, in 

The Lamp of'Erperience: Whig History und the Intellectuul Origins of 'the rlrnericun 

Revolution, implied a negative reception and slight impact for Hume's political thought 

in colonial and Revolutionary America. He noted (more than once) that John Adams 

described Hume as a "conceited Scotchman" and complained of Hume's "elegant Lies" 

which '*had nearly laughed into contempt Rapin[,] Sydney and even ~ock[e]"? In his 

2000). Vol. 1,337: see also J.G.A. Pocock, review o f  Lester H. Cohen, The Revoltirionmy 
Histories: Conrernporury ~Vurrulives of the Americun Revolurion (Ithaca. 1980). in The 
Jotirncrl of ilmericm Hisrory, Vol. 68 ( l982), 920-92 1 : "the philosophical historians [among 
whom he lists Hume] were rejected by the American grain"(92 1 ). 
l9 Bernard Bailyn. The Irk?ologicul Origins ofrhe ilmericm Revolution ( 1967: enlarged edition 
Cambridge and London, 1992). 2811, The same point is made in a footnote to the "General 
Introduction" to Bailyn's Pun~phlers of the Americun Revoltirion, 2411. Bailyn gives no other 
examples of this supposed 'commonly held" opinion of Hume. l t  is also interesting that while 
he cites Daniel Dulany, Bailyn does not mention the praise and deferential references to 
Hume's Hisrory made by Charles Carroll -- Dulany 's verbal combatant in the 1b1uryIund 
Garrrr debate from which Bailyn takes the quotation from Dulany. That Bailyn. in his book 
on the intellectual origins o f  the American Revolution, should not discuss Carroll's use of 
Hume's Hisrory is made even more curious by that fact that in this debate it was Carroll who 
wiis the "Revolutionary" while Dulany was the Loyalist. For a more thorough discussion of 
the debate between Carroll and Dulany see Chapter Three below. 

See Caroline Robbins, The Eighrrrnrh-cenorry Common~vealthmun: Strrdies in the 
Tru~~smission, Developmenr uncl Circutnsrance of English Libercil Thoughtji-om rhe 
Resrorution ofChurles If m i l  rhe FVw wirh the Thirrern Colonies (Cambridge, 19S9), 8-9. 
Robbins writes, "Hume's bias was Tory'*(360) and Hume was "a Tory"(380), However. 
Robbins appears to have been uneasy with her decision to exclude Hume: "lt would be 
pleasant to dwell on Hume, on his Cromwellian parliament without bishops or Scottish peers, 
his nonhereditary second chamber, his insistence that govemment may be changed as the good 
society demands, his wish to control the variable and uncertain arrangement that prevailed 
with regard to royal prerogative, his views on party - al1 these seem to place him near to the 
Commonwealthmen. Moreover, suggestions about law and conquest seem to have echoed 
Hutcheson's lectures. The examination o f  the durability o f  large republics, once achieved. was 
penetrating, as were the original economic ideas. His support of the colonists is well known. 
Party prejudice, as shown in the History, was a surface irritation, a taste. Hume's Toryism was 
more superficial than that o f  a Burke or a Bolingbroke, even if his writing svengthened Tory 
sentiments about English history for a long tirne to come7'(t 17-2 18). 
"~revor ~olboum, The Lamp of Erperience (Chape1 Hill, i965), 86; and cited again on 104. 



ofien-cited essay on "David Hume and America*', John M. Werner wrote that i t  i s  

"ironic that Hwne, who had expressed approval o f  the Arnerican experiment and who 

had sided emotiondly with hem in their struggle, shouid have suffered so much abuse 

for his Hisrory of England from some Americans". And, concluded Werner. 

"[clonsidering the harsh nature o f  their criticism ofthis work. it is questionable 

whether any o f  Hume's writings exened substantial influence upon these men"." 

"Many o f  the American founders", wrote Paul A. Rahe, found Hume's History 

w-distastet'iu~? ?.'.Jefferson and many early American patnots", Peter S. Fosl claimed. 

**saw Hume as a royalist reactionary and scomd him"."' We repeatedly have k e n  told 

that, in the prelude to the American Revolution in particular. Hume's History was of 

little influence because Hume was Tonsidered a tory historian"? 

More general studies o f  eighteenth-century Arnencan political thought also find 

Unfortunate for Colbourn's argument is the fact his quotations are gleaned from the post- 
Revolutionary Adams of the 18 10s. As we shall have occasion to point out in the course o f  
this study, these statements are informative o f  Adams's perception o f  Hume in the early years 
o f  the nineteenth-century but they tell us iittle if anything about how Hume was rcceived by 
Adams (or anyone else) in the colonial days. Why Colboum in his book concemed with 
uRevolutionary origins" makes no mention o f  Adams's very different use o f  Hume's Histow 
in the decades of the 1760s and 1770s is unclear. For another dubious attempt to cast Iight on 
Hume's colonial reception from nineteenth-century American perceptions see Bernard Bailyn 
on Jefferson's "widely shared dislike o f  Hume's Histov'*(The Ideologiccr1Origin.s of the 
Americun Revolutiotr, 32n). Those reading nineteenth-century American perspectives on 
Hume back into the Revolutionary En have even been blind to the facts. Richard Beale Davis. 
after discussing Jefferson's legendary nineteenth-century rejection o f  Hume's Hiutory writes 
that "[nleedless to Say, Hume's History is not on any o f  Jefferson's many lisis of  
recommended readings"(44). Hume's History' as we shall sec, was on more tlian one o f  
Jefferson's eighteenth-century lists o f  recommended readings. 
3-l -- John M. Werner, "David Hume and America," Jotrrnul of the History of Irlrcs, Vol. 33 
( 1 972), 456. 
" Paul A. Rahe, Republics Ancient and Modern: Clussicul Rrptrblicunism und the American 
Revoiution (Chapel Hill, 1992). 1058n. 
'" Peter S. Fosl, "Critical Study: Donald Livingston's Philosophicul Meluncholy und 
Delirium: Hume 's ParhoSogy of Phiiosophy," Hume Sttrciies, Vol. XXIV ( 1998 [published 
2000]), 355. 
'5 Passage quoted from Trevor Colboum, The Lump of Erperience, 28. That Colboum himself 
considered Hume to be a Tory historian is clear; see his review o f  Samuel Kliger, Thç! Goths in 
England.. A Study in Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuty Thought (Cambridge, 1952) in The 
Wiliiam and Mary Quarrer[y, Vol. 10 (1953), 468473. Colboum writes that '.It might be 
noted in passing that Dr. Kliger appears to have fallen into pitfalls regarding the views o f  the 
arch-Tory historian David Humen(473). 



little room for  urne.'^ This vast body of scholarship, especially for the past forty 

years or so, has ken dorninated by two, onen-competing lines of interpretation whose 

historiographical fault lines have been surveyed by others and here need only be 

sketched quickly.'7 The oldest of these schools of interpretation argues for a political 

discourse in Enlightened and Revolutionary America which was dominated by the 

works and thought of John ~ocke." For Murle Curtie in 1937, Locke was .*America's 

~hiloso~her".'~ In 1935 anuther key spokesman, Louis Ham wrote, "Locke dominates 

American political thought, as no thinker anywhere dominates the political thought of a 

I6 Gordon S. Wood provides an exception when he sees i-fume's thought on conspiracy as 
infonning the background of the Revolutionary generation: see Gordon S. Wood, "Conspiracy 
and the Paranoid Style: Causnlity and Deceit in the Eighteenth Century," CVillirm rrnrlhtury 
Quurrerly, Ser. 3, Vol. 39 (1982), 427-428. For a concrete example. not cited by Wood, see 
Abraham Yates's citation of Hume: -What was their view in the beginning or [how] far it was 
lntended to be carried Must be Collected from facts that ARenvards have happened; as it was 
said of the Cabal that though frorn the iirst their 'Dark Councils gave anxiety to al1 men o f  
Retlection they were not thoroughly known but by the Event'," in Staughton Lynd, "Abraham 
Yates's History o f  the Movement Tor the Unites States Constitution." CVilliutt~ und Mary 
Qtturterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 20 ( 1963), 232. 
" See, amongst others, Joyce Appleby, "Liberalism and Republicanism in the Historical 
Imagination," in Liberulism und Reptrblicunism in the Historicul Imaginurion (Cambridge, 
1992). 1-33; Joyce Appleby, "Republicanism in Old and New Contexts." CYilIiu~n und Mary 
Qziurterly, Ser. 3. Vol. 43 (1986). 20-34; Knud Haakonssen, "From natural law to the rights o f  
man: a European perspective on American debates." in Michael J. Lacey and Knud 
Haakonssen, eds. A culture of r i g h  The Bill of Righfs in philosoph-v, politics und Imv -- 1791 
und 1991 (Cambridge, 199 1 ), 19-6 1 ; Knud Haakonssen, "Republicanism," in Robert E. 
Goodin and Philip Pettit, eds. BlacbvefIY Cornpunions to Philosophy: il Con~punion to 
Conretnporury Politiccd Philosophy (Oxford. 1993); Issac Kramnick, "Republicanism 
Revisionism Revisited," The American Hisioricul Review, Vol. 87 (1982), 629-664: Daniel T. 
Rodgers, "Republicanism: The Career of a Concept," Journul of Americun History 79( 1992): 
1 1-38; Robert E. Shalhope, "Toward a Republican Synthesis: The Emergence o f  an 
Understanding of Republicanism in American Historiography," William und 1l.1uy Qiiurterly, 
Ser. 3, Vol. 29 (1972), 49-80; Robert E. Shalhope, "Republicanism and Early American 
Historiograpy,.' William and hlary QuarferIy, Ser. 3, Vol. 39 (19%2), 334-356; Jean 
Yarborough, "Republicanism Reconsidered: Some Thoughts on the Foundation and 
Preservation of the Amencan Republic," Review of Polirics, Vol, 41 (1979), 61-95. 
ln See Cari L. Becker, The Decl~~rafion of Indepencknce: A Study in the History of Political 
Ideus (1922; reprinted New York, 1942); Daniel Boorstin, The Genitcs of.4meric.m Politics 
(Chicago, 1953); John Dunn, "The politics o f  Locke in England and America in the eighteenth 
century", in John W. Yolton, ed. John Locke: Prablem and Persprcrives: A collecrion of 
new iissays (Cambridge, 1969); Jack P. Greene, The Reinie'preiution of the Americun 
Revolution, 1763-1 789 (New York, 1968); Louis Ham, The Liberul Trudirion in Americtl: An 
Interpretation of American Polifical Thought since the Revolution (New York, 1955). 



nation"?' This Locke-dominated Amenca has since been challenged; but a host of 

scholars, headed by Joyce ~ ~ ~ l e b ~ ~ ' ,  Lance ~ a n n i n ~ ' ~ ,  John Diggins3). Steven M. 

~ w o r e t z ~ ~ ,  Mark Cioldie3', lssac ~ r a m n i c k ~ ~ ,  Richard ~ino~o1i.J' and Michacl 

~uckert?'. have worked (in various ways) to reinstate and re-champion Locke's 

importance in America. 

The challenge has come from those who argue that it was the oppositional 

language of classical republicanism, as expressed in the writings ot'radical English 

Whigs, that most informed eighteenth-centwy Arnerican political thought. Jelling in 

the late 1960s and 1970s under the guidance of the formidable triumvirate of J.G.A. 

~ocock'~. Bernard ~ a i l ~ n ~ ~ ,  and Gordon S. wood4'. this view expanded thereafier. By 

" ~ c r l e  Cuni. "The Great Mr. Locke, America's Philosopher, 1 783- 186 L ," Htrntington 
Librury Bulletin ( 1937), 107- 15 1. 
" Louis Haru, The Liberul Trudition in America, 140. See also Carl L. Becker. The 
Declurution oflndepenrlrnce "[mlost Americans had absorbed Locke's works as a kind of 
pplitical gospel"(27). 
- Joyce Appleby, "Liberal ism and the American Revolution." New EngIuncI Quarter[v, Vol. 
49 (1976). 3-26; Joyce Appleby, "The Social Origins of American Revolutionary Ideology," 
Journul of Americm History. Vol. 64 ( 1978). 93 5-958; Joyce Appleby, '-tdeology and the 
History of Political Thought," Intellecruul History Group Letter, no2 ( 1980), 10- 18; Joyce 
Appleby, Cupitulism und cr New Social Ortler: The Republiccrn Vision of the 1790.~ (New 
York, 1984); Joyce Appleby, "Republicanism in Old and New Contexts," Williuni und Mury 
Qtrurterly, Set. 3, Vol. 43 (1986), 20-34; Joyce Appleby, Liberalisnr W C /  Repirbtiwnisni in the 
Historicul Imuginution (Cambridge, 1 992). 
3' Lance Banning, .-Jeffersonian Ideology Revisited: Liberal and Classical ldeas in the New 
American Republic," William m d  bhry Qmrterly, J3( 1986): 3- 19 
13 John Patrick Diggins, The LW Sou1 of Americun Politics: Virttre, Se~fnterest. und t h  
Fotinciu~ions of Liberulism (New York, 1 98 4). 
34 Steven M. Dworetz, The Unvarnished Doctrine: Locke. Liberulisn~. und the Americm 
Revolurion (Durham and London, 1990). 
' 5  Mark Goldie. ..introduction" to his The Reception of Locke's Politics (6 Vols, London, 
1999), Vol. 1, pp. .ux-lmi, 

36 Isaac Kramnick, "Republican +visionism Revisited," Americun Historicd Revieiv. 
87( 1982): 629-664; Isaac Kramnick, Republic~~nîsni und Bourgeois Rutliculism: Poliricd 
Ideology in Late Eighteenth-Centirry Englund und Americu (Ithaca. NY. I99O). 
" Richard C. Sinopoli, -'Liberalism, Republicanism & the Constitution." Polisy. Vol. 19 
( 1986), 33 1-352; Richard C. Sinopoli, The Fotrndarions of rlmerictn Citizenship, LiberuIism, 
The Constilurion, und Civk Virtue (Oxford, 1993). 
'* Michael P. Zuckert, Nuttrral Rights andthe ~Vav  Repirblicunism (Princeton, 1994). 
3'1 J .GA. Pococ k, The Mixchiat'eIIian Moment: Florentine Political Thou& and the Atlmtic 
Republican Tradition (Princeton, 1975). See also, J.G.A. Pocock, '-The ilachiavellm 
iMoment Revisited: A Sttrdj in History und Ideology," Journui of ~VIodern Hislory, Vol. 53 
( 198 1 ), 49-72; J.G.A. Pocock, "The Myth of John Locke and the Obsession with Libenlism," 



1990, claimed one charter o f  its progress, repubiicanism "was everywhere and 

organizing everythingy'? More recently, in the works o f  Jerome ~ u ~ l e t ~ ,  James T. 

ICloppenbergU, Forrest ~ c ~ o n a l d " ,  and Thomas L. ~ a n ~ l e "  (amongst otherd7). the 

trend has been to argue for a synthetic mode1 which incorporates Locke and 

Republicanism, but ofien leaves little room for much else."' 

Claims for the wholesale colonial rejection o f  Hume's political thought have 

been accompanied by linle in the way o f  soiid or substantial evidence. The evidence 

in J,G.A. Pocock and Richard Ashcraft, eds. John Locke: Pupers reurl ut a L'krrk Librury 
Semincrr, 10 December 1977 (Los Angeles, 1980). 3-24: J.G.A. Pocock, Polirics, Lunguuge. 
rrnd Tinte: Essrrys on Politicd Thought und History ( 197 1, reprinted Chicago and London, 
1989); J.G.A. Pocock, "Virtue and Commerce in the Eighteenth Century," Journal of 
Interdisc@linury History, Vol. 3 ( 1 972), 1 1 9- 1 34. 
40 Bernard Bailyn, "Introduction" to his Putriphlets of the Americun Revolirtiun (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1965) and Bernard Bailyn, The Ideologicul Origins of the An~ericun Revulution. Also 
see. however, Caroline Robins. The Eighteenth-Century Conrmonwruithn~un: Stuùies in the 
Trunsmission Developnirnt und Circunrstunces of E;lglish Liberd Thorrghrjiorn the 
Restomtion of Chcrrfes I! until the Wur with the Thirtern Colonies (Cambridge. 1959). 
Robins's works was important in that it named much of the cast that was to figure in the works 
o f  Bailyn, Wood, and Pocock. 
"Ciordon S. Wood, The Creation of the Americun Republic. 1776-1787(Chapel Hill, 1969). 
" Daniel T. Rodgers, "Republicanism: the Career of a Concept," The Jownul of Anierican 
Histow, Vol. 79 (1992). 1 1. See also, Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Age of 
~rderksrn  (Oxford, 1999,s- 1 3. 
43 Jerome Huy ler. Locke in Ameri~~u: The Mord Philosophy of the Fotrnrling Fu~hers 
(Lawrence. 1995). 
'' James T. Kloppenberg, "The Virtues of Liberalism: Christianity, Republicanism, and Ethics 
in Early American Political Discourse," JorrrnulofAnrericun Histury, 74 1987), 9-33. 
Kloppenberg writes that '.[b]y examining the diverse sources o f  liberalism in the eighteenth 
century" he "hope[s] to demonstrate how and why liberal ideas could be joined with ideas 
from the different traditions o f  Protestant Christianity and classical republicanismY'(9-IO), 
4s Forrest McDonald, "The lntellectual World o f  the Founding Fathen," in Forrest MacDonald 
and Ellen Shapiro McDondd, Reqiiiem: I/crriutions on Eighteenth-Cmirw Thentes 
(Lawrence, 1988). 
JO Thomas L. Pangle. The Spirit of hlonern Republicanism: The Morul Vision of the Amrrictrn 
Founders und the Philosophy of Locke (Chicago, 1988). 
47 For instance, Jeffrey C. Isaac, "Republicanism v. Liberalism? A Reconsideration*, History 
of Political Thought, Vol, 9 (1988), 349-377; Steve Pincus, "Neither Machiavellian Moment 
nor Possessive Individualism: Commercial Society and the Defenders o f  the English 
Commonwealth,.' American Historical Review, Vol. 103 (1998), 705-736; Roben E. Shalhope, 
The Roofs of Democracy zfmericm Thotrght and Culture, 1760-1800 (Boston, I990), esp. 39- 
44. 
48 See Daniel T, Rodgers, -Republicanism: the Career o f  a ConceptyD, 36; Richard C ,  
Sinopoli, The Foitridations of American Citkenship, 13. 



for the availability and dissemination of Hume's works in coloniaI America requires us 

to re-tfiink HW's reception as it is recorded in the pages of a host of now-largely- 

forgotten eighteenth-century writers, many of whom published in early American 

pamphlets, newspapers. and magazines. Against this broader backdrop, the Virginia 

Gazete 's 1777 celebratory reporting of Hume's support of the Revolutionary cause 

will make far better sense than it does against an historiography which has concluded 

that "[bly t 776" any American who referred to the works of David Hume 'mas ctearly 

mnning the risk of guilt by ass~iation"."~ 

The Virginia Gazette 'J 1777 matter-of-fact announcement of Hume's expressed 

support of the Amencm Revolutionary cause also makes little sense given the most 

persistent interpretation of Hume's His~ory as, abovc al1 else. the work oî'a Tory 

historian who had actively set out to oRer m apology br Charles i. This interpretation 

has its inception in the eighteenth century, but was stated in its most categorical and 

full-blown terrns in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries." By 194 1 Hume's 

reputation as a partisan Tory historian had becomc suficiently ubiquitous throughout 

the scholarly community that E. C. Mossner offered his somewhat revisionist account 

as "An Apology for David Hume, ~istorim"?' It is this establis hed image of Hume as 

?heodore Draper, '*Hume & Madison: The Secrets of Federalist Paper No, 10." Encorrntrr. 
Val. 5% ( I982), 34-47. Along with those passages referred to above, see Robert McCluer 
Calhoon, The Loyaiists in Revoiutioncrry America, l76& 1781 (New York, I965), who writes 
that the Tory Hume "enjo~ed Little popularity in America"(203); David S. Lovejoy, "Henry 
Marchant and the Mistress of the World:' William umf Mury Qtrurrérdy, Vol, 12 ( 1955). 375- 
398, refers to 'rhe Tory HurneW(39 1); fi enry F. May, The Enlightrnment in Americu, 1 12: 
Henry F. May, "The ûecline of providence?," Srnuiies on Voltuire unù the 18th Cmiity. Vol. 
154 (L976), t 401-I4 16, where Hume's unimportance to the Americnn Revolutionary Em is 
irnplied when he is described as -anti-revolutionary"(L4 14); Peter J. Sbnlis. -British Views of 
the American Revolution: A Conflict over Rights of Sovereignty," Eurlv Rmerkan Li~eruwe, 
Vol. XI (1976), 193; John Wingate Thomton, ed. The Pidpit of the Americun Revulurion: O$ 

zhe Politicui Sermolis of the Period of f 776 (Boston, 1860): Hume on Charles 1 was a 
-fallacious apology, in which he varnished over the crimes of the Stwrts"*(JS). 
50 See, for instance, Henry Calderwood, David Hume ( 1898; reprinted Bristol, t 9891, esp. 67- 
68. For a discussion of this historiography see David B. Horn, "Hume as Historian," in Duvid 
Hume: University ofEdinbwgh 250th Anniversary of the Birth of hicl  Hume f i l  1 : 1961 R 
Record of the Commentorarion Published us a Supplemenr to ~ h e  Universiru Gmew 
(Edinburgh, 196 1). 25-28, esp. 28, 
51 E. C- Mossner, "An Apology for David Hume, Historian," Paprs  of the ~Cfoc/em Langrrage 
Association, Vol. 66 ([Hl), 657-690. See also E. C. Mossner, "Was Hume a Tory Historian? 
Facts and Reconsiderations,"JoumaI of the Hisrory of ideus, Vol. 2 ( 194 I ), 325-236 and E. C. 



a Tory historian which scholars of American cultural and intellectud history have 

unreflectively brought to their works. [t haunts accounts of Hume's reception and 

impact in eighteenth-century ~merica." As Melvin Buxbaurn recently raid in his 

version of the received account: Hume's Hisrory "revealed deep rooted feelings that 

were essentially ... in line with Tory views," so much so that "nothing could bring him 

around to the Amencan side against ~ n ~ l a n d " . ' ~  

Scholarship on Hume's eighteenth-century American reception and impact has 

been slow to pick up the nuanced Hume who gradually has been recovered in the 

literature of recent years. Although the History is still today often considered to be 

Little more than the rampage of a partisan, Tory historian," a growiny nwnber of 

interpreters have begun, cspecially since the mid-1960s. to show how superficial this 

interpretation of Hume is. They have offered more sophisticated and subtle readings of 

- - 

Mossner, The Lve of Duvid Hume (Austin. 1954), chap. 23. "The History of England", 30 1- 
3 18. 
S? Along with the numerous sources discussed above, see also James F. Coniff. "The 
Enlightenment and American Political Thought: A Study of the Origins of Madison's 
FeJeruIis~ Number IO," Political Throry, Vol. 8 (1980). 381402: "Hume was not panicularly 
popular in America: he was considered a Tory, his religious views were suspect, and he 
defended wealth, luxury, and cormption"(383);,"Hume's sceptical, historical-rninded 
Toryism9*(386); Lucy Martin Donnelly, "The Celebrated Mrs. Macaulay," Willium und ~bfuty 
@rurter(v, Ser. 3, Vol. 6 (1949). 173-207: Hume's History was a "Tory classic" and Macaulay 
"was a godsend against Hume in the conflict of the early years of George III  that divided the 
English world quite sirnply between those who loved liberty and those who did not"(l74- t 75): 
Dalphy 1. Fagerstrom, "Scottish Opinion and the American Revolution." Willium und 1I.lrry 
@iurter!y, Ser. 3, Vol. I 1 (1954), 259: Herbert Lawrence Ganter, "Jefferson's 'Pursuit of 
Happiness* and some forgotten Men," FVillium unci~Mwy Quurterly, Ser. 2, Vol. 16 (1936). 
558-585. who thinks it appropriate to refer to Hume as "the Scotch Tory" from 175 1. even 
before Hume had published the first volume of his HistoryO8 1). 
53 Melvin H. Buxbaum, .*Hume, Franklin and America: A Matter of Loyalties." Enlightenment 
Essays, Vol. 3 (1 972), 93-1 05. Passages cited from 98 and 105. 

See, for instance, John J. Burke, Jr., "Hume's History of Englcmk Waking the English fmm 
a Dogmatic Slumber," in Roseann Runte, ed. Sludies in Eighreenth-Cenniry Culturr (Madison, 
1978); Godfrey Davies, '-Hume's History of the Reign of James 1," in H.J. Davis and H.L. 
Gardner. eds. Eli.abethun andJucobeun Studies Presentedto Frunk Percy Wilson (Oxford, 
1959). 23 1-249; Marjorie Greene, "Hume: Sceptic and Tory," Journal of the History of Ideus, 
Vol. 4 ( 1943,334; Jerry Z. Muller, Conservutism: An Anthology of Sociui und Poiitical 
Thoughtfiom David Hume ro the Present (Princeton, 1997); Laird Oakie, "Ideology and 
PartiaIity in Hume's History of England," Hume Studies, Vol. Xl(1985). 1-32; Victor Wexler, 
David Hume und the History of England (Philadelphia, 1979). For Wexler Hume is not 
primarily a Tory historian, but a rampant "anti-Whig"(see esp. 1-8). 



the History and o f  Hume's &tempt therein to explode what he took to be the Whig 

myth o f  an ancient English con~titution.'~ Rather than seeing Hume as a Tory 

historian, David Fate Norton and Richard Popkin suggest we might better think o f  him 

as a .'philosophical hi~torian"?~ Duncan Forbes has argued that the Hume o f  the 

Hisrory and essays is a %ientific or Sceptical  hi^''.'' For others, like Leo ~ r a u d ~ j ~ .  

Hume is best portrayeci as an "historian above party't.j4 More recently, many have 

convincingly argued for a more complex and composite interpretation o f  Hume's 

historical enterprise than the simple epitaph. .*Tory historian", wi l l  al10w.~~ 

S5 For the seventeenth-century origins of the Whig myth against which Hume wrote, see J .  G. 
A. Pocock, The Ancienr Cornriturion und the Feudd Lrnv: R Srirr!v of English Hisroricul 
Thought itt the Sevenreenth Crntury (New York, 1967). 
56 David Fate Norton and Richard Popkin, David Hunie: Philosophic.rr1 Hisroriun (New York, 
1965). See also Richard H. Popkin, "Hume: Philosophical versus Prophetic Historian." in 
David Hume. ~Llun-v-sided Geniirs, Kenneth R. Merril l and Robert Shanan (Norman. 1976). 83- 
95. 
" See Duncan Forbes, Hume S Philosophical Poliiics (Cambridge, 1 975). chap. 5. ..Scientific 
and vulgar Whiggism", esp. 139-140. See also Duncan Forbes, 'The European. or 
Cosmopolitan, Dimension in Hume's Science o f  Politics," The British Joirrnul for Eighreenrh- 
Century Srudies, Vol. 1 ( 1 978), 57-60; Duncan Forbes, "Introduction," to Hume's The Hisrory 
of Greut Brituin (London. 1970). 7-54: Duncan Forbes, "Politics and History in David Hume," 
Historicrrl Joirrnul, Vol. 6 ( 1963). pp. 280-295; Duncan Forbes. "Sceptical Whiggism. 
Commerce and Liberty," in A. S. Skinner and Thomas Wilson, eds. Essuys on .-klun~ Snlith 
(Oxford. 1975). 
'' See Leo Braudy, ~Vurrurive Form in History and Fiction: Hunte, Fielding tind Gibburi 
(Princeton. 1970), chap. 3, "Hume: The Structure of the Past", 3 1-90. 
59 Leo Braudy, ~Varrcrtive Fortn in History und Ficlion, 37. 
M) See Nicholas Capaldi and Donald L. Livingston, "Liberty in Hume's History of Ettglund." 
and Nicholas Capaldi, "The Prese~ation of Liberty," in Nicholas Capaldi and Donald L. 
Livingston, eds. Liberty in Hume S Hisrory of Englund (Dordrecht~Boston/London. 1990). vii- 
xii and 195-124; Geoffrey Camall, "Historical Writing in the Later Eighteenth Century," in 
Andrew Hook, ed. The Hisrory of Scouish Literaruw, Vol. 3, 1660-1800 (Aberdeen. 1987), 
esp. 208-21 l; James Coniff, "Hume on Political Parties: The Case For Hume as Whig," 
Eighreenrh-Cenrury Studies, Vol. I 2 ( l978/79), 1 50- 173; James Fart, "Hume, Hermeneutics, 
and History: A 'Sympathetic Account," History und Theory. Vol. 1 7 ( 1978), 285-3 10; 
Catherine S. Frazer, "Pattern and Predictabili~ in Hume's History." Enlightenment h s q s ,  
Vol. 1 (1970), 27-32; Knud Haakonssen, "Introduction," to Knud Haakonssen, ed. Duvit/ 
Hume: Polirid Essays (Cambridge, I994), ni-LLY; J-C- Hilson. '-Hume: the Historian as 
Man o f  Feeling," in. J.C. Hilson, M.M.B. Jones, and J.R. Watson. eds. Arrgustc~n Worlds 
(Leicester, 1978), pp. 205-222; Peter Jones, -On Reading Hume's Hisrory of Liberty." in 
Nicholas Capaldi and Donald. L. Livingston, eds. Liberty in Hume's Hisrory of England, 11-34; 
Colin Kidd, "The Rehabilitation o f  Scottish Jacobitism," Scottish Hisroricd Review, Vol- 77 
( 1 998), 58-76, esp. 64-66; Colin Kidd, Subverfing Skortmd S Past: Scorrish whig hisroriuns 
und the crearion of an Anglo-British identiry, 1689-1830 (Cambridge and New York, l993), 



We should be wary of reading any present-day interpretation of Hume's History 

of Englund back into the eighteenth centwy. A much safer approach is to formulate 

assessments of Hume's impact in eighteenth-century America fiom evidence provided 

esp. 8; Donald W. Livingston, Hume's Philosophy of Common Lije (Chicago, 1984); Donald 
W. Livingston, Philosophical Melancholy and Delirium: Hirme 's Pu thology of Philasophy 
(Chicago, 1998); Donald Livingston and James T. King, eds. Hiime: A Re-ev~luution (New 
York. 1976): Nicholas Capaldi and Donald W. Livingston, "Liberty in Hume's History of 
Englunrl." and Donald W. Livingston, "Hume's Historical Conception of Liberty," in Nicholas 
Capaldi and Donald W. Livingston, eds. Liberty in Hume 3 Hisrory ofEngIund, vii-xii and 
105-1 54; Robert McRae, "Hume as a Political Philosopher," Joirrnui of the History of ldew, 
Vol. 17 (1951), 285-290; Susan Manning, "Eloquence and Evasion: Hume's Elusive Wit," 
Stuc/ies-on-Vu'olruire-c~nd-the-Eigh~een~h-Century, Vol. 266 (1989). 343-353: Robert A. 
Manzer, "Hume's Constitutionalism and the ldentity o f  Constitutional Democracy," Americun 
Poliricul Science Review, Vol. 90 ( 1996). 488-496; David Miller, Philosophy und Ideology in 
Hume 1s Politiccil Thoirght (Oxford, 198 1 ) ;  Eugene F. Miller, "Forward." to Eugene Miller, ed. 
Hume S Essqs Morul. Poliricd und Literary (Indianapolis, 198% 1 987); Eugene F. Miller, 
"Hume on Liberty in the Successive English Constitutions," in Nicholas Capaldi and Donald 
W. Livingston. eds. Liberty in Hume S Hisroty of Englund, 53-104; James Moore. "Hume's 
Political Science and the Classical Republican Tradition," Canadiun Joiirnui of Politicul 
Science, Vol. 10 ( 1977). 809-839; Karen O'Brien, Narrurives of Enlighrenmenr: 
Cosmopolircrn historyjhm Voltuire IO Gibbon (Cambridge, 1997). esp. 56-92: Mark Salber 
Phillips, Society und Sentiment: Genres oj'Hisroriccrl FVriring in Briruin, 1 740- I S X  
(Princeton, 2000); Nicholas Phillipson, Hume (London, 1989); Nicholas Phillipson, 
'*Propriety. property and prudence: David Hume and the defence o f  the Revolution." in 
Nicholas Phillipson and Quentin Skinner, eds. Poliricrrl Discoursr in Eurly Modern Briiuin 
(Cambridge, 1993). 302-320; J.G.A. Pocock, "Hume and the American Revolution: The 
Dying thoughts o f  a North Briton," in David Fate Norton, Nicholas Capaldi, and Wade L. 
Robison, eds. 1McGil1 Hume Srudies (San Diego, l976), 325-344; L. Pompa. Humun Nature 
und Msroriccrl Knowle~fge: Hume, Hegel, and Vico (Cambridge, 1990); J .  V. Price, "Hume's 
Concept of Liberty and The History of England,," Srruiies in Romcinricism, Vol. 5 ( 1966)- 139- 
157: Benjamin A. Ring, "David Hume" Historian or Tory Hack?," Norih Dukoru Quurterly, 
Vol. 51 ( 1986). 50-59; John Robertson, "Universal monarchy and the libenies of Europe: 
David Hume's critique o f  an English Whig doctrine," in Nicholas Phillipson and Quentin 
Skinner, eds. Poliricul Discourse in Euriy Modern Brirain (Cambridge, 1993), 349-373: 
Donald T. Siebert, "Catherine Macaulay's Hisrow of EngIund: antidote to Hume's Hisiory?," 
Sttttlirs on Voltaire und rhe Eighteenrh Cenruty, Vol. 303 (1992), 393-401; Donald T. Siebert. 
"The Sentimental Sublime in Hume's Hisroty of England," The Review of English Snrdies, 
Vol. 40 (1989), 352-372; Constant Noble Stockton, "Hume - Historian o f  the English 
Constitution," Eighteenrh-C~nriiry Sludies, Vol. 4 ( 1 97 I ), 277-293; John B. Stewart, The 
~tloral and Political Philosophy of David Hume (New York, 1963); John B. Stewart, Opinion 
und Reform in Hume 's Political Philosophy (Princeton, 1992); William B. Todd. "Fonuard,' 
to Hume's The History of Englund (Indianapolis, 1983), XI-XXIII; H.R. Trevor-Riiper, 
-Hume as Historian:' in D. F. Pears, ed. David Hume: -4 Symposium (London, 1963); S. K. 
Wertz, "Hume, History and Human Nature:' Jotimal of the Hisrory of Ideas, Vol. 16 (1975), 
48 1496; David Wootton, "Hume, 'The Historian'," in David Fate Norton, ed. The Cambridge 
Companion 10 Hume (Cambridge, 1993), 296-307. 



by eighteenth-century Arnerican readings of Hume. Even should we wish to play the 

anachronistic game, it would be difficult to know exactly which modem Hume to look 

for in the eighteenth-centwy. Despite the ernergence of a more refined Hume, 

interpreters are certainly not yet (and perhaps never will beb') agreed on how best to 

interptet Hume's Hismry in particular or his politics in general.6%oting this modem 

disscnsion, however, prepares us for the possibility that Hume's eighteenth-century 

readers themselves were ofequally split-minds and offered diverse and motley readings 

of Hume. But did they? 

8 Hume's Eariy British Reception 

While in the history of ideas Hume's thought is often taken to be exernplary of 

the eighteenth-century enlightened rnind6), it might be argued that Hume was far €rom 

being a representative thinker of the time in which he Iived. Hume's unorthodox 

thoughts on religion, in particular, memt that his writings, cven when admired. were 

rarely pnised unhesitantly by contempocaries. The vocal opposition which Hume's 

works aroused in eighteenth-century Britain ought be kept in mind when thinking about 

Hume's American reception. 

With the publication ofhis essay, "Of Miraciest (in 1748. as essay 10, of the 

Philosophicd Essays Concerning Hrrmun Linderstanding) one finds a pro l i firation ci f 

'' For Duncan Forbes, it. is this very difficulty which sets otTHume's historical thought: 
"Hume is terrible campaign country ... No interpretation ever seems to set going before it is 
pulled up alrnost immediately by some dificulty" (Hume S Philosophical Poliries. vii-ix). See 
also J.G.A. Pocock, Review of Forbes, The American PoIiticd SC-ience Review. Vol. 72 
(1978)- 638-639. 
" Indeed, scholawhip on Hume's Hisiory largely has k e n  concerned with the ninning battles 
of assessing the related issues of Hume's impartiality and his politics. In particular, s e e  the 
ment exchange in Hume Studies, Vol. 31 (19%) occasioned by John B. Stewart's, Opinion 
und Rrform in Hume's Political Philosophy (Princeton, 1992): Donald W. Livingston, "On 
Hume's Conservatism;' Hicme Srunies, Vol. 21 (1995), 15 1-164; John B. Stewart, The Public 
lnterest vs. Old Rights," Htirne Slzulies, Vol. 11 (1995), 165-188; Douglas Long, "Commentary 
on John B. Stewart," Hume Sidies, Vol- 21 (I995), 189-192; John B. Stewart, A Response to 
Douglas Lon&' Hume Studies, Vol. 21 ( 1995), 193-196. 
6: See Peter Gay, ne Enlightenmrnr: an interpretation (2 Vols, New York, 1965, 1969). 
passim. 



hostiIe British responses to Hume's dl-too-lucid conclusions.@ As Hume himself said 

in his autobiographical My Chvn Life with regard to this period of his literary career, 

"Answers, by Reverends and Right Reverends, came out two or thcee in a ~ e a i ' . ~ ~  The 

earliest printed rehtation of "Of Miracles" was likely Rev. Philip Skelton's of 1749,~" 

but 175 1 and 1752 saw the publication of more extended responses by Cambridge's 

William ~dams" and Oxford's Thomas ~utherforth,6' as well as Anthony ~ 1 1 ~ s . ~ ~  The 

follawing years produced even more celebrated answers by John ~ou~las ,"  John 

M See E. C. Mossner, The L# of Daviù Hume (Texas, 19541, esp. chap. 22, T h e  Opposition 
Gathers". One suspects that this opposition was especially concerncd with the seeming 
simplicity of Hume's claims - for instance, "That no testirnony is sufficient to establish a 
miracle, unless the testimony be of such a kind, hat its falsehood would be more miraculous. 
than the fact, which it endeavours to establish"(Encpiry concerning Humun Undermrtding, 
1 15- 1 16): see also, James Allen Herrick, -Miracles and Reasonnbleness in The Eighteenth 
Century" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Wisconsin-Madison. 1986), esp. 
160- 16 1. Although published responses are discussed below, one might also judge of the 
impact o f  "Of Miracles" by the unpublished responses it elicited. Sec for instance William 
Warburton's contemporary but unpublished (until 1841) response in Francis Kilvert, rl 
Seiectionfiom Unpiiblislted Pupers of the Right Revered WilIiun~ Wurburron (London, 184 1 ). 
3 1 1-3 16. See also Warburton to Richard Hurd in Letwsjvm u Lure Emilienr Prelutr IO One 
ofhis Friends (Boston, 1806). Some early responses to Hume's thought recently have been 
reprinted; see Stanley Tweyman, ed. Hmr on iMiracles (Bristol, 1996) and Hume on iVutm11 
Religion (Bristol. 1996); and James Fieser's review in Hiune Stuciies. Vol. XXIV (1998). 195- 
200. See also James Fieser's Ecirly Responses to Hume (Bristol, 1999-2003). 1 have reviewed 
his first two volumes in Eighteenth-Centtrry Scotiund (spring 3000), 23. 
65 David Hume, Essuys (Indianapolis, 1985, 1987), "My Own Life", nxv i .  
66 Philip Skelton, Ophiomaches: or Dtrism RrveuI~cl(2 Vols. London, 1749). Hume apparently 
recommended Skelton's work for publication; see Lloyd F. Bitzer, "The 'Indian Prince' in 
Miracles Arguments o f  Hume and his Predecessors and Early Critics," Philosophy and 
Rheforic. Vol. 3 1 ( 1998), 199; David Berman, "Philip Skelton," in The Dictionuy of 
Eighreenth-Cenmy British Philosophers (Bristol, 1999), Vol. 2: 799-800. 
67 William Adams, fisay on M. Hume S Essay on ~tIirucies (London. 1 752). Adams's work 
had a number of subsequent eighteenth-century editions (London, I754; London, 1767; 
Shrewsbury, 1776). See Lloyd F. Bitzer, "The Tndian Prince',", 203; Robert Burns, "William 
Adams," in T h  Dictionuty of Eighteetrth-Centr,ry British Phiiosophers. Vol. 1 : 4-6. 
68 Thomas Rutherfonh, The Credibility of Miracies defindecl Aguinst the Author of 
Philosophicd Essays in a discourse deiivered at the prin~ury vïsitation of the right Reverend 
Futher in God Thontas Lord Bishop of Eiy in St. iidichaels Chrrrch Cambridge (Cambridge, 
I75I). 
69 Anthony Ellys, Remarks on an Essuy Concerning iviirucles Publishrrl b-y David Hzrme, Esq; 
Antongst his Philosophicul Essays (London, [ 1 7521). 
70 John Douglas, The Criterion: or, Miracles Examined ivirh a viriv (O e-rpose the Prefensions 
of Puguns and Papists; to compure the iMranrloow Powers recorded in the New Testument. 
with those said to subsist in Luter Times, and IO show The gwuc and material D~jJerence 
benvern them in Point of Evidence; From whence if wiil appear ihut the former must be mie, 



i el and:' Richard Hurd with William ~arburton," and George ~arn~bell," amongst 

others. 

With the publication of An Enquiry Concerning the Principles of ~Morals. the 

HrSlory oj'England and the Four Disserfations, Hume's thought attracted even more 

suspicion." Indeed, by 1754 when the h t  volume of Hume's Hisfory of England was 

published, Hume's opponents were waiting. The first quick response was from an 

Edinburgh minister, the Rev. Daniel MacQueen, whose Letfers on Hume 's History of 

Grrut Brifuin appeared in 1756.?* Richard Hurd, an Anglican cleric, in 1759 atîacked 

Hume's history of the Tudors for its misguided attempt to expose 'rhe absurdities of 

refomd religion" and to .'discredit the cause of civil liberty"." Hume's earlier works 

were not forgotten but were the subject ofrenewed attacks. particularly by Alexander 

~erard.7' John   et hune.'^ James ~ s w a l d ? ~  and Thomas ~ercival."' Clurne's British 

und the lutter muy be filse (London, 173'4). See Lloyd F. Bitzer, "The ' Indian Prince',". 206- 
209. 
'' John Leland, .4 View of the Principul Deistical Writers of the lust mdpresent wntirry (2 
vols., London, 1755-56), esp. Vol. 2. 
" [Richard Hurd and William Warburton], Remurh on 'W. Dmicl Hume S Essqs on the 
iVutirru1 History of Religion (London. I 757). 
'' George Campbell, Dissertarion on ,nbIiracles: Contuining un Eraminution of the Principles 
clcivunced by Duvid Hume, Esq: in un O s u y  on il!irucIes (Edinburgh, 1762). 
7.1 See, for instance, [George Anderson], An Estirnute of the Proft md Loss of Religion 
personuliy and publicly stuteci: fllusrrated wifh refirences to Esslrys on Moruiity uncl Nuttrrul 
Religion (Edinburgh, 1753); [William MacGhie?], Sotne Lute Opinions COncerning the 
Foundution of Moralify, Erumined In u Letfer to u Friend, ! 753 (London. 1 753); [James 
Balfour], A Delineution of the Nutrrrr und Ubligafiotls of Morrrlity with Rejkrions upon M .  
Hume S book, b~titled An inquiry concerning rhe Prittciples oJitklrc11s (Edinburgh, 1 753); 
[James Balfour], Philosophical Essuys (Edinburgh, 1768); John Bonar, th  Anulysis of the 
Mord und Rdigious Sentiments cormirtirtg in the Writings of Soph ioml Drrvitl tft~me, Esq. 
(Edinburgh, 1 755); Caleb Flem hg, Threr Questions Resoived..In Three Letters to -Esq. rvith 
u Postscript on Mr. Hume's Natural Histoty of Religions (London, L 757); Soame Jenyns, Frm 
Enquis, into the Nutrire und Origin of EviZ (London, 1 757). 
'* Daniel MacQueen, Letters on Hume S Hkfory of Greut Britain (Edinburgh, 1756; reprinted 
Bristol, 1990). See Mark Salber PhiHips, Society and Sentimenr: Genres of Historicul Kriting 
in Britain, 1740-1821) (Princeton, 2000). 58-59. 

[Richard Hurd], Moral und P o l i h l  Dialogues benveen Divers Eminent Persons of the Pmt 
und Present Age (London and Cambridge. 1759-63), Postscript. 
?? Alexander Gerard, The inflilence of the pas tord oDce on the charucter emmined with a 
viav, especiall'y. to Mr. Hume S representation of the spirit of that o#ce: a sermon preuched 
before the Synod of Aberdeen, at Aberdeen. rlpril8, 1760 (Aberdeen, 1760). 
'' John Bethune, Essays and Disserfarions on Various Strbjects (2  Vols, Edinburgh, 177 1)- 



reception in the years before the American Revolution might be characterized by James 

Beattie's celebrated and vituperative Essay on the Nahlre and Immutability of Tmth in 

Opposition to Sophistry and Scepticism, a widely-read critique of Hume, but it emerged 

from a much larger maelstrom of similar critiques. 

Some of these now-Me-discussed works of Hume's early British critics can be 

show to have circutated in colonial America alongside Hume's own History of 

England and Essuys and Treatises. The Anglican Rev. Henry Caner of Boston, in a 

letter of 1751, spolie Favourably of Philip Skelton's writings?' Caneis conespondence 

also reveals that works of other of Hume's critics circulated in colonial New England 

with assistance from the Society for the Propagation of the ~ o s ~ e l ? '  In Philadelphia, 

David Hall ot'fered MacQueen's Letters on Hume S History (Hall had ordered six 

copies fiom Strahan) for sale in his catalogues of 1763. 1767 and 1769." The most 

celebrated answer to "Of Miracles", that of George Campbell, was listed in a number of 

colonial book catalogues and John Mein's advertisement in The Boston C'hronide 

puffed that. "This masterly writer in this excellent work hath fully rehted the reasoning 

and objections of' Mr. Hume and other Freethinkers. who have attempted to undermine 
- - -- - - - - - 

79 James Oswald. An rlppeul tu C'onrmon Sense in Behlfof Religion ( 2  Vols. Edinburgh, 1766. 
1772). 
" Thomas Percival, A Futher 's lnstnrclions to His C'hiidren (Warrington, 1775). 
'' Henry Caner CO [? Johnson], l I December ! 752. l n  Kenneth Walter Cameron. ed. Letter- 
Book of the Rev. Henry Cuner, S. P.G. Missionu~ in Colonid Connecricuf rind himsuchi~serts 
m i l  the Revolution. A Reviuiv of his Corresponnc?ncefi.onzom 17-8 through 1778 (Hartford, 
l972), 103. 
82 Henry Caner to Philip Bearcroft, secretary o f  the S.P.G., 26 October 1758. Caner wrote that 
Bearcroft's package had amved and that the contents, which included copies o f  John Leland's 
View of the Deisticul Writers, had been distributed (Ibid., 107). Caner also wrote to one o f  
Hume's adversaries, Thomas Sherlock, Bishop o f  London, to say that a box o f  380 copies o f  
the first volume o f  Sherlock's Sermons had arrived and they would be circulated in Rhode 
Island, Massachusetts Bay and Connecticut as "an excellent counter agent to the fashionable 
'Religion o f  Nature' and the growth o f  infideiity here9'(Ibid., 106). 

See David Hall, Importrd in the lusr vesselsj?om Ewop. und sold &y Duvid Hail, ut the ~Veiv 
Printing-Clfice, in Mmkt-srreet, Philadelphiu. thefollo~ving book, &c. (Philadelphia, 1763); 
David Hall, Impohed in the last vesselsfi.om Englc~nd, und to br sou  &y David Hull, ut the ~Vav 
Printing-Wce. in hl&-snret, Philadelphiu, thefollowing books, &c. (Philadel phia, 1 767); 
David Hall, David Hall. ut the Nav Printing-mce, in Market-streef, Philudelphia. hm to 
dispose oJ wholrsaIe and retuil, thefpllowing books, &c. (Philadelphia, 1769). The fact that 
MacQueen continued to be advertised in subsequent catalogues may mean that Bell was unable 
to seIl the six copies he had ordered h m  Strahan. 





for instance, the Rev. William Smith recommended, in his curriculum for the 

University o f  Pennsylvania which was printed publicly in the Pennsylvania Guette, 

that in their "Private H o m "  students should read "Monthly Magazines, for the 

Improvement o f  Style and Knowledge o f  ~ife''?' Tnose who did would have corne 

across nwnerous discussions o f  Hume and his writings in their copies o f  these British 

Some o f  Hume's moral and politicai essays, as we have seen, were accessible 

to colonial readers when they were reprinted in well-known British jounials such as 

Edward Cave's Gentleman's iticrgazine, and The CruJiesman, or The Scots Magazine. 

Hume's patential American book buyers and readers would also have been kept 

abreast o f  his current publications in British magazines' printed lists o f  new books. 

Hume's publications were almost always noted in The Scots ~ a ~ a z i n e ? '  but so too 

o f  British magazines in early [Le. up to the early I740sJ colonial America see Norman S. 
Fiering, "The Transatlantic Republic o f  Letters: A Note on the Circulation o f  Learned 
Periodicals to Early Eighteenth-Century America," William and Mary Quarrerly, Ser. 3, Vol. 
(1 976), 642-660. Fiering argues that "aside h m  the largely arbitrarily assembled booksellers' 
stocks, an occasional oveneas correspondence, and the publisherys or printer's advertisements 
to be found in the back of books, the oniy way colonial intellectuals could keep alive their 
philosophical interests was through the reponing in periodical literature"(643). By mid- 
eighteenth century, this function may have become somewhat dampened. Nevertheless British 
journals continued to be popular in America at least until the end o f  the eighteenth century 
since they are ovenvhelmingly present in book catalogues of the period. 
90 The curriculum was first printed in the Pennsylvania Gazette for 12 August 1756, and has 
been since reprinted in Thomas Harrison Montgomery, A History of the Universis, of 
Pennqdvania (Philadelphia, 1900), 236-239. 
91 We are also lacking a substantial study of discussions of Hume and his work in eighteenth- 
century British periodicals. For a recentty compiled and helpful (but incomplete) checklist of 
British reviews of Hume's works see James Fieser, "The Eighteenth-Century British Reviews 
o f  Hume's Writings." Journal of the Hisrory of ldeas, Vol. 57 (1996), 645-657. Fieser, 
however, gives no listing o f  discussions of Hume besides formal reviews of his works. 
" See The Scots Magazine, Vol. 1 (1 739), ..Register ofNew Books": "A treatise of Human 
Nature. pr. IOsn(J8); Vol. 2 (1740), "New Books": "An abstract of the treatise of human 
nature. 6d"( 144); Vol. 10 ( 1 748), "New Books": "Philosophical essays on human 
understanding. 3sW(208); Vol. 13 ( 175 1), "New Books": "An inquiry conceming the 
principles of morals. By David Hume, Esq; 3s. Millar"(552); Vol. 14 (1752), "New Books": 
iiPolitical discourses. 1. Of commerce. 2. Of luxury. 3. Of money. 4. Of interest. 5. Of the 
balance o f  trade. 6. Of the balance o f  poser. 7. Of taxes. 8. Of public credit. 9. O f  some 
remarkable customs. 10. Of the populousness o f  ancient customs, I 1. O f  the Protestant 
succession. 12. Idea o f  a perfect commonwealth, By David Hume, Esq; 4s. 6d. Kincaid & 
Donaldson7'(S6); Vol. 16 (1754), "New Books": "The history of G, Britain, vol.1. containing 
the reigns o f  James 1. and Charles 1. By David Hume, Esq; 4to. 14s. in boards. Hamilton & 
Balfoold'(Sû4). See also the Edinburgh Evenmg Courant, "Essays, moral and political, by 
David Hume, Esq., Philosophical Essays. by ditto"(5 luly 1748). 



were they listed in the monthly registers of new books in prominent English 

n e ~ s ~ a ~ e r s ~ ~  and m a g k e s  such as The Gentleman 's ~ a ~ c l f i n e ~ ~  and The London 

These notices offer a nice mesure of the currency of Hume's writings, as do 

the reviews of his works and those of his cri tic^?^ Almost al1 of Hume's major works 

were reviewed in eighteenth-century British periodicals. These reviews generalIy 

offered both a synopsis of the book king reviewed and a good deal of actual citation? 

What image o f  Hume did they broadcst in colonial America? 

93 Like the London Duily Adverriser (e.g. 1 8 November 1 748). 
94 See the Genrleman 's ~S.llg~~'ine, Vol. 12 ( 1742). "REGISTER o f  BOOKS for MARCH, 
1 742": "Essays Moral and Political. pre. 2s. 6d. Knapton, Hitch and Millai'( 168); Vol. 18 
(1748), '*Register o f  Books, November 1748": "16. Essays moral and political. By David 
Hume, Esq; Edit. 3. with 3 more additional essays. pr. 3s. MillaT'(528); Vol. 21 (175 1). "Nav  
Books, &c ptrblished Dec. 175 1": '30. An enquiry concerning the principles o f  monls; by 
David Hume, Esq; 3s. iMillar"(574); Vol. 22 (1 752). "Books publish'd in FEBRUARY 1752": 
"Political discourses. By David Ciurne, Esq, 8vo. CIitch"(94); Vol. 14 ( 1754). "BOOKS 
pirblished in NOVEMBER: with RemurRF"': "1 0. The first vol. o f  Mr. Hme S history of Great 
Britain, 4to. 14s. Hamilton. &F1(533): Vol. 26 ( 1 756), "List of Books publi.~hed in 
NOVEMBER": "I 1. The history of Grec{& Brituin, from the death o f  K. Charles 1 to the 
revolution. Vol. II. By D. Hume. i3-q; 14s. in boards. ~PIilIc~r" (549, paged incorrectly in 
index as 594); Vol. 37 ( 1 757). "Catalogue o f  Books": " 1 8. Four Dissertations by Duvid Hume. 
Esq; 12mo 3s. bound. Millur"(94); Vol. 29 ( 1759). "List ofBooks published: with Remurks": 
"8. The history o f  Englund under the house of Tuior. By Duvid Hutne. Esq; 2 vol. 4to. II in 
boards. MiIlar"( 133). 
9s See The London hlag(1=ine: or, Gentleman S itfonthiy Inrelligencer, Vol. 1 7 ( 1 748), "The 
Monthly Catalogue for November, 1 748,": "Essays moral and political. Bq David Hume. 
Esq; Edit. 3. with 3 more additional Essays, pr. 3s. MiIlar"(528); Vol. 30 ( 1  75 l), "The 
Monthly Catalogue for November, 1751": "An Enquiry concerning the Principles o f  Morality. 
By David Hume, Esq; pr. 3s. Millar"(528); Vol. 21 (1757), "The Monthly Catalogue for 
February, 1757": "Political Discourses. By D. Hume, Esq; pr. 4s. 6d. Hitch(96); Vol, 74 
(1757), "The Monthly Catalogue for Jan. and Feb. 1757.": "Mr. Hume's History o f  Great 
Britain. Vol. II. 4to. pr. 14s. in Boards. M i l l a f  and "Four Dissertations. By David. Hume, 
Esq; pr. 3s. Millar"(l04); Vol. 28 ( I  759), "The Monthly Catalogue for March, 1759,": "The 
History o f  England, under the House o f  Tudor. By Mr. Hume, 2 Vols. Jto. pr. Il, I S. 

MillaF(166); Vol. 30 ( 1  761), T h e  History o f  England, to the Accession o f  Henry Vil. by Mr+ 
Hume, 3 VOIS. pr. II, IOs"(620). 
96 See, for instance, [William Rose], "ART. LiI. Some lote opinions concming the 
forrndutions ofmoralip, examined, In a letfer io ajkiend. 8vo. 1 S. Dodsley," Month'y Review, 
Vol. 8 ( 1753), 400. 
97 The popularity o f  Hume's works in eighteenth-century British magazines is suggested by the 
inclusion o f  three Hume essays in The Beauties of the Magazines, und other Periodical Works. 
Sekctedfor a series of Yeurs: consisting of Essays, Moral Tales, Charucters, and other 
Fugitive Pieces. in Prose: By the most eminent Hands ... also some Essays by D. HUME. Esq; 



Hume's British reviewers were not infrequently contemptuous o f  his writings. 

They would have contributed to the negative portrayal o f  Hume which was conveyed to 

the colonies in the imported pamphlets and book length works o f  his other detractors. 

This would certainly have been the case for any colonial readers o f  the euly and cutting 

reviews of Hume's anonymousiy published Treatise of Htrmun Nutirrr. The Trealise is 

known to have been reviewed in two British journals, The History ofthe Works oj'rhe 

~e~1rned4' and Common Sense: or the Engfishmun S ~ o u r n c l . ~  The Histoty ofthr 

CVorks; ofthe Lrarned was available to colonial readers,'OO but fiir more important for 

Hume's colonial reputation is the fact that Hume figured prominently in the two 

principal and cornpeting review journals o f  the third-quater o f  the eighteenth century, 

Nol inserrecl in the Iwr Enirions of his Works " With muny other misc.rlIcinzor~s Proc111crion.s of 
eyrral i k i r  (3 vol., London, 1772. reprinted London, 1792). See also. Brifish ~W~rulists. ur 
yorrng Genrlrnren und Ludies polite precepror. being u nrw c.oliec~iun ... (London, 1 772). 
98 See History of the Works of rhe Leurnecl, Vol. 2 (1739),"Article XXVI. A Treurise of 
HUM4 N lVrl TüRE: Being an tlrrempr Io introduce rhe e.rperimenru1 ~&thod of Reusoning inro 
Murd Subjecrs. London: Printed for John Noon, at the White Hart. near Mercers-Chape!, 
Cheapside , 1739. Vol. II. Octavo", 333-390, and its continuation in Vol. 2 ( 1739), "A 
continuation of the Twenty-sixth Article", 391-404. It should be noted that the reception 
which Hume's Treutise received in this review is more hostile than modem scholarship has 
sometimes thought (see for instance, J. M. Keynes and P. Spaffa, eds. An .+lbstruct of A 
Treutise of Humun 1Vcrlrire (reprinted Hamden, 1965), xi-xiin). Numerous passages might be 
cired from the text of the review to support this reading o f  a negative response, but the point 
can also nicely be made by considering entries in the journal's index which, though they refer 
to the review o f  Hume, have k e n  overlooked by modem commentators: "Causality. sanie 
very prcrrliur Norions concerning il. 377-384, "Geometry, pretentled to be rrnc.r.rmin. 3 75': 
"ldentity, the Principle of if very oddly explaineci, 3388". "Impressions. deJneci. 357. 
Dist inguished front Ideas, ibid. A Dismvtvy concerning [hem, 3 58. The pre~entlri fmportunce 
of it, 367". -Necessity, u most preposterous Definition of it, 379". However, even this largely 
negative review ends with some words o f  hesitant ( i f  partly sarcastic) praise: "It bean indeed 
incontestable Marks of a great Capacity, o f  a soaring Genius, but young, and not yet 
thoroughly practised. The Subject is cast and noble as any that can exercise the 
Understanding; but it requires a very mature Judgment to handle it as becomes its Dignity and 
Importance; the utmost to this desirable Issue. Time and Use may ripen these Qualities in our 
Author; and we shall probably have Reason to consider this, compared with his later 
Productions, in the same Light as we view the Jwenile Works of Milton, or the first Manner o f  
a Raphud, to other celebrated Paintet'(404). See also, M. Ryley, "Did Warburton Review 
Hume's 'A Treatise o f  Human Nature'?," Notes and Queries, Vol. 221 (1976). 354-355. 
99 See Commonsense: Or. the Engiishman 's Journal, Saturday, July 5, 1740, pg. 1-2. On this 
review see E. C. Mossner, "The First Answer to Hume's Treatse: An Unnoticed item of 
1740," Journal ofthe History of Idem, Vol. 12 ( 195 1 ), 29 1-293. 



The Monrhly Review and The Critical Review -- both of which were widely available in 

the colonies and provided colonial readers a much sought aAer literary view fiom 

 ond don."' While ofien d i f f i n g  in their assessments of authors and their works, the 

Whiggish Monrhly and the Tory Critical offered surprisingly uniform and balanced 

appraisals of Hume's thought. 

The Monrhly S first full review of a work by David Hume appeared in the 

volume for 1752 where An Enquiry concerning the Principles of i~oruls'~' and 

Politiccd ~ i s c o u r s e s ' ~ ~  were reviewed in the jounal's two lead articles. The author of 

both reviews, William Rose, had been the journai's CO-founder (along with Ralph 

Grifiths) in 1 749.IM Little remembered today, Rose was known to his contemporaries 

for both his seholarly acumen and his tolerant disposition.'0s Rose opened his 

generally favourable assessment of Hume's Enquiry concerning the Principfes of 

lMorals with words ofhigh praise: 

The reputation this ingenious author has acquir'd as a tine and elegant writer. 
tenders it unnecessary for us to say any thing in his praise. We shall only 
observe in general, that clearness and precision of ideas on abstracted and 
metaphysical subjects. and at the s m e  time propriety. eleyance and spirit. are 

'O0 See Norman S. Fiering, .'The Transatlanitic Republic of Letters: A Note on the Circulation 
of Leamed Periodicals to Early Eighteenth-Century America", Willium uncl Lbîuv Qtiurtrrlv, 
Ser. 3, Vol. 33 (1976), 654,65411. 
101 On the iblonthly and Critical Reviavs see Benjamin Christie Nangle. "Pretiace." to The 
Month(v Review First Series: 1749-1 789: Intlexes of Contribittors und Articles (Oxford. 
1934), v-xi. 
'O' !Uanth(v Reviav, Vol. 6 (1752), "Art. 1. An Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morais. 
By David Hume. Esq; 12mo. 3s. Millai', 1-19. 
1 O3 Monthly Review, Vol. 6 (January 1752), "Art. II. Political Discounes. By David Hume. 
Esq; 8vo. 3s. Printed at Edinburgh; for Kincaid and Donaldson," 19-43: and hionth[v Revieiv. 
Vol. 6 (February 1752), '*Act. XI. Conclusion of the account of Mr. Hume's Politicul 
Discoiirses. See our fast, Art. ii. * [*in a note: We were misinformed as to the price of this 
book which is 4s. bound]", 8 1-90. 
I M  On William Rose (1719-1786) see Benjamin Christie Nangle, The Monhiy Rrviav First 
Series: 1 749- 1789: Inde-res of Contributors and Articles (Oxford, t 934), 3 7; William 
Prideauv Courtney, William Rose under "Samuel Rose," Dictionwy ûfNurionul Biogruphy. 
Vol. 17,243-244; John Stephens, "William Rose," in The Dictionury of Eighteenth-Crntuty 
British Philosophers, Vol. 2: 766. 
'O' Hume, it is interesting to note, said that he had "a great Regard" for Rose (Hume to William 
Strahan. [Nov. or Dec., 17601, J. Y. T. Greig, ed, Letters of DavidHume. Vol. 1: 336). 



seldom found united in any writings in a more eminent degree than in those of 
Mr.  me. 'O6 

Rose's review of the Political Discourses was even more complimentary of Hume's 

genius and writing style. "Few writers are better qualified," he wrote, "either to 

instniçt or entertain their readers, than Mr. Hume. On whatever subject he employs his 

pen," continued the review. 

he presents us with something new; nor is this his only merit, his writings (as 
we observed in the preceding article) receive a farther recommendatition from 
that elegance and spirit which appears in them, and that clearness of reasoning, 
which distinguishes them tiom most others. The discourses now More us, are 
upon curious and interesting subjects; abound with solid reflections; and shew 
the author's great knowledge of ancient and modem history, and his 
comprehensive views of things.Io7 

This is not to Say that Rose and other writers for the Mon~hly Revirw were beyond 

criticizing Hume and his works.lo8 

A persistent theme of the Monthly's assessments of Hume was that. despite his 

masterfui prose and lucid arguments, much of Hume's thought on religion was 

wrongheaded and warranted suspicion and public criticism. Roger Flexman's review 

of the tirst published volume of Hume's History is representative of the Monrhly's 

critical flavour.lo9 AHer citing large portions of Hume's text, Flexrnan. a Presbyterian 

Minister. says he will close "with a reflection or two upon it": 

And jirst. If it is considered only as a work of genius. or, as consisting of 
generul remurks and observations on the history of that period to which he 
confines himself, it has, undoubtedly, on several accounts, a very considerable 
share of merit. The author's reflections, in many instances. are striking and 

hIonrh!v Reviav, Vol. 6 ( 1  752), 1-19 .'Art. I. An Enquiry conceming the Principles of 
Mords. By David Hume, Esq; 12mo. 3s. Millar", 1. 
107 Monrh[v Revinv, Vol. 6 (January 1752). 19-43, "Art. II. Political Discourses. By David 
Hume, Esq; 8vo. 3s. Printed at Edinburgh; for Kincaid and Donaldson". 19. 
Io8 As James Fieser has shown, Rose like other of Hume's eighteenth-century critics, w a  
critical of Hume's definition of the virtues, see Fieser, 'Hume's Wide View of the Virtues: 
An Analysis of his Early Cntics," Hume Sludies, Vol. XXIV ( I998), 295-3 1 1. 
109 MonMy Reviav, Vol. 12 (1755), 206-229. "ART. XXX. The History of Great-Britain. Vol. 
1, containing the reigns of James 1 and Charles 1. By David Hume, Esq; Edinburgh printed by 
Hamilton, Balfour, and Neill. 4to. 14s. in boards. Sold also by the BookseIlers in London'. 
On Roger Flexman (1 708-1 793, see Alexander Gordon, -Roger Fle.man," in Dictionary ûf 
~Vationaf Biogmphy, Vol. 7: 322-323. Fle.uman was said to have a .'minute and accurate 
knowledge of the constitutional history of England"(322). 



manly, his manner masterly, and, when prejudice does not wq and bias his 
judgrnent, his characters are strongly and clearly marked. 

But, said Flexman, 

[f we take our notions of the two reigns [Charles 1 and James I] this author 
assumes to write the history of, from what he says of them, we shall certainly 
fom a very inadequate and unjust idea of those times. Many facts are 
concealeci, or partially exhibited, that are necessary to be rightly viewed, in 
order to throw a true light upon them; and instead of a hl1 and faithful 
representation of facts, the reader is oAen presented with hal'views and side- 
glances of them. - Once more, We cannot but observe, how singular Mr. Hume 
is in his notions of religion. He seems to be of opinion, that there are but two 
species of it in d l  nature. superstition andfunuiicisnr; and under one or other of 
these, he gives us to understand, the whole of the chnstian profession is, and 
ever was, included, His treatment, indeed, ofevery denomination of christians. 
to speslk the most favourably, is far from being such as becomes a gentleman, 
and may, we apprehend, prejudice his reputation even us un hiurorian. in the 
opinion of many intelligent and considerate readers.'I0 

William Rose. in his review of the second volume of the History, kvas to speak with a 

strikingly similar voice. ' ' I .-Having thus finished our ex t r acc  writes Rose. ..we shall 

conclude this article with a féw observations": 

And first. we readily acknowledge, that the pemsal of our Author's History has 
afforded us no small entertainment. He does not perplex the minds, nor 
overload the mernories of his Readers, with a circumstantial detail of minute 
incidents, or eternal references to dates and authorities; but presents them with 
comprehensive. and, in general, distinct views of things, interspersed with IiveIy 
descriptions, and acute reflections. His language too. excepting a few 
inaccutacies, is perspicuous and correct; his narrative animated, his materials 
well arranged, and the peculiar features of the times he describes. strongly 
marked. 

"But". continued Rose, "here we must set bounds to our panegyric on Mr. Hume". 

In regard to imprutiality, and an inviolable respect for truth. the indispensable 
and essential qualifications of an Historim, he appears to us greatly deficient. 
There are many facts, which he either totally conceals, or partialty exhibits; 
which ought to have been set before his Readers in a hl[ and clear Iight; and 

110 Ibid., 228-229. 
111 In his discussion of the reviews by Flexman and Rose, E. C. Mossner, far from noting these 
similarities, sees them as  providing radically different assessments of Hume. See E. C. 
Mossner, The Life of h i d  Ht~me (Austin, I954), 26-227. 



though his delineation of characters is generally pleasing and spirited, yet is it 
fàr tiom being always just and faithtùl. in some of them there appears too much 
refinement; in others we find our Historim censuring with too much alertness 
those whom he chuses to depreciate; or artfülly endeavouring to give agreeable 
pictures of very disagreeable onginals [Le. Charles II and James IT]. As to 
religion. in general, and the different professions of Chnstianity, in pacticuiar, 
he is far fiom appearing to have too zealous an attachrnent to any.' '- 

As in its reviews of Hume's Enquity concerning the Princi'ks oj'hlorals and his 

Politicul Discoiirses, the Monthly praised Hume's Himry but qualified this 

approbation with repmitch for Hume's thoughts on religion . I l 3  

Amencan colonists found similar assessments of Hume in their copies of The 

Criricd Revieiv. Eventually to write a continuation to Hume's History himself, in 1756 

Tobias Smollet's critique of the first Stuart volume of the History contained liberal 

portions of pnise but suggested that "with al1 this merit. the work may not be 

altogether without impertèctions","' The Criricul Rrvirw's Lead article for the 

Februacy issue of 1757. a review of Hume's Fow Dissertutions. opened: "The 

ingenious Mr. Hume, silready so well known to the leamed world by his four volumes 

' " Month!v Revieiv, Vol, 16 ( 1757), 36-50. 'The History o f  Great Britain. Vol. 2d. Containing 
the Commonwealth, and the Reigns o f  Charles II and James II. By David Hume, Esq; Jto. 14s. 
in boards. Millar". See also Owen Rumiead's review o f  the third volume of the Hisfory. 
ibfunthly Revitw, Vol. 20 ( 1  759), 344-364. "The History o f  England. under the House of 
Tudor. Comprehending the Reigns o f  K. Henry VII. K. Henry Vltl. K. Edward VI. Q. Mary, 
and Q. Elizabeth. By David Hume, Esq; In two volumes. 40. II, 1s. in boards. Mi l laf .  
""cher reviews o f  Hume in the Monthly offered accounts o f  Hume within these boundaries. 
See Owen Ruffhead's reviews o f  the remaining four volumes of  the Hismy: lCIonth!v Reviewv, 
Vol. 20 ( 1759), 341-364. "The History o f  England, under the House o f  Tudor. 
Comprehending the Reigns o f  K. Henry VIL K. Henry VIII. K. Edward VI. Q. Mary, and Q. 
Elizabeth. By David Hume, Esq; In two volumes. 40. II. 1s. in boards. Millai': Monthfy 
Review, Vol. 10 ( 1 759), 400-4 1 7. "Conclusion of HUME'S Histov of Engiund, irnder the 
Hotm of Tudor"; Month@ Review, Vol. 25 ( 176 I), JO 1-4 14. "The Histoty of Engiand, jkom 
the Invuion ofhdius Cuesur fo the Accession of Henry VII. Vol. 1. Contuining the Reigns of 
the Princes before rhr Conprsf. William the Conqtreror. Fiiliam Rzrfics, Henry 1. S~ephen. 
Henry I. Stephen. Hertry II. Richard 1. and John. By David Hume, Esq; 4to. Millar"; 
Monthly Revitm. Vol. 26 (1 762), 8 1 -95. "The History of Engiand, fi0111 rhe invasion of JuIim 
Caesar, to the Accession ofHenry VI.. Vol. IL Cunfuining the reigns of Henry III. Erhvarci I. 
Erhuard fi. Eùward II/. Richurd Il. Henry IY. Henry Y.  Henry VI. Edward I K  Edward Y. und 
Richard IIL By David Hume, Esq; 4to. Milla?. 
"' Criticui Rwiav, Vol. 2 ( 1  X6), "ARTICLE 1. The Histoy of Great Britain. Vol. II. 
Containing fhr Con~tnonweuith. and the Rei@ of Charles II. and James II. By David Hume, 
Esq; Price 14s. in Boards. Millar", 385-404. Passage cited fiom 385. 



of essays, and the history of Great Britain, hath once more excited the attention of the 

public by the dissertations now before us"."' However, continued Smollet. 

apparently written with a p a t e r  degree of cautious circurnspection than we 
expected, suficiently discovers that sceptical dissent fiom received opinions, 
and paradoxical singularity for which this gentleman hath k e n  so highly 
blamed by some, and so much admired by others. Conceming this, however, 
we shail leave our readers to judge, after premising, that the authors o f  such 
acknowledged and distinguished abilities as Mr. Hume, are aiways to be read 
with care and caution, more espeçially on subjects of this nature, because 
wherever there is a power to please and to persuade, there is aiso a power to 
mislead and to betray."6 

During his lifetime, then, Hume was celebrated and his writings were otien appiauded 

in the popular press for their style and argument. but this pnise was fiequently 

tempered with criticism of Hume's unonhodox religious thought.ll' 

The roles played by now-largely-forgotten reviewers for these journals, men 

like William Rose, were more intluential in establishing and disseminating Hume's 

broader and ambiguous eighteenth-century reputation than historians have cared to 

remember. Certainly in the case of Hume's early reception in colonial America. the 

views of these critics exerted a particularly powerhl influence with their provincial 

readers.' '' 
' '* Criticcrl Reviw, Vol. 3 ( 1 757), "ARTICLE 1. Four Oissertutions. 1. The Nutt,rui Himy oj' 
Rrli@n. 2. Ofthe Passions. 3. Of Tragedy. 4. Ofthe Stmciurd of Ttrstr. By David Hume, 
fiq: 12mo. Pr. 3s. Millat', 97-107,209-216. Passage cited from 97. 
'" Ibid., 97-98. See also the Criricul Review, Vol. 7 ( 1759), "ARTICLE 1. The Histuty of 
England, rrncier rhe House of Tudor. In Two Vols. 410. By Duvid Hume. Esq; Pr. II .  is. 
iWar', $89-305: "Whilst we do our author the justice to acknowledge that he has discovercd 
great sagacity in clearing up some doubtful and controvened parts of history, and is, in 
general, exact in the minute circumstances o f  his narration, we are. in justice to our task, 
obliged to make some remarks where we think hirn mistaken"(290). 
l Iï This conclusion is funher strengthened by the similar mixed reading of Hume to be found 
in other articles (besides reviews o f  Hume's works) in contemporary British journals which 
camed discussions o f  Hume and his work. A thorough and detailed discussion of Hume's 
place in these sources is beyond the scope o f  the present work. 

British joumals clearly continued to exert a direct influence on American reading tastes 
throughout the eighteenth century - see, for instance, Joseph Nancrede's 1798 booksellen 
catalogue, whose title reads in part that Several of the ntlv works. coniained in thiS cutufogue, 
ure unafysed and reviaved in the Montht'y Review. Crirical Reviav, AnaIyticai Reviav, Europun 
Magazine, ~blonthiy Magazine, New Anntîaf Register: or in the lPfedica[ Review. ..lnnals of 
hfedicme, or in the Evangeficut Magazine:-Gentfemen desirous of consrihg any of these 



-4- 
Against the background of Hume's contemporary British reception, then, we 

should not be particularly surprised to fmd that eighteenth-century colonial Americans, 

too, were sometimes critical of the singularity of Hume's thought. Colonial America's 

earliest journal discussions of Hume not only stnick notes similar to their British 

counterparts, but even borrowed their exact words. Whether or not these criticisms 

constitute what historians have been telling us was a genenl and determined negative 

reception leading to a correspondingly slight impact for Hume's political thought in the 

Arnerican Enlightenment is another question altogether. In the 1760s and 1770s. as his 

colonial audience began to read and define Hume in their own terms. many of the 

negative aspects of Hume's reputation inherited from Briiain began to diminish, and 

Hume's narne emerged as one to be reckoned with. 

peridicd prrblic~~~ions~ an purticwiur b h .  shufl, on upplicution UI the trbove store, be 
jlrnished ivith the VOIII~IL! wunteù ... (Boston. 1798). 



CHAPTER THREE: 
HUME'S RECEPTION IN COLONIAL AMERKA 

"Have you cead Hume's history of the houses of Stuart and 
Tudor? if not, you have a great Satisfaction to come or 1 
am mistaken." 

--Charles Carroll to his father, 16 May 1760- 

Not al1 colonial contact with the works and thought of David Hume was a 

product of printed matter k i n g  transferred from Britain to America. A number of 

colonists made a point to look Hume up when they traveled to Britain and their records 

offer us a measure of Hume's increasing eighteenth-century celebrity. As recorded by 

his American visitors, Hume's growing reputcition pretigures and foregrounds the 

incrcased dithsion of his works in the colonies and, as we shall see, mirrors the 

reception of Hume and his thought in colonial books, pamphlets. private papers, 

journals, and newspsipers. 

8 Hume's Colonial American Visitors 

The most famous of Hume's eighteenth-century American callers was Benjamin 

~ranklin.' The details of th& personai relationship are interesting in k i r  own right 

' For scholarship on Franklin see Melvin H. Buxbaum, Benju~nin Frunklin: -4 Rrfirrnc-e 
Grride (Boston, 1988). On Franklin and Hume see Melvin H. Buxbaum. "Hume, Franklin and 
America: A Matter of LoyaIties," Enlightenmenr Esscrys, Vol. 3 (1973). 93-105. Buxbaum's 
essay, however, is riddled with factuat errors, and the interpretation offered below diffen 
considerably from that in Buxbaum. See also Earl Burk Braly, -The Reputation of David 
Hume in Eighteenth-Century America," (unpublished Ph.D, dissertation, University of Texas, 
1954). esp. 5-1 1; Steven Forde, "Ben Franklin, Hero," in Peter McNamara, ed. The Noblesr 
lbfincls: Fume, Honor, undthe Americrrn Founding (Lantham, 1999), 39-58 (Forde sees a 
Humean resonance in Franklin's Silence Dogood essays, 49,5711); Peter S. Fosl, "Hume, 
Skepticism, and Early American Deism," Hume Sriidies, Vol. XXV (1999, printed 3000). 173; 
Charles W. Hendel, 'lntroduction," David H m  S Polificul Essays (New York. 1953), liii-liv; 
J. Bennett Nolan, Benjumin Frunkiin in Scotland und Ireland 1759 und 1771 (Philadeiphis 
1938); Richard B. Sher, '*An 'Agreable and Instructive Society': Benjamin Franklin and 
Scotland:' in John Dwyer and Richard B. Sher, eds. Sociabilir): andSociety in Eighteenth- 
Century Scotland (Edinburgh, l993), 18 1-1 93; Douglas SIoan, The Sconish Enlightenmenr 
und the American College Ideal (Columbia, 19711, esp. 1-2: Esmond Wright. " 'The fine and 
noble china vase, the British Empire': Benjamin Franklin's 'Love-Hate' View of England," 
Pennsyhania Magazine of Histov and Biography, Vol. I I 1 ( 1 987), 435464. It is dificult to 
say why Hume does not warrant an entry in Jennifer L. Durham, Benjamin Franklin: cl 
Biographical Cornpanion (Santa Barbara, t 997). 



but aiso important for the light they cast on Hume's wider colonid American reception 

-- a reception which Franklin's efforts arguably did much to shape. Franklin visited 

Scotlmd twice: once in 1759 and then again in 177 1. We know that Franklin had read 

Hume's works and that he met and spoke with Hume on a nmber ofoccasions in 

Edinburgh and also in London. The record of their earliest meetings during Franklin's 

first British sojown, however, is sketchy. The date oftheir first encounter has not been 

established for certain, although it is reasonably conjectured to have been in the winter 

of 1758159 in London where the two may have been introduced by their mutual friend, 

William ~trohan.' It is aiso uncertain if Hume and Franklin met in Edinburgh in mid- 

September 1719. although as an old man Alexander Carlyle said they did.3 During his 

second visit to Britain, however, we know that Franklin dined with Hume, along with 

Sir John Pringle. at Strahan's London home on 27 January 1769: Joumeying north to 

Scotland in 177 1. Franklin stayed at Hume's household in Edinburgh for two or three 

weeks? 

That Franklin was hospitably received by Hume is made clear in the 

Pennsylvanian's letters to fiends and family in Britain and in America. Franklin wrote 

to William Strahan on 27 October 1 77 1 : "Thro' Storms and Floods 1 arrived here on 

Saturday night late, suid was Lodg'd miserably at an Inn: But that exceilent Christian 

David Hume, agreeable to the Precepts of the Gospel, has received the Sircinger, and 1 

J. Y. T. Greig, ed. Leriers of David Hume ( 2  Vols. Oxford, 1 W), Vol. 1: 3 1 Sn: Leonard W. 
Labaree, ed. Papers of Benjumin Frunklin (New Haven. 1959-), Vol. 9: 22711. 
Alexander Carlyle, RneccIores und Churucws of the Times (reprinted London, 1973): 

"While Wight w;is here we Sup'd one Night in Edin.' with the Celebrated Dr Franklin. at Dr 
Robertson's House then at the Head of the Cowgate, where he had come at Whit. atier his 
Being Translated to Edinr. D'Franklin had his Son with him, and besides Wight and me there 
was David Hume and Dr Cullen and Adam Smith and two or 3 more"(20 ln). But we have 
Hume's word in a letter of 18 December 1759 that he had "come to town zbout six weeks 
ago", by which tirne Franklin WOU Id have already departed Edinburgh for Glasgow. See J. 
Bennett Nolan, Benjamin Franklin m Scdand a d  Irelund, 66-63. 
4 J .  Bennett Nolan, Benjamin Frunklin in Scotlund und Irelund, 1 18. 

Hume to Strahan, 29 October [177I], J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Letters ofllavid Hirmr, Vol. Il: 251: 
Hume to Strahan, 12 November [1771], J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Lerters of David Hrrme, Vol. II: 25 1 ;  
J. Bennett Nolan, Benjumin Franklin in Scorlmdand Ireland, 169, 172; Alexander Carlyle, 
Anecdotes and Churaters, wntes that Franklin was -for several weeks in Edinr, with D. 
H[u]me" (224); Richard B. Sher, "An 'Agreable and Instructive Society': Benjamin Franklin 
and Scotland", 185. 





first philosopher and indeed the first great man of letters, for whom we are 
beholden to her.IO 

Franklin thanked Hume for his '*Compliment of Gold and Wisdom" and expressed 

regrets at 'The leaving a Country in which 1 have receiv'd so much Friendship, and 

Friends whose Conversation has k e n  so agreeable and so improving to me"." 

While we will never know in detail what topics of discussion Franklin found to 

be so "agreeable". the surviving correspondence reveals a nurnber of probable subjects 

and highlights the mutual interests which had brouj$t Franklin and Hume together in 

the tïrst place. While Hume's unorthodox religious thought may have caused some of 

his eighteenth-century acquaintances to hesitate, hr Benjamin Franklin this was not a 

problem. Correspondence OC the 1760s shows the two men to be at ease with each 

other as they jovially bantered about religious topics. In fact. their correspondence was 

so candid as to lead Jared Sparks, Franklin's nineteenth-century editor. to suppress 

some of Franklin's more colourful passages conceming George Keith's. the Earl 

Marischal's. theological difieulties in ~euchàte1.l' 

'O Hume to Franklin, 10 May 1762, J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Letfers of DuvidHunre, Vol. 1 :  357. 
" Franklin to Hume, 19 May 1762, Leonard W. Labaree, ed. Puprrs of Benjumin Frunklitr, 
Vol. 10: 83. 
'' See Jared Sparks, ed. The Worh of Benjumin Franklin (10 Vols. Boston. 1836-1 840), Vol. 
VII: 37-238 for the bowdlerized version of Franklin's 19 May 1767 letter to Hume. See 
Leonard W. Labaree, ed. Papers of Benjumin Franklin. Vol. 10: 82-83 for the complete letter 
in which Franklin writes, in part: "It musc afford Lord Mareschall a gmd deat o f  Diversion to 
preside in a Dispute so ridiculous as that you mention. Judges in their Decisions often use 
Precedents. I have somewhere met with one that is what the Lawyers cal1 u Cuse in Point. 
The Church People and the Puritans in a Country Town, had once a bitter Contention 
concerning the Erecting of a Maypole, which the former desir'd and the latter oppos'd. Each 
Party endeavour'd to süengthen itself by obtaining the Authority o f  the Mayor, directing or 
forbidding a Maypole. He heard their Altercation with great Patience, and then gravely 
determin'd thus; you that are for having no Maypole shall have no Maypole: and you that are 
for having a Maypoie shall have a Maypole. Get about your Business and let me hear no more 
o f  this Quarrel. So methinks Lord Maceschal might say; You that are for no more Damnation 
than is proportion'd to your Offences, have my Consent that it may be so: And you that are for 
being damn'd eternally, G d  eternally d-n you all, and let me hem no more o f  your Disputes". 
For a discussion of thk letter see Edwin S. Gaustad, Fuith of ûur Fathers: Rdigion und the 
!Vav Nurion (San Francisco, 1987), 64-65. One suspects that Franklin and Hume's mutual ease 
with questions of religion played into the intimacy bebeen the two. So too, no doubt, did 
their shared genius; see Norman S. Fiering, "Early American Philosophy vs. Philosophy in 
Early America," Trunsaciions of  the Charles S. Peirce Society, Vol. XIll(1977): when one 



Franklin and Hume were also drawn together by a comrnon interest in scientific 

maners. Franklin had sent to Hume a paper on "the means of preserving Buildings 

h m  Damage by Lightening" which was read before the Edinbutgh Philosophical 

Society, of which Hume (with Alexander Munro the Younger) was a joint secretary. 

Franklin's paper was commented upon by James ~usseli," and subsequently printed in 

the Society's E w y s  and Observarions, Physical and ~iterury." While these events 

are commonly cittrd as evidence of Franklin's rise to Old World prominence, they also 

suggest that Hume's New World audience would know him in part for his scientific 

interests. 

Finally, their correspondence shows Franklin and Hume to have s h e d  an 

interest in political and economic matters, particularly in the increasingly difficdt 

problems of the relationship between Britain and the colonies. in the tlrst of Franklin's 

surviving letters to Hume we learn that he haci earlier sent to the Scot a copy olRichard 

Jackson's Hisrorid Revirw of the Conssitulion und Governmenr ojiJ'Pt.nnsy/vuniu, 

dong with some other pieces. most likely including Franklin's own The Interest of 

Greut Brituin Considered and his "Observations concerning the Increase of 

h k i n d " . "  Franklin in this letter writes of Hume's change of mind on matters 

relating to the colonies and in so doing illuminates for us the context in which he 

interpreted Hume's essay of 173'8, "Of the JeaIousy of Trade". "1 am not a Iittlcl pleas'd 

to hear of your Change of Sentiments in some particulars relating to Arnericii". wrote 

Franklin from London. 

because 1 think it of Importance to our general Welfare that the People of this 
Nation should have nght Notions of us, and I know no one that has it more in 
his Power to rectiQ their Notions, than Mr. Hume. 1 have lately read with great 

reads some of the letters between Hume and Franklin. one feels they are equals in 
sophistication"(2 t 9). 
13 See Benjamin Franklin to David Hume, 19 May 1762, Leonard W. Labaree, ed. Pupers of 
Bmjbmin Franklin, Vol. 10: 82-83; Richard B. Sher, "An 'Agreable and Instructive Society': 
Benjamin Franklin and Scotland", 188. 
14 See Ersuys and Obsemalions, Phpicul und Lirerary, Vol. 111 ( I 77 l ), 129-1 40. See Franklin 
to Hume, 77 September 1760, Leonard W. Labaree, ed. Papers of Benjamin FrcmkIm' Vol. 9: 
230; Hume to Franklin, 10 May 1762. J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Leifers of David Hume, Vol. i: 357. 
Hume and Franklin were also joint recipients of the prospectus for Abbé Morellet's 
Diciionaire du Conmerce in 1769 (see J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Leifers of DuvMHume, Vol. II: 203)- 
15 See Leonard W. Labaree, ed. Papers of Benjamin Franklin, Vol. IO: 229n- 



Pleasure, as I do every thmg of yours, the excellent Essay on the Jealousy of' 
Commerce. 1 think it cannot but have a good Effect in promoting a certain 
interest too little thought ot'by selfish Man, and scarce ever mention'd, so that 
we hardly have a Name for it; i mean the Inferest ofHumunity, or comrnon 
Good of Mankind: But I hope particularly h m  that Essay, an Abatement of the 
Jealousy that reigns here of the Commerce of the Colonies, at least so far as 
such Abatement may be reasonable.I6 

Franklin's reading of Hume here foreshztdowed an important influence for Hume's 

economic thought in the years ofthe New ~e~ublic." Franklin also appears to have 

taken Hume's sentiments to hem. As tensions between England and the colonies 

increased, Franklin wrote to Peter Collinson on 30 April 1764 that 

In time perhaps Mankind may be wise cnough to let Tnde take its own Course. 
find its own Channels, and regulate its own Proportions, &c. At present, most 
of the Edicts of Princes, Placaerts, Laws and Ordinances of Kingdoms and 
States for that purpose. prove political Blunders. The Advantages they produce 
not being generul for the Commonwealth; but purticirlur, to private Persons or 
Bodies in the State who procur'd them. and ut the Expence of the resf ofthe 
People. 

The political relationship of the colonies to Britain was, as we shall soon see. the 

context in which Hume's writings were to have their most significant impact in 

colonial America. 
- 

t 6 Benjamin Franklin CO David Hume. 17 September 1760. Cited from the manuscript (MS 
13 155, pg. 29). See Hume, Ettquity Conceming the Principles of ibtoruis, where phrases like 
the "principle of humanity" and the "sentiment of humanity" occur frequently (e.g, 185-186. 
260). 
l 7  For a similar reading o f  Hume in the I 770s see Diaiogurs in the S h d x  benveen Generd 
Wo&, Generui ~bbntgomrry, Duvid H m .  George Grenville. unù Cl~uries Townshend 
(London, 1777), esp. 37-30. 
l 8  Benjamin Franklin to Peter Collinson, 30 April 1764, in Leonard W. Labaree. ed, Pupers of 
Benjamin Franklin, Vol. XI: 182. See Drew R. McCoy, "Benjamin Franklin's Vision of a 
Republican Political Economy for America," Wiiliam and Muty Qtrurter!~, Ser. 3, Vol. 35 
(1978): "Franklin's theoretical cornmitment to fke trade went back at least to his reading o f  
David Hume and the French physiocrats in the 1760s3'(621). Franklin's economic thought 
would find a more public expression when it was incorporated by George Whatley as notes to 
his Principies of Trade, Freeclom and Protection Are ifs Best Support (London, 1774), see 
Leonard W. Labaree, ed. Pupers of Benjamin Franklin, Vol, 2 1 : 169- 177. On the resonance o f  
similar free trade notions in colonial New York see Cathy Matson, "American political 
economy in the constitutional decade," in R. C. Simmons, ed. The United States Constitution: 
ï7refirst 200 years (Manchester, 19891, 1635, esp. 21. See aiso Ralph Lerner, "Commerce 
and Character: The Anglo-American as New-Model Man," Wiilium and lbhry Qt~urterly, Ser. 
3, Vol. 36 (1979), 3-26. 



Despite Franklin's claims in 1 760 that he wished for an "Abatement" of the 

jealousy which existed between England and the colonies, by 1774 circumstances had 

arisen which ted Hume to question Franklin's cornmitment to the "common Good of 

Mankind" and the two appear to have had something of a falling out. With the eruption 

of the "Hutchinson affai?'l9 and the publicizing of Franklin's role in it, Hume wrote to 

Adam Smith: 

Pray, what s m g e  Accounts are these we hear of Franklyn's Conduct? 1 am 
very slow in believing that he has been guilty in the extreme ûegree that is 
pretended; tho' 1 aiways knew him to be a very factious man, and Faction, next 
to Fanaticism, is, of al1 passions, the most destructive of Morality. How is it 
suppos'd, he got Possession of these Letters? I hear that Wedderbum's 
Treatment of him before the Council, was most cruel. without being in the least 
blarneable. What a F'ity!" 

Hume wrote with sirnilar lment to William Strahan. 

1 hope you can tell me something in justification, at least in alleviation of Dr. 
Franklyn's Conduct. The factious Part he has d l  along acted must be given up 
by his best Friends: But 1 tlatter myself there is nothing treacherous or unfair in 
his Conduct; though his Silence with regard to the method, by which he came 
by these Letters. leaves room for al1 sorts of maiignant Surrnizes. What pity. 
that a man of his Merit should have fallen into such unhappy ~ircumstances!" 

The way in which Hume thought Franklin "tàctious" becomes clearer in Hume's recital 

to Strahan of a discussion 

at Lord Bathurst's, the Company, arnong whom was his [Franklin's] Son, the 
present Chancellor, were speaking of American AtTairs; and some of them 
mention'd former Acts of Authority exercised over the Colonies. 1 observed to 
them that Nations. as well as Individuals, had their different Ages, which 
chal1eng.d a different Treatment. For Instance. My Lord, said 1 to the old Peer, 
you have sometimes, no doubt, given your Son a Whipping; and 1 doubt not, but 
it was well meited and did him much good: Yet you Ml1 not think proper at 
present to employ the Birch: The Colonies are no longer in their Infancy. But 

19 See Carl Van Doren, Benjamin Frunkiin (London, 1939)' esp. 4i3-45 1. 
'O Hume to Adam Smith, 13 Feb. 1774, J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Lerters of David Hume, Vol. 11: 286. 
The essay to which Franklin refers was '*Of the Jealousy of Trade" which had been first 
published in the Essays and Treatises on Saterat Subjects in t 759 or 1 760: See Eugene 
Miller, ed. Essnys. Morai, Political and L i t e rq  (Indianapolis, 1983), 3 En, 
" Hume to William Strahan, 1 March 1774, J.Y .T. Greig, ed. Leuers of Dovid Hume, Vol. II: 
287. 



yet 1 Say to you, they are still in their Nouage; and Dr Franklyn's wishes to 
emancipate them too soon h m  their mother 

In 1771, however, Franklin and Hume remained on much closer terms, and through 

Franklin, other colonists would corne into contact with Ie bon ~ a v i d . ~  

Henry Marchant, a soon to be ceIebrated p h o t  who would be a delegate to the 

Continental Congress, set out for Britain in Juty 1771 as the Attorney General for 

Rhode Island." Marchant kept a manuscript journal during his joumey which he 

called. "JourneIl of Voyage from Newport in the Colony of Rhode Island &c to 

London, Travels thro* many Parts of England & Scotland -- begun July 8th 1771". In 

what one historian has called -the high point" of his excursion, Marchant tnveled to 

Scotland where he joined up with Franklin. Through Franklin, Marchant wm 

introduced to Hume, with whom he would later visit and dine a number of tirnc~.'~ 

Marchant was unabashedty excited to meet "the celebrated Mr. David Hume" 

whom he dcscribed in his journal as " a  Gentleman 1 should think of about sixty very 

large and heavy built. His Face is by no means an index of the Ingenuity of his Mind, 

especially of his delicacy & vivacity". 26 Marchant enjoyed his open discussions with 

Hume, writing that "[bleing only with ourselves we set with much free Sociability till 

after Tea in the Evening". These details are especiaIly interesting in light of the fact 

17 -- Hume to William Strahan. I March 1774, J.Y.T. Greig, ed. Letfers of Dmid Hume, Vol. II: 
288. See J.M. Bumstead, " *Things in the Womb of Time': ldeas of American Independence, 
1633- 1 763," William and Mury Qirurserly, Ser. 3, Vol. 3 1 ( 1974), 53 5. This letter has been 
reprinted in "Trivia," William andhiar) @~(~r?rrf'y, Ser. 3, Vol. 43 (1986). 472473, 
" See David S. Lovejoy, .*Henry Marchant and the Mistress of the World," Wiilium und Mury 
Quarteriy, Ser. 3, Vol. 12 (1955), 375-398; S. Bennett Nolan, Benjumin Franklin in Scorlund 
and Ireland. 100, 109; E.C. Mossner, Life ofDavid Hrrme, 573; Verner W. Crane, "Henry 
Marchant," in Dictiontuy of Americun Biography (reprinted New York, 1 %8), Vol. 6: 37 1 - 
272. Marchant's "Journal" remains largely unpublished but parts have been reproduced in 
Franklin Bowdith Dexter, ed. The Literary Diury of E m  Srifes, D. D.. L.L.D., President of 
Yufe Coilege (3 Vols, New York, 1 90 1 ). 
" Marchant's departure was noted in the Bmtm Gazette for 15 July 177 1 : "Boston, July 15. 
Last Saturday sailed the Ship Boston-Packet. Capt. Nathaniel B. Lyde, for London' in which 
went Passenger, Henry Marchant, Esq; Attorney-General of the Colony of Rhode-lsland"(2). 
'5 Margaret Barton Korty, "Benjamin Franklin and Eighteenth-Century American Libraries." 
Transuctions of the Anierican PhiIasophical Society, Vol. 55 ( 1965), 40. 
'6 The words are Marchant's, see David S. Luvejoy, "Henry Marchant and the Mistress of the 
World", 388. Lovejoy says that Franklin and Marchant once passed up an invitation from 
Henry Home, Lord Kames to dine with Hume instead (388). 



that when the Rhode Islander departeà Edinburgh for London, he, like Franklin, 

relishd his conversations with "Friends of  America" such as the Whig Lights James 

Burgh, Richard Price, and Catherine Macaulay - al\ three of whom were known to 

 urne." 
ûther colonists. tou, wodd corne into contact with Hume through Franklin. 

The young Pennsylvmian Quaker, Thomas Parke, visited Franklin at Hume's 

Edinburgh home in S t  Andrews Square in ~772. '~ WhiIe studying medicine in 

Edinburgh, Puke, like rnany others, read Hume's Hisrory oj'Engiunïl. Writing home to 

his sister on 25 February 1772, Parke remarked t h t  the Scottish historians had aroused 

in him 'such a relish for History, that 1 fear 1 shall spend more time in the p e n d  of 

Historians, than can spare for rnedi~ine"?~ 

Benjamin ~ush,'O who would become the most fmous oPEdinburgh's 

numerous American medical students. was also introduced to Hume by Franklin. 3 '  At 

" See Robert Middlekauff, Benjamin Franklirr und His Enenies (Berkeley and Los Angeles. 
1996), 7-8. See also Mark Goldie, "Introduction." to Mark Goldie. ed. The Recepfion of 
Locke's Politics (London, l999), Vol. 1, xxvii; Oscar and Mary Handlin, "James Burgh and 
American Revolutionary Theory." Procedings o f  the Massachusetts Historical Society, Vol. 
74 (1961)- 4243,46. For Hume's connections with these '*Friends o f  Americi' see J.Y.T. 
Greig, The Leifers of Dmid Hume. Vol. I I :  17n; Vol. Il: 8211; Raymond Klibansky and Emest 
C. Mossner, eds. ~Vclv Letfers of Duvid Hume (Oxford, 1954), six; Hume to Catherine 
Macaulay, 29 March 1764, New Lerfers of hiciHume, 80-82: Henri Laboucheix. Richurd 
Price us moral philosopher undpolificul throrisr jtranslated by Sy lvia and David Raphael, 
Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth-Century, Oxford, 1982), 15. 

See John Morgan to William Cullen. MS CULLEN 100 John Morgan to William Cutlen. 
Philadelphia. May 24, 177 1. 
'' Park bomwed Hume's Hisiow forrn the University o f  Edinburgh Iibnry, see Whitfield J. 
Bell, Jr., "Thomas Parke, M.B., Physician and Friend," W i l l h  und iI.Iury @urter!v, Ser. 3, 
Vol. 6 ( 1949), 576. See also Whitfletd J. Bell, Jr., "Thomas Parke's Student Lire in England 
and Scotland, 177 I-1773," The Pennsyivanian Magazine of History und Biogruphy, Vol. 75 
(1951 ), 237-259, e ~ p .  25 1-32. 
30 On Rush see Car1 Binger, Revolutionury Doctor Benjumin Rush, 1 7J6-lBlJ (New York. 
1966); L. H. Butterfield, "*The Repuration of Benjamin Rush," PennsyIvanici History, Vol. L 7 
(1950), 3-22; L. H. Butterfield, "Love and Valor; or Benjamin Rush and the Leslies o f  
Edinburgh," Princeton Unhrsify Librury Chronicle, Vol. 9 (Nov. 194T), 1 4  2; Eric T. 
Carlson and Jeffrey L. Wollock, "Benjamin Rush on Politics and Human Nature," Jorirnal of 
ihe llmerican  med di cal Associaiion, Vol. 336( IW6), 73-77; Donald J. D'Eh, Benjumin Rush: 
Phiiosopher of the rlmerican Revolution, in Transactions o f  the American Philosoph ical 
Society, Vol. 64 ( 1974); Hany G. Good, Benjamin Rtlsh and His Services ru Americun 
Edrcation (Berne, 19 18); Nathan Goodman, Benjamin Rush: Physician and Citken, 1 746- 
1813 (Philadelphia, 1934); David Freernan Hawke, Benjamin Rush: Revolutionary Gudfly, 



the t h e  Rush was a young man yet little known in the world. Like Marchant, Rush 

kept an account of his travels and his "Scottish journal'' offers an iniriguing record of a 

yowg evangelieal American's impression of David HW. " On the journal's opRUng 

page, Rush provides a context in whkh we rnight interpret his subsequent remarks on 

Hume. Rush writes that he will confine himself "chiefly to Observations on Men and 

Manners". for "this is the most fruitful source of Reflection & tmprovement." "1 m 

determined", says Rush, 'TO cultivate the Acquaintance of Men of Learning and virtue 

Wherever go .,, the following Journal will therefore contain but Little else than 

Charactes and Anecdotes According as they Occur in the Course of my ~ r a v e l s " . ~ ~  

One of the "Men of Leaming aiid virtue" who w u  to figure more than once in Rush's 

youthful j o d  was David Hume. 

The iirst mention of Hume cornes in Rush's description ofa dinner at the home 

of Alexander Dick. Franklin had arranged Rush's invitation and at the dinncr Rush met 

Hume Kor the first time: 

NO"' 29'" 1 had the Honour ofdining with Sir Alexander Dick, to whom I was 
recommended by Dr Franklin, & was treated with great politeness by him. 
David Hume Escf dined with us - a Gentleman who is well known in the 
Literary World for his History of England. & ingenious Essays. Mr Hume's 
Appearance was no ways engaging. --his Person was rather ungenteel & 
clumsy. he spoke but M e .  but what he siiid was always pertinent & sensible. 
he acknowledged himself a and has wrote much in Defence of his 
Principles. his political works are much esteemed." 

(New York, 197 1 ); Douglas Slosin, The Scoltish Enlighten~rrenr und the ..lmrricun C'dirge 
I~Ieui, esp. 185-224. 
'' On American students studying medicine in Scotland see William R. Brock, Scorics 
Americanilvr R survey of ihe sources for links benvwn Scotland und rl)nericcr in the rightrrnrh 
cpenttrry (Edinburgh. 1982) which a h  contains a chapter on "Scotland and American 
medicine" by C. Helen Brock. See also Alvin R. Riggs, 'The Colonial American Medical 
Student at Edinburgh," University ofEdinbtugh Jorrrnai. Vol. 20 ( 196 1-61), 14 I - 150; Alvin R. 
Riggs, "tenen h m  a Colonial Student of Medicine in Edinburgh CO his Parents in South 
Carolina, 1 7564749," University aJEdinburgh Journd, Vol. 4 (1  93 1 ), 270-274. 
'' 1 have used the Edinburgfi Universiry Libraq, Special Collections microfiIm (Mic.M.38) of 
Rush's "Journal Commencing Aug5' 3 1 * L 766. By Benjamin Rusti". The original is at Indiana 
University Library. 
33 Benjamin Rush, wJournal Commencing Aug" 3 1'' 1766. By Benjamin Rush", 1-2- 
Y lbid.. 23. 



When later he came to write of this meeting in his Aufobiography, Rush would 

embellished the story, adding an anecdote with which to paint Hume in an even more 

arnicable and jovial light: 

In my intercourse with company in Edinburgh I once met David Hume; it was at 
the table of Sir Alexander Dick. He was civil in his manner and had no 
affectation of singularity about him. Sir Alexander once referred to him for a 
fact in the history of England. Mr. Hume could not satisfy him. 'Why, said Sir 
Alexander. you have mentioned it in your history.' 'That may be (said Mr. 
Hume). there are many things there which I have forgotten as well as yourself .3s 

In his "Scottish Journal". Rush discussed Hume's character in more detail: 

David Hume an Author of the tirst Rank in the British Nation. I Observed 
formerly that He professed himself a Deist, & had wrote a good deal in Defence 
of his Principles -- Notwithstanding this he is a Gentleman of the most amiable 
private Character, & much beloved by every Body that knows him. he is 
remarkably charitable to the poor. & has provided handsomely for several poor 
Families that were related to him. he never swears. nor has any One ever 
accused him of any immortalities of any kind. He ofien meets wth very sever 

36 

But at this point the journal ends. Even this unfortunately abbreviated account is 

sufficient to show that the young Rush was enchanted by Hume and stnick by what 

could only seem a paradox to him: that Hume the Deist had an "amiable private 

~haracter".~' Like both Franklin and Marchant. then. Rush was taken with Hume's 

character. Also like the other two revolutionaries, Rush too was equally at home with 

radical Whig company in London as he was wirh David Hume in ~dinbur~h.'" 
- - - - 

35 Corner, George W., ed. The =lutobiogrophy ofBotjamin Rirsh: His 'Trc~eis Throicgh L@' 
Together with His Cornmonplace Book for 1789-1 813 (Princeton. 1948). 49. 
36 Benjamin Rush, "Journal Commencing ~ u g *  3 l* 1766. By Benjamin Rush, 1 15. And so 
the journal ends. 
37 J. Bennett Nolan, Benjamin Franklin in Scotland and Irdancl, 1 13; see also George W. 
Corner, "Benjamin Rush's Student Days in Edinburgh and What Came of Them." Universily 
of Edinburgh Jotrrnal, Vol. 1 5 ( 1949-5 1 ): "*as a devout evangelical young Rush felt some 
degree o f  suspicion as well as respectfil awe" of  Hume ( 1 27); Donald D'€lia. "Benjamin 
Rush: Philosopher of  the American Revolution'i 3 1. 

See David W. Dobson, Eduming Republicuns: the College in the Era of the Alnerican 
Rev~fution, 1750-1800 (Westport, 1985), 38, See also Verner W. Crane. The Club o f  Honest 
Whigs: Friends of  Science and Liberty," William and Mary Quurterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 23 ( 1 966). 
2 10-233. 



Franklin, we see, returned Hume's "Comptiment of Gold and Wisdom" by 

recommending Hume's company to a number of young colonists. Franklin, Marchant. 

and Rush al1 relished their "free Sociability" with the "celebrated Mr. Hume". None of 

the three (al1 of whom would be signers of the Declaration of Independence and took 

active roles in the creation of the New Republic) gives any indication that Hume had 

expressed in his conversation or writings any political views which were considered 

repugnant to the colonists. For Franklin, Marchant, and Rush, there appeared to be no 

obvious contradiction in keeping company with David Hume one moment, and James 

Burgh. Richard Price. and Catherine Macaulay the ne~t.~"ranklin, who was Hume's 

correspondent and house guest, even thought Hume's writings designed to help the 

Amencan colonial cause. This may explain why he so readily introduced Hume to 

other colonists. None of this sits weli with the received interpretation which argues 

that Hume's reception in colonial America was seriously and unalterably marred by his 

intàmous reputation as a 'Tory historian". Raiher the "beloved" Hume was portrayed 

as a congenial charmer and one whose Essays and Hisfory, in the words of Rush. "are 

highly esteemed". But these are the views of only a few colonists. We have found 

plenty of evidence to argue convincingly that Hume's works were widely disseminated 

in colonial America but were his works read and discussed by others with equal 

approval? 

8 Hume's Wider Colonial Reception 

One sign that they were cornes from considering references to Hume in the 

pages of early American periodical publications?0 These sources also int'onn a 

discussion of Hume's impact on the sources of colonid political thought. 

39 It is interesting to note in this light tliat despite Burgh's criticisms o f  Hume, in his Politicctl 
Disquisirions of  1774, Hume's essay -Ides of a Perfect Commonwealth" is referred to when 
Hume is listed, as a parliamentary reformer, in the company o f  Fairfa-x. Chatham, Molesworth, 
and Carte. 
JO American journals remain a relatively untapped source for the historian of  ideas, but have 
been valuable for the present study. For checklists of  eighteenth-century American joumals 
and indices of their contents see Nelson F. Adkins, ed. Inder to Early ilmerieun Periodicals to 
1850 (New York, 1978): Gaylord P .  Albaugh, Hisiury andrinnotated Bibliography of 
American Religious Periodicals and tYnvspapers Establishedfiom 1730 to 1830 (2 Vols, 



One of the earliest discussions of Hume in an American periodical appeared in 

The New- E n g l d  iChgarine of Xhowledge and Pleusure Qr 1 75 8. ' In its first 

number, The New-England Magazine explained that it would aim to place 'Those 

Writings which are mosi known" under "so engaging a Light, and iIlustrated with suçh 

apt Allusions, as to appear to have in them al1 the Graces of Novelty, and make the 

Reader, who was before acquainted with hem, still more convinced of their Tnith and 

~olidity"!' One of those writings which were ..mosi h w n "  appeared as the lead 

article in the October 1758 issue under the headiny "Cromrvei S privale Life --- hi$ 

S i c k m  --- h u ~ h  -, and Charmer.  1 653. (From Hirme 's History of BRJTAIN)":' 

Hume's characier sketch of  Cromwell ai tirst appems to be an independent 

excerptG reprinting, in nine pages. Hume's sketch of Cromwell as a fanatical enthusiast 

who "seemed not to possess my talents. which could qualit) him to rise in" public life 

Worcester, 1994); Paul Leicester Ford. ed. "Check-List of American Magazines Published in 
the Eighteenth Century," The Librmy Joitrnul, Vol. XIV ( 1  889), 373-376; Jean Hoornstrn and 
Trudy Heath, eds. Rmericun Periodiculs. 1 741 - 1900: un indr.r IO the microfit 
c.olleciions(Ann Arbor. 1979): index io Americttn periodiculs of fhr 1 7110 S: kqed fo 
University hficrojilms A R S  I (Indianapolis, 7 Vols, 1986); In&r ta Americun perimliutls of the 
1800's: keyed rcr Univrrsip Microjilms .4 PS II (Indianapolis, 17 Vols. 1989- 1990); '-Index to 
Early American Periodical Licerature. 1728-1 870", The Pumphltirrrr hfcrnrhly, Vol. 1. no. 7 
(Novernber. 19401, t 1-1  5: Vol. I, no, 8 (December. 1940), 11-1 6; Jayne K. Kribbs. An 
Annomied Bibliugriip#y of Amwican Litermy Periodiculs, 1 741-1850 (Boston, 1977): Frank 
Luther Mott. rl History of Americun Lfagaines, 1 fJI-l8jO (Cambridge, Mass.. 1938). 
"Appendix: Chronological List of Magazines", 785-809; Poole S In&r ro priodicui 
liferuiirrr: an index ru periorlical Iiltrafrrrr (New York, 1 853). For information relating to the 
printing and personalities of early Arnerican journals see Frank Luther Mott, A Histoy of 
.4merican 1bIagu5nes. 1741-1850 (Cambridge, Mass., 1938): Lyon A. Richardson, rl Histov of 
Eurly tlmericun iCIngaines, 1 74 1- 1 789 (New York, 1 966); Albert H. Srnyth, Philucklphirr 
~Kageines und Thrir Contribtrrors, I fJI -1850 (Philadel phia, 1 891): Isaiah Thomas. The 
Hisiory uf Priniing in America: rvirh a Biogrnphy of Printers d un Accotrnr of Newspuprrs 
( 1  8 10, reprinted New York, 1970) . One must, of course, be cautious of using these journals 
as expressions of "populai' assessments of Hume's writings. 
'" On The New-Errglund hiagnzine ofKnowlt'dge und Pleasure, see Mo& A HiJlory of 
Amrrican ibfagc~zines, X n .  This journals was edited by Benjamin Franklin's nephew, 
Benjamin Mecom. 
'' The New-Engkind h tag~ ine  of kirowierigr and Plrusure, T h e  Design, Bc", No. 1 (August 
i X8), 7. 

J j The Nav-Englund itfaga-ine of ffiowledge and Plraurrrci, No- 2 (October 1 758), 3-1 2. 
W This is how Braly reads it: 'ïhe account of Oliver Cromwell is presented in the words of 
Hume and the editor of the magazine adds no comments of his own, other than to describe 
Hume in the table of contents as 'a certain Historian ofour own Times' "(33). 



but rather whose "person was ungracefid, his dress slovenly, his voice untunable, his 

elocution homely, tedious, obscure, and embarrassed." Indeed, Hume's text is 

reproduced unadorned but for a single paragraph in which Mecom quietly added 

(setting i t  o f f  in square parenthesis) a contrasting and more sympathetic assessrnent O€ 

~romwe1l:'s But closer inspection shows that this was not the only. nor the most 

interesting, o f  Mecom's editorializing remarks. 

There is an elusive but unmistakable editorîal comment on Hume tucked away 

i n  a footnote to the journal's next article - another excerpt, this time €rom Thomas 

Gordon's 1725 collection o f  essays, The ~irmourist:'~ Gordon's ..Of the Duty o f  

Authors" is reprinted unaltered fiom its original form except for a paragaph-long 

fwtnote appended to its middle?' This footnote was yet another excerpt. and although 

only obscurely identified by Mecom as coming from "B's E.T" hm been found to be 

from John Brown's An Estimate of the Manners und Principfes oj'rhr ~imes?' The 

passage €rom Brown reads, in part. that a "certain Historian o f  our Times, bent upon 

Popirluri~ and Guin, published a large Volume and omitted no Opponunity that 

'' [Another author, speaking of Cromwel, says "He is owned to have been a person o f  singular 
courage. and o f  great abilities. It is said he was an enthusiast. But the good sense that 
appeared in al1 his actions, public and private, is a succiceint testimony that enthusiasm had 
not the ascendant over hirn. It seems more probable that he suited his dissimulation to al1 
parties and tempers. The worst o f  his enemies cal1 him a lover ofjustice. for whatever arbitary 
proceedings he as been charged with. were only where his authority was contoverted. which. 
as things then were, it was necessary to have established, in order that the law, in other cases, 
might have due course. And how well did he maintain the honour o f  the English nation in 
foreign parts! He retrieved the credit o f  it that had been gradually sinking through too long 
reiçns o f  near fi@ years; acquired the real mastery of the British channel, extended his 
dominions into rernote parts: and, in fine, rendered himself the arbiter o f  Europe. We may, 
then. venture to say, that he was most eminently qualified for the power he usurped."] 
46 The iVav-Englund ~Maguzine ofîhowledge and Pleusure, "The Duty o f  Authors," No. 2 
(Oct., 1758), 13-1 8. The credit in the magazine reads sirnply, "From the Humouristu. See 
Thomas Gordon, The Hmourist: Being Essqs upon Several Subjects (2  Vol. London. 1775) 
which contains "Of the Duty o f  Authors", Vol. 2: 157-169. 
47 The writer of The New-England ibIaga=ine piece reads Gordon as saying that the '.SALE of 
our ['ours k i n g  ail 'sage philosophers'] WorW is spoiled should we not devote suficient 
attention "to a due Sense o f  Religion and Virtue" (incidentally, this is not, I think, what 
Gordon actually means in the passage referred to) and introduces the footnote: "in 
Contirmation of this Truth, we may illirminate this Part o f  our Subject with a not incurious 
Anecdotey'( 16). 
." (2 Vols, London, 1 757- 1 758) 



offered, to disgrace Religion: A large impression was published and a small Part 

sold"? To be certain that his readers did not miss this oblique reference to Hume, 

Mecom listed Hume's character sketch of Cromwell in the journal's "Table of 

Contents" (with a notably different heading than that which accompanied the essay in 

the body of the magazine) as "The farnous Oliver Cromwel's private Life -- his Siches 

-- Death -- and Character; tiom a certain Historian of our own Times". The Brownian 

footnote to Gordon's essay commented that when the "certain Historian" was asked 

why his work was so enlarged with irreligion, the author (Hume) replied that *-He hud 

clone it thut his Book might seli". Upon which the author was informed 'rhat he had 

totally mistaken the Spirit of the Times": for no infidel would r a d  such a long work 

and he had only .'offended his best Customers, and ruined the Sale of his ~ook". '~ The 

footnote ends by suggesting that "This Information had a notable Effect: for a second 

Volume, as large and instructive as the tirst. hath appeared; not a Smack of irreligion is 

to be tound in it; and an Apology for thefirst concludes the  hol le"." 
By directing its readers' attention towards Hume's Hisrory. the New-Engluncl 

klc~guzine helped at an early date to disseminate knowledge of Hume's writing in 

colonial Arnerica. The reception accorded Hume and his History. however, was less 

than charitable since Hume's perceived unorthodox thoughts on religion induced 

questioning, concemed comment, and even ridicule. None of this. of course, would 

have been necessary had Hume's History been unknown in America. There rnay also 

have been more behind this piece. Brown's Estimate. which criticized Hume. had a 

signifiant circulation in eighteenth-century Amenca and when The ~VW-Englund 

Magrnine brought it to bear upon Hume, the Estirnute had in fact been recently 

reprinted in ~osto~.? '  Besides the critique of Hume developed by Mecom. Brown also 

offered a standard Whig critique of English "luxury" and 'Porruption". a view with 

-- - -- 

a The Nov-Engiund Maguzine of Knmvledge und Pieusure, 'The Duty of Authors". 16. 
Ibid., 17. 

51 Ibid. In the second Stuart volume of the Histoy, Hume included a footnote to explain and 
justitj his position on the place of religion in history. For a discussion o f  this matter see E. C. 
Mossner. The Li$ of David Hume, esp. 306-307; William B. Todd. '*Forward? to Hume's 
History of Engiund (Indianapolis, 1983), esp. xiv-xviii. 
" (Boston, 1758). 



which Hume disagreed and which was familiar to his eighteenth-centwy American 

audience.j3 For the tirne king, we might note that The Nav-Englnnd Magazine's 

colonial "American" reading of Hume in 1758 was not simpIy reminiscent of Hume's 

British reception, it was assembled entirely (if somewhat ingeniously) from British 

sources. 

Hume had received a similarly derivative, if more sympathetic. reception in The 

.4mërictrn izrictgarine and Monthly Chronicie for the British ~olonies.'~ Published by 

William ~radford:' edited by the Rev. William srnith." and patronized by George 

Washington, the Americun Magc~zine for January 1758 told the story of the Edinburgh 

production of John Home's tragic play, ~o i i~ lus? '  The article commented on the 

53 See Bernard Bailyn. The Ideolugicul Origins ofthe At~ericun Revolution ( 1967: enlarged 
edition Cambridge and London, 1992), 87. 

On The American l\Ifugozine see Thomas Finh Jones. .A Pair of Luwn Slwves. A Biogruphy 
of Williurnr Smith ( 1  727-1803) (Philadelphia and Ontario, 1972), esp. 30-3 1: Frank Luther 
Mott, A Histury of .Ameririn ikfagccirres, esp. 80-82; Wm. David Sloan and Julie Hedgepeth 
Williams. The Eur& Aniericun Press. 1690-1 783(Westpon. 1994). 107- 108. Sec also Albert 
Goodhue. Jr., "The Reading o f  Harvard Students, 1770-1 78 1. as shown by the Records o f  the 
Speaking Club." Essex Institiite Historicul Collections, Vol. LXXlII ( 193 7). 12 1 . 
55 On William Bradford ( 1122-1 79 1 ) see Dennis Barone. .'William Bradford," .Americcrn 
~Vc~tioncrl Biogc~phy. Vol. 3: 365-366. See also John William Wallace. An OId Philudelphiun. 
Colonel FVilliutn Bru&ord, The Putrior Printer of 1 776. Sketches of His &,@ (Philadelphia, 
1884). 
56 See Thomas Finh Jones. A Pair ofLcnvn Sleeves, -4 Biogruply of Willimn Smith. See also 
David W. Robson, Ehcating Repiiblicans: The Coliege in rhe Eru rfrhe Antericm 
Revolirtion, 1750-1800 (Westport and London, 1985), 79-35. On the popularity o f  Doirgh in 
Scotland and America see Andrew Hook. "Scotland and Romanticism: The International 
Scene." The History of Sconish Li~eratrrrr, Vol. 2. 1660-1800, esp. 3 12-3 13, lt is aiso worth 
noting that Hume's "Dedication" to the Four Dissertations was sometimes prefaced to editions 
o f  Douglas: see T.E. Jessop, A Bibliugruphy of Dwid Hume crnd of'Scottish Phifosophyfiom 
Francis Hutchtiron to Lord BalJour (London, 1938; reprinted New York, 1983). 43. On 
Hume's prior relationship with Smith see Roger L. Emerson, -Hume and the Bellman, 
Zerobabel MacGilchrist", Hiime Studies, Vol. XXlIl( 1997), 9-28. See also Hume to 
Alexander Dick, I8 March 1771, where Hume recommends that Dick may want to send a 
letter to Smith in America with Rev. George Panton who was soon to set off  for New York 
(Heiner KIemme. "David Hume to Alexander Dick: A New Letter," Hime Struiies. Vol, XVI 
( 1990)- 87-88. 
'' The Americun Magazine und hfonthly Chroniclejbr the British Colonies, !fol. 1 (Feb. 
1758), 209. On resistance to the theatre in eighteenth-century Philadelphia see Jean- 
Christophie Agnew, Worfds A p r t  The Market and the Theuter in Anglo-American Thoughr 
(New York, 1986); William S. Dye, "Pennsylvania Versus The Theatre," PhDIB, Vol. 55 
(193 l),  333-372; Ned Landsman, "Presbyterians, Evangelicals and the Educational Culture o f  
the Middle Colonies," Pennsylvunia History, Vol. 64 (1997), 168-I82. 



debate aroused by the play and said that, afler Douglas had run its course at Edinburgh 

and was to be performed at London, the "fmous David Hume endeavoured to 

prepossess the town in its favour by publishing an extraordinary character of it". 

Attempting to drum up sales for its own next appearance, The Americari Magazine 

remarked that, the "characters given of this play by the aforesaid David Hume, and by 

the authors of the monthly and critical reviews, form a very agreeable contrast, and 

shall be inserted in our next". 

As promised, the Februacy issue continued the dispute by printing Hume's 

"Dedication" to his recently published Four Dissertations and contrasted Hume's 

tàvourable account of Dougius with less glowing assessments from the C'riticui Rrviev 

and the Monthly Review. In the end. The American Muguzine portrayed Hume (in the 

exact. but unref'erenced, words of Oliver Goldsmith's !l.lonrhly Review article) as an 

authority in the Republic of Letters and, although in the present case he may have "in 

some degree, sacrificed his taste to his friendship". nevertheless. "he will sustain no 

great loss with regard to his reputation: since he may gain as much on the one hand. as 

he can lose on the other: the worst that can be said, amounting only to this, that the 

benevolence of his disposition prevailed over the rectitude of his judgment".j8 

Hume's very public falling out with Jean-Jacques Rousseau -- an event which 

was reported throughout the Enlightened world -- found its way to early American 

magazines too.j9 The Virginiu Grr=rrte for 3 September 1767 showed its sympathies 

lay. not with the quarrelsome Rousseau but, with Hume. While Hume had treated 

Rousseau "with the utmost hurnanity, generosity and delicacf, reported the Virginia 

paper. Rousseau in turn had made 'rhe most unworthy retums ... to the ingenious Mr. 

58 See Monthly Revinv, "Douglas; a Tragedy. As it is acted at the Theatre-Royal in Covent- 
Gardens. 8vo. 1s. 6d. Millar," Vol. 16 ( 1  757). 426429. In the eighteenth century. literary 
piracy o f  this sort was a common affair in the periodical Iiterature of both America and 
Britain. 

On the Hume-Rousseau affair see Dena Goodman, .'The Hume-Rousseau Affair: Frum 
Private @terelle to Public Procès," Eighteenth-Century Studies, Vol. 25 ( 199 1-92), 1 7 I -20 1 ; 
E.C. Mossner, The Life of David Hume, chapter 35, "Jean-Jacques Rousseau", 507-532; 
David Fate Norton and Mary J. Norton, The David Hume Library (Edinburgh, 1996), 3 I .  
None o f  these discussions, however, mentions the American discourse. 



 urne".^' Given the universal celebrity of the Hume-Rousseau affair. Benjamin Rush 

was likely fully aware of the mots of Hume's cemarks on Rousseau whcn he recorded 

them in his autobiographicd Travels thiough LiFeqT. 6' Rush noted how the occasion 

of delivering a letter to Hume h m  Denis Diderot provided "an opportunity of 

spending a part of a forenoon in [Hume's] Company. His conversation at this time was 

general. He had a picture of Rousseau in his room which he said was like him, 
' ,, 62 especially in having his 'peevish countenmce . 

References to Hume's economic essays are scattered throughout colonial 

magazines and show that Hume's economic thought had currency in Amenca long 

before their impact in the New Republic. As early as March 1762 "Philopatris" of the 

Maryfand Gazette cited Hume's essay "Of Money" to argue against the commonly held 

misconception that commerce was injurious to agriculture. Hume had show an 

increase in trade and money led to increased wages which led to higher consumption of 

agricultural products? This same article was repnnted Pve months later. in September 

of 1762. in the Boston CYerkly News-Letter. The pages of the Yirginiu Gc~zerre 

frequently cited Hume as an econornic authority. It quoted fom the "celebrated Mr. 

Hume['s]" essay "Of Money" to ftnd his ..judicious and pertinent ~emarks"," and it 

pointed out that Mr. Hume "takes Notice of the gradua1 Decline of the Value of Money. 

in several Places of his ~istory"!' These examples show that political-economic 

60 In backing Hume the Virginici Gc~etle hnd sided with the minority in the public debate: see 
Dena Goodman, "The Hume-Rousseau Affair: From Private Qirerellr to Public Proçc!.~.,.". 
61 He could. for instance. have read Hume's own account o f  the affair, -4 Concise und Gentcine 
Account of the Disptrte benveen Mr. Hume und Mr. Roitsseau: ivith the Letters Thctt Pussed 
behveen Them during rheir Controversy, As Afso. fhe Lrttrrs of the Hon. Mr. Wufpole, und 
Mr. D 'Alembert. Relurive tu This Errraordinory Afluir (London, 1766). 
67 Benjamin Rush in George W. Corner, ed. The Aufobiogrnphy of Benjamin Rtrsli: His 
'Trc~els Through Lijie ' Togethclr with His Communpluce Book for 1 789- l8lj.69. 

63 Cited in Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind in Americun Civifi:ation, 1606-1865 (New 
York. 1 W6), 126. On the MaryIand Gaette see Clarence S. Brigharn, Hisros, und 
Bibliogrnphy of Americun ~Vewspapers. 1690-1820, Vol. 1: 219-222. 
M Virginia Grnette [Purdie & Dixon], (14 April I774), 2. The passage cited is from Hume, 
Essays, ,"Of Money". The Virginia Gazette: or Nogolk intelfigencer ( 1  8-25 August 1 774) 
printed a passage fiom Hume's Enquiry concernlng the Princ@les of MoruIs on 
benevolence(2). 
65 Virginia Gazette [Purdie & Dixon], (25 April 177 1 ), 1. 



lessons should be looked for, not only in Hume's economic essays, but in the History 

too. 

Hume's character and witings were not always displayed in so positive a light. 

As early as 1755 the New England philosopher and New Side divine. Jonathan 

Edwards wote o f  Hume in  a lener to the Scottish Old Light clergyman, John Erskine: 

"1 have read ... that book o f  Mr. David Hume's, which you speak O[ 1 am glad o f  an 

opportunity to read such corrupt books, especially when wrinen by men o f  considerable 

genius; that 1 may have an idea o f  the notions that prevail in our While the 

ambiguity o f  Edward's reference to Hume makes it di f icul t  to establish his precise 

meaning," Hume is clearly cast i n  the mischievous cale ofan ingenious writer o f  

compt books. For some o f  Edwards's contemporary critics. however. Edwards's 

thought was not so ditTecent from Hume's. According to James Dana. Edwards on the 

topic o f  necessary connection "agrees with Mr. Hume in worcis as well as s e n ~ e " ! ~  In 

64 Quoted in Sereno Edwards Dwight, The Lre of President Echvc~rds (New York. 1830). 550. 
On John Erskine see Henry Moncreiff Wellwood's Account of rhe Lqe und Wrirings ofJohn 
Erskine, ed. Ned C .  Landsman (reprinted Bristol. 1997) and Landsman's. "Introduction." to 
this edition. On Jonathan Edwards's intellectual connections to eighteenth-century Scottish 
divines see G. D. Henderson. The Btrrning Bush: Siudies in Scottish C'iiurch 
HistoMEdinburgh, 1957). chap. X. "Jonathan Edwards and Scotland, 15 1-16?: Harold P. 
Simonson, "Jonathan Edwards and his Sconish Connections," Jolirnul of Americ*un Stiitlirs. 
Vol. 2 1 ( 1 W), 3 53-376; Douglas Sloan, The Scottish Enlightennienr und the Anlericm 
College hleul, 71-72; Ralph G. Turnbutl, "Jonathan Edwards and Great Britain," The 
Evc~ngelicul Qirarferly, Vol. XXX (1958). 68-74. On Edwards see Norman S. Fiering, 
Jonuthm E h v d ' s  Moral Philosophy in ils Brihh Conte-rr (Chapel Hill. 198 1 ). See also his 
"Early American Philosophy vs. Philosophy in Early America," Trunsuctions of  the Charles S. 
Peirce Society. Vol. XI11 (1977), 2\6-97. esp. 219. See also M. X. Lesser, Jonuthun 
Edwurds: A Refirence Guide (Boston, 198 1 ). 
67 tt is unclear to which Hume work Edwards is referring. G .  D. Henderson, in The Biirning 
Bush: Studies in Scottish Church History, speculates that the work referred to by Edwards was 
Hume's An Enquiry Concrming the Princ@les of itioruls: "When Erskine had read Edwards 
on The Freedom of the Will he sent him a copy o f  a work which had recently created a 
sensation in Scottish ecclesiastical quarters. This was the Essuy on the Principles of Morcrl 
und~Vuturul Religion, by Lord Kames. Edwards had as it happened read this book already, as 
well as the work o f  David Hume which Kames had set out to refuteS*( 155); but John M. 
Werner assumes the book to be Hume's Hislory ('David Hume and America", 443). There is 
not enough evidence to say one way ofthe other. Either way, it is interesting that Edwards 
seems to suggest that Hume is  infl uential in America 
b8 See James Dana, An &ramination of the late Reverend President Ehvards S 'Enquiry on 
Freedom of the WiII': More especiu/ly the Foundatio~f Principlr of his Book. with the 
T'ndency und Consrqrtertces of rhe Reasoning threin contained (Boston, 1 770). Dana draws 



any event, Edwards's conunents on Hume are illustrative of the tendency of eighteenth- 

century New Side Presbyteriankm to be "critical but not contemptuous" toward 

'worldly learning"69 -- sometimes even including David Hume's. A heightened 

version of this tendency was to become institutionalized at the College of New Jersey. 

especially when from 1768 to 1794 the school was under the presidency of John 

~ i t h e r s p o n . ~ ~  

Witherspoon, remarks one of his historians,  as quite possibly the most 

influential religious and educational leader in Revolutionary   me ri ci'.^' 
Witherspoon's influence on his contemporaries was grounded largely in his aim '30 fit 

the student more completely for active ~ i f e " . ~  He consequently encourageci a wide 

range ofleaming amongst those he taught. Despite his own spoken and published 

objections to aspects of Hume's philosophy and his references to Hume as an "Infidel 

numerous pamllels between Edwards's thought and Hume's, see vi. 69.70-71. 126. See also 
Drina's "The APPENDIX. Exhibiting specimen o f  coincidence between the principles o f  Mr. 
Edwards's book. and those o f  antient and modern Fatalists". 132-139, 
69 The idea and words are from Douglas Sloan, The Scorrish Enlightrnment und the Americnn 
L'ollege Iclrul. 5 2  and passim. Joseph Bellamy. in the 1 740s and 1 750s, had been reading and 
writing about Hume's moral philosophy, as would Levi Hart in the 1760s and 1770s (see Mark 
Valeri. "The New Divinity and the American Revolution," Williunt und ~~ICIV @~urteriy, Ser. 
3, Vol. 46 (1989). 749.754). 
70 On the development o f  an enlightened curriculum at Princeton see Samuel Blair. .-îwulrnt 4 
rhe C'oilrge of N e v  Jersey (Woodbridge, 1764): Miles L. Bradbury "John Witherspoon: the 
question o f  audience," Siudies on Voltuire und the Eighteenth Centmy, Vol, 303 (199 I ), 385- 
388: Donald Robert Come, "The Influence o f  Princeton on Higher Education in the South 
before 1875," Willium und MUN Quurterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 2 (1945), esp,, 359-363; Ned 
Landsman, "Presbyterians. Evangelicals and the Educational Culture of the Middk Colonies." 
Pennsylvnnin History, Vol. 64 ( 1997), 168-1 87, esp. 1 73; Thomas Miller. tj "Educational 
Reform at Princeton" in "Introduction," to Thomas Miller. ed. The SeIrcted Writings of John 
Witherspoon (Carbondale and Edwardsville, 1990), 19-14: Richard B. Sher. Church und 
uni ver si^ in the Scottish Enlighrenment (Edinburgh, 1985), 160: Archie Turnbull. 5cotland 
and America, 1730-90," in David Daiches, Peter Jones and Jean Jones. eds. A Hotber1 of 
Grnitls: The Scoftïsh Enlightenment. 1 ?3O-l?9O (Edinburgh. l986), 1 4 1. 
" Thomas Milller, .'Introduction,'' Thomas Miller, ed. The Selrctrd Writings of John 
Witherspoon, 1. See also Richard C. Sinopoli, The Foundutions of Amnericm Citizenship: 
Liberulism, The Constirution. andlivic Virtne (Oxford, 1992)' 56. 

Quoted from Donald Robert Come, "The Influence o f  Princeton on Higher Education in the 
South before 1 825," William and ~ b f q  Quurterly, Ser. 3, Vol, 2 ( 1949,363. See also Francis 
L. Broderick, -Pulpit, Physics, and Politics: The Curriculum o f  the College o f  New Jersey, 
1746-1 794," William und ~bfory Quarterly. Ser. 3, Vol. 6 (1 949), 42-68; Douglas SLoan, The 
Scottish Enlightenment and the Amerhm College Ideal, chap. IV, -The Sconish 
Enlightenment Comes to Princeton: John Witherspoon". 



~ r i t e i ' ; ~  Witherspoon evidently considered much of Hume's canon worth reading and 

i t  appears that many a young Princetonian came away from the "premier Patriot 

college" with a working knowledge o f  Hume's basic writings.14 If the contemporary 

Ashbel Green is to be believed, Witherspoon thought Hume to have "damn(ab1e) 

principles" but nevertheless to be " a  man o f  extensive learning and an excellent 

historian"?' In his "Lectures on Eloquence". Witherspoon remarked that though Hume 

was "an infidel in opinion", he was nevertheless "of great reach and accuracy o f  

judgment in matters o f  criticism"." Witherspoon, then. was influential in  shaping 

Hume's American Enlightenment reception in a more positive direction than is 

suggested by Witherspoon's latter-day reputation as the fountain head o f  Scottish 

Common sense philosophy in eighteenth-century ~merica." The record shows that 

ri Witherspoon had been critical of  Hume publicly before emigrating to America. See his The 
!idorlerutor (1 757); see also a sermon preached at Edinburgh in 1759, where Witherspoon 
mentioned the "extravagance" o f  "infidel writers" and elabonted in a note: "See David 
Hume's writings on morals throughout; where, besides leaving out entirely Our duty to God, 
which he hath in çommon with many other late writers, he expressly founds justice upon 
power and conveniency, derides chastity, and turns many of the most important virtues into 
vices"(The Works of John Witherspoon: contuining. sermons. &c on impurtunt subjects (9 
Vols, Edinburgh, 1804-1805), Vol. 11: 339). In his Princeton lectures, Witherspoon remarked 
that "David Hume has a scheme o f  morals that is peculiar to himself. He makes every thing 
that is ugreeuble and mefi11 virtuous, and vice versa, by which he entirely annihilates the 
difference between natural and moral qualities. making health, strength, cleanliness. as really 
virtues as integrity and truth (Works ofJohn Witherspoon, Vol. 111: 385). Witherspoon also 
championed common sense philosophy contrasting this with Hume "who seems to have 
industriously endeavoured to shake the certainty o f  our belief upon cause and effect. upon 
personal identity and the idea o f  power. It is easy to raise metaphysical subtleties, and 
confound the understanding on such subjects. In opposition to this, some late writers have 
advanced with great apparent reason, that there are certain first principles or dictates o f  
common sense, which are either simple perceptions, or seen with intuitive evidence. These are 
the foundation o f  al1 reasoning, and without them, to reason is a word without a meaning. 
They can no more be proved than you can prove an aviom in mathematical science. These 
authors o f  Scotland have lately produced and supported this opinion, to resolve at once al1 the 
refinements and metaphysical objections o f  some infidel writerst'(Works of John Wirherspoon, 
Vol. 1iI: 394-395; Thomas Miller, ed. The Seiected Writings of John Witherspoon, 172-1 73). 
See also Lecture II and VIII. See Francis L. Broderick, "Pulpit, Physics, and Politics: The 
Cumculum o f  the College o f  New Jersey, 1746-1 794", esp. 63,65; Mark A. Noll, Princeton 
and the Reptrblic, 1768-1822 (Princeton, 1989), 25,3 1,39,42,45. 
74 David W. Dobson, Educating Republicans, 70. 
'' Cited in Mark Noll, Princeton and the Republic. 1768-!82,39. 
76 John Witherspoon, "Eloquence," Works of John Witherspoon. Vol. VII: 28 1. 
n On the prominence attained by Witherspoon's students in eighteenth-century America see 
Douglas Adair, "The Intellectual Origins o f  Jeffersonian Democracy", 5 1,s 1 n, 52,5211; Ralph 



Witherspoon even included "Hume's Essays" in the list of recommended 

extracurricular reading for the core course at the college, his course on Moral 

Philosophy which was taken by James Madison, among ot i~ers .~~ 

There is no denying that Hume, the religious sceptic, was oîlen criticized by 

eighteenth-centwy Americans. The Old Side Presbyterian and future President of Yale 

University, Ena Stiles, writing in 1759, provided unambiguous evidence of this critical 

disposition: 

Mr. Hume ... directly opposes a supernatuml revelation - & strongly denies the 
Possibility of those Things wtiich are the proper Evidences of Christianity: and 
1 think treats the Subject with Caprice & Insolence: selkonfident, nobly full of 
his own Discemment, he enjoys the supreme complacency of believing himself 
entrusted at last with the grand Secret imparted but to the happy few that the 
Basis or one main function of Christianity is an absolute Delusion. And tmly it 
is a new Discovery that it is beyond the reach of Omnipotence to suspend, alter, 
or countenct the general Laws he himsetf has established in the ~reation:' 

John Perkins. a physician from Massachusetts, listed Hume in his 1771 roll cal1 of the 

day's infidel thinkers who had "made the most vioIent attacks upon al1 religion, both 

natural and revealed." An early bormwer of the Libniy Company of Philadelphia's 

L. Ketcham. '.lames Madison and Religion A New tlypothesis." in Robert S. Alley. ed. Jumes 
~bfùdison on Religious Liberty ( ButTaIo, I W ) ,  1 79: Gary W ills, Erpluining .ilmericu (New 
York, 1981). 7, 18. 
78 Dennis F. Thompson. "The Education of a Founding Father: The Reading List for John 
Witherspoon's Course in Political Theory, as Taken by James Madison." Poliri~d Theoty An 
Infrrnrrrionul Journul ofPoliticcrl Philosophy, Vol. 4 ( 1 W6), 513-529. The reference is almost 
certainly to Hume's Essuys and Treutises on Several Subjrcfs. Thompson's discussion does 
not appreciate the distinction between Hume's Essays and his collected works. the Essuys und 
Treafises on Severd Subjecfs ((528). 
79 Quoted in Isaac Wodbridge Riley, Amrricun Philosophy: The Eurly Schools (New York, 
1907), 214. I t  is also interesting to note. however, that when Stiles entered sections of Henry 
Marchant's Scottish travel account into his diary, he included Marchant's encounter with 
David Hume. See Dougtas Sloan, The Scoffish Enlighrenmenr und the Americun Col@ 
Ideul, 87-88, 
80 See John Perkins, Theory of Agency: Or. Rn Essuy on the rvafure, Source and Errent of 
Mural Freedom (Boston, 1771): '.We see the pride o f  literature and contempt o f  the sense o f  
mankind in a Bolingbroke, Morgan, Coventry, Hume, Wolston, and others; who have made the 
most violent attacks upon al1 religion. both natural and revealed"(20). A year later, and also in 
New England, Hume figured in Benjamin Stevens's Dudleian Lecture for 1772: See Peter 
Vogt. "Benjamin Stevens, Harvard A.B. 1740: Liberal Congregational Minister, Dudleian 
Lecturer, and Almost Harvard President," in Rodney L. Petersen and Calvin Augustine Pater, 



1764 edition of Hume's Essays and Treaiises on Several Subjects consideced the blank 

half-page following Hume's essay "ûf Superstition and Enthusiasm" an appropriate 

place to record these rhyming thoughts: 

Thou Fair Religion wert design'd 
Dutuous daughter of the Skys 
To warm & cher the human min& 
To make men happy good & wise; 
To point where sits in love m y ' d  
Attentive to the suppliants cal1 
The God of universal Aid. 
The God the father of Us dl. 

Better known tday are the remarks of John Trumbuil recorded in his youthful poem of 

1773, The Progres of Ddness. The young Yale student satirically directed his 

fictional character, Dick Hairbrain, to study Voltaire and 

Then lest religion he should need. 
Of pious Hume heYI Lem his creed 
By strongest demonstrations shown. 
Evince that nothing can be known!' 

Trumbull's pairing of Hume and Voltaire was not uniqueE nor accidental.A3 It was this 

Hume, the religious sceptic. who the Rev. Henry Caner hrtd in mind when. in 1774. he 

wrote to Gov, Thomas Hutchinson that "Hume has deserved 1 think al1 of the Severity 

with which Dr. Beatie has treated him9.8' 

eds. The Contenrioiis Triangle: Chiirch. Starr. cind University A Festschrift in Honor of 
Profsssor George Htrntmn WiIliums (Kirksville, lm), 303. 
81 John Trumbull, The Triiimph of Dulness, Part Second (New Haven, 1773), 18: cited in 
Braly, "Reputation o f  David Hiirne", 4 1. 
82 In its "London" column for 6 May 1773, for instance, the Virginiu Guzeffe reproduced 
debate in the British House of Commons on the Dissenters Bill. One member, reponed the 
Gaeiie, "(we believe S i r  William Baggot) got up, and in a very elaborate and learned speech 
declared against the Bill. He founded his Arguments principally on the Tendency of it to 
favour Freethinkers and Atheists: spoke in great Abhorrence o f  Voltaire. Rousseau, and David 
Hume ... Mr. Edmund Burke [however] answered his with great Ability. He spoke in favour of 
Toleration3(l). 
83 On thephilosuphes' own early championing o f  what they took to be Hume's anti-religious 
thought see Laurence L. Bongie, David Hume: Prophet of the Counfer-revolurion (Oxford, 
1965; reprinted Indianapolis, 2000), 1-64. 
84 Henry Caner to Thomas Hutchinson, 22 December 1774, in Kenneth Walter Carneron, ed. 
Letfer-Book of the Rev. Henry Caner, SP-G. 1Missionary in Colonial Connecticut and 



A letter writer for The Royal American n/Iagaine suggested in January 1774 

that Hume and other writers of the "austere sciences" were not proper reading for the 

'polite se$'. "What can be more displeasing to the man of taste", he explained, %an 

if he casts his eyes around, he beholds one beautiful Pace, with a voluble tongue, 
condemning the heterodoxy of the clergy ... And, while Cynthiu is confuting the 
Berklean system, Chloe, very like, is captivated with the sublime philosophy or 
Mr. Hume. 

Let the "polife se.?, therefore, "mature their taste by reading and conversing, without 

aspiring to be 'cioctors in petricoats'." This sparked the ire of at least one public 

chdlenger who sarcastically retorted: "By your manner of writing about ideus. and a 

multitude of other matters. which ladies are to have nothing to do with; and therefore 1 

dare not mention. it is probable you and your intimutefiiend are fresh and newly corne 

€rom the universiiy, big with a sense of your own importance, each of you having there 

exercised your genius and improved your mind, suffkiently to discover ... that our sex. 

as they never go. and never oughr to go to college, have no business with such writers 

as Nrwrun, or Locke, or Clarke, or Berkeley, or Hume -- no nor a good serious book on 

controversial divinity"? 

A footnote to Hume's essay "Of National Characters" proved even more 

infamous and influential in the colonies during the mid-1770s."~ Hume had written in 

that essay: 

~\.lassuchusetts untii the Revolution. A Review of iris Correspondence from 1 778 rhrough 1 775 
(Hartford, l972), 1 6 1. 
" The Royui Americutl hluguzinr, January and May 1774; reprinted in Trivia: For the AHA 
Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession," Willim und Mary Quartrrly, Ser. 3. 
Vol. 29 (1972), 490-49 1. 

See Winthrop D. Jordan, White over Biuck: American Aftittds Towurd the Negro, ijj0- 
1817 (Chape1 Hill, 1968). esp. 305-308; Richard H, Popkin, "Hume's Racism," The 
Philosophicd Forum, Vol. 9 ( 1  9iï-l978), 2 1 1-226. See also David Brion Davis, '-The 
Emergence o f  Immediatism in British and American Antislavery Thought," The iMississippi 
Vuiley Hiscoricul Review, Vol. 49 ( 1962), 213; Nicholas Hudson, "From 'Nation' to 'Race': 
The Origin of Racial Classification in Eighteenth-Century Thought," Eightemh-Crnttrry 
Srridies, Vol. 29 (1996), 256. Hume's supposed -man o f  parts and learning" was Iikely the 
free black Francis Williams who, Ieaving Samaica, had k e n  educated in England: See Eric 
Slauter, -Political Slavery and the Circulation o f  Rights on the Eve o f  the American 
Revolution," (unpublished paper), 6. 



L am apt to suspect the negrms, and in general al1 the other species of men (for 
there are four or five different kinds) to be naturally inferior to the whites. 
There never was a civilized nation of any other complexion than white, nor 
even any individual eminent in either action or speculation. No ingenious 
manufactures amongst them, no arts, no sciences. On the other hand, the most 
rude and barbasous of the whites, such as the ancient GERMANS, the present 
TARTARS, have still something eminent about them, in their vaiour, form of 
government, or some other particular. Such a unifonn and constant difference 
could not happen, in so many countries and ages, if nature had not made sin 
originai distinction between these breeds of men. Not to mention our colonies, 
there are NEGROE slaves dispened al1 over EUROPE, of whom none ever 
discovered any symptoms of ingenuity; though low people, without education, 
will start up amongst us, and distinguish themselves in every profession. In 
JAMMCA, indeed. they talk of one negroe as a man of parts and learning; but it 
is likely he is admired for slender accornplishments, like a parrot, who speaks a 
tèw words plainly."7 

The context of Hume's footnote (a consideration of the relative roles played by moral 

and physical factors in determining national charactersgg) was rarely. if ever, taken into 

account by its colonial repeaters, but the footnote was cited in some of the most radical 

of America's racist literature as proof of the mental inferiority of b l a c k ~ . ~ ~  

Edward Long looked to Hume in his The History of Jumaiccr. Or, Genrral 

Sttrvey oj'rhe Ancient und Modern Sale of thut I s k d  ( 1 774)." Richard Nisbet, in his 

response to Benjamin Rush's abolitionist pamphlet of 1773, An .kldress IO rhe 

'' David Hume, .'Of National Characters" [in "Variant Readings"]. Eugne F. Miller, ed. 
Essays. 629-630 . This is the text of the footnote as it appeared in the 1 753-54 edition of 
Essqs und Treatises on Severut Subjects. Hume revised the note in 1776 (i.e. for the 1777 
posthumous edition). ln its final version, the claims were somewhat softened: "1 am apt to 
suspect the negroes to be naturally inferior to the whites. There scarcely ever was a civilized 
nation of that complexion, nor even any individual eminent either in action or speculation ...". 
See Hume, 'Qf National Characters", Essays, 208 and 62911; Robert Palter, "Hume and 
Prejudice," Hume Studies, Vol. 21 (1995), esp. 4. Parts of Hume's essays -The Populouness 
of Ancient Nations" and "OfNational Characters" (including the footnote quoted above) are 
reprinted in Emmanuel Chukwudi Eze, ed. Race and the Enlightenmenc A Reacier 
(Cambridge, 1997), 29-33. 

See Paul E. Chamley, .'The Conflict between Montesquieu and Hume A Study of the 
Origins of Adam Smith's Universalism," in Andrew S. Skinner and Thomas Wilson, eds. 
EÎsqs on Adam Smith (Oxford, 1975), 274-305. 
89 The same criticism may be leveled at several of Hume's modern interpreters as well. See, 
for instance, John Immenvahr, "Hume's Revised Racism,- Journat of the Histow of Idem, 
Vol. 53 (1992), 48 1482. For a revisionist account see Robert Palter, "Hume and Prejudice." 
Hume Studies, Vol, 2 1 ( 1995), 3-23. 
9il See, for instance, Vol- 2: 375,478483, 



Inhabitam of the British Settlements in Amerka Upon ~ l a v e - ~ e e ~ i n ~ ~ ,  cited the full 

text of Hume's footnote in his Slavery Not Forbidden by ~cripture.~' Telling of the 

prestige of Hume's authority, a satiricai answerer to Nisbet, the anonymous author of 

Persona1 Slavery Lmblished (1773). felt the need to devote particular attention to 

challenge and ridicule Nisbet's use of Hume: 

The author of the Defince asserts ihat there are four or five different species of 
men, -- with submission, 1 will limit them to four, viz. lst, Europeans. 2d, 
Assiaticks, 3d, Amencans, and 4th, f i c a n s ,  and retracting the word species, 
substitute genus, which is more expressive of my ideas as k ing  a general term, 
by which 1 would distinguish the last as only a speciw of that genus, though 
utterly dcvoid of reason. Carrying this idea a little hnher. 1 would yet 
subdivide the Africans into five classes. arranging them in the order as they 
approach nearest to reason, as 1st. Negroes, 26, Ourang Outangs, 3d, Apes, 4th 
Baboons, and, 5th Monkeys. The opinion of their irrationality is so well 
supposed by fucfs, that to those acquainted with them. 1 need advance very little 
on the subject; but to remove every scruple from the sceptic, a little undeniable 
evidence may not be improper- - There never was a civilized nation ofmy 
other compexion than white; nor ever any individual eminent either in action or 
speculation that was not d e r  inclining to the fitir. Atnca. except a small part 
of it, inhabited by those of our own colour, is totally overrun with Barbarism -- 
nay such is the contarninating influence of black, that 1 fear I need not except 
rven the whires among thm.  Perhaps this observation may assist us in 
accounting for the few appearances of Barbarism we now and then discover 

<11 Benjamin Rush, An AcIdress tlo the Inhcrbitunts of the British Seftlements il) Atnerica Upon 
SIuve-Keeping (Philadelphia, 1773). Rush likely had Hume (along with others) in rnind when 
he wrote that "1 need hardty say any thing in favour o f  the Intellects of the Negroes. or of their 
capacities for vinue and happiness, although these have been supposed, by some, to be inferior 
to those of the inhabitants oFEuropeW (1-2). 
'' Richard Nisbet. SImery Mot Forbiclden by Scriprttre. Or o Defince of the CVw-lncIiu 
Plirniers, fiom the Aspersions thrown oui ugainss them. by the uuthor of u pumiphlet. entifled, 
;In Adrlress to the lnhabitants of the British settiemenis in Amrricïr, upon Sime-Keeping ' 
(Philadelphia, 1773), 22n. Nisbet cites his source as "HUME, vol. 1, p.234.8~0 edit". See 
also Rush's response, A Vindication of the Rddress to the Inhubifunts of the British &ftIemenrs 
in Amerka Upon Slave-Keepingi In Ansrver fo a Pumphlei entided ~Slave~y Not Forbidden by 
Scripiure ... (Philadelphia, 1773). See the advertisement in the Pennsylvaniu Jorrrnd und the 
Weekfy Advertiser for 3 Nov. 1773: "Just published, and to be SOLD by JOHN DüNLAP, 
Printer and Bookseller, in Market-street, Philadelphia, An Address to the lnhabitants o f  the 
British setttements, on the SLAVERY of the NEGROES in America. TO which is added, a 
VMDICATION o f  the ADDRESS; in answer to a Pamphlet, entitled Aavery not forbidden by 
Sciipture, or a Defénce of the West-indian Planters.' By a PENNSY LVAN1ANn(S). On 
Nisbet see George W. Corner. ed. The Autobiography of Benjamin Rush His 'Trmels 
Through Life 'together with this Commonplace Book for 1780-1813,83n. See also Nancy V. 
Morrow, "The Problem of Slavery in the Polemic Literature o f  the Amencan Enlightenment," 
Early American Literuture, Vol. 20 ( 1  985/86), 23 6-255. 



among the whites in our southeni colonies and islands, where blacks bear so 
large a proportion to their nurnber. But to proceed From this short digression, 
Afnca has no kingdoms of any eminence, but chiefly consists of petty 
monarchies, excepting Bildulgerid, Ethiopia, Nubia, Abissinia, Morocco, and 
many others that are rather large?) 

These references help to substantiate our argument for the wide circulation of Hume's 

writings and ideas recomrnended by the data in early American book catalogues. Their 

defensive nature, moreover, confirms that Hume's authority canied weight. Positive 

evidence that Hume's works were increasingly retrieved tfom the shelves of the 

colonial Iibraries and bookshops which held them is not infkquently to be found when 

it is Iooked for too. 

Indeed. miscellaneous evidence abounds, Jeremiah Condy's manuscript 

"Bookseller's Account Book, 1759-1 770" shows that he sold a copy of "Hume's 

Essays" to Peter Joho[nn?]ob of Boston on 7 December 1759.'* The Hatboro Library 

lending records show that Hume's Essays und Treatises on Severcd Subjects was 

bormwed hequently in the 1 760s and 1 770s;' The Virginia Guirrtte for 23 April 1 772 

mounced a different kind of borrowing: 

BORROWED, or taken from the Library of Mr. Milner, late Rector of this 
Parish, seventy or eighty Volumes, among which are, in DUODECIMO, first 
and second Volumes of Hume's Essays ... Mr. Milner's Books lay for some 
Time in the Cellar of Mr. Tankard in Norîblk, and many of them were taken out 

" Anon.. Persontil Slt~trry Estublishetl, by the Sufiuges of C'ustorn und Right Rruson: Being 
u Full Answer to rhe Gloomy und Visionuty Reverses, CI f d l  rhe Fanuricu[ und En rhusiusticcil 
Writers on thul Subject (Philadelphia, [ 1 773]), 19-30. On this satirical piece see Lester B. 
Scherer, " A  New Look at Personal Sluvery Estublished.," Williutn und 1bk;ry Quurteriy, Ser. 3, 
Vol. 30 (1973), 645-652, and esp. 649-650 for its critique of Hume. Winthrope D. Jordan. 
rnissing the satire says the piece "plagiarized David Hume in order to combat the 
environmentalist contentions o f  Benjamin Rush(305). 
* leremiah Condy, .'Booliseller's Account Book, 1759-1 770" (American Antiquarian Society) 
95 For instance, Joseph Hart signed out Vols 1 & 2 on 14 March 1767, and returned them on 5 
June 1767; Samuel Erwin singed out Vols I & 2 on 25 March 1768 and returned them on 7 
May 1768; James Young singed out Vols L & 2 on 2 August 1768 and returned them on 20 
September 1768; Amos Watson signed out Vol. 1 on 3 January 1768 and returned it on 25 
January 1768 Benjamin Lukens signed out Vols L & 2 on 28 march 1770 and returned them 
on 5 May 1770; William Vansante signed out Vols 1 & 2 on 3 1 August 1774 and returned 
them on 1 1 October 1774. 1 thank Prof. Bernard Bailyn for allowing me to use and cite his 
notes on book borrowing from the Hatboro library. 



there ... Those who have them are requested to return them to Mr. Daniel 
Barrand, Merchant in Norfolk, or to the Subscriber, who has purchased hem.% 

Less potentially criminal evidence that Hume's works were king read in colonial 

America is found in surviving commonplace books and other miscellaneous notebooks 

of one sort or another. 

Finding that Hume's works were commonplaced in eighteenth-century Arnenca 

is significant because these manuscript books were intended by their compilers to 

record for future use what was considered to be of most value in their reading. As 

described in the 1771 first edition of the Encyclopedia Britcrnnic~r, a commonplace 

book provided '.a register of what things occur, worthy to be noted, in the course of a 

man's thinking or study, so disposed, as that, among a number of subjects, any one may 

be easily found"?' Even Ezra Stiles who, as we have seen above, was highly critical of 

Hume in correspondence, was interested enough in Hume's character and writings to 

commonplace them. For instance, Stiles commonplaced the sections of Henry 

Marchant's Scottish travel account of 177 1 (discussed above) which dealt with 

~ume?' More interestingly, some of Stiles's own reading of Hume can be pieced 

together from his various surviving manuscript journals. In one commonplace book 

Stiles wrote. under the heading, "gTemptation", 

What greater temptation than to appear a Missionary or Prophet. an 
Ambassador fiom Heaven? who would not encounter many Dangers & 
Diffrçulties, to attain so sublime a Character? Or, if by the Help of Vanity, & a 
heated Imagination, a Man has first made a Conven of himself, and entered 

')6 Virginiu Guzette [Purdie & Dixon], "Advertisements," (April23, 1772)' 7. See also the 
Virginia Gazerre [Purdie & Dixon], (29 August 1771). 3, for the estate auction of John 
Mercer's property, some of which (including "Hume's Essays") had gone missing and was to 
be sold if "common Honesty will persuade those who have them to return them by the day of 
the sale". 
97 Encyclopaudia Britannicu; or, a Dictionary of Arts und Sciences, compiled upon ri New 
Plun- In rvhich the dlrerent Sciences und Arts are digested into distinct Treatises or Systems: 
und the vuriors Technical T m ,  &c. are explained us they occur in the order of the Alphabet 
(Edinburgh, 1 ï?l), Vol. 11, "Common-place Book", 24 1. See a similar definition in the first 
Arnerican edition of the Encyclopedia (Philadelphia, 1790), Vol. V: 21 7. 
98 See Franklin Bowditch Dater, ed. fie Literary Diary of Ezra Stiles. D.D.. LLD. President 
of Yale CoiIege, Vol. 1: 307-308; Douglas Sloan, The ScottrSh Enlightment and the 
Rmerican College Ideal, 87. 



seriously into the Delusion; who ever scruples to make use of pious Frauds in 
support of so holy & meritorious a Cause? Hume on  irac cl es^^ 

Stiles's manuscripts show that along with Hume's philosophy, he was reading Hume's 

History of Englund fiom which he made kquent  excerpts fiom passages on a range of 

topics as diverse as seventeenth-century property holding in ~ r e l a n d , ' ~ ~  en gland*^ 

militia,'O' London's population in the seventeenth-centw,'" the changing value of 

English currency,'" and the Comrnons' attacks on Epiropacy in 1640 . '~  

Stiles was to take equally miscellaneous notes €rom Hume*s Essays und 

Treurisrs, writing in a manuscript notebook entitled, '.Birthday Retlections". under the 

heading of "Italy": 

Tis an observation of L'Adde DuBos that Italy is warmest at present than it was 
in antient Times. The annals of Rome tell us (says he) that in the year 480 ab 
U.C. the winter was so severe that it destroyed the Trees. The Tyber froze in 

99 This passage (in Miscellaneous Papers, Reel2. Role # 14. l47:17,7 Nov. 1753) identified by 
St iles as "Hume on Miracles", is found in An Enyuiry Concming Humun Un~ierstunùing, 
125. 
'O0 See Ezra Stiles, "Miscellaneous'.. Vol. I (24 July 1 XS), 203: "Speaking of the Irish [ ] of 
Property says. 'no individuai of any sept, according to the ancient customs, had the property of 
any particular Estate: but as the whole sept had a Title to the whole Territory, they ignorantly 
preferred this barbarous Community before the more secure and narrower possessions of the 
English. This was their state in 164 1"; see Hume. Hisrory of Englund (Indianapolis, 1983), 
Vol. V: 338, which contains al1 of the text but for the last sentence. 
'" See Ezra Stiles, ..ltineraries and Memoirs, 1760. 181: .-AIbout] 1623 the Militin of 
England amounted to 160,000 Men. A[bouti 1583 there was a genenl Review made of ail the 
men in England capable of bearing Arms, & these were found to amount to 1. 177,000 men, 
according to Raleigh. Cited by Stiles as -Hume's Hist. Brit. V. 1 p. 130. 179: see Hume, 
Hisrory of England* Vol. V : 14 1. 
'O2 Ibid: "From A[bout] 1600 the City of London doubled its [population] every 40 years. 
consequently in 1680 it contained four cimes as mnny inhab5 as at the beginning of the 
Century". Cited by Stiles as "Hume's tlist. Brit. V.l p. 130, 129." See Hume, History of 
Engfund, Vol. V: 141. Stiles was interested in the eighteenth-century debates about 
population; see his A Discourse of the Christian Union (Boston, 176 1). cited in Frederick Ci. 
Whelan, "Population and Ideology in the Enlightenment," Hisroty of Polificul Thought, Vol. 
XII (1991), 53-54. 
'O3 See Ezra Stiles, "Itineraries", Vol. 1: 188: -Law of Edward II. That who was possessed of 
Twenty pounds a year in lands, should be obliged when summoned to appear and to receive 
the order of Knighthood. £20 at chat Time was equivalent to f200 in the 16th & 17th CentY". 
Cited as "Hume - 2 0 6  see Hume, HrStory of England, Vol. V: 229. 
'OJ See Ezra Stiles, Ibid.: ..A[bout] 1640. City of London presented to parliament a Petition 
[against] Episcopacy & for a total Alteration of Church Gov' signed by 15,000 & presented by 
Alderman Pennington a City-Mernber. Hume. V. 1.416"; see Hume History of England, Vol. 
V: 301. 



Rome, & the ground was covered with Snow for Fourty Days* -- .Juvenal 
speaks of the River's Creezing as a common event. Many passages of Horace 
suppose the Streets of Rome full of snow & ice' -- 'at present the Tyber no 
more freezes at Rome than the Nile at Cairo. The Romans esteem the winters 
very cigorous, if the snow lies two days, and if one sees for eight & forty hows a 
tèw small icicles hang from a tomtain chat has a north Exposure.' 'O5 

To this quotation from Hume's "The Populousness of Ancient Nations" Stiles 

appended his own observation that, "We should have had more certainty with regard to 

this point had they known the use of Thermometerst. While Stiles openly ctiticized 

Hume as a religious doubter, Hume's Essays and Trearises and Hisrory of'Englund 

were read and mined for a piethon of miscellaneous information. Stiles was not alone 

in doing so. The Harvard sophomore Benjamin Wadsworth, for instance. 

commonplaced sections of Hume's History of Engkind in his notebooks for 1766 and 

1767.'06 More importantly. so too did Thomas Jefferson. 

After purchasing a six volume set of Hume's History of'Engkrnd in 1764, 

Thomas Jefferson excerpted large chunks ofit into his Commonplace Book in the late 

1760s and 1770s.'~' Jefferson also owned Hume's Essnys und Trmtires on Severui 

Subjwts. repurchasing it &er his library was destroyed - not just once. but twi~e.''~ 

' O 5  See Ezra Stiles, "Birthday Refiections", 190. The passage, but for the last sentence. is from 
Hume's essay, "The Populousness o f  Ancient Nations", 448449. 
'O6 See David W. Robson, Educuring Republicons: The Coltegr in the &ru oj'rhe dmericun 
Rwoliition, 1 730- 1800, 88.  
107 See Douglas L. Wilson. ed. Jefferson's Literury Commonpiuce Book (Princeton, 1989). 3 8- 
39, where Jefferson takes down a number of paragraphs (which he identifies as from "Hume's 
hist. Henry. 8. chap. 4") on King Henrybs divorce. Wilson explains that "In 1764, a year or 
two before this entry was made, TJ purchased a set o f  fint full-length edition o f  David Hume's 
History of Englund ( 1754-1 762) in six volumes (Virginia Gazette Daybooks). This excerpt 
was taken from the third volume: David Hume, The History of Englund Under the Hoirsr of 
Tudor (London, 1759), p. 167". See also Frank L. Dewey, Thomus Jefferson: Lcnvyer 
(Charlottesville, 1986), 14; Saul K. Padover, ed. The Complere Jefferson: conraining his 
Major Writings, published und unpublished, ercept his iwers (New York, [1943]), which 
records Jefferson's Commonplace Book entry: "It is remarkable that Hume (append. I to his 
History) examining this article o f  the laws of Alfred, without perceiving the fraud, puzzles 
himself with accounting for the inconsistency it had introduced"(879); David N. Mayer, 7?w 
Constirutionul Thotight of Thomas Jeferson [Charlottesville and London, I994), 5; Douglas L. 
Wilson, "Thomas Jefferson's Early Notebooks," Wiflium und Mary Qz~urterly, Ser. 3, Voi. 42 
( l985), 442-443 .. 
108 On the importance o f  books to Jefferson see Meml1 D. Petersen, "The American Scholar: 
Emerson and Jefferson," in Thornus JeFerson und the World of Books: A Symposiutn held ut 



Jefferson tumed to Hume's thought in preparatory notes for a legal c a ~ e , ' ~  copied a 

Hume passage ont0 the fly-leaf ofone of his books,"' possibly borrowed from Hume 

in his Notes on the State of ~ir~inia,'" and most importantly, recommended Hume's 

History of England and his Essays und Treatisrs as essentiai reading for more than one 

young colonist."' Jefferson even remacked to his son-in-law, Thomas Mann 

Randolph, Jr,. conceming a choice o f  writers on political matters, that "[sleveral of 
ir 113 Hume's political essays are good aIso . Jefferson's nineteenth-century diatribes 

against Hume's History of England have become legendary (and we shall return to 

thern in due course). but the Virginian had little negiitive to say about Hume in the 

eighteenth century. 

the Librrrry of Congress, Septetnber 71. 1976 (Washington, 1977), esp. 29 Douglas L. Wilson, 
"Thomas Jefferson's Library and the French Connection," Eighteenth-Cenurryry Studies. Vol. 
26 (1993), 669-685; esp. 670-67 1. 
'O?n his notes for the divorce case o f  Dr. James Blair of  Williamsburg, Jefferson relied on 
Hume's essay "Of Polygamy and Divorces". See also Frank L. Dewey. "Thomas Jefferson's 
Notes on Divorce." Willium und itlury Qicarrerly, Ser. 3. Vol. 39 ( 1982). 2 12-23; Nathan 
Schacher, Thomus Jefferson: A Biography (New York and London, 195 1 : reprinted in one 
volume 1957), 50. 
110 Jefferson copied a passage from Hume's essay "Of the Rise and Progress o f  the Arts and 
Science" onto the tly-leaf o f  his copy of Thomas Blackwell's An Enquiry into the L* onci 
Writings of Homrr; see Lucia White, "On a Passage by Hume Incorrectly Attributed to 
Jefferson," Journul ofthe History o j  Ideas, Vol. 37 ( 1  976). 1 33- 1 3 3. 
1 11 Jefferson's comments in Notes on the S m  of Virgiriiu ( 1  78 1) on the inferiority of blacks 
have a close resemblance to Hume's comments in "Of National Chancters" (quoted and 
discussed above). Jefferson wrote that blacks in the capacity to "reason" are "much inferioï 
to whites, and that "their inferiority is not the effect merely of their condition of life", He 
concluded: "1 advance it therefore as a suspicion only, that the blacks, whether originally a 
distinct race, or made distinct by time and circumstances, are inferior to the whites in the 
endowments both o f  body and mind" (Query XIV). 
'" See Thomas Jefferson to Robert Skipworth, 3 August 177 1. Julian P. Boyd, ed. The Popers 
of ThomasJeferson, Vol. 1: 80: In Jefferson's recommended reading list one finds under the 
heading "Religion", "Hume's essays. 4 v. 12rno. Ir, and under the heading "History", 
"Hume's history o f  England. 8 v. 8vo. œ2.8". For a similar recommendation of Hume's 
History and Essays und Treutises made as late as 1787, see Thomas Jefferson to Peter Cam, 
10 August 1 787, Julian P. Boyd, ed. Papers of Thomas JeJerson, Vol. 12: 18-19. See also, 
Andrew Burstein, The Inner JeHerson: Portrait ofa Grieving Optitnist (Charlottesville and 
London, 1995), 28; John Dos Passos, The Head and Hearr of Thomm Jefferson (New York, 
1954), 152; Edwin S. Gaustad, Sworn on the Alter of G d  A Religious Biography of Thomas 
Jeferson (Grand Rapids, 1996), 29: Harold Hellenbrand. ïïte Unfinisbed Revolution: 
Educution and Politics in the Thought of Thomas Jeferson (Newark, 1990), 54; Al f  J. Mapp, 
Jr., Thomas Jefferson: A Strunge Cuse of Mistuken Idenriiy (New York, 1987), 60. 



As John Witherspoon made clear in his "Lechires on Eloquence" delivered at 

Princeton, and as historians have since noted, history was considered an essential 

component of a colonial lawyer's education."' Many young legal students of the 

colonies, such as John Adams's pupil Jonathan Mason, Jr., would have slogged through 

every volume of Hume's History as a theoretical underpinning for their studies. For 

Charles Carroll of Carrollton, this was not an unpleasing task. He wrote home in 1760 

to his father in Maryland from London where he was studying law. "Have you read 

Hume's history of the houses of Stuart and Tudor? if not, you have a great Satisfaction 
9. I l 5  to corne or 1 am mistaken . 

Other colonial students, besides those studying law. were also reading Hume. 

By the 1770s Hume's ideas were so rampant at the College of William and Mary that 

the Presbyterian Minister and educator, Archibald Alexander larnented, "The fact is 

indisputable. that for many years, scarcely any young man piously educated, let?. that 

seminary without being infected with the doctrines of Hume and ~oltaire"."~ Abigail 

Adams wrote to John, in 1783 from the farnily home at Braintree, that she had "a 

thousand fem" for their "Boys as they rise into Life", 

the most critical period of which is 1 conceive, at the university: there infidelity 
abounds, both in exarnple and precepts, there they imbibe the speicious 
arguments of a Voltaire a Hume and Mandevill. If not fiom the fountain. they 

Il3 Jefferson to Thomas Mann Randolph, Jr., 30 May 1790, Julian P. Boyd, ed. The Pupers of 
Thomcts Jeferson, Vol. 1 6: 449. 
1 14 See John Witherspoon, "Lectures on Eloquence" in Thomas Miller, ed. The Selectrd 
Writings of John Witherspoon: "History also is a branch of literature that a lawyer should 
make his favourite study; as his business lies in canvasing the various relations of men in 
social life, he will be best able to reason on the meaning and propriety of laws and their 
application if he be well acquainted with history, which points out the state of society and 
human amairs in every age"(303). This Witherspoon exhibits a marked difference with regard 
to history from the Witherspoon of "A serious inquiry into the nature and effects of the stage:' 
who had argued that "it had k e n  better for the world that several ancient facts and chancters, 
which now stand upon record, had been buried in oblivionW(The Works ofJohn Witherspoon, 
Vol. VI: 97). For a modem appreciation of history's place in colonial lepl education see 
Charles Warren, '*A Colonial Lawyer-s Education," in Charles Warren, ed. A History ojethe 
American Bar (New York, 1966), 157-187. 
'15 Charles Carroll to his father. 16 May 1760, in ..Extracts from the Carroll Papers," ibfqlund 
Historical Mage7ine, Vol. X ( 19 1 9,324. 
'Id Cited in Lefferts A. Loetscher, Facing the Enlightenment and Pietism: Archibuld 
Alexander and rhe Founding of Princeton Tieological Seminary (Westport and London, 
1983), 16. 



receive them at second hand. These are well calculated to intice a youth, not yet 
capable of investigating their principles, or answering their arguments. Thus is 
a youth puzniled in Mazes and perplexed with error untill he is led to doubt, 
and from doubt to disbelief ... 1 hope before either of our children are prepared 
for colledge you will be able to return and assist by your example and advise, to 
direct and counsel hem; that with undeviating feet they may keep the path of 
virtue.' " 

All of this miscellaneous evidence, although difficult to measure systematically, casts 

light on the dissemination of Hume's writings by showing that they were being read. 

The signiticant degree to which Hume's works were being read in late colonial 

America as suggested by the above anecdotal evidence is underscored by a recently 

published study of the borrowing records for Harvard College ~ i b r a r ~ . ' ' ~  What 

appeared in our fitst chapter as a simple reference to "Hume's History of England" in 

the 1773 Harvard Library book catalogue was clearly only indicative of a bare 

minimum dissemination for Hume's thought. The borrowing records for the library 

show Hume to be the most borrowed author at Harvard for the years 1773 to 1782. 

Hume's collected works, the Essuys c d  Treutises on Several Subjrcrs, was frequentiy 

signed out and his Hisrory oj'Englund was the single-most-borrowed title of al1 those in 

the ~ibrary."~ We should not be surprised then to tind Hume's colonial Arnerican 

audience eager to be kept abreast of Hume's historical writing. In A p d  of 1768 the 

Virginiu Gl~ette lamented that "Mt. Hume is so immersed in politics, k i n g  Secretary 

to General Conway. that there is small hopes of having a continuation of his history 

soon". By November of 1773 the forecast was more promising, however mistaken: 

' " Abigail Adams to John Adams, 1 1 November 1783, in The Adums Pupers, Series I I  .k/ams 
Fumily Correspondence, Vol. 5 :  268. 
""ark Olsen and Louis-Georges Harvey, ..Reading in Revolutionary Times: Book 
Borrowing from the Harvard College Library, 1773- 1 782," HumurJ Librury Bidlerin, Vol. 4 
(1993), 57-72. 
119 Ibid., 66,68,69-70. Hume's Osays and Treurises on Several Si~bjects is wrongly referred 
to as Essays und T r d s e  on Human Narirre(69). Of course, just as one might argue that 
having a book on one's bookshelf is no proof that the book has been read, so might one argue 
that borrowing a book from a library is similarly not certain proof that it will be read. 
However, the issue is really one of probability. and the evidence in both cases is highly 
suggestive. 



"We are informed that Mr. Hume is going to continue his History of England to the 

present".'20 

-5- 
Colonial Americans of the 1720s communicated a relatively early interest in the 

chmcter and writings of David Hume. Prominent colonists such as Benjamin 

Franklin, Henry Marchant, and Benjamin Rush were eager to meet and converse with 

Hume when they were in Britain. These men were not unique in their interests but 

representative of a wider phenornena. Contrary to the received interpretation. Hume's 

Essuys und Treatiscs and Hisrory oj'England attracted a significant colonial ceadership. 

In the private musings of colonists like Jonathan Edwards and Ezra Stiles, Hume and 

his works were portrayed in a mixed light, as they were in colonial America's earliest 

journals. These early magazine discussions of Hume, however. were pieced together 

tiom British sources and suggest the degree to which Hume's earliest "American" 

reception wiis highly derivative of his reception in Britain. 

Like their counterpm in the mother country, colonial Britons were sometimes 

critical of Hume's thougtit. Colonial references to Hume and his works were aiso 

frequently detèrential, however, and {even when they were not) hint at Hume's growing 

prominence with his American readers. In the 1760s and 1770s Hume's colonial 

readers increasingly tended to define Hume and his works in their own terms. long 

before Scottish common sense kcame institutionalized in American colleges during 

the 1790s. But the evidence we have conternplated thus tar is of only secondary 

importance to the main story of Hume's influence in colonial Amenca. The 

Enlightenrnent's most significant manifestation in America was in the field of political 

thought. Against the context of Hume's Unpact on American politicai thought. the 

Virginiu Gazette 's 1777 celebratory reporting of Hume's support of the American 

Revolutionary cause will make even better sense. 

''O Virginia Gmette, ( 1 1 Nov. 1773). Supplement, I . 



CHAPTER FOUR: 
HUME'S IMPACT ON THE PRELUDE TO THE WAR FOR INDEPENDENCE 

"... this great man [Hume], whose political reflections are so 
much admired, makes this power [to tax] one of the 
foundations of liberty" 

-Jonathan Dickinson, Letterspom a Farmer in 
Pennsylvania, to the inhabitants of the British Colonies, 
1767- 

Establishing concrete connections between any book's availability, reading and 

reception, and its subsequent impact is difficult. Basic questions pertaining to the 

Muence of books on readers have been long standing.' The difticulty ofaccounting 

for the influence of a book on its past readers, however. is but part and parcel of the 

larger problem of establishing points of influence in the world of ideas -- a problem to 

which Quentin Skinner pointed bcilliantly more than thirty years aga.' If Skinner was 

right. the dificulty is such that it behooves historians of ideas to assume a more 

descriptive (as well as quantitative) laquage in their atternpts to understand the past. 

Historical context, in this way of thinking, is not only necessary to historical 

explanation but perhaps even cornmensurate with itS3 

' See Andrew Hook, .'Philadelphia, Edinburgh and the Scottish Enlightetiment," in ScotlrnJ 
cmdRmericu in the Age of the Enlightenment (Edinburgh, 1990): "Even books, including the 
Sconish books chat were readily available to readers in eighteenth-century Philadelphia. are 
less reliable evidence than they seem. Books certainly contain ideas, but for those ideas to 
exert influence the books have not only to be available but also to be read, and read in a 
receptive frame of mind. The Tacts' of cultural history once again seem to raise more 
questions than they answer"(227). See also Paul M. Spurlin, "Readership in the American 
Enlightenment," in Charles G. S. Williams, ed. Literuture ut~d History in rhe Age of ~ ~ I Y C I S .  
Essuys on the French Enlightenment Presented tu George R Hwens (Ohio, 1975),359-374; 
Michael Warner, The Letters of the Republic: Publicution und the Public Sphere in 
Eighteenth-Century Americu (Cambridge, 1990), passim. Literary scholars, in particular, have 
been concerned with the problem of influence. For an introduction to this literature see Robert 
C.  Holub, Crossing Borders: Reception Theoty, Poststructurulism, Deconstruction (Madison, 
t 992) and Robert C. Holub, Reception Theory (London and New York, 1984). 
Quentin Skinner, T h e  Lirnits of Historical Explanations," Philosophy.- The Journal of the 

Royal lnstitute of Philosophy, Vol. XL1(1966), 199-2 15. 
Skinner writes: "The assumption that the line between describing and explaining is rigidly 

demarcated is indeed a part of the strictest and rnost criticised fonn of positivism. lt is a 
comrnonplace of the more advmced sciences that an explanation can be the result rnerely of 
estabiishing the most precise correlation behveen al1 possible variables. It is more than 



4 History and E ighteeath-Ceatury Political Thought 

That history was an important genre in the Age of Enlightenment has, of course, 

long been appreciated? Hiaory's appeai was cectainly not new to the eighteenth 

century. As one historian of Scottish Enlightenment historical thought has recently 

shown, a scholarly devotion to historical study had ancestral roots finnly imbedded in 

arguable that very precise and complete historical descriptions might stand of themselves as 
explanations in a similar way"(lbid., 214). 
4 There are a number ofstudies which discuss the writing of history in the eighteenth century. 
For a representative list o f  some o f  these, see Karen O'Brien's useful bibliography. "Selected 
grnerai studies of historical writings in the eighteenth century" in her Nurrativrs of 
Enlightenmenl: Cosrnopoliran historyfiom Voltaire to Gibbon (Cambridge, 1997), 232-243. 
See, in particular, R. G. Collingwood. The Idea ofHktory(Oxford. 19461, esp. pp. 71-85; 
Denys Hay. Atintrlists & Hhtoriuns (London, 1977). chap. 8; Philip Hicks, Neociussicul 
Hisiory und Engiish Czdture (London & New York, 1996); D. B. Hom, %me Scottish 
Writers of History in the Eighteenth Century", Scottish Historicui Review, Vot, 30 (1 96 l), I - 
1 8; Paul Langford, A Polite and Commercial People: England. 1727- 1783 (Oxford, 1 %9), 
96-97; Stow Persons, "The Cyclical Theory of Histqry in Eighteenth Century America," 
Anrerican Qimrterly, Vol. 6 ( 1954), 147-1 63; James Westfall Thompson, -4 History of 
Historicd Writing ( 2  Vols, New York, 1942). Vol. II: chap. XXXVIII. "The Age of Reason". 
However, there have been far fewer attempts ta work out the precise uses ro which the 
eighteenth century put history. For interesting, but somewhat dated, discussions of this issue 
see John B. Black, The Art ofliisrory (New York, 1926) and R. N. Stromberg, "History in the 
Eighteenth Century," Jorrrnul of the History of I h ,  Vol. 12 ( 195 1 ), 795-304. More recently 
see David Allan, Virltre Leurning und the Scottish Enlighren~nenl ( Edinburgh, 1 993), esp. 
chap. 3: Christopher J. Berry, "Hume on Rationality in History and Social Life," Hisroryund 
Theary: Srldies in the Phiiosophy ofHistory, Vol. 21(I952), esp. 236-237: GeotTrey Carnall. 
"Historical Writing in the Later Eighteenth Century," in Andrew Hook, ed, The Hisrory of 
Scottish Literattrre, Vol. 2, 1660-1500 (Aberdeen, l987), 207-2 17: Roger L. Emerson, 
"Conjectural iiistory and Sconish Philosophers," Cunadiun Historicd Assaciution Historicul 
Pupers (198rl), 63-90: James Moore, "Hume's Politicai Science and the Classical Republican 
Tradition," Cunudian Jortmul of Polificui Science, Vol. IO ( 1977), esp. 8 12-8 14; Mark Salber 
Phillips, '.Reconsiderations on History and Antiquarianism: Arnaldo Momigliano and the 
Historiography of Eighteenth-Century Britain," Jorrrnal of the History of Ideus, Voi. 57 
(19%), 297-3 16; and Mark Salber Phillips, Sociery und Sentiment Genres of Historical 
Writing in Briiain, li'JO-I82O (Princeton, 2000). There have been even fewer scholarly 
attempts to assess the place of history in the eighteenth-century American political mind. 
Trevor Colboum has pointed to this problem: -The politicai philosophy o f  the Revolutionaries 
is farniliar, their historical justitication for independence is not. The 18th century American 
colonist was born into an environment formed by history as well as philosophy, and for many, 
history afforded an argument more persuasive, more cangible"(The Lamp of Erperience, 
"Preface ro the 1965 Edition", sxi). See also Douglas Adair, " 'That Politics may be Reduced 
to a Science': David Hume, James Madison, and the Tentti Federalist", in Trevor CoIbourn, 
ed. Fame und the Founding Fathers, 95-97, 



the humanistic thought of preceding centuries.' The years after 1740, however, 

witnessed a heightened flourishing of historical interest and activity in eighteenth- 

century   ri tain! Peter Whalley sang a common Song ofdevotion to Clio when he 

observed in An Essay on the Manner ofwriting History, that "[o]f al1 the Compositions 

of the human Mind, History is allowed to be the noblest, and most deserving of our 

serious ~ttention".' By 1770, Hume himself could famously Say with reference to a 

Scotland which was teeming with nascent historical initiative, "1 believe this is the 

historical Age and this the historical ~ation*'? 

British eighteenth-century thought had a largely historical core. Substantiating 

the claims of history's eighteenth-century practitioners like Whalley and Hume. is the 

evidence provided by the nuinerous historical works which lined eighteenth-century 

bookshe~ves.~ Studies of American reading tastes (some of which were discussed in 

the first chapter of this dissertation) document the prominence of history books in 

David Allan, Virtue Leurning und the Scottish Enlightenment, pussim. See also Glenn 
Burgess. The Politics of the Ancient Constitution: Rn Introduction to English Politicul 
Thoirght, 1603-1642 (University Park, I992), 8-9; Herbert Butterfield, The Englishmun und 
His History (Cambridge, 1944), 12- 17, for instance: Philip Hicks, ~Veoclussictrl Hisrory und 
Englrsh Culture, 1 -45. 
b David Allan, Yirrrie Leurning und the Scottish Enlightenment, 148. See also John Robertson, 
"The Enlightenment Above National Context: Political Economy in Eighteenth-Century 
Scotland and Naples," The Historical Journal, Vol. 40 (1997), 669. This heightened interest 
in the historical was also manifest in soaring financial retums for writers o f  history. For the 
last two volumes of his Hisrory, Hume in 1762 received f 1,400 and William Robertson in 
1768 received the unprecedented figure o f  £4,000 for his History of the Reign of the Emperor 
Charles V: See Christophzr J. Biiiy, Social Theory of the Scottish Enlightenment (Edinburgh, 
I997), 7In; Richard B. Sher, "Charles V and the book trade: an episode in Enlightenment 
print culture," in Stewart J. Brown, ed. William Robertson und the E~punsion of Empire 
(Cambridge, 1997), 165-1 95. 
7 Peter Whalley, An Essay on the Manner of Writing History (London, 1746; reprinted New 
York, 1970), 1. 
' ~av id  Hume to William Strahan, August 1770, J.Y .T. Greig, ed. The Letters of David Hume 
( 2  Vols, Oxford, 1 932), Vol. 11: 230. For a similar contemporary assesment see [Gilbert 
Stuart's] review. "ART. IV. Eléments de L 'Histoire D 'Angletewe. - Elements o f  the History o f  
England, ftom the Roman Invasion to the Reign o f  George the Second. By the Abbé Millot, 
Royal Professor o f  History in the University of Parma, &c. 121110.3 Vols. Paris, 1769,'' 
Monrhly Review, Vol. 41 (1 769): 'Yt is certainly a compliment to the taste and wisdom of the 
present age, that history is  the prevailing and most fashionable reading"(533). 
9 For a recent statement o f  the prominence o f  history works in eighteenth-century English 
libraries see John Brewer, Ttie Pleasures of the Imagination: Engfish C u l m  in the 
Eighteenth Century (Bath, I997), esp. 16% 197. 



eighteenth-century ~merica.'' Prut of the explanation of the American eurrency of 

Hume's ideas and especially of his History of England is found in the observation that 

historical thought in general (not just Hume's in particular) was popular in the British- 

Atlantic world to which both Hume and his eighteenth-century Arnerican audience 

belonged.I1 In short. Hume's readable History of England helped to propagate an 

eighteenth-century fascination with the historical, but its own populwity in colonial 

America fw upon the predisposition too." 

Why was history held in such high regard by eighteenth-century writers and 

readers? Hume points us to the core of the oh-stated,  eighteenth-century answer: 

"The object of history", he claimed in his essay "Of the Standard of Taste", "is to 

instruct"." Or, as he put it in his essay length elaboration of this point. ..Of the Study 

of History": "history is not only a valuable part of knowledge, but opens the door to 

many other parts, and affords materials to most of the sciences"." History, said Hume, 

is "the greatest mistress of wisdom". Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke 

memorably denoted a similarly active role for the genre in his popular Lerrers on the 

Study crnd Use of History. a work which was written in the 1730s but published for the 

'O For works of history in American Iibrwies see David Lundberg and Henry F. May, T h e  
Enlightened Reader in America." Rmtricun QuarterIy, Vol. 28 (1976), 262-283: Trevor 
Colbourn, "Appendix II: History in the Colonial Library," in Th Lcimp ofErprrience, 245- 
286. See also, loe W. Kraus, "The Book Collections of EarIy American College Libraries," 
Librury Quurterly. Vol. 43 ( 1973), 142-I 59. 
'' The conclusions reached by George Smart, .'Private Libraries in Colonial Virginia". 
Americun Litera~irre, Vol. 10 (I938), 24-52, and Genevieve Yost, T h e  Reconstruction of the 
Library of Morborne Berkeley, Baron De Botetourt, Govemor of Virginia, 1768-1 770, 
Pupers of the Bibliogruphical Sociesf of Americu, Vol. 36 ( 1  W ) ,  97- 123, are in need of 
serious revision. Yost, for instance, writes that "[tlhe number othistory books in eighteenth- 
century libraries was usually not large1'(lû4)- This seems to be belied by the book catalogues. 
" It is wonhwhile to note that the eighteenth-century popularity of history was not limited to 
the English speaking world. On the popularity of histoty in eighteenth-century France, see 
Laurence L. Bongie, David H m :  Prophet of rhe Counrer-revolution (Oxford, 1965: 
reprinted Indianapolis, 2000), esp. pp. 2-8; 68-87. 
13 David Hume, Essays Mord Poliiicul und Lilerury (Indianapolis 1987), "Of the Standard of 
Taste", 240. See also Hume, An Enquiry concerningthe Princr'ples of hforuls: "The historian 
exults in displaying the benefit arising from his Iabours7'(l 79). 
14 David Hume, Essays, "Of ihe Study of History", 566. 



fint time in 1752. History, he wrote, is "philosophy teaching by examples"." Or, as 

Robert Dodsley put it in The Preceptor, one of his less-successful forerumers to the 

Annuul Register, history provides "Maxims of Prudence and Wisdom for the Conduct 

of Life ... Motives to Virtue, and a Detestation of ~ i c e " . ' ~  Hugh Blair7 a close fnend of 

Hume and one whose opinion on such matters mattered to many rnembers of the 

eighteenth-century conversable world, was stating a cornmonplace when he wrote in his 

published Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres that the ofice of"m Historian [is] to 

record truth for the instruction of mankind"." 

William Robertson, another of Hume's acquaintances who was himself the 

author of three popular Scottish Enlightenment histories, remarked in his Himy of the 

Reign ofthe Emperor Churlrs Z;, that the historian was to be a "teacher of wisdom, for 

the benetit of the statesman and the Hume, in an often cited passage, 

wrote to a similar effect: 

Mankind are so much the same, in al1 times and places, that history informs us 
of nothing new or strange in this particular. Its chief use is only to discover the 
constant and universal principles of human nature, by showing men in al1 
varieties of circumstances and situations, and furnishing us with materials fiom 
which we may tom our observations and become acquainted with the regular 
springs of human action and behaviour. These records of wars, intrigues, 
factions, and revolutions, are so many collections of experirnents. by which the 
politician or moral philosopher fixes the principles of his science. in the same 

[ *  Henry St, John. Viscount Bolingbroke. Letters on the Stirdy und Use of History {London, 
1 7513, 13. On Bolingbroke see Isaac Krarnnick, Bolingbroke und his Circle: T11e Poiilics of 
Nmrdgia in the Agr of Walpole (Cambridge, MA, 1968). 
16 R. Dodsley, The Precqtor (2 Vols, Dublin, 1749), Vol. 1: 233, cited in T.O. McLoughlin, 
Edmtrnd Burke und the First Ten Y e m  of the ilnnuul Register ', 1 738-1 767 (Salisbury, 
Rhodesia: Occasional Paper No, 1, 1975). 6-7. 
I ?  Hugh Blair, Lectures on Rhetoric und Belles Lettres (London, 1783), 482, Cited in 
Christopher Berry, Sociul Theory of the Scottish Enlightenmrnt, 7 ln. These notions of the 
usefulness of history were not, of course, new to the eighteenth-century. Livy had wrinen long 
before that "What chiefly makes the study of history wholesome and profitable is this, that you 
behold the lessons of every kind of experience set forth as on a conspicuous monument; from 
these you may choose for yourself and for your own state what to imitate. from these marks for 
avoidance what is shameful in the conception and shameful in the result" , cited in David W .  
Dobson, Educuring Rrptrblicuns: the College in the Era of the ilmeriean Revolurion, 1730- 
1800 (Westport, 1985), 63. The attitude may rwt in Aristotle's distinction between poetry and 
history, Both teach wisdom, but poetry is more general: See Poetics, Chapter 23 in Richard 
McKeon, ed. The Basic Works of Aristotle (New York, 1941). 
'' See the preface to W illiarn Robertson, History of the Reign of the Emperor Chartes Y (3 
Vols, London, 1769), "A View of the Progress of Society in Europe". 
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manner as the physician or natural philosopher becomes acquainted with the 
nature of plants, minerais, and other extemal objects, by the experiments which 
he forms conceming them.I9 

Because mankind's basic passions or drives to action were thought to remain constant 

over tirne, the historical record could be of direct use to the present and was even 

propaedeutic to morals and politics. As the "Advertisement" to the 1778 edition of 

Gilbert Stuart's A View oj'the Society in Europe, in ifs Progressfrorn Rudeness to 

Rejhement declared. "It is in the records of history, in the scene of real life, not in the 

conceits and abstractions of fancy and philosophy. that human nature is to be 

studied." When he came to write his own History of Englmd. Hume often reiterated 

these sentiments: "History, the great mistress of wisdom", wrote Hume in the first 

published volume of the History, "fwnishes exarnples of ail kinds; and every 

prudential, as well as moral precept, may be authorized by those events, which her 

enlarged minor is able to present to us"." History's eighteenth-century popularity, 

then. was largely a product of its perceived usefulness. Citing some of the same 

passages referred to here, the historian R. N. Stromberg summed up succinctly the 

eighteenth-century opinion: "History as instructor in morals and politics -- this is the 

answer everywhere given"? For Hume and his contemporaries. then. history was 

thought to ptovide the MW materials from which the science of politics might be 

constructed. For Hume in particultu, though, as gradually we shall see. this was a long 

way from recommending that the English past furnished mode1 characters and 

institutions which ought to be followed unreflectively in modern times. As Mark 

Phillips recently has argued, historicai thought was king "reframed" in the mid- 

eighteenth century and Hume was instrumental in this process, not least ofall by 

expanding history's subject matter and by introducing the concept of slow change over 

" David Hume, An Enquiry conceming Hztrnun Understunding, 83-84. 
'O Gilbert Stuart, A View of Society in Europe, in its Progress@orn Rdeness to Rejhement 
( t 778; reprinted Bristol, I995), "Advertisement", vi. 
'' David Hume, History of Englund (Indianapolis, l983), VOL 5: 545. 
n - Ibid., 302. See also David Allan, Virtue, Leuming und the Scottkh Eniightenmem, 13.58, 
62; H.M.. Hiipfl, "From Savage to Scotsman: Conjectural History in the Sconish 
Enlightenmenf" Journal of British Sîudies, Vol. 17 ( I978), 19-40. 



tirne.= SSlowly but wrely, a reading of Hume's subtly hiRing and qualifying didactic 

role for a context-laden history emerged in eighteenth-century America. Its impact on 

American political thought was one of Hume's more considerable legacies to the 

Standard eighteenth-century estimates of history's usehlness were iuziculated 

just as ftequently on the American side of the Atlantic as they were in Britain and set 

the stage for Hume's reception and impact. Benjamin Franklin, in his Proposuls 

Relciting to [tir Edrcation of Yourh in Pennsylvaniu (1 749), argued that "Good History" 

could 'Vix in the Minds of Youth deep impressions of the Beauty and Usefutness of 

Virtue of al1 kinds". History, he said, was useful in that it illustrated the "Advantages 

of Liberty, Mischiet's of Licentiousness, [and the] Benefits arising from the good laws 

and a due Execution o f  ~us t i ce " .~  In his "Diary" the young John Adms recorded in 

1756 that to understand the nature of political science it was essential to look "into 

History" and to observe the "Wealth and Commerce, Warrs and Politicks" of different 

countries as well as "the Characters of rheir principal Leading Men, of their Grandeur 

and Power, of the Virtues and vices".?' His own political writings, as we shall see. 

often sought to do j ust that. T h  New- Englartd niIuguzine oj'Knoivledge and Pleusure 

- -  - - - 

'3 Mark Salber Phillips, Sociery und Sentiment, pussim. 
'' As we shall see more clearly below, it is also a tegacy which much modem historical 
scholarship has k e n  oblivious to, with serious implications for their undentanding o f  the 
political thought o f  eighteentkentury America. Missing Hume's contribution. for instance. 
Lance Banning, argues that eighteenth-century "Americans lived in ... a world ... [where the] 
heritage o f  classical republicanism and English opposition thought, shaped and hardened in the 
furnace of a m a t  Revolution, lefl few men fixe. This universe contained no familiar ways of 
thinking about graduai constitutional improvement or persistent opposition to a fundamental 
law" C'Republican ldeology and the Triurnph o f  the Constitution, 1789 to 1793," Wiiiium und 
1b1aw QirartrrIy, Ser, 3, Vol. 3 1 ( 1974), t 79). 
'5 Benjamin Franklin, Proposais Rduting to the Educaiion of Youth in Pensilvuniu 
(Philadelphia, 1 749), in Leonard W. Labaree, a ai., eds. The Papws of Benjamin Frunkhn 
(New Haven, 1960-), Vol. 3: 412. For similar statements o f  the usefulness o f  history in the 
newspapers o f  the day see, for instance, "Phil-Eleutherus" in The rCIaryIand Gaette, 7 June 
1745, esp. 1-2. See also John Adams, Dissertation on the Canon und Frudal Lmvs ( 1  765) 
where Adams recommends that his fellow citizens "become attentive to the grounds and 
principles ofgovernmentn, ta know 3he spirit of the British constitution", 'rhe histories o f  the 
ancient ages" as well as that of Britain. 
" [John Adams] L.H. Butterfield, ed. The Diuty and Autubiogruphy of John Adams 
(Cambridge, Mass., 196 1 ), Vol. 1: 40-4 1. See C. BradIey Thompson, John Adam und the 
Spirit of Liberty (Kansas, 1998), 15. 



reported in August 1758 that 9 t  is impossible for a Man who has a Vote to give, not to 

have some Concem in Public Afairs" and 90 presewe himself from the Fdlacies of 

interested Men, he ought to acquaint himself with the History of the British 

Constitution in general, and that of his own Times and Province in parficlrlar".'7 For 

similar reasons, in 1769 Peter Van Schaack recornmended that young scholars "read 

history, that grand foundation of instniction"~ 

During the prelude to the American Revolution, and aflerwards as well, mmy 

colonists continued to think in historical genres and tenns when it carne to politics and 

morals." As Patrick Henry put it in 1775. "1 have but one larnp by which my Let  are 

guided, and that is the lamp of exprrience. i know of no way of judging the future but 

by the past". An anonymous New Yorker counseled in 1776 that the colonists ought to 

seek "a comprehensive knowledge of history and of mankind.)' "Experience", said 

John Dickinson on 13 August 1787 at the Constitutional convention, "must be our only 

guide. Reason may mislead us"?' The colonists also continued to think that British 

history was of particular relevance for guidance in politics?' As John Jay asserted in 

" The New-Engluncl Muguzinr of Knowledge und Plemttre, ..Of News and Pol itics," No. I 
(August 1 7S8), 1 7. 
'' Peter Van Schaack to Henry Van Schaack, 2 January 1769, in Henry C. Van Schaack, ed. 
The Lîfe of Peter Van Schuack. Li.&. embrucing seiec~ions from his corrrsponiiencr rrnd 
other writings. during the Americtrn Revolution. und Iiis e.de in Englrrnrl (New York, 1842). 9. 
Similar statements are found in pst-Rwolutionary American writings; see, for instance, 
Samuel Langdon, The Rqitblic ofthe Isrcrrilifes und t.rumple to the rlmrricun Stute~ (Exeter, 
1788); reprinted in Ellis Sandoz, ed. Polificd Sermons of the Americun Founding E r ,  1730- 
1805 (Indianapolis, 1990): "Eaamples are better than precepts; and history is the best 
instructor both in polity and moralsP(957). 
' 9  Although mistaken with respect to Hume's reception, Trevor Colbourn's The Lunip of 
Erperience is a stimulating account of the importance of history to the revolutionary 
generation. See Colbourn's preface to the 1998 edition of The Lump of Erperience, "Preface 
to the Liberty Fund edition: 1943 and All That", esp. xviii-aix. See also Edward McNall 
Burns, T h e  Philosophy of History of the Founding Fathen," The Historiun, Vol. 16 (1954), 
142- 168. 

"Sentinel" [pseudo.], To the Inha6itants of the C i y  and Counry of lVew-York, Apr. 13, 1776 
(New York, 1776). 
3' Winton U. Solberg The Constitutional Convention and the Formation of the Union (2nd 
edition, Urbana and Chicago, 1990), poinis to the "paralle1 between [Dickinson's) thouet and 
langage and that of Hume in the latter's essay 'Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and 
Science' "(xcii). 
3' Gordon S. Wood, The Crention of th American Republic, 1 776-1 787 ( Williamsburg, 1 !Ml), 
7. Henry Steele Commager's assessrnent is in need of revision when he writes that Arnericans 



Federalist #5: 'The history of Great Britain is the one with which we are in general the 

best acquainted, and it gives us many usefid lessons"? 

History, moreover, was increasingly seen as basic reading not only for the best 

colonial minds and the privileged, but was considered essential reading for a widening 

and expanding literate and politically active ciass in the eighteenth century.J4 In 

December 1789. for instance, a writer for the Pennsylvania Gazette recommended 'ro 

my young ceaders the study of history, as the best, and must useful source of 

l~nowled~e".~' To help make this point about history's expanding audience we might 

turn to the telling correspondence which passed between two young (and as yet 

relatively unknown) colonists in the early 1770s. 

William Bradford, the son of a hther of the sarne n m e  (the "Patnot Printer of 

1776" who we have seen was an early importer and seller of Hume's works in the 

colonies), was born in Philadelphia and was educated at Princeton where he had 

attended the lectures of (the recently imrnigrated) Dr. John w ither~~oon!~ Like his 

father, Bradford would be an active participant in the American Revolutionary war and 

afterwards became attorney-generat for Pennsylvmia and, later, for the United States. 

In October 1772, the youthful Bradford had only freshly left behind the intellectual life 

of Princeton when he wrote to his fellow graduate James Madison: 

What business 1 shall follow for life 1 have not yet determined ... i propose 
making History & Morality my studies the ensuing winter. as 1 look u n them 
to be very necessary in whatever ernployrnent 1 may hereafter engage. C 

"were reluctant to turn CO England" and England's history; see "The American Enlightenment 
and the Ancient World: A Study in Paradox," Proceeding~ of the Massachusetts Historical 
Society, Vol. 83 (1971), 6. This is not to Say that Ancient history was unimportant to 
American thinkers; see also, for instance, Edward McNall Burns, The  Philosophy of History 
of the Founding Fathers". 
33 John Jay, Federulist #5, in Clinton Rossiter, ed. The FederaIist Puprrs (New York, 1961). 
50. 
35 See Colbourn, Lump of Etperierrce, 24. 
35 Pennsylvunia Gazerte, 30 December l789,l. 
36 The biographical information on Bradford (1753-1795) is taken largely from James Curtis 
Ballagh, "William Bradford," Dictionary of Americm Biography, Vol. 1: 566. See also 
-6IOGRAPHY [of W illiarn Bradford]- FOR THE PORT FOLIO", Vol. II ( l8O9), 177- 180. 
37 William Bradford to James Madison, [13] ûctober, [1772], William T. Hutchinson, er al, ed. 
The Pnpers of James Madison (1 7 Vols, Chicago, 1962-199 1 ). Vol. 1 : 72. 



Bradford justified his choice to study history with an unreferenced quotation (really a 

paraphrase posing as a citation) fiom Hume: "Human nature is the same in every age if 

we make allowance for the difference of customs & Education, so that we leam to 

know ourselves by studying the opinions & passions of   th ers".^^ Madison 

encouragingly replied in words which succinctly situate the place of history in the 

eightcenth-century mind suid world: "I think you made a judicious choice of History 

and the Science of Mords for your winter's study. They seem to be of the most 

universal benefit to men of sense and taste in every post".j9 

8 Hume and the Prelude to the American Revolutioa 

By the time of the Virginiu Guzel~e's 1777 celebratory announcement of 

Hume's support of the American cause, colonial "men of sense and taste" had long 

been reading Hume's works within their particular context, one shaped by the political 

relationship between England and her colonies. Benjamin Franklin had read Hume's 

essay "Of the Jealousy of Trade" in the context of colonial politics as early as 1760. 

Franklin wrote to Hume that he hoped the essay might have some impact in abating the 

English jealousy of colonial manufacturing and trade. With the conclusion of the 

Seven Years' War in 1763 and the ensuing crisis occasioned by the Stamp Act of 1765. 

111 The editor o f  Thr Pupers ufJumes Madison rightly, I think, identifies this passage as a 
paraphrase (rather than the quotation rendered by Bradford) of Hume. However, that it came 
from An Enytrity Cuncerning Humun Undemunding is less certain. It might have corne from 
a number o f  places in Hume's writings. In any event, Hume's ideas on this topic were o f  
interest to other colonists and well known in eighteenth-century America. Dr. George Gilmor, 
Jefferson's Virginian neighbour, recorded in his cornmonplace book: -Mankind are so rnuch 
the same in al1 times and places that history informs us o f  nothing new or strong in this 
particular. Its chief use is only to discover in al1 varieties of circumstances and situations, and 
fumishing us with materials frorn which we may forrn Our observations and become 
acquainted with the regular Springs of human action and behaviour" (cited in Richard Beale 
Davis, A Coloniul Southern Bookshel$- Reading in the Eighteenth Century (Athens, 1979), 
28). As late as 1805, American magazines referred to "the truth o f  Mr. Hume's observation, 
that the course o f  human events and the workings o f  the human mind are in al1 ages nearly the 
same"; see "MISCELLANY. For the Port Folio. REMARKS ON THE CHARACTERS OF 
CAESAR AND CROMWELL," Port Folio, Vol. V (1805), 20. 
39 James Madison to William Bradford, 9 November 1772, William T. Hutchinson. et ul, ed. 
The Papers of James Madison, Vol. 1 : 75, 



colonial readers and writers continued to look to Hume's works for political 

instruction. 

Daniel Dulany, Ir., a prominent Maryland lawyer, referred to Hume in his 

extremely popular and cclebrated reaction to the Stamp Act, Considerations on the 

Propriety of Imposing Taw in the British Colonies for the Purpose of Ruising u 

Revenue (1765):~ Arguing for a policy of non-importation of British goods, Dulany 

directed his readers to the "ingenious Mr. Hume", who 

observes in his history of James 1 that the English fine cloth was in so little 
credit even at home that the King was obliged to seek expedients by which he 
might engage the people of fashion to Wear it, and the manufacture of fine linen 
was totally unknown in the kingdom. What an encouragement to industry!'" 

Dulany pointed out that Hume's anti-imperialist History contained salutary directives 

for the proper administration of the colonies. This  very penetrating gentleman," wrote 

Dulany, "also recommends a mildgovernment as a proper measure for preserving the 

dominion of England over her colonies"!' No doubt Dulany had in mind a passage 

from the first Stuart volume of Hume's History of England which would have struck 

many of Hume's colonial readers. Here Hume argued that "[w] hat chie fly renders the 

reign of James memorable, is the commencement of the English colonies in America; 

colonies estriblished on the noblest footing that has been known in any age or nation". 

"Speculative reasoners, during that age", wrote Hume, 

raised many objections to the planting of those remote colonies; and toretold, 
that, &er draininy their mother-country of inhabitants, they would soon shake 
off her yoke, and erect an independent governent in America: But time has 
shewn, that the views, entertained by those who encouraged such generous 
undertdcings, were more just and solid. 

"A mitd government)', concluded Hume in words which evidently stuck with Dulmy, 

40 See T. R. Adams, American Independence: The Groivth of an Iclrn (Providence, l96s'), xii, 
8-1 1. Dulany's Considerations was "probably the most widely read and generally approved 
pamphlet produced in responce to the Stamp Act" (see Gregoty A. Stiverson. "Daniel 
Dulany," American National Biography, Vol. 7: 4 1). 
'' Daniel Dulany, Jr., Considerarions on the Propriety of Imposing T a s  in rhe British 
Colonies, For the Purpose of raising a Revenue, by Act of Parliumenr (North America, I 765), 
49. See Hume, History of England, Vol. 5: 143. 
'' Daniel Dulany, Considerations, 49. 



"and great naval force have preserved, and may still preserve during some time, the 

dominion of England over her coloniesWJ3 As ''the dominion of England over her 

colonies" cmbled ,  the colonists, who were accustomed to reading history with an eye 

to politics, applied Hume's thought to their political struggle with England in much 

more significant and ingenious ways. Hume in the History had recommended a 

"prudent reserve ... to restrain the license of human disquisitions", but he had also 

declared that exceptions to this d e  occurred and "must, from [their] very nature, be so 

obvious and undisputed, as to remove al1 doubt, and overpower the restraint, however 

great, imposed by teaching the general doctrine of obedience"? As Americans moved 

towards independence, restraint was slowly but surely being overpowered as obedience 

gave way to rebellion. 

In January 1765, Hume's essay. "On the Liberty of the Press" was reprinted on 

the eont page of The Sourh-Curolinu Gazerre under the heading "OBSERVATiONS 

ON THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS, By the celebrated MR. HUME":' The sarne 

43 Hume, History ofErtgland, Vol. 5:  146, 14%. The passage cited is that which appeared in 
the 1778 edition of the History. Dulany, however, would have had a somewhat stronger daim 
in his earlier edition, reading "rnay long preserve", where we read "may still preserve during 
some time". Although exised from al1 subsequent editions, the first edition of the t h  Stuart 
volume included in this discussion anoiher sentence which would have been read with interest 
by Hume's colonial audience: -The seeds of rnany a noble state have been sown in climates, 
kept desolate by the wild manners of the antient inhabitants; and an asylum secured, in that 
solitary world, for liberty and science, ifever the spreading of unlimited empire, or the inroad 
of barbarous nations, should again extinguish them in this turbulent and restless hemisphere". 
Hume had said something similar concerning his preference for "mild administrations in his 
essay "That Politics may be Reduced to a Science": "in every respect, a gentle government is 
preferable, and gives the greatest security to the sovereign as well as to the subject"(Essuys, 
24). James Abercromby (1707-1775) read Hume in a somewhat different light, writing in his 
MS "De Jure et Gubernatione Colonimm, or An Inquiry into the Nature, and the Rights of 
Colonies, Ancient, and Modern" that "On the first Emission of Colonies, says Hume's Hislory, 
Our then Politicians argued, as those of Rome did, That Colonys, to distant Countries, sooner 
or later, became Rivals, and in the End, totally independent of their Mother Country"(see Jack 
P. Greene, Charles F. Mullett, and Edward C. Papenfuse, Jr., eds. James Abercromby, LCIugnu 
Chartafor America (Philadelphia, 1986), 174). 
U Hume, History, Vol. 5: 544. 
" South-Carolina Grnette, 12-19 January 1765. It is interesting to note that the South- 
Carolinu Gmtte only infiequentIy reprintai material in this way. On the importance of 
newspapers as a prirnary source for study of the political ideas of the Revolutionary Era see 
Bernard Bailyn, "Introduction," in Bernard Bailyn, ed. Pamphlets of the Americun Revolution 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1965-). See slso F. W. Dame, Jeun Jacques Rousseau and Political 
Literature in Colonial America (Lewistonl Queenstod Lampeter, 1996): "America in the 



essay was reprinted -- again prominentIy on the first page -- in an issue of the Virginiu 

Gazette in the following year."6 The colonists had a lengthy history of reading and 

writing about the kedom of the press against which to view Hume's contribution." 

From even before the tirne of the coIonial New York trial and acquitta1 of John Peter 

Zenger for libel in 1735, John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon's G ~ t o  S Lettrrs: Or, 

Essays on Liber4 Civil and Refigioirs had been extrernely popular throughout the 

colonies where those essays which addressed the related topics of freedom of speech 

and freedom of the press were particularty likely to be reprinted and cited.J8 

Colonial papers needed not to explain their political purpose in reprinting 

Hume's celebrated essriy; they intended to w a n  their reders about the Stamp Act's 

encroachments on a free press. Hume's claim, that it'a free press were absent "arbitrary 

power would steal in upon us, wen we not careful to prevent its progress, and were 

there not an easy rnethod of conveying the alarm h m  one end of the kingdom to the 

othei'? was offered as tirnely advise to be read in the tradition ofTrenchard and 

- - - - -- -- - - - - 

colonial period was made up o f  readers ofnewsppers and pamphlets and linle books"(viii); 
Lawrence H. Leder, Liber9 and Aurhorify Early American Politicd Icieologv (Chicago, 1 968), 
70: Janice Potter, The Liber& We Seek Loyulisf Ideologv in Colonid New York und 
ibInssuchusetts (Cambridge and London, l983), 8. On the reception of Hume's "Of the Liberty 
of the Press" in Denmark in the 1770s see John Christian Laursen, "David Hume and the 
Dutch Debate about Freedom o f  the Press in the t 770s." Jotrrnui of the Hisroty of lrlrus, Vol. 
59 (1998), 167-1 72. Laursrn concludes that "to Danish-only readers in Denmark. David Hume 
would have been known hrst as a theorist of  liberty o f  the press"(172). 
" Virginia Gcefte [Rind], "Of  the Liberty o f  the Press", (Dec. 25, I766), 1. 
47 See Leonard W. Levy, ed. Freedom of the Pressfiom Zrnger ro Jefferson (Indianapolis/ 
New YorW Kansas City, 1966). See also, Ned C. Landsman, From Coioniuls tu Proviitciuls: 
ilmerican Thought und Cidture. 1680-1 760 (New York, 1997), 37-38; Lawrence H. Leder, 
Liberty and Authoriry Eariy American Political Ideology 1689-1 763 (Chicago, l968), 2 1 -36. 
-18 See "Publisbing History o f  Cuto S Letters: in Ronald Harnowy, ed. Cuo S Letfers or Essuys 
on Liberty, Civil and Reiigious, und Other Important Subjects (Indianapolis, 1993, xi-xi ii. 
See also, Lance Banning, The Jefersonian Persuasion: Evolrrlion of u Par. fiieology (Ithaca 
and London, Cornell University Press, t WB), 72-73; Bernard Bailyn, The kleologicuI Orrgins 
of the rlmericun RevoIution (1967; enlarged edition Cambridge and London, 1992), 4345; 
Gary Huxford, "The EngIish Libertarian Tradition in the Colonial Newspaper." Journulisnt 
Quurterly, Vol. 45 (1968), 677-686; J.G.A. Pocock, The MachiavelIiun  moment: Florentine 
Pditical Thoughf and rhe AtIantic Republican Tradition (Princeton, 1975),467-468; Arthur H. 
Shaffer, To Be An American: David Ramsay and the Making of the Americm Consciormess 
(Columbia, 199 1), 86; Michael Wamer, The Lefters of the Rqublic: Publication und flw 
Public Sphere in Eighfeenrh-Cenrury America (Cambridge and London, 1990). 65. 
49 Hume, Essays, -Of the Liberty o f  the Press", 12. 



~0rdon.J' Hume's message that "the spirit of the people must frequently be rouzed, in 

order to curb the ambition of the court"5' would have been clear to all, and to be sure 

that it was not missed, the South Carolina paper prefaced its reprinting with the bold- 

type instruction, "Read them with ~ttention!"." 

The evidence considered here suggests that Hume's colonial readers were more 

likely to see the Hume of the Essays and of the History as a liberal defender of liberty 

rather than as her conse~ative attacker. When the South Carolinian planter, John 

Mackenzie, in his letter to the South Carolina Gazette for 18 October 1769, referred to 

"Hume, the Scotch apologist for the Stuarts, who has spent his whole life in destroying 

the principles of civil liberty and revealed religion", he proved the exception, not the 

norm.j3 Even Mackenzie thought well enough of Hume's History to donate a 1762, six 

volume set to the Charleston Library ~ociet~.' '  And, despite his disapproving reading 

of Hume, Mackenzie looked to Hume's essay "Of the Origin of Government" to show 

that even 

in the most absolute govenunent, there is a degree of tyranny, beyond which 
mankind wil1 never be brought to submit; and from this natural disposition to 
liberty, it sometimes happens, that even in Turkey, the sultan is now and then 

JO The South-Curolinu Gmtte for 9- 16 February 1765 actually followed up its earlier 
reprinting of Hume's "Of the Liberty of the Press" with "The Rights of Colonies Examined 
( 1-2). 
5 t  John Adams expressed very similar ideas to Hume's in his "A Dissertation on the Canon and 
Feudal Law" of 1765 in George A. Peek, Jr., ed. The Politicwf Writings of John Adams (New 
York, I954), 13- 1 5. See C. Bradely Thompson, John Adums und the Spirit of Liberty, on th is 
aspect of Adams's thought (50-58): Adams "sought to awaken Americans from their 
nondogmatic slumbers"(59). Thompson, however, makes no connections between Adams's 
political thought and Hume's. 
'' The South Curolinu Gazette (1 2- 19 Jan. 1765), 1-2. See David Ramsay's cynical, if realistic. 
view of the motives of papers Iike the Guzette: "It was fortunate for the liberties of America, 
that News-papers were the subject of a heavy stamp duty. Printers, when uninfluenced by 
government, have generally arranged themselves on the side of liberty, nor are they less 
remarkable for attention to the profits of their profession. A starnp duty, which openly 
invaded the first, and threatened a m a t  diminution of the last, provoked their united zeatous 
opposition"(Histoty of the ilmericun Revolution, 58-59). 
s3 John Mackenzie, T o  FREEMAN," South-Curolinu Geette, 18 October L 769. Mackenzie's 
letter saw a contemporary reprinting in The Letters of Freemm. &c (London, 177 1 ) and a 
modem reprinting in Robert M. Weir, ed. The Letters of Freeman, Etc- Essays on the 
 voni importation Movement in South Carolina. Collected by Wiflium Henv Drayron 
(Columbia, 197Q 50-53. Passage cited from 52. 
54 See Trevor Colbourn, The Lamp of Erperience, 273. 



dispatched with a silken cord: and the history o f  England shews, beyond that o f  
any other country in the world, whenever a cornet parliament or an abandoned 
ministry invaded, in a outrageous manner, the privileges o f  the people, that they 
never rested until they had reduced the powers o f  govenunent to its first 
princip~es?5 

"Under such circumstances", concluded Mackenzie, "rnankind wi l l  exert those latent, 

though inherent cights o f  society, which no clirnate, no time. no constitution, no 

contract, c m  ever destroy or diminish"? 

Having tleshed out this colonial interpretation o f  Hume's historical thought, we 

are now in a better position to explore it M e r .  Robert Bell's proposal for a colonial 

Arnerican edition o f  Hume's Histary of England in 177 1 suggests that colonial "men o f  

sense and taste" not only looked to Hume's Eswys for lessons on liberty, but that they 

sought similar instruction in his Hisrury, "that glorious vehicle o f  KNOWLEDGE and 

LIBERTY". John Adams, the so-called "workhorse o f  the American Revolution". 

oRen reîèrred to historical writings in his early political labours and he liked Hume's 

History of EngIund in par t icu ld7 This was certoinly the case in an early Adams essay 

which was first pcinted in the Boston Gazerte on 16 February 1767 and which was the 

'' Hume wrote in .'Of the Origin of Govemment" that "the authority which confines liberty can 
never, and perhaps ought never. in any constitution to become quite entire and uncontrollable. 
The Sultan is master of the life and fortune of any individual. but will not be permitted to 
impose new taKes on his subjects"(Essuys, JO), 
56 .John Mackenzie, .'To FREEMAN", 52-53. In 1769 a fellow South Carolinian. Henry 
Laurens, included Hume in a l ist of renowned writen against which ta contrast Attomey- 
General Egerton Leigh, see George C. Rogers and David R. Chesnutt. eds. The Pcrpers of 
Henry Laurens (Columbia, 1 978), "Appendix" to the €ctructsfi.om the Proceedings of the 
High Court of Vice-Admiralty in Charksrown. South-Curolinu. 
'' Randolpli G. Adam's observation, that Adams scholars have tended to overlook Adams's 
pre-Revolutionary writing (Political Ideas of ~ h e  Americun Revolution (1922; reprinted New 
York, 1958), 109). regretfully rings as true today as it did in 1922; although C. Bradley 
Thompson has righted the balance somewhat with his John Adams und rhe Spirit of Libersf 
(Kansas, 1998). Adams's early references to Hume have been repeatedly overlooked. Even in 
Thompson's recent book (which is by far the best we have on Adams's political thought) 
which claims to have -studied Adams by returning him to his fibrary"(xviii), one finds no 
mention o f  the impact o f  Hume's works (which were in his library). Noting the impact o f  
Hume's writings on the younger Adams would have helped Thompson make and clan@ many 
o f  his claims conceming the place of history and the study of human nature in Adams's 
thought- See also Theodore Draper's mistaken daim that "Adams's first [printed] reference to 
Hume seems to have come in 1779" (Wume & Madison The Secrets o f  Federalist Paper No. 
IO," Encounter. Vol. 58 (1982), 39). 



last of a series of letters which Adams had written to respond to his one-time-but-no- 

longer-friend, Jonathan ~ewall." Sewall, d t i n g  as "Philanthrop", had defended 

Massachusetts Governor Francis Bernard (a supporter of the Stamp Act) against a 

barrage of anonymous Whig attacks, the most recent of which had been occasioned by 

Bernard's repeated attempts to veto the election of Whig councilors. Adams, in his 

published responses to Sewall, found important lessons for contemporary colonial 

politics in Hume's Hisfory of Engfund. 

Adams traced the history of the British House of Commons's privilege of 

judging of elections and returns and, to illuminate Bernard's arbitrary ways. placed 

them within this British context. Adams's story came directly, although not always 

fully ac knowledged, from the pages of the first Stuart volume of Hume's Hisfory. 

Reciting Queen Elizabeth 1's attempt to infringe upon the Commons's privilege of 

judging in these matters, Adams quoted from Hume to show that the Commons reacted 

by voting 

[tlhat it was a most perilous precedent. when two knights of a county were duly 
elected, if any new wtit should issue out, for a second election. without order of 
the house itself; that the discussing and adjudging of this and such like 
differences, belonged only to the house; and that there should be no message 
sent to the Ld. Chancellor, not so much as to enquire what he had done, in the 
matter; because it was conceived to be a matter derogatory to the power and 
privilege of the house." 

This statement, says Adams, "had in it something of the spirit of liberty and 

independency'. Excerpting heavily from Hume's History. Adams followed in Hume's 

footsteps to trace this "spirit of liberty" through the reign of James L60 Adams 

58 See "Editorial Note" in Robert J. Taylor, ed. Pupers of John iltiums (Cambridge, Mass., 
1977-), Vol. 1: 174-1 76. Adam's eleven responses to "Philanthrop' are reprinted in Vol. 1 of 
Robert 1. Taylor, ed. Papers of John Adams as "Replies to Philanthrope, Defender of Governor 
Bernard, 174-2 10. 
' 9  Robert J. Taylor, ed. Pupers of John Adams, Vol. 1 : 203. See Hume, Hisrory, Vol. V: I 5. 

For instance, Adams cribs the following almost entirely from Hume without adequate 
acknowledgment: "Sir Francis Goodwin was now chosen for the county of Bucks, and his 
return was made as usual into Chancery. The Chancellor decreed him an outlaw, vacated his 
seat, and issued writs for a new election. Sir John Fortesque was chosen in his room. But the 
first act of the house was to reverse the decree of the Chancellor, and restore Goodwin to his 
seat. At James's instigation the Lords desired a conference on this subject, but were 
absolutely refused by the Comrnons, as the question regarded intirely their own privileges. 



concluded by confessing to some o f  his heavy borrowing h m  Hume, "in whose words 

very nearly this story is relat&bl in fine, Adams appmvingly repeated Hume's 

conclusion that 

Power like this, so essential to the exercise o f  al1 their other powers, themselves 
so essential to public liberty, cannot fairly be deemed an encroachment in the 
Commons, but must be regarded as an inherent privilege, happily rescued from 
that ambiguity, which the negligence of former parliaments had thrown upon 
it.6' 

Adms's aim in quoting Hume's History of Englund although implicitly evident al1 

along, became abundantly clear when the New Englander drew explicit attention to the 

parallel he wished to establish: "Now if we compare the attempt o f  King James, with 

the attempt o f  the Govemor, who can discem a difference between them? ... The King 

in one case, the Govemor in the other, made himself judge o f  the legality o f  an election. 

and usurped authatity to vacate the seats o f  mernber~".~~ 

They agteed however to make a remonstrance to the King, by their speaker; where they 
maintained that tho' the retums were by form made into çhancery, yet the sole right of judging 
with regard to elections belonged to the house itself. James was not satisfied. and ordered a 
conference between the house and the judges. The Commons were in some perplexity. Their 
eyes were now opened, and they saw the consequences o f  that power, which had been 
assumed, and to which their predecessors had in some instances blindly submitted. This 
produced many free speeches in the house, 'By this course, said one member, the frer election 
of the countries is taken away, and none shall be chosen but such as shall please the King and 
Council. Let us therefo~ with fonitude, understanding and sincerity. seek to maintain Our 
privileges. This cannot be construed any contempt in us, but merely a maintenance of our 
common rights, which Our ancestors have lefi us, and which is just and fit for us to transmit to 
Our posterity.' Another said, this may be called a quo warrant to seize alt our liberties. 'A 
Chancellor, added a third, by this course may cal1 a parliament consisting of what persons he 
pleases. Any suggestion by any person, maybe the cause ofsending a new writ. It is come to 
this plain question, whether the Chancery or Parliament ought to have authority.' The 
Commons however, notwithstanding this watchful spirit of liberty, appointed a committee to 
confer with the judges before the King and Council. There the question began to appear a 
liale more doubtful than the King had imagined, and to bring himselfoK he proposed that 
Goodwin and Fortesque would both be set aside, and a writ be issued by the house, for a new 
election, Goodwin consented, and the Commons embraced this expedient; but in such a 
manner, that while they shewed their regard for the King, they secured for the future, the free 
possession o f  their seats, and the right which they claimed ofjudging solely for their own 
elections and returns"(Robert J. Taylor, ed. The Papers ofJohn rldums, Vol. 1 : 203-204; see 
Hume, History, VOL 5: 1648). 
61 Robert J. Taylor, ed. Papers of John Adams, Vol. 1 : 204. 
6'~bid. See Hume, History, Vol. 5: 18, 

Ibid., Vol. 1: 205. 



Hume's Histos, was also a topic o f  discussion in Adams's correspondence with 

his legal student Jonathan Mason, Jr. who, f i e r  describing a course of reading which 

included Hume's History, reported that he wished "to be considered as the pupil o f  Mr. 

~ d a r n s " . ~  In his pre-Revolutionary legal papers Adams has lefi îurther evidence that 

he looked to Hume's History of England as a history o f  English liberty.6' In the winter 

o f  1773 Adams again had occasion to employ, i n  print, Hume's history o f  English 

liberty. 

The occasion was a debate in the pages o f  the Boston Gaette which pined 

Adams against Boston's William Brattle over the issue o f  whether or not New 

England's superiour court judges should be included in the civil list as had been 

suggested by the crown. 66 This exchange between Adams and Brattle, which has come 

M Ibid.. Vol. IV, 448 
65 See L. Kinvin Wroth and Hil ler 8. Zobel, eds. Legul Pupers of John ..lrl~w~is (3 Vols. 
Cambridge, Mass., 19631, Vol. II, "Caesar v. Greenleaf" for Adams's discursive note: "Foster 
Crown Law, as to legality o f  impressing mariners, says impress had been ever Since existence 
o f  the nation, at least from William the Conqueror. Yet if it was not o f  public necessity it 
ought not to be esteemed law but England being an Island there was necessity it must be 
guarded by ships and seamen and of Course impresses legal. But Hume in his history 
questions Fosters law". The editors o f  dîkutns Pupers say that this reference "prcsumably to 
David Hume, The History of Engiand,fiom rhr Invusion of Jirlius Cursur IO the Revolurion in 
1688, published in 1754-1762, has not been identified". Adams may have, 1 think, inferred 
Hume's qiiestioninp of Sir Michael Foster's Croivn Cuses m i  Discotcrses icpon u Few 
Brmches of the Crown Lmv ( 1762) from a number o f  places in Hume's Hisroty. See Hume. 
Hisrory, Vol. 4, Appendix Ill: T h e  power of pressing, both sea and land service, and obliging 
any person to accept o f  any oFfice, however mean or unfit for him, was another prerogative 
totally incompatible with freedom"(360); Vol, 5, Appendix to the Reign ofJames t: "We have 
already, or shall have sufficient occasion, during the course o f  this history, to mention the 
dispensing power, the power o f  imprisonment. o f  exacting loans and benevolence, o f  pressing 
and quartering soldiers, o f  altering the customs, o f  erecting monopolies. These branches of 
power, if not directly opposite to the principles of al1 free government, musc at least, be 
acknowledged dangerous to freedom in a monarchical constitution, where an eternal jealousy 
must be preserved against the sovereign, and no discretionary powers must ever be entrusted to 
him, by which the property or personal liberty of any subject can be affected. The k ing  o f  
England, however, had almost constantly exeercised these powers; and if, on any occasion, the 
prince had been obliged to submit to laws enacted against them, he had ever, in practice, 
eluded these laws, and retumed to the same arbitrary administration. During almost three 
centuries before the accession of James, the regal authority, in al1 these particulars, had never 
once been called in questionT (1 26); see also Vol. 5: 358. 
66 See "Editorial Note" on -On the Independence o f  the Judges" in Robert J. Taylor, ed. The 
Papers of John Adam, Vol. 1 :  252-256; Gilbert Chinard, Honest John Adums (Boston, 1933), 
65-66. On William Brattle see John Langdon Sibley and Clifford K. Shipton. Biographical 



down to us as the "independence of the Judges", finds Adams arguing that "the 

celebrated 'independence' of the judiciary was a comparatively recent innovation, 

resting on lirnited statute iaw rather than on common law or time-honored tradition, as 

Brattle had claimed"." To bumess this assertion, Adams m i e ,  there .lis a passage in 

Hume's History of England which 1 cannot forbear trançccibing": 

The Queen's (Eliz.) menace, says he, of rrying and punishing Hayward for 
ueason, could eiisily have been executed, let his book have been ever so 
innocent. While so rnany terrors hung over the people, no jury d m t  have 
acquitted a man whom the court was resolved to have condemned, &c. indeed, 
there scarce occurs an instance, during al1 these reigns, that the Sovereign, or 
the ministers, were ever disappointed in the issue of a prosecution. Timid 
juries, and judges who held their offices during pleasure, never failed to second 
al1 the views of the court.68 

Tracing the history of judiciai prerogative through to the reign of the Stuarts, Adams 

returned to Hume's account: "Mr. Hume, in the reign of James II. says. 'the people had 

entertained such violent prepossessions against the use, which James here made of his 

prerogative, thai he was obliged. before he brought on Hales's cause. to displace four of 
+ 4 9  the judges. Jones, Montague, Charlton. and Nevil . 

Adams's early political writings show he was in earnest when he wrote to 

James Warren in 1774 that a '.comprehensive Knowledge of ... History" was "necessaq 

h r  an Arnerican  tat tes man".'^ Far from showing himself hostile to Hume's historical 

thought, Adams freely incorporated it into his own developing politicai tenets. He 

pnised Hume, deferred to his authority, and ofien cited passages in volumes of Hume's 

History of England. He turned to Hume for the facts of English history as well as for 

the politicai conclusions to be drawn from these facts. The Histoty provided Adams 

with a storehouse of political case-studies which were extracted freely and applied just 

as freely to contemporary issues in colonid politics. Adams's earliest political writings 

Sketches of Gratluaces of Harvard Univers@, in Cumbridge, ikf(~~such~îe~t.s (Cambridge and 
Boston, 1873-), Vol. 7: 10-23. 
67 Robert J. Taylor. ed. Pupers of John Adams, 755. 
'* Ibid., 265-266 (Sec Hume, Hlstory, Vol. 4, Appendix 111,359-360). 
69 Ibid., 266 (See Hume, History, Vol. 6: 474). 

John Adams to James Warren, 17 July 1774, in Worthington C. Ford, ed. Wmen-Adam 
Letters, 72-73. 



demonstrate that he had r e d  Hume's History closely and that he found in it Hume's 

story of the graduai and haiting emergence of the rule of law as embodied in the 

English constitution. In Hume, then, Adams found a ready-made framework for his 

own developing thought about the emergence oE.'true libertyw?' When he read 

Hume's History of England as Bell's "vehicle of KNOWLEDGE and LIBERTY" and 

referred to Hume as 'We great Legislator of America", Adams was Far from unique.r- 

In the 1760s and 1770s, similar rekrences to Hume's History were becoming a 

cornmonplace in the political wn'tings of colonial Americans. 

Even some of the colonies' most radical Whigs apparently read Hume for 

political instruction and looked to his Hisfory for the story of English liberty. John 

Adams's rabble-rousing cousin. Samuel Adams, in a letter to Arthur Lee dated 

"Boston. July 3 1 st. 177 1" wrote with refèrence to what to him appeared to be the 

growth of arbitrary power in Britain: "Mr. Hume. if 1 mistake not, somewhere says. 

that if James the Second had had the benetit of the riot-act, and such a standing army as 

has been ganted since his time, it would have been impracticable for the nation to have 

wrought its own delivery. and establish the constitution of '~8.'~ The lesson of 

Hume's History for the present day. reasoned Adams, was that "if the people have put 

it in the power of a wicked and cormpt ministry to make themselves absolute lords and 

tyrants over them by means of a standing m y ,  we may at present pity them under the 

misfortune; but future historians will record the story with astonishment and 

indignation. and posterity, who will share in the fatal effects of their folly and 

treachery, will accuse them". 

A few yem latter, Josiah Quincy, Jr. in his Observurions on the Acr of 

Purliamenr commonly culled the Boston Port-Bill: with Thoughts on Civil Society und 

" See Thompson, John Adanrs und the Spirit of Liberty, esp. 44-87; see also Peter Charles 
Hoffer, Law und People in Colonial America (Baltimore and London, revised edition, 1998), 
esp. 1 55; Leslie Wharton, Poli' and the Public Good: Conflicting Theories of Reptrblicun 
Government in the New Nation (Ann Arbor, 1979), esp. 45-46. 
" The Adams Papers, Ser. 1 ,  Vol. 1 : 39 1. 

Hamy Alonzo Cushing, ed. The Miitings of Samuel Adam (4 Vols, New York, 1968), 189- 
190. See Hume, History, Vol. 6: 'The standing army and the king's guards were by the 
commons voted to be illegal: A new pretension, it must be confessed; but necessary for the 
full security of liberty and a limiteci constitution9(I 91). 



Smding Armies (Boston, 1774) " referred to .'the ingenious Hwne" as a "great 

character" and approvingly cited Hume's adage that in the absence of a militia "it is 

folly to think any îiee govenunent will ever have security and stability". "When the 

sword is in the hands of a single person", quoted Quincy fiom Hume, "as in our 

constitution, he will always ... neglect to discipline the militia, in order to have a 

pretext for keeping up a standing army. It is evident ... that this is a mortal distemper in 

the British govenment; of which it must at 1st  inevitably perish". Quincy concluded, 

"What a defonned monster is a standing army in a fiee nation! Free, did 1 say! what 

people are truly free, whose monarch has a numerous body of armed mercenaries at his 

heels?Y5 

Hume's essay, "The Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth (which. as we shall see, 

has been at the hem of the debate over Hume's impact on James Madison) was also 

used to strengthcn the pairiots' cause when it was referred to in a Virginiu Gc~zetre 

article of 1770. In a letter "frorn the House of Representatives of the Massachusetts 

Bay, to ... DENNYS DE BERDT, Esq." which had tirst appeared in a London paper 

and was said to contain "many useful reflections on the unhappy dispute between Great 

Britain and her colonies", the Guzerrr's patrons would have read that their current 

political difîïculties "go back to t 764" and that their solution was casy: "Remove the 

cause. and the effects will cease; abolish the whole system of American laws and 

regulations since 1764, restore them to the state in which the wisdom of our forefathers 

place them." For "[i]t is not a time for trying experirnents" and as '-Mr. Hume wisely 

observes on govenunent in generai", 

71 Josiah Quincy, Jr., Observutions on the Act of Purliumrnt commonly ccrdled rhr Boston Port- 
Bill; with Thoughts on Civil Society und Standing Armirs (Boston, 1774; reprinted New York, 
197 1 ), 4 1 1. On Quincy see Philip McFarland, The Bruvr Bostonians: Htrtchinson, Quincy, 
Franklin, and ihr Coming of the Amrricm Revolution (Boulder, 1998). 
75 In his preface to the 1 8 3  Mernoir of the L& of Josiuh @incy Jtrn. of ~Cfassuch~1~etts, 
Quincy's son (another Josiah) wrote that his fther's pamphlet on the Boston Port-Bill "is 
among the best cemaining evidences of the spirit and political principle of the period in which 
it was wntten" (viii). More recently Phitip McFariand remarks that Observations on the 
Boston Porr-Bill made "Josiah Quincy's name widely known, not only in America but 
overseas, among the highest councils of  government in London"(Thr Brave Bostonians: 
Hutchinson, Quincy, Franklin, and the Coming of the Amrrican Revolution, 27). 



'to tamper in this flair ,  or to try to project merely upon the credit of supposed 
argument md philosophy, c m  never be the part of a wise magistrate, who will 
bear a reverence to what carries the marks of age: And though he may attempt 
some improvernents for the public good, yet will he adjust his innovations as 
much as possible to the ancient jabric, and preserve entire the chief pillars and 
supports of the c~nstitution' .~~ 

8 "Letters from a Humean Farmer" 

In a series of twelve letters which were first published periodically in the 

Pennsylvuniu Chronicle from 2 December 1767 to 15 February 1768, Jonathan 

Dickinson in his extended attack on the Townshend Acts established himself as the 

"Penman of the American ~evolution"." Immediately after appearing in the 

~hroniclr,'~ each of Dickinson's letters was forthwith reprinted in the Pennsylvania 

Journui and the Pennsylvania Gazette, and in a flurry of plagimism whose direct links 

are no longer recoverable, each letter was broadcast repeatedly by the colonial 

presses?9 ..Such war their instant success.* records one of their historians. .Thai they 

76 Virginiu Guzette [Rind], (3 1 May 1770), 1. See Hume, Essuys, "ldea of a Perfect 
Commonwealth", 5 12-5 13. 
n Dickinson's political thought has been understudied. The best account is David L. 
Jacobson, John Dickinson und the Revolution in Pennsylvuniu, 1764-1 776 (Vol. 78 of the 
University of California Publications in History, Berkeley, 1965). On Dickinson's 
Revolutionary writings see also M.E. Bradford, '*A Better Guide than Reason: The Politics of 
John Dickinson," Moclrrn Age, Vol. 2 1 ( 197 1 ), 39-49; Trevor Colboum, "John Dickinson. 
H istorical Revolutionary," Pennsylvuniu hfuguzine of Hisrory und Biogruphy, Vol. 83 ( 1 959), 
27 1-292; Trevor Colbourn, ed. "A Pennsylvania Farmer at the Court of King George: John 
Dickinson's London Letters, 1754- 1 756," Pennsylvaniu hfuguzine of History und Biogruphy, 
Vol. 86 (1962), ; Trevor Colbourn, The Lump of Erperience (Chapel Hill, 1965), esp. 107- 
1 19; Forrest McDonald and Ellen Shapiro McDonald, "John Dickinson and the Constitution". 
in Requiem: Vuriutions on Eighteenth-Century Themes (Lawrence, l988), 85- 103; Vernon 
Louis Parrington, iCIain Currents in American Thotrght: An Interpretution of Amerimn 
Litrruiurejiom the beginnings ro 1920. Vol. 1.1620-1800. The Coloniul Mind(New York, 
l927), 2 19-232; Charles J. Stillé, The Life and Times of John Dickinson, l73î-I8O8 
(Philadelphia, 189 1 ); Robert H. Webking, The American Revolution und the Politics of Liberty 
(Baton Rouge and London, 1988), 4 1-60. On Dickinson as the '*penman of the American 
Revolution*', see Moses Coit Tyler, The Litercrry History of the Americun Revolution, 1763- 
1783 (2  Vols, New York, 1897), Vol. 2: 24. 

For a contemporary view of the controversy aroused by their appearance in the Pennsylvuniu 
Chronicle see William Goddard, The Partnership: or the History of the Rise and Progress of 
the Pennsylvania Chronicle (Philadelphia, 1 770), 16. 
m Sometime, too, only parts of Dickinson's lettets were reprinted - even with little contextua1 
orientation; see, for insiance, the Virginia Gazette (25 February 1 768), 1. 



were republished in every newspaper then printed in the thirteen colonies, with but four 

known exceptions7~d0 The fiequent reprinting and sustained praise of the Furmer's 

Leuers," writes another, "demonstrated a popularity surpassing that of any previous 

political tract in ~rnerica"?' Dickinson had a iruly American audience and patriots 

toasted "The Farrner" from *'Charleston to  alm mou th''?' By 10 March 1768, the 

individual letters had been collected together and published in book form as Letrers 

j h m  cr Farmer in Pennsyivaniu, to the inhabitants of the British ~010nies.R~ The 

frontispiece to this first American edition hailed Dickinson as "The Patriotic Amencan 

F m e r "  and pictured the lawyer standing in his library, an elbow resting on the 

"Magna Charta" and "Hume's History of England" clearly visible on the spine of a 

book prominently displayed on the shelf behind.@ Hume's Histury was an appropriate 

prop, for in the Lzmrs Dickinson referred to it more than any other source. 

Paul Leicester Ford, ed. The Writings of John Dickinson, Vol. 1. Politicul Writings, 1764- 
1774 (Philadelphia, I895), "Note". The instant popularity of Dickinson's Leftrrs was evident 
not only in bibliographical hindsight, but was noted by contemporaries as well. Thomas 
Hutchinson thought they were so popular that they actually "formed a temporary political 
creed for the colonies." It was the great popularity of the Letfers whiçh lead Princeton to 
confer an honoarary degree upon Dickinson. See also Andrew Bennett. Armes IVilson ofSt. 
Andrews: ,-in Anrericcrn Stutesmun. 1742-1 798 (St. Andrews, 1978). 14. 
" Carl F. Kaestle, .'The Public Reaction to John Dickinson's Furmer's Letters." Proceedings 
of the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. 78 (1968), 323. 
'' M.E. Bradford, ..A Bener Guide than Reason: The Politics of John Dickinson," :VIodern 
Age, Vol. 21 (1971), JO. 
R3 The date they were advertised for sale in the Pennsylvaniu Gxette. Multiple formats of the 
Letters quickiy followed its first edition with colonial imprints surviving from Philadelphia (3 
editions), New York, Boston (2 editions), and Williamsburg, as well as ovetseas editions from 
London and Dublin. On the spectacular circulation of Dickinson's Lerters see also Thomas R. 
Adams, Americun Independence: The Growth ofin Ideu, -4 Bibliogrrrphicul Sttrdy of the 
American Politicul Pnmphlers Printed Behveen 1764 und 1776 Dealing rvith the Dispute 
Between Greut Britain and Her Colonies (Providence, 1965), xi, 374 1 ; Trevor Colboum, The 
Lump of Erperiencr, 135; R. T. H. Halsey, "Introduction," to the Kraus edition of the Letters 
(New York, 1970); David L. Jacobsen, John Dickinson und the Revolution irr Pennsylvunia. 
176-1-1776 (Vol. 78 of the University of California Publications in History, Berkeley, I965), 
55-59. 
81 See Stefanie A. Munsing ed. Mude in America, Printmnking 1760-1860: An Erhibition of 
Original Printsfiom the Collections of The Library Company of Philudelphia und The 
Historical Society of Penns-vlvunia, April- June, 1973 (Philadelphia, 1973), 5-6, plate #8. 
The fiontispiece was engraved for Robert Bell by the Philadelphia engraver, James Smither 
(se advenisement announcing his trade in the Pennsylvania Joirrnal for 2 1 April 1 768)- On 
Smither, see also Benjamin M. Lewis, "Engravings in American Magazines, 174 1- 18 1 O," in 
David Kaser, ed. Books in America S Pasr Essays Honoring Rudolph H Gjelsness 



For his numemus readers, Dickinson praised 'Yhe elegant and ingenious Mr. 

Hume" and, like the ottier colonial writers we have noted, made frequent reference to 

Hume for points of both fact and interpretation. He cited Hume's History, md literary 

and political essays, to establish and buttress a nurnber of miscellaneous points ofone 

sort or another. Having recited speeches made by the American favourites Carnden and 

Pitt, for instance, Dickinson writes that it '3s impossible to read this speech and Mr. 

Pitt's, and not be charmed with the generous zed for the rights of mankind, that glows 

in every sentence*'. "These great and good men", says Dickinson, 

animated by the subject they speilk upon, seem to rise above al1 the former 
glorious exertions of their abilities. A foreigner might be tempted to think they 
are Arnericms. asserting with al1 the ardour of patriotisrn, and al1 the suixiety of 
apprehension, the cause of their native land, and not Britons striving to stop 
their mistaken countrymen from oppressing others. 

There  Esic] reasoning is not only just", wrote Dickinson. "it is 'vehernent,' as Mr, 

Hume says of the eloquence of Demosthenes, ' 'Tis disdain. anger. boldness, freedom. 

involved in a continual stream of argument.' Hume's Essay on ~ lo~uence" . '~  But 

Dickinson relied on Hume for a good deal more thm the Scot's description of Greek 

oratory, he also grounded his most fundamenid political arguments on principles whiçh 

(Charlottesville, 1966), esp. 206; Harrold E. Gillingham, "Old Business Cards of 
Philadelphia," Pennsylvmiu rCIugccinr of Hlsro- und Biugruphy, Vol. 53 ( 1929), 103-329. 
esp. 106. Munsing suggests that the print '%as widely enough sold to have been copied by 
Paul Revere as a metal cut for Amesas Astrononticd Diury for l772"(6). The frontispiece is 
reprinted in the New York edition of 1903, and in the more recent Kraus reprint of this same 
edition. The engraving is also reproduced, amongst other places, in Thomas R. Adams. 
Americm Independence: The Growth uf un Ideu, A Bibliogruphical Srudy of rhe Americun 
Political Pamphlets Printed Between 1764 und 1776 Dealing wirh the Dispitre Benveen Great 
Brilcrin and Her Colonies (Providence, I%5), frontispiece; Richard D. Brown, Kno~vlrdge is 
Power: The D~Bcsion of Information in Early America, Z7OU-186j (Oxford, L989), LOO- 1 O 1: 
Milton E. Flower, '-John Dickinson," in Jack. P. Greene and J.R. Pole, eds. The Bfuchvel/ 
Encyclopedia of the American Revolufion (Cambridge, Mass. 1991). 7 16. It \vas appropriate 
for Dickinson to be shown in his library - he says in the first Letter: "king master of my 
time, I spend a good deal of it in a library, which 1 think the most valuable part of my small 
estate"(5). Ail quotations from the Lefters are from LertersfLom a F m r r  in Pennsylvatriu, to 
the inha6itants of the British Colonies (New York, 1903; reprinted New York, 1970). 
* Dickinson, Letters, VU, 78. See Hume, Essuys, "Of Eloquence", LOS-106. Adam Potkay 
might have round evidence in Dickinson's Lefters Tor his argument that Hume's "Of 
Eloquence" had a significant following in colonial America: see Adam S. Potkay, "Theorizing 
Civic Eloquence in the Early Republic: The Road from David Hume to John Quincey 
Adams," Early Americm Liferame, Vol. 34 ( 1999), 147-1 70. 



he derived and supported with reference to Hume's thought. Dickinson, deviating h m  

Carnden, tumed to Hume to establish his primary political claim -- that as British 

subjects, the power of taxation rested with the colonists themse1ves.8~ 

Historically, argued Dickinson, taxes in England were "entirely depending on 

the pleasure of the donors, were proportioned to the abilities of the several ranks of 

people, who gave, and were regulated by their opinion of the public necessities". 

Tracing back the more particular history of these principles of English taxation, the 

Anglo-Saxon volumes of Hume's History of Englund provided Dickinson with the 

historical precedent his theory required: 

Thus Edward I had in his 1 1 th year a thirteenth from the laity, a twentieth from 
the clergy; in his 2 n d  year, a tenth from the laity, a sixth from London, and 
other corponte towns, half of their benetices from the clergy: in his 23rd year. 
an eleventh from the barons and others, a tenth from the clergy. and a seventh 
from the burgesses, &c. Hume's History of ~ n ~ l a n d . ~ '  

For the "Pe~sylvania Farmer", English rights of self-detennined taxation were 

transferred to the coionies along with the Englishmen who bore them.8' While England 

lt is interesting to see Hume's thought used in this manner, Commentators have most often 
assumed that colonial arguments for the right to property evidence John Locke's direct impact 
in America. See, for instance, Andrew J. Reck, "Some philosophers and the Dedaration o f  
hdependence," in Peter Caws, ed. fivo Centuries of Philosophy in Antericu (Great Brita in. 
1980), 1 1-21, esp. 16-17. While Camden looked primarily to Locke in his "Speech in the 
House o f  Lords on the American Declantory Bill," and even considered that Hume had '*done 
great mischief' in his "endeavour to fix the year when the House o f  Commons began in this 
kingdom" (in Mark Goldie, ed. The Reception of Locke 's Polirics. Vol. 3. The ilge oj'the 
Rmerictrn Revolrrrion, 1760-1780 (London, 1999) 84-85); Dickinson drew on Hume. Other 
colonists looked to Hume's Hisrory for arguments against virtual representation. See Cundid 
Observutions on Two Pumphlets Lately Published (Barbados, 1 766), w hic h cites from Hume 
that -To have any Authoriiy a Luw ... nrust be derivedfiom u Legislrrtrrre WHICH HAS A 
RIGHT"(3), cited in Jack P. Greene, Perbheries and Center: Constitutioncd &kvelupmt.nr in 
the Ewnded Polities of rhe British Empire und the United States, 1607- 1 788 ( Athens and 
London, 1986), 82-83. Greene does not identiQ the Humean source, which is  Historyof 
England, Vol. 5:  194. 
s7 Dickinson, Letters, IV: 38-39. See Hume, Hisrory, Vol, 2: 145. 
g8 For similar arguments to those found here, see Stephen Hopkins's earlier pamphlet, The 
Righrs of Colonies Eramined (Providence, 1764), esp. 4-5,9. Hopkins's pamphlet was a h  
reptinted in the South Carolina Grnette issue o f  9-16 February 1765. That English immigrants 
arrived in the New World with their English rights intact was a common refrain of colonial 
political literature. See, for instance, Silas Downer, A Discourse ut fhe Lkdicarion of the Trw 
of liberty (Providence, 1768): "They forfeited not the privileges o f  Englishmen by rernoving 
themselves hither, but btought with them every right, which they could or ought io have 



had passed many laws to regulate matters o f  trade and other affairs in the colonies, 

Dickinson argued that these only strengthened the cotonid case: 

For ail these powers established by the mother country over the colonies; for al1 
these immense emoluments derived by her tiom them; for ail their dificulties 
and distresses in fiing themseives, what was the recompense made hem? A 
communication o f  her rights in general, and particularly o f  that great one. the 
foundation o f  al1 the rest -- that their property, acquired with so much pain and 
hazard, should not be disposed o f  by any one but themselve~.~ 

The authority cited by Dickinson to support this "great right, the foundation o f  al1 the 

rest" was Hume. 

As Hume had put it in his History of Engiuncland as Dickinson now reiterated: 

"The power o f  taxing themseives, was one o f  the privileges o f  which the English were, 

with reason. particularly jeaious. Hume's hist. o f  ~n~ land ' ' .~ '  I t  was this ..power o f  

enjoyed had they abided in England(3-4); Daniel Shute, An ECection Sermon (Boston. 1768): 
"And such are the laws of the constitution o f  civil government that we, and al1 British subjects 
are so happy as to live undei'(23-24); "The happiness of THlS PEOPLE [the colonistsj in the 
enjoyment of their natural rights and privileges under providence is provided for by their being 
a part o f  the British empire, by which they are intitled to al1 the privilegs of that happy 
constitution: and also by the full and ampie recognition of these privileges to them by 
charactef'(58). See especially, James Wilson, Considerutions on the Numre und Errent ofthe 
Legislative Authori& of the British Pudiament ( 1774) in Robert Green McCloskey, ed. The 
tVorks of Jumes Wilson ((2 Vols, Cambridge Mass., 1967). esp. Vol. 11,730-73 1. 
89 Dickinson, Letters, V: 5 1. See David Ramsay's statement in his The Hisrory of the 
Anrericun Revolurion ( 1789): The colonists "considered the Mother Country as authorised to 
name ports and nations. to which alone their merchandise should be carried, and with which 
alone they should trade: but the novel daim o f  taxing them without their consent. was 
universally reprobated, as contrary to their natural, chartered, and constitutional rights"(Vol. 1, 
46,47). "The colonists believed that the chief excellence o f  the British constitution consisted 
in the right o f  subjects to grant, or withhold taxes"(49). See also Ramsay's Chapter II, "The 
Origin o f  the disputes between Great-Britain and her Colonies, in the Year 1764, and its 
progress till 1 773". 
90 Dickinson, Letters, V: 51. See Hume, History, Vol. 6: 753. Something o f  the magnitude o f  
Hume's once-removed impact here might be inferred from Jack P. Greene's assessment that 
'rhe widespread acceptance o f  [Dickinson's] definition o f  the situation seems both to have 
inhibited free and wide-ranging discussion o f  the nature o f  the metropolitan-colonial 
relationship such as had occurred during the Stamp Act crisis and to have been in no small part 
responsible for confining al1 but a few official colonial challenges to parliamentary authority 
during the late 1760s and very early 1770s to the single issue of ta..ation for revenue' 
(Perbheries und Center, 1 12). Colonial literature is littered with similar statements: See 
"Aequus" in the Mclsachusetts Gazette and Boston Nmsletter for March 6, 1766; Thomas 
Hutchinson, "A Dialogue Between an American and a European Englishman," Bernard Bailyn, 
ed. in Mark Goldie, ed. The Reception of Locke 's Politics. Vol. 3. The A g  of the American 



taxing themselves", argued Dickinson, which enabled the people of England (and hence 

the colonists) to guard against attempted encroachments on their liberties. T h e  elegant 

and ingenious Mr. Hume", says Dickinson 

speaking of the Anglo-Norman government, says, 'princes and ministers were 
too ignorant to be themselves sensible of the advantages attending an equitable 
administration; and there was no established council or assembly which could 
pro tect the people, and, by withdrawing supplies, regularly and peaceably 
admonish the King of his duty, and ensure the execution of the laws."' 

So it is, conçluded Dickinson, that 'rhis great man, whose political retlections are so 

much admired, makes this power one of  the foundations of liberty"." 

Turning yet again to the pages of Hume's history o f  liberty, Dickinson dredged 

up further historical examples of this Humean principle in action. "Every m m  of the 

least understanding", writes Dickinson. "must know that the executive power may be 

exercised in a manner so disagreeable and harassing to the people, that it is absolutely 

requisite, they should be enabled by the gentlest method which human policy has yet 

been ingenious enough to invent, that is by the shutting their hands. to 'admonish' (as 

Mr. Hume says) certain persons 'of their duty' 

Revolution. 1760-1 780 (London. 1999), 169, 186; [Daniel Leonard], "To All Nations of 
Men," ~Wmsachusetts Spy, November 18, I 773: "Ail agree that no man can be justly deprived 
of his property without his consent in person or by his representativest'. For the importance o f  
property in Hume's thought see Corey Venning, "Hume on Property, Commerce. and Empire 
in the Good Society: The Role of Historical Necessiry," in Donald Livingston and Marie 
Martin, eds. Hum us Philosopher of Sociqv, Polirics und Hisrory (Rochester, 199 1 ), 137- 1 30. 
" Dickinson, Letfers, IX: 88. See Hume, Nisiory, Vol. 1, Appendix Il: 475. 
92 Dickinson, Letters, IX: 88. Clairns of this sort were made frequently in colonial political 
literature. In fact, they were so cornmonplace that authorities were not oflen considered 
necessary to cite, but Hume's History may ohen have been in the background. See, For 
instance, John Adams's statement that it was a "grand and fundamental Principle o f  the British 
Constitution that no Freeman should be subjected to any Law to which he has not given his 
own Consent'' ("Instructions to Braintree's Representatives conceming the Stamp Act," 
Papers 1: 134). 
93 Dickinson, Letters, IX: 96. See Hume, History, Vol. 1, Appendix 11: 474475: "The power 
of the Norman Kings was much supported by a great revenue; and by a revenue, that was 
fixed, perpetual, and independent o f  the subject. The people, without betaking themselves to 
anns, had no check upon the king, and no regular security for the due administration ofjustice. 
Ln those days o f  violence, many instances o f  oppression passed unheeded; and soon afler were 
openly pleaded as precedents, which it was unlawful to dispute or controul. Princes and 
ministers were too ignorant to be themselves sensible of the advantages attending an equitable 
administration; and there was no estabtished council or assembly which could protect the 



Dickinson argue& in a Humean sounding passage, that the "first principles o f  

govemment are to be lookcd for in human nature"." And, he continueci, "[s]ome of the 

best writers have asserted, and i t  seems with good reason, that 'governent is founded 
. ,995 on opinion . That Dickinson had Hume's particular version o f  this political tenet 

foremost in mind is made clear by his citing Hume's essay "Of the First Principles of 

Opinion is o f  two kinds, viz. opinion of interest, and opinion of right. 
By opinion of interest, 1 chiefly understand, the sense o f  public advmtage which 
is reaped fiom goveniment: together with the persuasion, that the puticulrii. 
government which is established. is equally advantageous with any other. that 
could be easily settled. 

Righi is o f  two kinds. right to power, and right to property. What 
prevaIence opinion of the first kind has over mankind may eilsily be understood, 
by obsetving the attachent which al1 nations have to their mcient government, 

people, and. by withdrawing supplies, regulating and peaceably rirlrnonish the king uj'his du#, 
and ensure the execution of the laws [emphasis ddedy, See also Dickinson's citations Prorn 
Hume's Hisfory to embellish this point: "One of the reasons urgecl by thnt great and honest 
staresman, Sir William Temple, to Charles II in his famous remonstrance to dissuade him from 
aiming at arbitrary power, was, the Xing had few otiices to bestow'. Hume's Hist. of  
England"(Letkrs, X: 109); 'The King (says Mr. Hume in his History ofEngland) was so 
convinced o f  the justice of these reasons, that he used al1 his interest to oppose the bill, and hc 
openly declared, tliat he could not give his assent to it with a sak conscience. But the 
Commons were resolute in their purpose. And the spirit ortyranny, of which nations are as 
susceptible as individuals, had animated the English extremely to exert their superiority over 
their dependent state. No affair could be conducted with greater violence that [sic] this, by the 
Commons. They even went so far in the preamble of the bill, as to declare the importation o f  
Irish cattle to be a nuisance. By this expression they gave the King's prerogative, by which he 
mi& think himself intitled to dispenct with a law so full o f  injustice and bad policy. The 
lords expunged the word, but as the King was sensible that no supply would be given by the 
Comrnons, unless the? were gratitïed in al1 their prejudices, he &vas obliged both to employ his 
interest with the Peers to make the bill pas, and to give the Royal assent to it. He could not 
however forbear expressing his displeasure, at the jealousy entertained against him, and at the 
intention which the Commons discovertxi o f  retrenching his prerogativer(Letfers, X: i06)- 
'13 Lerters, XI: 120. So, for instance, quotes Dickinson from Hume's Hislow: " 'So credulous, 
as well as obstinate, are the people in believingevery thing, which flaners their prevailing 
passion.' Hume's Hist. o f  England", Lerters, VIII: 8511. Sec also Dickinson's (Le. Hume's) 
claim that "When an act injurious to freedom has been done once, and the people bear i l the 
repetition o f  it is most likely to meet with submission~(Leitrrs, XI: 121). 
q5 Dickinson, Lefters, XI: 170. Dickinson may, o f  course. also have had other writers besides 
Hume in mind. For a survey of some of the possibitities see Paul A. Palmer, -The Concept o f  
Public Opinion in Political Theory," in Essays in Hisfory und Polirical Theory in Honor of 
Charles Howard hfci?~vain (Cambridge, MA, I936), 230-257. See aIso Gary WilIs, 
Explainhg America: The Federalist (New York, 1981) which argues for a similar, but later. 
impact on James Madison and Alexander Hamilton (esp. 24-33,37,8 1 ). 



and even to those namrs which have had the sanction of antiquity. Antiquity 
always begeis the opinion of right.96 

Just as the volumes of Hume's History provided Dickinson with historical testimony 

for the colonial right (as Englishmen) to property, so too did Hume's political essays 

provide an accompanying and complimentary foundation: "It is sufficiently 

understood", concluded Dickinson quoting the conventional eighteenth-century notion 

from Hume, '- 'that the opinion of right to property, is of the greatest moment in ail 
9 r7 97 matters of government . 

Dickinson's debts to Hume go deep.98 The "Pennsylvnnia Farmer" relied on 

Hume to establish and justi@ his most fwidamcntal political principle - that, as 

Englishmen, a right to property was the foundation of colonial liberty. Dickinson 

tumed to Hume's writings, we have seen, not for independent instances of historical 

md abstract proofs, but for an intermixing of the two. In both Hume's Hislory of 

Englmdand his Essnys und Treufises, Dickinson found a well-stocked storehouse of 

na tud  cights historicaily pilniculaized.99 Had Hume been cited in no other political 

discussions of the day, Dickinson's use of Hume's thought would cal1 for a 

reassessment of Hume's impact on the ideological origins of the American Revolution. 

96 Dickinson. Le~rers. XI: 120. See Hume, Esscrys, ."Of the First Principles ofGovernment", 
33. 
97 lbid. See Hume, Essqs, -Of the First Principles of Govemment", 33 (without ..the 
gre;itestm>. In the History, Hume wrote that p w e r  naturally foltows property"(Vo1. 1 : 203). 
In "Whether the British Government Inclines More to Absolute Monarchy of to a Republic". 
Hume qualified his view: see 4748. See also Dickinson's R New Esscry [By the Penns-vhniu 
Furmer] on the Conslitdioncd Power of Greuf-Britain over the colonies in Arnericu wirh the 
Resolves of the Cornmitteefor the Province of Pennsylvuniu, und th& Instnictions to their 
Rrpresentatives in Assembb (Philadelphia, 1774). 
'' Vernon Parrignton's interpretation of Dickinson's debt to Hume is in need of substantial 
revision. Parrington writes, in i k i n  Currenfs in Americm Thought, that Dickinson, "rarely 
=fers to political authorities ... Hume - 'this great man whose political speculations are so 
much admired' - is quoted only in support of a constitutional interpretation" (228). 
99 M.E. Bradford, ..A Better Guide chan Reason: The Politics of John Dickinson", cornes close 
to this when he writes chat -Dickinson does not think of natural righis apart from their 
incarnation in historic rights"(46)- See also Frank D. Balog, "The Scottish Enlightenment and 
the Liberal Political Tradition,' in Allan Bloom ed. Confrontingthe Constitution 
(Washington, 1990), 206. 



This is especially so when one considers the subsequent circulation of Hume's 

thought as a result o f  the wide dissemination and impact of Dickinson's Lettersfiom a 

Farrnrr in Pennsylvania, with which our discussion of it began.lw in his Hislory of the 

American Revolution, David Ramsay recalled in 1789 that 

Mr. Dickenson, of Pennsylvania ... presented to the public a series ofletters 
signed a Farmer, proving the extreme danger which threatened the liberties of 
America, from their essence in a precedent which might establish the claim of 
parliarnentary taxation. They were written with great animation, and were read 
with uncommon avidity.I0' 

While modern historians tend to look to Thomas Jet'ferson's A Sunlmury View oj'rhe 

Rights of British ilmerica or the celebrated Declaration of Independence to establish the 

common tenets of American revolutionary ideology, Jefferson himself complained in 

his ilurobiogruphy that most patriots "stopped at the haif-way house of John Dickinson, 

who adrnitted that England has a right to regulate our commerce. and to lay duties on it 

for the purposes of regulation, but not of raiiing re~enue".'~' Dickinson's popularity 

with his contempocary audience, Carl F. Kaestle has convincingly argued. w u  largely a 

product o f  the fact that he "chose materials tirmly embedded in the culture of the 

day". ' O3 

- - 

IO For a tabular assessrnent o f  the circulation and reaction to Dickinson see Carl F. Kaestle's 
'*Appendix B: Circulation o f  the Furmer's Lerrers" , '.Appendix C: ltemized publication 
history o f  the Farmrr S Letters", and "Appendix D: Summary of weekly coverage of the 
Pennsyhniu Furmer in tifteen newspapers, December 2, 1767 to December 3, 1768, in "The 
Public React ion to John Dickinson's Farmer 5 Letters", 352-359. 
'O '  David Ramsay, Hisrory of the American Revohtion, Vol. 1 : 72. 
'O' Missing (amongst other things) the Humean component to Dickinson's thought, Robert H. 
Webking seems somewhat off the mark when he writes in The ilmeriun Revol~rrion und the 
Politics of Liber0 that "[wlhile Dickinson agrees with other American commentators that the 
right not to be ta~ed without consent is a right o f  Englishmen, he seems much less likely than 
other Americans to base his arguments ... upon constitutional grounds and more likely to 
appeal directly to natural rights, specifically, the natural right to liberty9'(46); and that 
"[u]ltimately, for Dickinson, legal, constitutional, and procedural issues are not decisivet'(3 1). 
It was (presumably) this curious reading o f  Dickinson's text which led Webking to suggest 
that -of the major revolutionary leaders Dickinson was the most radical in his thought"(42). 
Then again, unlike "historical scholars" who "have not presented a careful and systematic 
consideration o f  the political theory behind the Revolution", Webking is only interested -in the 
arguments themselves"(x). 
103 Carl F, Kaestle, "The Public Reaction to John Dickinson's Farmer S Letfer?', 333, see also 
349. 



Given the privileged place which history occupied in the eighteenth-century 

political discourse of the Angio-Ameican world and the demonstrated colonial 

dissemination of Hume's works, we are not surprised to see Hume king read by 

American Whigs who put Hume's ideas to work for their cause. tt should similarly 

corne as no surprise that Loyalists writers throughout the colonies also adopted Hume's 

ideas when they could. Ezekiel Russell's Loyalist weekly political journal, The 

Censor. provides a representative case in point.10J 

5 A Loyalist Hume 

In the first number of The Censor, Russell asserted his Boston paper's Loyalist 

political stand and argued that he was "a hearty fiend to his country" and "as wann a 

lover of that constitutional liberty which is the birth-right of a British subject as the 
3 9  105 Author of any weekly publication in the province . On 4 January 1772. Russell 

commented on his paper's track-record which, he said, had "exhibited to you my 

countrymen, some of the indefensible doctrines ofour popular leaders. together with 

the absurd, arbitrary, and tyrannical masures they have taken in support of what they 

cal1 Russell endeavoured to show that, *.were we to set up for 

independency. as some ofour writers give out, we must recur to some other system 

[other than that ofthe British constitution] or submit to the Dominutio Plclbis -- the 

Rule ofthcl Mirltitu~r~'.~~' To display the horron which might be expected to ensue 

€rom such rash policies as those recommended by the patriots. Russell explicitly cited 

Hume's essay "That Politics may be Reduced to a Science": 

Under such a system in Rome (as a ... noted writer observes) the whole 
govenunent fell into anarchy, and the greatest happiness which the Romans 
could look for, was the despotic power of the CrESARS. The virtue and good 

I o 4  See Clarence S. Brigham, Hl'sory und Bibliography ofArnericm Newspapers, 1690-1820 
( 1941; reprinted Westport, 196 1 ), Vol. 1: 275; Frank Luther Mott. d History of Americcm 
~bfagnzines, 1741-1850 (Cambridge, MA, 1957), 2611. 
'O5 The Censor? The Printer and Publisher o f  the CENSOR to the PUBLIC'," (30 November 
177 l), 5. 
1 O6 The Cmor, (4 January l7?2), 75. 
IO? Ibid. Hume had written in "Of the Original Contract", that "[iln reality, there is not a more 
terrible event than a total dissolution of  government, which gives liberty to the 
multituden(Essays, 472). 



intentions of CATO and BRUTUS are highly laudable, but to what purpose did 
their zeal serve? To nothing but to hasten the fatal period of the Roman 
goverment, and render its conclusions and dying agonies more violent and 
painfu~.'Os 

Russell Further warned, "[ylou have not, my countrymen, such men as CATO and 

BRUTUS to head the opposition to the present govenunent in this country." Russell 

counselled his fellow colonists that, should they wish to avoid so bleak a fate, 

"[wjithdraw then your confidence in time from the artfiil demagogue and listen to the 

voice of the prudent and virtuous citizen; then you may soon hope to have your peace 

established, unless the late insults offered to Our most gracious Sovereign and the 

whole British government shall have before-band sealed our doom". 

Russell's Censor again tumed to Hume in an article of I February 1772. 

Expressing sentiments similar to those discussed above, Russell now tumed to Hume to 

establish the blessings of the mle of taw. "It is a maxim in politics. says Mc. Hume, 

which we readily admit as undisputed and universai". 

That a power however great, when granted by law to an eminent Magistnte, is 
not so dangerous to liberty as an authority however inconsiderable. which is 
acquired by violence and usurpation. For besides that the law always limits 
every power which it bestows; the vecy receiving it as a concession establishes 
the authority whence it is derived, and preserves the harmony of the 
constitution. By the same right that one prerogative is assumed without law. 
another also may be ciaimed. and another, with still greater fsicility, while the 
First usurpations both serve as pcecedents to the following, and give force to 
maintain them. '09 

I os See Hume, Essuys, ."Thar Politics May be Reduced to a Science". 30. 
10') No reference provided in the original citation. See Hume, Essuys. "Of some Remarkable 
Customs"(374). For a discussion of the ofi-repeated Loyalist cal1 for the rule of law vs. 
"Democntic Tyranny" see Janice Potter, The Liberty Wr Serk, esp. 3-38 .  See, for instance 
Jonathan Boucher's Vietv oj-the Cuuses: "The only rational idea of civil liberty, or (which is 
the same thing) of a legitimate and good govemment. as to this point, is, when the great body 
of the people are tcained and led habitually to submit ta and acquiesce in some fixed and 
steady principles of conduct. It is essential, moreover, to Liberty, that such principles shall be 
of power sufficient to controut the arbitrary and capricious wills of mankind .., The primary 
aim, therefore, of al1 well-hmed Constitutions is, to place man, as it were, out of the reach of 
his own power, and also out of the power of others as weak as himself, by placing him under 
the power of the law" (363). Boucher himself referred to Hume on "Monmouth's demagogic 
pretensions to the suppression oftyranny" (see Ann Young Zimmer and Alfred H. Kelly, 
-Jonathan Boucher: Constitutional Conservative," The Journal of Amerkm Hisrory, Vol. 58 
( l9?2), 9 18). 



For a Loyalist like Russell, Hurne could be cited as an authority to caution against what 

were understood to be the drastic and radical political measures espoused by the patriot 

leaders. Other colonial Loyalist writers invoked a similar Hume. 

tn a broadside of 1774 addressed "To the Representatives of the Province of 

Pennsylvania, now met in this City", an attempt was made to quel1 what was seen as 

the 'noise and confusion" of recent political disorder in Pennsylvania. The 

pseudonymous "A Freeman" claimed himself to be "a cool considerate obse~e r  of the 

present distracted proceedings of this provincet and thought it proper to open his 

remarks with an extended and italicized quotation from Hume's essay "The ldea o€a 

Perfect Commonwealth: 

Al1 numerom ussemblies horvever composed, are mere mob, und srvuyed in 
rheir debutes by the leust motive - this is confirmed by duily e.rperience. -- An 
abswdity strikes a member. he conveys it to his neighbours, und the wkole is 
inficted. - Sepurate [his greut body, -- and [ho' every member be only of 
middling sense, 'tis not probable any thing but reuson c m  prevuil. - Influence 
und extrmple being removed good sense rvill ulso get the better of'bud The 
only rvay of making people \vise, is to keep [hem from irniling into large 
ussemblirs. HUME' 'O 

A similar Hurne to the one of this rubric was called upon in a 1774 Savannah 

br0adride.I ' ' Here ..Agricola" argued that the .* facultics of man are subject to no 

precise niles. nor will the organs of sense be restrained within the narrow limits of 

interest and policy". The power of faction, "Agricola" implied. is strong and "the 

observation of an elegant writer will be verified: 'Our opinions of al1 kinds,' (says 

Hume, Zd vol. ess. 202.) 'are strongly affected by society and sympathy. and it is 

ahost  impossible for us to support any principle or sentiment against the universal 

consent of every one with whom we have any ttiendship or correspondence. 'Tis the 

misfortune of some honest well disposed men". says "Agricola". 

Frequently to pin their faith upon the sleeves of others whose interest it may be 
to deceive them. From this it follows that we so often meet with actions and 
sentiments so incompatible with our opinion of the men fiom whom they issue. 

110 See Hume, Essqs, "The Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth,"(523). The last sentence cited 
here is in the -Variant Readings Appendix," (Essuys, 647). 
" ' "AGRICOLA". To the PRaVTER (Savannah, 1774). 



For my part, 1 am an enemy to faction, and believe my greatest foes cannot 
accuse me of enthusiasm either in civil or religious concerns. 

The most significant printed use of Hume's thought by a Loyalist writer, however. is 

found in the intriguing pamphlet, Plain Tnrth. 

First published in Philadelphia by Robert Bell on 13 March 1 776, Plain Trurh 

was one of only two pre-Revolutionary pamphlet responses to Thomas Paine's 

extremely influential pamphlet, Common c en se."' Written pseudonymously by 

"Candidus", Plain Tmth was most likely the work of the now relatively unknown 

Marylmder, James ~halmers"~ ,  but over the years proposed authors have included 

George Chalmen"', Joseph ~ a l l o w a ~ " ~ .  Alexander i am il ton' 16. Charles lnglisl" and 

William   mi th."^ 

"' For an unconvincing argument that Paine's thought owes considerable debts to Hume see 
Felix Gilbert, "The English Background of American Isolationism in the Eighteenth Cen tury," 
The FVillium & ~Mury Quurterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 1 ( 1944). 138- 160 and a later published but very 
similar argument in John M. Werner, "David Hume and America." Jo/orrrnd of the History of 
Ideus, Vol. 33 ( 1977). esp. 449-450. 
IL3 For the Chalmers attribution see Thomas R. Adams, "The Authorship and Printing of Plrrin 
Tmh by 'Candidus'," Pupers ofthe Bibliogrrrphicrrl Society oJ'rlmzrirrr, Vol. 49 ( 1955), 730- 
248; Thomas R. Adams, Americun Inclependence: The Grvwth uj'un ideu (Providence. 1965). 
152; Elisha P. Douglas, Rebels und Democruts: The Stnrggle for Eytrul Puliticrrl Rights rrnd 
Mujoris) Rule During the Anrericun Revolution (Chapel Hill. 1953'). 23'5; Jack Fruchtman, Jr.. 
*.Cornmon Sense," in Jack P. Greene and J.R. Pole, eds. The Blc~chvell Enc-vclopediu ofthe 
tltrrericun Revolurion, 263; Christopher M .  New, ~Claryland Loytli.rrs in the Anrericctn 
Revoltttion (Centreville. 1997); Aldridge, A. Owen, Thontas Puine S Antericm Iûeulogy 
(Newark, 1984), chap, 13, Gordon S. Wood, The Creuiion of the Americun Repiiblic. 94-95. 
I I 4  George Chalmers was the author of Poliriml Annuls of the Prment Chiteci Colonies, j o m  
rhzir Serflemenf rot he Peace of 1763 (London, 1780). 
' l 5  Joseph Galloway was the author of A Cundid Erc~nrincttion of the ~Vtrttrul Cltirris of Greut- 
Brituin und rhe Colonies (New York, 1775). 
"' For a discussion of Hamilton's attributed authorship sec Andrew A. Lipscomb and Albert 
Ellery Bergh, eds. The Writings of Thomas Jeferson (Washington, 1903- IgOJ), Vol, 1 : 324. It 
is also interesting chat the American Philosophical Society holds a copy of the Cufcrlogirr of 
the Americun Philosophical Society Librury (1824) which contains librarian John Vaughan-s 
handwritten annotations and additions, including "A. Hamitton" penned beside the printed 
envy for Plain Tntth. 
II7 Authonhip attributed to [nglis in Dictionury of Anonymoiïs und Pseurionymow Englislr 
Literuture (London, 1928). Vol. 4: 356. Inglis was the author of the anonymous answer 10 
Paine. The T m  Interest of America Impartially Stuted in Ceriain Strictrrres on u Pamphlet 
Intitien Common Sense (Philadelphia, 1776). 

See Paul Leicester Ford, The Authorship of .Plain Truth'," Penn~yIvanln Magcine of 
History and Biography, Vol. XII (1 888), 421-424. Ford's attribution bas remained influential. 
See, for instance, Peter J. Diamond, -Witherspmn, William Smith and the Scottish Philosophy 



The difficulty of establishing who in façt w t e  Phin T m h  has, one suspects, 

contributed to a later-day disregard for the pamphlet's actud contents and infl~ence."~ 

Whoever wmte it, the pamphlet's contemporary impact was significant. John Adams 

recorded that Plain Truth "contributed very largely to fortiS, and inflarne the Party 

against Independence, and finally lost us the Allens, Penns, and many other Persons of  

Weight in the ~ommunity"."~ Adams's assessment o f  the influence exerted by Plain 

Trzrih is validated by the intense American Whig opposition ta the pamphlet. One finds 

almost instantaneous discussion of Plain Tmth in the newspapers. The Penndvanict 

Pwket, for instance, printed on 25 March 1776 a "Conversations between Cato and 

Plain Truth", A contempomry Whig remark that Plain Trirth was "a performance, 

which hath withered away like a sickly unnoticed weed, and which, even its advocates 

are displesised at, and the author ashamed to own", apparently contained more wishful 

thinking than tnith."' In Plain Trurh we have a political statement which was 

intluential (as well as controversial) "' in its own day, and one which provides an 

interesting chronicle o f  contemporûry Loyalist response to one o f  the most popular 

in Revolutionary America," in Richard B. Sher and Jeffrey R. Smitten, eds. Scotlundund 
Americu in the Age of the Eitlightrnnwnt (Edinburgh, 1 WO), 120; Thomas Firth Jones, d Puir 
o f h v n  Sferves, A biogruphy of lviflium Smith, (Philadelphia and Ontario, 1972). 1 13, 
'" Another reason for iis neglect may be that it was so poorly written. Despite some ment 
atirtempts to tout Pluin Truth as an effective pamphlet, Moses Coit Tyler in his Literup Hisrow 
oj-the American Rrvoiution was not far off the mark when he cataiogued the -intellectual 
poverty of its actual contents, - its dismal attemptç at humor, its bad grammar, [and] its pitiful 
failure to perform what ir nnnounces as its purpose to perform". 
''O L.H. Butterfield, 4. Diury and Aurobiopphy (Cambridge, Mass., 1% 1 ), Vol. 3 : 334. See 
also "Cato's" favourable assessment in his letter, 'To the People of Pennsylvania, Letter Ill." 
Prnnsylvaniu Leciger (23 March 1776). 1. "Cato" remarked in this Tory news-sheet that Plain 
Truth contains "many judicious remarks upon the mischievous tenets and palpable absurdities 
held fonh in the pamphlet so falsely called Common Sense". See also A. Chven Aldridge, 
Thomas Paine S Antericun Ideofugy (Newark, London and Toronto, 1 984): Plrrin Trtrlh was 
the "most devastating, and perhaps the most effective, ofail the many cittacks on Cornmon 
Sense"( 179). 
'Y  "The Forester". " Letter II. To Cato", Tke Pennsylvottiu Packes, or, the generd mIvertiser 
( I  5 April 1776) 2,4. Indeed, it had multiple eighteenth-century printings, including one in 
London in 1776, sec Thomas R. Adams, Americun Independence: The Growth of an ldea 
(Providence, 1965), 152-154. 
'= Robert Bell accompanied his advertisements for Pfuin T m h  in the Pennsylvaniu Evening 
Pmr with the preemptive advice to Pennsylvania's patriots that the "Press ought to befire for 
olhers as well as ihemeIves". See Pennsyfvania Evening Posr, Vol. 2: 132, 142, 160, 182. See 



Revolutionary statements of the day. It is also a pamphlet which makes repeated 

reference to the works and ideas of David ~ume. '" 

Plain Triîfh intendeci, as its fidl title suggests,'*%o reconcile the agitated 

colonists with their British brethren. The work is dedicated to the moderate Whig, 

John Dickinson, and pleads for Dickinson to "Step then Forth; exert those talents with 

which heaven has endowed you; and cause the parent and her children to embrace, and 

be foes no more".'25 In his argument for reconciliation, Chalmers took particular 

exception to Paine's "indecent attack ... against the English constitution". Praising the 

English constitution's unique Mancing of monarchy, aristocracy and democmcy, 

Chalmers called upon the "profound and elegant Hume", to establish that the 

sovereign's influence over the commons "by honours and appointments" is a control 

without which ..Our constitution would immediately degenerate into dernocra~y"."~ 

also Bell's similar advenisements in, The Pennsylvuniu Puckrt, or, the generul uclvertisrr ( 13 
May l776), 6; (20 May 1776). 6; (3 June 1776). 1: ( 17 lune l776), 6; etc. 
Iz3 This fact was not lost on Chalmers's contemporary readers. ..Rusticus" in his answer. 
Remurks on u Lure Pamphlet enriried Plain Tmh ( 1  776), hr instance. apologized for not 
having Hume's works on hand. Chalmers's use of Hume, is interesting in light of the other 
authorities he cites; see Bernard Bailyn's remark that "James Chalmers. the Maryland loyalist. 
attacked Paine not with Hobbes, Sibthorpe, Wedderburn's speeches, and the statutes of Henry 
VIll ... but with Montesquieu, Hutcheson, even Volaire and Rousseau" (The Origins of the 
Americun Revolution, 29). 
'" The full title ofthe pamphlet is Plain T d :  addressedro the lnhrrbihnrs of Anrericu. 
Conrrrining Remurks on u lute Pun~phler inrirlrd Cornnion Sense: Wherein ure shewn. thut the 
Scheme of Independence is ruinoirs. delusive, und itnprucricuble: rhut ivere the ilurhcrr's 
dssrverutions, respecting the Powr of dmericu, cls reul us nugututy, Reconciliurion on librrui 
Principles ivith Greur Brihin wouM be rxalfed Policy: und thut, cimrmsrmcecl m tve me. 
permanent Liberty undtrue Happinm cccn only bt. obtaineci by Reccmcilicrtion wirh thut 
Kingdom (Philadelphia, 1776). 
'" See "Dedication". All quotations from Plain Trurh are taken from the 1 776 Dublin edition. 
The pamphlet has also been reprinted in Merrill Jensen, ed. Tracts of the Americun Revolution, 
1763-1 776 (Indianapolis, 1967), 447-488. 
'Id Plain Truth, 2. The reference is to Hume's essay "Of the tndependency of Parliament" 
where Hume writes that "The crown has so many offices at its disposal, that ... it will always 
command the resolutions of the whole so Far, at least, as to preserve the ancient constitution 
from danger, We may, therefore, give to this influence what name we please: we may cal1 it 
by the invidious appellations of corruption and dependence; but some degree and some kind of 
it are inseparable from the very nature of the constitution, and necessary to the preservation of 
our mixed govemment~'(Essays, 45). Hume was here, of course, arguing against a vast body of 
opposition political literature which had attacked Walpole. For a discussion of colonial 
reactions to the Walpolian inheritancesee Jack P. Greene, "Political Mimesis: A 
Consideration of the Historical and Cultural Roots of Legislative Behavior in the British 



Hume's thought on the English constitution, as we shall see in greater detail below, 

proved instrumental in the development of colonial and early American political 

thought. But Chalmers passed quickly to other Humean ideas. 

Hume in "treating of the original contract", says Chalmers, refemng to Hume's 

essay, "Of the Original Contract", "has the following melancholy. but sensible 

observation'' with which to support his contention that no such contract existed: 

"reason tells us, that there is no property in durable objects, such as land and houses, 

when carefully examined, in passing from hand to hand, but must in some period have 

been founded on fraud and injustice". "The necessities of human society", C halmers 

says quoting Hume, "neither in private or public Life. will allow of such an accurate 

enquiry; and there is no virtue or moral duty, but what rnay, with facility. be reîïnrd 

away, if we indulge a false philosophy. in siAing and scrutinizing it, by every captious 

rule of logic, in every Light or position in which it may be placed.'27 

Chalmers wished to show that American independence was not only a bad 

theoretical choice, but that in the real world of politics it was an unattainable one. 

Chalmers wished, he said with a Humean tone, '70 humbly observe, that the specious 

science of politics is of dl others the most delusi~e".''~ Rather than being sensible. 

Paine's Common Sense offered only a common delusion. For while "[i]t is perhaps 

possible to form a specious system of government on paper which may seem 

predictable. and to have the consent of the people; yet it will not answer in practice, nor 

retain their approbation upon trial". Resarting to Hume's thought yet again, Chalmers 

reperited Hume's adage, expressed in "The ldea of a Perfect Commonwealth", that "al1 

plans of governrnent ... which suppose great reformiition in the manners of mankind, 

are merely imaginary." He declared that Paine's "Quixotic system is really an insdt to 

out understanding". Iz9 

Colonies in the Eighteenth Century," in his Negoti(~ferlAlrthorities: Essays in Colonial 
Politicut und Constittrriond Hisrory (Charlottesville, I994), esp. 107-2 14. 
"' See Hume, Essays, -Of the Original Contract", 482. 
'" See, for instance, Hume, Essays, "Ofthe Protestant Succession": "al1 political questions 
are infinitely complicated ... Hesitation, and reserve, and suspence, are, therefoce, the only 
sentiments" one can recommend"(507). 
'" See Hume, Essays, +Ides of a Perfect Commonwealth": .'Al1 plans of government, which 
suppose great reformation in the manners of mankind, are plainly imaginaryW(5 14). 



Chaimers nimed to Hume's essay "Of the Baiance of Trade" in order to 

illustrate the htility of Paine's cal1 to challenge a nation which commanded the 

commercial strength of Britain. "The famed Hume", wrote Chalmers, "says, '1 should 

as soon dread, that ail our civers and springs should be exhausted, as that money should 
9 v 1  130 abandon a kingdom, where there are people and industry . 

Finally, Chaimers cited passages from the first Stuart volume of Hume's 

History with the intention of establishing that, in contrast to the situation in the 

colonies, the successful English Revolution of 1640 had involved more than a simple 

passion for liberty to assure its victory. "Certain it is that the tànatics of Scotland and 

people of England had never m e d  against the tirst Charles, if religious enthusiasm 

had not more powerfully agitated their minds than zeal for liberty; the operations of 

which on the human mind hath, since the era in question, ever been more languid than 

the former most powerful passion". "These hardy assertions". says Chalmers, "are 

supponed as weil by notorious facts, as by the learned Hume, and other judicious 
** 131 historians . "1 cannot here omit remarking". concluded Chalmers on a Humean note. 

"the inconsistency of human nature". 13' Chaimers was by no means the most 

celebrated colonist to look to Hume's writings for their insight to man's political 

nature. Hume also touched more modente and reflective thinkers like Alexander 

Hamilton. 

130 Chalmers, we see, was so taken with Hume's authority that he even quoted him out of 
context. See Hume, Essays, ""Of the Balance o f  Trade". 309. 

See Hume, History, Vol. 5: 303.380,572. 
13' Chalmers found in Hume further proof of the ..inconsistency of human nature" and, by 
implication, the diffîrulty of arousing and maintaining support for an American Revolutionary 
cause such as that recommended by Paine. "Hume says, that the cruel unrelenting tyran& 
Philip the second of Spain, with his infernal inquisition, was not more detested by the people 
of the Netherlands, than was the humane Charles with his inoffensive liturgy, by his mutinous 
subjects". Hume wrote in the History: "The treachmus, the cruel, the unrelenting Philip, 
accompanied with al1 the terrors of a Spanish inquisition, was scarcely, during the preceding 
century, opposed in the Low Countries with more detennined fury, than was now, by the 
Scots, the mild, the humane Charles, attended with his inoffensive liturgy"(Vol. 5: 258)- "The 
many unmerited insults offered to ou; gracious sovereign by the unprincipled Wilkes, and 
others down to this late author", reasoned Chalmers, ' M l  for ever disgrace humanity". 



5 Hume, Human Nature, and Alexander Hamilton 

The mature Alexander Hamilton infiequently acknowledged his intellectual 

debts in print and just as rarely provided direct quotations from which one might 

identie the sources informing bis thought. The New Yorker's pre-Revolutionary 

writings, however, show that Hume's ideas were on his mind long before Hamilton 

turned to them in the celebrated 1787 newspaper debate over ratification of the 

proposed Federal Constitution. In 1775, having only recently graduated from King's 

~ o l l e ~ e , ' ~ ~  the sixteen-year-old Hamilton took up his pen to write The Furmer Rejited 

&c'~", a pamphlet intended, as its full title suggests, to reply to the loyalist sentiments 

of the pseudonymous "A. W. Famer", the Anglican clergyman Samuel Seabury. 

Seabury's pamphlet, A Vierv of'thr Controversy Berween Gred-Briiuin and hrr 

~olonies'", was itself a reply to Hamilton's pamphlet of the previous year, his tirst 

known printed work, 21 Full Vindication of the ~Weusures oj'the Congrrss, &c. ' )~  

Arguing that "the authority of the British Parliament over America, would, in 

al1 probability, be a more intolerable and excessive species of despotism than an 

absolute monarchy". Hamilton pointed to a passage in Hume which must have struck 

13' See his name on .'The Matricula or Register of Admissions & of Graduations & of OttScers 
employed in King's College New-York'. as reprinted in Harold C. Syrett, ed. The Pupers of 
Alexander Hamilton. (Columbia, 196 1-), Vol. I : 80. 
'" The Farmer Rrfuteti: or, A more impurtial and compreirensive View of the Dispute beoveen 
Great-Brituin und the Colonies, Intendedas a Further Vintlicution of the Congress: In 
zlnswer to a Letrrr From A. W. Furmer, Intiilrcl A View of the Controversy Benvren Greut- 
Brituin and her Colonies: Inc fuding u hfode of detmining the preserrt Disputes Finallv und 
EBctualIy, &c (New York, 1775). On the precocity Hamilton evidenced in this early paper 
see George Ticknor Curtis, Constitutional Hisrory of the UnitedSutes, Vol. I : 274: Roland J. 
Mul ford, The Political Theories of Alexander Hnmilton (JO hns Hopkins Ph.D. dissertation, 
1903), 1 1-1 2. See also F.S. Oliver, Aleetunder Hamilton, An Essay on Americun Union (new 
edition, New York, 1923), 38-40. 
13' A View of the Controversey Behveen Great-Britain und her Colonies: Including a MOne of 
Determining their present Disputes, Finally and E$ecrurcfly,- and of Preventing Al1 Future 
Contentions. In a Lerter to the Author of A Full Vindication of the ~lfeasures of the Congress, 
from the Calumnies of their Enemies (New York, 1774). 
'36 A Full Vindication of the Measures of the Congress.Ji.om the C'imnies of their Enenries; 
In Answet to A Lette, Under the Signature of -4. R Farmer. Whereby His Sophistry is 
e-rposed, his Cavils confuted, his Artflces detected and his Wit ridiculed; in a General 
Address To the Farmers of the Province of lVew York Veriras magna est di proevalebit. T i t h  
is powerful, and will prevail (New York, 1774). See also David W. Dobson, Edi~cating 
Republicans, 9 1-92, although he makes no mention of Hamikon's use of Hume. 



many of Hume's colonial readers: "Mr. Hume, in enumerating those political rnaxims. 

which will be eternally me ,  speaks thus: 'It may easily be observed, that though fiee 

govenunents have been comrnoniy the most happy, for those who partake of their 

freedom, yet are they the most minous and oppressive to their provinces' ".'" Hume. 

continued Hamilton, "goes on to give many solid reasons for this. and among other 

things, observes, that 'a fiee state necessarity makes a great distinction (between herself 

and the provinces) and must continue to do so, 'till men learn to love their neighbours 

as well as themselves'." And. says Hamilton, Hume "contirms his reflections by many 

historical facts and concludes them thus: 'Compare the pais conquis of France with 

Ireland, and you will be convinced of this tmth; though this latter kingdom being in a 

good measure peopled from England. possesses so many rights and privileges, as 
i 9,138 should naturally make it challenge better treatment . 

Hamilton also defended his endorsement oflongress's non-importation and 

non-exportation policy fiom Seabury's recent attack. He assured "A. W. Farmer" that 

there would be "no difficulty in obviating the objections you have produced, against the 

Full Vindication; and in shewing, That your View of the Controversy between Great- 

Britain and the Colonies. is not only partial and unjust, but diametrically opposite to the 

first principles of civil society". In the longest quotation of the pamphlet, Hamilton 

cited the first two paragraphs of Hume's essay, "Of the Independency of Pariiament". 

137 Hamilton, Furmer Refited, in Harold C .  Sy rem, ed. The Pupers of Alexander Humilton 
(Columbia, 1961-), Vol. 1: 100. it is ironic that John M. Werner identifies this particular 
Humean passage as one which might have been used effectively to support the "colonial 
cause", but wasn't because 'rhe American leadership could not overcome their narrow 
political prejudices"(444-445). For a better account see Gottfried Dietze, The FederuIist: il 
Classic on Federulism und Free Govmment (Baltimore, 1960): "Hume's History ofEngIund 
was like a mirror in which the Americans could see their own situation. The denunciation of 
King James, for depriving the colonies of their privileges and for introducing an arbitmry rule. 
was now applied to the rule of George ItI and his Parliament, who had associated in iniquity 
and provided an example, as Hume had warned in his early essay on the science of politics, 
that even free governrnents can become +the most ruinous and oppressive to their provinces' 
"(3 16). 

Ibid. On the Humean flaveur of Hamilton's eculy political wrïtings see also Gerald 
Stourzh, Alexander Hamilton and rhe Idea of Repblican Government (Stanford, IglO), esp. 
2 1,25,42-43. 



Refening to him as "a celebrated author", Hamilton quoted fiom Hume at length for 

his colonial American audience: 

*Political writers ... have established it as a maxim, bat, in contriving 
any system of government, and fixing the several checks and controuls of the 
constitution, every man ought to be supposed a knave; and to have no other end 
in al1 his actions, but private interest. By this interest, we must govern hirn, and 
by means of it, make him CO-operate to public good, notwithstanding his 
insatiable avarice and ambition. Without this, we shail in vain boast ot' the 
advantages of any constitution, and shall find in the end. that we have no 
security for out liberties and possessions, except the good di of our mlers; that 
is, we should have no security at al[. 

It is therefore a just politicd maxim, that every m m  micst be siipposed u 
knave. Though, at the same time, it appears somewhat mange, that a maxim 
should be true in politics, which is false in Fact. But to satisfL us on this head, 
we may consider, that men are generally more honest in a private than in a 
public capacity; and will go greater lengths to serve a party, than when their 
own private interest is alone concerned. Honour is a great check upon mankind. 
But, where a considerable body of men act together. this check is in a great 
measure removed; since a man is sure to be apprcwed by his own party, for what 
promotes the common interest, and he soon lems  to despise the clmours of 
adversaries. To this we rnay add that every court, or senate is determined by the 
greater number of voices; so that if self-interest influences only the majority. (as 
it will always do) the whole senate follows the allurements ofthis separate 
interest, and acts as if it contained not one member, who had any regard to 
public interest and liberty.'39 

Hume's words left a lasting impression on the mind of the young Hamilton where. as 

we shall see, in the years to corne they would have their most signiticant impact in the 

context of constitutional debates. Given his present purposes, Hamilton extrapolated 

Hume's political maxim from the arena of constitution making to apply it to the more 

irnmediate concern of international relations, exclaiming: What additiona1 force do 

these observations acquire", appends Hamilton, "when applied to the dominion of one 
9, 140 community over another! . 

'39 Harold C. Syrett, ed. The Papers of Alexander Hamilton (Columbia, 196 1 -), Vol. 1 : 94-95. 
See Hume. Essuys, ..Of the Independency of Parliament", 42-43. Hamilton cites the passage as 
coming h m  "Hume, Vol. 1, Essay 5th". "Of the Independency of Parliament' was not the 
tifth essay in any edition of  the Essays Moral and Political; Hamilton evidentIy was quating 
Hume fiom the Essays and Treatise on Several Subjects where "Of the Independency o f  
Parliament" was the fifih essay in editions from 1764 to 1772. 
[JO Ibid., 95, 



-& 
In the colonial political literature considered thus fm, Ive see that Hume's works 

were frequently re ferred to. History figured proniinently in the poli tical thought of 

colonial Amenca and, in the 1760s and 1770s, many colonists looked to Hume's 

topical History for the facts and interpretations of English history and for the insights 

into political behavior and human nature which Hume's historical writings offered. 

Hume's narne was not simply uttered as though €rom si colonial litany. Both Whigs and 

Loyalists frequently discussed Hume's thought in detail and turned to their copies of 

his Histoty of England and Essays and Treutises from which they often excerpted 

lengthy quotations to support their readings. Loyalists saw Hume as a fiend of order 

and found in his writings support for their basic conservative daim of moderation in 

political activity.'" Americm Whigs, on the other hand, were inclined to see Hume as 

a Criend of liberty and tumed to his writings for insights into the story of the growth of 

modern liberty and for the application of these principles to their resistance to 

~n~land . ' "  Al1 of this is further confirmation that the colonists were very familiar with 

Hume and his works. which formed common ground for Whigs and Tories though they 

cited different parts. Colonial Whigs and Tories both wished to claim Hume as their 

own and vied for the right to do sa'" But Hume's thought was destined to play an 

even more formidable and determinative d e  in what was becoming a Revolutionq 

cause. 

'" The best published accounts of the ideology of the Loyalists, Janice Potter, The Liberg FYe 
Seek Loyalist Ideology in Colonial Nov  York and ~tIussachusetts (Cambridge and London, 
1983) and L.W. Labaree, Conservatisrn in Early Americun Hisrory (1948; reprinted Ithaca, 
1965), make no reference to Hume. Robert McCluer Calhoon. The Loyalisrs in Revolutionary 
America 1760-1 781 (New York, 1965) notes only that Hume "enjoyed little popularity in 
America7'(203 ), 
'" For a survey of this broader topic see John Phillip Reid, The Concept of Liberty in rhe dge 
of the American Revolution (Chicago, 1988). 
133 On a similar phenornena in eighteenth-century France, see Laurence L. Bongie, Daviù 
Hume: Prophet of the Counter-Revolution; see also Peter Amann's review of Bongie, The 
American Hisrorical Review, Vol. 72 ( 1 966), 20 1-202. 



CHAPTER F M :  
HUMEAN ORIGiNS OF THE AMEWCAN REVOLUTION 

"..,the constitution of the English government ... has experienced the 
same mutability, that has attended ail human institutions" 

--fiom Hume's History, The Pennsyivuniu Magurine, 
1776- 

Since the publication of Harvard historian Bernard Bailyn's magisterial The 

ideological Origins of the American Revolution, it is difficul t for historians O t 

American political thought to overlook the enduring importance of the political 

writings of the decade and a half which immediately preceded the outbreak of the 

Ainerican War for ~nde~endence.' Bailyn was not the tirst to appreciate the 

significance of these years. John Adams, in words which have been quoted by many 

historians since (Bailyn amongst them), wrote of the Revolution to Thomas Jetlierson in 

What do we mean by the Revolution'? The war? That was no part of the 
Revolution; it was only an effect and consequence of it. The Revolution was in 
the minds of the people, and this was effected from 1760 to 1775. in the course 
of Ween years before a drop of blood was shed at Lexington. The records of 
thirteen legislatures, the pamphlets, newspapers in d l  the colonies, ought to be 
consulted during that period to ascertain the steps by which the public opinion 
was enlightened and informed conceming the authority of Parliament over the 
colonies.) 

' Bernard Bailyn, The Irlrologicul OrigiBJ of the Aniericun Revoiurion (1967; enlarged edition 
Cambridge and London, 1992). Bailyn wrote that in no period of early American history 
'%as the creativity as great, the results as radical and as fundamental, as in the period before 
Independence. It was then that the prernises were defined and the rissumptions set. It was then 
that explorations were made in new territories and thought, the tïrst comprehensive maps 
sketched, and routes marked out ... It was the most creative period in the history of American 
political thought. Everything that followed assumed and build upon its results"(7 1 ). See also 
Bernard Bailyn, Fuces of Revolution: Pmonalities und Themes in the S(nigg1efor Americun 
Independence (New York, 1990), 727; Gordon S. Wood, The Crration of (he Amnerimi 
Republic l776-!787 (Chape1 Hill, 1969), ix. 
' John Adams to Thomas Jefferson, 24 August 18 15, in Charles F. Adams. ed. The bVorkî OJ 

John Adams (Boston, 1854), Vol. X: 172-173. See also John Adams to Hezekiah Niles, 13 
February 18 18: "The Revolution was in the minds and hearts of the people; a change in their 
religious sentiments of their duties and obligations. This radical change in their principles, 
opinions, sentiments, and the affections of the people, was the real American Revolution", in 
Charles F. Adams, ed. The Works of John Adam, Vol. X: 3 13. 



Precisely what was taught in these edightening and informing lessons, Adams did not 

here Say. Historians of the American Revolutionary Era have argued incessantty about 

this issue ever since. 

8 Colonial Understandings of English Likrties 

One lesson which the coionists did not need to leam was that they had inherited 

the traditional rights and libenies of Englishmen. This was something they knew well 

enough al1 dong.' As David Ramsay put if: "The English Colonists were from the 

3 See Lance Banning, The Jeffersuniun Perszrasion: Evoitrtiun ofu P c q  Idwiogy (Ithaca and 
London, 197%): "Colonial Americans were Englishmen - not sirnply in a formal sense. but 
deep in the recesses oftheir persona1 identities and modes of thought"(70); Daniel J. 
Boorstein, The Genius of rimericun Politics (Chicago, 1953), esp. 77-79.; H. Trevor Colbourn. 
The Lamp of Erprirnce (Chapel Hill, 1965): "The patriots believed themselves inheritors of 
the privileges o f  Englishmen"(4); Philip Davidson, Propugundu und the Rnirricun Rrvuli~riun. 
1763-1 783 (Chapel Hill, 194 1); Roger L. Emerson, "Was the Scottish Enlightenment a 
Product o f  an Engf ish Province?," L ilmen, Vol. 14 ( 19951, 4-5: Felix Gilbert, "The 
Eighteenth-Century Background," in William H. Nelson, ed. Theoq uncl Pructicr in .iniericc~n 
Polirics (Chicago, I964), 3-4; Jack P. Greene, "The American Revolution." The Atnericw 
Hisruricd Review, Vol. 105 (2000), 98, 100; Jack P. Greene. "Cornpeting Authoritics: The 
Debate over Parliamentary lmperial Jurisdiction. 1763-1 776." in Philip Lawson. ed. 
Parhment und the Atluntic Empire (Edinburgh, 1995). esp. 48-5 1: Jack P. Greene, "Empire 
and ldentity from the Glorious Revolution to the American Revolution," in P.J. Marshall. ed. 
The fiforcl Hisron, ofthe British Empire, Vol. IL The Eighteenth Crnticry (Oxford. 1998), 
2 13-2 13: Jack P. Greene, fnterpreting E d y  Ameriw: Historiogruphicai E s q s  
(Chartottesville), 508; Ralph Ketcham, From Coiony tu Coirntry The Revultition in Amrrimn 
Thoughr. 1750-1810 (New York, 1974), esp. 3-7; Ned C. Landsman, Front C'ulonictls to 
Provinciuls: Anirriccin Thought and Culttfre, 1680-1 760 (New York. 1 997). passim; P. S. 
Marshall, "Presidential Address: Britain and the World in the Eighteenth Ceniury: i. 
Reshaping the Empire," Trunscictions of the Royal Historicd Socie& Vol. VllI ( 1998), 7: 
William H. Nelson, ed. Throry und Practice in Americun Poliries (Chicago, 19641, 
"tntroduction", ix-X; J. R. Pole, "~ntroduction: The Struggle for the Constitution", in J. R. 
Pole, ed, The American Constirution: For andclguim~ (New York, 1987): Al1 free Americans 
... claimed the benefiis o f  traditional British libertiesW(4); Paul A. Rahe, "The American 
Revolution," in Peter Augustine Lawler and Robert Martin SchaeTer, eds. The Rmerican 
Erperimen Essuys on the Theory und Pracrice of Liberty (Lanham, Md., 1994): "One fact is 
certain ... [the colonistsj were persuadecl that they were acting to defend their traditional rights 
and privileges as Englishmen"(27-28): John Philtip Reid, Constiirrtîonui Hisrory of the 
Americun Revoluiion The Authorizy of Rights (Madison, I986), 65-66,9 1 ; Robert H. Webking, 
The American Revoluth and the PolicrCs of liberty (Baton Rouge and London). I I 1. 

For contemporary statements by colonist from north to south see: '-A British 
Bostonian" [John Allen], Rn Oralion Upon the Bemties of Liberry (New-London, 1773); 
Bosron Gazeire ( 15 July 1769: -The ministerial writers, and al1 the great and little tools on 
this and the other side the water, are oblig'd to confess, that the subjects o f  America are upon 



first settlement in America, devoted to liberty, on English ideas, and English principles. 

They not only conceived themselves to inherit the privileges of Englishmen, but though 

in a colonial situation, actually possessed them". On the issue of the antecedent 

grounding of these English liberties which the colonists claimed so adamantly by 1776, 

however, there is an ongoing historiographical debate. For many historians and 

politicd scientists the colonists understood their English liberties to be rooted securely 

in the naturai and universal rights of man? According ta this view, during the prelude 

to the Amencan Revolution the colonists became increasingly insistent about claiming 

their liberties on the abstract authority of natural law. Any shift in the foundations of 

the colonial position. argues a strong version of this interpretation. was merely one of 

an equal footing with regard to Liberty and Right, with those in Britain"; Stephen Sayre, The 
Englishniun Deceived: u Politicul Piece: Rherein some very important secrets of stute clre 
briefly recited, and uffered tu the considerution of the public (London: reprinted New York, 
1768; Salem, 1768): "Englishmen. and their descendants, wherever they go, and wherever 
they plant themselves, are Englishmen, with al1 their rights, priviledges, and freedom"; 
William Hicks. The 1Vu111re und Exrent of Parliumentury Power Consittered: In sonte Remurk~ 
upon M... Pitt S Speech in the House of C'ommons, previous to the Reped of the Stcrnrp-Act 
(Philadelphia, 1768): "As a colanist, my most ambitious views extend no further than the 
rights o f  a British subject. 1 can not comprehend how my being born in America should divest 
me of these; nor crin I conceive why the liberty and property ofa free born American shoiild 
not be protected from every invasion with the same caution, which has ever been exened to 
guard the privileges of englishmen. If we are entitled to the liberties o f  British subjects we 
ought to enjoy them ... we have received with the blood o f  our ancestors. the spirit o f  liberty. 
and our hearts naturally retain an utter abhorrence o f  slavery"(xi): First Resolve o f  the 
Virginian House o f  Burgesses: "Resolved. That the first Adventuren. Settlers o f  this his 
Majesty's Colony and Dominions of Virginia, brought with them and transmined CO their 
Posterity and al1 other his Majesty's subjects since inhabiting in this his Majesty's Colony al1 
the Priviledges and lmmunities chat have at any Time been held, enjoyed, and possessed by the 
People o f  Great Britain" (quoted in Boston Gmtte,  1 July 1765); John Joachim Zubly, An 
Humble Enquiry in10 tk Nature of the Dependence of tlmericun Colonies upon the Pc~rliumenr 
of Grm-Brirttin ([Savannah], 1769; reprinted in Ellis Sandoz Polirical Sermons): "the 
liberties o f  an Englishman follow him to the end o f  the world"(270). 
4 See Thomas L. Pangle, "The Philosophic Understandings o f  Human Nature lnforming the 
Constitution," in Conjionting the Constitution: The Chalknge ro Locke, Montesquieu, 
Jefferson. und The FederaIistjom Utili~urianism. Hisroricism. hlumism, Fwdianisni, 
Prugmurism, ExistenriaIism. ..(Washington, D.C., 1 !HO), esp. 1 0-1 1 ; Clinton Rossiter, T h e  
Political Theory o f  the American Revolution," in John P. Roche, cd. Origins ofAmericun 
Politid Thoright (New York, 1967), 97-1 13: T h e  American Revolution .., was a hinge point 
in the long and fascinating career o f  the school o f  naniral law"(98); Clinton Rossiter, Seedtime 
of the Repiiblic: The @[gin of the American Tradition ofPofiticcd Liberty (New York 1953); 
Robert H. Webking, The -4merican Revolution and the Politics of Liberty (Baton Rouge and 



emphasis because the basis of the liberties claimed remained consistent: "Natural law 

always took precedence ... [tlhe primacy of rights and right understood in the life of the 

law of nature, was the argument of the Amecican Revolution from the kginni@'.' 

For other scholars, nothing could be farther from the truth. The colonists. they 

argue, were united rather in their opposition to claiming rights and liberties solely on 

natural grounds. "At every important occasion when the American Whig leadership 

gathered to ciaim rights and state grievances, nature was rejected as the sole authority 

of rights". The colonists, these SC holars argue, harvested their most fniitful political 

kssons primarily from the bountitùl fields of British history. for "the revolutionary 

controversy was concerned with positive constitutional rights. not abstract natunl 

~-i~hts".~ 

Most scholars ot'the political ideas of this period. however. prekr a more 

complicated story which presents colonial thought as fluid. if not somewhat contrived. 

Colonial claims to English liberties. it is now commonly supposed, shifted with tirne. 

As the colonists neared the end of their period of dependence on Britain they learned to 

abandon their musty claims to the historical rights of Englishmen and adopted k s h  

claims to their fundamental rights as men.' Carl Becker gave thir interpretation one of 

London, l988), 1 16- 1 17:, Morton White. The Philosophy ojrhe Anrrrican i?evolirtiun (New 
York, 1978). 
' Hamy Jaffa, '-What were the 'Original Intentions' of the Framers o f  the Constitution of the 
United States?," University of' Puget Soirnd Law Rrview. Vol. I O  ( 1987). 3 84. 
6 See John Phillip Reid, Constittrriorrrrl Hisfory of the Amrricun Rrvolrttivn The .a l  rithvri~v tu 
Trrr (Madison, 1987): "American whigs, in their quarrel with London, zilmost always sought 
recognition o f  English rights, or. put more correctly, British rights of English origins ... It is 
also Iikely that at least until the Declaration of Independence. if then, they never officially 
asked for or referred to a natural right"(24). I t  is  similarly interesting to note that a handbook 
o f  English liberties. Henry Care's The English Liberries. or The Free-born Subjects 
Inherituncr (a work which was first published in London in 1680) saw its 5th edition in 
Boston in 1721 and its 6th edition in Providence in 1774. The Providence edition wiis by 
subscription (with 465 subscribing) and contained some alterations "principally designed for 
America". 
7 See J.C.D. Clark, Language of Liberry, 1660-1833: Political Discot~rse uncl Social 
Dynumics in the ilnglo-Americun World (Cambridge, 1994), 1-4,96; Trevor T. Colboum. The 
iump ofEirperience: "Hitherto colonists had hesitated to trust themselves to philosophical 
abstractions ... But by the summer o f  1776 there seemed no choice but to appeal to the naturd 
rights which the British constitution had once embodied but no longer supported"(232); 
Raymond G. Gettell, Hisrory of American Polirical Thought: ..The political thought o f  the 
Revolutionary pend was characterized by a shift in emphasis from one line o f  argument to 



its eadiest statements in his classic study of the Declaration of lndependence when he 

concluded that "step by step, from 1764 to 1776, the colonists modified their theory to 

suit their needs"? 

Despite the wide gulf separating these historiographies, their proponents have 

been able to assemble an impressive and convincing array of evidence from eighteenth- 

century writers to support their readings. This is because. in a limited sense, they are 

al1 (at least partly) right. The evidence on which this divided historiography stands, 

suggests an over-arching misinterpretation. The foundations on which the colonists 

claimed their English liberties were less cleu-cut and more multifarious than most 

another. In the beginning the colonists based their liberties mainly on their charter grants. 
Abandoning this, they appealed to their constitutional rights as Englishmen and argued over 
their relation to King and to Parliament and over questions of representation and taxation. 
When their legal doctrines became untenable, they fell back upon the philosophic theories of 
the rights of man. the social contraci, and their right of revolution"(8?. 83): Thomas C. Grey, 
"Origins of the Unwritten Constitution: Fundamental Law in American Revolutionary 
Thought," Sranforcl Law Rrview. Vol. 50 ( 1978). esp. 890-892: Knud Haakonssen. "From 
Natural Rights to the Rights of Man: a European Perspective on American Debates." in 
Michael J. Lacey and Knud Haakonssen, eds. .4 Ctdfrrre ofRighn: The Bill of Rights in 
philosophy, polifics, and lmv - 1791 nnd 1991 (Cambridge, 199 1 ). esp. 47-48; Ronald 
Hamowy, "Rights." in Jack P. Greene and J.R. Pole, eds. The Blackrvell Encyclopeclia of the 
Anlericm Revolirfion (Oxford, 199 1): "Regardless of how firmly and how frequently the 
American colonists might have k e d  their earlier claims against Great Britain on their rights 
as Englishmen, there is no doubt that, as open rebellion approsched. the nature of their 
demands shifted to claims grounded on natural rights3(686); Lawrence H. Leder, Liberp and 
Airrhoriy in Early zlmerican Politiccd fdeology (Chicago, 1968): "Efforts to employ old 
shibboleths [i-e. rights of Englishmen] aviiiled nothing, and Americans were forced to abandon 
them and resort instead to the natural rights of man rather than those peculiar to 
Englishmen"( 145-146); Charles F. Mullett, "Coke and the American Revolution," Ecwmmicu: 
A Joirrnul of the Social Sciences, (1932), 457-47 1: "common law was giving way to natural 
law as a popular foundation for colonial claims"(467); Paul A. Rahr. Republicx rlncient ctnd 
~kfodern: C'lassical Reptrblicanism and the rlmerican Revoltïtion (Chape1 Hill, 1992): "In the 
beginning, at the time of the Stamp Act crisis, the colonists were inclined to take their stand as 
Englishmen defending their traditional rights ... [but] the colonisis increasingly turned for 
guidance to the theory of anticipation, resistance, and revolution espoused by John 
Locke"(S55-556); Arthur M. Schlesinger, Preltuie zo Independence: The Newspaper !Var on 
Britain, f 764-1776 (New York, I958). p s i m ;  Benjamin Fletcher Wright. Jr., Amerim 
Inferprefations of NatwaI Lmv (New York, 1962): "after t 760 [Natural Law1 came to be 
much more widely used, and after 1773 there were very few writings in which it was not of 
real importance"(63). 
8 Carl L. Becker, The Declararion of lndependence: A Study in the Hisfory of Politicai Idem 
(New York, 1922), 133. 



modem accounts allow? The pooled evidence Eiom this combined historiography 

shows that the colonists claimed English liberties on the graunds of the historical rights 

of Englishmen and the natural rights of man. And claims of both sorts CO-existed in 

colonial writings of the mid-1760s as well as in writings of the rnid-1770s. Rigid 

distinctions (which many modem conunentators attempt to impose'0) between rights 

claimed as natural and rights claimed as historical did not always exist to the same 

degree within the eighteenth-century mind.! ' 
Jonathan Dickinson, in his Lettersfiom u Prnnsylvuniun Furmer. had tumed to 

Hume and others for a mixture of abstract and historical proofs with which to delineate 

and buttress the political liberties of Englishmen which he claimed for himself and his 

fellow colonists. and when he did so he did not discriminate cleacly between rhese two 

traditions. Dickinson's Letters were especially celebrated, but their inteningling of 

the historical and the abstract was a commonplace of eighteenth-century political 

discourse. William Blackstone's Commenturies on the Lmvs oj'Englund (London. 

1765-1 769) was another chronicle of natural laws particularized which the colonists 

tumed to O ften." The author of a New York broadside of 1769 spoke matter-of-factly 

'1 See Knud Haakonssen. Nuturd Lmv und Morul Philosophy: From Grotitrs ro the Scotrish 
Enlightenment (Cambridge, 1996). pussim: See also James H. Hutson. '.The Bill o f  Rights and 
the American Revolutionary experience," in Michael J. Lacey and Knud Haakonssen. eds. -4 
d u r e  of rights The Bill of Rights in philosophy, politics, u ~ d  l m  -- 1791 und 1991: M e d I  
Jensen, ed. English Historid Documents: Vol. LX Americun Colonid Doaiments ro 1776 
(London, 1969), 798-820; David N. Mayer, The Constitirtiond T/rotigitt of Thunius Je!rr~on 
(CharIottesville and London, 1994), 37; Gerald Stounh, Aie-runder Humilton di the kIeu of 
Repirblicrrn Government (Stanford, 1970), 12. 17,22. 
IO See, e.g.. Forrest McDonald, E Pluribus Untim: The Formation of the .4rneriïbm Rrptiblic. 
1776-1 790 (Boston, 1965: reprinted tndianapolis, 1979). 33-34. 
I I  See Knud Haakonssen, ~Vuturul Lmv und Moral Philosophy: From Grotius ro the Scuttish 
Enlightenment, esp. 3 1 1. See also Louis Hartz, "American Political Thought and the 
American Revolution." The Americun Political Science Review. Vol. XLVl ( 1952), esp. 329- 
33 1; 1. G, A. Pocock, The Ancient Constitution c~ndthe Feu& Lcnv: A Stirdj of English 
Historical llought in the Seventeenth Cennq, A Reisstie with a Retrmpect (Cambridge. 
198?), 377-378; see C. Bradley Thompson, John Adams und the Spirit ofLibers, (Kansas, 
I998), 8 1: Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American Repziblic 1776-1 787 (Chape1 Hill, 
1969): what is truly extraordinary about the Revolution is that few Americans ever felt the 
need to repudiate their English heritage for the sake o f  nature or o f  what ought to be. in their 
minds natural law and English history were allied"(l0). 
" For the currency o f  Blackstone in eighteenth-century America see Mark Goldie. The 
Receprion of Locke 's Politics. Vol. 3. The Age ofrhe American Revolution, 1760-1 780 



of "Rights, which as Men, we derive h m  Naiure; as Englishmen, have secured to us 

by o u  excellent ~onstitution".'~ In the Rights of the Colonisfs ( 1  772), Samuel Adams 

wrote: 

The absolute Rights of Englishmen, and al1 fieemen in or out of Civil society, 
are principally, personal secrtriîy, personal liber& and privure properw. All 
Persons boni in the British American Colonies are by the laws of God and 
nature, and by the Common law of England, exclzisive of d l  chartersfrom the 
Crorvn, well Entitled, and by the Acis of the British Parliament are declared to 
be entitled to al1 the natural essential. inherent & inseparable Rights Liberties 
and Privileges of Subjects born in Great Btitain, or within the Realm ... These 
are some of the first principles of naturat Law & Justice, and the great Barriers 
of al1 free States, and of the British Constitution in particiilar.'J 

For Dickinson and many of his contemporaries. the historical record not only provided 

a charting of rights but these temporal rights also opemd a window on abstract rights 

derived ultimately from natural law.'' tdentifiing an eighteenth-century Anglo- 

American mind-set which thought in terms of abstract rights historically particularized 

helps us to understand the elevated place of historical writings in the political thought 

of Revolutionary America. 

The liberties secured and enforceable in English history and the abstract 

liberties founded in natural law. however. were not always seamlcssly merged in 

colonial thought. ln the mid-1770s John Aâams showed that he (and other colonists) 

- -- -- - - - - 

(London, 1999), 64; Charles M. Harr. "Preface." to his edition o f  the Conrmenturies (Boston, 
l962), mi-xxvii; Gareth Jones, -'Introduction: Sir William Blackstone." in The Sovrreigny uf 
The Lcnv: Selectionsfrom Blacksionr 's Commentaries on the Laws o f  England (Toronto. 
1973), x; and the revisionary Dennis R. Nolan. "Sir William Blackstone and the New 
Republic: A Study o f  Intellectual Impact," The Politicui Science Reviewr. Vol. V I  ( 1976). 
283-324. 
" "At this Alarming Crisis" (New York. 1769). 
'' Samuel Adams. Rights of the Cdonists ( 1772) in Harry Alonzo Cushing, ed. The Writings of 
Samuel Adums (4 Vols, New York, I968), Vol. II, 336-357. See also Anon. [Moses Mather], 
Americu S Appeal to the Impurtrial World. Wherein the Rights of the Americuns. us i&n. 
British Subjects. und UY Colonisrs .., (Hartford, 1 775). 
l5 See Jack N. Rakove, .'Parchment barriers and the politics of rights? in Michael J. Lacey and 
Knud Haakonssen, eds. A cz~lttrre of rights: "The American innovation promised to simplifj 
and dari@ the authority o f  rights, and to close and perhaps even erase the distance between 
rights that were fundamental and righîs that were merely constitutional"(l07). This 
"innovation", however, was to be found in Hume; see, for instance, John B. Stewart, Opinion 
und Reform in Hume 's Politicul Philosop@ (Princeton. I992). 6. 



had begun to distinguish between the two when he remarked that one of the points 

which was "laboured the most" during the drafting of the Declaration of Colonial 

Rights and Grievances. a document which strove '70 state the rights of the colonies in 

generai". was whether the colonists "should recur to the law of nature" or '70 the 

British ConstitutionT' in their political battle with ~ n ~ 1 a n d . l ~  Towards the end of the 

eighteenth century. and especially in the wake of the tumultuous events of the 

Revolution in France in 1789, historical and abstract proofs would became ever more 

distinct in the mind of ~ontem~oraries." But, despite Adams's accurate perception of 

the dawning competition between abstract and historical justifications for American 

political liberties, the resulting document claimed rights "by the imrnutable laws of 

nature. the principles of the English constitution and the several charters or compacts". 

and apparently did not appear especially inconsistent or disingenuous to its eighteenth- 

century framers and readers when it did so.lS 

Even in this three-pillared edifice of colonial rights, Adams arguably 

oversimplitied matters. Behind Adams's retèrence to *-the principles of the English 

constitution" is a complex story which is only now becoming Fully apparent to modem 

commentators. The colonial crisis was not a simple and straightforward tale of 

American Whigs claiming liberties based on 'rhe principles of the English 

constitution". pnnciples disputed by English ~ o r i e s . ' ~  ~ n ~ l o - ~ m e r i c a n  Whigs of the 

'' L.H. Butterfield, ed. The D i q  und Airtobiograph-v of John .kkrrns (Cambridge. Mass.. 
1961), Vol. 111: 309. See Adams's notes (8 September 1774) on these debates which confinn 
his statement. See also "Debate in the committee to state the ri& of the colonies". in Merrill 
Jensen. ed. English Historical Docutnents, American Coionid Documents to 1776 (London. 
1 sas), 803-805. 
17 See Laurence Bongie, David Hume: Prophet of the Cotrntrr-Revolurion (Oxford, 1965: 2nd 
edition Indianapolis, 1999), esp. chap. II, "The Revolution and the Rôle of History'.. 79-lOI- 

Some Americans. it seems, did not reconcile these trends so easily. Gordon Wood implies 
that James Otis's attempt to reconcile the contradictions between Coke and Vattel -helped to 
tear his mind to piecesT'(Creation of the American Republic, 9). 
l9 See Barbara A. Black, .'The Constitution of the Empire: The Case of the Colonists," 
University of Pennsylvaniu L a w  Reviav Vol, 124 ( 1 976), 1 157- 12 1 1 ; Robert M. Bliss. "The 
British Empire and the American Constitution," Jotrmai of American Studies, Vol. 21 (1987). 
43 1-435: Jack P. Greene, "From the Perspective of Law: Context and Legitimacy in the 
Origins of the American Revolution, A Review Essay," South AtIantic Qtrrrrrer~v, Vol. 83 
( I9%6), 56-77; Jack P. Greene, PerMheries and Center: Constittrtiond Devrfopment in the 
Ertended Polities of the British Empire and the United States, 1607-1 788 (Athens and 



eighteenth-century world did not have recourse to a single, unified constitutional 

heritage, but, it is argued, had available to them two, competing conceptions of the 

English constitution?' 

One Whig version of the English constitution had an historical essence and 

looked to the revolutionary senlement of 1688 and the establishment of Parliarnentary 

supremacy as the event which consolidated English libesties. The glory of the Glorious 

Revolution, these (Court) Whigs argued, was that it guaranteed Parliament's supremacy 

over the Crown. From 1689 Parliament effectively could define a flexible English 

constitution (and the relationship between England and her colonies). It was this "new" 

version of the English constitution, we have k e n  told. which was most 0 t h  

charnpioned by Whigs in England but which was increasingly challenged by Whigs on 

the American shores of the Atlantic as their relations with the English Parliament 

soured." 

Georgia, 1986); Jack P. Greene. Interpreting Earlv Americu: Historiogruphicul Essqs 
(Charlottesville, 1996): Jack P. Greene, iVegotiutrcf Arirhoritks: Essqs in Culonid Poliricd 
undConstitirtionu1 Histoy (Charlottesville, 1994); Stanley N. Katz "The Origins of American 
Constitutional Thought," Perspcfivrs in Amrricun Hisro., Vol. 3 (1969), 474490: Marc W. 
Kruman. Benveen Authoriy & Libery: Stute Consrimion ~bfciking in Revolittionuw Americu 
(Chape1 Hill & London, 1997), esp. 8-1 1. This scholarship builds. to a large degree upon 
Gordon Wood and. even earlier, Charles 1. McIlwain's The Atnuricm Rrvulirtion: ,4 
Constitirtionul Interpretarion (lthaca, 1923). This new scene ofthought has begun gradually to 
work its way into more general scholarship on eighteenth-century America. See for instance. 
C. Bradley Thompson, John Adams und The Spiric of Liber&, esp. 79 
%ee J.G.A. Pocock, The Muchiuvrlliun Moment: Florentine Poliricol Tho~ght c d  the 
Rtlunric Reptrblicun Tradition (Princeton, 1975), 466-467: John Philip Reid, Constir~rrioncti 
History of the Americun Revvliition: The Ritfhoriy of Lrnv (Madison, 1993). 4: John Phillip 
Reid, Constitirtionul History uf the American Rwoliition The Altthority of Rights (Madison, 
l986), 737; Paul Langford, A Polite und Commrrcid People: Engh l .  l?'7-/783 (Oxford, 
1989). 68 1. 
" See H.T. Dickinson, .'The Eighteenth-Century Debate on the Sovereignty of Parliament," 
Trunsuctions of the Roy01 Hisroricul Society, Vol. 26 ( 1 976), I 89-2 10; H.T. Dickinson. T h e  
Rights of Man From John Locke to Tom Paine," in Owen Dudley Edwards and George 
Shepperson, eds. Scotlund, Europe und the Americun Revoltrtion (New York, 1 976), 3 848; 
John V. Jezierski, "Parliament or People: James Wilson and Blackstone on the Nature and 
Location of Sovereignty," Journai of the History of Ideas, Vol. 32 ( 197 1 ), 95-96; Paul 
Langford, A Polite and Commercial People: Englond. I7L 7-1 783,679-68 1 ; J.G.A. Pocock. 
'Yirtue and Commerce in the Eighteenth Century," Journal of lnterdisciplinury History. Vol. 
3 (1 972), 1 19-1 23: James H. Read, Power versia Libery: i ma dis on. Hamilton, Wilson, und 
Jefferson (Charlottesville and London, 2000), 8-9,94-95; Robert H. WeMcing, The American 
Revolution and the Politics of Liber&, 120. 



Existing concurrently with this Court view was a second, older Whig version o f  

the English constitution? This looked back to the writings o f  John Trenchard and 

Thomas Gordon and other British radicals who themselves looked back to the ancient 

English constitution found in Edward Coke's works which helped dethe the inherent 

liberties o f  Englishrnen. For these (opposition or Country) Whigs, the Glorious 

Revolution was glorious for its recovery of, temporarily lost but nevertheless, ancient 

liberties which had existed 'rime out of mind"." Their language was that o f  a timeless 

battle which pitted '~ i r tue"  against "corruption". Historians have argued that this a- 

historical version o f  the Whig constitution only received slight lip service in Britain but 

that its classical republican tenets were ubiquitously cried out in Revolutionary 

America. 'The Country ideology", writes J.G.A. Pocock. .'nn riot in Amerka''. " 
7 1  -- See Gordon Wood, Creution, esp. 14-1 7.4849: "More than any other source this 
disaffected Whig thought fused and focused the elements that shaped the colonists' conception 
o f  the English constitution and English politics"(17). See also Lance Banning, "Republican 
ldeology and the Triumph o f  the Constitution, 1789 to 1793," Williutn und Mury Qtrurrdy. 
Ser. 3, Vol. 3 1 ( 1974). 167- 188, esp. 172: H. T. Dickinson, "The Eighteenth-Century Debate 
on the Sovereignty of Parliament," Transuctions of the Ro-vul Historiml Sociew Vol. 26 
( l976), esp. 206-207. 
" Robert H. Webking, The American Revolution unclthe Politics of Liber@. 124. 
J.G. A. Pocock, Wrtue and Commerce in the Eighteenth Century". 16 1. See also Lance 

Banning, The Jflersosoniun Persuasion, esp. 17.53-72.78, 126.246-247: Lance Banning. 
"Repubtican Ideology and the Triumph of the Constitution, 1789-1 793." Willium andith~n, 
Qztarter(v. Vol. 3 I (1974), 172; John V. Jezierske, "Parliament or People: James Wilson and 
Blackstone on the Nature and Location of Sovereignty," Journul ofthe Hisrop of Idrrw: Vol. 
32 ( 1 97 l ), 97: Abraham Ketelta. God Arising c d  Pleading his People S Cmise (Newbury- 
Port. 1 777; reprinted in Political Sermons), 599; Henry F .  May. T k  DivicIecI Heurt: Esscys on 
Proresrunfism and the Enlightenment in Americu (New York. 199 1 ). 169: David N. Mayer, 
The Constitutionul Thought of Thomas Jefferson (C harlottesviIle and London. 1 994), 2 6  
J.G.A. Pocock. "Cambridge paradigms and Scotch philosophers: as study of the relations 
between the civic jurispnidential interpretation o f  eighteenth-century socid thought". esp. 238- 
239; J.G.A. Pocock, The ~bluchiavellian Moment, 509: James H. Read, Power verstis L i b e v  
iMadison Hamiiton, Wilson, und Jefferson, 6,8-9; Caroline Robbins. The Eighteenrh-cmfmy 
Common\vealthmcm: Sttrdies in the Transmission. Development and Cirmmstr~nce of English 
Liberal Thougltrfiom the Resroration of Charles II zcntil the Far ivirh the Thirreeir Colonies 
(Cambridge, 1959), 3- 16; Charles Sydnor, American Revolrrrionarirs in the itluking: politicul 
practicrs in Washington's Virginiu (New York, 1965): the Court Whigs wvere '-perhaps beîter 
known in America than in England in the 1 iïOs"( 17-1 8); David W. Robson. Educriting 
Repttblicms: The College in the Era of the American Revolution, 1750-1800 ( Westport & 
London, i 985): "The outbreak o f  the Revolutionary War intensified the tendency o f  many 
potitically active Americans to embrace the Commonwealth Whig political ideolorey"( 103): 
Robert E. Toohey, Libery and Empire: British Radicol Solutions to the American Problenr. 
17 74-1 776 (Lexington, 1978): The "Honest Whigs" were 'The m e  ideological kinsmen of 



Recent histoncal studies have gone a long way towards bringing these revisited 

constitutional issues back to the center of our attempts to grasp the political thought of 

the Arnerican Revolutionary Era. The question of the ".rightnessW of the colonid 

position in point of law (which earlier had largely been decided against the colonists) 

has been re-opened. Recent historiography thus leads to a new appreciation of the 

importance (and ambiguity) of constitutional issues to eighteenth-century Anglo- 

Arnerican political thought. M i l e  identifiing and illuminating the context in which 

Hume would have been read, none of this promising new scholûrship has adequately 

considered Hume's significant contributions to the eighteenth-century debate on the 

constitutional foundation of English liberty. Hume's constitutional thought. as we shall 

see below. did not fit neatly into any of the categories which existed at the tirne." 

Hume not only took great pains to identif) and c h i &  the conceptions of the English 

constitution which existed in his day, but he explicitly criticizcd them and offered in 

their stead his alternative view of"the true principles" of the English constitution. 

Hume's idem proved IO have a particular and lasting appeal for his many colonial 

readers -- readers who demonstrably took Hume's revisionist constitutional lessons to 

America's revolutionaries"(xii); John Joachim Zubly, An Htrmble Enqtriry ([Savannahj, 1769: 
reprinted in Political Serrtrons): "Great-Britain has not only a Parliament, which is the 
supreme legislature. but also a constitution, and that the Parliament derives its authority and 
power from the constitution. and not the constitution from the Parliament. It may also be fairly 
inferred hence. that the liberties of Englishmen arise from and depend on the English 
constitution. which is permanent and ever the same"(273). More recently, historians have 
begun to appreçiate that the British/colonial dividing line for the acceptance of one Whig 
version of the English constitution over the other, was not as distinct nor as rigid as had been 
thought. For the development of this point with respect to the absorption of notions of 
parliamentary supremacy within colonial culture see 1. K. Steele, "The British Parliament and 
the Atlantic Colonies to 1760: New Approaches to Enduring Questions". in Philip Lawson. 
ed. PurIiument and the Atlantic Empire ( Edin burgh, 1999,2946. 
I5 Contra J.G.A. Pocock (The Machimllian Moment, 493-497) and Lance Banning (The 
Jefersonian Persuasion, 132) who see Hume as a "Court" historian, see J.W. Burrow, Whigs 
and Liberals: Contintris, und Change in English Political Thorrght (Oxford, L 988), Hume was 
"politically unclassitiable in eighteenth-century terms"(28); James Moore. "Hume's PoliticaI 
Science and the Classical Republican Tradition," Cananian Jotrrnal of Polirics, Vol. 10 
( I977), Hume's "position was not readily identifiable with the issues of either the court or the 
country Party: it was part of a larger perspective on public life, wliich offered a new 
understanding of constitutional pvernment"(822, passage from 823-824); John B. Stewart. 
Opinion and Reform in Hume S Politicul Philosophy. 226-227. 



Hume on the English Constiîution 

Almost invariably, modem studies of Hume's constitutional thought begin by 

considering its critical aspects. And there are some good reasons for doing this. After 

all, Hume was the infamous critic of the Lockean notion that govemment rests on an 

original contract?' Especially to his modem readers, who are most farniliar with a 

compartmentalized Hume. and who, often overlooking his History of England. are 

most fmiliar of al1 with the skeptical Hume of the Treutisr. Hume's over-al1 stance 

appears to be a negative one. But Hume's constitutional project was not excdusively, 

nor perhaps even principally. a negative one. Exposed to a fuller range of Hume's 

writings in the tandem of the Essays and Trecirises and the Hisrory oJ'EngimJ, Hume's 

contemporary audience was far more attuned to the constructive elements of his 

experirnental political thought in genenl, and the constructive elements of his 

constitutionai thought in particular. What does an eighteenth-century reading of 

Hume's constitutional thought unveil? 

For Hume. the very possibility "That Politics May be Reduced to a Science" 

was founded in the gradua1 ascendancy of the rule of law. As he said in his essay 

bearing that title. "[s]o great is the force of Iaws. and of particular toms of 

government, and so little dependence have they on the humours and tempers of men. 

that consequences almost as generaI and certain may çometimes be deduced from them. 

as any which the mathematical sciences afford us".'8 Hence it was that 

I6 When Forrest Mcüonald and Ellen Shapiro McDonaId, in Reqrrient: Vmiutions on 
Eighterntiz-Centirry Themes (Lawrence, 19#8), write that "Dickinson faced a choice. Which 
of these [Court or Country] conflicting versions was he to believeT(94); they rnight also have 
included a Hurnean option. 
" See Hume, Esstrys, "Of the Original Contract". See Stephen Buckle and Dario Castiglione, 
"Hume's Critique of the Contract Theory," H i s r o l  of Poliricd Thoirght, Vol. XII ( 199 1), 457- 
480. This aspect of Hume's thought has not gone unnoticed by historians of American 
political thought: see, for instance, Frank D. Balog, "The Scottish Enlightenment and the 
Liberal Political Tradition,'' in Allan Bloom. ed. Confionthg the Constimtion (Washington. 
1990), 305; J.R. Pole, "Reflections on American Law and the American Revolution," Witiium 
and ~bfury @rarterty. Ser. 3, Vol. 50 (1 993), 145. 
" Hume, Essays, "That Politics May be Reduced to a Science", 16. See also Hume. Enquj, 
Concerning Human Understanding "How couid politics be a science, if laws and fonns of 



Legislators, therefore, ought not to trust the future governrnent of astate entirely 
to chance, but ought to provide a system of laws to regulate the administration 
of public affairs to the latest posterity. Effects will always correspond to 
causes; and wise regulations in any commonwedth are the most valuable legacy 
that c m  be lefi to friture ages. In the smallest court or office, the stated forms 
and methods. by which business must be conducted, are found to be a 
considerable check on the natural depravity of mankind. Why should not the 
case be the same in public affair~?'~ 

T h e  ages of greatest public spirit," concluded Hume against much of the grain of his 

times. "are not always most eminent for private virtue. Good laws may beget order and 

moderation in the government, where the manners and customs have instilled little 

humanity or justice into the tempen of men"." In another essay. ..Of Parties in 

General". Hume was just as clear in his elevation of those who promote the rule oflaw: 

"Ofall men, that distinguish themselves by memorable atchievernents. the first place of 

honour seems due to LEGISLATORS and founders of States, who transmit a system of 

laws and institutions to secure the peace, happiness, and liberty of future generations". 

These sentiments. of course. proved of much interest to Americans founding their own 

state. 3 '  While the ..influence of useful inventions in the arts and sciences may. 

perhaps. extend fmher than that of wise laws". argued Hume, 

the benetit arising t'rom the former, is not so sensible as that which results tiom 
the latter. Speculative sciences do, indeed. improve the mind: but this 
advantage reaches only to a few persons. who have leisure to apply themselves 
to them. And as to practical arts, which encrease the commodities and 
enjoyments of life. it is well known. that men's happiness consists not so rnuch 
in an abundance of these, as in the peace and security with which they posses 
them; and those blessings can only be derived from good government.3' 

eovemment had nota unifonn influence upon society?"(90). See James Moore. "Hume's - 
Political Science and the Classical Republican Tradition", 8 17-8 18. 
' 9  Hume, Essays, "That Politics May be Reduced to a Science", 24. 
" Ibid.. 23. 
" See Douglas Adair, ..Fame and the Founding Fathers,' in Trevor Colbourn, ed.. Essqs by 
Douglass Adair: Fame and the Forrnding Fathers (Indianapolis. 1998); Isaac Kramnick. T h e  
'Great National Discussion': The Discourse of Politics in 1787,' Wiiliam andiMary @nrter&, 
Ser. 3, Vol. 45 ( 1988), 29; Peter McNamara, ed., The Noblest ~Minds: Fame, Honor. and the 
American Fomding (Lanham, 1999); Gerald Stourzh, Alaander Hamilton anù the Ideu of 
Republican Government. 1 74- 1 80. 
3' Hume, Essays, "Of Parties in General", 54-55. 



In his essay "Of Civil Liberty", Hume praised modern times for pmviding "a 

government of laws, not of man" not only to republics, but even to "civilized 

monarchies"?' Finally, in his essay "Of Some Remarkable Customs", Hume 

differentiated between different kinds of power and their relationships with liberty 

based on their grounding in the legitimacy of the nile of law. "A power. however 

great". remarked Hume 

when granted by law to an eminent magistrate is not so dangerous to liberty as 
an authority, however inconsiderable, which he acquires tiom violence and 
usurpation. For besides that the Iaw always limits every power which it 
bestows. the very receiving it as a concession establishes the authority whence i t  
is derived and preserves the harmony of the constitution." 

These ideas surfaced in other ways in other writings. 

Hume was interested to work out what he took to be the complicated and 

interpenetrating relationship between a country's arts and sciences, and its government. 

He wrote to this point in the History of'Englmd that the "rise, progress. pertèction. and 

decline of art md science. sire curious objects of contemplation. and intimately 

connected with a narration of civil  transaction^".^^ In the Esscrys. too. he was especially 

attentive to investigate any repercussions which developments in the arts or sciences 

might have on the mle of law. In his essay devoted to "The Rise and Progress of the 

Arts and Sciences" these considerations led Hume to praise free governments as the 

tme breeding ground for the rule of law. He wrote that "[it] may happen. that a 

republic. in its infant state, may be supponed by as few laws as a barbarous monarchy. 

and may entrust as unlimited an authority to its magistrates or judges. But". Hume 

continued in language which must have held distinctive appeal to many ofhis 

eighteenth-century American republican readers, 

besides that the frequent elections by the people. are a considerable check upon 
authority; it is impossible. but, in time. the necessity of restraining the 
magistrates, in order to preserve liberty, must at last appear. and give rise to 
general laws and statues. The ROMAN Consuls, for sorne t he ,  decided al1 
causes, without being confined by any positive statutes, till the people, bearing 
this yoke with impatience. created the decemvirs, who promulgated the hvelve 

j3 Hume, Essnys, ,'Of Civil Liberty". 94. 
34 Hume, Essays, '"Of Some Remarkable Customs", 374. 
35 Hume, Hisfory, Vol. 2: 5 19. 



tables; a body of laws, which, though, perhaps, they were not equal in bulk to 
one ENGLISH act or parliament, were almost the only written d e s ,  which 
regulated property and punishrnent, for some ages, in that famous republic. 
They were, however, suficient, together with the forms of a free goverment, to 
secure the Iives and properties of the citizens, to exempt one man from the 
dominion of another; and to protect every one against the violence or tyranny of 
his fellow-citizens. In such a situation the sciences may raise their heads and 
flourish: But never can have king arnidst such a scene of oppression and 
slavery, as always results from barbarous monarchies, where the people alone 
are restrained by the authority of the magistrates, and the magistrates are not 
restrained by any law or statute ... Here then are the advantages of free States. 
Though a republic should be barbarous, it necessarily, by an infàllible operation, 
gives rise to LAW, even before mankind have made any considerable advances 
in the other sciences. From law arises security: From security curiosity: And 
from curiosity knowledge. The latter steps of this progress may be more 
accidental; but the former are altogether necessary. 

"A republic without laws can never have any duration". and, concluded Hume. "free 

govemments" are 'The only proper nursery for the arts and sciences".36 

Hume put the reciprocal in his essay "Of Refinement in the Arts": "If we 

consider the matter in a proper light. we shall find, that a progress in the arts is riither 

favourab1e.t~ Liberty, and has a natural tendency to preserve. if not produce a free 

governmen~*'." Where ..luxury nourishes commerce and indust*'. explained Hume in 

an OR-cited passage which would have its most significant American resonances in the 

years atler independence, -the peasants, by a proper cultivation of the land. become 

rich and independent; while the tndesmen and merchants acquire a share of the 

property and draw authority and consideration to that middling mnk of men who are the 

best and firmest basis of public liberty".38 Why did Hume consider the **middling rank 

of men" to be "the best and firmest basis of public liberty"? Because. in part. their 

spirit and position required that they uphold the rule of Iaw: 

These submit not to slavery, like the peasants, fiom poverty and meanness of 
spirit; and having no hopes of tyrannizing over others. like the barons, they are 

- - -  - - -  - 

36 -- Hume. Essays, -The Rise of Arts and Sciences", 1 17-1 18. 
" Hume, Essuys, "Of Refinement in the Arts", 277. 
js Ibid, This is something which Hume s h e d  with other Scottish Enlightenment thinkers like 
Adam Smith, John Millar, and Adam Ferguson. See Ralph Lerner, "Commerce and Character: 
The Anglo-Amencan as New-Model Man," William und ibIary Quurrer!~, Set. 3, Vol. 36 
(1979), esp. 13-15. 



not tempted, for the sake of that gratification, to submit to the tyranny of their 
sovereign. They covet equal laws, which may secure their property, and 
preserve them from monarchical. as well as aristocratical  tyran^^^.^^ 

A close reading of the Hisrory of England exhibits and delineates, in unmistakable 

tenns, the salience of the rule of law to Hume's considered thought on the true 

principles of the English constitution. 

Hume reverts to the theme of the rule of law in numerous instances and varied 

contexts. For instance, in the concluding section to the Hisrory's tinal volume. he 

wrote of the latter-day importance of Justinian. the codifier of Roman law. It was the 

finding of Justinian's Pandecrs in about 1 1 30. says Hume, "which tended fàrther to the 

improvement of the age" than perhaps any other event.1° Hume had earlier pnised 

Edward 1 as 'Ihe English Justinian". pointing out that "the chief advantage. which the 

people of England reaped, and still continue to reap, from the reign of this great prince, 

was the correction, extension, amendment, and establishment of the laws. which 

Edwwd maintained in great vigour. and lefi much irnproved to posterity: For the acts 

of a wise legislator commonly remain; while the acquisitions of a conqueror often 

perish with him"." 

Other heroes in Hume's version of England's history also made contributions to 

the development of the rule of law which Hume duly noted. Alfred the Great. a patron 

ofthe arts and a character who cornes offwith more praise from Hume than perhaps 

does any other historical agent. Save Elizabeth 1, is a case in point. So that Alfred 

"might render the execution of justice strict and regulslr", w-rites Hume, he "divided d l  

England into counties: these counties he subdivided into hundreds: and the hundreds 

into tithings". Alfred's complicated and rigid legal system "may not be necessary in 

times. when men are more enured to obedience and justice; and it might be regarded as 

destructive of liberty and commerce in a polished state; but it was well calcutated to 

reduce that fierce and licentious people under the salutary restraint of law and 

39 Ibid. 
JO Hume, History, Vol, 2: 520-521. See James Moore, -*Hume and the Classical Republican 
Tradition", 827. 
'" Hume, History, Vol. 2: 14 1. 



governmentw.J2 

It was Alfied who was responsible for introducing to England a trial system 

which was 'rhe origin ofjuries; an institution, admirable in itselt and the best 

calculated for the preservation of liberty and the administration of justice. that ever was 

devised by the wit ~ f r n a n " ? ~  Hume considered Alfred to be the founder of "a body of 

laws: which. though now 10% served long as the basis of Eriglish jurisprudence, and is 

generally dermecl the ongin of what is denominated the COMMON  LAW".^ When 

taken together, these and similar references stack up as more than miscellaneous 

comments. and together comprise Hume's wider concern to document the emergence 

of the nile of Law as a wotthy constitutional principle. Hume's History of Englc~nd 

might be read as tteliing the story of the growth of English liberty. the rise of the rule of 

law. and its gradua1 institutionalization -- afier the passing oP'~ime and experience" -- 
in the English ~onstitution?~ 

One of the most signifcant plots of Hume's political narrative revolved around 

the important events of 1688-1689. It was with the Glorious Revolution that a 

"regular" plan OC liberty was for the first time established in England. "The revolution 

alone. which soon succeeded. happily put an end to al1 these disputes". because. wrote 

Hume. "[b]y means of it. a more uniforrn edifice was at last erected: The monstrous 

inconsistency. so visible between the ancient Gothic parts of the fabric and the recent 

plans of liberty, was îùlly correctedv. Only then were "king and people" at last "taught 

to know their proper boundarie~~.'~ For Hume. as John 8, Stewart convincingly has 

argued, both Liberty and authong are essential ro "good ~governanct"~' In 'Qf the 

Origins of Government". Hume had argued that neither liberty nor authority "cm ever 

42 Hume, History. Vol. 1 : 77, 
''q bid. 
U Hume, then, did not consider the Cornmon Law to have k e n  in existence from time 
immemorial as Coke and others had said, See J.G.A. Pocock on Coke: '-It cannot be regarded 
as the creation of  any single mind. But Coke did more than any other man to surnmarize it and 
make ir authoritative"(The Ancien; Consrirurion and the Feudal Lmv, 38). 
'' See Charles W. Hendel, "Introduction" to h i d  Hume's Pditicui Essrrys (New York, 
1953), n i v .  

46 Hume. Hisiory, Vol, 6: 475476. 
J7 John B. Steward, Opinion and R e m  in Hume's Political Philosopfy, esp. 23 1,243. 



absolutely prevail in the contest. A great sacrifice of liberty must necessarily be made 

in every govemment; yet even the authority, which confines liberty, can never, and 

perhaps ought never, in any constitution, to become quite entire and ~ncontroulable"~~ 

As Hume put it in the History: "Authority, as well as liberty, is requisite to 

government; and is even requisite to the support of liberty itself, by maintaining the 

laws, which can alone regulate and protect it". So it was that in Hume's view of things, 

the "revolution forms a new epoch in the constitution; and was probably attended with 

consequences more advantageous to the people. than barely freeing them from an 

exceptionable admini~tration":~ 

The History. using the language of improving "epochs", highlights Hume's 

intention to document a nominally progressive growth in the rule of law (and 

constitution) and the liberty associated with it. Hume could say of the feudal system. 

for instance, that although it was a "strange species of civil polity" which was il1 fitted 

to ensure either liberty or tranquillity"; nevertheless, "it was prefenble to the universal 

licence and disorder. which had every where preceded it''.jO He also wanted to show 

just how complicated and contingent this improving process had been and how fragile 

the English constitution of the present day remained." The rule of law was a key 

ingredient to Hume's grand narrative of a Europe which was moving from "rude. 

unpolished nations" of sloth and ignorance to become "polished nations" having 

industrious. commercial activity. But Hume's was a long way from the chronide of an 

inevitable and unintempted development of a single, evolving English constitution. 

The growth of English constitutional liberty had been contingent. halting. slow. and 

precarious.~ Its future growth could not be assumed. 

For Hume the rule of Iaw, and the liberty it harboured. was Iargely the product 

Hume, Essays, "Of the Origins of Government". 40. 
'' Hume. Histov7 Vol. 5: 197. 
'"urne, History, Vol. 2: 520. 

Hume equated "the wisdom of the English constitution" with . ~he  concurrence of 
accidentsn, see Histoty, Vol. 5: "Notes to the Fifih Volumë', 569. 

Hume did not think that "human society is capable of perpetual progress towards 
perfection*; see Hume to Turgot, 16 June 1768, in J.Y.T. Greig, ed. The Letters of Dmid 
Hume (Oxford, 1932), Vol. II: 180- 1 8 1. 



of unintended (and unforseeable) c o n ~ e ~ n c e s ? ~  Interpreters of Ekgland's history 

who aimed to make entire rational sense of this process by drawing linear and certain 

progressions were sure to fail for the simple reason that their groundless philosophical 

speculations were not supported by the histockal record. It is in Hume's understanding 

of the slow progress of constitutional liberty that one finds Hume's conservatism with 

respect to the preferred rate of political change. "Some innovations must necessarily 

have place in every human institution", wrote Hume in his essay "Of the Original 

Contract". 

and it is happy where the enlightened genius of the age give these a direction to 
the side of reason, liberty. and justice: but violent innovations no individual is 
entitled to make: they are even dangerous to be attempted by the legislature: 
more il1 than good is ever to be expected fiom them: and if history at'fords 
examples to the contrary, they are not to be drawn into precedent. and are only 
to be regarded as proofs. that the science of politics siffords few rules, which 
will not admit of sorne exception, and which may not sometimes be controuled 
by fortune and accident.'' 

A similar stance is found at many points in the History of Englcind. "Authority. as well 

as liberty". wrote Hume. "is requisite to govenunent; ... What madness. whilst 

everything is so happily settled under ancient forms and institutions. now more exactly 

poised and adjusted, to try the hazardous experience of a new c~nstitution".'~ 

Elsewhere in the Hktoty Hume remarked that "[tlhe sacred boundaries of the laws 

being once violated nothing remained to confine the wild projccts of zeal and ambition 

and every successive revolution became a precedent for that which followed it''.56 Yt is 

seldom". Hume wrote. -that the people gain anything by revolutions in govemment".'7 

It is. no doubt, partly owing to passages like these that modem historians of the 

American political thought have seen so little room for Hume's impact on the Founding 

Fathers and the Revolutionary Era to which they belonged. 

From the perspective of our study of the constructive aspects of Hume's 

" Stewart, Opinion and Reform, 240. 
Et Hume, Essqs. -Of the Original Contraci", 477. 
55 Hume, Histov, Vol. 5: 356. 
56 Hume, History, Vol. 5: 492. 
57 Hume, History, Vol. 5: 520. 



constitutional thought, his cnticisms of the constitutional thinking of his 

contempomies and the enthusiasm which with these reproofs were delivered, become 

that much more coherent, As any perceptive reader of Hume's political essays will 

appreciate, Hume thought that the "philosophical or speculative system of principles" 

which were annexed to the eighteenth-century English Whig and Tory conceptions of 

the constitution were exaggerated and even nonsensical. Hume considered his critiques 

of the original contract and divine right theories to be of sufficient import to devote two 

entire essay to their details." But it was the (supposedly) historical justifications for 

these Whig and Tory constitutional fallacies which Hume took to be their more 

entrenched, persistent, and dangerous aspects and which. consequently, received his 

most extended ctiticisms. 

Despite Hume's later-day reputation as a Tory historian, the pages of Hume's 

Hisrory show him to be as critical of the historical Tory constitutional argument as he 

was d i t s  accompanying "speculative" deknse of Divine Right. Especially in his 

volumes dealing with England's earliest recorded history, Hume argued that the power 

of the English King had not been nearly as absolute nor as stout as the party of the 

"Church and King' would have it. Hume's rejection of aspects of the Tories' mythical 

constitutional past. however. did not translate into an acceptance of the Whig platform. 

Far ti-om it. Hume's rejection of the Whig notion of an ancient English constitution 

was so unequivocal that it ofien fonned the basis of his later-day reputation as a Tory 

historian. 

One of the oveniding themes which united Hume's political essays with his 

Hisrory ofEngIi~nd was his repeated rejection of the existence of an unchanging, 

ancient English constit~tion.'~ In the History, Hume not only touched on the theme in 

58 Hume's most direct attack on both speculative systems, despite its title. is his "Of the 
Original Contract", the essay from which the quoted words are drawn (Essqs, 465). See also 
Essays. "Of Passive ObedienceT*, 488-492- Geoffrey Marshall, "David Hume and Political 
Scepticism," Philosophicul Qzrarrerly, Vol. 4 (l954), argues that these hvo essays "show 
Hume setting up both extreme Whig and Tory 'men o f  straw' and demolishing their arguments 
with a great show of philosophic impartialityTT(248). 
" It is interesting to see Hume write in his Treutise of Humun Nature: ..I cannot compare the 
sou1 more properly to any thing than to a republic or cornrnonwealth, in which the several 
mernbers are united by the reciprocal ties o f  government and subordination, and give rise to 



scores of passing references but, on two occasions and in different volumes, he 

systernatically summarized his scheme. 60 In his volume on Elizabeth, Hume identified 

for his readers not one "ancient English constitution", which had existed time 

immemorial as the Real Whigs would have it, but a whole series of English 

constitutions -- some ancient and some less so: 

By the ancient constitution, is here meant that which prcvailed before the 
settlement of our present plan of liberty. There was a more ancient constitution, 
where. though the people had perhaps less liberty than under the Tudors, yet the 
king had also less authority: The power of the barons was a great check upon 
him. and exercised great tyranny over them. But there was still a more ancient 
constitution, viz. that before the signing of the charters, when neither the people 
nor the barons had any regular privileges; and the powet of the govemment, 
during the reign of an able prince, was almost wholly in the king. The English 
constitution. like al1 others. has been in a state of continual t~uctuation.~' 

Reviewing this passage shows Hume identified "our present plan of liberty". and. 

writing his way backwards through constitutional time. that he dit'ferentiated this from 

-the ancient constitution". "a more ancient constitution". and even "still a more ancient 

eonstitutionwb2 In his important conclusion to the last published volume of the 

Hisrory. Hume identified similar periods of constitutional development. commenting 

that 'rhis fabric has experienced the sarne mutability. that has attended al1 human 

inaitutions"~' Hume chamcterized the cradle of his critical disposition towards these 

faulty historical justifications and, in the final words of his Hisrory oj'Englund. showed 

their relevance to his constructive constitutional project outlined above: 

Above all. a civilized nation, like the English. who have happily establislied the 
rnost perfect and most accurate system of liberty that was ever found compatible 

other persons, who propagate the same republic in the incessant changes of its parts. And ris 

the same individual republic may not only change its members, but also its laws and 
constitutions; in like manner the same person may Vary his character and disposition. as wetl 
as his impressions and ideas, without losing his identityn(26 1). 
60 For a superb discussion of this topic see Eugene F. Miller, "Hume on Liberty in the English 
Constitution", in Nicholas Capaldi and Donald W. Livingston, eds. Liberty in Hwne 3 History 
of E n g l d  (Dordrecht, 1990), 53-1 04. See also J.W. Bumw, A Liberal Descent. 27; Duncan 
Forbes, Hume 's Philosophical Polirics, 267. 
6' Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 4: Appendix [II, 355n. 

See also Hume, Hisros> Vol. 5: 559. Elsewhere, Hume speaks of the .The ancientforms 
[emphasis added] of the ancient constitution" (Hisrory, Vol, 5: 188). 
63 Hume, History, Vol. 2: 524-525, passage cited from 524. 



with govemment, ought to be cautious in appealing to the practice of their 
ancestors, or regarding the maxims of uncultivated ages as certain rules for their 
present conduct. An acqiüiintance with the ancient periods of their government 
is chiefiy useful by instnicting them to cherish their present constitution, irom a 
comparison or contrast with the condition of those distant times. And it is also 
arrious, by shewing them the remote, and commonly faint and distigured 
originals of the most finished and most noble institutions. and by instructing 
them in the great mixture of accident, which conunonly concurs with a small 
ingredient of wisdom and foresight. in erecting the complicated fabric of the 
mort perfect govenunent.u 

It was this attitude and goal which set Hume's historical thought off from many of his 

Al1 of this would have appeared especially novcl and even strange to his 

eighteenth-century audience who were not inclined io look for historical change-over- 

time and who were immersed in interpretations of the English constitution which 

allowed for little historical variation. As one of the Whig interpretation's foremost 

contemporary spokespersons, the French historian of England, Paul Rapin. put it. 'rhe 

English constitution has remaineci the same"." As a modern commentator summarized 

the view. 'This insistence on the fundamentai continuity of English institutions ruid 

customs. from Saxon times to the Glorious Revolution. was indeed the hallmark of 

whiggery".6' Hume. on the other hand, leA little doubt as to the cmx of his critique: 

Whatever penod they pitch on for their model. they may still be carried back to 
a more ancient period, where they will tind the measures of power entirely 
different. and where every circumstance. by reason of the great barbarity of the 
times. will appear still Iess worthy of imitati~n.~' 

Hume aimed. in part, to free contemporary political thought from devotion to a 

6t Hume, History, Vol. 1: 525. 
65 Interestingly. Knud Haakonssen has argued for a similarly distinctive, contextualist Humean 
theory of justice. See Knud Haakonssen, The Science of u Legislutor: The Ahirrrzil 
Ji~risprtcience of David Hume und Adam Smith (Cambridge. 198 1), esp. 2.6.4243. 
66 Cited in Victor Wexler, David Nume and the History ofEnglund (Philadelphis 1979). 73. 
6' ibid. 
68 Hume. History, Vol. 7: 324-525. This perspective, of course, is not unique to Hume: see 
Alexander Wedderburn's "Preface" to the first Edinbtrrgh Reviov: "The memory of our 
ancient state is not so much obliterated, but that, by comparing the past with the present. we 
may clearly see the superior advantages we now enjoy, and readily discern from what source 
they flow". 



fictional historical past and the "pretended liberty" it cha~n~ioned.~~ It would not be 

claiming too much to Say that Hume's critique of the ancient English Constitution as it 

related to his ideas on the emergence of true liberty in the rule of law was one of the 

organizing principles of Hume's political thought. 

It was when Hume viewed specific characters of England's history through this 

contextualized historical lens that he aroused the animosity of many of his eighteenth- 

century readers and elicited criticisms for his supposed Tory bias. In his Tudor 

volumes. for instance, Elizabeth i was not the good "liberal" queen praised by Whig 

historians but as tyrannical as those who had corne before, dthough better at concealing 

her true colours. Although the Whig historians had written their 'zinbounded 

panegyrics". Elizabeth's rule. argued Hume. was "contrary to al1 the ideas. which we at 

present entertain of a legal constitution". The Whigs praised Elizabeth for a quality 

'which. of al1 others, she was the least possessed ot'; a tender regard for the 

constitution, and a concern for the liberties and pcivileges of her people"!0 

Perhaps most infamous to many of Hume's eighteenth-century readers was 

Hume's defense of the Stuarts. James I did not grasp for new monürchical powers. 

argued Hume against the Whigs of his day. When he claimed to command "as an 

absohte king", James was only speaking in a language which the English "had already 

been somewhat accustomed from the mouth of ~lizabeth"." The House of Commons 

"in the former periods of the English govemment" had k e n  "of so small weight in the 

balance of the constitution, that little attention had been given, either by the crown. the 

people, or the house itself. to the choice and continuance ofthe members"." But 

69 For Hume on pretended liberty see, Histo'y, Vol. 2: 52 1. 
" Hume, History. Vol. 2: 354. 
" Hume, History, Vol. 5: 17: see also Histoty, Vol. V: 36,40 (James, in contrast with 
Elizabeth, was "ignorant o f  the arts of popularity"), 45; History, Vol. V:  121-122. 
r_ Hume, History. Vol. 5: 14. It was this view o f  Hume to which Gilbert Stuart took exception 
in his R View of Society in Europe, in ifs Progressfiorn Rtrdrness to Rrpnemenr: "To give 
completness to the spirit o f  my present volume it is sufficient for me to assert the antiquity o f  
the comrnons, in opposition to an opinion o f  their late rise, which a modem historian, o f  great 
reputation, has inculcated, with that hardiness which he displays in al1 his writings, but with 
little ofthat force o f  thought and o f  reasoning which does honour to his philosophical 
works"(339); see also Gilbert Stuart, An Hisforicd Dissertation concming the Anfiquis, of 
the English Constitution ( 1 768). 



James's utter lack of "prudence or any just sense of decorum and propriety", combined 

with the new "encreased knowledge of the age", which had aroused a "spirit of freedom 

and independence" in the people, finally lead the commons to "-open" their eyes and to 

look for more securities to freedom than those offered by their defective English 

constit~tion.~~ James 1's political troubles, as characterized by Hume, were not 

primarily the f'unction of his supposed attempts to expand the powers of the monarchy, 

but largely the result of the king's over-bearing personality. "The leading members" oE 

the house. said Hume, were "men of an independent genius and large views" who 

"began to regulate their opinions, more by the future consequences which they foresaw. 

than by the former precedents which were set before them; and they less aspired at 

maintaining the ancient constitution. than at establishing a new one, and a freer. and a 

benef'.74 During James's reign, then. 'ïhe constitution of England was ... an 

inconsistent fabric, whose jarring and discordant parts must soon destroy each other, 

and from the dissolution of the old, beget some new tom of civil government. more 

uniform and consistent".'' Charles 1 inherited this same ..arnbiguous English 

constitution" and his conduct and reign, argued Hume. should not be judged against the 

illusionary conte'ct of an ancient, unchanging. and well defined English constitution. 

Dunng this transitional period it "Was the people who encroached upon the sovereign; 

not the sovereign. who attempted. as is pretended. to usurp upon the people'*.76 

Hume's constitutional thought did not fit neatly into any of the critegories which 

existed at the time. Despite his praise of the Glorious Revolution. and like many 

American Whigs. Hume looked askance at what the Court Whigs considered to be the 

Ençlish Parliament's new found and unbounded independence. in his essay. "Of the 

independency of Parliamentary", Hume contrasted plans of government which 

(providing for the "skilful division of power") resulted in govenunent which was %se 

and happy" with those (where "on the contrary. separate interest be not checked. and be 

not directed to the public") which would result in "nothing but faction, disorder. and 

73 Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 5: 13,39. 
74 Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 5: 42; see also Vol. 5: 160-161. 
75 Hume, History, Vol. 5: 59. 
76 Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 4: 403; see also Vol. 5: 186. 



tyranny". Casting his eye on the British parliament of his day, Hume worriedly noted 

that the "share of power, allotted by our constitution to the house of commons, is so 

pst, that it absolutely commands al! the other parts of the government". "By what 

means", Hume wondered rhetorically, "is this member of our constitution confined 

within the proper limits; since, from our very constitution, it must necessarily have as 

much poww as i t demands, and can only be de fined by itsel f?"." Hume's answer: 

the interest of the body is here restrained by that of the individuals, md that 
hùuse oPcommons stretches not its power, because such an usurpation would be 
cuntrary to the interest of the majority of its members. The crown has so many 
oflices at its disposal. that. when iissisted by the honest and disinterested part of 
the house, it will a1ways cornrnand the resolutions ofthe whole. 

"We may. therefore, give to this intluence what name we please. we may cal1 it by the 

invidious appellations of corruprion and depencknce: but" conctuded Hume in 

uncharacteristically unqualified languaye. %me degree and some kind oEit are 

inseparable €mm the very nature of the constitution. and necessary to the presewation 

of oiir mixed govemment".'" 

Hume took airn at hlingbroke and seemed implicitly to defend Walpole: 

"Instead then of mserting absolutely. that the dependence of parliament. in every 

degree. is an intiingement of BRITISH liberty, the country-party should have made 

some concessions to their adversaries. and have only examined what was the proper 

degree oî'this dependence. beyond which it becrune hge rous  to liberty"?9 Although 

overlooked by modem commentatocs. Hume's discussion ot'"corruption" in the 

Histary helps ctnrify his political thought on this point. tt was the very emergence of 

"cormp~ion" which was one of the "most infallible symptoms of a regular established 

77 Hume, Essays, +"Of the Independency of Parliament", 44. 
See J.G.A. Pocock. The Muchimeilion Moment, 496497. For early commentary o f  Hume's 

thought on this point see George Horne, T h e  Origin of Civil Government." in Mark Goldie, 
ed. The Reception of Locke S Politics. Vol. 3. The Age of rhe -4rriericun Reïoltiiion, f76O-l?8O 
(London, 1999),74 1,24 1 n, 242,24211. 
7 9 Hume, Essays, -"Of the Independency of Parliament", 45. See also Hume's critique of 
Bolingbroke in "That Politics May be Reduced to a Science'", 28-3 1 .  Hiram Caton, The 
Politics of Progressr the Origins and Dewlopment of the Commerciul Repblic. 1600-1833' 
(Gainesville, 1988) does nat adequately see the extent of Hume's critique of the Court Whig 
position (324-325). 



~iberty".~ H u m  thought, fwthemore, as we shali s e  in more detail in our next 

chapter. tbat this bitter conîlict between the Court and Country parties threatened, as he 

said* .*by the violence of their factions" to "change a good constitution into a bad 

We have argued, then, that Hume saw the rise and progress of the arts suid 

sciences as instrumental precursors for the emergence of the rule of Iaw which itself 

was of primary importance €or defining and safeguarâing modem liberty, the true 

principle of the English constitution. Hume considered the standard eighteenth-century 

British constitutional thought of both the Tories and Whigs to be misguided in 

important ways. The speculative and historical justifications for these traditions, he 

argued. could sanction only pretended liberty. To ground modem liberty on these party 

fictions was not only illegitimate. it was foolhardy and dangerous. 

To balance a large state or society, whether monarchical or republican, on 
general laws, is a work of so great diffmlty, that no hurnan genius. however 
comprehensive, is able. by the mere dint of reason and retlection. to effect it. 
The judgments of many must unite in this work: Experience must guide their 
labour: Time must bring it io perfection: And the feeling ot'inconveniences 
must correct the mistakes. which they inevitably faIl into. in their first trials and 
experiments." 

Hume's eighteenth-century Anglo-Arnerican readers would have read Hume's Hisrory 

80 See. e.g., Hume. Hisiory. Vol. 5: 58: Histqv. Vol. 5: 93: "Sir John Savile. a powerful man 
in the house of commons. and a zealous opponent of the court, was made comptroller of the 
household. a pnvy counsellor, and mon afier, a baron. This event is mernorable: as being the 
first instance, perhaps. in the whole history of England, of any king's advancing a man. on 
account of parliamentary interest, and of opposition to his measures. However irregular this 
practice. it will be regarded by political reasoners. as one of the most early and most infal I ible 
symptoms of a regularestablished liberty"; Hisrov, Vol. 5: 222: "In the former situation of 
the English government, when the sovereign was in a great measure independent of his 
subjects, the king chose his ministers, either from personal favour, or €rom an opinion of their 
abilities; without any regard to tfieir parliamentary interest or talents. It has since been the 
mavim of princes, wherever popular leaders encroach too much on royal authoriry, to confer 
offices on them: in expectation that they will afienvards become more carefui not ta diminish 
that power. which has become their own, These politics were now embraced by Charles: a 
sure proof that a secret revolution had happened in the constitution, and had necessitated the 
prince to adopt new maxims of government"; fiistory, Vol. 5: "Notes to the FiFth Volume", 
556-557. 
'' Hume, Osqs, That  Politics May be Reduced to a Science", 3 I. 
" Hume, Essays, .'Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences". 124. 



with an eye to its message on constitutional themes and would have been keeniy 

attuned to Hume's novelty. But is there solid historical evidence that Hume's colonial 

contemporaries in fact read him in this way? 

8 Hume's Constitutional Thought and the American Revolution 

Some in the eighteenth-century (as now) mistakenly read fragments of Hume's 

constitutional project for the whole. This was the case when Hume's sympathies with 

the fate of Charles t were cited as evidence of his supposed Tory leanings. Take for 

instance. Charles Lee, the revolutionary war general and friend to Samuel Adams. 

Thomas Jefferson. Benjamin Rush. and other prominent ~rner icans .~~ Lee's papers 

contain his satiricai "An Epistle to David Hume. Esq.". which shows that Lee 

considered Hume a Tory historian because of his sympathetic portrayal of Charles 1, 

-=In reading history." satirizes Lee 

nothing has so fiequently shocked me as the disrespecthl and irreverent manner 
in which divers writers have spoke of crowned heads. Many princes. it rnust be 
owned, have acted, in some instances not altogether as we could wish; but it is 
the duty of every honest man, and friend to royalty. the great source of human 
happiness. to draw a veil over their weakness: and if not able entirely to justi@ 
some parts of their conduct. he rnay at least, by the aid of certain mtrnuged 
terms and decent sojknings, in a great measure prevent the evil eflects which a 
coarse, and rnay Say barbarous relation of facts is apt to have on weak and 
wlgar minds. The passion. prejudice. and party heat of several who style 
themselves historians, have, 1 make no doubt. been the principal causes of the 
numberless murmurs. insurrections, rebellions, dethronernents, expulsions. 
regicides. which have disgaced the history of rnankind. and more particularly 
of this infatuated country? 

" On Charles Lee (173 1- 1782) as a "radical Whig republican" in the early 1770s see Paul 
David Nelson, "Charles Lee," Americun Nutionul Biuguphy, Vol. 13: 361-363. Lee's 
criticisms of Hume have been largely overlooked by recent scholars but were noted by his 
earlier biographers. See, for instance, Edward Robins, "Charles Lee - Stomy Petrel of the 
Revolution", The Pennsylvunicr Mugc~'Me of Hisrog~ und Biogrqh-v, Vol. XLV ( 192 1 ): Lee's 
kontempt for the Stuans was deep and unquenchable, and one of the tinest bits of irony for 
which the Eighteenth Century is distinguished is his 'Epistle' to David Hume, the historian, in 
which he subtly ridicules the latter for the way in which he has 'whitewashed' the royal House 
of Scotland in his 'History of EnglandP(71-72). 

The Lee Pupers, Vol. I (1  734-1 776) in Collections of the New-York Historieal Societyfor 
the Yeur 1871 (New York, I872), 102. 



Lee teases that, using Hume's account o f  Charles as an example, he will himself write a 

sympathetic account o f  the "Emperor Claudius ~aesar"!" That Lee actually intended 

to publish an answer to Hume is clear from his corre~~ondence?~ and it even seerns 

that something akin to the project outlined in the "Episde" was indeed printed in the 

English although copies have not been turned up by this historian. In late 

1771 and early t 772, Lee worked up a more involved rebuttal o f  Hume, for he wrote to 

his sister in March 1772: 

i m finished a very bulky work which wil l  afford fi-uitful subjects ot'criticism 
to my Lords the Scotch Reviewers. I t  is entitled Remarks on David Hume's 
history o f  the House o f  the Stewarts, with a prefatory discourse address'd to the 
Officers o f  the Amy. Mrs. McCauley and Dempster approve it. I t  is not very 
gentle and rnay pass with moderate men (that is men who are indifferent about 
the fate o f  their Country if they individually are not disturb'd') for seditious. 

" 5"ln short, sir", writes Lee, ..l am so much in love with the scheme ofyour history, I am so 
convinced chat no task can be equally laudable in a philosopher. an historian. and a gentleman. 
as to endeavour, to eradicate from the minds of our youth al1 prejudices and prepossessions 
against the memory of deceased , and the character of living princes: and by obviating the 
cavils and malice o f  tepublican writen. to inspire mankind with more candour in judging of 
the actions and govemment of sovereigns, that 1 am determined to follow so bright an 
example, and e m t  the utmost o f  rny zeal, skill, and abilities, (indeed far short of youn.) to 
rescue from the unmerited odium under which they lie, two much injured characters in history: 
I mean the Emperor Claudius Caesar and his immediate successar Nero. whose foibles and 
indiscretions have k e n  swelled up into vices by the austerity and malevolence o f  Tacitus, 
Suctonius, and oihers (the Rapins. Ludlows, and M'Cauleys of those days,) who wrote under 
succeeding monarchs of a different family; but as the motives for such virulent proccedings are 
now ceased. and as men's minds ought to be a Iittle cooler, we may venture to pronounce the 
disposition of these princes, (though 1 do not think they were faultless. or altogether weli- 
advised.) to have k e n  good" (lbid., 103-1 04). 
" Charles Lee to John Hall [Stevenson], 30 July 1771 : "1 am about a more important work, in 
which I wish you would assist me, or rather take upon yourself the bener part - the plan is 
singular enough, it is the histos, o f  the Emperor Claudius and his nephew and immediate 
Successor Nero - professedly in imitation o f  Mr David Hume's history o f  the house o f  
Stewarts. wherein 1 pretend to moderate by decent softenings and coloring the i l1  humour and 
prejudice o f  mankind with regard to those injur'd characters - it is likewise dedicated to the 
same Mr Hume - but 1 will send you the dedication by which you wil l  judge the scheme (The 
Lee Pupers. Vol. I ( 1 754- 1 776) in Collections of the Nav-York Hi3orii.d Sociery for the Year 
1871 (New York, 187 3,101). 
87 Charles Lee to Miss Sidney Lee, fmm Hothertleld in Kent near Ashford. 9 August 177 1: 
"Have you seen in the papers my character o f  the Emperor. 1 shall give the Public some more 
of my abullitions mon; it is a noble way o f  venting Our fou1 humors. The darnn'd Printer 
disarrang'd the parts - otherwise I am vain enough to think the performance wou'd not have 
been bad"(lbid., 106). 



Whatever it is, the Publick shaIl have itTB8 

I t  was ndjust Hume's account of King Charles to which Lee took exception and wtiich 

inforrned his depiction of Hume as a Tory. As early as 1766 Lee wrote from 

Constantinople to his sister: "On my journey 1 cou'd not help reflecting upon the vast 

obligations our Country has to Mr. David Hume and other Monarchical Writers who 

wou'd entail upon us their favourite absolute Government; rit least we must imagine 

these to be th& intentions when they wou'd weaken our jealousy which is the 

preservative o f  liberty, and lessen the horror of despotism". Lee argued that "Here they 

wou'd see their beloved scheme corne to perfection; the tinest provinces of  Europe 

upon which Nature has pour'd a profusion of her gifts. one continued desert; the few 

Inhabitants who survive the oppression o f  Their Tyriuits presenting fmine and 

apprehensions o f  stiH greater misery on their countennnces. to each tri Ding village 

burying places o f  so prodigious extent. as to denote the once existence o f  a 

considerable Town. in short every species o f  wretchedness 1 most sincerely wish that 

Mr. Hume and his fellow Laborers were io join this happy community that they might 

enjoy the just hits o f  their labors and not entail .em on innocent posteri~".89 

* ~ e e  to his sister. Miss Sidney Lee. Lyons. 28 March Il7721 (lbid.. 11  1). 
Charles Lee to his sister. Miss Sidney Lee, I March 1766 (Ibid.. 43). See also Lee-s "A 

Political Essay'.. in which Lee writes: "A jealous spirit in the people. o f  those who govern and 
the principle o f  resistance, fom the palladium of  liberty, particularly in a Iimited monarchy. 
An abhomnce o f  tyrants. or even of those who have a semblance o f  iyrants. (and it wi l l  
scarceiy be disputed that Charfes had a sembtance,) is inseparable from this jealous spirit and 
principle of resistrince: whoever would extinguish the one, would extinguish the other. When 
we see. therehre, a junto o f  notorious court-retainers, clubbing their labours IO reconcile us to 
the despotic administration o f  Charles. to his duplicity, to his breach o f  faith, and violation o f  
the most solemn compacts, we may safeiy conclude, that a design is lodged to extinguish the 
nrcrs~u~jealooi~s spirit of liberty and inculcate the principles of non-resistance. lt may be 
said that a too great jealousy of liberty is equally dangerous with a two great confidence; that 
as the latter may plunge us into slavery, the former may into anarchy. 1 should allow some 
weight to this objection, if, in the whole course ofour history, a refutation, in a single instance. 
could be produced of these positions; thar rhr spirit of liberg is slow to art. even uguinst the 
ivorse princes, and exerts irseîf in fmotrr of the best with more eflecr chun uny other spirit 
whotever. I must therefore repeat, that the keeping alive the jealous spirit of  liberty is a 
common cause; that a detestation o f  tyrants, or even of those who lean to tyranny. is 
inseparable from this spirit; thar Charles the First was a tyrant in principle and in action; ha t  
those who labour to reconcile us to his conduct and character, would destroy the spirit of 
liberty, and ultimately estabtish the principle of non-mistance; that a junto o f  mercenaries and 
court -mainers do labour to these purposes. That it is. therefore, the duty of every common 



Some American Tories also read Hume's attacks on the prevailing Whig 

versions of the English constitution as evidence that in Hume they had an ally on 

constitutional matters. The loyalist James Chalmers in his pamphlet, Plain Tmtli, as 

we have seen, called upon the "profound and elegant Hume". to establish that the 

sovereign's influence over the commons "by honours and appointments" was a control 

without which '.our constitution would immediately degenerate into democracy", 

Another loyalist. Henry Caner, the Bay State cleric who thought Beattie had done well 

to attack Hume's religious thought, nevertheless tumed to Hume's thought on political 

matters. Caner wrote as "Chronus" in the ~Mussuchrisetts Guzetfe unci Boston Posr-Boy 

und Advertiser in January 1772: "There never was a Constitution so pertixt. as not to 

be liable to alteration. even in what are called tùndarnentals. from change of time, place 

and other circumstances; and a celebrated Writer observes of the English Constitution, 

that -in the successive alterations. the only Rule of Govemment which is intelligible or 

carries any authority with it. is the established practice of the age and the mavims of 
w 90 administration which are at that time prevalent and universally assented to . 

Seeing Hume's poiitical thought referred to on constitutional maners by their 

political adversaries. some colonial Whigs accepted that Hume was a formidable 

enemy in their idealogical struggle with Britain. Smuel Adams, for one, could not see 

p s t  Hume's rejection of an ancient English constitution. Writing as "Candidus" in the 

Boston Gazerre, Adams criticized Canner's use of H u e .  Adams argued that 

"Chronus' and Hume had trivialized the Magna C harta. treating i t "as though it were of 

no greater consequence than an act of parliament for the establishment of a corporation 

of buttonmakers"?' "Whatever Chronus may have adopted from Mr Hume," wrote 

Adams, Ernmerich de Vattel 'rells us plainly and without hesitation. that *the supreme 

legisiative cannot change the constitution,' 'that their authority does not extend so Far,' 

citizen, who has the interest of his country at heart, to exert continually whatever force he has 
to defeat their purposes; or. at lest, weaken their influence: for, in mechnnics, the smallest 
force continually applied will overcome the most violent motions communicated to 
bodies"(Ibid., 1074 08). 

In a footnote, Caner identified this "celebrated Writet' as "Hume". 
91 . "Candidus", Boston Gozrite (27 January 1772), repnnted in Hary Alonzo Cushing, ed. The 
FViitings of SameIldam (4 Vols, New York, 1968), Vol. 2: 322-326, passage fiom 324. 



& 'that they ought to consider thefirndamental laws as sacred, if the nation has not, in 

very express terms, given them power to change hem' "?' Whereas "Mr. Hume. as 

quoted by Chronus, says. the only rule of govemment is the established practice of the 

age, upon mavims universally nssented to", Vattel's reasoning is more "solid and 

weighty." Adams thought Vattel was right to say that " -the constitution of the state 

ought to bejPted1 "P3 
But Hume's larger constitutional project was not lost on dl. Reviewing in its 

"Account of Books" section the concluding two volumes of Hume's Histoty. Edmund 

Burke's Annunl Register. a penodical which \vas popular in the colonies, summarized 

Hume's constituiionai message. "The idea of the growth. as 1 may cal1 it. of our 

present constitution". said the Register's editorial voice. "seems to be the principle of 

the whole work completed by the part now published". "it will be curious to observe". 

continued the Register on Hume's unique message. "from what a stnnge chaos of 

liberty and tyranny. of anarchy and order. the constitution, we are now blessed with. has 

at length ari~en".~' On the American side of the Atlantic. we have already 

dcmonstnted in a previous chapter that both Jonathan Dickinson and John Adams's 

published ideas on liberty were attuned to the idea of the "growth of English 

constitutional liberty. And now we might see even more ctearly how their thoughts on 

the dawning rule of law were Humean in orientation. As the prelude to the American 

Revolution entered its final stage. Hume's constitutional thought would have an even 

more demonsuabk impact. Hume illuminated, not least of d l .  a path which allowed 

reluctant revolutionaries more emily to reconcile their conflicting allegiance to an 

English constitutional heritage with Independence for the ~olonies?~ 

"lbid. 
" Hary Alonm Cushing, ed. The Wriiings of Sumtrrl-Idams, Vol. 2: 325-316. 
%'.~he History of  England, from the Invasion of Julius Caesar to the Accession of  Henry Vil. 
In two vols. Ely David Hume. Printed for A, Millar," Annuai Regiim, Vol. I V  ( 1 76 1 ), 30 1 - 
304. 
95 Hume's impact was oot unique in this respect, Car1 J. Richard argues for a similar influence 
for the classical canon in Revolutionary America: "Above all, the classics gave the founders 
the courage to face the great challenges of  their time. During the Revolutionary en, the 
classics provided an indispensable illusion o f  precedent for actions that were essentially 
unprecedented ... Without this illusions o f  precedent it is unlikely that the founders could have 



In what has k e n  described as "the most celebrated newspaper contmversy 

fought in Maryland before the Uevolution", Charles Carroll of ~ a r r o l l t o n ~ ~  and Daniel 

Dulany, lr?' engpged in a debate which had implications Far beyond the local politics 

which instigated it. In its narrowest sense, Carroll (as "First Citizen") and Dulany (as 

"Antilon") debated (in a series of eight letters dating h m  7 lanuary to 1 M y  1773) the 

constitutional right of Maryland Governor Robert Eden's 1770 attempt to maintain, by 

proclamation, the level of oficers' fees. This brawl aroused a good deal o f  

contemporary attention precisely because it outlined the constitutional options of the 

times. While the debate has received its share of justified scholarly attention. even 

k i n g  reprinted twice in the twentieth century. what has no& been appreciated 

sufticiently i s  that at the very h e m  of the dispute was David Hume's Hisrory oj' 

~ n ~ l i ~ n d . ' ~  

Hume's Histogv was introduced to the debaie by Carroll in his very first m et ter.'^ 
C m l l ,  as we have seen, had been an early and enthusiasistic resider o f  Hume's 

~istory.'~~ Now. as ..First Citizen". he argucd that Governor Eden's proclamation was 

- - -- - -- 

persuaded thernselves and many other Americans to rebel against the moiher country. The 
American Revolution was a paradox: a revolution fueied by tradition"(332-733). 
96 See Thomas O'Brien Hanley, Charles Cmroll of Currullton: The Muking uju 
Revoltrriona~ Genfienmn (Washington. 1970); Thomas O'Brien Hanley. Rrvuliirior~ury 
Sfatrsmrrn: Charles Curroll and the W m  (Chicago, 1983): Thomas O'Brien Hanley. '-Young 
Mr. Carroll and Montesquieu," il.krq/land Hisiorical ~CIugct-inr. Vol. 67 ( 1967), 3944 18: 
Ronald Hoffman, "Charles Carrot l of Carrollton," .-lmrriwn Nuriund Biogrup. Vol. 4: 467- 
469; Pauline Maier, The Old Revolu~ionurirs: Poliricd Lives in fhr Age of Sunttvi R&ms 
(New York, 1980); Kate Mason Rowland, ed. Lfe c d  Corrrspondence of Chciries Curroll of 
Crrrrollton (2  Vols. New York 1898); Ellen Hart Smith, Chrles Curroll of Currollron 
(Cambridge, Mss.. 1942): Lawrence Counselman Wroth. "Charles Carroll," in Dictiunay of 
Americnn Biognphy, Vol. V ,  522-523. 
91 See Aubrey C. Land. The Dulunys of lGfarylund(Baltimore, 1968); Newton D. Mereness, 
-Daniel Dulany," in Dicrionuv ofArnericm Biogr~phy, Vol. V :  399-500: Gregory A. 
Stiverson, "Dulany, Daniel, Jr.:' in American Narionui Biography, Vol. 7: 4042. 
98 See Peter S. Onuf, ed. MvyIand and the Empire, 1 773 The Anfilon-Firsr Citizen Lerrers 
(Baltimore and London, 1974); and Elihu S. Riley, ed. Correspondence of 'First Citizen ' - 
Charles Carroll of Cmilron -- and 'hrilon 'Daniel Dtilirny. Jr.. (773, virh a Hisfory of 
Govmmr Eden 's Administrc~tion hi Mugdand 1 769-1 776 (Baltimore, 1902). 
99 *The First Citizen ta the editor o f  the Dialogue behveen Two Citizens." !MatylandGa=errt., 
February 4, 1773. All page references to the Antilon-Fim Citizen letrers will be to Peter S. 
Onuf s above cited collection. 
100 And in 1771 he was eager to read any other volumes which Hume might publish. He wrote 
to his friend Jennings, who was in London on 9 August 1771, &Has Hume published anything 



sirnilar to Charles 1's policy in Hampden's ship money trial as told in Hume's tint 

Stuart volume. "1 am not surprised," Carroll taunted Dulany, 

that the threadbare topics of arbitrary princes, and proclamations. should give 
you uneasiness; you have insinuated that the repetition of them is tiresome, but I 
suspect that the true cause of your aversion proceeds from another quarter. You 
are afraid of a cornparison between the present ministers of this province, and 
ihose. who intluenced Charles the first, and brought him to the block: the 
resemblance t assure you would be striking.lO' 

In appealing to the pages of history in this way Carroll. as we have argued above. was 

doing nothing out of the ordinary. To his eighteenth-century readers. Carroll's 

historical argument would have been seen as the stock appeal that it was. Not only in 

Revolutionary America, but in the larger eighteenth-century British Atlantic intetlectud 

world to which the colonies belonged, history was largely written and read as a 

storehouse of examples whose lessons might advantageously be applied to current 

political issues. 

Dulmy. in his tïrst response to Carroll, showed himself quite willing to siccept 

the First Citizen's introduction of the pages of history to the debate. Dulany disagreed 

vehemently. however. with the justness of the historical pariillcl which Carroll wistied 

to dmw. T h e  restriction of the Officers ... by the Govemor's Proclmation." argued 

Dulany. "has been represented to be a measure as arbitrary and tyrannical. as the 

of late? 1s it thought he will bring his history of England as low as y' present times?" (*'A Lost 
Copy-Book of Charles Carroll of Carrollton," ~bIc~~vlc~ncl Historicni ~Cf'~gir:itte. Vol. XXXII 
(19371, 199). 
'O'  Onuf. ibfawlandund the Empire, 54. "You insinuate." continues Carroll. ..that -The 
opinions of the greutesr Corinsel in EngIund are come to hand, in favor of the proclamation ... 
A little reflection, and acquaintance with history will teach you. that the opinions of Cowt 
Lmtyers are not alwys to be relied on; remember the issue of Hc~mpden S trial. 'The 
prejzuiiceci or prostitured jtidges' vour 'excepted ') (says Hume) ' g m  sentence in fmow of 
the Crown'."(Onuf, hfarylandcrnd the Empire, 54-55). When they have been traced, 
quotations from Hume's History will be accompanied by references to William B. Todd. ed. 
David Hume's The History of Englandfiom the Invasion of Jtdizts Cuesur to The Revolurion in 
1688 (6 Vols, Indianapolis, 1983). The above quotation from Hume's Hisrory is h m  Vol. 5: 
748. As seen by the reference he provided in his next letter, C m i l  was likely using a 1762. 
London edition of Hume's Hisrory. E~actly when Carroll first encountered Hume's Hisrory is 
unclear. Thomas O'Brien Hanley writes that Carroll "was fascinated with the story of the 
Tudors and Stuarts and urged his father to read Hume's volumes. They both agreed that a 
complete set should find a place on the Doughoregan shelves, and Charles arranged the 
purchase9(Charles Carroll of Carrollton: The Making of a Revolutionary Gent~emnn, 78). 



assessrnent o f  Shipmoney, in the time o f  Charles the First, not by fairly stating the 

nature of  each transaction, and shewing the resemblance by cornparison, to convince 

the understanding; but in the favourite method o f  illiberal calurnny, virulent abuse, and 

shameiess asseveration to affect the passions".lOz To counteract First Citizen's biased 

account, Dulany says he wilt present 70 the reader, for his candid examination, an 

impartial account of the Ship-money. and the  rocl la mat ion".'^^ Although he did not 

Say so, Dulany's "impartial account" of  Charles's actions came straight from the pages 

o f  Hume's ~ i s t o r y . ' ~  

60th Carroll and Dulany showed a desire to couch their arguments in historical 

ternis. Both turned to Hume's H i m y  of Englund for the narrative oftheir historically 

based arguments. Carroll's bomwings f'rorn Hume's Histor), however. went far 

beyond a mere acceptance or the recital o f  historicsil events. Opening his next lener 

with a referenced rpigrarn fmm  urne.''' Carroll set the stage For much of his 

IO? Onu E ~CIuryIund and rhe Empire, 62. 
'O3 Ibid. 
IM Dulany writes: " 'Ship-money was raised on the whole kingdom. The method fallen upon 
was. a rate. or proportion on each county, which was afterwards assessed upon the individuals 
ofeach. The sum raised was about f200,000 sterling. Writs were issued, directing the tax to 
be levied by the sheriffs, and requiring them to execute the effects of  rhrpeople for die 
pirrpmr, and to cornmir to prison d l  who shoulci upposc ~ h e  fur. therr IO remuin. rill the Kittg 
shoiilti~ive order for rheir ùelivqv. ' 

- ~ h e  necessity. of taking measures of def'nce against enemies, was alleged as a 
justification of the arbitrav pmceeding: but, 'if was a fictitious. pretended necessity: for 
England was in no danger from enemies - on the contrary enjoyed a profound peace wirh all 
her neighbours. who were engaged in furious, and bloody wars. and by their mutunl enmities 
further secured her tranquillity. The writs, which issued for levying the Ship-money, 
contradicted the supposition ofneccssity, and pretended only that the seas were infested with 
pirates, a slight, and temporary inconvenience, which might well have waited a legal tau laid 
by Parliament - besides the writs altowed several months for equipping the ships, much 
beyond the 40 days requisite for sumrnoning the Partiaments, and the pretended necessity was 
continued for near four years.' - Such, in substance, was the afkir o f  the Ship money, the 
e.xaction, which Mr. Hampden opposed with the energetic firmness o f  genuine 
patriotism"(0nuf. rt/r~ryIundand the Empire, 42-63; Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 5: 235). 
'O5 The epigram reads, Vhough SOME co~msellors will be forrndro have connibuted fheir 
endmours, yer rhere k ONE. who chuIIenges the infamow prerminence, and w h  by his 
capaciiy, craft, and arbitrary counsels, *is enritteci to rhejîrsr place among these berrayers of 
their country" Carroll explained in a footnote that -'The words in small Roman letters are 
substituted instead of the words enterprise, undcourage, made use o f  by the historian". He 
also identifÎed the passage as having corne from "HUME'S HIST. OF RVG. VOL. V. P. 143, 
4T0. EDIT". 



remaining debate with Dulany. Writing that there 'iwill not ... be wanting lawyers, to 

undertake a refutation of Anrilon 's legal reasoning in beur of the Proclamrition", 

Carroll proposed instead to "examine [Antilon's] defence of it, rather upon 

constitutional principles, and endeavour to shew, that it is contrary to the spirit ofoirr 

Carroll accepted Dulany's "account of the ship-money ... in the main to be 

and. like Dulany, cited from Hume's Hisrory to establish the tàcts of the 

affair.lo8 ln important passages which defined the rnost contentious point of difference 

betwcen First Citizen and Antilon, Carroll argued: 

At that period [Charles 1's reign] the boundaries between liberty and prerogative 
were Far from k ing  ascertained; the constitution had long been fluctuating 
between those opposite, and contending interests. and had not then arrived to 
that degree of consistency and pertèction, it has since acquind. by subsequent 
contests, and by the improvements made in later days. when civil liberty was 
much better defined, and better underst~od.'~' 

For Carroll. as for Hume. the English constitution had "been in a state of continual 
,. 110 tluciuation . When Carroll looked to define the present impenal constitution. he did 

not search for its principles in the distant p s t ;  just as when he assessed bygone 

political debates. he did not judge with the eyes of the present. As Hume had said in 

the Hisîory, "it seems unreasonable to judge of the measures embraced during one 

period by the maxims which prevail in another".' l l 

Dulany would have none of this. Reasserting his claim that "the two 

'O%nuf, ~Ciiutylund and the Empire, 77-78. Carroll's distinction between legal and 
constitutional is interesting. See C. Bradley Thompson, John Rdms undthe Spirit of Libers, 
for a similar distinction in Adams's political thought (83). 
IO7 Ibid.. 82. 
1 O8 The amount of the whole t a  was very moderate, little exceeding f700,OM); it was tevied 
upon the people with justice and equality, and this money was entirely expended upon the 
navy, to the great honour and advantage of the kingdom"(1bid.: see Hume, Histury, Vol. 5: 
235). 
109 Ibid.. 82-82. 
i 10 Hume, Hisrory. Vol. 4: Appendix III, 355. See also Hisrory Vol. 5: "al1 human 
governments, particularly those of a mixed frame, are in continual fluctuation"(l60). 
I l l  Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 4: 199. Carroll wrote to Charles Carroll the Biurister on 3 December 
1771: "1 think our politicks are as contemptible, & more pemicious than those of England, 
Could you imagine y' right of fixing oficers' fees by proclamation would be claimed at this 
t h e  of day?" ("A Lost Copy-Book of Charles Carroll of Carr~llton"~ 209). 



transactions, were not only not equally arbitrary infractions of the constitution, but were 

entirely di~similar",~'~ Dulany dtogether rejected Carroll's (Hume's) account of a fluid 

English constitution. First Citizen "whines", says Dulany, that "the boundaries 

between liberty, and prerogative were far fiom king ascertained." But, asked Dulany 

rhetorically, putting fonvard the standard Country Whig version of the English 

constitution. 

had not Magna Charta so often (at least thirty-two times) confinned; the statue 
(he bas referred to on another occasion) de tallagio non concedendo, the petition 
and act of rights (to mention no other) most clearly established the principle, 
that 'the people could not have been more clearly marked out by the utmost 
precaution of jealous prudence or more outrageously tmnsgressed by the most 
determined. and lawless tyranny. 

The First Citizen, says Dulany, supposing himself to be "the generoirs jkienrl of 

liberty", has "adopted the pretences of a nororious upologist [Hume]" and ..ha 

advanced them without crny view to 'excuse the assessment of ship-money. or exculpate 
9 ,  113 King Charles . 

With the main point of discord between himself and Dulany now clear. Cm11 

reasserted his position to bear on the point. For Carroll. as for Hume, the English 

constitution was a fragile product which could not (even once established) be sakly put 

aside; but rather it needed to be continually monitored and carefully guarded. "Our 

constitution*', wrote Carroll, "is founded on jealousy, and suspicion", 

its true spirit. and Ml vigour cannot be preserved without the most watchhl 
ciue, and strictest vigilance ... The pursuits of govemment in the enlargement of 
its powers. and its encroachrnents on liberty. are steady. patient. uniform. and 
gradual; if checked by a well concened opposition at one time, and laid aside. 
they will be again renewed by some succeeding minister, at a more favourable 
juncture.' '" 

And although Antilon "has vented part of his spleen on Mr. Hume". says Carroll 

rdlying to Hume's defence, he is nevertheless a most "instructing, and entertainhg 

historian". "' 

"' Onuf, LIaryImd cimi the Empire, 10 1. 
Il3 ibid., 102. 
IlJ Ibid., 127. See Hume's conclusion to History, Vol. 2: esp. 525, 
"' Ibid., 128. 



Carroll accurately perceived that his fate in the debate was inseparably bound 

up with Hume's and that they must stand or fa11 together. He would therefore 

endeavour to *'exculpate the notorioia apologist. and myself ',1'6 His aim (and by 

implication Hume's aim), says Carroll, displaying his understanding of Hume's 

nuanced lesson on England's constitutional history. was not to apologize for Charles. 

"1 again assert," reiterated Carroll, 'rhat the boundaries between liberty and prerogative 

were Far from being ascertained in Charles's reign, with that precision, and accuracy, 

which the subsequent revolutions, and the improvements our constitution in later times 
r t  117 have introduced . Elaborating even M e r  upon this important distinction, Carroll 

says he "must trouble" his readers "with a féw more quotations from the obnoxious 

historian above-mentioned. subrnitting the justice of his observations, and the inference 

drawn from them to their decision, and better judgment". Citing long passages fiom 

Hume's ~isrory"~,  Carroll endeavoured to support Hume's contention that English 

constitutional liberty had emerged slowly over time and was of a fluid. rather than of a 

fixed, chancter; it was. however. contingent and not underpinned by a theory of 

progress. 

In his last letter of the debate. Dulany protested that. contrary to what Carroll 

I l 6  ibid. 
I l 7  Ibid., 179. 
" ~ a r r o l l  cites Hume: " 'Those Io@ ideas of monarchical power rvhich w r e  v e q  conrrnon!~ 
rrclopted ciuring thut lige und lo which ihe c~rnbiguotls nrrrrire of'the English constitution gave 
so plmiblr un uppearunce, were firrnly revefied in Charles.' Again, speaking of illegal 
imprisonment. 'But the Kings of England (says he) who had not beeii able to prevent the 
enacting these laws, (in favour of persunal liberty) had sufficient authority, when the tide of 
liberty was spent, to hinder their regular execution, and they deemed it superfiuous to attempt 
the formal repeal of statutes, which they found so many expedients. and pretences to elude.' 

'The imposition of shipmoney (the same historian remarks) is apparently one of the 
most dangerous invasions of national privileges, not only which Charles was ever guilty of. but 
which the most arbitnry princes in England, since any liberty had been ascertained to the 
people, had ever ventured upon'. He subjoins in a note, .It must however be allowed. that 
Queen Elizabeth ordered the seaports to fit out ships, at their own expence, during the time of 
the Spanish invasion.' Elizabeth treated her parliaments with haughtiness, and assumed a tone 
of authority in addressing those assemblies, which even the tyrant Charles did not exceed: - 
her father govemed with despotic sway- To these opinions, and unsettled notions of the kingly 
power, and to the prejudices of the age, candour perhaps wilt partly ascribe the determination 
of the judges in tàvour of shipmoney, and not solely to corruption"(Ibid., 129-1 30). 



"foolishly supposed", he has "no spleen against Mr. ~ u m e " . " ~  He was right to admit 

as much since Dulany had himself earlier turned to Hume's thought in his inff uential 

and widely circulated attack on the Stamp Act of 1765. Rather, said Dulany, Hume is 

an historian "by whom I have often been entertained, and whose ingenuity. and Litemry 

talents 1 admire; but that his history is a studied apology for the S m s ,  and particularly 

Charles the first, al1 men, conversant with English history, and constitution, and not 

blind by prejudice must ackno~led~e."~ For Dulany, contra Hume and Carroll, "the 

constitution was most clearly settled in the very point infiinged by the ship money 

levy?'."' 

Carroll. in his last, and the longest, letter of the debate, retumed once again to 

Hume's account to establish that, at the time of Charles's rule. the bounds of the 

constitution were "so obscure, it would be rash to pronounce decisively" about such 

issues."' Taking a sweeping chronological survey of Hume's account of the halting 

and uncenain historical development of the English constitution. Carroll demonstrated 

just how closely he had read his Hume. "Hume teaches us". says Carroll. 'what idea 

we ought to form of the English government under Edward the 3d --": 

Yet. on the whole it appears that the government [of the Anglo-Saxons1 at best 
was only a barbarous monarchy, not regulated by any fixed rna.xims. nor 
bounded by any certain undisputed rights, which were in practice regularly 
observed. The king conducted himself by one set of principles. the barons by 
another. the commons by a third, the clergy by a fourth; al1 these systems of 
government were contrary and incompatible; each of them prevailed according 
as incidents were favourable to it.'" 

Th is  short historical deduction.', explained Carroll, "may seem foreign to my subject. 

but it really is not" for it sets the historical context against which to view the Stuarts 

and with which to contrast the liberty of our own times with the tyranny of the past.'24 

Tracing the story of constitutional flux through the reign of the Tudors. Carroll 

' l9 Onuf, kIaryland and the Empire, 187. 
"O Ibid. 
'." Ibid. 
'" Ibid.. 197. 
'" Ibid., 209; see Hume. History, Vol. 2: 284, 
'" Ibid. 



tumed to Hume's two Tudor volumes to show that Henry VTI's '.whole reign was one 

continued scene of rapine and oppression on his part, and of servile submission on that 

of the parliament". "In vainn, Carroll wrote, quoting Hume, "did the people look for 

protection fiom the parliament; that assembly was so overawed, that at this very time. 

during the greatest rage of Henry's oppression, the commons chose Dudley their 

speaker, the very man, who was the chief instrument of his oppressions".'25 In his 1s t  

paragraph, Carroll sumrned up the intent of his historical digression and its relevance to 

his (and Hume's) defense of Charles, and the implications of this for a proper 

understanding of the constitutional arrangements of the present: 

'Hume's history is a studied apology for the Stuarts. puticularly of Charles the 
first.' Has the historian suppressed any material facts? If not. but has given an 
artificial colouring to some, softened others. and suggested plausible motives 
for the conduct of Charles, al1 this serves to confirm the observation. that an 
account may in the main be true. but not intirely impariiul; the principal tacts 
may be related, yet the suppression of some attendant circumstance will greatly 
alter their character and complexion. 1 asserted that the constitution was not so 
well improved, and so settled in Charles's time. as at present.'26 

It is quite clear. then, that David Hume's History of England provided Charles Carroll 

with the historical raw materials from which to estabiish the fault of Governor Robert 

Eden's 1770 attempt to establish offkers' tees by proclamation. But Carroll and 

Dulany in 1773. one modem interpreter has observed, "outlined the positions and 

possibilities which dominated American constitutional history during the next tifteen 
yemb,. 127 Carroll's reading of Hume's Hisrory thus points to a Far more signiticant role 

for Hume's thought in the prelude to the Amcricsui Revolution. 

As the political fault lines dividing the colonies h m  Britain became ever wider 

in the mid-1770s, Hume's devastating critique of the Whig interpretation of a fixed 

Endish constitution provided his more perceptive colonial readers with an acceptable 

Iz See Hume, History, Vol. 3: 68. See also the parallels between Carroll's account o f  the 
Tudors and Hume, History, Vol. 4: Appendix. 
'" In answer to this, Antilon remarks, that the constitution was ctearly settled in the very point 
infnnged, by the levy o f  ship-money, To this I repiy, that the petition of right was only a 
confirmation o f  former statues against the same unconstitutional power. which had been 
assumed by most preceding kings in direct violation o f  ihose statutes. 
"' See Peter S. Onuf, "lntroducrion," to ~biarylund and the Empire, 3-39: quotation from 13. 



and requisite means with which to destroy one o f  the few rernaining, but sturdiest, 

bridges steadfastly linking many in  the colonies to the mother co~ntry. ' '~ We have 

seen just how important claims to the constitutional liberties of British Subjects were to 

the colonists. Hume's own writings sometimes had k e n  used to assert and delineate 

these privileges. The magnitude of the continuing ernotional pull o f  the English 

constitution might be gathered fmm a Virginia Gaze~fe article hom as late as Aprii 

1776. Abandoning the 'Yhe finest constitution i n  the world". argued the pages o f  the 

Gazette, would result in "a dreadfuI train o f  domestic convulsions in each republic; of 

jealousies, dissentions, wars. and al1 their attendant miseries. in the neighbouring 

republics; i n  which toms of government they seem to imagine that Nature breeds: Al1 
*. 129 monstmus. al1 prodigious things ... Gorgons. and hydras, and chimeras dire . 

Two rnonths later, and only days before the "ûeclmtion o f  tndependence". The 

Pennsylvsiniu ibfag~ine; or, Americtin hfonthly iMr~eirm provides evidence that 

Csiroll's reading o f  the evolutionary constitutional message contained in Hume 's 

History was far h m  unique. This popular Philadelphia paper reprinted under the 

heading"Progress of the humm Understanding, h m  the Extinction of the Sauons. IO 

the Accession o f  the House ofTudor. From Mr. Hume". the conclusion to Hume's 

'lS On the penistence of colonial oppeals to the British Constitution see L.W. Labnree. 
Conservatism in Earh American History ( 1948; reprinted Ithaca, 1965): Benjamin F. Wright, 
Jr.. "The Early History of  Written Constitutions in America" in Essnys in Histiiy und 
Politicui Theory (Cambridge. MA, 1936). 360-362. 
'" Virginiu Guzrttr (12  April t 776). Such dire claims had a long history upon which to dnw.  
See, for instance, John Tucker, dn Election Sermon (Boston. 177 1). Tucker contrasted the 
happy state o f  those who live under the British constitution with "the multitudes of our fellow 
creatures, who are groaning under the iron yoke of tyranny and oppression - subjected to the 
arbitrary will of their imperious and despotic Lords, - and to al1 the rvretchedness, wliich 
lawless pride and ambition; which wanton cruelty and unbridled lust c m  inflict upon them ... 
From such scenes of human wretchedness and woe, we naturally reflect with gratitude to 
heaven. on our own happy condition, as subjects of the British Empire ... May this excellent 
constitution, formed and established by the experience and wisdom ofages, be preserved 
inviolate, the source of blessings to this and future generations"(42-43); Benjamin Rush. "On 
Slave-Keeping," in Dagobert D. Runes. ed. The Selected Writings of Benjamin Rush: "Our 
most excellent English Constitution"( Id); Anon, The Crisis (New York, 1775): "The 
Americans, Sir [George III], are fighting for liberty, the birthright o f  every man. they are 
fighting for the Iaws and the sacred constitution o f  their country, which you are, to your etemal 
disgrace and infarny, endeavouring to destroy"(I 69, Looking back at this period horn 1787, 
John Jay remarkcd in Ferieruiist #1 on the "undue influence of ancient attachments"(40). See 
Gordon S. Wood, Crearton I I,45. 



second Anglo-saxon Offering no M e r  editorial comment. the 

Pennsylvania Magazine clearly felt it had in Hume's de-mystification of the English 

constitution an accepted ally in the Revolutionacy cause. Hume's historicist approach, 

which demoted the British constitution from its Io& pedestal to merely a patch-work 

product of various. but mostIy cecent, historical developments, was powerfbl 

propaganda for a cause pining for a decisive break with Britain. Hume had written, 

Charles Carroll had cited, and the Pennsylvonia iMagazineTs readers in 1776 would 

read, "the constitution of the English government ... hm experienced the same 

mutability. that has attended all human instit~tions".'~' 

Recourse to an ancient English constitution had provided a convenient alley to a 

swelling American Whig movement which wished to detïne and challenge the English 

Parliament's infnngements on colonial rights. But when independence became the 

aim. attachrnent to this same ancient constitution proved a substtintial intellectual 

impediment. Joyce Appleby has sketched the CM of this vexing historical problem: 

"As long as the colonists continued to assen their loyalty to the English constitution. 

grievmces growing out of an alleged subversion of that constitution could act as a 

nllying force. Concems for prescriptive rights and constitutional purity could fuel a 

resistance movement; they could only brake a drive for ~e~aration".'~' By exposing the 

counterfeit origins of Whig daims to liberty grounded on an "ancient. tïxed 

constitution". Hume provided not only a îeasoned justification with which the colonists 

might divorce themselves from bowing io an illusionary authority. but also an 

historically validated one. The interpretation offered here - that as early as the 1770s 

Americans had available to them a Humean fmework for considering graduai 

130 The Prnns-vivania Magazine; or. Rmerican lbhonrhlv ~bfimwrn. "Progress o f  the human 
Undemanding, from the Extinction of the Sa..ons, to the Accession of the House oPTudor, 
From Mr. Hume," Vol. 1i (1776), 274-277. See Hume, Hisiory. Vol. 2: 5 18-95. 
151 Ibid., 776. See, Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 7: 574. 
132 Joyce Appleby, Liberalism and Republicanism in the Hktoricnl Imaginuiion (Cambridge, 
1992). 15 1. See an earlier statement along these lines in Thad W. Tate, "The Social Contract 
in America, 1774- 1 787 Uevolutionary Theory as a Conservative Instrument." GWfinm d 
ibkwy Quarterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 22 (1965). 385-386. 



constitutionai improvernents -- differs considerably from much of the received 

s c h o ~ a r s h i ~ . ' ~ ~  

Hume's sustained investigation into the fortuitous foundations of modem 

English constinitionai liberty also suggested that Amencan political architects of the 

present be anxious lest they lose what had been such a long time in the construction. 

This cautious Hume, we have seen. did not sit well with al1 of his colonial readers. 

Some radical Whig republicans were unwilIing to give up on recourse to unchanging 

tùndamentai laws which they claimed were ingrained in an ancient and fixed English 

constitution and. like Samuel Adams, championed Vattel over Hume. But for others, 

Hume's History oj'Englund outlined the ' m e  principles" of the English constitution 

and provided a compelling set of arguments for dissolving "al1 politicai connexion 

between them and the state of Great Britain". 

-4- 
While modem scholars have hotly debated the question of what tlume's "reai" 

stand on the issue of American independence was. regardless of what posterity decides. 

to many in the colonies Hume was w m l y  received as a theoretical tiiend of the 

'" ln particular see Lance Banning's influential essay, "Republican Ideology and the Triumph 
of the Constitution, 1 789 to 1 793." WiIIium crnd M ~ r y  @urfer!v, Ser. 3, Vol. 3 I ( 1974). 167- 
188, and his argument that slow constitutional change was not an idea available to thinkers of 
the American Enlightenment: "ln 1789 Americans lived in ... a world ... [where the] heritage 
of classical republicanism and English opposition thought, shaped and hardened in the furnace 
of a great Revolution, lefi few men free. This universe contained no familiar ways of thinking 
about gradua1 constitutional irnprovement or persistent opposition to a fundamental Iaw" 
(1 79). Gary L. McDowell's ment article, .'The Language of Law and the Foundations of 
American Constitutionalism," William und Muty Qrrrrrter!~, 3rd Ser., Vol, LV ( 1998). 375- 
398. similarly misses Hume's signiticant role and hence oversimplifies erroneously when he 
writes that "Early in the Revolutionary period a consensus began to emerge among American 
political leaders that 'in al1 free States the Constitution is fixd' ... As Americans moved closer 
to the cal1 for Independence, their thinking about constitutions hardened. A constitution to be 
deemed fundamental had to be able to 'survive the rude storms of time' and to remain 
constant 'however ... circumstances may vary' "(396). Gordon Wood argues that historicist 
notions arose in America only in the f 780s and (not seeing its Humean origins) this attitude is 
much of the C r d o n  of his title. Seeing Hume's role helps iron out and lengthen out what is 
sometirnes thought to have k e n  a rapid transition in American political thought from classicai 
Republicanisrn to modem Liberdism. 



Revolutionary cceed. Against the backckop of the colonial reading of Hume's 

writings outlined above, the Virginiu Guzette's celebratoty announcement that Hume 

bad given his support to the "American cause, it king in his opinion founded on the 

me principlcs of the constitution", makes good sense. Whether or not the dying 

historian stated the matter so clearly to Johnstone as the Gazerre reported he had, many 

in the colonies thought the proof had already been found in the tessons of his writings. 

Seeing how Hume's Es.wys and Hisrory provided his Amencan readers with organising 

pnnciples on constitutional matters casts new light on Hume's colonial reception and 

the political thought of the American Revolution. It also provides an hitheno 

overlooked. but essential. background to Hume's impact on the so-called Founding 

Fathers and the later y e m  of the American Enlightenment. 

'" Hume was also seen as somewhat of a forecaster of  good tidings when the Pennylvaniu 
Grnette of  Y August 1776 reported that &David Hume, Esq, Dr. Smith. and Sir James Stewart, 
have al1 given the king their opinions. that if a reconciliation does not speedily take place with 
America, that country is Iost". The same passage appeared on the front page of the Virginiu 
Guzettc [Dixon & Hunter] for 13 ûecember 1776. 



CHAPTER SIX: 
HUME AND MADlSON ON FACTION 

"Torrents of blood have been spilt in the old world, by the vain attempts 
of the secular arm to extinguish Religious discord. by proscribing al1 
difference in religious opinions. Time has at length revealed the true 
remedy. Every relaxation of narrow and rigorous policy, wherever it has 
been tried, has been found to assuage the disease. The American 
Theatre has exhibited proofs, that equal and compleat liberty, if it does 
not wholly eradicate it, sufficiently destroys its malignant intluence on 
the health and prosperity of the state" 

--James Madison. A Memorid c i m i  Rrmonstrcince 
Against Rrligioiis Assrssrnents. 1 785- 

Hume's rnost significant impact on the American Enlightenment was achieved, 

we have repeatedly been told, when in 1787 James Madison tumed to Hume's political 

essays while working out the argument of his celebrated 10th Feùerufist püper. The 

tïrst histonan to excavate this ground in depth was Douglas ~dair. '  In his unpublished 

but still often-cited Yale Ph.D. dissertation o f  1943' and then in its subsequent 

recasting in published essays3 (which later were gathered together Lr a posthumous 

edition and have since k e n  republished in various formatsJ), Adair outlined his thesis 

' See also Charles W. Hendel, "Introduction," to Charles W. Hendel, ed. DuviciHurne S 
Poliriml E m ~  (New York, 1953). Iviii; Geoffrey Marshall. '+David Hume and Political 
Scepticism," Philosophicul Quarterly, Vol. 4 (1954)- 247-157: esp. 255-256, who reached 
(independently) many of the same conclusions as Adair. 
' Douglas Adair, "The Intellectual Origins of Jeffersonian üemocracy: Republicanism. the 
Class Struggle, and the Virtuous Fermer," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 
1943), esp. 239-171. 
See Douglas Adair, "The Tenth Federalist Revisited," WiIlim ancl Qtrurteri-v, Ser. 3, 

Vol. 8 (195 l), 48-67; Douglas Adair, " 'That Politics may be Reduced to a Science' David 
Hume, James Madison, and the Tenth Federalist," Huntingron Libruty Qzrarterb. Vol. 30 
(1957), 343-360. 
'' See Trevor Colbourn, ed. Fame und the Formding Fathers, (New York, 1974); reissued as 
Fume und The Founding Fathers: w s  of Dotiglass Adnir. With a Personul Mernoir by 
Caroline Robbins and u Bibliogruphicd Essay by Robert Shalhope (Indianapolis, 1998). 
Adair's essays dealing with Hume's American impact have been reprinted ofien; see, for 
instance, Douglas Adair, " 'That Politics may be Reduced to a Science' David Hume, James 
Madison, and the Tenth Federalist," in Donald W. Livingston and James T. King, eds. Htrme: 
A Re-EvaItiation (New York, I976), 404-41 7; "The Tenth Federalist Revisited in Kerrnit L. 
Hall, ed. The Formation and RatifTcation of& Consrinition (New York and London, 1983, 1- 
10; " 'That Politics may be Reduced to a Science' David Hume, James Madison. and the Tenth 



that Hume's political essays provided the master key to unlocking the vault of 

Madison's political thought. 

8 Adair's Madison and his Critics 

Adair maintained, in particular, that Madison drew much of his thought on party 

fiom Hume's political essays and, perhaps most importantly of d l ,  that it was fiom 

Hume that Madison derived his political mavim that a republic might not only be 

established in a tenitory as extensive as that of the United States, but that it could even 

thrive.' Hume. says Adair. .*had tumed the srnall-territory republic theory upside 

down: if a fiee state could once be established in a large area. it would be stable and 

d e  from the effects of tà~tion".~ The core of Hume's revisionist idea Madison found 

in the essay "Idea oPa Perfect Commonwealth": 

Though it is more diffïcult to t o m  a republican government in an extensive 
country than in a city; there is more facility, when once it is formed, of 
presewing it steady and uniform, without tumult and faction ... In a large 
govemment. which is modelled with rnasterly skill. there is compas and room 
enough to refine the democracy, îiom the lower people. who may be admitted 
into the first elections or tirst concoction of the commonwealth. to the higher 
magistrates. who direct al1 the movements. At the same time. the parts are sa 
distant and remote. that it is very dit'ficult, either by intrigue. prejudice. or 
passion. to hurry them into any measures against the public interest? 

It was this essay. which Hume wrote with "some distant pan of the world" in mind. that 

Adair says "most stimulated James Madison's thought on factions"." Madison, says 

Federalist," in Kermit L. Hall, ed. The Fornuition and Ratification of the Consfitufion (New 
York and London, 1987),21-38. 

Adair primarily looked to five of the essays in Hume's Essqs and Treatises on Severcd 
Subjecrs: "Of the First Principles of Government", "Of the Independency of Pariiament", "Of 
Parties in Generai". "Of the Parties of Great Britain", and "Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth". 
6 Adair, " 'That Politics May be Reduced to a Science': David Hume, James Madison, and the 
Tenth Federalist," Trevor Colbourn, ed. Fume and the Fotrnding Fathers, 142. 
? Hume, Essqs, 9dea of a Perfect CommonweaIth", 527. Although Adair doesn't Say so, it is 
relevant to note that Madison, like Hume's other eighteenth-century readers, was most likely 
to meet the essay "Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth" as the important concluding essay to the 
Essuys a d  Treutises on Several Subjects. 
8 Douglas Adair, " That Politics May be Reduced to a Science': David Hume, James Madison, 
and the Tenth Federalist." Fume and the Fotrnding Fathers, 139. 



Adair. "reexamind the sketch of Hume's perfect commonwealth", "quite easily traced 

out the origin of Hume's scheme", "thought over Hume's theoretic system", and 

must suddenly have seen that in this instance the troublesome corporate 
aggressiveness of the thirteen American states could be used to good purpose, 
There already existed in the United States local governing units to break the 
force of popular cunents ... The states themselves could serve as the chief pillars 
and supports of a new constitution in a large-area commonwealth. Here in 
Hume's Essays lay the genn of Madison's theory of the extended republic? 

Madison's echo of Hume in the 10th Federaiist: 

Extend the sphere, and you take in great variety of parties and interests; you 
make it l e s  probable that a majority of the whole will have a common motive 
to invade the rights of other citizens; or if such a common motive exists, it will 
be more difficult for al1 who feel it to discover their own strength. and to act in 
unison with each other.I0 

Bringing this and other texiud evidence to bear, Adair convincingly argued that. 

although "Madison had no capacity for slavish imitation" of Hume. "a sentence Ii fied 

almost in its entirety from the other's essay, and, above all. the exactly panllel march 

of ideas in Hume's 'Parties' and Madison's Federalist 10 show how congenial he 

found the Scot's way of thinking and how invaluable Hume was in the final 

crystallizing of Madison's own convictions"." 

Gary Wills. in a book dedicated "To the memory of Douglas Adair who saw it 

tirst". notably has amplified AdairSs thesis." Other scholars have since repeated and 

"bid., 142-144 
'O James Madison, Fedrrdist # I O  in Cl inton Ross iter. ed. The Fe~Imdiist P q x m  (New York 
Scarborough. and London, 196 1). 83. See also James Madison. "Vices o f  the Political System 
o f  the United States," in W illiarn T. Hutchinson, er ui. ed. The Papers of Jrinmes iCl<dison ( 1 7 
Vols, Chicago. 1962- 199 1 ): "if an enlargement o f  the sphere is found CO lessen the insecurity 
of private rights, it is not because the impulse o f  a common interest or passion is less 
predominant in this case with the majority; but because a common interest or passion is less 
apt to be felt and the requisite combinations less easy to be fonned by a yeat than by a small 
number. The Society becomes broken into a greater variety o f  interests, o f  pursuits, o f  
passions, which check each other, whilst those who may feel a common sentiment have less 
opponunity o f  communication and concert, I t  m y  be inferred that the prevailing Theory. are 
in proportion not to the estent, but to the narrowness o f  their lirnits" (78-79). 
I I  Douglas Adair, 'That Politics may be Reduced to a Science' David Hume, James Madison. 
and the Tenth Federaiist," Fame and the Founding Faihers, 147: "Intellectual Origins", 261 
'' Gary Wills's Erplaning Amrrica: The Fedrralist (New York. 198 1) has not been well 
received. See Jacob E. Cooke, review o f  Gary Wills, Erplaining Rmericu: The Fedrralist 



expanded upon Adair's original insight. So much so that Adair's assertion of a 

Humean Madison might be thought to be established as a commonplace in scholarship 

on Hume, Madison, the Federalist, and even in broad surveys of the history o f  the New 

~ e ~ u b l i c . ' ~  A recent Madison scholar says "Adair proved his case by a process o f  

(New York. 1981), in Americun Hisrorical Review, Vol. 87 (1982), 532-533: Ronald 
Hamoway, "Jefferson and the Scoaish Enlightenment: A Critique o f  Garry Wills's Inventing 
Americu: Jeferson 's Declurution of Independence," William und Müry Quurterly, Ser, 3, 
Vol. 36 (1979). 503-523; Walter Nicgorski, review o f  Gary Wills. Evpluining America: The 
Feclerulisi (New York. 198 1). in The American Politicul Science Reviav, Vol. 76 ( 1  982), 1 55- 
156: Thomas L. Pangle, "The Frdercdist Popers: Vision o f  Civic Health and the Tradition out 
o f  Which that Vision Emerges", which summarizes much criticism when he characterizes 
Wills's writings as "free-wheeling" (58 1 ); Paul A. Rahe, Republics Ancienr uncl Moclern: 
C~ussiccrl Republicunism und the Americun Revolurion (Chapel Hill. 1992). 105711-1058n; 
Gary J. Schmitt, "Sentimental Journey: Garry Wills and the American Founding," The 
Political Science Reviewer, Vol. XI1 ( l982), 99- 128. where Wills's claims are said to be "long 
on bnvado. [but] short on proof'(l17); Richard C. Sinopoli. The Fountlurions of Amerimn 
Citizenship: Libertrlism. The Constitution. und Civic Virtue (New York and Oxford, 1992). 
70.80-8 1. 
l 3  Adair's claim might be traced (iepreseniatively) in Herbert Aptheker. Eurlv Yems of the 
Rrpirblic: From the Revoltttion fo the First Arlminisfrution of Wushingron (New York, 1 976). 
81-82: Marc M. Arkin. "The lntractable Principle: 'David Hume, James Madison. Religion, 
and the Tenth Federalist," The Americcn Journul of Legd Histo- Vol. 39 ( 1995). 148-1 76: 
Lance Banning, The Jeffersoniun Persuusion: Evolrrtion of o Pwty Itleology (Ithaca and 
London. 1978). 13411: Samuel H. Beer, '-Federalism. Nationalism, and Democracy in 
America," The Amflicun Political Science Reviav. Vol. 72 ( 1978). 13- 14 Roy Branson. 
**James Madison and the Scottish Enlightenment," Jotrrnal of the Hisrow of klem, Vol. 40 
( 1979), 235-250: Irving Brant, Jumes ~Cfudison (6 Vols. Indianapolis; New York. 194 1 - 196 1). 
Vol. 1: 1 1  5; Paul L. Brown, "David Hume," in Robert A. Rutland, ed. Jumes hfucllison und the 
Amrricun ~Vatiun. 1751-1836 (New York, 1994), 196- 197; George W. Carey. The Feclemlist: 
Designfor a Constir~rrionul Republic (Urbana & Chicago, 1989), 15,46n: Jacob E. Cooke, 
review o f  Garry Wills, Erpiuining America: The Frrlrrrrlist (New York, 198 1 ), in dniericun 
Historicuf Review, Vol. 87 ( 1 982), 533-533; Gottfried Dieue, The Frrlerulist: A Clrrssic on 
Federdim and Free Government (Baltimore, 1960), 3 1 Sn: Theodore Draper, "Hume and 
Madison: The Secrets o f  Federalist Paper No, 10," Encoiinter, Vol. 58 (1982), 5447: 
Christopher M. Duncan, The Anri-Fecleralis~s and Eurfy Amnerieun Politic~ul Thorrght (DeKal b, 
1995), 108,20 I n; Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Agr of Federdism The Eu+ 
American Repttblic, 1788-1800 (Oxford, 1993), 86-87; David F. Epstein, The Politicul Theury 
of The Federulist (Chicago and London, 1 98J), 10 1 - I 02; Peter S. Fosl. '-Hume, Sliepticism. 
and Early Arnerican Deism," Hume Studies, Vol. XXV (1999, published 2000), 173: Albert 
Furtwangler, The Ruthoriy of Prrbliw: A Reading of the Federnlist Pcrpers (lthaca and 
London, IW), 41, 129-1 33; Alan Gibson, "Impartial Representation and the Extended 
Republic: Towards a Comprehensive and Balanced Reading o f  the Tenth Federalkt Paper," 
History of Politicul Thotrght, Vol. XII (199 l), 265; Knud Haakonssen, "The structure o f  
Hume's political theory" in David Fate Norton, ed. The Cambridge Compunion to Hume 
(Cambridge. 1993), 213,219n; Jennifer A. Herdt, Religion und Faction in Htrnre's Moral 
Philosophy (Cambridge, 1997), 279n; Daniel W. Howe. "The Political Psycholog o f  The 



Federalist," William and Màry Quarterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 44 (1987), 490,505; Daniel Walker 
Howe, "Why the Scottish Enlightenment Was Useful to the Framers o f  the American 
Constitution," Comparative Studies in Socieîy and History, Vol. 3 1 (1989), 583-584; William 
T. Hutcliinson. et al, ed. The Paper of James Motlison, Vol. 9: 3 5811; Vol. 1 O: 270n; William 
T. Hutchinson, " 'United to Divide; Divide to Unite' The Shaping of American Federalism," 
~tiississippi Valley Historieal Review, Vol. 46 (1959-60), 12; James H. Hutson, "Riddles o f  the 
Federal Constitutional Convention," William and Mary Quarterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 44 (1987). 4 19: 
Franklin A, Kalinowski, "David Hume and James Madison on Defining The Public Interest' 
in Richard K. Matthews, ed. Virtue. Corruption, and SeifInterest PoliticuI Values in the 
Eighteenth Century (Bethlehem and London, 1994), 172-201 ; Ralph L. Ketcham, "Notes on 
James Madison's Sources for the Tenth Federalist Paper," hfidwest Journal of Political 
Science, Vol. 1 (1957). 20-25; Kenneth Kolson, "Curing the Mischiefs of James Madison," 
The Polirical Science Revie~ver, Vol. XII (1982). 55; Isaac Kramnick. "ldeological 
background," in Jack P. Greene and J.R. Pole, eds. The Blacbvell En~yclopedici ofthe 
American Revolution (Oxford, 199 l), 90; Emery G. Lee III, "Representation. Virtue, and 
Political Jealousy in the Brutus-Publius Dialogue." Journal of Politics. Vol. 59 (1997). 1073; 
Drew R. McCoy, The Last of the Fathers: James hludison und the Repirblican Legucy 
(Cambridge, 1989). 4243.49-50,55, 137; Roben A. Manzer, "Hume's Constitutionalism and 
the ldentity o f  Constitutional Democracy," Americun Politiccd Science Review, Vol, 90 ( 1996), 
49511: Richard K. Matthews, The Rc~dical Politics of Thontas Jeferson (Lawrence, l984), 103: 
Henry F. May, The Enlightenment in Americu (New York, 1976), 97. l30.371n. 373n. 3741:: 
W il1 iam Lee Miller, The Business of IÇ& ~Vext: Junies ~b[ucIisvn and the Founcling 
(Charlottesville and London, 1992). 55-60; James Moore, "Hume and the Classical Republican 
Tradition," Ccinuclicrn Joirrnal of PoliticcrlS~*ience, Vol. 10 (1977). 836: John R. Nelson, 
Liberty und Property: Politicrrl Economy and Policymukîng in the New ~Vrrfion, 1 789- 18 12 
(Baltimore and London, 1987), 188n: Thomas L. Pangle, "The Philosophic Understandings of 
Human Nature lnforming the Constitution", in Allan Bloom, cd. Confrunting the Cunstitution 
(Washington, D.C., 1990), 20-31; Merrill D. Peterson.James ~Iludison: zl Biograpkv in His 
Own Wurcis (New York, 1974), 136; J.G.A. Pocock, "Hume and the American Revolution: 
The Dying Thoughts o f  a Nonh Briton," in David Fate Norton, Nicholas Capaldi, and Wade L. 
Robison, eds. ~UcGill Hume Studies (San Diego, 1976), 342-343; Adam S. Potkay. "Theorizing 
Civic Eloquence in the Early Republic: The Road from David Hume to John Quincy Adams.'' 
Eurlv Aniericcrn Literuturr. Vol. 34 ( 1999), 148: Paul A. Rahe, Rrpiiblics Ancient and 
~bl./ern: Classicul Republicanism und the American Revolution (Chapel Hill. 1 W?), 1 05 7n- 
lOj8n; James H. Read. Power versus Libers). Mudison, Hcrmilton, Wilson, undJeflerson 
(Charlottesville and London. 2000), 18 1 n; Gary Rosen, Americun Compact: Jcimes Madison 
und the Problem of Fotinding (Lawrence, 1999), 3, 18611; Jack N. Rakove, Original ~Ifeunings: 
Polirics und Ideas in the Making of the Constirtition (New York, 1996), 19: Cari. J. Richard. 
The Foiutciers und the Classics: Greece, Rome, and the Americun Enlightenment (Cam bridge 
and London, 1994), 155,272n-27311; Ralph A. Rossum and Gary L- McDowell, eds. The 
Americun Founding: Politics, Statesmanship. und the Constitution (Port Washington and 
London. 198 1 ), 162-1 63; James Rutland, James Madison: The Founding Fathrr (New York 
and London), 30: Richard S. Sinopoli, The Fotrndutions of Americun Citkenship: Libercdism, 
the Constitution, and Chic Virtue (Oxford, 1992), 56,70, 19011, 199n; Daniel Sisson, n e  
Rmerican Revolution of 1800 (New York, 1974), 34; Winton U. Solberg, The Consriturion and 
ihe Formation of the bhion (2nd edition, Urbana and Chicago, 1990), xt~iv, xliii. xcviii, xcix; 
John B. Stewart, Opinion and Reform in Hirme S Political Philosophy (Princeton. I992). 256n; 
Archie Turnbull, "Scotiand and America, 1 730-90," in David Daiches, Peter Jones and Jean 
Jones, eds. A Hotbed of Genius: The ScotrrSh Enlightenment, 1730-1 790 (Edinburgh. l986), 



literary detection, at which he was a past master".'" "That Hume influenced 

[Madison's] ideas on faction, representation, and the extended sphere", says another, 

9s beyond disputev." But the question of Hume's impact on Madison is far from 

settled. 

Increasingly in recent years Adair has also had his qualifiers and even his nay- 

sayers. A number of scholars have argued with increasing urgency that Hume's 

influence on Madison is "clearly subject to exaggeration and misconstruction" l6 and 

even that it has in fact been "greatly exaggerated and distorted. " At the hard core of 

these attempts to temper Hume's Madisortian impact is a wholesale questioning of 

Adair's basic methodological premise that Madison's mind and political theory rnight 

be entered through the books he read. For the development of Madison's political 

thought on faction, say Adair's critics, more important than Madison's reading of 

Hume (or anyone else) were Madison's practical experiences gained in the real training 

grounds of Virginian and national politics.'8 

149; Craig Walton, "Hume and Jefferson on the Uses of History," in Donald W. Livingston 
and James T. King, eds. Hume: A Ri+evduaiion (New York, 1976). 389403. esp. 389; 
Frederick G. Whelan. Order ancI.4rtifce in Hume 's Political Philosuphv (Princeton. 1985). 
342-343: William Appleman Williams. "The Age of Mercantilism: An Interpretation of the 
American Political Economy, 1 763 to 1828." Willirrm and .&fun, Qumrr@. Vol. 15 ( 1958). 
434425: Gary W ills. Erplcrining =Itrrrric*u: The Frdera1i.v (New York. 198 1 ), prrssim. 
l4 Theodore Draper, "Hume & Madison". 34. See aiso Henry F. May, The Enlighrrnment in 
-4mericu: "Adair's demonstration of Madison's indebtedness to Hume is brilliant"(373n- 
3 74n). 
Is Fary Rosen. Americun Cornpact: Jcrmrs ibfuùiison und the Problem of Forcttding, 107. 
l6 Drew R. McCoy, The LUSI of the Futhers: James hfudison und the Rrptrblicun Lrgucy 
(Cambridge, 1989). 4311. 
17 Lance Banning, The Sucred Fiw of Liberty.- James ~Cludison UIK/ the Foirnciing of the 
Federal Repirblic (Ithaca and London, 1995). 46711. See also Robert A. Manzer, "Hume's 
Constitutionalism and the identity of Constitutional Democracy", 494; Peter S. Fosl, 'Hume. 
Skepticism, and Early American Deism": "There is, however, considerable contention about 
whetherof not Madison actually drew his ideas from Hume"(I86n); Ralph Ketcham, Review 
of Paul A. Rahe, Republics Ancient and itlodrn: Clussicul Republicutiism und the American 
Revolution (Chapel Hill, 1 992), in William und Muty Quarteriy, Ser. 3, Vol. 50 ( 1993), 428. 
'' See Marc M. Arkin, 'The Intractable Principle:' David Hume, James Madison, Religion, 
and the Tenth Federalist", I 5 1-1 52; Lance Banning, The Sacred Fire of Libers. passim, esp. 
204467468; James Conniff, '-The Edightenment and American Political Thought: A Study 
OF the Origins of Madison's Federalist Ntimber IO:' Political Ekeory, Vol. 8 ( 1980), 38 1-402: 
David R. Epstein, The Political Theory of The Federalist, 102-103; Lacy K. Ford, %venting 
the Concurrent Majority: Madison, Calhoun, and the Problern of Majoritariansirn in American 
Political Thought," Journal of Sozithrrn History, Vol. 60 (19941, esp. 25; Lamy D. Kramer, 



Adair's doubters bring the debate on a Humean Madison full circle. They do so 

because near the heart of Adair's own revisionkt project was a critique of Columbia 

University's Charles Beard and the Progressives who dominated the historical 

scholarship of Adair's early academic years. Adair, particularly in his dissertation, was 

concerned to show that books, not just economics or geography, were of essential 

importance to the development of Madison's political thought and our recovery of ii. '' 
Indeed. Adair attempted virtually to recreate the scene of Madison's sitting d o m  to 

write Ferieralist 10 with Hume's book (presumably the Essuys and Treafisrs) "open on 

the table beside him". Hence it was that Adair could speak of Madison being 

"electrified" and "suddenly" enlightened as his eyes nn over Hume's pages. pages that 

provided the political insights for which Madison had been searching.?' 

The history of ideas, however, is seldom as neat as Adair's story implies. nor is 

it as compartmentalized as Adair's critics would have us believe. We might best 

appreciate and analyze the impact of Madison's reading of Hume (for read him he did) 

if we can situate it within the context of Hume's teception and impact in the wider 

social history of i d e s  in righteenth-century Amenca. As Hume himself asserted. 

tmcing the dissemination and impact of ideas "is not altogether a question conceming 

"Madison's Audience," Hamurd L m  Reviav, Vol. 1 12 (1999), 630: Gary L. McDowell, 
"Madison's filter," The Times Literuty Supplement. (24 May 1996). esp. 12; Jack N. Rakove. 
"Hume, Madison, and the Vexatious Question of Influence". 8-14; Jack N. Rakove. Original 
rbfeunings: Politics und Icleas in the Muking of the Constitirrion (New York. 19961, 19-20? 47: 
Gary J. Schmitt, "Sentimental Journey: Gany Wills and the American Founding". 1 19. See 
also Joyce Appleby. "What 1s Still American in the Political Philosophy of Thomas 
Jefferson?," William andhfuty Quurterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 39 (1982), 292, For a counterpoint see 
Susan Dunn, "Revolutionary Men of Leners and the Pursuit of Radical Change: The Views of 
Burke, Tocqueville, Adams, Madison, and Jefferson," William crnd LbIuty @~urter!v. Ser. 3, 
Vol. 53 ( 1996), 73 1.745-746. 

~ d a i r  was reacting in particular to Charles Beard's An Economic Inserprerution of ihe 
Constifution ( 19 13). See Adair, T h e  Intellectual Origins of Jeffenonian Democracy", esp. 
13, 15-1 7,24-25,39,62; Adair, "The Tenth Federalist Revisited," Fame and the Founding 
Fathers, 1 19- 126. 
'O Adair, .'Intellectual Origins", 252,266; Adair, "That Politics May be Reduced to a Science." 
Fame and the Founding Fathers, 141. See Jack N. Rakove, "Hume. Madison, and the 
Ve.catious Question of Influence", 6-8. 



the taste, genius, and spirit of a few, but conceming those of a whole people".2' But 

first, we should look more carefutly at those who deny Madison's Humean debts. 

Adair's most comprehensive challenge originated with Edmund S. ~ o r ~ a n . "  

Morgan's critique of Adair fits within the historiographical trend considered above -- 
Morgan too postulated that Madison's political problems, unlike Hume's, were real 

ones: "While Hume sought to correct the faults he found in Harrington's theoretical 

thinking, Madison sought to correct the faults he found in the practicing republics 

among which he lived"." But Morgan also chailenged the intellectual integrity of 

Adair's position, Morgan did not aim sirnpty to modify the degree of Hume's impact 

on Madison, he strove to show thsit Hume had 'ho significmuit" influence on Madison 

whatsoever. In the same journal which had published Adair's seminal essay over thirty 

years earlier, Morgan now spoke no& in Adairian terms of demonstrable "similarities" 

between Madison and Hume, but rather ofa direct "contrast" between the two. For 

Morgan, Madison's "insight into the advantages ofa  large republic bears only a 

superficial resemblance to  urne's"." This challenge is a weighty one. not only owing 

to Morgan's stature as a prominent historian of American thought and culture. but also 

because it is accompanied by one of the best ever accounts of Madison's ideas on 

faction. 

The "insight that lent distinction to the tenth Federulist". siiys Morgan in his 

attempt to differentiate Madison h m  Hume, "did not Lie in Madison's borrowed 

discussion of the causes of faction; it lay in the reasons he advanced for believing that 

factions were less of a menace in a large countq under republican govenunent than in a 

small one"? Morgan pdgingly concedes that Madison was 3ndebted" to ^Hume in 

-- - - - 

" See Hume, Essclys, **Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences". 114. 
" Edmond S. Morgan, "Satèty in Numbers: Madison, Hume, and the Tenth Federrrlisr." 
Hunrington Librmy Quarrerly, Vol. 95 ( l986), 95- 1 12. 
" Morgan, "Safety in Numbers: Madison, Hume, and the Tenth Fedrrcdisr", 99; Wume was 
engaged in an intellectual exercise"(l07). it is. of course, ironic that white Morgan and other 
twentiethcentury commentators have so often descnbed Hume see a "speculative" thinker so 
as to differentiate him from "pragmatic" eighteenth-century Arnericans, Hume's eighteenth- 
century American readers often praised Hume for the very realism Morgan finds lacking. 
'' Morgan, "Safety in Numbers", 102. 

Morgan, "Safety in Numbers", 96. 



his analysis of the causes of factions" and even that he "clearly borrowed From Hume in 

a similar outline." But, he argues, "[wlhere the two parted was in tcie proposed 

treatment" of factions. According to Morgan, "Hume would have overcome factions 

by trying to prevent their formation. Madison, instead, made a virtue of their 

abundan~e".'~ For Morgan, .'Madison's reading on the subject" of hctions was not 

only "different fmm Hume's" but was "in some ways the direct opposite of Hume's". 

[t is inappropriate to think of Madison as a Humean, he says, because on the subject of 

faction the Amencan Madison was a "bolder and more original" thinker than was 

 urne." 
While Madison saw the answer to factions in diversity and a prohsion of 

parties. says Morgan. Hume desired a homogeneous state and wished that 411 îàctions 

be eliminated: 

Hume wanted, so f i  as possible, to keep tàctions frorn torrning. He does not 
locate the superiority of a large republic in its control of factions but in the 
greater likelihood 'of preserving it steady and uniforrn, without tumult and 
faction'. Not in spite of faction but withow faction. Though hr rooted factions 
in human nature. he emphasized prevention rather than control. unifortnity 
mther than diversity ... Factions in Hume's view. were ... destructive of 
governrnent. and the only solution was to prevent them from formine.'' 

Nothing, however. could be further fiom the tnith. Morgan's reading of Madison was 

much better than his reading of Hume. tronically, it is precisely where Morgan thought 

Madison differed most from Hume that the two were really at their closest. To begin io 

see how this is so, we might first revisit briefly Hume's well-known discussion of the 

causes and nature of faction as found in his Essays and Trearises on Severul Stibjecrs. 

'' Morgan. 5afety in Numbers", 1 10. For a very similar reading see Ellis Sandoz, A 
Governn~ent of Lcnvs: Political Theory, Religion. anci the Americcrn Forrnrling (Baton Rouge 
and London, 1990): "Not diminution but merely 'curing the mischiefs of îàction' is the 
framers' hope. For Hume, however, factions are thoroughly bad, obnoxious -weeds' he wishes 
'to eradicate' from the political garden, For the uniquely Arnerican theory of free govemment. 
this contrast is critically important. Factions are not without merit for Publiusm( 174). 
" Morgan, "Safety in Numbers", 1 10. See also Jack N. Rakove, -The Madisonian Moment," 
Llniversiry ofChicago Lcnv Review, Vol. 55 (1988): Madison's thought was "a radical break 
with the received wisdom of his ageT'(473-474). 
" Morgan, '.Safety in Numbers", 109. 



8 Hume's Essays and Treatibes and Madison 

In "Of Parties in Generai", Hume maintained that factions "propagate 

themselves faster in free government" but he also differentiated between different kinds 

of factions by investigating their origins. He argued that factions "may be divided into 

PERSONAL and REAL" or, as he explained. those "founded on persona1 friendship or 

animosity among such as compose the contending parties. and into those founded on 

some real difference of sentiment or interest". And he hrther argued that "Red 

factions rnay be divided into those from interest, îiom principle. and €rom c~fedion". 

Depending on their cause, Hume thought factions were more or less "reasonable" and 

"excusable". Regardless of their motivation, however. Hume thought that "extreme" 

factions of ail sorts ought to be avoided and prevented. as far as possible. from forming 

in the political state.I9 

Hume, as we have seen in the previous chapter. fàmously contrasted the 

founders of these extreme, destructive factions with their foil. the givers of rules of law. 

"As much as legislators and founders of states ought to be honoured and respected 

among men. as much ou& the founders of sects and factions to be detested and hated; 

because the inhence of factions is dinctly contrary to that of Isiws". "Factions". 

concluded Hume in an ofi-cited passage, "subvert government. render Iaws impotent. 

and beget the fiercest animosities mong men of the same nation. who ought to give 

mutual assistance and protection to each othec.)' 

3 Hume, Esscvs, "Of Parties in GeneraI", 56.59. 
30 Ibid., 55. Our above discussion o f  Hume's thought on the rule o f  law in the English 
constitution might better allow us to appreciate the importance to Hume o f  the distinction he 
draws here. Adam Smith seems to have picked up on Hume when he writes: "The leader o f  
the successful party, however, if he has authority enough to prevail upon his own friends to act 
with proper temper and moderation (which he frequently has not), rnay sometimes render to 
his country a service much more essential and important than the greatest victones and the 
most extensive conquests, He rnay re-establish and improvç the constitution. and from the 
very doubtful and ambiguous character o f  the leader o f  a party he may assume the greatest and 
noblest of al[ characters, that of the reformer and legislator o f  a great state, and by the wisdom 
of his institution secure the intemal tnnquillity and happiness o f  his fellow citizens for many 
succeeding generations"; cited in Roy Branson. "James Madison and the Scottish 
Enlightenmenk" Jotirnal of the History of Idem, Vol. 40 (1979), 248. 



if this were al1 Hume had to Say about faction, however, he would not have 

been saying anything tembly unique.3' As Bolingbroke had put the eighteenth-century 

consensus, "party is a political evil. and faction is the worst of al1 parties"?' This 

understanding of faction remained f ~ r l y  widespread throughout eighteenth-century 

Amerka. One finds. for instance. in The Sfarry Chr lu for ;  being un Almunuc jor the 

Year of Our Lord 1799, under the heading "FACTION AND PARTY" Bolingbroke's 

maxim: "Faction is to party what the superlative is to the positive: party is a political 

evil, and faction is the worst of al1 evils. Parties, even before they degenerate into 

absolute factions. are still numbers of men associated together for ceriain purPoses''!' 

But on closer inspection Hume's thought on f'açtion can bc shown to be differentiated 

fiom this common version and more complex than Morgan's and other commentators' 

readings allow. Hume saw îàction in more varied and subtle shades of gray than 

Bolingbroke's typically stark ternis of black and white? To an eighteenth-century 

audience which was anuned to Hume's constitutioiial thought this would have been 

clearer than to Morgan. 

In his essay "Of the Parties of Great Britaid' Hume remarked on the 

inevitability of England's political tàctions, w ~ t i n g  that "parties of principk" were 

..involved in the very nature of our [the English]  constitution^"?^ Hume wrote that 

'' Hume's thought on party has been categrized mistakenly as .-representing the prevailing 
view" on party in James Piereson. "Party Govemment," The Poliricd Science Rrviever. Vol. 
XI1 (1982), 7. For a beîter assessrnent see Geoffrey Manhall. "David Hume and Political 
Scepticism", 253. 
3' Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke. The IJea of ,fri Purrior King, in The Works of' 
Bolingbroke, Vol. III: 83. On the prevalence of these views in the eighteenth century see 
Gordon S. Wood, Creurion of the American Rrpublic, 58-59 
3 3 ~ h e  Smry C~~IcuIu~or; being un Alrnc~nc~c for the Year of Our Lord 1 799 (Chambersburg, 
1798). 
34 Hume's discussion o f  the causes of "partf" were significantly more nuanced than 
Bolingbroke's which claimed that parties were founded only on '*a real difference of principles 
and designs", see Works (Philadelphia, 184 1 ), Vol. Il: I I. 
35 Madison made a similar point about the situation in the United States. See James Madison 
to Henry Lee, 35 June 1824. Prrpers, Vol. III, 44 1-442: -Besides the occasional and transient 
subjects on which parties are bnned they seem to have a permanent foundation in the variance 
o f  political opinions in free States, and o f  occupations and interests in al1 civilized States. The 
Constitution itself', whether written or presctiptive, influenced as its exposition and 
administration will be by these causes, must be an unfailing source of party distinctions. And 
the very peculiarity which gives pre-eminent value to that of the United States, the partition o f  



"[tlhe just balance between the republican and monarchical part of our constitution is 

really in itself so extremely delicate and uncertain that when joined to men's passions 

and prejudices, it is impossible but different opinions must arise concerning it, even 

among persons of the best understanding". "And," he continued "although al1 

reasonable men agree in general to preserve our mixed govemment; yet, when they 

come to particulars, some will incline to trust greater powers to the crown ... and to 

guard against its encroachrnents with less caution than others who are tenified at the 

most distant approaches of tyranny and despotic power". 

From this moderate perspective Hume was, as we have seen. critical of much of 

the constitutional thought of his contemporaries. A significant k t o r  informing 

Hume's criticisms was the extremes to which the proponents of the inevitable and 

inevitably opposed Whig and Tory parties had taken their political arguments. In his 

essay "That Politics May be Reduced to a Science", Hume wrote that the extreme 

views of Walpole's admirers as well as those of his detractors. "beget an extraordinary 

ferment on both sides. and fil1 the nation with violent anim~sities".~~ In language 

reminiscent of Thomas Gordon and John ~renchard~~.  Hume said 

there are enow of zealots on both sides who kindle up the passions of their 
partizans. and under pretence of public good, pursue the interests and ends of 
their particular hction. For my part. 1 shall always be more fond ofpromoting 
moderation than zeal; though perhaps the surest way of producing maderation 
in every p a q  is to increase our zeal for the public. 

"Let us therefore try". recommended-Hume. "to draw a lesson or moderation with 

regard to the parties. into which our country is at present divided." 

In his essay "Of the Coalition of Parties". Hume expanded upon these 

conciliatory ideas. He blurred the distinctions between parties and factions and even 

used the words interchangeably. He did not consider al1 factions - only extreme ones - 

power between different departments of govemment, opens a nrw door for controversies and 
parties". 
36 ~ume, Esscrys, .'That Politics May be Reduced to a Science", 28 
37 See Ronald Hamowy, ed., John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon, Curo S Letfers.- Or, Esscys 
on Liberty, Civil and Rdigiotrs, And orher Important Subjecrs (Indianapolis, 1995), Vol. II: 
583-587. 
38 Hume, Essays, -'That Politics May be Reduced to a Science". 17. 



- to be harmful. Importantly, Hume here argued that moderate factions were not only 

inevitable, but even a "desirable" element of republican govemment. "To abolish al1 

distinctions of party", wrote Hume, "may not be practicable" nor even "desirable in a 

free govemment"." Hume, then. did not envision politics (either real of ideal) 

operating in an homogeneous state '>vithout faction" as Morgan says he did. Rather he 

thought that the politicai factions in the Britain of his day might be reasonably deknded 

and, as he put it, "with soms zeal too". "The only dangerous parties are such as 

entertain opposite views with regard to the essentials of government". Hume "would 

only persuade men not to contend, as if they were tighting pro uris dbjuçis, and change 

a good constitution into a bad one. by the violence oftheir tà~tions"."~ As he put it in 

the "Preface" to the 174 1 Essuys ~l.lorul und Poliricul. "public spint should engage us 

... to bear an equsil atyection to al1 our countryrnen. and not to hate one half of them 

under pretext of loving the whole".)' 

Madison in the 10th Federulisr (as has ofien been pointed out and as even 

Morgan is wilting to admit) writes of the causes of faction in language which 

approaches quite closely Hume's in "Of Parties in General". Madison writes: 

A zeal for ditTetent opinions concerning religion, concerning government. ... as 
well of speculation as of practice, an attachment to different leaders ambitiously 
contending for pre-eminence and power: or to persons of other descriptions 
whose fortunes have been interesting to the human passions. have. in turn, 
divided mankind into parties, inflarned them with mutual anirnosity. and 
rendered them much more disposed to vex and oppress each other than to co- 
operate for their common good." 

As this passage hints, Madison also thought in Humean tenns that tàctions might be 

more or less extreme and that it was only extreme factions - those which interfered 

with the "common good" ofsociety - that Madison considered to be noxious. As 

'' Hume, Essqs, "Of the Coalition of Parties", 493. 
''O Hume, E s q s ,  '.That Politics May be Reduced to a Sciencen. 3 1 .  In the History. Hume 
wrote of the emergence of the "court and country" as "parties, which have ever since 
continued, and which, while they ott threaten the total dissolution of the govemment, are the 
real causes of its permanent life and vigour"(Vol. 5: '*Notes to the Fifih Volume", 556). 
4 I Cited in Geoffrey Marshall. "David Hume and Political Scepticism", 253. 
"' James Madison, Federalist # t O, in Clinton Rossiter. ed. The Federalist Papers (New York, 
1961), 79. 



Madison had put it in April 1787 in his "Vices of the Political System of the United 

States", 

The great desideratum in Government is such a modification of the Sovereignty 
as will render it sufficiently neutral between the different interests and factions, 
to controul one part of the Society from invading the rights of anothei and at 
the same time sufficiently controuled itselc fiom setting up an interest adverse 
to that of the whole society.J3 

In Faieralist #IO, Madison c1aimed"that the public good is disregarded in the conflicts 

of rival parties", and that this was one of the "[c]omplaints" which "are everywhere 

heard."' Madison's now-famous definition of faction in Fedemlist #10 was 

canstmcted so that it denoted only parties which were destructive of the wider 

community. His detinition was Humean. Factions, wrote Madison, were composed of 

"a number of citizens, whether amounting to a rnajority or minority of the whole. who 

are united and actuated by some common impulse of passion. or of interest. adverse to 

the rights of the community*J5 Madison. like Hume. unambiguously thought extreme 

factions to be dangerous and, again Like Hume. considered that "[almong the numerous 

advantages promised by a well-constructed Union. none deserves to be more accurately 

developed thm its tendency to break and control the violence of faction". It seems 

beyond doubt now. even more thm when Adair first drew the connection. that the spirit 

suid details of Madison's 10th Federalist are ff umean with respect to the causes and 

nature of faction. But there are other unsolved riddles lurking behind this engaging 

Humean Madison. 

43 James Madison, "Vices of the Political System of the United States'.. in Jack N. Rakove, ed. 
Wrirings (Library of America 1999). 79. 
U James Madison, FrJeruiisr # 10, in The Federafist Pupers, 77. 
JS Emphasis added* Even those who would question the estent of Hume's impact on Madison 
seem agreed that this much is so (see Morgan, "Safety in Numbers", 96). See also James 
Piereson, "Party Government", 9; Paul K- Pollock, "Is The Federuiist Anti-Party?," The 
Poliricd Science Revieiver, Vol, XII ( l982), 8 1. See also Madison to Thomas Jefferson. 24 
October 1 787, Jack N. Rakove, ed. James Madison Writings, 1 50- 1 52. 



4 Madison's Experiences with Hume's Wt-itings 

If Hume was so usefiil to Madison in writing Federalist 10, why did Madison 

not refer to Hume di~ect l~? '~  This is a difficult question to answer. The standard 

accepted answer supposes simply that Madison considered Hume's a dangerous name 

to invoke publicly. To show &liation with Hume in the Amencan Enlightenment, it 

is maintained, was a liability." This supposed solution fits nicely with the cornmonly 

held, but erroneous, view which it helps to propagate, that Hume's works and thought 

were accorded a generally poor reception in the American Enlightenment. It does not 

stand up so well against the accumulating evidence and revisionist findings of the 

present study. While the question of the motives behind Madison's silent use of Hume 

does not lend itself to a definitive solution, thinking about better answers impels us to 

describe in both greater detail and wider context the extent and nature of Hume's 

impact on Madison. This will also disclose that Hume's thought was of greater 

moment to Madison and the political thought of the Founding Fathers than even 

Douglas Adair imagined. 

46 Theodore Draper was the tirst to ask this vexing question in his "Hume & Madison: The 
Secrets o f  Federalist Paper No. 10, suggesting it was '.long overdue"(38). See also Albert 
Furtwangler, The Airthori~ ofPublilrs, 13 1-1 37. 
47 See Theodore Draper. "Hume & Madison: The Secrets o f  Federalist Paper No. 10": There 
musc have been something about Hume's reputation that made Madison so squeamish about 
bringing his intellectual debt to Hume out into the open. For an Arnerican founder to cite 
Montesquieu, Hutcheson, Harrington or Locke, which they did at almost every opportunity. 
was something to be proud of, To cite Hume was sornething else"(38). Draper suggests that 
Hume's thought was considered with such "abhorrence" at the time that Madison r o u i d  not 
bring himself to cite Hume by name" and even secretly using Hume's ideas must have left 
Madison with a "guilty conscience" (38,40). See also Frederic L. van Hoithoon, "Did Hume 
Inspire Madison to Write Fetlerulist No. X? A Revisionist View," (unpublished paper 
presented at the "Hume and 18th-Century America" conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, April 
(995): "But why then is Hume not mentioned in name ... ? The fact probably is that Hume 
was not a celebrated but suspect authority"(6); Paul A. Rahe, Republics Ancien1 und Morl~rn: 
Classicul Repub1icani.m und the American Revolution (Chape1 Hill, 1 992), 595; Wade L. 
Robison, unpublished typescript "Historical Convergence: Hume and Madison on Republics 
in Large Counuies": Yn  hawking the Constitution, Madison and Hamilton and Jay wouid 
have been ill-advised to cite anvone as an authority who might be viewed askance by the 
American people. So it is a reflection o f  their political wisdom not to quote [Hume] the famed 
atheist and skeptic9*(l). 



James Madison had come into contact with Hume's writings long before 

November 1787. Just how long before is d i f iul t  to say for certain. By al1 accounts 

Madison was an avid reader and he may first have read Hume as a young boy at 

Montpelier, his father's piedmont Virginia estate, or during the earliest years of his 

formal education which was at the hands of Donaid Robertson. Robertson. an 

Aberdeen and Edinburgh educated Scot. had moved to Virginia in 1753 and reportedly 

had Hume titles in his schooi libr~uy.''~ If Madison was not introduced to Hume's 

thought by Robertson or by his later tutor, the Rev, Thomas Martin. he certainly was 

when his thirst for knowledge drew him north fiom Orange County, Virginia. to take 

up formal studies at the College of New lersey.10 

The President of the college, John Witherspoon. discusscd Hume (as we have 

seen), in the Moral Philosophy lectures which Madison attended. Perhaps more 

important. when dealing with as voracious a reader as Madison. Witherspoon 

recommended the reading of Hume. including Hume's collccted works. the Essuys and 

Twt i s r s  on Severul Sirbjecfs. in his t ist of extracurricular reading suggestions.5[ It is 

- - 

4g See Douglas Adair, '-James Madison." Fume und thé Forrnding Futhers. 179: Lance 
Banning, The Sucrai Firr of Liber@. 76-77: Irving Brant. Jurnes ~bla~iison, Vol. 1 : 57-60: 
Sydney Howard Gay. Jrcmes M~dison (Boston and New York), 10: William Lee Miller. The 
Businm of 1CIqv ~Vr.ur: Jmes Madison und the Forinding (Charlottesvil le and London, 1 992). 
7: Robert A. Rutlnnd, "Education," in Robert A. Rutland, ed. Jumes ~blaciison unrithe 
Americctn Nulion. 1751-1836 N e w  York, 1994)' 260163: Harold S. Schultz, Jcinrrs ~bk~ctison 
(New York. 1970). 22: Archie Turnbiill, "Scotland and America, 1730-90". 138; Garry Wills, 
Erpiainingrlmericu, 13-14. On Madison's "almost insatiable" appetite for books see Robert 
A. Rutland, "Madison's Bookish Habits," The Quarteriy Joirrd of the Libruty of C'ongress, 
Vol. 37 ( I980), 176- 19 1 ; Gary Wills, Eirplaining dmericu: The Féderalist (New York, 198 1 ), 
13-14. Madison clearly thought highly of Robertson, and from the hindsight of future success, 
reportedly said o f  Robertson. "A l l  that 1 have been in Iife 1 owe largely to that man". cited by 
Irving Brant, James hladison, Vol. t: 60. 
49 See C. William Hill, Ir., The Political Ttieow afmJohn T ' o r  of Caroline (Cranbury. 1977), 
38. 
'O See Roy Branson, -James Madison and the Scottish Enlightenment." Joiimul of the Hisrory 
of Ideas, Vol. 40 (1979), 235-250, esp. 235-236; Gary Wills. Erplaining America: "Madison 
was plunged into the controversies of the Scottish Enlightenment the minute he entered Nassau 
Hall9( 16). 
SI Dennis F. Thompson, -The Education of a Founding Father: The Reading List for John 
Withenpoon's Course in PoliticaI Theory, as Taken by James Madison." Political Theory. Rn 



highly likely that Madison would have followed Witherspoon's reading advice because 

by al1 accounts Madison was something of a protégé of ~ i t h e r s ~ o o n . ' ~  The two got on 

so well that upon his graduation, Madison stayed on at Nassau Hall to study under 

Witherspoon directly, becorning, says the legend. America's first graduate student. 

We know that Madison's classmate and friend, William Bradford, took to heart 

Witherspoon's advice to read Hume. Bradford paraphrased Hume's An Enquiry 

Concerning Hitman Understanding in a letter which he sent to Madison in 1772, 

shortly after the two had graduated. That Bradford felt no need to identiQ the author 

fiorn whom he quoted suggests that he, one of Madison's closest college companions, 

knew Madison had already read his Hume closely enough to identi@ whence the 

passage had corne." In another exchange. Madison replied to the information that 

Bradford wos soon to read Hume's Hisrory o j - ~ n g l c ~ n t f ~  as if to suggest that the 

Hisfory too was a work with which he himself was already familiar. "1 am pleased that 

you are going to converse with the Edwards and Henry's & Charles &c &C who have 

swayed the British Sceptre", wrote Madison. -though 1 believe you will find some of 

them dirty and unprofitable Companions unless you will glean Instruction from their 

foilies and fall more in love with Liberty by beholding such detestable pictures of 

Tyranny and ~ n i e l t ~ ' ' ? ~  

Samuel Stanhope Smith was another of Madison's Princeton classrnates who 

apparently followed Witherspoon's reading suggestions. Smith. who was soon to have 

Witherspoon as a tàther-in-law and who would in 1779 be appointed Professor of 

internationui Jolrrnul of Polirical Phiiosophy, Vol. 4 ( 1 976)' 523-529. See also, Douglas 
Adair, "James Madison." Fame and the Foirnciing Fathers, L 82. 
'' When Madison read Hume he may not have been as rebellious as Gary Wills assumes: 
'.Naturally, Dr. Witherspoon's resentment of David Hume just whetted his students' interest in 
him" (Erplaining America, 20). 
53 James Conniff seems not to have considered this exchange when he suggests that 
Witherspoon's teaching method attempted 'ro achieve synthesis from divenity probably 
obscured the differences arnong his sources and discouraged the kind of close reading that 
Adair postulates Madison doing over Hume" ("The Enlightenment and American Political 
Thought: A Study of the Origins of Madison's Federaht Number Ir, 385). 
SJ William Bradford to James Madison, 25 December 1773, Papers ofJames Madison: "1 
propose reading Hume [sic] History as soon as time will permit9'(Vol. 1: 103). 
55 James Madison to William Bradford, 24 January 1774, Jack N. Rakove ed. Madison 
Wrifings (New York 1999), 6. 



Moral Philosophy on the way to becoming himself President of Princeton. wrote 

Madison in late 1777 or early 1778 to solicit Madison's opinions of Hume's 

philosophy?6 Smith hoped, he said in his letter, that '-it may prove a relaxation" to 

Madison amongst his political duties 'Yo attend to a few meiaphysical ones" and that he 

' ~ o u l d  not have troubled you [Madison] on such subjects, if 1 [Smith] had not known 

your taste for them". Smith clearly thought Madison a worthy commentator on Hume's 

philosophy, and declared that he wrote %th the prospect of my own improvement, & 

not of your information, & therefore beg in retum your candid mirnadversions on my 

scheme with your own thoughts on the same subject". Unfortunately, Madison's 

response has not survived, 

In 1779 Madison quoted passages tiom Hume's Essoys in his "Observations 

written to the Circular Address of Congress in Sept., 1779" which eventually would 

appear in print in Philip Freneau's Nutionul Grnette many years later in 1791. Madison 

on this occasion did not agree with Hume, but nevertheless rekrred to him as a "very 

ingenious writer"?' In particular. Madison challenged the theory which hc found in 

Montesquieu and Hume which argued that the 'Value of money will be regulated by its 

quantity".58 Madison argued that money's value was determined by the -public 

confidence in the issuing authority". In criticizing Hume's political/economic thought. 

however. Madison showed himself to be tàmiliar wi th "Of the Balance of Trade". yet 

another of the essays from Hume's Esstrys and Trmises on Severul Siïbjects and. 

hrthermore. showed that he considered Hume's arguments sut'ficiently well circulated 

and accepted by his eighteenth-century American audience to warrant rebut ta^.'^ 

56 Samuel Stanhope Smith to James Madison, povember 1777 - August 17781, Pupers of 
James ~bfudison, Vol. 1: 194-212. See Ralph L. Ketcham, "James Madison and Religion A 
New Hypothesis," in Robert S. Alley, James Madison on Rdigioris Liberry (Buffalo. I985), 
182-1 84. 
57 See Ralph Ketcham, Jumes Madison: A Biogruphy (New York and London, 197 1),86-87: 
Merrill D. Peterson, Jumes Madison: il Biography in His Oivn Words (New York. 1974). 46- 
47. 
58 Madison, Papers, Vol. 1: 302. 1 find no evidence that Madison here ..drew on Hume's 
writings" as Paul L. Brown says he did; see his entry "David Hume:' in Robert A. Rutland, ed. 
James Madison and the American Nation, 1751-1836 (New York 1994), 1%. 
Sr> Madison, Papers, Vol. 1: 303. 



A few years later, when Federalisf #IO was stiI1 five years in the: offing, 

Theodorick Bland appointed Madison in Jdy of 1783 chairman o f  the comminee to 

draw up a "list of books to be imported for the use of the United States in Congress 

~ssembled".6~ Given Madison's prior touch points with Hume's wcitings and the 

general inclusion o f  Hume's political thought in the intellectual world o f  the American 

Enlightenment as discussed above, it might have k e n  somewhat of a forgone 

conclusion that Madison's core list of essential books would include Hume's E s w s  

and Trearises on Several Shjects and his ffisiory oj'Englmd -- as it did.6' 

One should not attempt. as did Douglas Adair, to recreate the image of Madison 

franticdly pouring over Hume's pages for new political insight as he sat writing in 

Novemkr 1787 the text that would become Federnlisf #IO!' Hume's Essqs und 

Trearises on Sevrrul Sirbjecrx and his Hisrory ofEngIund were widely disseminated in 

the United States by the 1780s and Madison had read [hem as had many o f  Madison's 

readers. When Madison first read Hume's Essays we do not know. but it was earlier 

than 1787. The evidence considercd above supports a daim stronger than RaIph L. 

Ketcham's chat "there was the possibility that Madison had direct access to Hume's 

essays". but weaker than Gmy Wills's unsubstantiated speculation that Hume's Essuys 

was Madison's "favorite It is equally pertinent to raise the sme questions 

'O?ke Madison, Puprrs, Vol, 6: 63.80.87. See also Robert A. Rutland, "Madison's Bookish 
Habits." The QuarterIy Jotrrnd of the Librury of C'ungress, Vol. 37 ( 1980). 176- 19 1. esp. 1 78- 
181. 
6 1 Madison, Pupers, Vol. 6: 63; I ~ i n g  Brant, James ~Mdison. Vol. 2: 389. 
" When Madison wrote the 10th Fe~ienilist, wrote Adair, "Hume's book was open on the iiible 
beside him". Adair returned to this rhetorical image, writing for instance, that "Madison quite 
easily traced out the origin of Hume's idea. He found i t  in the essay entitled 'Of the First 
Principies o f  Government' "(155). Adair's notion of the immediacy o f  Madison's Humean 
epiphany has been influential. Winton LI, Solberg writes: -But i t  was Madison who led the 
way to the solution, the key to which - enlarging the sphere o f  government - he found on the 
eve o f  the Convention in reading Hume"(Zk Constitr~tiond Convention and the Formution of 
the h ion ,  xcviii). Lany D. Kramer sees a similar moment of realization for Madison, but 
places it during the writing o f  the Vices Memo: "Most of  what he says here is familiar from its 
later incarnation as The Federafist #o. 10, but one can sense Madison's excitement even at a 
distance o f  two centuries, as he realizes for the first time that the 'prevailing Theory' has 
things backwards and thac size pmvides an answer to the problem of  factionl'("Madison's 
Audience: Harvnrd Lmv Rrviav. Vol. I 12 (I999), 679, see also 636). 
63 See Ralph L. Ketcham, "Notes on James Madison's Sources", 23 and Garry Wills, 
ErpIuining America, 1 83. 



with respect to the Hisrory. Curiously, despite the heightened debate concerning the 

degree and nature OP Hume's impact on Madison, these questions have not yet been 

answered because they seem never to have been asked. 

8 Faction in Hume's Hibtoty of Ettglund 

That modern scholars have faild to compare Madison's ideas on faction with 

those of Hume in the Hisiory oJEltgland is curious, especially when one considers that 

it was in the Hisrory, not the political essays. that Hume presented his most extended 

discussion of factionb5 AI\ six volumes of the Hisfory have many passages which are 

directly relevant to the topic offaction. Indeed, Hume wrote tellingly OF the t'ramework 

for his entire project to Adam Smith concerning the important choice of the historical 

period with which to begin his narrative: 

1 confess, I was once of the sarne Opinion with you, & thought thrit the best 
Petfod to begin an English History was about Henry the 71h. But you will please 
to observe, that the Change which then happen'd in public AtYairs. was very 
insensible. and did not display its Inîluence till many Years afterwards. Twas 
under Jmes that the House of Commons begm tirst to nise tk i r  Head. & then 
the Quarrel betwixt Privilege & Prerogative commenc'd. The Goverment. no 
longer opprest by the enomous Authority of the Crown. display'd its Genius: 
and the Factions. which then arose. having an [ntluence on our p m n t  AtTairs. 
h m  the most curious. interesting, & instructive Part of our ~ i s t o r ~ . ~ '  

From its inception. Hume's Hisrory seemed to have been concerned with identifying 

the causes. nature. and remedies for faction.67 The History of England as he knew it 

and eventually wrote it provideci Hume's readers with the historical evidence which 

6.1 The above-documented intluence of Adair's work. which concentrates on Hume's political 
essays to the exclusion of the Hisiory, has been influential in this respect. Gary Wills, too. 
aimed to trace Madison and Hamilton's debis '?O Hume's political essays" (Erpkuining 
America, ''Plan of the Series"). 
65 "Hume's primary discussion of faction'' is not to be found in bis essay '.Of Parties in 
General" as Arkin assumes it is- 
66 David Hume to Adam Smith, 24 September 1752, in J.Y.T. Greig ed- Lrtters, 167468. 
67 Jennifer A. Herdt, Religion und Facrion in Hirtnr 's ~l.loral PPhilosophy (Cambridge. I997) is 
the best published study of Hume on faction, although she concentrates almost exIusively on 
Hume on religious faction; see 188-1 49. See also Jennifkr A. Herdt, "Opposite Sentiments: 
Hume's Fear of Future and the Philosophy oFReligion," American J o t r d  of 7ko/ogy und 
Philosophy, Vol. 16 ( 1995),245-259- 



lurked behind the more theoretical discussions of Hume's political e ~ s a ~ s . ~ *  Reading 

the History in conjunction with the Essqs, as his eighteenth-century audience so often 

did, a reader can flesh out considerably ihe more sparse and theoretical thoughts on 

faction which are found in Hume's Essays. 

Hume's History, even more than the Essays, makes it clear that Hume 

considered the propensity for faction to be a driving and powerful force in the history 

of mankind. When considering the explosion of factional violence occasioned by the 

Scottish reformation, for instance. Hume says that one might be "inclined to throw the 

blarne equally on both But. he continued in a remarkable passage, .whoever 

enlarges his view, and reflects on the situations, will rernark the necessary progress of 

human affairs, and the operation of those principles. which are inherent in human 

nature"." These were views Madison came to accept. 

A reader of the History would a h  see that Hume considered moderate party 

atriliation to be innocuous. Hume could give high praise to historical agents. like 

General Monk for instance. who had clear Party afiliations. but who was "remarkable 

for his moderation in Similarly. Hume argued that France's Henry IV was an 

sexcellent prince" because he 'Was far from being a bigot to his secf' and managed to 

keep *~heological disputes entirely subordhate to the public good.'? Hume said of the 

factious division between the civil and spiritual powers in twelfth-century Scotland. "it 

was not impossible, but by moderation on both sides. govemment might still have been 

conducted. in that imperfect and irregular manner which attends al1 hurnan 

in~titutions".~~ 

68 Hume's interest in history was well formed by the time he came to write A Trwtise of 
Hman Nature which contains many references to historians both ancient and modern. 
69 Hume, History, Vol. 4: 19. Hume used "party" and "faction" interchangeably. 
" Ibid. Recall that Hume had said in "Of Parties in General" that "such is the nature o f  the 
human mind, chat it always lays hold on every mind that approaches it and as it is wonderfully 
fortified by a unanimity o f  sentiments, so is it shocked and disturbed by any contrariety. 
Hence the eagerness, which most people discover dispute; and hence their impatience o f  
opposition, even in the most speculative and indifferent opinions. 

This principle, however fiivolous it may appear, seems to have k e n  the origin o f  al1 
religious wars and divisionsW(60-6 1) 
'' Hume, History, Vol. 6: 123, 
" Hume, History, Vol. 4: 190. 
" Hume, History, Vol. 1 : 324. 



As we have seen in our discussion of Hume's thought on constitutional factions, 

the grand narrative of the History illustrated that it was through the operation of 

modente concessions between parties that England's history took its hesitant and 

wavering steps from barbarism to refinement. Tt was this hesitantly improving process 

which extreme factionalism threatened to endanger. In the History we find that Hume. 

like Madison after him, considered faction as presenting the gravest danger when 

differences between parties became extreme. At that point factional allegiances 

overrode ties binding the wider community together. Hume spoke disparagingly of the 

babacous history of ancient England as a peciod when "each state was divided into 

factions within itself.?' The anempt ofthe ancient Britons to defend themselves 

against the invading Danes. Hume explained elsewhere, had "ail hopes of its success ... 
disappointed by the hctions. animosities. and dissentions of the nobility"." These 

extreme divisions within ancient Britain even led Hume uncharactecistically to praise 

the clerics of that time. "It must be acknowledged". wrote Hume. "that the influence of 

the prelates and the clergy was often of great service to the public". For "though the 

religion of that age can ment no better name than that of superstition. it served to unite 

together a body of men who had great sway over the people. and who kept the 

community from falling to pieces, by the factions and independent power of the 

nobles".76 For Hume. hurnan nature's basic propensity for faction was exacerbated by 

the anti-social and anti-community characteristics which were inherent qualities of any 

extreme faction. The '*spirit of faction". wrote Hume in the History. is so strong that it 

is "dificult for [even] a social and sanguine temper to guacd against" it.77 We might 

now better understand the foundation of Hume's cautious mavim stated in his volume 

on Elizabeth that when "any other rule than established practice be followed. factions 

and dissentions must multiply without end"." 

7J Hume. History Vol. 1 : 5. 
'' Hume, History? Vol. 1 : 1 17. 
76 Hume, Histury, Vol. 2: 14. 
n Hume, History, Vol. 3: 20. Interestingly, as he had explained in his Enqiriry, man's social 
nature was itself responsible for strengthening the tendency to faction: "Popular sedition, 
party zeal, a devoted obedience to factious leaders: these are some of the most visible. though 
less laudatory effects of this social sympathy in human nature". 
78 Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 4: 355. 



Extreme factions presented the gravest danger of dividing the society which 

harboured them, however, when a state's multifaceted interests became aligned so that 

two, separate, and polarized parties were created within a single political community. 

Hume's reading of the situation leading up to the Scottish refonnation evidenced this 

polarization. He commented on the entrenched church king pitched against the 

Scottish reformers, who had "so many motives, derived both from public and private 

interest, to engage them on the side of innovation"? Perhaps Hume's most explicit 

discussion of the dangerous consequences of polarized factions occurred in his 

narrative of the events leading to the open warfare of the English Civil War. 

Illustrative of the different kinds of factional motivations Hume had identified in his 

essay "Of Parties in General". Hume now m t e  in the History that, 

Amidst that complication of disputes, in which men were then involved. we 
may observe, that the appellation purifun stood for three parties, which, though 
commonly united, were yet actuated by very different views and motives. There 
were the political puritans. who maintained the highest principles of civil 
liberty; the puritans in discipline. who were averse to the ceremonies and 
episcopal government of the church; and the doctrinal puritans. who rigidly 
defended the speculative system of the first reformers. 

On the contrary side "stood the court Party, the hierarchy. and the Aminians; only with 

this distinction. that the latter sect. king introduced a few years before. did not as yet 

comprehend al1 those who weïe favourable to the church and to monarchy". "But". 

concluded Hume. "as the controversies on every subject grew daily warmer. men united 

themselves more intimately with their friends, and separated themselves wider t'rom 

their antagonists; and the distinction gradually became quite unifom and regular".80 

Hume's discussion of two-party polarization in the History is doubly interesting when 

one considers the insight it provides into Hume's view that religious factions were the 

most inveterate and destructive of al1 factions. 

When opposed religious considerations were added to any Party mix, Hume's 

historical investigation suggested, polarization of factions became almost a moral 

79 Hume, History, Vol. 4: 19. 
80 Hume, History, Vol. 5: 2 12. 



certaintY.'' 'Though theological principles, when set in opposition to passions". wrote 

Hume, have "small infiuence" on men, %hen they become symbols of faction, and 

marks of party distinctions, they concur with one of the strongest passions in the human 

frame, and are then capable of carrying men to the greatest extremities"." tn the case 

of the English Civil War. Hume thought that "Religion was the Fatal point about which 

the differences had arisen; and of al1 others it was the least susceptible of composition 

or moderation between the parties"!' When extreme religious polarkation took hold. 

allegiance to the wider community was invariably threatened. Hume was here perhaps 

building on persona1 experience which he had noted in his long essay the 

"Populousness of Ancient Nations". There he wrote that 

The country in EUROPE in which 1 have observed the factions to be the most 
violent. and party-hatred the strongest, is IRELAND. This goes so far as to cut 
ofleven the most common intercourse of civilities between the Protestants and 
Catholics. Their cruel insurrections and the severe revenges which they have 
taken of each other, are the causes of this mutual il! will, which is the chief 
source of the disorder, poverty, and depopulation of that country? 

In the History, Hume illustnted a similarly disastrous chain of events with examples 

drawn not only fiom Irish and English historys5. but also from the history of France. 

The people of sixteenth-century Fmnce, wrote Hume 

were divided into two theological factions. furious fiom their zeal. and mutually 
enraged from the injuries which they had committed or suftéred: and as al1 faith 
had been violated and moderation banished, it seemed impracticable to tind any 
terms of composition between them. Each party had devoted itself to leaders. 
whose commands had more authority than the will of the sovereign. 

'' Hume considered religion's influence on politics to be beyond human control: "it is an 
observation, suggested by al1 history, and by none more than by that o f  James and his 
successor, that the religious spirit, when it mingles with faction, contains in it something 
supematural and unaccountable; and that, in its operation upon society, effects correspond les 
to their known causes than is found in any other circumstance o f  govemment"(Hume. History. 
Vol. 5: 67). 
'' Hume. History, Vol. 6: 389. 
" Hume, History, Vol. 5: 526, 

Hume, Essays, ,"Of the Populousness o f  Ancient Nations", 409n (Le. 640). Hume had been 
to Ireland, see Mossner, Lfe of Htrme, 205-306. 
85 See, for instance, Hume History, Vol. 2: 295-296. 



"The religious connections had, on both sides", conctuded Hume, "supersedeci the civil; 

or rather (for men will always be guided by present interest) two empires k ing secretly 

fonned in the kingdom, every individual was engaged by new views of interest to 

follow those leaders. to whom, during the course of past convulsions. he had been 

indebted for his honours and preferment".g6 

In the wake of the Jacobite Rising of 1745, Hume wrote a short pamphlet that is 

informative of his thought on faction as he formulated the narrative for his Hisiory. In 

his A Tme Accotrn! of the Behmiour and Condiict of Archibald Sïavart. Esq; lute Lord 

Provosr ofEdinburgh, in a Lerter 10 a Friend, Hume aimed to defend his friend from 

the rage of party. 87 In a *%siscript" to the pamphlet. Hume argued in a passage which 

sheds Iight on the History thsit 

The Idea 1 fonn of a political Whig is, that of a Man of Sense and Moderation, a 
Lover of Laws and Liberty, whose chief Regard to particular Princes and 
Families. is founded on a Regard to the publick Good ... The religious Whigs 
are a very different Set of Mortals, and in my Opinion. are much worse thm the 
religious Tories; as the political Tories are inferior to the political ICfhigs. I 
know not how it happens, but it seems to me, that a Zeal for Bishops. and for 
the Book of Common-Prayer. tho' equally pundless. has never been able. 
when mixt up with Party Notions. to form so virulent and exalted a Poison in 
human Breasts. as the opposite Principles. Dissimulation. Hyprocnsy [sic] 
Violence, Calumny, Selfishness are, generally speaking, the true and legitimate 
Offspring of this kind o l~ea1.~ '  

"It is no wonder," explained Hume in the Hisïory, '.that faction is so productive of 

vices of al1 kinds: For. besides that it intlames al1 the passions, it tends much to 

remove those p a t  restraints. honour and shame; when men find. that no iniquity cm 

lose hem the applause of their own party. and no innocence secure them against the 

caiumnies of the ~ ~ ~ o s i t e ' ' . ~  

The Hisfory rnakes clearer than do his political essays precisely why Hume 

thought invetecate factions to be so harmful to the wider communities in which they 

g6 ~ u m e ,  fftsto'y. Vol. 4: 167-1 68. 
87 See David Hume. A Tnie Accounr of the Behuviour and Condtrct of Archibuid Slmvart. Esq; 
Lure Lord Provosf of Edinburgh as reprinted in John Valdimir Price, The Ironic Hume (Austin. 
1965), 1 54- 172. 

Ibid., 171-172. 
I Hume. Hisrory. Vol, 6: 438. 



developed. "During times offaction", wmte Hume, "especially of the religious kind. 

no equity is to be expected from adver~acies".~ So it was that Hume spoke of the 

English Protestants during the Popish Plot as men who were "idliuned" with "dark 

suspicions against their fellow-citizens"?' The workings of "faction and interest". 

wrote Hume elsewhere. kad to justice king wiiversally prevented".9' Writing of 

English manners at the time of their factional Civil War, Hume said: 

No people could undergo a change more sudden and entire in their manners 
than did the English nation during this period. From tmquillity, concord. 
submission. sobriety, they passed in an instant to a state of faction. fanaticism, 
reùellion, and almost Frenzy. The violence ofthe English parties exceeded any 
thing, which we can now imagine: Hsid they continued but a Iittle longer. there 
w u  just reason to dread al1 the horrors of the ancient massacres and 
proscriptions ... No social intercourse was mslintained between the parties; no 
marriages or alliances contracted .. The m a e r s  of the two tàctions were as 
opposite as those of the most distant  nation^?^ 

Faction. of al1 vices. wrote Hume. "is most destructive" of the virtue of "politenes$'.w 

In short. when extrerne. opposed. and polarized factions were forrned in astate. the 

manners and values of a modern, liberal. free state were in gravest jeopardy. 

Reading Hume's His~ory of Engkmd with an eye to its discussion of tàction - 
as Madison and Hume's other eighteenth-century readers would have -- helps us to see 

that Hume's political essays were a long way tiom the speculative day-dre'mings of a 

theoretical philosopher that many twentieth-centucy historians have assurned they 

were? They were ideas as relevant to the politics and evenü of his day as to his 

reading of James Hdngton. Hume on faction was as much of an empiricai thinker as 

he was on other aspects of the science of politics. [n the Histary. Hume's discussion of 

faction in the Essrrys is underscored and fleshed out. hrther illuminating for us 

Madison's debts to Hume concerning ihe causes and nature of factions. But did 

Madison appropriate other aspects of Hume's discussion of faction in the Hisrory? To 

90 Hume. History, VoI. 3: 228 
'' Hume, Hislory, Vol. 6: 405. 
9' Hume, Hisrory, VOL 6: 323. 
93 Hume, Histo~,  Vol. 6: 14 1. 
94 Hume, HrSlory, Vol. 6: 540. 

95 Even Douglas Adair occasionatly fell into this trap; see "The lntellectual Origins of 
kffersonian Dernocracy", 772. 



address this question we need turn our attention h m  Madison and Hume's thoughts on 

the causes and nature of faction and look more closely at their discussions of palliatives 

to factional strife. 

5 Toleration: The True Remedy for Faction 

it was, we have seen, the issue of the remedy to faction which Edmund Morgan 

used to drive a wedge between Hume's Essays and Madison's 10th Federalist, 

Madison scholars Marc M. Arkin and Lance Banning, in the most recent statements on 

the subject. have further entrenched Morgan's reading by accepting many of its 

 conclusion^.^^ Madison, wrate Arkin *'clearly did not draw his solution to the problems 

presented by factions directly from Hume since. sis Morgan observed. the philosopher 

attempted to keep tàctions from foming in the tirst place, while Madison based his 

analysis on the inevitability of factions in any body politic"."' As we have argued 

above, a balanced study of Hume's thought on faction should use materials gleaned 

from the Essays and Treutises as well as the Bistory of ,f'Engianrl. Hume in no way 

thought dl tàctions might be prevented from forming. Madison's thought on faction 

was more of an echo of Hume than the readings of Morgan. Arkin. and Banning 

suggest. But Arkin and Banning have also taken the assault on a Humean Madison into 

new territory. They have situated Madison's thoughts on faction within the context of 

his experiences in Virginian politics and. paying particular attention to Madison's 

critique of the religious strife he saw there, they have reasoned that on the subject of 

faction, Madison's thought was even further removed tiom Hume's than Morgan's 

seminal reconnaissance suggested. 

This reading of Madison, on fist appearances. has much to recommend it. 

Long before 1787, it is argued rightly, Madison had been taken with the idea of 

religious toleration. Since at les t  the early-1770s and rnost likely dating from his days 

" Marc M. Arkin, .' The Intractable Principle:' David Hume, James Madison, Religion, and 
the Tenth Federalist," ne American Journal of Legai Hisfory, Vol. XXXIX, i 48-1 76. 
97 Ibid., 168. Arkin also writes that Madison "clearly rejected Hume's conclusion that factions 
inevitably led to the subversion ofgovernment and that the key was to prevent them from 
coalescing at allW(15 1); and, "Madison parted Company with Hume's gloomy assessment that 
factions, once formed, necessarily l a i  to the overthrow of government"( 157). 



with Witherspoon at Princeton. references to toleration appear as a regular topic in 

Madison's swiving letters?' When six Baptists who had preached without a license 

were imprisoned in Virginia in 1773- 1774, Madison lamented that he had "squabbled 

and scolded abused and ridiculed" against "[tlhat diabolical Hel1 conceived principle of 

persecution" without a v a i ~ . ~ ~  In the summer of 1775 , at the same time that Madison 

and Bradford were conesponding about Hume's works, Madison asked that Bradford 

procure for him Josiah Tucker's An ilpofogyfir rhe Present Chtcrch of England and 

Philip FurneauuTs An Essuy on ~olerution. '~~ To point to Madison's interest in 

toleration is nothing new, for scholarship on Madison has long appreciated the 

Virginian's cornmitment to religious freedom.'" As Ralph Ketcham has observed, 

"[tlhere is no principle in al1 of Madison's wide range of private opinions and long 

public cweer to which he held with pater  vigor and tenacity than this one of religious 

liberty''.'02 Madison's A Mernorial clnd Remonstrunce Againsi Religious A.rsessmrnts - 
- a  work which sought to defend religious toleration which was opposed by the 

Episcopalian establishment in Virginia -- has repeatedly been hailed as "a cornerstone 

in the American tradition of religious freed~rn''.'~~ It has rightfully secured Madison's 

place in the history of the idea of toleration. 

- - -- -- - - 

98 See. e.g., James Madison to W illiarn Bradford, 1 December 1 773. Pupers of Jcrnres ~iduriison. 
Vol. 1: 1 O 1 ; James Madison to William Bradford, 24 January 1774. Pupers ojJrimes ~Clcrriison. 
Vol. 1: 106. 1 O h :  James Madison to William Bradford, I April 1 774. Pupers of James 
Madison, Vol. 1: 1 12. See also Madison's "Amendments to the Virginia Declaration of 
Rights", in Writings. 10,923n. 
99 James Madison to William Bradford, 1 April 1774, Pcipers, Vol. 1: 1 12. 
'00 James Madison CO William Bradford, 28 July 1775, Papers, Vol, 1: 160, 16211. Full titles 
are Josiah Tucker, An rlpology for the Present Chrrrch of Englundc~s 6.v Lrnv Estublished. 
occasioned by u Petit ion suid to be prepuring by certain Clergymen, und Others. to be luid 
before Purlian~ent. Jor uboiishing StrbscrQnions, in a ierter 10 une oj'lhe Petitioners 
(Glocester, 1 772); Philip Furneaux, An E w y  on Tolerution: with a prrrrimlrrr v i w  to the Iate 
upplidion of the Protestant Dissenring ~Clinisters to Pariiameni,fir umeniiing und rendering 
eficiual the Act of thePest of William und Mary, commonly caCIrd the Act of Tolrrc~tion 
(London, 1773). 
101 See, for instance, Robert S. Alley. ed. James icfaiiisoon on Religioirs Liberty (Buffalo and 
New York, 1983); Irving Brant, James hIadison, Chapter XXII, '-Freedom o f  Religion", Vol. 
2: 343-355. 
'O' Ralph L. Ketcham, .%mes Madison and Religion A New Hypothesis," in Alley. Robert S. 
ed. James Madison on Religiotis Liber@ (Buffalo, I W), 187. 
'O3 Banning, The Sucred Fire ofLiberry, 9 1. lwing Brant writes that This  remonstrance 
against religious assessments continues to stand, not merely through the years but through the 



What is new, however, is that Arkin, Banning, Ketcham, and the best recent 

Madison scholarship has begun to discem in some detail the links between Madison's 

early thoughts on toleration for religious diversity and his later thoughts on politicat 

faction.'" Ketcham has argued that Madison's attempt to alter the wording of the 

Virginia Declaration of Rights aimed to make it more rigorous on the granting of 

religious liberty. So, it was "fitting that Madison's first public act of major importance 

would have been the substitution of the idea of freedom of conscience for that of 
, 7, 105 'fullest toleration . "All Madison's most famous presentations of the case for an 

extension of the sphere o f  republican government", wrote Lance Banning, "list 

differing opinions in religion as a 'latent cause' of faction. often as the first of several 
*, 106 potential sources of majority oppression . A ~ h n o r i d  und Remonstrunce Aguinst 

Religious Assessments has now emerged as the key document connecting toleration and 

faction: but it also links the Madison of 1787 and the man who had read David Hume 

in the early 1780s. 

Writing a full 'Two years before he wrote the Tenth Federulist". in the 

~llemoriul and Remonstrunce, Madison "made the argument that a great multiplicity of 

divergent groups ensured govemment ~tabilit~".'~' In this new reading of Madism. the 

Mmorid und Remonstrcrnce is seen as the linchpin of Madison's political thought and 

centuries, as the most powerful defense o f  religious liberty ever written in America (Jumes 
hfadison, Vol. 2: 352). It has been reprinted o h ;  see, for instance. Joseph L. Blau. ed, 
Cornerstor~es of Religiotrs Freedorn in Anierica (revised and enlarged edition. New York, 
Evanston and London, 1964), 84-90. For a contemporary reprinting see The ..ln~ericun 
~bfagicine, "A MEMORIAL and REMONSTRANCE". Vol. 1 (June 1788). 479484. 
IM See Marc M. Arkin, " 'The lntractable Principle': David Hume. James Madison, Religion, 
and the Tenth Federalist'', 148-1 76; Lance B;uining, ThL. Sucrd Fire of Liberty, pussim, esp+ 
79-86, 130,207-208; Ralph L. Ketcham. -James Madison and Religion A New Hypothesis", 
esp. 183, and his earlier'"Notes on James Madison's Sources for the Tenth Federalist Paper," 
~bfidwest Jozïrnal of Political Science, Vol. 1 ( l957), 22-33; Paul A. Rahe, Repirbfics tlncienr 
and Modern, 590-592. 
I O5 Ralph L. Ketcham, '*James Madison and Religion A New Hypothesis", 188. 
Io6 Banning, The Sacred Fire of Liberty, 13 1- Banning continues, "On sevenl occasions. he 
was quite explicit in suggesting that the struggle for religious freedom was the mode1 he had 
had most centrally in mind when he envisioned how the great republic would 'control the 
violence of faction' "(13 1). 
107 Arkin, - 'The Intractable Principle': David Hume, James Madison, Religion, and the Tenth 
Federalist", 173. 



especially of his political thought on faction. "Nowhere etse, in any of his writings", 

wrote Banning, "was Madison more eloquent or more explicit in explaining the 

consistent core of fundamentiil principle that guided hirn through al1 the tums of his 

~areer" . '~~ Madison scholars make a strong case when they argue that Madison's 

thoughts on religious toleration provided the wetlspcing of his political thought and 

illuminate his thoughts on faction in the 10th Frderaiist. They are ill-advised, 

however, to see any of this as creating an inseparable divide between Madison's 

thought and Hume's. 

As our investigation of Hume's discussion in the Hrj.rory makes clear, Hume 

too passed often between faction in a religious context and faction in a political 

context. On the topic of toleration Madison's thought is remarkably close to Hume's, 

Madison may very well have been familiar with Hume's iVarurui History of' Religion 

md his Diulogues concerning 1Vaiwal Religion both of which arguably have the topic 

of religious toleration as central themes and certainly as implicit conclusions. Less 

speculatively, we might consider what Madison read about toleration in Hume's 

History of England. Looking back at the religious reformation in sixteenth-century 

Scotland, Hume in the History remarked of t h  established Catholic church: "A 

hierarchy, moderate in its acquisitions olpower and riches. may safely grmt a 

toleration to sectaries; and the more it sotiens the zeal of innovators by lenity and 

liberty, the more securely will it possess those advamges, which the legal 

establishments bestow upon it. But", continued Hume, where superstition has raised a 

church to such an exorbitant height as that of Rome. persecution is less the result of 

bigotry in the priests, than of a necessary p ~ l i c ~ " . ~ ~ ~  In the History. Hume's discussion 

of toleration was part and parcel of his discussion of faction. The lesson of toleration, 

Hume explicitly argued, had been a long time in the leming and his History aimed, in 

part. to demonstrate the slow emergence of toleration as a laudable principle. The 

"practise, nay the very doctrine of toleration", wrote Hume of the mid-sixteenth 

'OS Banning, The Sacred Fire of Liberry, 95. 
109 Hume, History, Vol. 4: 18. 



century, 'Was, at that time. equally unknown to al1 sects and parties".'10 Wnting ofthe 

"State of Europe" during the refonnation, Hune remarked that 

During that extreme animosity, w hich prevailed between the adherents of the 
opposite religions, the civil magistrate, who found it dificult, if not impossible, 
for the same laws to govem such enraged adversaries, was naturally led, by 
specious rules of prudence, in embracing one Party, to declare war against the 
other, and to exterminate, by fire and sword, those bigots, who, from abhorrence 
of his religion, had proceeded to an opposition of his power, and to a hatred of 
his person. if any prince possessed such enlarged views as to foresee, that ri 

mutual toleration would in time abate the tiuy of religious prejudices, he yet 
met with dificulties in reducing this principle to practice; and might deem the 
malady too violent to await a remedy, which, though certain, must necessarily 
be slow in its operation.' ' l 

The concluding chapter to the fourth volume of the Hismy begins with a section 

entitled "Reasons for and against Toleration". Here Hume turned to Cardinal Reginald 

Pole and Bishop Stephen Gardiner with the intention to "relate, in a k w  words, the 

topics, by which each side supported, or might have supported. their scheme ofpolicy; 

and shall display the opposite reasons, which have been ernployed. with regard to an 

argument that ever has been, and ever will be so much canvassed."' In his important 

a-Appendix to the Reign of James". Hume wrote that "[iln ail former ages, not wholly 

excepting even those of Greecr and Rome, religious sects and heresies and schisms, 

had been esteemed dangerous. if not pemicious to civil government, and were regarded 

as the source of faction, and private combination. and opposition to the laws". 'The 

magistrate, therefore", continued Hume, "applied himself directly to the cure of this 

evil as of every other; and vety naturally attempted. by pend statutes, to suppress those 

separate communities, and punish the obstinate innovators", "But", concluded Hume, 

it was found by fatal experience. and afier spilling an ocean of blood in those 
theologicai quarrels, that the evil wsis of a peculiar nature. and was both 
enîlarned by violent temedies, and diffùsed itself more rapidly throughout the 

"O Hume, Hisrory, Vol. 3: 390. 
'Il Hume, Histoty- Vol. 4: 54. 
"' Hume, History, Vol. 3: 43 1. Hume's use of the curious qualibing phrase, -or might have 
supported" suggests the polemical nature of his discussion of toleration. 



whole society. Hence, though late, arose the paradoxicai principle and salutary 
tr 113 practice of toleration . 

Hume remarked ekewhere that "[tlhere was here, it is apparent, in the political body, a 

disease dangerous and inveterate; and the govenunent had tried every remedy, but the 

true one, to allay and correct it". Hume stated unequivocally that "An unlimited 

tolerution ... is the oniy expedient, which cm ailay their fervour, and make the civil 
7, 1 lJ union acquire a superiority above religious distinctions . As the extended argument 

of the Hisrory makes clear, for Hume the principle oftoleration ernerged slowly, was 

historically sanctioned, and provided the only true remedy for cçuring the disease of 

extreme religious factionalism. 

M e n  we see the inception of Madison's ideas on political faction within his 

thoughts on religious ioleration, we should not immediately conclude. then, that this 

differentiates his thought from Hume's or that it arose in Virginia in 1787. Identifying 

the roots of Madison's proposed remedies for faction in his notions of religious 

toleration as expressed in his earlier ~Vlemoriul and Renionsfrmce &crinvr Rrligious 

Assessments helps us see in even more vivid strokes the significant degree of his 

systemic debts to Hume. Tolention of diversity, Hume's slowiyemerging v u e  

remedy" for putting an end to the long operating "disease'' oFvicious. religious factions 

which had resulted in the "spilling" of an "ocean of blood. provided Madison's wue 

remedy" for the sarne "disease". With unmistakably Humean language, Madison's 

~Clrmorial and Rrmonsrrancr used parallel words to Hume's. in an identical context, 

and to make the same point: 

Torrents of blood have been spilt in the old world. by the vain attempts of the 
secular arm to extinguish Religious discord, by proscribing al[ difference in 
religious opinions. Time has at length reveakd the true remedy. Every 
relaxation of narrow and rigorous policy, wherever it has been tried, has been 
found to assuage the disease. The American Theatre has exhibited proofs. that 

'IJ Hume, History. Vol, 5: 130. See also Essays, "Of Parties in Cieneral": The "principles of 
priestly govemment ... have engendered a spirit of persecution, which has ever since been the 
poison of human society, and the source of the most inveterate factions in every 
government"(62). 
"' Hume, Hisraty, Vol. 6: 322. See also Hisiory, Vol. 4: 352, where Hume speaks of 
"toleration, the me  secret for managing religious factions". 



qua1 and compleat liberty, if it dues not wholly eradicate it, suficiently 
destroys irs malignant intluence on the heatth and prosperity of the state.' ' j  

So we see that Madison, although he did not Say so, interpreted his American 

experîences with teligious liberty within an historical framework he had learnt from 

Hume's History of ~n~1and.I'~ The tantaiizing problem remains however: When 

Hume's ideas on faction and its slowly emerging remedy played such an important role 

in the development of Madison's political thought, why did Madison not refer to Hume 

directly and openly? 

- - 

"' James Madison, /I Memoriul und Renionsirarice Againsr Religious rlss~.ssn~ents, in William 
T.  Hutchinson. el ul, ed. The Puprs ufJames ~bfurlison. Vol. VtlI: 302. It is interesting and 
telling to note that the commentators on Madison's icfrniorid have most often assumed that 
Locke, not Hume, was Madison's prirnary source. Banning argued that Madison drcw "on the 
body o f  his knowledge rather than on a few specific sources" but that "if Madison was 
speciiifly indebted to a single source for his remonsrrance, this indebtedness was principally to 
Locke"(The SucreJ Fim of Libery, 9 1-92). Hutchinson, ei cri argiied in an .'Editorial Note" to 
the Memurial und R~~nonstruncr in Madison's Pupers chat "A comparison between the 
Mernorial and Remonstrance and John Locke's 'Letter on Tolemtion' leads to the speculation 
that JM had occasion to use Locke's treatise in preparing his own". Prefacing what they 
themselves admit to be "strained" textual similarities bebveen the two. the editors plead thrit 
'-Assertions o f  intellectud dependence are ofien based on slender temal coincidences"(297); 
Robert A. Rutland makes the same daim for Locke in his "James Madison's Dream: A 
Secular Republic," in Robert S. Alley, James M d s o n  on Religious Liberty (Buffalo, 1985), 
203. Paul A. Rahe identiks the Hurnean flavour to Madison's thought on rdigious faction 
but missing the textual links discussed above, argues for Hume's indirect impact on Madison 
through Smith (Repubiics Ancient and Mdern, 594-595). 
'16 Marc Arkin clearly disregarded Hume's discussion o f  faction and toleration in the History 
of Englund when he argued that "By the tirne Madison wrote The FeJrraIist, his Virginia 
experience had demonstrated something Hume had not foreseen: the greater the number o f  
religious denominations, the less they were able to work their individual will and the more 
stable the civil policy"(152). It is ironic that the passage fiom Madison's Memorid und 
Ren~onstrunce which is ai the heart o f  Arkin's argument (and also an epigraph for his essay) is 
the passage (quoted above) which most closely links Madison with Hume. Arkin referced to 
Madison's passage as -The critical passage, equating the noninterventionist policy and 
multipticity of religious groups with government stability" and considered it  ort th quoting in 
full", but never guessed at its Humean origin. 



CHAPTER SEVEN: 
WAS HUME A LIABILITY IN LATE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY AMERICA? 

"Hume, therefore, is not without his claims to respect, even from 
religious readers; while readers of a different kind will hiisten to msign 
him the first place among sages and historians" 

- The Monihly Magazine crnd Literary Jotrrnui. 1 799- 

Even scholars who have heard the distinctly Humean ring to the 10th Fetieralis~ 

conjecture that when Madison turned to Hume he did so silently because. it is argued, 

to show open dlegiance to Hume in eighteenth-century America was an obvious 

liability. Behind this reading of Hume's impact on Madison and others lurks the larger 

assumption that Hume's thought was notably and thoroughly unpopular with his 

American audiences. Very littte evidence -- convincing or otherwise -- has been 

ot'tèred for this view. Thinking about more persuasive explanations to the vexing 

problern of why Madison was silent in his use of Hume has prompted us to describe 

more closely the mmy links connecting Madison's political thought with Hume's. But 

to be more thorough yet vie need also to describe the wider American reception of 

Hume's thought. tt is in these details that Madison's silent use of Hume is explained. 

although not in the way that modern scholars fdsely have presurned CO explain it. 

tj A Negative Portrayai of Hume in the New Republic 

Curïously, the perfunctory thesis chat Hume's reception in Iate eighteenth- 

century Amenca was a negative one, though it is ultimately fl awed. has a much 

stronger case than its proponents put forward. Negative aspects of Hume's colonial 

reputation were a significant factor in casting a partial shadow on the pst-colonial 

reception of Hume's thought. Hume's colonial reputation as a racist thinker. for 

instance, continueci to radiate in the New Republic. By the late eighteenth century it 

was something of a commonplace in British writings to find Hume referred to as a 

racist thinker; a view which had became populiirized in works like François Xavier 



Swediaur's Philosophical Dicrionury of 1786.' During and after the years ofthe War . 

for Independence, British portrayals of a racist Hume, like James Beattie's in his Essuy 

on the Nature and Immutabiliry of Tm?h in Opposition to Sophistry and Scepticism. 

continued to circulate widety in Arnerica. Charles Crawford, for instance, in his 

Observutions upon Slaves, (Philadelphia, 1784; reprinted 1790), defended the mental 

ability of blacks by suggesting that, on this point, Beattie had defeated ~ume.' James 

McHenry, a one-time medical student of Benjamin Rush, helped circulate and 

popularize this image of a racist Hume in the early 1790s.~ Through McHenry, the 

theory that blacks were naturally inîèrior to whites even became known in America as 

"Mr Hume 's doctrine". 

On 20 August 1791, McHenry wote to William Goddard and lames Angell, the 

Baltimore printers of Benjamin Banneker's Almanuck, to express his admiration for the 

black mathematician. McHenry m t e  that he considered "this Negro as a fresh proof 

that the powers of the mind are disconnected with the colour of the skin. or. in other 

words. a strikiny contradiction to Mr. Hume S doctrine. that 'the Negroes are naturally 

inferior to the whites. and unsusceptible of attaiments in arts and sciences'." Goddard 

and Angell prefaced the tables in Banneker's Almunuck with the introductory comment 

that "mental Powers and Endowments are not the exclusive Excellence of white 

People. but that the Rays of Science may alike illuminate the Minds of Men ofevery 

Clime." McHenry's letter was subsequently reprinted as a preface to Banneker's 

' See [François Xavier Swediaur], "MEN, NO ORIGINAL DISTINCTION IN THEIR 
MTELLECTUAL ABILITIES," in Phifosophical dictionary: or the opinions of modern 
phiiosophers on metuphysical. moral, and political srrbjects (London, l786), cited in James 
Fieser, Euriy Responses to Hume 5 Moral, Literary uncl Poiiticuf Writings: Vol. II. Hunrr 's 
Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary (Bristol, 1999), 343-346. 

See W inthrop D. Jordan, White over Black: Americun Attimdes Torvurd the Negro, 1550- 
1812 (Chapl Hill, l968), 446; Richard H. Popkin, "Hume's Racism," The Philosophical 
Forum, Vol. 9(1977-I978), 221. See afso Peter S. Fosl, "Hume, Skepticism, and Early 
American Deism'" Hume Studies, Vol. X X V  (1999, published 1000), 173-1 74; Henry Louis 
Gates, Jr. and Nellie Y. McKay, "From Phillis Wheatley to Toni Morrison: The Floweringof 
African-American Literature," Journal of Blacks in Higher Ed~ication, No. 14 ( 1996/97), 97- 
3 On James McHenry (1 753-1 8 16) see William T. Hutchinson, ef ul, eds. The Pupers ofJames 
Madison (17 Vols, Chicago, 1962-1991), Vol. VI: 4850. 



Almanack for 1792.1 But McHenryTs criticism of Hume's supposed racist views 

circulated much more widely when it was reprinted that sarne year in Mathew Carey's 

extremely popular Philadelphia magazine, the American Mi~seurn.~ 

Even more signihcmt for casting a long shadow on Hume's reception in the 

New Republic wsis Hume's colonial reputation as a religious libertine. With the 

upheaval of their political revolution behind them, many Arnericsins in the last quater 

of the eighteenth century were concerned to build a New Christian Republic. While 

Madison and sundry other Americans were receptive to Hume's message of retigious 

toleration, Hume continued to be criticized Frequently in post-colonial America for his 

sceptical religious thought and supposed deistical tendencies. Hume's thought, said 

one of his foes with a defensive tone. was "worthy of the attention of the &ends of 

christianity. and especiaily at the present time, when infidelity is stniggling to rear its 

head. and its votaries are boslsting of the strength of their arguments".6 

Eighteenth-century Americans frequently associated Hume with other renowned 

religious sceptics and inîàmous deists such as Franklin. Rousseau and Voltaire. 

Timothy Dwight put Hume with this Company and feared that Hume was helping bring 

to fruition the predictions ofan unnamed Amencan philosopher who had declared to 

Hume in the 1770s that "another century would see the extermination of religion in 

' Benjamin Banneker (also Bannicker), Benjutnin Banneker S Penns-vivtrnicr fiicovure. 
~lhrryl(~nd, und Virginiu Almanack und Ephemrris, of the Yeur of Ortr Lord, i 792: Being 
Bissextiie. or Letrp- Yeur, und the Siweenth Yeur of Amerimn Incrlependencr, Which 
Commenced July 4, 1776 (Baltimore, [ 179 11). McHenry's letter is reprinted on pages 2 4 .  On 
Banneker see Siivio A Bedini, The L@ of Benjamin Bunneker: The Fim R.ican-.41,irricrrn 
Mun of Science (Baltimore, 1999). 

"A letter from Mr. James McHenry, to messrs Goddard and Abgell, containing paniculars 
respecting Benjamin Banneker, a free negro," Americun ~llimzrni . Vol. XII ( 1  792), 185-187. 
See Bernard C. Steiner. The Lre and Correspondence of Jumes ~WlcHenry, S c r e t u ~  of Wur 
under FVashington andAclams (Cleveland, 1907), 127. See also Winthrop Jordon, White over 
Black, 450; John M. Werner, "David Hume and America," Journui of the Hisrory of tdeas, 
Vol. 33 (1972), 43-45 1. For another example o f  the currency of Hume's footnote see St. 
George Tucker, A Dissertution on Sluvery (1 796): 'The celebnted David Hume, in his Essay 
on National Character, advances the same opinion ... as Mt. Jefferson seems to suppose, that 
the Africans are really an inferior race of mankind" (cited in Philip B. Kurland and Ralph 
Lerner, eds. The Founders ' Constitution (reprinted Indianapolis, 2000)., Vol, 1: 564-566). 
"Remarks upon Hume's Essay on Miracles; more especially upon the Arguments advanced in 

the first part o f  this Essay," The Theologicurl Magazine, or Synopsis of bfodern Religiotls 
Sentiment, Vol. 11 ( 1  796), 42-54, quoted from 43. 



~merica".' Dwight had ~Infïdelity", the nanator of his poem of 1 788. The Triirmph of 

Infideliry, explain how Dame Fashion, 

moulded faith, and science, with a nod; 
Now there was not, and now there was, a God. 
-Let black be white'; she said, and white it seem'd, 
-Hume a philosopher'; and straight he drearn'd 
Most philosophically. At her call, 
Opinions, doctrines, learn'd to rise, and fall; 
Before her, bent the universal knee, 
And own'd her sovereign, to the praise of me. 

The poem continues, 

Straight. in a cloud 
Of night involv'd, to Scotia's reaims 1 rode. 
I found my best Amanuensis, Hume, 
And boson'd in his breast. On dreams dloat, 
The youth soar'd high, and, as 1 prompted, wrote. 
Sublimest nonsense there 1 taught mankind. 
Pure. genuine dross. from gold seven times refin'd. 
From realm to realm the strains exalted laws; 
Yet no effect depends upon a cause: 
Hence every law was made by Chance design! 
E m h  was not made, but happen'd: Yet. on emh. 
Al1 beings happen. by most stated birth; 
Each thing miraculous; yet strange to tell. 
Not God himself can shew a miracle ... 

There stood the iniidel of modern breed. 
Blest vegetation of infernal seed, 
Aiike no Deist, and no Christian, he; 
But from al1 principle. al1 virtue, free." 

On 23 June 1779 John Adams recorded in his Diury the following exchange with De 

Marbois concerning Benjamin Franklin: 

Al1 Religions are tolerated in Arnerica, said M.M.. and the Ambassadors have 
in ail Courts a Right to a Chappe11 in their own Way. But Mr. Franklin never 
had any. - No said 1, laughing, because Mr. F. had no -- 1 was going to Say, 
what 1 did not say, and wilI not Say here. 1 stopped short and Iaughed. - No, 

- - - -- - 

7 Richard J. Purcell, Connecticut in Transition: 1775-1818 (American Historical Association, 
19 18; reprinted Middletown, 1963)' 10- 1 1. 
8 On The Triumph of Injirlelity sec Emory El liot, Revoltrrionury Writers: Litciratitre und 
Aufhorify in fhr Nav Republic, 1725-1810 (New York and Oxford, 1981), 69-70. 



said Mr. M., Mr. F. adores only great Nature, which has interested a great many 
People of both Sexes in Es favour. --Yes, said I, laughing, al1 the Atheists, 
Deists and Libertines, as well as the Philosophers and Ladies are in his Train -- 
another Voltaire and Hume. - Yes said Mr. M., he is celebrated as the great 
Philosopher and the great Legislator of ~mecica? 

Hume's supposed irreligion was the brunt of other recorded quips which help us now 

recapture the every-day nature of this aspect of his eighteenth-century American 

reputation. 

Philip Freneau, Madison's Princeton roommate and the "Poet of the Arnerican 

Revolution", gave the following satirical advice to those members of his fictitious 

"Debtor's Club": 

In the blank leaves of your almanac insert a description of the several city catch- 
poles; not neglecting to set down also the names of your principal creditors, 
with some short characteristic account of each; as. what party he belongs to, 
whether he is a constitutionaIist or a Republican, a religious man or a 
freethinker, & c. By these means, ifchance or future fortune should so order 
that you must inevitably encounter your enemy face to îàce, you can adapt your 
discourse to his prejudices.'O 

"If the creditor be an infider'. advised Freneau. "invent a lie boldly. and give him to 

understand that the Deists have built a new church in Virginia. and have hired a certain 

Christian priest to harangue them Mice a week. taking his text. for the most part. out of 

David Hume S essays". For, by "such methods as these, you will hardly ever fail to put 

the debt entirely out of your creditor's head, and you will be allowed to pass on in 

peace". 

Early American journais. too, thought Hume's irreligion a subject wotthy of 

hurnourous attention. In July of 1800 The Connecric~rt Evungeficd ~~faguzine; und 

Religious Intelligencer reprinted a favourite anecdote of the eighteenth century: 

DAViD HUME, observed, that al1 the devout persons he had ever met with 
were melancholy. On this Bishop Horne remarked; This might very probably 

- - 

9 Thr Adam Papers, Series 1, Volume 2,39 t ; see also 1. Woodbridge Riley, Americun 
Philosophy: The Eariy Schools (New York, 1907), 258. In Connecticut, Abraham Bishop, 
reportedly advised local clergy rhat they refrain fiom calling to mind Bolingbroke, Hume and 
Voltaire, who could not be refuted by king catled fools: see Richard J. Purcell. Connecticut 
in Transition, 1 7. 
10 The Mïscellaneous Works of M. Phil@ Frenem, Containing His fisnys and Additional 
Poem (Philadelphia, 1788). 



be: for in the first place, it is most iikely that he saw very few, his fiiends and 
acquaintance being of another sort; and, secondly, the sight of him would make 
a devout man melancholy at any time." 

Hume's "Of Miracles", meanwhile, continued to keep Hume the philosopher in the 

limelight of more serious disapproval. 

Uzai Ogden, in his Antidote to Deism: The Deist Unmaskd: or, An Ample 

Refirtation of *Al1 the Objections of Thomas Paine, Againsr the Christian Religion (2 

Vols, Newark, 1795), informed his readers that "[s]everaI deists have executed their 

abilities to destroy the credibility of miracles". "Among these deists", says Ogden, '*we 

may justly number Mr. Hume". Hume's "sophistical arguments, in his essay on 

miracles", however, have been "in vain", and "are, in a masterly manner, retùted by Dr. 

Adams, in his essay of miracles'"?; ..by the author also of the criterion, or miracles 

examined""; "by Dr. Campbell, in his dissertations on miracies""; ..and likewise by 

Dr.  ric ce", in his IVth dis~ertation".'~ 

Others didn't rest content with the existing answers to Hume and offered their 

own re futations. New York's The Thrologictrl Muguzine, or Synopsis of'iblotlern 

Religioirs Sentiment. for instance. submitted its heated response to Hume in 1796. The 

article "Remarks upon Hume's Essay on Miracles" aimed to answer the "substance 

and scope" of Hume's argument that "no human testimony c m  ever be sutricient to 

" ..ANECDOTES," The Connecticut Ev~ingelicul Muguzine: und Religiora Inreiligencer, Vol. 
1 (July 1800), 38-39. Similar versions of this anecdote were reprinted often in early America: 
see, for instance, .*ANECDOTE OF HUME THE DEIST," The ~5.lassuc~iuvrtt.s B~iprisr 
~Cfissionury ~bfugazine, Vol. I (September 1 803), 25; "[Anecdote of David Hume]." ..ldvisor. 
or, Evnngrlicol Mgcine,  Vol. Vll (February 1 8 15), 58: "MISCELLANEOUS," Christian 
Heruld, Vol. 4 (20 November 1821), 1 19; "Anecdotes of Distinguished Characters, DAVID 
HUME," Suttnday Evening Post, (12 January 1822), pages not numbered: '*Anecdotes," The 
Friendy Visitor, Being o Collection of Select und Originul Pieces, Instrtictive und 
Enrertuining. Suiiable to be Reud in AI[ Families, Vol. 1, No. 7 (12 Februaq 1825), 54. 
" William Adams, Essay on bfr. Hum 3 Essay on ~blirocles ( 175 1). 
13 [John Douglas, The Criterion: or, bIirucles Eramind ( 1752)]. 
'' [George Campbell, Dissertution on ibliractes ( l762)J. Campbell's bmk saw an Ainetican 
edition in 1790 published by Dobson in Philadelphia. 
15 Richard Price, Review of the Princble Questions & Dissertarions on ibliracles ( 173'8). 
id Richard Price, Antidote to Deism: i'ïie Deist Unmaskd; or. An Ample Reft~tation of Al[ the 
Objections of Thomas Paine, Against the Chrisricm Religion (2 Vols, Newark, 1795), Vol, 1: 
180, 



render a miracle in the least degree probable, since, in the nature of the case, there must 

be a hl1 proof, fiom Our own constant experience, against it". And The Theologicul 

k1ugcIzine argued that Hume might easily be rebutted if one would "attend, for a few 

moments, to some of the consequences which will necessarily result fiom these 

principles and this reasoningl'." The crux of the Thedogicul MugcIzine 5 attack was 

that Hume's principles, if they were folIowed through to daily living, would lead to 

conclusions which codicted with the "cornmon sense of things" for .*we could never 

have any rational belief of any fact different from our own experience and 

ob~ervation".'~ Natural occurrences such as the existence of "mrrgnetic urtruction" or 

"earthquakes, volcanoes, and many other phenornenu" would have no daims for 

rational belief unless we had experienced them ourselves. .'To conclude then. in the 

strain of Mr. Hume". taunted the Theologicai iClugazine with Hume's own tone, 

is it not very wonderhl and miracdous, that any man of sense should adopt 
principles of reasoning, so fraught with absurdity, and necessan'ly involving 
consequences, so contrary to the plahest dictates of common sense? And 
should a person act according io these principles in his common conduct. he 
would be a standing miracle of folly and absurdity; and would be as great a 
deviation tiom reason and common sense, as a miracle is from the cornmon 
Iaws of nature.I9 

That American cciticisms of Hume's "Of Miracles" spilled over directly ont0 the late 

1780s political debate on the Constitution to which Madison's 10th Federtlfist 

belonged is a fact that can be established. 

On 3 1 December 1787 (only a month d e r  the 10th Fetlerulisr appeared in print 

for the first time in the 1Vei.v York Pucke~ on 23 November 1787). Noah Webster (as 

"Amencas? offered his Federaiist reply to "The Address and Reasons of Dissent of the 

Minority of the Convention of the State of Pennsylvania to their ~onstituents''.'~ 

"Gentleman", Webster ridiculed his Antifederdist rivals, 

17 The Theologicd Maguzine, or Svnopsis of Mdem Religious Semiment, 44. 
'' Ibid., 45. 
l9 lbid., 54. 
ID "America" [Noah Webster], -To the DISSENTNG MEMBERS of the late CONVENTION 
of PENNSYLVANIA", Daily Adwrriser (3 1 December 1787), reprinted in Bernard Bailyn, ed. 
The Debate on the Constitution: Federaiist and Anit$ederalist Speeches, Articles, and Letters 
During the Strqgie over Rut@cation (Library of America, 1993)., Part 1: 553-562. 



your reasoning against the New Constitution resembles that of Mr. Hume on 
miracles. You begin with some gratis dicta, which are denied; you assume 
premises which are totally false, and then reason on them with great address. 
Your whole reasoning, and that of ail the opposers of the Federal Government, 
is built on this false principle, that the Federal Legislatitre will be a body 
distinctfFom and independent of the people. 

Wntess your opposition is grounded on that principle". concluded Webster. "it stands 

on nothing; and on any other supposition, your arguments are but declumatory 

nonsense"." Webster's rekrence and the above discussion shows clearly that late 

eighteenth-century American critiques of Hume's unorthodox religious thought did not 

emanate exclusively from the American religious fringe ofevangelical magazines. 

Concern with Hume was much more fu-reaching. A telling window on the 

popularization of this negative portrait of Hume is found in the controversy which 

erupted over Hume's death of 1776. 

# "Contrast Behveen the Death of  a Deist and a Christianw 

The United States Maguzine is a journal with which Madison would have been 

intimately farniliar because it was published by his fiiend, Philip Freneau. and another 

of Madison's Princeton classrnates, Hugh Henry Brackenridge. The magazine's 

maiden volume of 1779 contained the striking article. "CONTRAST benveen the k a t h  

oj'a DEIST und u CHRISTIAN. David Hume. and Samuel Findley [sic]"." Thought 

by some to have been written by Benjamin ~ush,"  the text of the Tontrast" was 

- - - 

'' Ibid., 554. 
13 - See The UnitedStutes ~bluga-inc A Repositov of Hisiory. Polirics a d  Literature, Vol. 1 
(I779), 65-72. On The UnitedStutes Magazine see Philip Davidson, Propugundcr und the 
Arnericcm Revoltction. 1763-1 783 (Chapel Hill, 1941). 409: Michael Warner. The Leïrers ofthe 
Repztblic: Pirblicution und the Public Sphere in Eighteenth-Century Americrr (Cambridge and 
London, 1990), 138- 14 1 .. 
'3No definitive evidence for this assigned authorship has been found. EarI Burk Braly, "The 
Repuration of  David Hume in .4merica,"(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University otTexas, 
1954), says that "Rush is presumed to be the author', citing George W .  Corner, ed. The 
Atmbiography of Benjamin Rush as the source of the presumption; but Corner is more 
guarded than Braly lets on: "The article was sigied 'B--'; the style suggests that it may have 
k e n  put together by BR [Le. Rush]"(34n). The circumstantial evidence is, however, 
significant. Finley was Rush's uncle and Rush had studied under and lived with Finley at 
West Nottingham Academy. Rush spoke highly of Fidey and attended Finley during his final 
days spending, he says in his Aictobiography, ."every other night for several weeks" with him 



composed of two, distinct sections. The first section, "LetterJi.om Adum Smith, LLD. 

to William Strahan, Esq. giving some Account of Mr. Httme, during his fast Sickness", 

deah with Hume's character and death; and the second, "Some ofthe Irist choice Words 

of thai eminently Pious Servant of God, Samuel Finley", with Finley's. To appreciate 

the significance of this United States Magazine piece, and the numerous progeny which 

sprang fiom it well into the nineteenth centwy, we need first consider some 

background. 

Hume's final days and the death in which they ended were of immediate and 

Iasting interest to many in the eighteenth century. James Boswell's ficination with 

Hume's death as being a peculiar instance of the death o f  a virtuous intidel was far 

from unique." Upon its publication, the sympathetic letter referred to above which 

passed from Hume's intimate tkiend Adam Smith to Hume's London publisher William 

Strahan, did much to heighten contemporary interest. Smith's "Letter" reads as an 

expression of hem-felt sentiment, but it was alsc written with publication in mind. All 

of this endows the events surrounding Hume's death with a conternporary significance 

that is easily lost on modern readers.?' 

- - -  

"and finally performed the distressing office of closing his eyes"(Corner, ed. rlutobiogruply. 
28-33). Finley's death would have been fresh in Rush's mind when. as we have seen. a month 
later he took up his medical studies in Scotland where he became somewhat enthratled with 
Hume. A cornparison o f  the style o f  Rush's printed prose with the prose of 'The Contrast" 
does not. as Corner suggested, nile Rush out. Another possibility, however. is David Ramsay. 
Ramsay too had been a student of Finley and was the author of other items in the UntiedS~uirs 
Magazine in 1778 and 1779. But the "&-" signature still suggests the Benjamin Rush 
attribution is correct. 
?'' See Richard B. Schwartz, "Boswell and Hume: The Deathbed Interview." in Greg 
Clinghma, ed. New Ligtil on Bosiveli: Critical und Historicuf Essuys on ihe Occasion of zhe 
Bicentenury of The Life o f  Johnson (Cambridge, 1991), 1 16-125. See William Johnson 
Temple's letter to Boswell, 25 August 1776: lf "your desperate infidel David Hume ... 
continue obstinate & will die the death o f  a Dog who can help it. Let him die then & be 
thrown into the d i tch (Thomas Crawford, ed. The Correspondence of Jumes BmvrII ivith 
William Johnson Temple. Volume II 1756-1 777 (Edinburgh and New Haven, 199T). See also 
Donald T. Siebert, "David Hume's Last Words: The Importance o f  Adj Chvn Lre," in Stanley 
Tweyman, ed. David Hiime: Criticcd Assessments (London and New York. 1995). Vol. 6: 388- 
401. 

For a contemporary response see George Horne, A Letter to Dr. Adam Smith LL.D. on the 
Lijé, Lkuth, and Philosophy of hisf;iend Dmid Hume Esq. By one of che People c a k d  
Chrisrians (London, 1777). Smith commented that his tribute to Hume "brctught upon me ten 
times more abuse than the very violent attack 1 had made upon the whole commercial system 



Smith was concerned to show the calm frarne of Hume's mind during his last 

days and to praise Hume's character. It was, wrote Smith to Strahan, '%th a real, 

though a very melancholy pleasure" that 1 sit d o m  to give i)lou some account of the 

behaviour of our late excellent friend, Mr. Hume, during his 1s t  illne~s".?~ Smith 

marveled that Hume's "cheerfulness was so great, and his conversation and 

amusements run so much in their usual strain, that, nohvithstanding al1 bad symptoms, 

many people could not believe he was dying". Hume "continued to divert himself, as 

usuat, with correcting his own works for a new edition, with reading books of 

amusement, with the conversation of his friends; and, sometimes in the evening, with a 

party of his favourite game of whist". Commenting on Hume's "magnanimity and 

firmness", Smith recalled a conversation in which Hume recalled that reading Lucian's 

Dialogues oj-the Dead had suggested to him the playtùl idea of thinking up excuses 

with which he might delay his entering Charon's boat: 

-1  thought 1 might Say to him, Good Charon, 1 have k e n  correcting my works 
for a new edition. Allow me a little time, that 1 may see how the Public receives 
the alterations.' But Charon would answer, . M e n  you have seen the effect of 
these, you will be for making other alterations. There will be no end of such 
excuses; so, honest fiend, please step into the boat.' But 1 might still urge. 
'Have a little patience, good Charon, 1 have been endeavouring to open the eyes 
of the Public. If 1 live a few y e m  longer, i may have the satistàçtion of seeing 
the downfall of some of the prevailing systems of superstition.' But Charon 
would then lose al1 temper and decency. -You loitering rogue. that will not 
happn these many hundred yem. Do you fancy 1 will grant you a lease for so 
long a term? Get into the boat this instant, you lazy loitering rogue.' 

Smith mentioned to Strahan as well a letter he had received from Hume's attending 

physician. Dr. Joseph Black. who wrote that Hume "never dropped the smallest 

expression of impatience: but when he had occasion to speak to the people about him, 

always did it with section and tenderness". "When he became very weak". says 

-- - - -- - - 

of Great Britain" (Adam Smith to Andreas Holt, 26 October 1780, in Ernest Campbell 
Mossner and lan Simpson Ross, eds. The Correspondence of Adum Smith (Oxford, 1977: 
reprinted Indianapolis, 1987), 251). On Smith's "Letter" concerning Hume's death ser Donald 
Winch, Riches andpover&: An Intellectual History of Politicai Economy in Briîuin, 17%- 
1834 (Cambridge, 1996), 37-39. 
'' Ali citations of "Letter from Adam Smith, LL.D. to William Strahan, Esq," from Eugene F. 
Miller, ed. Essays, xliii-xlix. 



Black, "it cost him an effort to speak, and he died in such a happy composwe of mind, 

that nothing could exceed it". 

Smith's tribute to Hume concluded with an extended sketch of Hume's 

character: 

Thus died our most excellent, md never to be forgotten Liiend; concerning 
whose philosophical opinions men wil1, no doubt, judge variously, every one 
approving, or condemning hem, according as they happen to coincide or 
disagree with his own; but conceming whose character and conduct there can 
scarce be a difference of opinion ... Upon the whole, I have always considered 
him, both in his lifetime and since his death, as  approaching as nearly to the 
idea of rt perfectly wise and virtuous man. as perhaps the nature of human frailty 
will permit. 

In the United States Mugazine article of 1779, Smith's sympathetic account of Hume's 

calm death, which ainied to memoriatize Hume's 'Wise md virtuous" character, was 

reprinted in full but implicitly "contrasteci" with an account of Rev. Samuel Finley's 

very difkent last days, 

Born in 1715 in Utster, County Armagh, in Nonhern Ireland. Finley emigrated 

to America as a young man in 1733. Afier being licensed to preach in 1740. he spent 

the next four years as an itinerant evangelist awakening spiritual slumkrers in New 

Jersey and Pcnnsylvania eventually settling in Nottingham. Pennsylvania, where he tan 

a Presbyterian Academy. Finley's place in the history of eighteenth-century American 

education was more signikant thm most modem historical accounts let on." Indeed. 

so successhl was Finley's ministerial and teaching career tttat in 176 1 he was offered 

the Presidency of the College of New Jersey (Princeton). it was Finiey's untimely 

death only five short years iater, in 1766, which opened the way for John 

Witherspoon's passage to America. By 1779, then, Finley had aireiidy been dead for 

more than a dozen years, and it was ciearly Hume's men t  death which was the 

instigation behind the United States Muguzine*~ "Contmt". 

" On Finley see Leigh E. Schmidt, "Samuel Finley" in Americun ~Vationul Biogruphy, VoI. 7: 
933-934; Arthur H. Shaffer, To Be An American: David Ramsay mdthe  ibtahng of the 
Rmrricun Consciomess (Columbia, 199 1 ), 13-14; Douglas Sloan, Thr Scorrish Eniightrnmenr 
and the American College Ideal, passim. 



Readers of the Tontrast7' find that the first of Finley's reported death bed 

words was his request that the attending pastor might "Beseech God that he would be 

pleased to let me feel, just as 1 did at that time when I first closed with Christ, at which 

time 1 could scarce contain myself out of heaven". The article's remaining sarnplings 

of Finley's "last choice words" include his response to his dwtor's news 4hat he could 

live but a few days longer" - Then  [says Finley] welcome Lord Jesus". Upon heacing 

that his health was fast deteriorating, Finley joyfully remarked, T h e n  may the Lord 

bring me neur to himsell?. When asked '.if it was in his choice either to live or die, 

which he would preter?", Finley answered, "To die ... But should God by a miracle 

prolong my life, [ will still continue to serve him". Waking one moming and îïnding 

himself still of this world, Finley lamented, "Oh! what a disappointment have 1 met 

with; 1 expected this moming to have been in heaven". ORen Finley ' ~ o u l d  put focth 

his hand to his physicians, and ask hem how his pulse beat; and would rejoice when he 

was told it was tluttering or irregula.". To a visitor who was soon to ntum to 

Princeton, Finley said, "Give my love to the people of Princeton. tell them 1 am going 

to die, and that 1 am not afraid ofdeath", "During his whole sickness". it was reported 

he was never heard to uner one repining word. He was at times tortured with 
the most excmciating pains; yet he expressed in al1 his behaviour an entire 
resignation to the Divine will. in al1 his affecting farewells io his relations and 
friends, he was never seen to shed a tesu; or shew the l e s t  mark of sorrow. 

The Ciniied States Muguzine article assened that Finley's ' m l y  polite behaviour 

coniinued to the lad' and, concludes: "ln fine, he was a most striking example of that 

faith which kindles love in the heart, and produces the sweet fniits of meekness. 

gentleness. patience and every Christian grace and virtue". Whether or not Rush wrote 

"The Contrast", he remarked with reference to Finley's character as described in the 

piece: T h e  annals of Christian biopphy do not funiish an instance of more patience 

in sickness, nor of a p a t e r  triumph in death. His conversation for several days before 

he died was elevated, pious, and eloquent in the bighest degree7*." 

The description of Finley's character and death Ui The Contrast" was clearly 

modeled on, and intended to contras& with, Smith's account of Hume. But comparing 

" "The Contrast". 33. 



the accounts, one notes that there is little "contrast" in the fact that both Hume and 

Finley were reported to have died serene deaths. The sharp contrast between Finley's 

concluding days and Hume's, were shown in how they spent them. Finley did not play 

fnvolous games of cards or joke wiih his friends -- but he was serious and piously 

prayed and talked about God. American readers were expected to conclude that 

Finley's character was undeniably %%er" than Hume's and this was evidenced most 

clearly in the way the two died. After all, as the "Contrast" remarked, YI Christian's 

death is the best part of his existence"." The Evangelical press would cary the debaie 

on Hume's death well into the nineteenth century, but it is important to note that "The 

Contrast" had its inception in a journal which aimed for a broad readership and was 

primarily political, not religious. in ~rientation.~~ The Unifed Stutes ~Cfuguzine's sub- 

title described itself as a "Repository of History, Politics and Litersiture" and its 

contents show this to be an accurate description. 

The hct that the "Contrast" rippeared at al1 in eighteenth-century America 

suggests that there was more at play with this aspect of Hume's American reception 

than imrnediately meets the modern eye. American Enlightenment historiography has 

established that in eighteenth-century Amenca the topic of moral character was 

extremely important. Anxiety about Hume's "infidel" character could not but be 

heightened in a Christian Republic where 'irirtue" repeatedly was pnised and 

advocated. As Gordon Wood and others have pointed out, virtue was considered by 

many to be the "lifeblood of the republic". And. since public virtue was "primarily the 

consequence of men's individud private virtues". he r i c an  republicanism, it was 

argued, "demanded an extraordinary moral character in the people".3 ' To slight the 

I9 ~ n d  the comparison becomes even more interesting in the Light of Smith's private musing 
that "Poor David Hume is dying very fast, but with great cheerfulness and pod humour and 
with more real resignation to the necessary course of things, than any Whining Christian ever 
dyed with pretended resignation to the will ofGod" (Smith Adam to Alexander Wedderburn, 
14 August 1 776, in Correspontlrncr, 203-204). 
30 See, for instance, Brackenridge's discussion in the --Introduction" to The Uni~edStutes 
~blagmine, Vol. 1 ( 1 779), 9. 
3' Gordon Wood, Creution 92-96, 102- 103, I D , 4  15425. See also Lance Banning, The 
Jeflersoniun Persuusion, 46-47; James T. Kloppenberg "Virtue," in Jack P. Greene and J.R. 
Pole, eds. The Blochvell Encyclopedia of [he ilmeriean Re~dirrion (Oxford, 199 1), 688-693; 
Isaac Kramnick, T h e  'Great National Discussion': The Discourse o f  Politics in 1787," 



virtuousness of Hume's chmcter in eighteenth-century Amerka was no small thing, 

and was entangled with readings of Hume's defense of political bbcomption" and 

'-cornmerce" which, we have seen, had surfaced in the political thought of 

Revolutionary Amenca and which, we will see, resurfaced in no srnail way in the New 

Republic. 

Conespondence exchanged between Joseph Dennie and Roger Vose in 1790 is 

illustrative of this wider Arnencan critical attitude towards Hume's Iife and cha~acter,~' 

Dennie wrote to Vose on 16 May 1790 to recommend that they discuss Hume and 

Beanie. "1 am M y  sensible", wrote Demie, "that by many of the students Hume is 

admired; of this nurnber 1 perceive you were a part". Dennie continued, "1 cannot 

blame yoü,  "the scholar, who could not admire the elegancy of style and the ingenuity 

of reasoning for which that author is so eminently distinguished. 1 should pronounce 

grossly deficient in taste". "To deny" Hume "praise as an author would be literary 

blasphemy, but considered as a philosopher and as a man. 1 think, Roger. that by every 

Rationalist he must be condemned". Especially in the nineteenth century, Americans 

were incresisingly likely to choose Beattie over Hume. 

Benjamin Rush. we have seen, had eagerly visited with Hume on more than one 

occasion during his studies and tnvels in Scotland in the 1760s. Rush retèrred to 

Hume and his thought dekrentially -- even praising Hume's chmcter. Rush's well 

thumbed and annotated copy of Hume's Esscrys and Treatises on Severrd Subjrcts 

survives at the Library Company of Philadelphia, and its marginal markings suggest 

that Rush had read much of Hume. The evidence also suggests. however. that Rush did 

not accept al1 that he read. Illustrative of his escalating critical attitude towards Hume 

Willicini und Mnry Quurterly. Ser. 3, Vol. 45 ( l988), section "II: The Language of Virtuous 
Republicanism": Jean V. Matthews. Towurd o New Sociew: Americun Thougtil und Ctdtrrre, 
1800-1830 (Boston, 199 1 ), 5-6, 1 I,4 142. On the English foundations of these ideas see 
M.M. Goldsmith, "Public Virtues and Private Vices: Bernard Mandeville and English 
Political Ideologies in the EarIy Eighteenth Century," Eighternth-Centus, Studies, Vol. 9, No. 
4 ( [9?6), 477-5 10. 
3' See Andrew P. Peabody, .'The Farrner's Weekly Museum ... Letters from Joseph Dennie to 
Roger Vose," American Antiquacian Society, Proceedings, New Series, Vol, 6 ( 1 889-90), 1 O6- 
129. See also Jeffrey H. Richards, "Joseph Dennie," in American Nufionut Biogruphy (New 
York, 1999), Vol. 6: 438-439. 



is the marginal note Rush added to the last sentence of Hume's essay "Of the Study of 

History". "The writers of history, as well as the readers", concluded Hume in this essay 

".are sufficientty interested in the characters and events, to have a lively sentiment of 

blame ofpraise; and, at the same time, have no particular interest or concern to pervert 

their judgmeiit". To which Rush appended, "+ historians are oHen interested in 

entertaining particular opinions of characters and actions thstt any theones they may 

hold may not be intnfered with"." By 1794 Rush was unequivocsl in his denunciation 

of Hume as an imligious sceptic. He wrote to James Kidd: "Reverbemte over and 

over my love to Dr. Beattie. 1 cannot think of him without fancying that I see Mr. 

Hume prostate at his feet. He was the David who slew that giant of intide~ity".~' Rush 

here may have been alluding to Sir Joshua Reynolds's allegorical painting of James 

Beattie. "The Triumph of Truth(1773), for many contempotaries thought that Hume 

(dong with Voltaire) was represented on Reynold's canva~.~' In any event. when 

Charles Wilson Peale painted Rush's portrait, a copy of Beattie's Essuy on rhe iVanire 

und Immictubiliry of Tmrh in Opposition to Sophisrry und Scrpticism was thought to be 

appropriately included in the ba~ligound?~ 

It is germane to note that by the last quarter of the sighteenth century, Hume's 

Amencan readers may have had even more reasons to consider his thought about 

religious issues highly pemicious. Hume's works which had always been directly 

concerned with religious topics were now supplemented by the Diulogurs ~~oncerning 

nuturut religion. available with its posthumous edition in 1779." [t is diftïcult to say 

when, for certain. the DiuIogzles tirst arrived on American shores because so few book 

33 See page 28. 
34 Benjamin Rush to James Kidd, 13 May 1794, in L.H. Butterfield, ed. Lrtrers of Benjamin 
Rush (Princeton, 195 1), Vol. 2: 748. 
55 See Nicholas Ferry, ed. Reynolds (London, l986), 157-259. But the case for this 
interpretation is not now thought so strong. Reynolds himself wrote to Beattie on 22 February 
1774 that &Mr Hume has heard from somebody, that he is introduced in the picture, not much 
to his credit; there is only a figure covering his face with his hands, which they may cal1 
Hume, or any body else; it is tnie it has a tolerable broad back* As for Voltaire, I intended he 
should be one of the groupW(Perry, Reynolds, 359). 
36 Donald D'Elia, "Benjamin Rush: Philosopher o f  the American Revolution". 31. 
37 Benjamin Vaughan's reading o f  Hume's Dialogues, for instance, is evidenced in his "Notes 
on Hume's Dialogues concerning Nattvai Religion" which survives at the American 
Philosophical Society. 



catalogues survive for the p e n d  1776-1 780. By the mid 1780s and 1 790s, however, 

the Dialogues was a regular offering of early American booksellecs. Many such as 

Thomas Allen of New York had multiple copies of the Diaiogzies for sale as he 

advertised in his catalogue of 1792. The text of the Dialogues may have circdated 

slightly more widely than the data in book catalogues seerns at first to suggest for it was 

added to a few posthumous editions of the Essays and Trearises on Severcd ~ubjects.~" 

Two of Hume's previously unpublished rniscellaneous essays also saw posthurnous 

publication in 1789 when they were published as Essuys on suicide and rhe immorruliry 

of rhr sou1 by the lute David Hume, rvith remurks by the editor. Finally, it was about 

this time, too, that references to Hume's Trearisr oj'Hirmun Nufrire begin to appear in 

American book catalogues -- the first instance being Harvard's catalogue for 1790. 

Madison. then. might well have had numerous grounds for wishing to conceal 

his use of Hume. Hume's reputation as a racist thinker was a negative tàctor (with at 

least some of his readers in the New Republic), and, more importantly. so too was his 

reputation as a religious libertine whose suspect character was especially and 

infamously evident at the time of his death. Arnericans who looked to Hume's ideas 

would have had cause to be careful of showing Hume's influence. Madison. in 

particular. would have been aware of these negative aspects of Hume's American 

reputation and they might have informed Madison's decision not to name Hume as an 

authority in the 10th F'çlrlerulisf. Tracing Madison's political thought to his thoughts on 

religious faction in his Illemoriul and Remonsrrance, and linking these ideas ro Hume's 

discussion of ~Ligious faction in the Hisrory, we see more clearly why Madison may 

have been wary of leaving ches tbat his political thought was connected with the 

"infidel" Hume's. But Madison and his contemporaries would also have known that 

the complete story of Hume's reputation in late eighteenth-century America was not 

nearly so straightfonvardly negative as this account suggests. 

3g For instance, (London, L 788), (Basle, 1793). London ( 1822). 



A Positive Image ot Hume in the New Republic 

Sympathetic images of Hume's virtuous character circulated in the eighteenth- 

century in ways which modem scholars have discounted. Henry Mackenzie's popular 

Edinburgh periodicai, The Mirror, to cite one exarnple, containeci an affectionate 

account of Hume in its "Story of La Roche". Mackenzie here gave a fictional account 

of Hume's hospitable treatment of a Protestant clergyman who had taken il1 while 

traveling in Scotland with his beautiful d a ~ ~ h t e r . 3 ~  Mackenzie wrote of .'The Story of 

La Roche" in his Accoirnf ofthe Lye and Wriring ofJohn Home that he had been taken 

with the "good nature and benevolence" which were displayed "[dluring the latter part 

of his [Hume's] life". It was this side of Hume which Mackenzie "ventured to embody, 

in a sort of dramsitic tom''. One of the more interesting aspects of Mackenzie's story is 

that Hume, the reported infidel. comes off as sornewhat as well as 

something ofa Good S m ~ t a n  who, though not a Christian. was "the best of 

unbelievers"." ' 
The Mirror circulated widely in early Arnerica, especially atter its separate 

numbers were gathered together and published in book form. Not only did British 

editions circulate in eighteenth-century America, but The ~birror had two American 

editions, in 1792 and 1793:' T h e  Story of La Roche". was of particular interest to 

3' Mackenzie considered bis account of Hume to be one of his better works. He wrote to 
William Cnig on 28 March 1795 that he thought 'rhe quickest Composition to be the best. It 
used to be so for me, in those Days, long since past & gone, when Fancy flowed on me, & 
Composition easy. La Roche was written in one evening", Henry Mackenzie CO William Cnig, 
28 March 1795, in Horst W .  Drexher, ed. Literu~irrr und Literuii the Litenrry Currrspondence 
mi Notebooks ofHenry bfuckenzie, Voitrme I /  Lettrrs / 766- 1827 (Frankfurt. Bern, New 
York and Paris, 1989). 
JO AI1 references to "The Story of La Roche" are to the version reprinted in The iClirrar: A 
Periodicul Puper, published ut Edinburgh in The Yeurs 1 779 and 1780 (2  Vols, London: J. 
Richardson and Co., 1827). The story ends, with Hume %ish[ing] that he had never 
doubted"(23 1). 
J I  The quoted worcis are those of the philosopher's housemaid (2 19). 
'' The hlirror is found frequently in book catalogues of the period. Jean Miller (eventually 
Lady Jean Skipwith of Virginia), for instance, brought with her from Britain a three volume 
set, "handsomely gilt"(see Mildred K. Abraham, "The Library of Lady Jean Skipwith: A Book 
Collection h m  the Age of Jefferson," The Virginia Mapuzine of Hisruw cmd Biogruphy, Vol. 
91 (1983), 303,3 14). American editions were printed in Boston (I 792) and Philadelphia 
(1 793). 



American readers; it was excerpted h m  the larger work and reprinted in early 

Amencan periodicals where it was also .'stmngly mommended"!' Even more telling 

of the continuing eighteenth-cenhuy Amencan popularity of "The Story of La Roche", 

however, is the fact that this sympathetic account of Hume was printed as a separate 

pamphlet in Stockbridge, Massachusetts in 1796.~ Almost certainly printed on the 

frontier press of Loring ~ndrews? this late eightecnth-century first American edition 

of "The Story of La Roche" is highly illustrative of a long-held interest in Hume's life 

and character and important for disseminating a positive image of both. So too is the 

fact that Andrews could reprint Mackenzie's caricature of Hume without otrering any 

editorial guidance. Andrews knew that his readers, even in rough country. did not need 

to be told that it was a story about Hume; and he was certainly right in thinking so 

because Hume's Iife was one with which eighteenth-century Americans were 

demonstrably most familiar. 

Not irretrievably put off Hume material by his failed attempt, in 1771. to 

capitalize on the colonial popularity of Hume's Hisrory of England, Philadelphia's 

Robert Bell published, in 1778, an American edition of Hume's autobiographical 

'' See "La Roche." The Literury Tablet, Vol. 1 (9 February 1804). 49-50: "La Roche 
{Concluded from No. 13]," The Literary Tublet, Vol. 1 (23 February I804), 53-54 See also 
"ORIGNAL PAPERS. FOR THE PORT FOLIO. THE AMERlCAN LOUNGER. By Samuel 
Saunter, esq," Port Folio, Vol. 111 (1 803), where Saunter States that he has read Mackenzie's 
Story of La Roche "with vivid interest"(l69); and "BIOGRAPHY" section on "Mt. HENRY 
MACKENZIE," Port Folio, Vol. Il1 ( 1803), where the Story of La Roche is "strongly 
recommended"( 189). 
W The Story of La Roche: A Protestc~nt Clergymun of S~vil=erlanci. Eittructeclfiom u work 
entitled the hfirror, published in Edinburgh, in the yeurs 1779 unù 1780 (Stockbridge, [MA]: 
[Loring Andrews], 1796). This American imprint is not listed in any of the standard, modem 
bibliographies. Although 1 have not yet seen the pamphlet with my own eyes, 1 am gnteful to 
Peter J. Knapp, Archivist of the College, The Watkinson Library, Trinity College, Hartford, 
Connecticut for veritjring my reference to its existence, describing its contents, and for 
providing me with a photocopy of the pamphlet's title page. 
45 Loring Andrews (1 768-1805) is the only printer of record in Stockbridge, MA for 1796. On 
Andrews see the "Printers FileT' at the American Antiquarian Society. 1 am grateful to Joanne 
Chaison, Head of Readers' Services, American Antiquarian Society, for sending me a 
photocopy of the printer card on Andrews. The only other separate printing of "The Story of 
La Roche" with an eighteenth-century imprint seems to be that "Printed and sold by G. 
Nicholson and CO. Palace-street, Manchester; sold also by T. Knott, no. 47, Lombard-street; 
and Champante & Whitrow, Jewery-street, London. 1793", see The ~Vutionai Union Catulog 
Pre-1956 Imprinrs (Vol. 57 1 :  6 12). 



û w n  Lfe. In fact, he published Hume's Life &ce that year, combining it each time 

with Smith's "Letter" to Strahan which the United States Maguzine had used to 

contmt Hume's death with Finley's. When he coupled Hume's Life and Smith's 

"Letter". Bell was simply following the eighteenth-century convention, Smith's sketch 

of Hume provided a nice accompaniment to Hume's sketch of himself, a sketch meant 

to shape his image for posterity. In what he described as "a very inoffensive Piece" 

dashed off when he considered his "life was despaired of46, Hume gave what was 

primarily a history of his writings for, as he said, "almost al1 my life has been spent in 

literary pursuits and occupations**~' Hume concluded his literary history. however, 

with what he called a sketch of "my own character. 1 am", he wrote 

or nther was (for that is the style 1 must now use in speaking of myself. which 
emboldens me the more to speak my sentiments); 1 was, 1 say, a man of mild 
dispositions, of command of temper, of an open, social, and cheerful humour, 
capable of attachment, but little susceptible of enmity, and of great modention 
in ail my passions. Even my love of litenry farne, my ruling passion, never 
soured my temper, notwithstanding my frequent disappointments. My company 
was not unacceptable to the young and careless, as well as to the studious and 
literary; and as 1 took a particular pleasure in the company of modest women, [ 
had no reason to be displeased with the reception I met with t'rom them. in a 
word, though most men any wise eminent, have found reason to complain of 
calurnny, 1 never was touched, or even attacked by her baleful tooth: and 
though 1 wantonly exposed myself to the rage of both civil and religious 
factions, they seemed to be disarmed in my behalf of their wonted fucy. My 
friends never had occasion to vindicate any one circumstance of my character 
and conduct: not but that the zealots, we may well suppose. would have bern 
glad to invent and propagate any story to my disadvantage, but they could never 
End any which they thought would Wear the face of probability. 1 cannot Say 
there is no vanity in making this funeral oration of myselt but 1 hope it is not a 
rnisplaced one; and this is a matter of fact which is easily cleared and 
a~certained.'~ 

Granted that the project of reprinting Hume's short 1l.ly OIvn Lifr could not compare 

with the momentous task of casting type and pcinting the multi-volume Hislory, the 

prospects for an American edition of Hume's Lije were also signiiicantly different in 

other ways fiom Bell's earlier abandoned edition of the Hisrory. While by 177 1 

Hume to Smith, 3 May 1776. 
'" Hume, h.ly Own Li$, Essnys, xulti. 
.'' Ibid., XI-di. 



Hume's History was, as we have seen, readily available to its Arnerican readers in 

numerous British editions; this was nrit the case with Hume's Lij2 in 1778. Hume's 

posthumously published autobiography had only recently been put to press in Britain. 

The Scots Magmine, in its January issue of 1777, offered the original printed text of 

Hume's My Own Life and Smith's **~ener"? Two months &er the Scots Magc1inL. 

version, in March 1777, William Strahan published at London a pamphlet edition of the 

Lije which, following the Scots hlczguzine 5 lead, also printed Smith's "tettei-". 

Strahsui's edition ww reviewwed in both the Criticui and Monthly Reviews. The L& 

soon saw a pirated edition printed in Dublin in 1777 by James Williams. Even before 

the close of 1777, then, Hume's Lifr promised to be a popular piece throughout the 

Republic of Letters. But when Bell's Philadelphia edition went to press, little time had 

passed since the first British edition. and with the outbreak of ww between Great 

Britain and the colonies, the irnporting of British printed matter was impeded severely. 

With a prompt Arnerican reprinting of Hume's Lijk ,  Bell e'iploited d l  of these 

circurnstances. 

In the first of his Philadelphin Hume imprints. Bell reprinted Hume's Lij2 dong 

with Strahan's short introductory "Advertisement" and Smith's letter to Suahm. 

Curiously, Bell coupled his Hume materiai with Pierre Poivre's Trmels ofu 

~hilosopher,~~ entitling the edition. The L@ of Duvid Ilurne, Esy: rho philosopher and 

historiun, writien by hiniseK To which ure added the Trawls oj'u philosopher, 

conraining observations on the munners and urts of vurious. nations. in Afiicu und 

~sia." Later that sarne year Bell included Hume's Lifl. in yet another, even larger and 

more rniscellaneous cotlection of short ppphlets cdled Misceilctniesjor 

Sentimentalists. Hume's Lqe was now the fmt of seven selections which included 

contributions from Lord Chesterfield's Princbks of Politeness! the Duke de la 

- -- - 

49 See William B. Todd, "-The First Printing o f  Hume's L#k (I 777)," tibruw, Vol. VI  (195I), 
123-125. 
KI On Le Poivre see A. Owen Aldridge, The Dragon und the EogIe: Tite Presence of China in 
The rlnierican Enlrghfenmens (Detroit, 19931, esp. 150-1 56. Pans o f  Le Poivre's work was 
reprinted in The Annual RegMer, Vol. 12 ( I769), 1-8. 

The title-page has been reproduced in Norman S .  Fiering, ed. Scorlund und the Americus, 
1600 to 1800 (Providence, I995). 



Rochefoucault's Marims and hfural Reflections, and Philip Freneau's American 

hdePendence.j2 

Bell's American edition of Hume's Lif2 is emblematic of a more positive 

version of Hume's life and character than the conventional interpretation of Hume's 

Arnencan reception assumes. It is difficult, of course, to know for certain how widely 

Bell's pnntings of Hume's Life circulated in eighteenth-century America. Bell was 

careful to identiQ his Miscellanies for Sentimentalists when he offered it for sale in his 

booksellers catalogue of 1778." but many eighteenth-century cataloguers provided far 

less bibliographical information than a modern historian would like, making edition 

identification sometimes exceedingly difficult or even impossible. Still, the demand 

was great enough to require two printings. Bell's editions of Hume's Li j i  must have 

made it ont0 many eighteenth-century bookshelves. 

The Library Company of Philadelphia's catalogue For 1789 records a London, 

1777 edition of Hume's Le, but dso tists BeH's Philadelphia edition of 1778 which 

had been donated by the collection's libnrian. the philanthropie Zachariah Poulson, 

~ r ?  This was certainly rignificant for the work's local dissemination and influence. 

Better evidence for an extensive dissemination of Bell's Mi~~cellunies. however, may 

come from a more obscure source. The 1781 catalogue for the town library of Foster. 

Rhode Island. one of the earliest of its kind. opens with a charming preface: "As a 

small acknowledgment of the grateful sentiments of esteem and respect. entertained by 

the subscriber. for the worthy freemen and inhabitants of the Town of Foster. he begs 

them to accept a book-case, and the books enumerated in the following catalogue. free 

of charge. for the use of the Town. and they will oblige their tiiend, and most obedient 

'' The other titles included in this collection were Poivre's Trawis of a Pliilosopher. J,  
Murry's Travels of the Inruginution; o Crue Jotrmey~otn ~Veivcastle to London and The humble 
Confrsion, Decluration, Recuntation, and Aplogy of Benjamin Towne. 
53 Robert Bell, booh~IIrr, provedore to the sentimntaiists, andprofssor of book-auctioniering 
in Americu, is jwt arrntedfiom Philaàeiphia; with a s d  colkction of moùem, instnictive, und 
entertaining books, ivhich he ivill exhibit by action, to the sen~imenialists of the town, this 
rvrning, und to morrow evening; but no [onsr-- ..( Philadelphia, 1 778). 
ZJ On Poulson see Anna Lane Lingelbach, "Zachariah Poulsont in Dictionary of Americun 
Biography, Vol. VIII: 139-140. 



humble servant, Theodore  ost ter"?' One of the thirty titks itemized in this sparse 

t o m  library was Bell's ~iscellanies?~ 

Amencan readers were interested and farniliar enough with accounts of Hume's 

character to appreciate the humour of anecdotes like that which appeared in The 

Federal Gazette for 10 November 1789 under the title "DAVID HUME AND LADY 

WALLACE": 

The lady was partial to the philosopher, and the philosopher was partial to the 
lady. They once passed the Firth from Kinghorn to Leith together, when a 
violent storm rendered the passengers apprehensive of a salt water death; and 
her ladyship's terror induced her to seek consolation fiom her fnend, who with 
infinite scrngfroidassured her. 'He thought there was great probability of their 
becoming food for fishes!' -- 'And pray, my dear fiiend.' said lady Wallace, 
.which do you think they will eat first?' -- Those who are gluttons,' replied the 
historian, -will undoubtedly hl1 fou1 of me; but the epicures will attack your 
ladyship'.j7 

Readers of the Ferlera1 Gazctire were thought able to appreciate this anecdote without 

any additionai editorial comments. Others thought Hume tau& more valuable lessons. 

A correspondent for the Porrjilio, for instance, thought " H U M E  ii philosopher  ho 

practiced what he preached." "When the burden of life galls us". he argued. "it is in 

vain to curse and swear. By laughing, we shall lighten the load. "Let us, therefore. no 

longer wear the straight-laced stays of systems, which cannot enable us to walk more 

uprightly than our conhed neighbours. Let us no longer eat the bread of careîùlness: 

but drink our wine with a merry heart"." 

5s On Theodore Foster's iife as an amateur historian and US Senator see Gordon DenBoer, et 
ul, eds. The Docirmenrary Hisrory of the Firsr Federni Elecrions. 1788-1 7 90 (Madison, l989), 
Vol, IV: 448; Irving B. Richman, "Theodore Foster," in Dicrionuty of Anlerican Biugrnphy, 
Vol* ILI: 559. 
56 See Cuialogzie of books bdonging to rk Town of Fowr (Providence, RI: Bennett Wheeler, 
[ 178 11). 
57 Fecleral Guzette (1 O November l789), 3. Mossner mentions the anecdote, and identifies 
Lady Wallace as Lady Elizabeth Wallace as one who would inhabit Hume's St. James's Court 
dweIling for two years in the mid 1770s (as a sub-let from James Boswell), The Li& of Davril 
Hume, 56 t -563. 
'* .'FOR THE PORT FOLIO .... THE FARGO," The PorrfoIio, Vol. 1 (1801), 66. See also, 
"THE AMERICAN LOUNGER, By Samuel Saunter," Vol, 1, Series 11 (I806), 1 13-1 14. 



When the United States Magazine gave a negative portraya1 of Hume by 

contrasting his death with Finley's, one suspects it did so to counter the sympathetic 

accounts of Hume's Life which the "Contrast" so closely chased. Bell's American 

pcintings, furthemore, represent only a small fraction of the oved l  eighteenth-century 

American circulation of Hume's Life and Smith's "Letter. With the resumption of 

regular trade after the peace of 1783, British editions of the Life increasingly found 

their way into Amecican circutation. Both pieces were also printed in almost every 

posthumous edition of Hume's History of Engkrnd, rnaking the L@ one of the most 

widely circulated of dl Humean works in late dghteenth-century America.j9 American 

booksellers oîlen used the fact that Hume's Life was included with the History as a 

selling point to which their advertisements drew specific attention. Thomas Allen, for 

instance, advertised in 1793 '-a new edition comted"  of "Hume's History of'England 

... To which is added n ... Life of the ~uthor".~'  FinalIy, the complete test of Hume's 

Liji was also reprinted in early American magazines, as for instance. when it apperired 

59 There is no completc bibliography of editions of Hume's History ofEnglundand the best 
published list (identiQing almost 200 editions before L900) makes no attempt to identify those 
editions which included Hume's L* and Smith's 'Lettei'; see David Fate Norton and 
Richard J. Popkin, eds. h i d  Hume: Philosophicul Historiun (Indianapolis, 1963'). "Appendix 
A .  Some eighteenth-century full-title catalogue listings for the History included Hume's Lifr  
in their extended reference, but ohen times only short titles were given. Both items, however. 
were certainly included in every major posthumous edition of the Iiistory and my impression 
is that both were included in almost al1 pre-1850 editions. The author has been through the 
Bodleian Library's impressive holdings of eighteenth and early nineteenth-century editions of 
Hume's History and found only one posthumous edition (a London edition of 18 16) which did 
not contain both Hume's Lijk and Smith's "Leiter". See Table 2- 1, '*Hume's Works in 
American Book Catalogues, 1740- 1830: By Title and Year of Reference.'; Chart 2- i (A), 
"Hume's Works in Americon Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Totals by Title". 
60 See also William Spotsvood's cc~~ulogue of books, &c.Jor sale on the most reuslsonublr rerm ut 
no. 55 ~bkulborough-street, thefi'h home bdow kfr. Sulisb~rry's hurchwre-store. Also, CI vcrriey 
of the best siuiionury lvurr. To cotinwy bookseilers und shop-keepers, pzirchc1sers for social 
libraries, md ochers who biry in quantiy, u considerublr ubutenrent ivill be mudefi.om the us~rcrl 
retuilpricrs (Boston, 1795): Hume's Histury, ,"To which is prefked, a short account o f  his 
life, written by himself'; Stephens's: caralogue ofbmks, &.for 1795 Z'he rvhole contained in 
the Iist will be sold on the mm remonable term. ut rlomm Siephens's book und stationary 
store. no. 57, sourh Second street; ivkre every encouragement is ofirrd to wholesule 
purchusers, und the highest value irnmediateiy @en for libruries or purcel. of books 
(Philadelphia, [1795]): Hume's History, '70 which is added a cornplete Index and Life o f  the 
Authorz'; Brdfird's cutalogue of books und starionq, rvhulesale & retuil. for 1796. Country 
store-kerpers suppliecl with ail Rina3 of books & stationas, af his ivholesule and retcril book dG 
stationary store, south Front Street, no. 8. (Philadetphia, 17%) . 



in The Americun Monthly Review; or, Liferary Chronicle for 1795. This particular 

reprinting of Hume's Lijé is of distinct interest; for it was taken from the ftrst American 

edition of Hume's Hisrory of England which was under review." 

Where Robert Bell had failed sadly in 1 77 1, Robert Campbell succeeded 

wonderfully in 1795196. 62 The k t  American edition of Hume's Histovy of England 

was not only a high point in the American Enlightenment circulation of Hume, but it 

was clearly one of the most significant publications of any Enlightenment text in 

eighteenth-century kimerica.b3 Published over two years. Campbell.> six volumes 

contained the entire text of Hume's Hisfory, his L*, and Smith's "Letter", and ww 

accompanied by a series of original engravings, al1 of which wu prefaced with a 

frontispiece engraving of Hume. Celebrating Campbell's achievement, The Amrrimn 

Monrhly Reviriv; or, Lirerary Chronicle set for its readers the context in which the first 

American edition of Hume's Hismry was to be seen: 

The rapid progress of the citizens of the United States in manuîàctures. affords 
a topic of generai felicitation. Among those, which Lay daim to the mwt 
Successhl rivakhip with European industry. is the art of Printing. 

The Rmericun kïunrhfy Review portrayed Campbell's Arnerican edition of Hume in 

precisely the same nationdistic tems that Bell used when he optimistically aimed to 

'' "Art. V .  The Hisrory ofEngkund fiom the invasion ofJtrliiis Caesrrr fo the Rrvoiiirion in 
1688. In Six Vols. Octavo. lllustrated with Plates. By DAVID HUME, Esq. Vol. 1. 
Philadel phia, 1 795. Campbell, Boards, I hl. 67 cents to Subscribers." The Arnericat 
ibfonrhly Rmierv; or, Lirerury Chronicle, Vol. 3 ( 1795),?943. See 30-3 7 for Hume's Lifr: 
and 3 7 4  for Smith's "Letter" to Strahan. For the importance ofperiodicaI publications in 
late eighteenth-century America see, George Washington to Mathew Carey, 25 June 1788: "1 
consider such easy veliicles o f  knowledge as more highly calculated than any other to preserve 
the liberty, stimulate the industry, and meliorate the morals o f  an enlightened and free people*'; 
cited in William D. Houlette, -Books OF the Virginia Dynasty,-' Librury @clrier(~, Vol. 24 
( 1954). 227. 
'' Like Bell, Robert Campbell (born in Edinburgh 28 A p d  1769) was an ernigrrited Scot who 
had taken up residence in Philadelphia (where he died in 1800). 
'' AS with Bell, so with Campbelt, one wonders if these publishers chose to reprint 
Entightenment texts to spread Entightenment ideas, as well as for material gain. See Elizabeth 
L. Eisenstein, Print Culture and Eniightenmenr Thought: Thc? Skth H'es Lecture. Prrsented 
by the Hams Foundationfor the ShKjr of the ûrigin and keZopment of the Book (Chapel 
Hill, 19861, 1-3. 



capitalize on an American edition of Hume's ffistory a full twenty-tive years ear~ier .~  

Also like Bell, it placed Hume's History squarely in the category of political literature: 

"Our country has, for a long tirne," declared The American Monthly Rrvierv, 

abounded with publications chiefly designed to enlighten the public mind on 
political points; hence the unequalied number and circulation of newspapers, 
which, in concurrence with other causes, have universally excited a disposition 
in the mind to read and think for itself. This thirst for infocmation has produced 
a demand for most of the works of established merit, and has invigorated the 
enterprize of our printers and booksellers; who have already republished a great 
many European performances of merit. Arnong these the subject of this article 
miiy be reckoned. 

"Foc siccuracy and depth of reasoning," applauded The Anrerimn ib10nthly Revierv. "for 

neatness, and frequency of elegance, of diction, HUME is deservedly celebrated. He 

rnay, in most cases. be considered as an impartial historian". And although "in some 

instances he has, without doubt, sacrificed truth to party-attachments". nevertheless, 

"he has given his reader sutEcient materials to enable him to deduce true inferences; 

and there are few works which so eminently cherish independence of thinking as  hi^".^^ 
The degree to which modem historians have assumed Hurne's wider American 

reception to have been a negative one bewmes glaringly evident when one considers 

just how Little scholarly attention has been directed towards this at-one-time-celebrated 

first Amencan edition of Hume's History. Indeed. the edition has not sirnpIy k e n  

neglected; modern Hume scholars and American Enlightenrnent historians alike have 

repeatedly denied that it ever e x i ~ t e d ! ~ ~  This is unfortunate, not least of all, because the 

* Not only were things different culturally by the 1790s, but they were also different 
economically. As Michael Warner points out, by the 1790s Congress "found ... ways of 
contributing to nationalism in the [book] trade, going so far as CO impose heavy tariffs on 
imported books for private purchasers. The oficial tariff was 15 percent, and since customs 
charges and dealers' profits were figured on top of that amount, the law gave considerable 
incentive for American editions7'(The Letfers of lhe Repirblic, 1 19). 
65 "Art. V. The Hisroty of England, Rom the Invasion of hlius Cuesur ro the Revolution in 
1688. [n Six Vols. Octavo. Illustrated with Plates. By DAVID HUME, Esq. Vol. 1. 
Philadelphia, 1795. Campbell. Boards, 1 Dol. 67 cenis to Subscribers," The American 
bfonrhly Review: or, Lirerary Chronicle, Vol. 3 ( 1 795),29. 
66 See Raymond Klibansky and Ernest C. Mossner, eds. N i  Letfers of Dmid Htlme (Oxford, 
1954): "No edition of either Hume's Essays and Trearises or of his History is known to have 
been published in America during the eighteenth century"(l94n): Earl Burk Braly, -The 
Reputation of David Hume in America": -the earliest American publication of the History 



flrst American edition of Hume's History of England was published by subscription 

and the list of326 subscribers, we shall argue in another chapter, affords a brilliant 

vista of the dissemination and impact of Hume's thought in the late Amen'can 

Enlightenment. Campbell's cekbrated first American edition of the History helped ta 

form the positive image of Hume which circulated in late eighteenth-century America. 

If Madison was leery of nfemng to Hume because he feared being Iinked with 

Hume's negative reputation, many of Madison's American contempomies were far 

less reticent. The Essays and Treatisrs on Several Sirbjrcfs and especidly the History 

of Engiandcontinued to be gobbled up by American readers in the early National 

penod just as we have argued they were in colonial days. By the last qusirter of the 

eighteenth century, Hume's works were wen becoming standard works in America 

college librariesF7 Hume's Hisrory continued to be cead by students as background for 

lcgal s t ~ d ~ , ~ ~  and by the late eighteenth century Hume had made his way into the 

geneml collections oluniversity tibraries. This phenornenon has not gone unnoticed by 

appears to have occurred in 1% 1 O (  13)' "The earliest complete American edition o f  [Hume's 
History] appears to have been published no sooner than 1810"(28/79); Graeme Slater, 
"Hume's Revisions of' the Hisiory of Engiund," Stlulirs in Bibliogruplv, Vol. XLV ( I W), 
130-1 57: "No Americnn edition o f  the History appeared in the eighteenth centuryW( 13 ln). 
Donald Farren, in one o f  the few references IO the edition only gets it partly right when the 
publisher and writer become merged to give The Hislow of Engiund by "Robert Hume" ( s e  
"Subscription: A Study of the Eighteenth-Century American Book Trade," (unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1982). list of  "Publications Cited as Examples'*, 236). 
The existence of Campbell's eighteenth-century American edition of Hume's History is not a 
fact buried in obscurity -- but one that is  documented clearly for any schoiar who might bother 
to check in Charles Evans, ed. clmerican Bibliogruphy or ClitTord K .  Shipton and James E. 
Mouney, eds. Nurional Index of Anierican lmprinrs T h @  1800: The Short-Tirle Evans 
(American Antiquarian Society, 1969), where Campbell's edition is cleorly identified under 
#28867 and #30602. 
67 See Table 6-1 .*Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, 1740-1330: By Title and Year 
o f  Reference"; Chart 6- I (B), "Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, 1740- I 830: 
Cumulative Change over Tirne"; Chart 6-l(C), -Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, 
I74O-1830: Relative Change over Time"; Table 6-2, "Hume's Works in College Libiriry 
Catalogues, 1740- I830: Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue": Chatt 6-2(A), "Hume's Works in 
College Library Catalogues, I74O-l83O: Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue": Chart 6-2(B), 
-Hume's Works in College Library Catalogues, 1740- 1830: Relative Ratio o f  Works pet 
Catalogue". 

On James Kent's reading of  Hume's Hisrory in the 1790s. for instance, see Anson Phelps 
Stokes, Memoriols of Eminenr Yale Men: A Biographical Sruây of S~irdrnt Li$e and Universiry 
Influences dwing ilte Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (2  VOIS, New Haven and London. 
1914), Vol. 11; 242. 



recent historians of American college libraries. John E. Pomfiet found evidence of 

Hume being read at ~ m m , "  as did David W. Robson who also found Hume's Hisrory 

to be one of the "most popular works" borrowed from the Harvard University Library 

in the 1780s and 1790s." Hume's Hisrory was also available and bomwed frorn the 

libraries at Union College, the University of North Carolina, and Franklin college.'l 

Even more than earlier in the cenhiry, Arnerican purchasers of Hume now had a 

considerable choice concerning the format and editions of their British copies of 

 urne.^' 
As The tlmericun Monfhly Review pointed out about the k t  Amencan edition, 

the "contracted size" of Campbell's edition of the History "renders it cheaper. as well 

as more commodious, than the London edition". In his priced catalogue for 1783. 

Robert Bell advertised a set of the Hisiory for only $6.n But not al1 editions were 

cheap. ln this sarne catalogue, Bell also ot'fered a set of the Hisrory for a healthy $16. 

The New York bookseller, Samuel Campbell advenised in his catalogue of 1787. 

Hume's Hisrory -elegantly bound and gilt"?4 Some book catalogues refened to 

- - 

6') John E. Pomfret. "Student lnterests at Brown 1789-1 790." iVeiv Engltrntl Qmrrrrly. Vol. 5 
( I932), 135- 147. See also the reference to Hume's Histow in Cirtulogw of books belonging fo 
the Libraty of Rhmie-Island College (Providence, 1 793). 

David W. Robson, Eùucuting Republicuns: The College in the Era ofrhe .4mericw 
Rrvolurion, 1750-1800 (Westpon & London, 1984), 175-1 76, 
" Ibid., 206,208,209. 
" It is interesting to note that Americans continued to think ofthemselves as somewhat under- 
supplied in books during the Early National period and well into the nineteenth century; see, 
Cor instance, "On the State of American Literature," Monrhly ~Cluguzine, und .-lmrricun Revieiv. 
Vol. 1 ( 1799). 15-1 9; "[Circulating Libraries]," Port Folio. Vol. 2 ( 1802). 63: [Kickland. John 
Thomton.], "Literary Institutions. - University. - Library." North -4niericun Rr~.iriv. Vol. 8 
( 18 18), 19 1-200; "On the Means of Education, and the State of Learning in the United States 
of America- On the State of Learning in the United States of America, 1819," ~Vurth rlmerican 
Revimv, Vol. 9 ( I 8 1 9), 740-259; "Libraries," Western Revieiv und A4iscellc1neo~cs Mugccine, u 
~\/ionthly Publication, Dcvorrd to Literature und Science, Vol. I ( 1 8 19), 249-752, 
n Jus1 published und noiv selling, ut Bell's Bwk-Store. in ThirdStmet. prie one quurter of o 
dollar. A cutulogi~e of a large collection of nriv undold books, in urrs. sciences, und 
enterruinmenr.fôr persons ofall denominations, wirh the selling price printed to euch book: noiv 
on sule, c~t said Bell's Bookdore, near St. PuuI's Chrrch. in ThirdStreet (Philadelphia. 1 783). 
This is an eariy example of a priced catalogue, and one of the few that survive for the 
eighteenth century. 
'' Sumuel Campbell's sufe cutulogue fir 178% Contuining above ten thomxnd volum~s, being u 
choice collection of books, in every brunch of science and literature, al1 nav, the best etlilions, in 
gooci bindings und will be sold ut the mosi remonableprices, ut Samuel Cumpbell's new book 



Campbell's edition as the "handsome Philadelphia edition" and it was also sometimes 

listed as the fmt title under "H" and set off with large type.75 Philadelphia booksellen 

Daniel Boinod and Alexander Gaillard offered their patrons a 1767 London edition of 

the Hisiory but also Hume in French translation, Histoire de Angleterre, contenant ln 

Maison de Tudor. de Stuart & de Pluntugenet, pur M. D. ~ume." Other book 

catalogues now offered Hume's History with Smollet's continuation but they aiso 

offered Hume alone and abridged. 

Hume's moral, political, and literary essays became available in new formats 

dunng these years too. Three of Hume's economic essays, for instance, were printed in 

the 1787 edition of Josiah Tucker's A brief Essay on the Advantuges and 

Disuàvantages which receptively attend France und Greut Brituin with regard to 

Trude. The short review of this edition of Tucker in The Monthly Review made a point 

of highlighting the presence of Hume's essays. It also helped keep Hume's wvork 

current by refemng its readers to the original review of Hume's Polifiml D i s ~ ~ ~ i r s e s :  

This treatise is reprinted from the third edition, which was published in 1753. It 
states the advantages and disadvantages which England enjoys. Three essays 
are added. 1. Of the balance of trade. II. On the jealousy of trade. III. On the 
balance of power. These were written by Mr. Hume. and tirst published in 175 1 
[sic], in a collection of Political Discourses, for which see an account in the 6th 
volume of our Review, p.19. and 81. 

Other essays were republished in book fonn in the popular Bealcties oj'the ~kguzines.  

a compendium of British magazine essays that was often advertised in Arnerican 

and stutiona~ store. no. 44, Hunover Square, corner of the Old Slip, New- York Gentlemen by 
upplying soon, will the more reudily procure the books rhey wunc though if is proposrd lo h e p  
this cutulogue complrre, by supplying the pluce of such booh ru muy be SOM 08 besides n~uking 
the addition of al1 new publicririons of merit. ûrders will be thanhfirlly recrived und e.irec~ued 
wvith the utmmt cure rrnd punctz~aliry, ivith u v q  hmdsom ullo~vu~~c~r mude to those ivho 
purchusr puntities (New York, 1787). 
75 Sumuel Campbell's sute curulogue of bookx, for 1798 dG 1799. Comprehending. ubovr nventy 
thousand volumes, in urts, sciences, and mrScellaneom 1iterut~ne;fÔrming a generul rrssortmenr 
of the princijwl mithors, uncient and modern. Among which ivill be forrnd, muny scarce und 
valuable books: v k  divinity. physic. surgety, midwifrry, philosophy. novels, urchitecture, 
voyages, truvels, poeîry, dramaric work geogrnply, miscellaniis, hhtoty, biogrcphy. arts, 
sciences, Irnv, clictionuries and grammars for English, Lutin, Greck and French classes, &c. 
(New York, 1798)+ 
76 Caralogue des [ivres pi se trouvent chez Boinod d Gaillard (Philadelphia, 1384). 



bookseller catalogues?' By the 1'1909, books were so plentifid in Amerka that their 

ready availability was emerging as a problem for purchasers with limited budgets and 

readers with limited time." Thaddeus Mason Harris offered assistance in 1 793 with 

his unique catalogue which itemized not the contents of any particular library, but the 

contents of an -ideal" social library? Amongst Harris's choices of requisiie reading in 

-some of the most esteemed publications in the English languageW-- Hume's Hisrory of 

England. 

While critics of book history persistently and rightly have been sceptical about 

connecting directly and unquestionably a book's circulation with its presence in a book 

catalogue -- arguing that a book's existence on a shelf doesn't mean its owner read it -- 
it is also true that eighteenth-century readers often read books which they did not have 

on their own bookshelves. It is exceedingly diffïcult to know how important the 

borrowing of books €rom private libraries was for circulating ideas in the eighteenth 

century. And. it is even more dificult to sort out this kind of circulation for any 

particular author li  ke ~urne.8' More meticulous book lenders occasionally recorded the 

17 See, e.g., Robert Bell. Jmt publtshed und now selling, ut Bell's Book-Stot-r. in ThirdStreet, 
prier one qtrurter of u IjoIIcir. .4 cutuIog21e of u Iurge co1lectir)n of ncov undold books. in rrrts, 
sciences, und entericrinment. for prsons of ull denoniinutions. wirh the srlling price printrd io 
euch book: now un sale, or suid Bell's Book-Store, neur Sr. Pudk Cht~rc.h. in Third-Strrrr 
(Philadelphia, 1783); Isaiah Thomas, Cutcilogue of books [O be sold by Isuiuh TI~otnus. ut his 
bookstore in Worcester, ~!I.lusachettss Consisring of tnun-v cdubruted uiirhors in histoty 
voyages, truvels, geography, anriquifies. philosophy, novels, miscel1~1nirs. diviniry, physick, 
surgety, anatony, arts, sciences, husbandty, architecture, nmigution. muthemuticks, Irnv. 
peridicul publicutions poeny. plnys. music&, &c. &c (Worcester. 1 787) ; John Dabney, 
Catalogue of books, for sale or circulution, in town or country, by John Dribnqv. ut his book and 
stationury store. und circuluthg l ibrq ,  in Sirlem: consisring of the niosi upproved uuthors in 
histoty, llivrs, memoirs, noveis, antiquities, geogruply, portry, voyuges, truvels, diviniry, 
husbandy, nncntigution nriscelkrnies. urts. sciences, &c. Including mcmy of the latest uncl most 
celebrated volrrmes in Europe and America ([Salem, 1 79 1). 

For a discussion o f  the wider European-wide phenornena see Robert Damton, The Kiss of 
Lamourette: ReJections in Cultural Histoty (New York and London, 1 WO), 164- 166. 
79 A selected catalogue of some of the most esteemed ptrbticutions in the EngIish language. 
Proper to form u social library: with an introduction upon the choice of books. ev Thaddeus 111 
Harris. A. LM LibrmCR1m of Hmurd University, cmd at~thor of "The Nuturul Hisros, of the Bible," 
and '2 Short and Prudicai System of Punctuution. " CatuIogues given graris by the publishers. 
(Boston, 1793). 

See David D. Hall, .'Readen and Reading in America: Historical and Critical Perspectives," 
Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, Vol. 103 (199<1), 342-343. 



books they lent to friends and acquaintances. William Bently, for instance, kept a 

manuscript volume entitled "Books Lent" which demonstrates that he lent a copy of 

Hume's Essays to Captain B. Hodges on 1 1 December 1788; and that Hodges returned 

the book a year and a half later, on 5 June 1790. But most evidencc of non- 

institutional, eighteenth-century book lendiig we now encounter only by chance 

references in correspondence. William Cushing, for instance, borrowed two volumes 

of Hume's History tiom John Adams in the l770s,8' J. Wadsworth unintentionally 

borrowed an unidentified volume of Hurne from Nathanael Greene in 1779:' 

Alexander CIamilton asked to borrow "Hume's Essays" from Timothy Pickering in 

178 1 .83 Thomas Jefferson lent to Patrick Henry Hume's Essuys -- but to Jefferson's 

dismay and amusement, Henry apparently returned them ~nread.~" 

If' Madison was cager to hide his reading and approbation of Hume, it should by 

now be becoming clear that, other of his Ametican contemporaries were îiu less 

reticent. Not only did Hume's works continue to circulate widely during these years, 

but Hume's Ametican readers continued to leave evidence of their reading of Hurne by 

-- 

si Cushing to lohn Adams, 14 lanuary 1777, Popers of John .4dums, Vol. V: 71: "Deûr Sir, I 
return the two volumes of Hume (by my brother) which you were so good as to lend me. and 
should be glad of two volumes of Mrs. McCawley, if Mrs. Adams has got them home from her 
Asylum at Scadden; which my brother will cal1 for on his return from Boston. Three first 
volumes I have read in quarto which go CO 1642: the two next 1 want. If those are not at home I 
should be glad of the td. and 3d. Volumes of Hume". 

S. Wadsworth to Nathaniel Greene, 28 ûctober 1779: "by mistake 1 brought away the first 
volm of Hume" (B:G83. Vol. viii, folio 102, American Philosophical Society). 
83 Alexander Hamilton to Colonel Timothy Pickering, 20 April 178 1. Harold C. Sytea, ed. The 
Pupers ofAlexander Hc~milron (Columbia, 1961-), "Have you the tract written by Price in 
which he estimates the specie & current cash of Great Britain? Have you Humes Essayiy's. Le-r 
~Ckrcatoriu or Postlethwait? Any of these books you may have, you will singularly oblige me 
by the loan of them. Be so good as to fonvard the inclosed by the first opportunity". 
84 In his "Memorandum of Mr. Jefferson's Conversation", under the date December 1824, 
Daniel Webster recalled Thomas Jefferson saying that Patrick Henry "was a man of very little 
knowledge of any sort; he read nothing, and had no books. Returning one November from 
Albermarle court, he borrowed of me Hume's Essays, in two volumes, saying he should have 
leisure in the winter for reading. In the spring he returned them, and declared he had not been 
able to go further than twenty or thirty pages in the first volume"(cited in Saul K. Padover. ed. 
The Complere Jefferson: contuining hk Major Writings, published und unpublished. excepi his 
letfers (New York, [1943]), 904). See also Silvio A. Bedini, Thomas Jefferson: Srutesman of 
Science (New York and London, 1990), 42; Carl Binger, Thomas Jefferson: R Weil-Tempered 
ii4ind (New York, 1970), 40; Alf J. Mapp, Jr., Thomas Jefferson: A Sirange Case of Misfaken 
identiry (New York, 1987), 32, 



opnly citing and referring to his writings. During the heat of the war years, General 

Nathaniel Greene m t e  in his private correspondence conceming General Gates's loss 

of reputation at the battle of Camden: "Mat little incidents either give or destroy 

reputation, How many long hours a man may labour with an honest zeal in his 

Country's service and be disgraced for the most trifling error either in conduct or 

opinion". "Hume very justly observes", wrote Greene, "no man will have reputation 

unless he is useful to society, be his merit or abilities what they may. therefore it is 

necessary for a man to be fortunate as well as wise and justW.8' 

New Hampshire's General John Sullivan, in a much more public way, turned to 

Hume's essay "Of the Balance of Trade" - the same essay to which Madison had 

referred the year before -- at the Continental Congress. In his "Proceedings and 

Observations of the Cornmittee of Finance, November 1780". Sullivan remarked that 

"if common Reason and the Observation of Mankind did not evince the Tmth that 

keeping money out of circulation would reduce prices, then "the Reasoning of Mr. 

Hume on the Subject must convince every unprejudiced ~ind","' To make his point. 

SulLivan excerpted into his account long sections fiorn Hume's essay>" 

Alexander Hamilton. too, continued to look openly to Hume for political 

instruction, just as he had before 1776. Hamilton's continued debts to Hume's thought 

are evidenced in his correspondence". private papersg9. and. more publicly. in his 

Tontinentalist Papers" which appeared in The ~Veilv-York Pucker. and rhe =lmrricun 

85 Harold C. Sytett, ed. The Pupers ofAle.vunder Humilrorr, Vol. 7: 90. 
*'-A Concise View of English Literature," The Americun Museum, or Univrrsd Mtgxine, 

Vol. X (179 l) ,  235240,269-276; see 275. 
'' See Edmund C. Burnett, ed. Letfers of Members of the Continrntul Congress ( 8  Vols, 
Washington, 1921-1936), Vol. 5: 470-47 1. 

See Alexander Hamilton to Robert Moms, 30 April 178 1, Harold C. Syrett, ed. The Pupers 
of .4!eevander Hamilton: "The circulating cash of Great Britain in paper and specie may be 
stated at about forty Millions of pound sterling. Mr. Hume supposes it to have been at the tirne 
he wrote his essay on the balance of trade, about thirty millions; other writers have carried it to 
fi@ and it is probably in a medium that we shall find the truth9(VoI. 11: 608). 

See his "Notes on the History of North and South America," in Harold C. Syrett, ed. Thr 
Pupers ofAlexonder Hamilton, Vol. 111: 702-705: "Humes history of En& Vol. 3, page 335- 
336: Anna 1497198: Henry 7 sent Sebastian Cabot (a Venetian) in quest of Discoveries who 
fell in with the main land ofNA about the 60' & sailed Southwards without making any 
conquest or settlementf Hume Idem-: Anno I502: Elliot and other Merchants in Britain made 
a like attempt"(705). 



Advertiser for the years 178 1 and 1 782.90 Forrest McDonald is right to argue that these 

essays "reek of Humean mord philosophy as well as Humean politics".9' Hamilton 

argues in "Continentalist" No. 1, for instance, for a Humean balance of power and 

authority: 

History is full of examples, where in contests for liberty, a jealousy of power 
has either defeated the attempts to recover or preserve it in the first instance, or 
has aîlewards subverted it by clogging govenunent with too great precautions 
for its felicity, or by leaving too wide a door for sedition and popular 
Iicentiousness. In a goverment h e d  for durable liberty, not less regard m u t  
be paid to giving the magistraie a proper degree of authority, to make and 
execute the laws with rigour, than to guarding against encroachments upon the 
rights of the community. As too much power leads to despotism. too little leads 
to anarchy, and both eventually to the ruin of the people? 

In "Continentalist" No. V of 18 April 1782, Hamilton unapologetically invoked 

Hume's name and ideas (as an authority that would appeal to his fellow American 

readers) to support his contention that Congress needed the "power of regulating 

t ~ ~ d e ' ' . ~ ~  In recent times. wrote Hamilton, some have argued .'against al1 inter ference 

by the sovereign"? And the ..reasonings of a very ingnious and sensible writer*. 

[identitied in a footnote as **Hume. Essay Jedousy of Trade'] by being 

misapprehended. have contributed to this mi~take".'~ Judging from Hamilton's 

comments, it would appear that numerous Americans OF the Early Republic continued 

to read Hume the economist in much the same light as had Benjamin Franklin in the 

1760s and 1770s -- as a proponent of universal Free trade.96 But Hamilton twk 

exception to this reading of Hume and (in an argument that would have been read by 

'O 12 July 178 1; 19 July 17% 1; 9 August 178 1; 30 August 178 1 ; 18 April 1782; 4 July 1782. 
91 Forrest McDonald, E Pluribus Unirni: The Formaion of'rhe American Republic. 1776-1 790 
(Boston, 1965; reprinted Indianapolis, 1979), 43. 
" Alexander Hamilton, "The Continentalist No. I", in Harold C. Syrett, ed. The Paprrs of 
A Iexcrnder Hamilton, Vol. 11: 65 1 . 
" Alexander Hamilton, "The Continentalist No. V", in Harold C. Syrett, ed. The Papers of 
Ale.itander Hamilton, Vol. III: 75-82, passage cited at 75. 
94 Ibid., 76. 
95 lbid., 77. 
96 Little positive evidence has been found to substantiate Hamilton's appraisal of his 
contemporaries' readings of Hume. Ln this contes see: David R- Raynor, "Who invented the 
invisible hand? Hume's praise of laissez-faire in a newly discovered pamphlet," TLS, 14 
August 1998. 



his contemporaries as one which differentiated Hume's economic thought from that of 

the physiocrats like Anne Robert Jacques Turgot) argued instead that the "scope of his 

[Hume's] argument is not, as by some supposed, that trade will hold a certain 

invariable course independent on the aid, protection, care or concern of govemment; 

but that it will, in the main, depend upon the comparative industry moral and physicd 

advantages of nations; and that though, for a while, from extraordinary causes, there 

may be a wong balance against one of them, this will work its own cure, and things 

will ultimately return to their proper level"?' Hamilton thought that Hume's 

object was to combat that excessive jealousy on this head, which has been 
productive of so many unnecessary wars, and with which the British nation is 
particularly interested; but it was no part of his design to insinuate that the 
regulating hand of govemment was either useless, or hurtful. The nature of a 
govemment, its spirit, mauims and laws, with respect to trade, are among those 
constant moral causes, which influence its general results, and when it has by 
accident taken a wrong direction, assist in bringing it back to its natural 
course. 98 

Where other Americans found in Hume a message of unrestrained tiee trade, Hamilton 

found a substantially different lesson -- one which allowed for and indeed encouraged a 

greater role for 'rhe regulating hand of govement". These Humean ideas would 

surthce again in Hamilton's Federcrlist papers. Hamilton not only referred to Hume 

without reserve. but his teferences show that many in Hume's American audience 

continued to compete for the position of being Hume's rightful ideologicd kirs, just as 

they had in the years leading up to the Arnerican Revolution. 

This competition for Hume's heritage might aiso be illustrated by considering 

the fact that Antifederalist writers, too, considered Hume an authority worth citing - a 

fact which is especially interesting in the light of Madison's silence in the 10th 

Federaht. In his questionable reading of Hume's "Whether the British Govemment 

Inclines More to Absolute Monarchy, or to a Republic", for instance, "Cato" argued 

that Hume had "predicted the decline of the British govenunent into that of an absolute 

97 Alexander Hamilton, "The Continentalist No. V", in Harold C. Syrett, ed. T .  Papers of 
Alexander Hamilton, Vol. III: 77. 
9' Ibid. 



one" based on the enhanced power of the khn DeWitt spoke with even more 

laudatory lmguage in Boston's American Herald, invoking the "celebrated Mr. 

HUME and repeated Hume's remark in ''ide3 of a Perfect Commonwealth" that, 

without a militia "it is folly to think any free govemment will have stability or security 

-- When the sword is introduced, as in our constitution (speaking of the British) the 

person entrusted will always neglect to discipline the militia, in order to have a pretext 

for keeping up a standing arrny; and it is evident this is a mortal distemper in the 

British parliament, of which it must finally inevitably perish.'OO 

Deferential references to Hume abound in American writings of the 1780s. The 

South Carolinian lawyer Aadanus Burke (as "Cassius") turned to Hume's History in his 

An Address to the Freemen oj'the Stute of Sorah Carolinu o f  1781.'~' In 1784 The 

Boston hhguzine reprinted Hume's entire .'Essay on Love and ~arria~e". '~' '  In 1785 

John Gardiner of Boston cited with approval in his Orution of 4 July 1785 given "in 

CELEBRATION OF THE ANNiVERSARY OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE, a 

number of passages from Hume's ~ i s t u r y . ' ~ ~  Gardiner tmed  io Hume for specific 

w "Cato", Letter VI, "To the People of the State of New-York," in Herbert J. Storing, ed. The 
Complete Anti-Federulist (Chicago and London. 198 1 ), Vol. 11: 127. 
'O0 Herbert J. Storing, ed. The Completezinti-Federulist, Vol. IV: 37. See also .'A Democratic 
Federalist," Pennsylvuniu Herulci ( 17 October I787), reprinted in Herbert J. Storing ed. The 
Complete Anti-Federulist, Vol. 111: 62. 
' O '  The full title of Burke's pamphlet is An AclJress fo rhe Freemen of the Stutr of South 
Curolinu Contuining Politicul Observa~ions on the folloiving Subjects, viz. On the Citizens 
making u remporury sirbmission 10 the British Arms, a f i r  rhe reduction of this Countv in 
1 780. On Governor Rutledge 's Procluma~ion of the 2 7th of Septem ber, 1 78 1. On fhe Mode of 
Conducring the Elecrion for the Assmbly ut Jacksonborough. On the Ewlusion Acr. which 
curs off the Citizen fion1 the Rights of Election. The Confiscation Act, The Commencement 
Act. And roncluding with Remurks ro Prove the Nrcrssity uf un Amnesry or Act of Oblivion 
(Charleston, 1783; reprinted Philadelphia, 1783). On Burke see Merrill Jensen and Robert A. 
Becker, eds. The Docirmentury History of ihe Firsr Federal Elicrions 1788-1 790 (Madison, 
l976), Vol. 1 : 2 19. On Burke's use of Hume see John C. Meleney, The Plrblic Lifr of'Aed&ms 
Burke: Revolutionuty Republican in Post-Revolutiona~ Sot& Curolina (Charleston. 1 Mg), 
94. 
'O' "Essay on Love and Marriagq" The Boston Maguzine, Vol. 1 (Nov. 1783 [in the volume for 
17841)' 15-18; referred to in E S .  Pitcher, -Fiction in Thr Bosron iMaga=ine (1 783-1 786): A 
Checklist with Notes on Sources'', Wiliium und~May Quarterly, Vol. 37 (1980), 477. 
1 O 3  See John Gardiner, An Oration, delbered July 4, 1785, ut the Request ofthe Inhabitants of 
the Town of Boston, in Cekbraiion of the Annhersary ofAn~ericun Independence (Boston, 
1785). 



evidence that William the Bastard was indeed conqueror of the ~ n ~ l i s h ' ~ ,  for evidence 

of the barbarity of the War of the   os es,'^* and for evidence that English minds at the 

time were "debased by  slave^^".'^^ And, although he did not always agree with 

~ume,"' Gardiner did look to Hume's History of England to support his main 

argument for the "gradua1 and slow ... progress of human knowledge and 

improvernent".'08 Gardiner quoted from a 1767 edition of the History: ..About the 

same time [1450s], the purity of the Latin tongue was revived. the study of antiquity 

became fashionable, and the esteem for Iiterature gradually propagated itself 

throughout every nation of Europe". "The art of printing". wrote Gardiner quoting 

Hume, was "invented about that time, facilitated extremely the propess of al1 these 

improvements: the invention of gun-powder changed the whole art of war: mighty 

innovations were soon sifter made in religion, such as not only d'fected those States that 

ernbraced them, but even those that adhered to the ancient faith and worship: and thus 

a general revolution was made in human at'fairs throughout this part of the world; and 

men gradually attained that situation, with regard to commerce. arts, and sciences, 

governrnent. police. and cultivation, in which they have ever since pericvered [~ic] ' ' . '~~ 

In Hume's Hi'ory, then, Gardiner found lessons of p d u a l  improvement; Iessons 

simiiar in outline and detail to those which we have seen played into the ideological 

origins of the American Revolution. In 1786 Hume's adage that "one great cheque to 

101 Ibid.. 14 and "APPENDIX, iii-iv. 
'OS Ibid.. 15 and "APPENDIX", v. 
'O6 Ibid.. 15 and "APPENDIX, vi. 
'O7 See, "APPENDIX": ..AFTER this, what credit cun we give to Mr. Hme Y assertion that 
the passion of James seems not to have contained in it uny rhing criminul or ff agirious?"(x, see 
a h  d i ) .  
'08 Ibid.. 14. 
109 Ibid., "APPENDIX, iv. See Hume. History, Vol. 3: 81. T.A. Milford. --Boston's Theater 
Controversy and Liberal Notions of Advantage," The New England Qliurterly, Vol. 72 (1999). 
has pointed to the impact of Hume's thought on Gardiner, but argues mistakenly that it is 
mitigated by Gardiner's 'rheatre speech" in which "he declared his 'abhorrence' for 
Hurne"(64). Milford, it seems to me, has misread the context of this passage; see John 
Gardiner, The Speech of John Gardiner, Esy, Deiivered in the Housr of R~presenrutNes. On 
Thursdq, the 26th of Jmuary, 1792; on rhe Subject of the Report of the Cornmittee, Appointed 
to Consider the Eipediency of Repealing the Law Aguinst Thecitricul E*ftibirions Wilhin this 
Cornmmveaith (Boston, 1 792), vii. 



industry in England was the erecting of  corporations" was citai with approval in the 

Pennsylvania ~acket.' 'O Many other cases could be given.' ' ' 
Hume's History continued ta be hailed as a fine example of good writing. , 

Hume, argued an anonymous reviewer for The Monfhi'y hlagazine and Lilerary 

Journal, dong with Robertson and Gibbon were al1 "%ndoubtedly iIlustrious" writers. 

but Hume was clearly the best historian. One might judge histonms by "[tlheir ski11 in 

deducing one event €mm mother, and miirking the influence of political transactions on 

the condition of those who are subject to that influence", And '-[i]n this respect the 

sagacity and comprehensiveness of Hume is great beyond example".'" In Hurne and 

Robertson. but not in Gibbon, "[tlhat decorum and solemnity. are rigorously 

maintained, which are worthy of the n m t o r  of great events. and a moral painter of the 

errors and calarnities of mankind.[13 As well, "[ilt would not be easy to conceive a 

more powerful contrast io the obscurity and pomp of Gibbon. than the clear. flexible, 

and simple language of Hume". And while *'Hume is sometimes tound to sink into 

careless and disjointed phrases -- into mere taik" and "[hlis simplicity is sometimes 
9. Il4 incorrect, and his perspicuity destitute of vigour . nevertheless. "Hume exceIs al1 

men in portraying the heroes of the scene". 

His narrative is coherent and luminous. It &Tords pleasure to the old and the 
young, and fiction itself is outdone in its power to command and delight 
attention by the seductions of his tale. 

[ 10 See '.Remarks on the Memorial of the Grand Jury of the City of Philadelphia. praying for 
that the Legislature would gant a Charter CO the said city," Prnnqdvunia Puckrt (30 August 
1786); cited in Pauline Maier, "The Revolutionary Origins of the Arnerican Corporation," 
WiIfiam cm8 Mary Quctrterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 50 (1993), 58. 
"' For instance, in the Virgina Independent Chronicie for 30 January 1788 Hume was hailed 
as '.a leamed w rite?' when his thought was emptoyed by the Federalist Tivis Rusticus" to 
reply to George Mason's objection that in the proposed constitution, "[tlhere is no declaration 
ofany kind for preserving the liberty ofthe press"(reprinted in Bernard Bailyn, ed. The Debatr 
on the Constitution, Vol. I : 353-362). In the N m  YorkJormal "Cato" thought Hume 'a 
thinker whose ideas would support the view that the proposed constitution would lead to the 
suppression of Iiberties"(Storing, Vol. 2: 122). 
'" "ORIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS. Faratle! between HUME, ROBERTSON and 
GIBBON." The Monfhly kfbga-ine and titerary J o d ,  (May 1799), 9 I . 
II3  tbid., 92. 
"" Ibid, 93. 



The "eloquence and skill of an historian may be considered distinctly from the tnith or 

falsehood, the utility or hurtfulness, of that system of opinions which he has happened 

to adopt, and to the inculcation of which his performance is wholly or chiefly 

devoted"."' In ranking Hume first among historians, then, this anonymous reviewer 

remarked "[hlow far these writers are faithfui to the truth it is not the purpose ofthis 

essay to investigate. Different opinions have been formed on this head". 

In Hume some have supposed that they discovered an inclination to depreciate 
the freedom of the English constitution, under Henry VIII. and Elizabeth, and to 
degrade the heroes and patriots who contended for civil and religious liberty 
against Charles 1. 

"The end that i proposed was no more than to compare their daims to the praise of 
-9 116 eloquence and genius . 

It is not at al1 surprising that the first American edition of the En~yclopciediu: 

Or, a Dicrionary of'Arts, Sciences, and hiiscelluneo~is Lirerafure. like the Edinburgh 

edition on which it was based, devoted an entry to ~ume."' Even a cursory view of 

the Eneyclopaetiia S eighteen volumes shows that Hume's writings were not 

infrequently retèrred to. The entry for "Metaphysics", for instance, discussed in some 

detail the premise of Hume's "sceptical philosophy"."R In othtx entries. one tinds 

excerpts which the EncycIopuecliu attributed to Hume's Hisrory of Engfind. Exarnples 

include Hume's charmer sketches of prominent Englishmen like Thomas Cramner and 

" 5  Ibid., 90. 
""bid., 94. See also "ORtGiNAL COMMLINICATIONS. On the Style o f  GIBBON." The 
hlonthly Magazine und Literary Journal (July 1799). 244-247, where in reply another 
anonymous writer defended Gibbon, but made no ûttempt to detnct from Hume: T h e  rise of 
the Mahometan power, the adventures otfancred and Lusignan, and especially. the siege and 
capture o f  Constantinople, are stories that do not fail below the tales of Robertson and Hume. 
in the power to delight and instruct us"(245)- 
'" See .'Hume," Vol. VIII: 708-710, For the importance ofthe American edition in the 
dissemination o f  Enlightenment thouefit see Robert D. Amer, Dobson 's Encyclopaedia: The 
Publisher, Te-tt, und Publication oflmeric~ S Firvl Britannica. 1789-1803 (Philadelphia, 
1991); see also Colorinda Donato's review o f  Amer in Eighteenth-Centt~v Studies, Vol. 28 
( 1999,359-36 1. 
I l 8  See, e.g., "Metaphysics," Vol. 11: 488,398,509,52 t -SX,S32-j34,jJ4,j9Ldj95. 



Oliver ~romweil."~ Finally, but more diRicult to detect and sort out. the text of the 

Enryclopaedia also borrowed h m  Hume's writings without saying sa."' 

In 1785, a correspondent for the short lived American Monitor, or the 

Republican Magazine cribbed, in similar fashion, an entire paragnph from the 

conclusion to Hume's essay "Of the Liberty of the Press" (an essay which we have seen 

b d  a long tradition of employment by American writers). "It is suffïciently known", 

wrote the American Munitor's contributor, changing only those of Hume's words 

necessary to translate Hume's message from its British context to an American one, 

that arbitrary power would steal in upon us, were we not extremely watchful to 
prevent its proyress and were îhere not an easy method of conveying the alarm 
from one end of ihese Free, Sovereign, Independent and United States of 
AMERKA to the other. The spirit of the Publick must be frequently roused 
and kept up: and the dread of rousing this spirit must be employed to prevent 
that ambition. Nothing is so effectua1 to this purpose as the LlBERTY OF THE 
PRESS, by which al1 the learning, wit and genius of the Nation may be 
employed on the side OP LIBERTY, and every one be animated to its defence. 
As long, thecefore, as the Republican Part of either our Continental or sepmte 
Govemments can maintain itself against the arbitrary strides t b t  ha already 
been unsuccesshlly made, or that may in Iùture be attemptrd by those 
Sychop hmt Tools of a kspotick and Tyrannical System of Government. the 
Monarchical Pm, our infmt king States ou&. in a most peculiar manner. to 
keep a waichhl eye over the LIBERTY OF THE PRESS. as of the most infinite 
importance to its presewation.'" 

The explmation behind these silent uses of Hume's text is not that Hume's narne was a 

Liability to be avoided at a11 costs, but rather that the assets of' Hume's elegant Essuys 

and Hisfory had kcome the capital invested in American print culture. The rlmericun 

hlirseum was not alone when it insisted in 1791 that Hume had gained his righttul place 

in the cannon of British writers.'2 

119 See, e.g.? "Crarnner," Vol. V: 5 1 1; 'Cromwell," Vol. V: 563-564. 
110 See, e.g.. the entry for "England," Vol. VI: 582 and the description of the emution o f  
Charles I in the entry for "Brirain," Vol. Il[: esp. 595-596. 
"' "For the REPUBLICAN MAGAZME ... OBSERVATlONS on the LIBERTY of  the 
PRESS," The Amerkm Monitor, or the Republiccrn ibtagmine, Vol. 1 (ûctober 1785), 3. 
Compare this to Hume, Essays, ."Of the Liberty o f  the Press", 12-13. 
in See for instance, "A Concise View of English Literature," The American hIhseum, or 
Universui Magazine, Vol. X ( 1  79 1),235-240,269-276, esp. 275. 
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Hume had his critics, and was even widely chastised as an infidel writer in late- 

eighteenth-centwy America; but that did not rule out a significant American readership 

or a sympathetic reception for his political thought. This interpretation, moreover, is 

not a speculative one, but a view which has ample evidence to support it. Moreover, it 

was the view of many of Hume's eighteenth-century American contemporaries. As a 

letter writer for The Monrhly Magaine and Literury Joirrnal put it in 1799. 

Hume was the enemy not of any particular tom of religion. but of religion 
itself. His inferences are, therefore, much too large to be admitted by a 
Christian reader; but, under certain obvious limitations. they will not be rejected 
by one who, while he believes in the truth and excellence of religion in generai 
condemns the abuses of enthusiasm and hypocrisy. Hume, therefore, is not 
without his claims to respect, even fiom religious readers; while readers of a 
ditTerent kind will hasten to assign him the first place among sages and 
historians.'" 

Hume's audience in the New Republic was demonstrably a significant one. If anything. 

Hume's American readership expanded during the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century. Not only were more of Hume's works available and reaching a wider reading 

public, but his works were being read in more varied ways and in numerous contexts. 

Hume's writings had becorne part of America's received wisdom. 

' ~ 3  "ORIGiNAL COMMUNICATIONS. ParaIlel between HUME, ROBERTSON and 
GIBBON,.' The Monthly Magrnine and Litcrury Joumuf, (May 1 799), 9 1. See also "Letters to 
the Editor," Christian Observer and Ahrocare, Vol. 1 (October I8O2), 650-65 1. 



CIIAP'TER EIGHT: 
EXPLAINING 'IPUBLIUS'S" SILENT USE OF HUME 

T o  balilance a large state or society (says he), whether monarchical or 
repubticm, on general laws, is a work ofso great difficulty that no 
human genius, however comprehensive, is able, by the mere dint of 
reason and reflection, to effect it. The judgments of many must unite in 
the work; EXPERIENCE must guide their labor; TIME must bring it to 
perféction, and the FEELiNG olinconveniences mus& correct the 
mistakes which they ineviidy fa11 into in their tirst trials and 
experirnents." 

--The Federalisf quoting from Hume's '-Of the Rise and 
Progress of the Arts and Sciences". 1787- 

Our preliminary investigation of Hume's general reception in the New Nation 

does not explain Madison's silent use of Hume's political ideas. But. in showing that 

Hume was not generally considerd to lx a liability in late eighteenth-century Amenca. 

it rcnders Madison's silence that much more intriguing, and makes a satisfactory 

explmation that much more pressing. When Madison borrowed kom Hume's writings 

on faction for his defense of an extended republic. neither he nor Hume were standing 

on popular ground. By Madison's own account (again following Hume) the iask of 

founding an extended American republic was a formidable one.' "As every Stiite may 

be divided into different districts", wrote Madison in Fclderulisr 37. ".and its citizens 

into different classes, which give birth to contending interests and local jealousies; so 

the different parts of the United States are disthguished from each other. by rt variety of 

circumstances. which produce a like effect on a Iarger scale". "And although this 

vwiety of interests, for reasons suficiently explained in a former pape?, said Madison 

with an unmistakable reference to Federalist 10. "may have a salutary intluence on the 

administration ot'the Govemment when fomed; yet every one must be sensibie of the 

contracy influence which must have been eqerienced in the task of forming it".' Many 

I In "Idea of  a Perfect Commonweatth", Hume wmte: "Though it is more dificult to fonn a 
republican govemment in an extensive country than in a city; there is more facility, when once 
it is fomed, of preserving it steady and uniform, without tumult and faction" (Essays, 5527). 
James Madison, Federalist #37 in CIinton Rossiter, cd. The Federalist Pupers (New York 

and Scarborough, 196 1), 230. Gerald Stourth, Ale-rander Hamilton & the /dea of Republicrrn 
Government (Stanford, 1970) , is mistaken to say that "Hume made a distinction that Madison 



o f  his contemporaries would not see Madison even this far. That a cepublican form o f  

government could not exist, and certainly not flounsh, for any length o f  time in a large 

geographic area was a widely-held and ofien-stated view in the eighteenth century, as i t  

had ken befoce then? Appreciating the details o f  this context is essential for 

understanding Hume's impact on American thinking about republican government in 

the extended sphere o f  the United States. 

4 Republican Government in an Extended Sphere 

Public virtue. and thecefore liberty herself, it was commonly feared. could not 

survive unscathed i n  a large Republic. Arnerican political writecs most ftequently 

neglected, perhaps to let sleeping dogs lie: the distinction between the problems o f  
estublishing and o f  muintaining a republ ic. To create a republic and to keep it stable, 
according to Hume, were different tasks, and o f  different degrees o f  ditliculty in small or large 
republics"( 119). 

See Douglas Adair. "The lntellectual Origins of Jeffersonian Democracy: Republicanism, 
the Class Struggle. and the Virtuous Farmer," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale 
University, 1 943), 244-2 45: Bernard Bailyn. The Icleologicuf Origins of the American 
Revolution (1967; enlarged edition Cambridge and London, 1992), 344347.360: Lance 
Banning, The Jeflersoniun Persuasion: Evolution of u Party ldeology (Ithaca and London, 
1978). 106- 107; Lance Banning. The Sricred Fire of Liberty: Jumes .sbIucIison und the 
Foirt~ding of the Feclerd Republic (lthaca, 1995), 142; Hiram Canton. The Politics of 
Progress: The Origins und Development of the Commercial Republic, 1600-16135 
(Gainesville, 1988). 460; George W. Carey, The Federalist: Designfor u Constirtrtiontrl 
Republic (Urbana & Chicago, 1989), 7-8: John Patrick Diggins, "Science and the American 
Experiment," The Scirnces, Vol. 77 {NovlDec. 1987), 30: John R. Howe. "Repiiblican 
Thought and the Political Violence of the 1790s," -4mrrican Qririrterly. Vol, 19 (1967), 159: 
Ralph L. Ketcham, "Notes on James Madison's Sources for the Tenth Fedenlist Paper," 
Michest Journul of Political Science. Vol. I ( 1957). 20-21,25; David Thomas Konig, 
"Inîroduction," in David Thomas Konig, ed. Devising Libery: Preserving und Creating 
Freedom in the New American Republic (Stanford, 1999, 1 ; Abraham Kupersmith, 
"Montesquieu and the ldeological Strain in Antifederalist Thought," in Wilson Carey 
McWilliams and Michael T. Gibbons, eds. The Federulists, the Anl@iedcruslits, und the 
American Political Tradition ( Westport, 1 992), 47-75; L.B. Kuppenheimer, Alberr Gctilc~tin 's 
Vision of Democrutic Stabiliy An Interpretive ProJile (Westpon, 1996), ix; Philip B. 
Kurland and Ralph Lemer, eds. The Founders ' Constitution (reprinted Indianapolis, 2000), 
Vol. I r  97-98; Wilson Carey McWilliams and Michael T. Gibbons, "Introduction,'* in The 
Federaliszs, the Ani@dercrlists, and the American Politicul Tradition {Westport, 1 WZ), 2; 
James Moore, "Hume and the Classical Republican Tradition," Cunudiun Journul of Polirical 
Science, Vol. 10 (1977), 835; Edmund S. Morgan, "Safety in Numben: Madison. Hume, and 
the Tenth Federalist," Huntington Library Quarferly, Vol. 95 (1986), 95; Carl J. Richard, The 
Forrndcrs and the Claîsics: Greece, Rome, and the Americm Enlightennient (Cambridge, 
Mass., L994), 1 14. 



looked to Montesquieu's version of this dictum which had ken  put forcehlly in Book 

VUI, Chapter 16 of his Spirit of the Laws: 

It is natural for a republic to have only a small territory; otherwise it cannot long 
subsist. in an extensive republic there are men of large fortunes, and 
consequently of less moderation; there are trusts too considerable to be placed 
in any single subject; he has interests of his own; he soon begins to think that he 
may be happy and glorious, by opposing his fellow-citizens; and that he may 
mise himself to grandeur on the ruins of his country. 

In an extensive republic the public good is sacrificed to a thousand 
private views; it is subordinated to exceptions, and depends on accidents. In a 
small one, the interest of the public is more obvious, better understood, and 
more within the reach of every citizen; abuses have less estent, and, of course. 
are less protected.' 

Montesquieu, wrote Bernard Bailyn recently,  as the fountainhead. the ultimate 

arbiter of belief, his ideas the standard by which al1 others were set". Arnericans 

"reverted to his siuthority at every turn, and through his eyes saw the moral 

impossibility of creating a massive republic".' If Montesquieu's immense authorîty 

was not enough to convince on its own -- and it most ofien was -- his thought was 

reiterated by abbé Gabriel Bonnot de Mably, Jean-Jacques Rousseau. and other 

eighteenthcentury European thinkers? Adam Ferguson. for instance. expressed 

4 Baron De Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Lurvs (translated by Thomas Nugent, reprinted New 
York, 1949). Book VIII, $16, "Distinctive Properties of a Republic". 110. See also Book VI11. 
$20, "Conscquences o f  the preceding Chapters": "If it be, therefore, the natuml property o f  
small states to be governed as a republic, o f  middling ones to be subject CO a monarch. and o f  
large empires to be swayed by a despotic prince; the consequence is, that in order to preserve 
the principles of the established government, the state must be supported in the extent it has 
acquired, and that the sprit o f  this state will alter in proportion as it contracts or extends its 
limitsW(I22). See Joyce Appleby, "What is Still American in the Political Philosophy of 
Thomas Jefferson?," William und ibfury Qtiarterly, Vol. 39,3rd Ser. (1982): "Montesquieu's 
name acted as a code reference to the small-republic theoryY'(288); Paul A. Rahe, Repiiblics 
Ancient und Modern: Clussical Republicanism and the American Revolution (Chape1 Hill, 
1992). 582-583; M.N.S. Sellers. American Reptrblicunism: Romun Ideology in the United 
States Constitution (Basingstoke, 1994): "The leading Antifederalists al1 agreed in attributing 
their most important argument against the Constitution - 'that a very extensive territory cannot 
be governed on the principles o f  freedom7 to Charles Louis de Secondat, the Baron de 
Montesquieu"(l63, see also I96,2 1 1). 
5 Bernard Baiiyn, ThL. ldeologicai ûrigms of the American Revolurion, "Fulfillmenr", 345. 
Sec Paul M. Spurlin, Montesquieu in America, 1760-180I (University, La., 194O), chap. vi. 
6 Robert Wallace, for instance, in his Dissertation of 1753; see Frederick G. Whelan, 
-Population and Ideology in the Enlightenment;" History of Political Thoiight, Vol. XII 



Montesquieu's point in his An Essay on the History of Civil Society, a work which 

enjoyed much currency in the American Enlightenment: "Monarchies are generally 

found, where the state is enIarged in population and in territory beyond the nurnbers 

and dimensions that are consistent with republican govemment".7 To many inhabitants 

of the United States in the 1780s, it could not but appear that Old World thinkers like 

Montesquieu, Ferguson, Mably, and Rousseau were right when they argued that a large 

geographic area was incompatible with a republican tom of government. 

Moreover, attempts at colonial union had failed in Albany in 1754 and seemed 

unlikely to work when states with more power united. To many who would soon be 

counted arnong the Federalists, Montesquieu's grave rese~ations must have appeared 

well-founded in light of the lwse "league of Friendship" of the Articles of 

Confederation. Border skirmishes between Pennsylvania and Virginia, an unsuccesstùl 

meeting in Annapolis in 1786. and, in early 1787, Shays*s Rebellion in western 

Massachusetts, had made Arnericans wonder about the feasibility of an extended 

republic. Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and David Ramsay lamented that the 

individual states were operating more as jeaious. separate entities rather than as 

vinuous United  tat tes.' Although it may not have ken  the single most important topic 

at the Constitutional Convention, as Martin Diamond says it was. consideration of the 

- - - - 

( 199 1 ), 46. See also James Moore, "Hume and the Classical Republican Tradition", 835: 
Johnson - Kent Wright, A Clc/ssical Republican in Eighteenth-Centuy Frunce (Stan ford, 1 997). 
' Adam Ferguson, An E m y  on the History of CivilSocieiy (1 767: reprinted Edinburgh, l966), 
69. On Ferguson's signitïcant and acknowledged debts to Montesquieu see Richard B. Sher. 
"From Troglodytes to Americans: Montesquieu and the Scottish Enlightenment on Liberty. 
Virtue, and Commerce," in David Wootton, ed. Republicanism. Liberty, and Commercid 
Society, 16-19- 1776 (Stanford, I994), esp. 370-37 1,389402. 
' See Alexander Hamilton to James Duane, 3 September 1780, in Harold C. Syrett. ed. The 
Papers of Alexander Humilton (New York, 196 1 ), Vol. 1: 402.41 6-4 17; James Madison, 
"Vices o f  the Political System ofthe Untied States," in William T. Hutchinson, et ul, ed. The 
Papers of Jcrms Madison ( L 7 Vols, Chicago, 1962- 199 1 ), Vol. 9: 348-358. On Ramsay see 
Karen O'Brien, Nurratives of Enlightenment: Cosmopolitun historyfiom Voltaire to Gibbon 
(Cambridge, 1997), esp. 104-233. See William T. Hutchinson, '-United to Divide' Divide to 
Unite: The Shaping of American Federalism," ~lississippi Valky Historicuf Rrvinv, Vol, 46 
( 1959-60), 1 1; Donald Livingston, "Hume and America," Kenlucb Reviav, Vol. 4 ( 1 983), 3 I - 
32; J. R. Pole, "introduction: The Stniggle for the Constitution", in J.R. Pole, ed. The 
American Constitution For cmd Against (New York, 1987), 3,6-7; Marshall Smelser. ".The 
Federalist Period as an Age o f  PassionY7,American @orter&, Vol. 10 (1958), 392; Louis B. 
Wright and Elaine W. Fowter, Eve~day Life in ihe New Nation (New York, 1972), 1 1-20. 



extent of area and the associated problems of declining virtue and fdtering allegiance 

to the cenîral government were, at very least, persistently lurking in the background of 

the talks at ~hiladel~hia? 

James Wilson, for one, wote  that the delegates "must consider two points of 

Importance existing in our Country -- the extent & manners of the United States - the 

former seems to require the vigour of Monarchy, the manners are agt. a King and are 

purely republican".'O Roger Sherman of Connecticut, as Diamond has pointeci out, 

might well be seen as the champion of the "small republic theory" at the Constitutional 

convention. ' ' It was Sherman's speech of 6 lune which claimed that .*people are more 

happy in small than large States" that elicited Madison's fmed  detense of an extended 

repubtic.12 Sherman continued. throughout the Convention. to argue the virtue of smdl 

states over large ones, as, for instance, when he remarked on 7 July that small states 

*.have more vigor in their Govts. than the large ones".I3 Even the notably centralist 

Alexander Hamilton remarked in his famed the-hour Constitutional Convention 

9 See Martin Diamond, "What the Framers Meant by Federalism." in Robert A. Goldwin, ed. rl 
Mution of Stu~es: Essuys on the Americcrn Fent)rulSysteni (Chicago, 1963). 24-J I ; Manin 
Diamond. Winston Fisk, and Herbert Garkinkel, The Dernocruiic Repirblic (2nd edition. 
Chicago, 1970). esp. 35-36.53-60. For critiques of Diamond see James H. Hutson, "Riddles 
of the Federal Constitutional Convention," Williuln and ~.lory Qzurterly. Ser. 3, Vol. 44 
( 1987), esp. 42 1 ; Christopher Wolfe, "On Understanding the Constitutional Convention Of 
1787." The Journul of Poiitics, Vol. 39 (1977), 97-1 18. Some of Diamond's critics have gone 
too far in their correction. For a more balanced view see Jack N. Rakove. "The Great 
Compromise: Ideas, Interests, and the Poiitics of Constitution Making," CYiflium und Mi~ty 
plcartrr(v, Ser. 3, Vol. 44 (1987),424457: "To examine the role that particular arguments 
played within the overail structure of the debates of 1787 does not require us to conclude that 
the Federal Convention took the forrn of a seminar in political theory or of sustained 
intellectual combat between Madison and the ghost of Montesquieu. But the opening weeks of 
debate were nevertheless very much concemed with testing the appeal and the merits ofthe 
original formulation of the theory of the extended republic that James Madison brought to 
Philadelphia"(456). See also Murray Dry, "The debate over ratification of the Constitution," 
in Jack P. Greene and J. R. Pole, eds, The Blackrvell Encyclop~.diu of the =Lrnericun Revolruion 
(Oxford, 199 l), 47 1486. 
1 O Cited in Mau Farrand, ed. The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787 (New Haven and 
London, 19 1 1 ), Vol. I: 7 1. See also James Wilson, Speech Deliverrd on 26th Noventber, 
1787, in the Convention of PennsyIvaniu in Robert Green McCloskey, ed. The Works of James 
Wilson (2 Vols, Cambridge Mas., 1967), Vol. II: 760. 
" Martin Diamond, Founding of the Dernacratic Republic, 3 7. 
" Max Farrand. ed. Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, Val, I: 133. See Madison, 
"Speech in the Federal Convention on Faction", Writings, 92-93. *' Max Farrand, ed. Records, Vol. 1: 550. 



speech of 18 June that he was "almost led ... to despair that a Republican Govt. could 

be established over so great an extent".'' William Samuel Johnson, another delegate, 

recorded in 1804 when looking back to the summer of 1787 that arnong those gathered 

in Philadelphia, "it was the universal sense that our greatest danger of failure was from 

the great extent of the union"." 

The accounts of what passed behind the closed doors of the Constitutional 

Convention, however, offer only a spotty historical record, and although there is good 

evidence that Madison provided a Humean defense of republican govenunent in an 

extended t e r r i t ~ r ~ , ' ~  we are not even certain how much oFMadison's extent o f  territory 

speech was really delivered in June 1787." As debate on the Constitution spilled out 

into the public domain, however, Montesquieu's view that a free Republic could not 

exist in an extensive territory became a teading Antifederalist line of attack." This 

context is essential for understanding Madison's silent use of Hume. 
- 

14 Fanand, ed. Records. Vol 1 : 288. 
l 5  William Samuel Johnson to -, August 1804; cited in James H. Hutson. .-Riddles of the 
Federal Constitutional Convention". 420. 
'"ee Mau Fanand, ed. Records for Alexander Hamilton's notes hesided ..Principles" which 
contains a summary o f  "Maddisons Theory": 

Two principles upon which republics ought CO be constructed - 
I that they have such an extent as to render combinations on the ground o f  interest 
difficult - 
11 By a process of election calculated to refine the representation o f  the People - 
(Vol. 1: 146). 

" See William Winslow Crosskey, Politics und the Constitution in the Histury ofthe Uniml 
Stutes (1 Vols, Chicago, 1953); James H, Hutson. "The Creation of  the Constitution: The 
lntegrity of the Documentary Record," Texus Larv Reviriv, Vol. 65 ( 1986). 1-39; James H. 
Hutson. "Riddles o f  the Federnl ConstitutionaI Convention" . esp. 421: James H. Hutson, 
"Robert Yeates's Notes on the Constitutional Convention of 1787: Citizen Genet's Editim,"' 
QuarterivJournul of the Librury of Congres, Vol. XXXV ( 1978), 173-1 82: Jack N. Rakove, 
Origind Meunnings: Politics und I d m  in the Making of t h  Constitution (New York, 1996). 
18. 
'' My discussion o f  this point runs counter to that o f  James H. Hutson in ..Country, Court, and 
Constitution: Antifederalism and Historians,' William und Mary Quurter!~. Ser. 3, Vol. 38 
(1981), 337-368: "There seems to have been nothing like a universal concem among 
Antifederalists about the possible incompatibility of republicanism and large geographic areas' 
... "apprehension about the size o f  a republic was little more than a cliché of the literati of  both 
parties"(355). More sympathetic with the interpretation offered here are Ann Stuart Diamond, 
T h e  Anti-Federalist 'Brutus'," The Political Science Reviewer7 Vol, VI ( 1976). 255-259: John 
Patrick Diggins, "Science and the American E.uperimentW, 3 1; Isaac Kramnick, '-The 'Great 
National Discussion': The Discourse o f  Politics in 1787," Wiillum und Mary Quurterij, Ser. 
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The Antifederalist position that republican government could not exist for long 

in an extended temitory was spelled out time and time again, but one of the eadiest 

articulations came in the New York Jorrrnal for 18 October 1 787.19 Here, in the earliest 

of what would be his eighteen "Letters", "Brutus" pcoclaimed that the "tïrst question 

that presents itself on the subject" of the proposed Constitution "is. whether a 

confederated government be the best for the United States or not? Or in other words, 

whether the thirteen United States should be reduced to one great republic?'. Citing 

the passage of Montesquieu tiom Book VU1 quoted above, "Brutus" maintained that 

"[i]n a republic, the manners, sentiments, and interests of the people should be similar". 

"If we apply this remark to the condition of the United States". he says. 'we shall be 

convinced that it forbids that we should be one government" for "a legislatuce. formed 

of representatives from the respective parts. would not only be too numerous to act 

with any care or decision, but would be composed of such heterogeneous and 

discordant principles. as would constantly be contending with each othei'. "Brutus" 

concluded "that it is a sufîïcient objection to this govemment. to reject it. that it creates 

the whole union into one govemment, under the form ofa republic". "If respect is to 

be paid to the opinion of the greatest and wisest men who have ever thought or wrote 

on the science of governrnent, we shall be constrained to conclude, that a free republic 

cannot succeed over a country of such immense estent, containing such a number of 

3, Vol. 45 (1988), 9: Paul Peterson. "Antifederalist Thought in Contemponry American 
PoIitics," in Sosephine F. Pacheco, ed. Antifecferulism: The Lrgc~v of George ilIuson ( Fairfau. 
1992), 1 1 1 - 1 2  "The theory of the small republic was so ingrained in the republican tradition 
in 1787 that Antifederalist spokesmen often referred to it in a nearly shorthand tashion"( ll3); 
Jennifer Roback, 'The Antifederalist Tradition in the Nineteenth Century Democratic Party,'' 
in Josephine F. Pacheco, ed. Antr;TederuIism: The Legucy of George ~I.fason (Fairfax, I W), 
9 1-93: Richard C. Sinopoli, The Foundutions of American Citkenship: Librrulism. The 
Constitution, und Civic Virtue (New York, 1992), 6,54, 13 1. 136. 
" '.Brutus7.. ..To the Citizens of the State of New-York," New York Journal (18 October 1787). 
Brutus's first letter saw a contemporary reprinting on 26 October 1787 in the Pennsylvaniu 
Packet, a prd3onstitution newspaper, and has numerous modem reprintinp. On Brutus see, 
Ann Stuart Diamond, "The Anti-Federalist 'Brutus'," The Political Science Revietver, Vol. VI 
(l976), 249-282; William Jeffrey, Jr., "The Letters of Brutus - A Neglected Element in the 
Ratification Campaign of l787-I788," Universis> of Cincinnuti Law Reviav, Vol. 40 ( 197 1 ), 
642-777; M.N- Sellers, Americun Republicanism: Roman Ideology in the United States 
Consritution. 155-1 58. 



inhabitants, and these increasing in such rapid progression as that of the whole United 

  ta tes"?' 
interestingly, one of the earliest recordai references to "Brutus's" argument 

came fiom Madison himself. Madison, who was dismissive of most Antifederalist 

newspaper attacks, wrote to Edmund Randolph, only three days after "Brutus's" letter 

appearcd in print, to say that "[a] new Combatant ... with considerable address & 

plausibility" had entered the scene. Madison read "Brutus" to be saying that '-the 

situation of the U.S. [was] such as to render any Govt. improper & impracticable which 

forms the States into one nation & is to operate directly on the people"." Hence it was 

that --Brutus", recognizing the centrality of the extent of area argument, as Madison put 

it. "strikes at the foundation" of the Federalist agenda.-? 

Subsequent Antifederalist writers reinhrced the issue of the extensive size of 

the United States as the foundation Stone of their calls to reject the proposed 

constitution." The author of the widely cinulated Lerrrrs/iwn the Federd Furmer to 

the Republicun. for instance, argued that "Different laws, customs. and opinions exist 

in the different States, which by a uniform system of laws would be unreasonably 

invaded". The United States "contain about a million of square miles. and in half a 

'O Cited from Ann Diamond, T h e  Anti-Federalist -Brutus' ", 256; see also Bernard Bailyn. ed, 
The Debute on the CBnstinrrion: Federalis~ und Anirfderalisr Speeches, .Articles, und Letrers 
During the Stnrggk over Ratifcation (Library of America, 1993), Pan 1 : 1 75. 
" James Madison to Edmund Randolph, 2 1 October 1 787, Pupm of Jc~mes ~bfi~dison. Vol. X: 
199. See Lance Banning, The Sucrrd Fire ofLiberry, 196. See also Madison to Edmund 
Randolph, 2 1 October 1787, Pqers of Jctmes ibfaciison, Vol. 10: 199 and 19911. 
11 

*- For the argument that Madison drafted the 10th Federuiist prirnarily as an answer to Brutus 
see Emery G .  Lee 111. "Representation, Virtue, and Political kalousy in the Brutus-Publius 
Dialogue,'' The Jo~rnal of Politics, Vol. 59 ( 1  9971, IO73-\095. 
?5 See Bernard Bailyn, Fuces of the Revolririon, 341 ; Cecelia M. Kenyon, *'Men of Little Faith: 
The Anti-Federalists on the Nature of Representative Government," Willium and Maw 
Quarrerly, Ser. 3, Vol. 12 (1935), 348-388, esp, 35 1,355,383: "At the center of the 
theoretical expression of Anti-FederaIist opposition to increased centralization of power in the 
national government was the belief that republican government was possible only for a 
relatively small temtory and a relatively smatl and homogeneous population"(35 1); Wood, 
Creation of the Americun Reptrblic, 356, 



cenhuy will, probably, contain ten million of people; and from the center to the 

extremes is about 800 miles".'" 

To speak of a large republic was oxymoronic, reasoned the Antifederalists 

following Montesquieu. because the diverse interests existing within a country the size 

of the proposed Untied States could not be addressed and protected by one govemment 

while maintaining liberty. "It is impossible", wrote "Agrippa", "for one code of laws to 

suit Georgia and ~assachusetts"." Without natural means of fostering allegiance to 

the central govenunent, forced homogeneity, political corruption, and ultimately, 

despotism, went this classical Republican argument, were the certain outcomes of 

attempting republican governrnent over such a large area. 

"Cato's" argument in his Third Letter to the New York Jotrrnul may be seen as a 

sumrnary of this Antifederalia position.'6 "Cato" cited the entire passage from 

Montesquieu's Book VI11 in support of his view that Republican governent could not 

survive in an extensive area. He concluded. 

whoever seriously considers the immense extent of territory comprehended 
within the limits of the United States, together with the variety of its climates. 
productions, and commerce. the difference of extent. and number of inhabitants 
in al[; the dissimilitude of interest, morals, and policies, in almost every one. 
will receive it as an intuitive truth, that a consolidated republicm hm of 
government therein, cm neverform a pr@cr union, es~~tblish jusricr. insure 
domesfic rrunquillip, promors rhe gmeral we&re. crnd seclrre rhr blessings oj' 
liberty IO you unrlyour posteri& for to these objects it rnust be directed: this 

IJ --The Federal Farmer", 8 October 1787, reprinted in Forrest McDonald, ed. En~pirc ml 
Nurion ( 1962.3nd edition. Indianapolis. 1999), 97. While the "Federal Farmei' argued that 
"independent of the opinions o f  many great authors, it was clear that an elective republic could 
not exist in a country the size o f  the United States", his saying so highlights the fact that it was 
Montesquieu's critique o f  republics in an extensive territory which was repeatedly flushed to 
the front i d  center o f  the Anitfederalist agenda. See also the "Federal Farmer's" letter for 9 
October 1787: "It is apparently impracticable that this should be the case in this extensive 
country - it would be impossible to collect a representation of the parts o f  the country five, 
six, and seven hundred miles frorn the seat of govemment",(Ibid.. 99). The problem o f  the 
"Federal Farmer's" identity has not been solved: See M.N.S. Sellers, Rmerican 
Republicanism), 1 58- 1 59; Gordon S. Wood, "The Authorship o f  the Lefrersjbm the Federal 
Furtner," William and Mary Qztarterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 3 1 (19741,299-308; Robert H. Webking, 
"Melanthcton Smith and the Lettersfiom the Frdrral Farmer," Willium and 1 b 1 q  Qumrly, 
Vol. 44 ( 1987). 5 10-528. 

'-Agrippa7', in "Letters o f  Agrippa," (3 December 1 787), in Storing, ed. Complete Anri- 
Federalist (Chicago and London, 198 l), Vol. iV: 76. 
'6 On "Cato" see M.N.S. Selles, American Republicanism, 153-155. 



unkindred legislature therefore, composed of interests opposite and dissimilar in 
their nature, will in its exercise, emphatically be, like a house divided against 
itself." 

The reasoning against an extended republic, declared "Cato" was an "established axiom 

in the science of politics" which was "as irrefutable as any in ~uclid".?' But. one 

might be asking, how does this context of the smallllarge republic debate help to 

explain Madison's silent use of Hume? 

The context of the Amencan debate on republican governrnent in an extended 

sphere immediately suggests a number of reasons why Madison, when he relied on 

Hume, thought best to do so only silently. Hume himself had articulated in the EJXCS,S 

und Treafises an argument which, on the surface, appeared to approximate the precise 

conclusion which many Antifederalists feared. Hume wrote in his essay "Of National 

Characters" that 'where a very extensive government has been established for many 

centuries, it spreads a national character over the whole empire. and communicates to 

every part a similarity of manners*." It is tempting to argue that in the American 

context of 1787 Madison would have been ill-advised to evoke Hume's name in 

support of establishing republican government over an extensive geographic area 

because Hume himself. we see, had pointed to one of the consequences which the 

Anti federalists kared most O €al I - the homogenizing of American national character 

in the large geographic temtory of the United States. However nice a fit in theory 

though, no proof has been found in fact to suggest that Hume's Antifederalist (or any 

other) readers in the 1780s picked up on this passage. As a foi1 to the Montesquieuian- 

inspired Antifederalist fear of political corruption in an extended republic. however. 
- - - - 

'' Reprinted in Storing, ed. Complele Rnli-Federalist, Vol. 2: 106-109: passage cited from 108. 
See Bernard Bailyn. ed. Debate on the Consrilution, 7 1 à. Larry D. Kramer. .-Madison's 

Audience," Huward Law Rewimv, Vol. 112 ( 1999), seems o f  the mark when he claims that 
"The theory of the extended republic ... played essentially no role in shaping the Constitution 
or its ratification"(616). It is also interesthg to note Cato's use of the Humean langage of a 
-science of politics". 
'9 See Hume, Essays, *"Of National CharactersyT, 204; Treutise of Humun Nature, 3 16-3 17. See 
Joshua Miller, The Rise and FalI of Democracy in Early rlmerica, 1630-1789: the Legacy for 
Contemporaty Politics (University Park, 199 1), 93. 



Hume's thought was demonstrably well-known. And it is here that one finds the most 

satisfjing explanations for Madison's silent use of Hume. 

Q An American Resonance for Hume's Defense of "Corruption" 

Hume's defense of "political corruption1* as rui indispensable balancing factor in 

English government was well-known amongst his British readers, aqd aiso in colonial 

America where it had been the subject of debate in magazines and newspapers in the 

1760s and 1770s. We should not be swprised to find that these aspects of Hume's 

political thought continued to circulate and exert influence on the American political 

discourse of the 1780s.~' 

For instance. Robert Yates's records of the Constitutional Convention debate 

show that Hume's thoughts on political "corruption" circulated amongst the delegates 

gathered at Philadelphia. Some of the delegates were vehement that the American 

constitution prevent the "corruption" which Hume infarnously defended but which. 

they argued, had destroyed liberty in Britain and would do the same in America. Pierce 

Butler in his support of the Virginia Resolution provision that called for the ineligibility 

of representatives for other govemment ofices, argued on 22 June 1787: 

Wr have no way ofjudging of mankind but by experience. Look at the history 
of the government of Great Britain, where there is a very flimsy exclusion -- 
Does it not min their government? A man takes a seat in parliament to get an 
ofice for himself or friends, or both, and this is the great source from which 
tlows its great vrnality and corruption,3' 

Picking up the same thought, George Mason carried it forward. "1 admire many parts 

of the British constitution and govemment". he said, "but 1 detest their corruption". It 

was, declared Mason, 

by the sole power of appointing the increased officers ofgovemment, [that] 
corruption pervades every t o m  and village in the kingdom. If such a restriction 
should abridge the right of election, it is still necessary, as it will prevent the 

On the general importance of the Revotutionary debates for setting the stage of the 
Constitutional debates see Bernard Bailyn, The fdeologicuI Origins of the Americcrn 
Revolurion, viii, 32 1 ; Frederick R. Blac, -The American Revolution as 'Yardstick' in the 
Debates on the Constitution, 1787-1788," Prmecdings of rhe Americw Philosophicd Society, 
Vol. 1 17 (1973), 162-185. 
'' Mau Farrand, ed. Records, Vol. 1 : 3 79. 



people from mining themselves; and wiii not the same causes here produce the 
sarne effects? 

Mason concluded in no uncertain tems: "1 consider this clause as the corner-stone on 

which our liberties depend -- and if we strike it out we are erecting a fabric for our 

destruction"." 

Other delegates, like Nathaniel Gorham of Massachusetts, saw things rnuch 

dit'ferently. "The corruption of the English government", Gorham replied, "cannot be 

applied to Arnenca". It was tme that corruption "exists there in the venality of their 

boroughs". but pleaded Gorham with Humean language, "even this corruption has its 

advantages, as it gives stability to their goverment''.)' Delivering the last and longest 

speech of the day, Alexander Hamilton elaborated upon Gorham's lead and concluded 

al1 with a distinct nod to Hume, leaving no uncertainty as to the fundamental source of 

their ideas. "We have k e n  taught to reprobate the danger of influence on the British 

govemment without duly reflecting how necessary it was to support a good 

government". remarked Hmilton. "Take rnankind as they are", he asked. "and what 

are they governed by?". Reminiscent of his colonial reading of Hume, Hamilton 

answered. '~heir  passions". "Our prevailing passions are ambition and interests; and it 

will ever be the duty of a wise government to rivail itself ofthose passions. in order to 

make them subservient to the public good". "Hume's opinion of the British 

constitution". concluded Hmilton, "confirms the remark that there will always be a 

body of firm patriots who shake a cornipt administration"?' 

j' M m  Farrand, ed. Records, Vol. 1 : 380-38 1 
33 Max Farrand, ed. Records, Vol. 1 : 381. See also James Moore, "Hume's Political Science 
and the Classical Republican Tradition," Canudiun Journal of Poliricol Science. Vol. 10 
(1 977), 823. 
" Farrand, ed. Records, Vol. 1 : 38 1. See also Joseph Dorfman, The Ecommic Mind in 
Atnerican Civilkation, 1606-1565 (New York, l946), 409; Thomas P. Govan. "The Rich. 
Well-bom, and Alexander Hamilton," The MississQpi Valley Historieai Reviav, Vol. 36 
(I950), esp. 676; James Moore, "Hume's Influence on the Federalists." (unpublished paper 
presented at the "Hume and 18th-Century America" con ference, Williamsburg, Virginia, ApriI 
t 995),7: Paul A. Rahe, Republics Ancient and Mdern? 657,699-700. 



Hume as a defender of corruption, others bave argued, had become renowned in 

Britain in the 1780s.~' Resurrected at the Constitutional Convention by Gorham and 

Hamilton, we have argued at length above, this reading of Hume was also well-known 

in eighteenth-century ~merica.'~ Hume's support of "idiuence" or .Tomptionq' as a 

necessary force which checked the power of the British parliament to keep it in bounds, 

so as to preserve the balance of the English Constitution, had decisive influence with 

some, but certainly not with dl,  of Hume's American readers. This may reasonably 

have had a strong bearing on Madison's decision not to invoke Hume's narne in the 

context of his 10th Federalist. Especially when one considers that much of the 

agitation against the new constitution was founded on what the Antifederalists thought 

would be the "corruption" inherent in an extended republic. Hume's celebrated 

authority on this controversial topic, Madison could have reasonably concluded, was 

best not f la~nted?~ 

Hamilton, moreover. was already becoming infamously well-known in the early 

years of the New Republic as the defender of "corruption". Writing to John Lamb in 

January 1788, for instance. Hugh Ledlie related "'an Anecdote" he hiid heard about 

Lamb: 

the other day or some time since a gentleman one Mr. Hamilton meeting you in 
the Street Asked you how you could be so much against the New Constitution, 
for it was pretty certain your old good fnend Genl. Washington would in al1 
probability be the first President under it; to which you reply'd that in that case 

35 On the currency of  Hume's thought on corruption in Britain in the 1780s see Herbert 
Butterfield. George III, Lord North und the People, 1779-50 (London, 1949), 3 16; Betty 
Kemp. King und Contmons, 1660-1832 (London, 1957), 88-89 and "Appendix F: The 
Parliamentary Function of Patronage" which reprints R Letrer ro Lord North on his Re-elecrion 
into the HOILW of Gommons, by u Member of the lute Purhment (London, 1780); James 
Moore, "Hume and the Classical Republican Tradition", 822-824. 
36 On the importance o f  the debates at the Constitutional Convention for molding Madison's 
political thought see Lance Banning, The Sucred Fire of Libers: 1 12,129, 168-1 69. 1 7 1. 
37 See James H. Hutson, *'Country, Court, and Constitution: Antifedalism and the Historians', 
esp, 36 1-363; James D. Savage, "Corruption and Virtue at the Constitutional Convention," The 
Journal of Politics, Vol. 56 (1994), 174-186; Richard C. Sinopoli. Tlte Foirndations of 
American Citirrnship, 1 1 .  



al1 might be well, but perhaps after hirn Geni Slushington might be the next or 
second ~resident .~~ 

Should there be any doubt that Madison did not see eye-to-eye with the Humean 

Hamilton with respect to the safe-guarding political benefits of "corruption" in the 

British system, one might turn to Madison's Convention speech of 7 August 1787. 

Madison here disdainfully referred to the "bribery" which "prevailed" in Great Britain 

where .rhe influence of the Crown on elections was most dangerously e~euerted''.~~ 

Strengthening considerably this explanation of Madison's silent use of Hume is 

the tàct that Madison had not only been seated in the audience which heard Hamilton's 

contentious Humean speech of 22 June 1787, but. returning to his boarding house that 

evening, Madison recorded his own account of it. Madison's version, even more than 

Yeats's, situates Hamilton's reading and use of Hume closer yet to the colonial debate 

on the English Constitution and highlights specifically Hume as a defender of English 

politicai il"çorruption". "We must take man as we tind him". records Madison's 

rendition of Hamilton. 

and if we expect him to serve the public must interest his passions in doing so. 
A reliance on pure patriotism had been the source of many of our errors. He 
thought the remark of Mr. Ghorum a just one. It was impossible to say what 
wd. be effect in G. B. ofsuch a refonn as had been urged. It was known that 
[one] of the ablest politicians (Mr Hume) had pronounced ail that intluence on 
the side of the crown, which went under the name of corruption. an essential 
part of the weight of which maintained the equilibrium of the constitution? 

Hamilton's willingness to entertain Hume's idea that it was sometimes imperfections 

like "corruption" that in fact made things work, long outlived the debate and 

ratification of the Constitutional Convention. 

It surfked, notoriously, in April 179 1 during an aller-dinner discussion 

between Hamilton, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson, who as Minister of 

38 Hugh Ledlie to John Lamb, 15 January 1788, in Bernard Bailyn, ed. The Debute on the 
Constirution, Vol. 11: 7. Lance Banning argues that it beginning to "seem that Hamilton was 
an Ametican Robert Walpole"(Jefirsonh Persuasion, 128). 
'"ames Madison, &Speech in the Federal Convention on Suffrage," in Jack N. Rakove. ed. 
James iVIadison Writmgs (Library of America, 1999), 133. 
a Farrand, ed- Records, Vol. 1: 376. See Hume, Essays, '"Of the [ndependency oFParliament9. 
45- 



the United States to France from 1785 to 1789 had been away fiom American soi! for 

the debate on the American Constitution, recorded in his 'Anas" that Adams, spedcing 

on the British Constitution, had declared: "purge it of it's corruption, and give to it's 

popular branch equality of representation, & it would be the most perfect constitution 

ever devised by the wit of man"?' Jefferson was shocked when Hamilton reportedly 

responded: "purge it of i f s  corruption, and give to it's popular branch equality of 

representation, & it would become an impracticuble government: as it stands at 

present, with al1 it's supposed defects, it is the most pertèct government which ever 

existed''?' Jefferson thought Hamilton was '.so bewitched and perverted by the British 

example as to be under thorough conviction that corruption was essential to the 

government of a nation"? Jefferson became increasingly distrusthl and vehemently 

opposed to this Hurnean Hamilton. With his earlier and intimate exposure. Madison, 

who would become one of Hamilton's bitterest opponents and Jet'tèrson's closest 

political allies, began to distance himself from Hamilton as early as the summer of 

1 78 7." 

8 A Silent Hamilton 

The defense of republicm governrnent in a country the s ix  of the United States 

was a problem which the Federalists could not have avoided evven had they wanted 10. 

Against the background of the previous chapter we see the central importance of 

Hume's contribution to Fe~ierulist #10 and to the larger Federcilist and Federalist 

agendas. As one oFits numerous historians has put it, if with a tincture ofcelebrative 

'' Franklin B. Sawvel, ed. The COmplw Anas of ïhomus J e r s o n  (Ne\v York. 1903), 37. 
'' Ibid. See also Lance Banning, The Jeffersonicrn Persuasion, 166, L66n; Stanley Elkins and 
Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federalism: The Eurly Americun Repdlic. 1788-1800 (Oxford. 
1993), 106; Paul Rahe, Republics rlncient und Modern: "it is just possible that it was during 
that fateful, afterdinner discussion in April 1791 that Thomas Jefferson first became aware of 
the degtee to which the secretary of the treasury was an admirer of bath the English 
constitution and the system of Walpole"(683) and, we might add, the impact of David Hume. 
13 Ibid. See also Adrienne Koch and William Peden, eds. The Life md Sefected Writings of 
Thomas Jefferson (New York, 1944, 127. 
U it may also be telling that Madison kept from Jefferson his collaboration with Hamilton on 
the Federalist papers; see Drew R. McCoy, n e  Last of the Fafhers: James Madison undthe 
Republican Legacy (Cambridge, 1989), 47. 



overstatement: "No. 10 provided the ciiiching argument on one of the main issues that 

stooci in the way of ratificaiionwJ5 

Federcrlist #IO, however, was only one ofa series of related Federalisr papers 

and should be read, not in isolation, but in the context fomed by that whole. In 

Federalisf #6, we find Hamilton introducing the sub-set of papen to which # I O  

belonged: 

THE three 1st numbers of this papa [Federalist #3,4. and 51have been 
dedicated to an enurneration of the dangers to which we should be exposed. in a 
state ofdisuinion, from the arms and arts of foreign nations. 1 shalf now 
proceed to delincate dangers of a different and perhaps, still more alming kind 
- those which will in al1 probability flow fiom dissensions between the States 
themselves and from domestic factions and convu~sions.'~ 

The remainder of Frdrrdisr #6 was taken up with illustrating the point that if they 

were not more compIrtely united, the states could expect nothing but violent contlict 

amongst thernselves. "A man must be far gone in Utopim speculations who can 

seriously doubt that if these States should either be wholly disunited. or only united in 

partial confederacies, the subdivisions into which they might be thrown would have 

frequent and violent contests with each other".J7 In Frderalisr #7. Hamilton was most 

concemed to show that given America's situation, these inter-state contlicts would be 

inevitable should the states not be united into one confederacy. 

We have a vast tract of unsettled mitory within the boundaries of the United 
States. There still are discordant and undecided claims between the several of 
them, and the dissolution of the Union would lay a foundation for similu 
claims between them al1 ... In the wide field of Western territory, therefore. we 
perceive an ample theater for hostile pretensions, without any umpire or 
cornmon judge to intepse between the contending prties.' 

45 Theodore Draper, -'Hume and Madison: The Secrets of  Federalist Paper No. 10." ibkn d 
Idem, Vol. 58 (1982),34. See also Lance Banning, The Sucrrd Firr of Liberty: the 10th 
FrderuIili is "a major watershed in western governmental theorfb(204); David F. Epstein, The 
PoliticaI Theory of the Feckrulisi (Chicago and London, 1984): FecIerulist I O  is .'the most 
famous and hightily regarded essay of the book - perhaps even of al1 Arnerican political 
wriiingsn(59). 
46 Clinton Rossiter, ed. fie Federafist (New York, 196 1 ), 54, 
'' Ibid. 

Ibid, 60. 



In Federalist #8, Hamilton considered the consequences of his arguments in Federalisr 

#6 and #7: "ASSüMiNG it therefore as an estabiished tmth that the several States, in 

case of disunion, or such combination of them as might happen to be fonned out of the 

wreck of the genenl Confederacy, would be subject to those vicissitudes of peace and 

war, of fnendship and enrnity with each other, which have fallen to the lot of al1 

neighbouring nations not united under one govemment, let u s  enter into a concise detail 

of some of the consequences that would attend such a situation"? And, says 

Hamilton, "if we should be disunited, and the integral parts should either remain 

separated, or, which is more probable, should be thrown together into two or three 

confederacies, we should be, in a short course of time, in the predicament of the 

continental powers of Europe -- our liberties would be a prey to the means of defending 

ourseives against the ambition and jealousy of each other". With disunion the 

"dangers" are "real, certain, and formidab~e".'~ 

"A FIRM Union". begins Hamilton's 9th Federulisr anticipating Madison's 

10th. "will be of the utmost moment to the peace and liberty of the States as a b d e r  

against domestic faction and insurrections". Hamilton says that he "shall venture, 

however novel it may appear to some, to add one more on a principie which has ken  

made the foundation of an objection to the new Constitution; 1 mean." says Hamilton in 

Humean language, "the ENLARGEMENT of the ORBiT within which suc h systems 

are to revolve. either in respect to the dimensions of a single State, or to the 

consolidation of sevenl smaller States into one great ~onfederac~"." 

[f any one Amencan in the 1780s was familiar with Hume's defense of 

republican government in an extended sphere, Hamilton would have been. But 

Hamilton, we see, gives no credit to Hume in his 9th Federrrliur. Finding not onIy 

Madison -- but Hamilton as well -- silent about Hume on republican govemment in an 

extended sphere adds another layer to the problem. For Hamilton - unlike Madison - 
had a long history of openly showing allegiance to Hume which, we have seen. came to 

49 Ibid., 66. 
Ibid., 7 1. 

'' Ibid., 73. Note that Hamilton does not say that this idea is novel, but only that -it may 
appear" novel "to some". 



a public head during the Constitutional Convention of 1787. What needs to be 

explained, then, is not just Madison's silent use of Hume's defense of republican 

government in an extended republic, but Hamilton's tao. 

8 John Adams's "aristocratical" Hume 

The importance and nature of the debate on republican govemment in an 

extended sphere is valuable here as well. For one thing, i t  projects in high relief the 

seriousness o f  the criticisms of Hume launched in John Adams's Defince of the 

Constitirtions of the United States of Amerka, clgaiml the attuck of'M Tirrgot in his 

irtter to Dr. Prie, duted the men&-second day of March, 17788.'? Published on the 

eve of the 1787 Constitutional Convention, Adiuns's long and somewhitt ponderous 

work enjoyed contemporary currency and impact?3 Although in the Dejince. Adams 

occasionally det'erred openly to Hume's ~isiory'~ and ~ssays'~.  as he had fquently in 

his writings of  the 1760s. Adams was now more eager to differentiate American 

politicaI thought fiom its Euopean precursors. Taking aim at Hume and a whole 

string of European thinkers, Adams argued that "Americans in this age are too 

'' A Drfence of the Cuns~itirtiuns of Govrrnmenr of the Ilnired Stures of tlmericrr. uguinsi rhe 
uttuck of U Turgot in /ris letter to Dr, Price, duted the nvenry-seconcf d q  of Murch. I778 (3 
vols., Philadel phU, t 778). 
53 C. Bradley Thompson, John Adc~mî und the Spiril ofLiberty, 25 1-256. See also Benjamin 
Rush to Richard Price, 2 June 1787, Mau Fanand, ed. The Recortls of the Frderul Convention 
of 1787: -Mr. Adams's book has diffused such excellent ptinciples among us. that there is 
little doubt of our adopting a vigorous and compounded federal legislature"( Vo 1. III: 33); see 
a h  James Madison to Thomas Jefferson, 6 June 1787: "MY. Adams' Book cvhich has been in 
your hands o f  course, has excited a good &al of attention. An edition has corne out here and 
another is in the press at N. York. It will probably be much read ... , and praised. and become 
a powerful engine in forming the public opinion"(Jack N. Rakove, ed. Writings, 96-97): 
M.N.S. Sellers, American Reptrblicmism, 33; Charles Warren, The Muking of the Constitiition 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1937; reprinted New York, 1%7), 155-156. 
'J John Adams, A Defince of the Constitutions of Govenimunt of the United States of Americu: 
"Robertson, Hume, and Gibbon, have given such admirable accounts o f  the feudal institutions, 
and their consequences, that it would have been more discreet to have referred to thern, 
perhaps, without saying any thing more upon the subjecr"(xwii). 
55 Ibid, vii-viii where Adams tums to a footnote Ciom Hume's essay ..Ofthe Populousness of 
Ancient Nations" (see Essays, 409n,410n) for proof5 from Diodorus Siculus o f  the factional 
violence o f  the Greek republics. 



enlightened to be bubbled out of their liberties, even by such mighty names as Locke, 

Milton, Turgot, or Hume". 

Adams ridiculed Montesquieu's "delirious ideas" suid "delusive imaginings" 

but, as the fiil1 title of the Defence shows, he was especially arguing against Turgot who 

had stated that in the American constitutions he perceived 'The useless imitation of 

English customs" in their versions of "mixed government". Adams argued, to the 

contrary. that Arnericans did not follow English models but knew that "popular 

elections of one essential branch of the legislature, fiequently repeated, are the only 

possible means of forming a free constitution, or of presewing the govemment of laws 

from the domination OC men. or of preserving their lives. liberties. or properties in 

security; they know ... that when popular elections are given up, liberty and free 

government must be given up". Indeed, Adams considered that it was "[ulpon this 

principle", that Amencans "cannot approve of the plan of Mr. Hume. in his 'Idea of a 

Pertèct Commonwealth'." - the very essay which demonstnbly impacted so 

significantly on Madison and in which Hume explicitly defended the unpopular concept 

of a thriving, tiee republic in a large state. Adams quoted in full (and in doing so, of 

course, helped to popularize) what he took to be the most offending passage from 

Hume's essay: 

'Let ail the freeholders of twenty pounds a year in the country. and al1 the 
househoiders worth five hundred pounds in the town parishes. meet annuaily in 
the parish church. and choose. by ballot, some freeholder of the county for their 
mernber, whom we shall cal1 the county-representative. Let the hundred 
county-representatives, two days afier their election, meet in the county-town, 
and choose by ballot, from their own body, ten county-magistrates and one 
senator. There are, therefore, in the whole commonwealth, one hundred 
senators, eleven hundred county-magistrates. and ten thousand county- 
representatives; for we shall bestow on al1 senators the authority of county- 
magistrates, and on al1 county-magistrates the authority of county- 
representatives. Let the senators meet in the capital, and be endowed with the 
whole executive power of the commonwealth; the power of peace and war. of 
giving orders to generals, admirais, and ambassadors, and, in short, al1 the 
prerogatives of a British king, except his negative. Let the county 
representatives meet in their particular counties, and possess the whole 
legislative power of the commonwealth; the greater number of counties 
decidiig the question; and where these are equal, let the senate have the casting 
vote. Every new law must first be debated in the senate; and. thou& rejected 



by it, if ten senaton insist and protest, it must be sent down to the counties: the 
senate, if they pletse, may join to the copy of the law their reasons for receiving 
or rejecting it,' &c ...' 

Finally, Adams summarized his point of contention with Hume's formula for fittering 

public opinion: Yhat of Hume is a compiicated aristocracy, and would soon behave 

like al1 other aristo~racies"?~ 

Adams's "aristocraticai" Hume would not have been admired by many of the 

Antifederalists who, like Richard Henry Lee, considered the proposed constitution an 

ill-advised movement in an aristocntical direction. It is "a most extraordinary epoch in 

the history of rnankind," wrote Lee, that so soon f ie r  America's political revolution 

'rhere should be so essential a change in the rninds of men. 'Tis really astonishing that 

the same people, who have just emerged From a long and cruel war in deknse of 

liberty", lamented Lee, "should now agree to fix an elective despotism upon themselves 

and their posterity"." The Constitution concuned Tentinel", w s  the ..most daring 

attempt to establish a despotic aristocracy among freemen that the world has ever 

witnesses'?' That some Antifedualists had indeed begun to think of Hume in 

Adams's '~aristocrsiticai" light is clear from a 17 October 1787 essay in the 

Pennsylvuniu Herdd. Here, "A Democratic Federal ist" re fened to Hume wi th James 

Burgh's apposition. "Mr. Hume. an aristocraticrrl writer"." Gordon Wood and others 

probably are right to see the debate between Federalists and Antifederalists as 

"fundamentaily one between aristocracy and democracy". Then. Adams's 

characterization of Hume's ideal commonwealth as " a  complicated aristocracy", would 

56 Given Adams's interpretation o f  Hume's essay outlined here, Theodore Draper appears to be 
off the mark when he writes that "none o f  Hume's political essays ever came under attack ... 
by any o f  the fo~nden"(~Hurne and Madison", 39). See also James Moore, "Hume and the 
C lassical Republican Tradition'', 836. 
57 James Curtis Ballagh, ed. Tlte Leuers ofRichard. Henry Lee (7, Vols, New York. 1912- 
19 14), Vol. II: 475. 
58 .'Centinel'', in Storing, ed. The Cornpiete Antifederdist, Vol. 2: 139. See M.N.S. Sellers. 
American Republic~nikn~ 150-153. 
59 '.A Dernacratic Federaiist", Pennsylvania Herald [ 17 October 1 787), reprinted in Storing, 
ed. The Complete Anti-Federalist, Vol, 3: 62- See James Burgh, Political Disquisitions 
(London, 1774-1 775), Vol. LI: 349. 



not have endeared Hume in the eyes of those whom "Publius" strove to c~nvince.~' 

Perhaps of great importance was Adams's attempt to divorce American political 

thought fiom its Old World European and British sources. That would have given 

"Publius" another rhetoricai consideration when he chose to be silent about his debts to 

 urne.^' 

5 American Exceptionalism and Republican Covernment in the Amerîcan 

Extended Spbere 

Despite what many historians would have us believe in light of the modern 

celebrity of the Fcderalist, "Publius" was not the only, nor even the first, to offer what 

amounted to a Humean deknse of republican governrnent in the American extended 

~ ~ h e r e . ~ '  On 2 November 1787. before either Federalist 9 or 10 appeared in pcint, 

John Stevens, Jr.. using the telling pseudonyrn "Americanus.'. gave in the New York 

Daily AJvertiser a Federalist response to "Cato" whose representative Antifederalist 

position has been mentioned ab~ve.~'  More specifcally, Stevens airned to cast doubt 

* Gordon S. Wood. Crerrrion of rhe Amrricon Republic, 485. See also Lance Banning. The 
Jefersaniun Persrrusion, 1 10-1 13; Lance Banning, The Sucred Firr of Libery, 244-243: 
Morton Borden, ed. The Ant@deruIist Papers (Michigan, I 965) who identifies 'a  basic 
Antitèderalist belief that proponents of the Constitution were selfkerving aristocrats who 
wished to have that document ratified with linle inquiry or debate"(1): James H. Hutson, 
"Country, Court, and Constitution: Antifederalism and the Historians", 337-368: Staughton 
Lynd, "Abraham Yates's History of the Movement for The United States Constitution." 
William und Mary Qt~nrterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 20 (1 963), 223-245: Carl J. Richard, The Founders 
und the Classies, 145- 146; Gary J. Schmitt and Robert H. Webking, "Revolutionaries, 
Antifederalists, and Federalists: Comments on Gordon Wood's Understanding o f  the 
American Founding," The Poliiicd Science Reviaver, Vol. IX ( 1979), 2 18-2 19 See. for 
instance. "A Federalist''. The Boston Gazette und the Country Journal (26 Novem ber 1 787), 
reprinted in Borden, ed. Ant~edeerulist, 1-2. 
" [t is interesting to note that Adams was criticized for not going Iàr enough in this respect. 
See [John Stevens], Observations on Government, Incluùing Some Animudversiorrs on M. 
Aclams S Defnce ofthe Cunstiiutions of Government (New York, L 787); see also Joyce 
Appleby, "What 1s Still American in the Political Philosophy o f  Thomas Jefferson?", 291, 
6' My discussion in this section has beneflted greatly from the "Postscript" to the second 
edition o f  Bernard Bailyn's Th Ideofogical ûrigins of the Americun Revolution. Bailyn, 
however, does not discuss Hume. 
63 On Stevens see Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological ûrigins of the Americun Revolurion, 363- 
365. See also "A Citizen o f  Philadelphia" [Pelatiah Webster], in Bailyn, ed. Debote on the 
Constitution, Vol. 1: 176- 188. 



on the Montesquieuian core of Cato's argument for the impossibility of establishing a 

republic in an extensive area. "A Reprrbiic must hme only a smull territory, otherrvise 

it cannot long sirbsist'*, said Stevens quoting "Cato's" rendîtion of Montesquieu: "i 

utterly deny the truth ofthis 'axiom' of the celebrated civilian". **The grand evil which 

al1 popular governments have hitherto labored under", wote Stevens in Humean 

undertones, 3 s  an inveterate tendency to faction", In a small territory. said Stevens 

d e r  Hume and before Madison, this tendency proved fatal: 

Republics, limited to a small territory, ever have ken, and, from the nature of 
man, ever will be, Liable to be tom to pieces by faction. When the citizens are 
confined within a n m w  compass, as wwas the case of Sparta. Rome, &c. it is 
within the power of a factious demagogue to scatter sedition and discontent, 
instantaneously, thro' every part of the State. An artful declaimer. such as Cam. 
for instance. by infbing jealousy and rage into the minds of the people. may do 
imparable mischief to a smdl State. The people, thrown suddenly into passion. 
whilst this paroxysm. whilst this fit of insanity continues, commit a thousand 
enormities: and it  is well if the Govenunent itself escapes tiom total subversion. 
Had the commotion. which S hays excited in Massachusetts. happened in a state 
of srnuil ierritovy, what would have been the probable consequences. Before 
the people had recovered fram t k i r  madness, perhaps all would have been lost. 

But i f  Stevens derived his ideas from Hume. he was not about to say so. 

The cnix of"Americanus's" sittack on "Cato" was that al1 European auchority 

was inelevant to American political thinken.G Challenging Antifederaiist sttleks on 

republican govemment in a large temtory, Stevens thought it best to pull the mg out 

From under their star witness. 

Montesquieu. it seems, tells us, that u Repirblic mitsr huve only CI srna11 
trrritory. But how, [ would ask. would he, or Locke. or any other political 

M Although he makes no reference to the e.uamples considered here, see Jack P. Greene, The 
inrelllecrual Constnrcrion of Americu: E:ceptiunaiism und IcIrntity. fiom 1497 fo 1800 
(Chapel Hill, 1993) for a discussion of the broader development of American nationalism 
which was especially prevalenr in the eady national p e r d .  See also Peter C. Hoffer, "The 
Constitutional Crisis and the Rise of a Nationalistic View of History in America, 1786- 1788.' 
Nav  York Hisrory, Vol. 52 { 197 l), 305-323; Arthur H. Shaffer, To Be Rn American: Dmid 
Ramsuy and rhe Making of rhe American Cunsciousness (Columbia, 199 1 ), t 10. For a 
contemponry statement which connects nationalism with debate on the constitution, see 
-'Concention" in M4ssuchusetis Ceniinel (13 ûctober 1787): The new Constitution will 
"diffuse a narionui spirit, and inspire every man with sentiments of dignity, when he reflects 
that he is not merely the individual ofa State, but a CITIZEN OF AMERICA" (cited in 
Herbert J. Storing, "The 'Other' Federalist Papes: A Preliminary Sketch," The Poliricd 
Science Reviewer, Vol. VI ( 1 W6), 224). 



writer in Europe, be warrantai in insisting on this assertion as an irrefiagable 
axiom? Had they formed any conceptions of a republican Government 
instituted upon the plan of the Constitution now under consideration? Because 
the wretched attempts that have k e n  made in the old world, to constitute 
Republican Governments, have necessarily failed of attaining the desired 
purpose, are we to be told the thing is -impracticiible,' when attempted upon 
principles as different, as light is from darkness? 

And to challenge Montesquieu, said Stevens. "ought not to be deemed arrogant in me, 

or in any man, at this time of day, and on this side of the Atlantic". "Wretched indeed 

would be our political institutions", wrote "Americanus", 

had we been governed by the 'axioms' of European writers on politics, in the 
formation of them. As we are placed in a situation totally new. instesid of 
absurdly hunting for precedents in the old world, we must think, we must 
reason, for ourselves. 

"Every American breast retaining the least degree of spirit." declared Stevens, "must 

spum. with indignation, at this insidious atternpt to shackle our ~nderstandin~s".~~ 

Little wonder that days later. when he came to publish his own rebuttal of those like 

"Cato" who looked to the European Montesquieu, "Publius" was reluctant to show 

himself to be allied too closely with Hume (or any other "oId world" thinker) on the 

controversial issue of the extent of territory OF the New American ~ e ~ u b l i c . " ~  

"Publius" had, as well, even earlier and more significant precedents for defending an 

American extended republic with the language of American exceptionalism. 
- - --- 

b5 "Americanus" [John Stevens, Jr.], Duily Rdvertiser (2 November 1787); reprinted in Bailyn, 
ed. The Debaie on the Consriruion, Vol. 1: 27-230. See also "Americanus" [John Stevens. 
Jr.], Daily Adverliser ( 12 December 1 787); reprinted in Boilyn, The Debafe on the 
Constirution, Vol. 1: 487-493. See Jack N. Rakove, "Hume, Madison, and the Vexatious 
Question of Influence," (unpublished paper presented at the "Hume and 18th-Century 
Americal* conference, Williamsburg, Virginia, April I995), 15. 

The consistent Antifederalist cornplaint was that the Federalists relied too heavily on 
European models in their constitutiond thinking. See, for instance, William Grayson (Bordon, 
3). See also Abraham Kupersmiîh who writes that perhaps "the crowning irony of American 
history" is that the 'hrchitects of the federal Constitution were the fist group to be accused of 
king un-American" ("Montesquieu and the tdeological Strain in Antifederalist Thought", 49). 
Kupersmith's essay, however, has a number of hctual errors, does not use many of the 
examples cited here, and although he identifies a number of ironies in this debate, he dws not 
see the final irony which is that behind the FederaIist defense of the extended republic (which 
encompassed extended criticisms of the Antifederalists reliance on European sources) as a 
new, American experiment - was Hume's voice. 



William Vans Murray has oîlen been overlooked by modem historians and 

political scientists6' but in his own time he was regarded as an iduential diplornat and 

political writer, k i n g  described by John Quincy Adams in the Porrjfolio as "one of the 

brightest characters, which has  arisen in the Amencan Union since the establishment of 

its independenceW.6* Murray's contemporary fame rested largely on his Pol i t id  

Sketches which was written during Mwray's studies at the Middle Temple in 1784 and 

1785, and was published as the work of an anonymous author in London in early 

1 787.69 

In his Sketches, Murray, like Adams and Stevens, was concerned to challenge 

the authority and relevance of European political writers for American political 

problems.70 Mumy had two specifc targets. He wished to answer Montesquieu on 

republics in an extended sphere and he aitned to combat the critique of commercial 

republics tound in abbé Gabriel Bonnot de Mably's Observutions sur le golrvernmrnf et 

les loi' l lrs ~ t r t s  Unis d i  ~rnériytre?' 60th of these goals have clear Humean 

resonances, but even clearer is Murray's belief in American exceptionalism. Mumy 

67 The words of Alexander DeConde, one of Murray's few modem interpreters are 
disappointingly as crue today as they were when published in 1955: "Since historians have 
concentrated on men of more hcroic stature, Murray and others Iike him have k e n  relegated to 
an inconspicuous position in our intellectual and political history", see "William Vans 
Murray's Poliricd Sketches: A Defense of the American Experiment" Mississippi I/clley 
Historical Reviav, Vol. XLI (1955), 623. 
68 John Quincy Adams, "William Vans Murray," Porrfalio. 7 January 1804. Adams's sketch 
has been reprinted in Wonhington C. Ford, ed. "Letters of William Vans Murray to John 
Quincy Adams, 1797-1 803." American Historical Association. .4nnuul Report, (Washington, 
1 9 14), 347-35 1. On Murray see Bernard Bailyn, "FUI fillment", in ~cieologicul Origins, 37 1 - 
373; Alexander DeConde, "William Vans Murray's Political Sketches; A Defense of the 
American Experiment", 623-640: P. Peter Hill William Vans hlurrq Federulist Diplomut: 
The Shaping of Peace with France, l79ï-l8Ul (Syracuse, 197 1); David Nichols, "William 
Vans Murray," American National Biography, Vol. 16: 175-1 77; Clement Sulivane, "A Sketch 
of William Vans Murray," Southern History Association, Publications, Vol. V (190 l), 1st- 
158. 
69 Political Sketches, Inscribed tu His Ercellency John Adams, Minister Plenipotentiuryjiom 
the United States to the Court of Great Britain. by a Citizen of the United States (London, 
1787). 
70 See Aleexander DeConde, -William Vans Murray's Politicul Sketches: A Defense o f  the 
American Experiment", 627-629. 
T l  On Mably see Johnson Kent Wright, A Classicai Republicm in Eighteenth-Centus, France: 
The Political Thought of Mably (Stanford, 1997). 



criticized Montesquieu and Mably because the philosophes "[compare] certain events 

in history and certain institutions of the ancients, with the events of the American 

revolution, her laws and governments"?2 But, says Murray, the American case is 

incomparable. "Never was there, before the American revolution, an instance of a 

nation forming its own government". "Never did there exist such a scene as that, 

which, on the revolution, took place in America". When "foreigners" like Mably, "a 

Frenchman and a scholar", attempted to explain Arnerican political life, they 

necessarily got it wrong with their "wild errors" and "fancihl conjectures". Englis h 

political culture, with its "freedom of reasoning", comes closest of al1 to American 

political thought, 

[blut, however she may have ken  affected by the general diffusion of this 
knowledge; she owed her exertions of reasoning less to example, than to her 
temper, situation, and political relations. To these was she indebted for that just 
and bold spirit of thinking, on the great points of government and of religion. 
which she could not have borrowed from ancient story, or imitated from any 
living model. 

Murray concluded America's "state was different; and where little or no analogy could 

be found. she could owe little to syrnpathy or adaptation". 

Signing himself, "A citizen of the united states". Murray remarked in his 

'*DEDICATION. to John Adams, that "The extent of temto j' is an "objection made 

by such as theonse on the American democracies". Murray's entire sixth sketch, 

entitled simply "Extent of territory", argued at length in Humean Ianguage that the 

United States might exist and flourish as a republic, despite its large temtory. Murray 

set out to 'vindicate the Arnerican democracies fiom ail objections" which have been 

made by "Montesquieu, wherein a mal1 territory is made an essentiai property of their 

fo rm~" .~  Repeating for rebuttai what we can now identifi as the standard objection to 

the new American constitution, Murray remarked that "Montesquieu hath said. and 

theoreticai men have followed him, that it is natutal for a democratic republic to have 
-- - - - - - - - 

" Wit l iarn Vans Murray, Political Sketches, in American Museum, or Repositoty of Ancienr 
and Modern Fugitive Pieces. Prose and Poetical (September 1 787), 22 1. 
* Ibid., 238 



only a small territoryW." Murray argued that Montesquieu was irrelevant in America . 
and for any governent which has "an efficiency, a ceierity, and an accommodation of 

the Laws, the extent of tecritory cannot fonn an obje~tion"?~ But, one might 

reasonably ask, would many Amencans have read this anonymous work of 1787 

published obscurely across the Atlantic in a foreign country? Would Madison and 

Hamilton have read Murray's American exceptionalist defense of an extended republic, 

and if so, would they have read it with the knowledge that other Arnericans had read it 

too? 

There is no doubt that the Polirical Skeichrs crossed the Atlantic. This is 

certain because the entire text was reprinted in Mathew Carey's Arnerimn Miisezim, or 

Reposirory of Ancienr and Modern Fugitive Pieces. Prose unci Poetical for September 

1 187.76 This reprinting of the Poiitic*ai Sketches in Philadelphia's premier political 

periodical, only weeks before the first publications of "Publius's" 9th and 10th 

Federalisr papers, was of considerably more consequence for its contempomry 

dissemination than Murray's few modern commentators have hitherto realized. The 

American Museum was the first Amencan journal to approach a national distribution 

and it was quite possibly the most widely read magazine of its time, especially in 

~hiladel~hia." 

Philadelphia in 1787 w u ,  of course, a politically charged city and tempomry 

home to many of the nation's most influentid men, and these were the patrons who 

largely filled the subscription roles of Carey's magazine. The circulation of the 

iimerimn Museum and the stature olits patrons can be gathered accurately from a 

subscription list which was printed in Carey's fust n~rnber.~' The list was headed by: 

His Excellency, GEORGE WASHINGTON. Esq. late. Commander in Chief of 
the Armies of the United State of Amerka; now Delegate to the Continental 
Convention from the state of Virginia and President of said Convention. 

" Ibid. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Not Jdy as Alexander DeConde reports, "William Vans Murray's Political Skrrches: A 
Defense of  the American Experiment", 625. 
77 James N. Greene, "From Printer to Publisher: Mathew Carey and the Origins ofNineteenth- 
Century Book Publishing," in Michael Hackenberg, ed. Grrting the Books Out: Pupers of the 
Chicago Conference on the Book in 19th-Centiuy America (Washington, 1987), 28-29. 
'' Americcm Mt~eum, Vol. 1 (1  787), v-xvi. 



His Excellency BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, L.L.D, F.R.S. President of the 
American Philosophical Society; President of the Commonwealth of 
Pemsylvania; and Delegate From said Commonwealth to the Continental 
Convention 

His Excellency EDMOND RANDOLPH, Esq. Governor of the State of 
Virginia, and Delegate therefiorn to the Continental Convention 

The complete list of 505 subscribers is a virtual Who 's FVho of United States political 

life in the late 1780s and includeà, besides Washington, Franklin, and Randolph, more 

than twenty other subscribers identified as Constitutional Convention delegates. 

Alexander Hamilton and James Madison were among 

Finding the Polifical Sketches reprinted in Carey's Americun ~Cluseirm is telling. 

It provides evidence that "Publius" was farniliar with Mucray's work and would know 

that others were too. Second, it shows that Hume's ideas on republican government in 

an extended territory were more wide-spread in eighteenth-century Arnerica thm 

modern scholars have assumed. Finally, it strengthens our case for a pre-Ferlercrlist 

tradition of defending the American extended republic on Americsin exceptionalist 

grounds. The editorial policy of Carey's magazine, well-known to its contemporary 

audience, was to "encourage the development of American literature in its own right, 

separate from the influence of ~ u r o ~ e ? ' . ~ ~  Given this context of American 

exceptionaiism for these earlier American defenses of an extended republic, we can 

more perceptively read "Publius's" later dent  use of Hume. tt is difficult to know 

whether Stevens and Mumy - despite their daims for American exceptionalism - 

79 Richard Bassite; Jacob Broome; Gunning Bedford; William Bingham: George Clymer, John 
Dickinson; William Davie; Thomas Fimimons; William Few; Jared Ingersol; Daniel of St. 
Thomas Jenifer; William Samuel Johnson; William Jackson: Rufus King; Thomas Mifflin; 
Alexander Martin; Robert Morris; James Madison; James McClurg; Gouverneur Morris; 
Charles Pinckney; Richard Dobbs Spaight; and Robert Yates. Carey also printed a 
subscription l is t  in the first number of  volume L I  (July 1787). In the "Preface" to this volume, 
Carey speaks o f  the "degree o f  respectability" his list of subscribers "now possesses. both as to 
numbers, and he characters that compose it". In his attempt to argue for the slight circulation 
o f  the "extent of area" argument in eighteenth-century Arnerica, Larry D. Kramer would have 
done well to consider William Vans Murry's publication and especially its appearance in the 
American Museum. 
80 Carol Sue Humphrey, The Press of the Young Republic, 1783-1833 (Westport, 1996), 147; 
see also Benjamin T. Spencer. The Quesrfor Nationalily (Syracuse, 1957), 36. 



were inspired directly by Hume for theu defense of republican government in an 

extended territory. But, the evidence for Hume's direct influence on Hamilton and 

Madison on the specific topic ofrepublican govemment in an extended sphere is 

established beyond doubt. The challenging question in "Publius's" case is not whether 

he knew and used Hume's ideas on republican government in an extended sphere -- for 

clearly he did -- but, when he did so, why he only did so silently. "Publius", after 

Stevens and Murray, saw that Amencan exceptionalism provided the k s t  defense 

against the Antifedenlist Montesquieuian critique. of an extended Republic. That 

"Publius" wished to cast doubt on the Antifederalist "blind veneration for antiquity", 

and to champion and make a political attribute of American expericnce and Amcricans' 

"own good sense". is something he revealed clearly in Federulisi #14. And he did this 

in a passage which bears directly on the argument of Federulisi #9 and # 10: 

Harken not to the voice which petulantly tells you that the tom of govemment 
recommended for your adoption is a novelty in the political world; that it has 
never yet had a place in the theories of the wildest projectors; that it rashly 
attempts what it is impossible to accomplish ... But why is the expriment of an 
extended republic to be rejected, merely because it may comprise what is new? 
1s it not the glory of the people of America that, whilst they have paid a decent 
regard to the opinions offormer times and other nations. they have not suffered 
a blind veneration for antiquity, for custom, or for names, to overrule the 
suggestions of their own gwd sense. the knowledge of their own situation. and 
the lessons of their own experience?" 

On the topic of republican govemment in sui extended sphere, it would have been 

counterproductive for "Publius" to have used Hume any way but silently. 

"Publius" had identifiable reasons for not evoking Hume's name in the 

particular context of debate on republican government in an extended temtory. 

Because Hume's works were so widely disseminated among the American public t'or 

whom "Publius" wrote, he could only look askance at Hume and draw From his 

reprtoire silently. That "Publius" partly succeeded in this tightrope walk is shown, not 

81 James Madison, Federofist #37 in Clinton Rossiter, ed. The FederaIist Pupers, 104- George 
W. Carey's argument in The FederaIist: Designfor LI Constitutionul Republic that "Publius" 
was "oblivious to the arguments of the Antifederalists, based upon traditional republican 
theory, that extensiveness could be carried too fier by embracing interests that simply cannot be 
peacefully accommodated under one political root"(21) is a dubious one. 



by the fact that modern scholars have been so long in working out the details of his 

Humean debt, but that "Publius's" own conternporaries failed to flush it out more 

h l ~ ~ . ~ '  That they did not, suggests that Hume's defense of Republican government in 

an extended sphere -- in its most elaborate and nuanced form - may only have been 

hlly understood by a handful of America's most elite political th inker~.~~ But, Hume's 

basic writings on this topic were more widely known than historians have let on. This 

can be shown in yet another way, with reference to an entry in Mathew Carey's School 

of Wisdom:, or, Americcrn Monifor. Cuntaining a copiot~s collection ofsublime und 

elegmt extracts, jiom the mosr minent ivrirers, on mords, religion dl governmenf. 

Carey's School of Wisdom offered little îhat was new or groundbreaking; 

perhaps this is why it has been passed over silently by historians of American political 

thought. As a compendium that defined shared political language, however, Carey's 

reader is a vaiuable historical record of commonplaces in eighteenth-century Amencan 

political thought. Long before Douglas Adair detected the connection between Hume's 

writings and the defense of republican government in the extended temtory of 

America, Carey reprinted under the simple heading "Liberty" with the simple signature 

"HUME", the celebrated passage from Ydea of a Perfect Commonwealth: 

We shdl conclude this subject, with obsewing the falsehood of the common 
opinion, that no large state could ever be modelled into a commonweaith, but 
that such a tom of government cm only take place in a city or small territory. 
The contrary seems probable. Though it is more difficult to tom a republican 

" Some were apparentiy in the know. Benjamin Rush wrote to Thomas Jefferson that "Most 
people here Say (and t am sony, with too much justice) that the pieces contain nothing but 
plagiarisms from history and British politicsT'(329). 
83 On the limited conteniporary impact of Federalist # I O  as a function of the newness of its 
ideas on republican government in an extended sphere see, for instance, Larry D. Kramer, 
"Madison's Audience", esp. 665,670,673-674. Post-Federafist # 10 Antifederalist writings 
continued to hammer away at the extensive size of the proposed United States: See. for 
instance, "An Oid WhigTT, The Massucchusetts Gaette, 27 November 1787 (reprinted in 
Monon Borden, The Antifederafist Paprs, 45-37); "Agrippan [John Winthrop], 
hfassachusetts Gazette, 3 December 1787 (reprinted in Herbert J. Storing, ed. The Complete 
Anti-Federalisf, Vol. 4: 75-77); T h e  Address and Reasons of Dissent of the Minority of the 
Convention of the State of Pennsylvania to their Constituents," Pennqdvania Packet, 18 
December 1 787 (reprinted in Bernard BaiIyn, ed. The Debate on ihe Constitution, Vol. 1 : 
535); "A Colombian Patriot" [Mercy Otis Warren], Observations on the New Constitution, and 
on the Federal und State Conventions (1 788) (reprinted in Bernard Baily n. The Debate on the 
Constitution, "The Gulf of Despotism Set Open," Vol. 11: 394). 



government in an extensive territory than in a city; there is more facility, when 
once it is fomed, of preserving it steady and unifomi, without tumult and 
faction. -- In a large government, which is mudeled with masterly skill, there is 
compass and ruom enough to refine the demucracy fiom the lower people who 
may be admitted into the first elections or first concoction of the 
cornmonwealth, to the higher magistrates. who direct al1 the movements. At the 
same time, the parts are so distant and remote, that it is very dificult, either by 
intrigue. prejudge, or passion, to hurry them into any rneasures against the 
public interest!' 

8 "TIME and EXPEiUENCEn 

"Publius" was not d e n t  about al1 of his Humean debts. In his concluding 

number. Fedrmlist #85, m-Publius" discussed "the additional security which [the 

constitution's] adoption will afford to republican government, to liberty, and to 

property". The final authority quoted in this final Federulisr paper was David Hume. 

"Publius" h m  openly praised Hume as "a writer equsilly solid and ingenious" and cited 

a passage fmm the essay "Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences". Hume's 

blueprint for successfi~lly bdancing a large state such as the United States of Amerka: 

To balance a large state or society (says he), whether monarchical or republican. 
on general lnws, is a work of so geat dift7culty that no human genius, however 
comprehensive, is able, by the mere dint of reason and retlection. to effect it. 
The judgments of rnany must unite in the work: EXPERiENCE rnust guide their 
labor; TIME must bring it to perkction, and the FEELiNG of inconveniences 
m u t  correct the misdes  which they inevifubly fall into in their first trials and 
experirnents.s5 

These "judicious reflections" explains "PubIius", "contain a lesson of moderation to al1 

the sincere lovers of the Union, and ought to put them upon their guud against 

Mathew Carey, ed. School of Wisdom:, or, American ibfonifor. Conmining rr copiorw. 
collection ofsublime und eiegunf rxrracfs. fiom the most eminenr wtiiers, on morrrls. religion 
dG goventmeni (Pttiladelphia, 180 I ), 2 I I .  This passage is, of course. the very passage €rom 
Hume's essay "Idea ofa Perfect Commonwealth" which has been argued to be so important to 
Madison. We might question David L. Duncan's unsubstantiated postulate in Tk Anri- 
F&raikrs and Eurij Amcrican Polifical Though~ (DeKalb, L995), that -While it is true that 
Madison owes much on this point [the extended republic] to David Hume .,. it is Madison who 
popularized and made cornmonplace what had been considered not only unconventional but 
also illegitimate political thought, given the prominence of Montesquieu"(108). 
85 Clinton Rossiter, ed. The Federalist Pupers, 526-527. See James Moore, "Hume and the 
Classical Republican Tradition", 824-825. 



hazarding anarchy, civil war, a perpetuai dienation of the States from each other, and 

perhaps the military despotism of a victorious demagogue, in the pursuit of what they 

are not likely to obtain, but From TiME and EXPERENCF'. 

Lance Banning in a number ofwell-received essays and an influential book has 

argued that eighteenth-century Arnericans had no language with which to understand or 

practice the notion of slow historical change,s6 "The revolutionary generation", 

supposed Banning, 'encouraged men to think that constitutional change, like water, 

always flowed downhill." He argued that. "[iln 1789, Americans lived in ... a world ... 
[where the] heritage of classical republicanism and English opposition thought, shaped 

and hardened in the tùmace of a great Revolution, lefi few men free. This universe 

contained no familiar ways of thinking about gradua1 constitutional improvement". But 

other scholars of Amencan political thought of the 1780s have increasingly pointed to 

the fact that the defenders of the Constitution were eager to lay the foundations of a 

secure union on the principle of gmdual constitutional progress. where political 

allegiances would slowly be cemenied by time and experience. As Robert Sinopoli has 

convincingly argued. "Publius" was especially eager to argue 'lagainst the Anti- 

Federalists that time and not the size of the polity was the source of the sentiment of 

allegiance"." Madison. as Drew McCoy has pointed out. praised *rhat veneration. 

which time bestows on every thing, and without which perhaps the wisest and freest 

pvenunent would not possess the requisite stability?'!' More recently. James H. Read 

highlighted a passage in Hamilton's Fedeeralisî #27 in which time and the habits 

formed in it are distinguished as the essential glues which will bind the nation together: 

The more the operations of the national authority are intermingled in the 
ordinary exercise of govemment, the more the citizens are accustomed to meet 
with it in the common occurrences of their political Iife, the more it is 
familiarized to their sight and CO their feelings. the fucther it enters into those 

86 See especially Lance Banning, -Republican ldeoloey and the Triumph of the Constitution, 
1 789 to 1 793," FYiIIiam and Mary Qumterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 3 1 ( 1974), L 67-1 88. This essay h s  
also been reprinted in Lance Banning, ed, Afier the Consrirution: Pur& Conflict in the New 
Reptrblic (Belmont, California, 1989)- 233-253. See also Lance Banning, The Jeffersoniirn 
Persuasion, esp. 1 13. 
# Richard C. Sinopoli, The Foundarions of American Citkeenship: Liberakm. The 
Constitution and Chic V h e  (Oxford, 1992), 102. 

See McCoy, The Lm of the Fathers, 55. 



objects which touch the most sensible chords and put in motion the most active 
springs of the human hem, the greater will be the probability that it will 
conciliate the respect and attachment of the community. Man is very much a 
creature of habit* A ttiing that rarely strikes his senses will generally have but a 
transient iduence upon his mind. A govemment continually at a distance and 
out of sight can hardly be expected to interest the sensations of the people. The 
inference is that the authocity of the Union and the affections of the citizens 
towards it will be strengthened, cather than weakened, by its extension to what 
are called matters of intemal concern; and that it will have l e s  occasion to recur 
to force, in proportion to the familiarity and comprehensives of its agency. The 
more it circulates through those channels and currents in which the passions of 
mankind naturally flow, the less will it require the aid of the violent and 
perilous expedients of compukion." 

Commentators are right to see the importance of "time" and .*experience" in the 

Federdisr and they could have pointed ta other e x a ~ n ~ l e s . ~ ~  Mer Federalists spoke 

with the same Humean Innguage. As "Convention" put it, "Virtue or good habits are 

the result of good laws --and h m  the excellent Arnerican Constitution those habits 

will be induced, that shall lead to those exertions. rnsrntrfictlrres and enterprises. which 
, ,YI will give a scope to the Amencan genius, and -tind employment t'or their activity 

Jonathan Dickinson. whose historically indined Pennsylvunicr Farmer 's Lettrrs of 

1767 had been so influential in defining the ideas of the early Revolutionmies. argued 

as "Fabius" in the Prnn~ylvnniu ~Mecirry and GeneroI Aciverriser for 1 788 that when 

thinking about the science of constitutions, "a little experience will cast more light 

upon the subject, than a multitude of debates". By '-a gradua1 progress," says "Fabius". 

%s has been done in England, we may fiom time to time introduce every improvement 

in our constitution, that shall be suitable to our situation"?' 

SP James H. Read, Powr versus Liberty: Mdison, Humilfon, Wiison. undJeflerson 
(Chatlottesville and London. 2000). Read might have made this and similar points much more 
strongly and clearly had he seen Hume's influence. 
M See the numerous entries for 'iime" and -e.uperience" in Edward J. Erler and Thomas B. 
HofelIer, eds. The Federalist Concordance (Chicago and London, 1980). 
91 See, for instance, Storing, "The 'Other' Federalist Papen", 24 1. 
9' - "Fabius" [John Dickinson], "Observations on the Constitution Proposed by the Federal 
Convention", PennryImniu Mercuff and General rlhertiser (39 Aprit 1 788): reprinted in 
Bernard Bailyn, ed. The Debute on the Consrirurion, Vol. I I :  428. Summarizing Federalist 
thought, Herbert J. Storinp W&S that its penultimate point is that the '-exceHent govemment 
provided by the Constitution wilt enforce, habituate to, and teach chic virtue while going 
about its business of providing security, order and justice between man and man-. 



What Sinopoli, Read and others do not see with sufficient clarity. but which we 

now can, is the degree and nature of Hume's impact on this aspect of American 

political thought. The idea that gradua1 constitutional change was one of the true 

pnnciples of English liberty was one of Hume's most original.93 But Hume's 

Arnerican audience had been mulling over his ideas on the English constitution for 

decades. They had ofien read in Hume's History of Engiand that ' m e  or regular 

liberty ... requires such improvement in knowledge and morals. as can only be the result 

of reflection and experience, and must grow to perfection during several ages of settled 

and established govenunent"." Despite Banning's claims to the contrary. Hume's 

concept of slow constitutional improvement was both well-known and largely accepted 

in eighteenth-century America, even before Independence. By 1789 Hume's ideas 

about gradual constitutional progress were so comrnonly admitted in the United States 

that on the topic of Republican govenunent in an extended sphere "Publius" even 

ventured to step out from under his Arnerican exceptionalist guise. 

93 See Frederick G. Whelan, "Tirne, Revolution, and Prescriptive Right in Hume's Theory of 
Govemment" Utilitc~s, Vol. 7 (1995): "Hume is unique ... in the prominence o f  his frequently 
stated ... daim that ï ime and custom give authority to ail forms of government'."(IO I ). 
*I Hume. Hisroy, Vol. 1 : 254. 



CHAPTER MNE: 
THE RECEPTION OF HUME'S POLITICS IN LATE EIGHTEENTH- 

CENTURY AMERiCA 

-... it is necessary to bind the states together by the people's interests. 
one of which is to enable every man to sel1 the produce of his labor at 
the best market and pwchase at the cheapest. This accords with the idea 
of Hume, 'that the govenunent of a wise people would be little more 
than a system of civil police; for the best interest of man is industry and 
a fiee exchange of the produce of his labor for the things which he may 
require.' On this humane principle, what stronger bonds of union can be 
invented than those which enable each individual to transport the 
produce of his industry 1,200 miles for 60 cents the hundred weight? 
Here then is a certain method of securing the union of the states, and of 
rendering it as lasting as the continent we inhabit" 

--Robert Fulton's "Communication" to Albert Gallatin's Report 
of the Secretury of the Treasury, on the Sirbjecr oj'Piibtiç Roads 
and Canais, 1808- 

Thomas Jefferson, unlike "Publius", was anything but silent about David Hume. 

Time and time again, in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, Jcf'ferson barked his 

dislike of Hume's History loudly and consistently enough for his animus of Hume to 

become legendary.' Some, like Saul Padover, tell us Hume was Jet'ferson's "bête noire 

' See Arthur E. Bestor, review of E. Millicent Sowerby, ed, Ctctulogt~c of the L i b r q  of 
Thomus Jt$erson. Voltrme 1, History: Volume II, Philosophy: Volume Il l ,  Philosophy 
(Washington, 1952-1 953), The ~bhsissippi Valley Historicui Revierv. Vol. J O  ( 1953). 7 1 8-7 19; 
Theodore Bester, "Thomas Jefferson and the Freedom of Books." in Theodore Bester, ed, 
Three Presidents und Their Book [Urbana, 1955), 14, 16-20; C. Randolph Benson. Thomcrs 
JeBrson us Sociui Scientist (Cranbury, 197 l), 28 1; Earl Burk Bnly, "The Reputation of 
David Hume in America" (Ph.D. dissertation, Austin, 1955), 27-28, 103-108; Trevor 
Colboum. The Lump of Erperience: Whig Himry and the Inieiiectrral Origins of rhr ilmericrcn 
Enlighrenment (reprinted Indianapolis, 1998), 2 16-222: Theodore Draper, -Hume & Madison: 
The Secrets of Federaiist Paper No. 10," Encounter, Vol. 58 (1982), 39; Herbert Lawrence 
Ganter, '=leff'erson's 'Pursuit of Happiness' and some Forgonen Men," William und lbliriy 
Quurterl'y, Ser='>, Vol. 16 ( 1 936), 58 1 ; Francis W. Hirst, Lve und tetiers of Thomas Jeferson 
(New York, 1926), 556; Leonard W. Levy, Jefferson & Chil Liberties: The Darker Side 
(Cambridge, l963), passim; Leonard W. Levy, "Jefferson as a Civil Libertarian,* in Lally 
Weymouth, ed. Thomus Jefferson: The Mun ... His World. ..His Influence (London. I973), 200- 
20 I; Donald W. Livingston, "introduction," in Donald W. Livingston and James T. King, eds. 
Hume: R Re-evaluation (New York, l976), 17; Henry F. May, The Enlightenment in dmericu 
(New York, 1976), 294; David N. Mayer, The Constitutionai Thought of Thomm Jefferson 
(Charlottesville and London, 1994), 12; John Chester Miller, The Wovby the Ears: Thomus 
Jefferson and SIavery (New York, 1973,262 Jerry 2. Muller, Conservufism: An Rnthology of 



in the realm of ideasVv2 and others, like M e d l  Peterson, Say Jefferson always klt that 

way, waging *'a lifelong campaign against" the "insidious infîuence" o f  Hume's 

political thought.' 

Jefferson's Humean Animus 

Jefferson's own comments in the 1760s and 1770s, we have argued earlier, 

curiously provide little foreshadowing o f  Jefferson's later antagonisms for Hume's 

writings. The young Jefferson purchased, read, commonplaced, re-purchased, re-read, 

and otherwise absorbed Hume's Histoty of England and the Essuys and Treutises on 

Several Subjects. He also recommended that others do the same. Picking up the 

strands o f  this story as late as the 1780s we find that Little h m  changed? Jefferson 

continued to recornrnend Hume to those who sought his reading advice. Thomas Mann 

Social und Politicd Thoirghtfiom David Hume to the Present (Princeton, 1997), 148; Thomas 
L. Pangle, "The Philosophic Understandings o f  Human Nature lnforming the Constitution," in 
Confionring the Constitirrion (Washington, L990). 37; Edd Win field Parks, '.Jefferson's 
Attitude Toward History," Georgiu Historicul pUurterly, Vol. 36 ( 1 952). 33 7: James Parton, 
Lifr of Thonlus Jeferson. Third Presidenr of tllr United Stutes (Boston. 1 874), 7 13; William 
Peden. "Some Notes Concerning Thomas Jefferson's Libraries." Willium trrtd ~bfury Qi~urterly. 
Vol. I (1944), 269; J.G.A. Pocock, "Hume and the Arnerican Revolution: The Dying 
Thoughts o f  a North Briton," in David Fate Norton, Nicholas Capaldi, and Wade L. Robison, 
eds. McGill Hume Stirdies (San Diego, 1976), 343; Paul A. Rahe, Republics Ancient und 
Modern: Clussicul Republi'nism uncl the tlmericun Revolution (Chapel Hill, 1992). 1 05811; 
Nathan Schachner, Thomas Jeferson: A Biogruphy (2 Vols, New York and London, 195 1 ; 
reprinted in one volume 1957), 35,906,930,963-964; Charles B. Sanford, Thomus J&rson 
und His Libru~: A Sttrdy of His Liîerury Interests und of the Rrligioirs Attitudes Revruled by 
Rehvunt Titles in His Library (tramden, 1977)' 74,82; John B. Stewart, Opinion und Reform 
in Hirmc's Politicd Philosophy (Princeton, 1992), 25611; Craig Walton, "Hume and Jefferson 
on the Uses o f  History,', in Donatd W. Livington and James T. King, eds. Hume: A Re- 
evullcution (New York, 1976), 3 9 8 4 3 ;  John M. Werner, "David Hume and America," 
Journul of the History of Idem, Vol. 33 ( t 972), 454-456; Douglas L. Wilson, '.Jefferson and 
Literacy," in James Gilreath, ed. Thomas Jeflerson uml the E~hcution of a Citken 
(Washington, 1999), 85; Douglas L. Wilson. "Jefferson and the Republic of Letters," in Peter 
S. OnuC; ed. Jefersoniun Legacies (Charlottesville, 1993), 6 1,63; Douglas L. Wilson, 
-Jefferson vs. Hume," William and Mary Quurterly, Ser. 3, Vol. 46 ( 1989), 49-70; Jean M. 
Yarbrough, Americun Virnres: Thomas Jefersoon on ihe Charccter of n Free People 
(Lawrence, 1998), 143. 
' Sad K. Padover, Jefferson (New York, 1942), 382. Nathan Schacher used the same term in 
Thomus Jefferson: A Biogruphy (New York and London, 195 1 ; reprinted as one volume 1957), 
35. 

Merrill D. Peterson, Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation (New York, 1970), 58-59. 
4 Contra, Memll D. Peterson, Thomar Jefirsoon und the New Nation, 58. 



Randolph, Jr. wrote to Jefferson kom Edinburgh in 1787, "1 received your letter 

containing advice with respect to my education, which 1 shall always feel the advantage 

of having obtained and which 1 shall express my gratitude for by the only method in my 

power, implicitly following if'. And to what reading did this lead? "Being certain that 

Politics was a science which would lead to the highest honours in a fiee state", wote 

Randolph, "and the study of which by many of its irifant one, I resolved to apply chiefly 

to it. From this time Montesquieu and Hume have been my principle studyW? Writing 

to Peter Carr later that same year, Jefferson recommended both "Hume to the end of 

H[istory] [Vol.] VI" and "Hume's essays" as a course of readingV6 Two years later, in 

the spring of 1790, Jefferson remarked to Rûndolph that "[s]everal of Hume's political 

essays are good also"? The following year Jefferson was eager himself to purchase yet 

another edition of Hume's History Cor his library at Monticello. Writing to Alexander 

Donald on 23 November 179 1 with a lis& of thirty-six books to be purchased from 

Lackington's catalogue. Jefferson included as his single most expensive indulgence, 

item '"#1843: Hume's H. of Eng. 8.v. new. in a cunous & very elegt. bindg. inlaid wth. 

maroc. silk headbands, registers &c. 8.V. 8vo. 1790. Jefferson's manuscript entry on 

Lac kington's subsequent bill shows that the tinal (recorded) edition of Hume's Hisfory 

purchased by Jefferson was a valuable one which was elegantly bound in "Russian 

~eather".~ 

By the early years of the nineteenth century, however, Hume's Flisfory was fast 

becoming one book Jefferson could live without. Jefferson's surviving correspondence 

shows that by 1807 the days in which Jefferson recommended that young Arnericans 

read Hume had come to an end. "History", Jefferson wrote to John Norvell in June of 

that year, 

' Thomas Mann Randolph, Jr. to Thomas Jefferson, 14 ApriI 1787, Julian P. Boyd, ed The 
Papers of Thomas Jeflerson, Vol. 16: 29 L -292, 
Thomas Jefferson to Peter Carr, 10 Augua 1787, Julian P. Boyd, ed. The Papers of Thomccs 

Jeflerson, Vol. 12: 14. 
7 nomas Jefferson to Thomas Mann Randolph, Jr., 30 May 1790, ne Pupers of Thomas 
Jeferson, Voi. 16: 449. 

Thomas Jefferson to Alexander Danald, 23 Nwember 1791, The Papers ofThomas 
Jeferson, Vol. 22: 326-328. 





It was Baxter who 

has hit on the only remedy the evil admits. He has taken Hume's work, 
corrected in the text his misrepresentations, supplied the mths  which he 
suppressed, and yet has given the mass of the work in Hume's own words. And 
it is wonderhl how Little interpolation has been necessary to make it a sound 
history, and to justifi what should have k e n  its title, to wit, 'Hume's history of 
England abridged and rendered faithful to fact and principle'. 

Ba~ter's book, however, was 

so unpopular, so distastehl to the present Tory palates and principles of 
Engiand, that 1 believe it has never reached a second edition. 1 have ofien 
inquired for it in our book shops, but never could find a copy in them, and 1 
think it possible the one 1 imported may be the only one in America. 

Jefferson asked Duane: "Can we not have it re-printed here?" " 

JetErson sometimes aiso recommended Rapin's History of Englund at the 

expense of Hume. Francis Calley Gray recorded in his manuscript journal a 

conversation which he had with Jet'fcrson in his Monticello library in 1814: 

Rapin was here in French, though very rare in that language. Mr. Jefferson said 
that d e r  al1 it was still the best history of England. for Hume's tory principles 
are to him insupportable. The best mode of counteracting their effect is. he 
thinks, to publish an edition of Hume expunging ail those retlections and 
reasonings whose influence is so injurious. This has been attempted by Bauter, 
but he has injured the work by making other material abridgements." 

Jefferson wrote to John Adams in 1 8 1 6: Hume 

has consecrated, in his fascinating style. al1 the arbitrary proceedings of the 
English kings. as true evidences of the constitution, and glided over it's whig 
principles as the unfounded pretensions of factious demagogues. He even 
boasts, in his life written by himself, that of the numerous alterations suggested 
by the readen of his work, he had never adopted one proposed by a whig.I3 

Jefferson wrote to Major John Cartwright on 5 June 1824: 

" Thomas Jefferson to William Duane, 12 August 1810, in MerriIl D. Peterson, ed. CVritings. 
Thomas Jeflerson (New York, l98J), 1228- 129. 
" Henry S. Rowe and T. Jefferson Coolridge, Jr., eds. of Francis Calley Gray, Thoma 
Jeflerson in 1811: Being an account of a visit to bfonticello, Virginia (Boston, 192J), 7 1-72. 
13 Thomas Jefferson to John Adams, 25 November 18 16, in Lester J. Cappon, ed. The Adam- 
Jeferson Letters: the complete correspondence belween Thomas Jeferson and A bigail and 
John Adams (Chape1 Hill, 1959), Vol. 2: 498-499. 



It has ever appeared to me, that the difference between the whig and tory in 
England is, that the whig deduces his rights tiom the Anglo-saxon source, and 
the tory from the Norman. And Hume, the great apostle of toryism, says, in so 
many words, note AA to chapter 42, that, in the reign of the Stuarts. 'it was the 
people who encroached upon the sovereign, not the sovereign who attempted, 
as is pretended , to usurp upon the people.' This supposes the Norman 
usurpations to be rights in his successors. And again, C, 159, 'the commons 
established a principle, which is noble in itself, and seems specious, but is 
belied by al1 history and experience, that the people are the origin of all just 
power.' And where else will this degenerate son of science, this traitor to his 
feIlow men, find the origin of just powers, if not in the majority of the society? 
Will it be in the minority? Or in the individual of that minority?IJ 

Writing to a University of Virginia faculty member in 1825, Jefferson reiterated that the 

'xnfortunate bias" of Hume's Hisrory 

may be partly ascribed to the accident of his having written backwards. His 
maiden work was the History of the Stuarts. tt was a first essay to try his 
strength before the public. And whether as a Scotchman he had really a 
partiality for that fmily, or thought that the lower their depdation. the more 
Carne he should acquire by raising them up to some favor. the object of his work 
was an apology for them. He spared nothing, therefore. to wash them white, 
and to palliate their misgovenunent. For this purpose he suppressed truths. 
advanced fdsehoods, forged authorities, and falsified records. Al1 this is 
proved on him unanswerably by Brodie ... Having succeeded so eminently in 
the acquisition of fortune and fame in this work, he undertook the history of the 
two preceding dynasties, the Plantagenets and Tudors. [t was all-important in 
this second work to maintain the thesis of the first. that 'it was the people who 
encroached on the sovereign, not the sovereign who usurpt on the ridits of the 
people.' And again, chapter 536, .the grievances under which the English 
Iabored (to wit: whipping, pitlorying, cropping, imprisoning, fining, &c.,) when 
considered in themselves, without regard to the Constitution, scarcely deserve 
the name, nor were they either burthensome on the people's properties, or 
anywise shocking to the natural humanity of mankind'. During the constant 

I .I Thomas Jefferson to Major John Cartwright, 5 June 1824, in Merrill D. Peterson. ed, 
Writings. Thomas Jeferson, 149 1. See also an 18% entry in Jefferson's C'ommonpkme Book 
where these and other passages of Hume are listed: "note AA to ch. 42; ch 53; note GG to ch. 
56; ch 57; ch. 59 that tevolutions rarely beneEt the people; ch 59 that popular sovereignty is of 
'specious' lineage; ch 59 that obedience alone needs to be inculcated; ch 61 an Cromwell 
(cited from Craig Walton, "Hume and Jefferson on the Uses of History," in Donald W. 
Livingston and James T. King, eds. Hume: A Re-Evaluation (New York, 1976), 393). 
Jefferson concludes the entry with the note, "In a debate in the H[ouse] oPCommons Mar. 3. 
24 S'James Mclntosh quotes Burke as having said in some speech, -1  believe we shall al1 corne 
to think, at last, with Mr. Hume, that an absolute monarchy is not so bad a thing as we 
supposed.' The Globe. Mar. 24.1824". 



wars, civil and foreign, which prevailed while these two families occupied the 
throne, it was not difficult to find abundant instances of practises the most 
despotic, as are wont to occur in times of violence. To make this second epoch 
support the third, therefore, required but a little garbling of authorities. And it 
then remained, by a third work, to make of the whole a complete history of 
England, on the principles of which he had advocated that of the Stuarts ... The 
Whig historians of England ... have always gone back to the Saxon pend for 
the true principles of their constitution, while the Tones and Hume, their 
Coryphaeus, date it from the Norman conquest, and hence conclude that the 
continual claim by the nation of the good old Saxon Iaws, and the struggtes to 
recover them, were 'encroachments of the people on the crown. and not 
usurpations of the crown on the people.'5 

There is little doubt ofJefferson's growing acnd antipathy for Hume's History of 

England 

Given the venom of Jefferson's later-day attacks on Hume. it is small wonder 

that Jefferson's earlier, less-animated reading of Hume has been over~hadowed.'~ But 

was Jefferson's animus representative of a broader American reception for Hume's 

politicd thought at the close of the eighteenth century? Historians of American 

l5 Thomas Jefferson to George Washington Lewis, 15 October 1825. in Merrill D. Peterson. 
ed. Writings. Thomas Jeferson, 1094. 
'' There is a similar case to be made for John Adams. Adams, we have seen. found much to 
admire in Hume - from whom he bonowed ofien - in earlier years. But Adams had had few 
good things to Say about Hume in his Drfnce of the Constitutions oj'thr UnittdStutes (3 
Vols. 1787). Adams wrote to Jeftèrson about the reception o f  that book on 15 July 18 13: 
-David Hume had made hirnself, so fashionable with the Aid o f  the Court and Clergy. A theist 
as they cali'd him, and by his elegant lies against the Republicans and gaudy daubing of the 
Courtiers. that he had nearly laughed into contempt Rapin Sydney and even Lock. It was 
ridiculous and even criminal in almost al1 Europe to speak ofConstitutions, or Writers upon 
the Principles or the Fabricks o f  them. In this state of Things my poor, unprotected, 
unpatronised Books appeared; and met with a Fate, not quite so cmel as 1 had anticipated"(Ttir 
Adams-JeBrson Letfers, Vol. 11: 357). Later that same year, in another letter to Jefferson. 
Adams referred to Hume as "a conceited Scotchman" and on 16 Decemkr 18 16, Adams wrote 
to Jefferson that '*Yeu think that 'in a revolution the distinction o f  Whig and Tory would 
disappear.' 1 cannot believe this. That distinction arises from nature and Society; is now and 
ever will be time without End among Negrws Indians and Tartars as well as Federalists and 
Republicans. Instead of 'disappearing since Hume published his History,' that History has 
been the Bane o f  G.B. It has destroyed many of  the best Effects o f  the RevoIution o f  1688, 
Style has governed the Empire. Swift, Pope and Hume have disgraced al1 the honest 
Historians. Rapin and Bumet Oidmiven and Coke, contain more honest Tmth than Hume and 
Clarendon and al1 their disciples and Imitators. But Who reads any o f  them at this day?"(ne 
Adams-Jeferson Letters, Vol. 11: 502). See also Zoltan Haraszti, John Adams undthe 
Prophets of Prugress (New York, 1952; second edition l964), 2 13-2 14,254. 



political thought have argued that it was. John Werner has wtitten, with reference to 

Jefferson, that "[c]onsidering the harsh nature'' of American reactions to Hume's 

History, '3t is questionable whether any of Hume's writings exerted substantial 

influence upon these men"." That Jefferson and John Adams, "whose political 

outlooks differed so much", could both voice their disagreement with Hume. suggested 

Theodore Draper, "indicates how widespread Hume's disrepute must have been" in 

eighieenthsenhuy ~rnerica." This historiographical myth seems CO extrapolate fiom 

Jefferson's nineteenth-century criticisms of Hume to make unqualified statcments 

about the rejection of Hume's political thought in eighteenth-century America in 

general. M a t  is needed is not more examination of Thomas Jefferson, but ofother 

American readers in his world. Readers tike those who subscribed to the first 

American edition of tEume's Hisfory of Englund. 

8 Subscribers to the First Amcrican Edition of Hume's Hisfoiy oJEngIand 

Robert Campbell's first American edition of Hume's Hisrory, we have seen, 

was published by subscription. Campbell listed, in Volume VI, the narnes. number of 

sets subscribed (6 12 in all), and partial addresses for each OP the edition's 326 otxcial 

patrons. On the most basic level. the list of subscibers gives a distribution of early 

copies of the Hisrory and identifies individual Americans who were its likely 

eighteenth-century readers. It offers us real ceaders in &nom places whose use of idem 

cm be traced in some cases. While the motives behind individual subscriptions are 

oCten dificicult to estabtish, when viewed in the aggregate, these subscriptions are 

valuable indicators of Hume's appeal and reception in the Arnerican Enlightenment. 

The usehiness of this List of subscribers, then, goes far beyond the case-specitic 

instances of the transmission of Hume's thought to particular subscribers. The 

subscription list is valuable to the historian of ideas because it constitutes an efficacious 

middle-ground between the n m w l y  antiquarian avenues of 'ald book history" and the 

- - - 

If John M. Werner, "David Hume and America", 456. 
T h d o r e  Draper, .'Hume & Madison: The Secrets of Federaikt Paper No. IO", JO. 



hypothetical readers who inhabit the imaginary halls of the "new literary theory".19 

Campbell's subscribers atlow us to make infomied conjecnues about Hume's broader 

American EnIightenment circulation, reception, and impact near the close of the 

eighteenth ~entury.'~ 

[f we are to use the Iist of subscribers in these ways we must know more about 

them than Campbell tells us. The bare bones tist o f  names must be fleshed out with 

relevant details of the subscribers' lives. To date, 23 1 ,  or roughly 70%, o f  the 

subscribers have ben at least partiy identificd." Tugether they accounted fior 416 

subscribed sets, and are more than a suficient number to warrant some provisional 

remarks and tentative conclusions. A good place to begin our analysis, though, is with 

the information which Campbell himself provided in his printed list of subscribers. 

The geogmphic distribution of Campbell's subscribers, as might be expected. 

clearly refîects the edition's Philadelphia birthplace. Philadelphia was arguably 

eighteenth-century America's most significant culturai center and more certainly the 

'' with these subscribers, we might aim for the elusive fusion recommended in David D. Hall. 
-Readers and Reading in America: Historical and Critical Perspectives," Proceedings ofthe 
RrnericanRntiqurrriun Society, Vol. 103 (1994), esp. 357. See also Robert Damton, The Kiss 
of Lumoitret~e: Reflectium in Cirlturd History (New York and London. 1990). 18 I - 182; 
Jonathan Rose, "Rereading the English Common Reader: A Preiace CO a History of 
Audiences" Journal of the History of Ideus, Vol. 53 ( 1992). 17-70. 
''on the neglect of American subscription publications by historilins see Amy M. Thomas, .. 
'There i s  Nothing So Effective as a Personal Canvass': Revaluing Nineteenth-Century 
American Subscriptions Books," Book Hisrory, Vol. 1 ( 19%). 14 1-1 42. For insightful 
discussion o f  the analytical uses of book subscription lists see Donald Farren, "Subscription: 
A Study of the Eighteenth-Century American Book Trade," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
Columbia University, 19821, "Uses", 174-180; John P. Feather, "The Book in History and the 
History of the Book,'' in Donald G. Davis, Jr., ed. Libruries, Books d Cultrrre: Proce4ngs of 
Librnry History Seminar YI/, 6-8 March, 1985, Chape1 Hill, North Curoïina (Austin, I986), 
15; Paul S. Korshin, Types o f  Eighteenth-Century Liierary Patronage," Eighwnth- Centzrry 
Srudies, Vol. 7 (1974), 453473; esp. 463464; F. J. G. Robinson and P. J. Wallis, "The 
Potentiat Uses o f  Book Subscription Lists," in Alan Jeffreys, ed, The Art of the Librurian: A 
collection oforginuipapersfrom the Library of fhe Oniversig of NewcastIe upon Tyne 
(Newcastle upon Tyne, 1973}, 133- 139; and Robinson and Wallis, Book Subscrip~ion Lists. -4 
Revised Guide (Newcastle, 1975). Robinson and Wallis, however, are most concerned with 
highlighting what uses can be made o f  the aggregate data provided by pooling the information 
o f  numerous book subscription lists. 
?' For a summary (in chart fom) o f  some of these findings see Appendix C: Subscribers to the 
First Amencan Edition of Hume's HrSfory of England. This chart includes a column which 
notes those subscribers about whom some further information has k e n  uncovered. 



principal center of the bk t r ade  in late eighteenth-century ~ r n e r i c a . ~  tt is not 

surprising, then, that Philadelphia was the home of the tint American edition of 

Hume's Hisrory or that 107 (33%) of al1 of Campbell's subscribers lived there. For 

many of these local patrons additional research has uncovered more detailed 

information about their residences in Philadelphia that is also usefd for reconstructing 

Hume's eighteenth-century r e a d e ~ h i ~ . ~  

Hume's Philadelphia subscribers were frequently inhabitants of the city's most 

prominent waterfront and business acidresses adjacent to Campbell's own printing shop 

on South Second Street. Subscriben also came fiom the Almond Street Wharfand the 

heart of eighteenth-century Philadelphia's surrounding business sections on nearby 

Water, Front, and Second Streets. Moving westward, away from the shallow waters of 

the Delaware and towards the deeper Schuykill. subscribers are found up and dowvn 

Market Street (or High Street), the city's main eadwest artery. Further away from the 

din of Market Street's stalls, other subscribers inhabited houses and businesses on both 

the north and south branches of Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Streets, as well 

as on Spmce, Wainut, Chestnut, Arch, and Race Streets in houses both adjacent to, and 

West of. the Delaware. But one also Ends subscribers on some of the city's more out- 

of-the-way (and sornetimes less-desirable) streets and d e y s  such as Minor. Strawberry. 

Sassafras, and Vine Streets, Fmer ' s  Row, as well as Hoffman's, Priests and Sugar 

Alleys. In short, the local subscribers hailed Iacgely t'rom prominent Philadelphian 

77 -- See James N. Greene. "From Printer to Publisher: Mathew Carey and the Origins of 
Nineteenth-Century Book Publishing," in Michael Hackenberg, ed. Getting the Books Out: 
Papers of the Chicago ConfWence on the Book in 19th-Century Americu (Washington, 1987)' 
29'34; Arthur H. Shaffer, To Be An American: Dwid Ramsuy and the Mi-king of the 
American Consciousness (Columbia, 199 1 ), 2, 18,9 1-92; Richard B. Sher, "Corporatism and 
Consensus in the Late Eighteenth-Century Book Trade: The Edinburgh BookseIlers' Society 
in Comparative Perspective," Book History, Vol. 1 (1998), 33-34; Lawrence C. Wroth, The 
Coloniui Printer (193 1,Znd revised edition, Portland, 1938), 29-30. 
" Street location information has been gleaned from numerous Philadelphia city directories, 
see Bibliographical List of Abbreviations to Appendix B. Also helpful were two maps of 
eighteenth-century Philadelphia, Bob Terrio, "Philadelphia, 1787" (Friends of Independence 
National Historical Park, 1986) and Grant M. Simon, "Part of Old Philadelphia: A Map 
Showing Historic Buildings & Sites from the Founding until the Early Nineteenth Century", 
American Philosophicd Society Transactions Vol. 43, (1953). 



addresses, but they were also surprisingly widely distributed throughout large parts of 

the eighteenth-century city14 

When thinking about the broader geographic circulation of the tirst Arnecican 

edition of the History, it is most useFu1 to think in terms of widening circles of 

dissemination centered on Philadelphia. At least 29 subscribers, or 8.9% of the total, 

were harvested from Philadelphia's immediate hinterland: Germantown (1 subscriber) 

and, to the West of Philadelphia, Chester County (1) and, to the northwest, Montgomery 

County (2) and, further northwest, the town of Reading (3). West of Reading finds 

subscribers in Bucks County (1), and north of Philadelphia on the banks of the 

Delaware. at Easton (1). Across the Delaware in New Jersey, subscribers were round 

close at hand at Mantun Creek (l), Alloway Creek (l), Woods-Town (1) and further 

south in Salem (7). North of Philadelphia. on the east bank of the Delaware, Campbell 

found Hume enthusiasts in Trenton (1) and Princeton (2). as well as other unspecified 

New Jersey residences (4). To the southwest of Philadelphia. subscribers signed on 

tiom Willimington (2) and in another Delaware (1) location. 

Widening the circle only a little further yields another 5 1 subscribers. or 15.6% 

of the subscribrrs. In central Pennsylvania subscribers came from Strasburg ( 1). north 

olstrasburg in Lancaster (3), and across the Susquehanna River at Dover (1), 

Yorktown (4). other parts of York County (2), as well as in Cumberland County at 

Carlisle (1). On the east bank of the Susquehanna, a circle of subscribers came from 

Harrisburg (6), and tùrther north on the river at Sunsbury (2), and at the branching of 

the Susquehanna at Northumberland (1)' and M e r  north at Pottsgrove (1). and 

another undisclosed residence in Northumberland County (1). Not much. if any. 

M e r  distant from Philadelphia were the subscribers who lived north of Philadelphia 

at New York (6), and to the south, at Baitimore (4), Frederick County (1) and 

Annapolis (1), Maryland. Other Marylanders came fiom the eastern shore in 

Chestertown (l), and other parts of Kent County (2), and a little m e r  south in Easton 

(2), Cambridge ( l), and other Maryland addresses (1 O). 

'' There is an interesting parallel here with David Paul Nord, *'A Republican Literature: A 
Study of Magazine Reading and Readers in Late Eighteenth-Century New York," American 
Quarteriy, Vol. 40 ( 1988), 18-4 1. See also Michael Warner, The Letters of the Republic, 125. 



Further field, 2 1 (or 6.4%) of the subscribers lived in the mountainous terrain 

of the Pennsylvanian Appalachians in toms and villages like Shippensburgh ( l), 

Chambersburgh (8) and, to the north , Lewistown (S), Mifflin Town (2) and other 

places in Mifflin County (3). North of Raystown Lake. on the Juniata River, a 

subscriber lived in Huntingdon (1) and another lived south of the lake at Bedford (1). 

To the north of the Keystone state and at a greater distance from Philadelphia a 

scattering of subscribers are found in Albany ( l ) ,  New York; Hartford ( l) ,  Connecticut; 

and Boston (2). Massachusetts. 

Campbell's subscription lines spanned even more considerable distances to the 

south where 29 (or 8.9%) subscribers lived. in Virginia subscribers were found on the 

Rappahannock River at Frederiscksburg (I), south of the James River at Petersburg (l), 

as well as further inland at Staunton (1). Other Virginians were in Ohio County (2). 

Frederick County (3) and other undiscloscd locations (6). In North Carolina, 

subscribers are identitied at Newbern (3), M e r  south at Wilmington (1) and other 

unspecified locations (3). Subscribers were found in South Carolina (J), including 

Charleston (2). Those îùrthest south subscribed from Augusta (1), Georgia and 

Spanish New Orleans (1). 

Most impressive, and more surprising than the distant subscribers to the south 

and north, were the 70, trans-Allegheny patrons from the distant West who together 

accounted for 22% of Campbell's total subscription. Thirty of these subscribers. by far 

the most concentrated group outside of Philadelphia. were found in the îàr western 

reaches of Pennsylvania, centered around the fiontier town of Washington, in 

Washington County. Radiating out fiom Washington. over an area which had a high 

percentage of Scots and Scots-irish senlers, subscribers were found to the north on 

Chartiers Creek at Canonsburgh (1) and at the meeting of the Ohio. Allegheny, and 

Monongahela Rivers at the village of Pittsburgh (8). Northeast of Washington there 

were subscribers in Greensburg (S), other parts of Westmoreland County (l), and on 

the banks of the French Creek at Brookeforge (1) and M e r  east, back towards the 

mountains, at Berlin (2). To the southeast of Washington, others resided at Uniontown 

(2) and other places in Fayette County (8). Even further West of these Pennsylvanian 



fiontiersmen were subscribers in the Northwest Territories at Marietta (1), Fort 

Washington (Le. Cincinnati) (l), Lexington (6) and other parts of Kentucky (3); and 

across the Cumberland Mountains at Nashville, Tennessee (1). 

in short, while the Philadelphian birthplace of the tirst American edition of 

Hume's History of England is revealed clearly by the large number of local subscribers, 

patrons of the edition ranged €ar field. Campbell's edition of Hume handily defied the 

obstacles of eighteenth-century inland mvel and, on roads which were "so çteep that 

ihe horses seem ready to fall ba~kwards'".~' impressively pnetiated the looming b h e r  

of the Appalachians. The wide geographic dissemination of Campbell's Hume 

corraborates our arguments for the wide circulation of Hume's ideas in eighteenth- 

century America. But the subscription list may tell us other things about Hume's 

readers too. Hume's History of England was appacently of particular interest to an 

Arnerican Enlightenment tiontier audience. The distribution of Campbell's subscribers 

is indicative of what has been taken to be a later story about the early nineteenth- 

century expansion of Philadelphia's book trade into the bsickcountry. Rosalind Remer 

has argued that when Philadelphia publishers actively pursued a frontier reading 

audience in the early l83Os, they were to h d  that reading tastes could not be imposed 

on these potential curtomers who nimbly dictated what they wanted to buy and read.lb 

Knowing how many sets each patron bought helps to distinguish between 

personal and commercial subscribers. The v a t  majority purchsised the Hisrory ter 

themselves, rather than as entrepreneurs. Even a casual glance at the list suggests that 

few subscribers signed on for multiple sets, and a closer look shows that only 40 (or 

about 12%) subscribed more than one set. tt seems Iikely that most of those who 

I5 Cited in Thomas P. SIaughter, The Whiskey Rebrllion: Fronrier Epilogire to the Americun 
Revolution, 63. 
'' See Rosalind Remer, "Preachers, Peddlers, and Publishers: Philadelphia's Backcountry 
Book Trade, ~8OO-l83O,"Jot(1nuI of the Euriy Republic, Vol. 14 (1994), 497-522; Rosalind 
Remer, Printers and Men of Capitut: Phiiudelphiu Book Publishers in the Nav  Republic 
(Philadelphia, 1996). esp. I25-148. The penetration of Campbell's Hume into the western 
reaches of Pennsylvania appear to have outdone other Philadelphia publishers as late as 1825 
(see Remer's chart, p. 13 1). See also Michael Hackenberg, "The Subscription Publishing 
Network in Nineteenth-Century America," in Michael Hackenberg, ed. Getting the Books Our: 
Papers of the Chicago Confrence on the Book in I9th-Cmury America (Washington. 1987)- 
45-75. 



subscribed multiple sets intended to sel1 at l e s t  mme of them." Of the 25 multiple set 

subscribers, 20 have been positively identified as booksellers of one sort or another. 

Who were these bookselling s ~ b ~ ~ r i b e r s  and what does their presence on the list 

tell us about the American reception and dissemination of Hume's History in the 

eighteenth century? Some of America's most prominent booksellers were to be found 

as multiple set subscribers. Local Philadelphia booksellers who subscribed included 

Michael Conrad and Ashbury Dickins; both of whom subscribed for seven sets each.?' 

But, as with the aggregate of the subscribers discussed above, Campbell's bookseller 

subscribers were spread over a wide geographic area. Outside Philadelphia, bookseller 

subscribers included New York's Thomas Allen and Robert Campbell's bookselling 

brother. samuel." Further north, the Webster bmthers (Charles and George) of Albany 

signed on. Boston's bookseller subscribers included William Spotswood as well as 

'ïhomas & Andrews (Le. Isaiah Thomas and Loring Andrews). In the south, David 

Baily of Charleston, South Carolina subscnbed for seven sets as did Brahan & Morgan 

of Virginia. The list of bookseller subscribers is interesting for the details it provides 

about early American book distribution netw~rks.'~ From the shelves of these regional 

bookstores the first Amencan edition of Hume's Hi'sory would spread further afield. 

It would have also done so fiom the shelves of The Great Valley Library and the 

Harrisburg Library -- both of which are listed as subscribers to Campbell's edition of 

Hume. The fact that no information has surfaced concerning either of these libraries in 

the sources consulted for the present study ceitemtes that Hume's works have only their 

" Even in these cases, however, a number of subscribers may have consolidated their orders 
under one name so as to secure Campbell's standard buik order discount of one free set for 
every paid multiple of six. This explains why rnost multiple orders placed were in factors of 
seven (Le. six plus one free). On this practice see Rosalind Remer, "Preachers, Peddlers, and 
Publishers: Philadelphia's Backcountry Book Trade, 1800-1 830", 300-50 1 ; see also James N. 
Greene, "From Printer to Publisher: Mathew Carey and the Origins of Nineteenth-Century 
Book Publishing," in Michael Hackenberg, ed. Getting the Buoh Out: Papers of the Chiccrgo 
Confeence on the Book in 19th-Çrntuty America (Washington, 1987). 32. 
'' For sources on individual subscribers discussed in this paper see Appendix C: Subscribers 
to the First American Edition of Hume's Hisiory of England. 
'9 In 1790 Campbell and Allen had published together a folio bible. 
30 For a fascinating study of the Iarger context of late eighteenth and nineteenth-century 
American booktrade networks, see William Charvat, Literary Publishing in America, 1790- 
1850 (Philadelphia, t 959; reprinted Amhem, 1992)- 



minimum circulation outlined in our discussion of book catalogues. The presence of 

these booksellers and libraries on the subscription list shows that it was not only 

Philadelphia's Robert Campbell, but a rather larger Arnerican book-providing 

community, which considered Hume's Hisrory of England a title which would eagerly 

be sought by the American reading public they served. 

The list of bookseller subscribers is also useful because it points to agents who 

were distributhg Hume's works in other fonns than Campbell's History. Loring 

Andrews is one such agent. Not much is known about Andrews beside the fact that he 

was a bookselling partner of the much better remembered lsaiah Thomas. But 

Andrews. as we have seen, was the printer of Henry Mackenzie's popular fictional 

account of Hume. "The Story of La Roche" in Stockbridge, Massachusetts in 1796 -- 
the same year, we now c m  see, in which Campbell's first American edition of the 

History was k i n g  published.3' Did Andrews's printing of "La Roche" aim to 

capitalize on the heightened interest in Hume aroused by Campbell's edition of the 

History? Many of the other bookseller subscribers were also outfitting Amencan 

readers with Hume books other than Campbell's edition of the Hisrory. James 

Rivington wiis one of the earliest importers of both Hume's History and Essctys und 

Trearises on Several Sirbjecrs. He continued to stock Hume titles in the closing years 

of the eighteenth century." Michael Conrad and Samuel Campbell advenised editions 

of Hume's Hisrory besides the l79SI96 first Arnerican e d i t i ~ n . ~ ~  In Thomas Alkn's 

shop in New York. one would have found, dong with the first American editions of the 

Hisrory which he had ordered from Campbell, imported British editions of the Hisrory, 

3 1 Loring Andrews (17684805) is the only printer of record in Stockbridge, MA for 1796. On 
Andrews see the "Printers File" at the Americari Antiquarian Society. I am grateful to Joanne 
Chaison, Head of Readers' Services, American Antiquarian Society. for sending me a 
photocopy of the printer card on Andrews. 
'' See A cutaiogue of books. sold by Rivington and Brown, bookseilers amistutionersfiont 
London, ut their stores, over uguinst the Golden Key. in Hunover-Sqzime, New-York: and over 
agaimt the London Cofee-House, in Philadelphia. At both which places will be f o r 4  u 
constunt supply of books, with ail the new articles as they are published in Europe; undfiom 
whence al1 orders directed to themjbm the country, whether in a ivholesale or retuii way. wiII 
be ptcnctually complied with ([Philade lphia], 1 762). William S potswood, another bookseller 
subscriber, was also selling Hume's History in other formats. 
33 See Michael Conrad's bookseller catalogue for 180 1 and Samuel Campbell's bookseller 
catalogue for 1798. 



as well as the Essays and Treatises and Hume's posthurnous Dialogues concerning 

nurural religion?4 These shops are only suggestive of Hume's wider dissemination. 

Thinking about who Allen and these other booksellers had in mind as prospective 

purchasers of their stock of Hume titles brings us back to the remaining names on 

Campbell's subscription list. 

A number of subscribers, besides the booksellers, had miscellaneous 

connections to the booktrade of one sort or another. Sorne, like Henry Sweitzer and 

Richard Folwell, had been directly involved with the production of Campbell's edition 

of the Hisiory -- Sweitzer was the printcr of volumes 3 and 6, Folwell of volume 5. 

The subscription list included an assemblage of book binders, engrnvers. libtarians. 

job-printers. and paper-makers.'5 Other subscribers were more significant 

printeripublishers in the American book world. The publisher of the Phil~idelphiu 

Gazette, Andrew Brown. subscribed, as did John Dunlop, publishet of the 

PenmyIvunicc Packet. Dunlop is better remembered today as the tint printer of the 

Dechation of Independence and the United States Constitution. No doubt some of 

these bookrnen subscribed to this psirticular edition of Hume because of their patronage 

connections with Robert ~ a m ~ b e l l ?  All of these subscribers, however. help us to see 

34 See Thornus Allen 's sale catulogi~e of books, consisring ofu very extensive collrc.riun of' 
vu111c1ble book in every brcrnch of science und polite literuttrrr. ~rncieni und ~nutler~r, which 
witl br disposeci oj; wholesule und retail, on reusonuble t m s .  ut his book unù srrrrionrwy 
store, on 12. Queen-Street, New- York (New York. 1792). In this catalogue Allen listed a 2 
vol., 8vo "new edition" [likely 1 7881 o f  the Essuys und Treutises . the H i s i o ~  of EngIund, and 
the DiuIogues concerning Nuturu1 Religion in three different formats. 
I5 Examples o f  these booktrade sorts are found in William Bonnel, Iibrarian; Peter Brynberg, 
printer; and William Harrison, engraver. 
36 One might even speculate that Campbell would have had book exchange arrangements wiih 
some of  his bookseller subscribers; but no positive evidence for any such dealings has been 
tumed up. For the sort o f  arrangements entered into between Campbell's bookselling 
contempomies see Ebenezer Larkin to Mathew Carey, 20 October 1795 ( W B  245e60 in the 
Lea and Febiger Collection, Historical Society of Pennsylvania). On the role o f  patronage in 
the subscription world see Wallace Kirsop, 'The State o f  the Discipline: BookseIlers and 
Their Customers: Some Reflections on Recent Research," Book History, Vol, 1 (l998), 283- 
303: "The belief held by some people in the 1970s that subscriber lists offered unrivaied 
access to knowledge about public taste has been challenged by the results o f  investigations 
into the mechanisms in play. Nehvorks o f  friendship, kinship, and patronage can ofien be seen 
as more influential than literary and intellectual predilections3(293-294). 



how, with its first American edition, Hume's History had woven its way into the very 

fabric of late eighteenth-century American print culture. 

The largest single category of subscriber was composed of those who appear in 

the directories and histories of the day under the non-descript title of "merchant". Of 

the subscribers identified, approximateiy 30% have been found to be labeled 

"merchants" in contemporary records. A few of these rnerchants subscribed to multiple 

sets and we may safely conclude chat they, like the bookdealers discussed above, had 

subscribed with the gleam of profit in their eyes and were only links in the History's 

distribution chain. With his subscription for seven sets, Nathan McVicker was likely 

peddling Hume's History alongside the Irish linen that was the mainstay of his shop on 

Philadelphia's Front Street. Distinctions between the merchant and bookselling 

subscribers, in fact, were very likely less signifiant than we might now be lead to 

imagine. Booksellers themselves typically carried on their bookselling activities 

alongside the sale of a miscellany of articles such as stationery. patent medicines. pen- 

knives, etc., etc. However, most of the merchants on the list were single-set 

subscribers. Only 6 of the 62 merchants subscribed for multiple sets. Most merchant 

subscribers were purchasing Hume's Histoty for themselves. That this was the case is 

made more plausible by the fact that so many of these merchants were prominent men 

in their communities who ofien held political positions. They were not the sort who 

would be hoping to turn a little profit on the re-sale ofa single set of English history. 

We might look at three typical exam ples. 

Samuel Clarke OF Washington, Pe~sylvania was typical of such men. Clarke 

was a "general merchant", a land speculator, town Commissioner ( l794), the Registrar 

of Deeds (1 799, and the t o m  Recorder of Wills (1795). He was involved in the 

establishment of the Washington Association for the Relief of Free Negroes and others 

unlawfully held in Bondage (although himself a slave holder), and he was probably a 

member of the Library Company of Philadelphia. Clarke's townsrnan, Absalom Baird 

was similar. He ran a general merchandise and drug store in Washington, but at one 

time or another (and sometimes concurrentiy) he was also a practicing physician, a 

justice of the peace, an associate judge, and, at the time of subscribing to Hume's 



History, a State Senator. Another exemplq rnerchant subscriber, Philadelphia's 

prominent businessman, Robert Smith, combined his mercantile interests with banking 

interests and, at the time of subscription, was the Director of the Insurance Company of 

North America. Such "merchants" are representative of the large number of 

subscribers who can be shown to have combined mercantile interests with other 

business and political activities. 

Men of similar standing, disposition, and interests can be found in the large 

number OF professionals who subscribed. About 18%, or 42 of the 23 1 identified 

subscribers, were lsiwyers of some variety. A role cal1 of these subscribers would 

include prominent judges like Alexander Addison of the US District Court and Joseph 

Hopkinson, a distinguished lawyer, editor of Shakespeare, and son of a signer of the 

Declaration of Independence. Lesser lights are found in the likes of western 

Pennsylvania's G. Henry Keppel and others who, though of notable significance in 

their day and region, are now ofien only identified by their lifeless presence on civil 

lists, obscure local directories, and bad portraits. 

The medical profession and teachers were also well represented on Campbell's 

list. Of the identified subscribers. at least 11 were medical doctors and surgeons. The 

notable "artist and conversationalist7', Dr. George Bennsel of the renowned Bennsel 

medical family of Germantown subscribed, as did Drs. George Cabell OP Virginia. John 

Cuthbertson of western Pennsylvania, and Philip Thomas of Maryland. Philadelphia 

physicians included Drs. Samuel T. Conover, John T. Young, and Thomas C halkey 

James. a Quaker and pioneer in obstetrics at the University of Pennsylvania. Others 

connected to the American medical world included Andrew Spence. a Philadelphia 

surgeon and Rush's dentist; William B. Goldthwait, a prominent Philadelphia druggist; 

William Gibbons, who had been a medical student of both John Vaughan and 

Benjamin Rush; and Michael Leib, another of Rush's students. One of Rush's own 

medical teachers, Dr. John Redman, subscribed, and at seventy-three years of age was 

the oldest of the identified subscribers. 

There were at least a dozen teachers includiig James Moore, the founder of 

Transylvania University and its fust Professor of Logic, Metaphysics, and Moral 



Philosophy. James Davidson was Professor of Greek and Latin at the University of 

Pennsylvania and author of an ofien-reprinted Latin textbook. Another textbook writer, 

John M'Culloch, subscribed too. M'Culloch has long since been forgotten by main- 

Stream historical accounts but he was of some significance during his day as a compiler 

of the earliest American history textbooks. His first textbook, Introdiicrion ro ~he  

History of America, was published in 1787. In 1795 he brought out his more popular A 

Concise History of the United Statesfrom the Discovery of America till 1 795. Hume's 

History was also in the hands of teachers of lesser distinction such as J. L. Clarke, who 

ran a school on Philadelphia's Fifth Street, and James Hardie, who can advertisements 

in the Philadelphia newspapers seeking students for his grammar school. Hardie is 

better remembered today as the compiler and printer of the Philadelphia Directories for 

1793 and 1794 -- works whose usefÙlness has long out lived their author. 

Subscnbers were trustees on the boards of various academies. colleges. and 

universities, such as the College of New Jersey. the College of Physicians of 

Pennsylvania, Columbia College, Dickinson College, the Harrisburgh Academy for 

Boys. the Philadelphia College of Surgeons, Phillips Exeter Academy, the Pittsburgh 

Academy, the University of Pemsylvania, Washington College, and the Washington 

Academy. They were directors of the Bank of North America. the Delaware Bank, and 

the Insurance Company of North America. They held memberships in prestigious 

organizations like the Academy of Fine Arts, the American Philosophical Society, and 

the Delaware Academy of Natural Sciences. Many were patrons of the library societies 

whose catalogues have ken  used above to document the wide American dissemination 

of Hume's works. Subscribers to Campbell's Hume held at least 30 niemberships 

among the Carlisle Library Company, Charleston Library Society, the Law Library 

Company. Georgetown Library Society, the Literary and Philosophical Society of New 

Jersey, New York Society Library, and the Philadelphia Library Company. They were 

members of the Anchor Club, the Benevolent Association, the Caledonian Society, the 

Cliosophic Society, Democratic-Republican societies (see below), Friends of Peace. 

Freemason lodges, the Hennathenian Society, the Patriotic Society of Newcastie. and 

the Washington Society for the Relief of Free Negroes. They belonged to more obscure 



soçieties, like the Humane Society, the Mosheirnian Society, and The Society of 

Friends of Justice, whose existence are recorded but about which little else is now 

known." They were also leading memben of improvement groups such as the 

Abolition Society, the Dorchester Agricultural Society, the Gennan Incorporation 

Society, the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, Pennsylvania Population Society. 

Pe~sylvania Prison Society, Washington Stem-Mill and Manufacturing Company, 

and various regional Temperance Societies. A very few, like Rev. Samuel Miller and 

Moreau de Saint-Mery, were.also memben of Foreign societies in Bntain and ~uro~e." 

These memberships reveal the subscribers' leadership roles and improving tendencies, 

interests which also ofien surfaced in their productive employments. Edward Carpenter 

r?in the Glassboro Glassworks in New Jersey; John Gilmore was a Strasburgh mine 

operator; and Joseph Muse an agricultunl improver and fiequent contributor to the 

Arnericrrn Furmer. Subscribers were involved with ropewalks, nail manufacturing, 

ironworks, saltworks, and owned and operated grist mills, saw mills, and paper mills. 

They were grocers, hatters, ironmongers, shoemakers, and tailors. 

At least 35 (15%) of the identified subscribers held political office at one time 

or another." Among the subscribers were local city politicians like John Hilary Baker. 

the mayor of Philadelphia and John Watson, a member of the Canonsburg, 

Pennsylvania Common Council. F. A. Muhlenburg, the tirst Speaker of the federal 

House of Representatives subsccibed, as did J. H. Christopher Heinekir, the Dutch 

37 Peter Brynberg, for instance, was the secretary of the rnysterious, "The Society of Friends of 
Justice" (see Delnvure G ~ e t t e ,  5 July 1796). 
38 Miller was a corresponding member of the Philological Society of Manchester and Saint- 
Mery was the founder and president of the Museum of Paris. 
39 They were, as a contemporary wrote of one of out nurnber, men of "great influence in the 
community", see Boyd Crumrine, History of Warhington County, Pennsylvaniu, with 
Biogruphical Sketches of many of ifs pioneers andprominent men (Philadelphia, 1882), 828. 
See also Crumrine's printing of an obituary notice for David Acheson: "He \vas an accurate 
and close observer of public and political affairs ... His judgment and conclusions, which were 
always deliberate and well matured by his deep-thinking, strong rnind, were valuable and very 
highly esteemed by those acquainted with him whether in public or private Iife ... he enjoyed a 
most cutensive popularity and influence in the State of Pennsylvania particularly, and with 
many of her most distinguished individuals in the political party history and government he 
was on the closets tenns of intimacy; hence his opinions and counsels were always much 
sought after and greatly valued"(480). 



Consul. Philadelphia's status as the city at the center of both state and federal politics 

combined with history's traditional role as an educator of statesmen gave the first 

American edition of Hume's History a healthy circulation among the country's political 

movers and those who aspired to be such. The subscribers' roles as community leaders 

also came through in their military experience. They held ofices in the Continental and 

U.S. m i e s ;  many had militia experience. 

Less official roles as community leaders were played out in other ways. A 

number of subscribers were influential in foundiig the communities within which they 

lived. Examples would include men like John and William Hoge, the brothers who 

settled Washington, Pennsylvania; Benjamin Chambers, the founder of Chambersburg. 

Pennsylvania; and Col. Thomas Hartely, founder of Harleton in the Buffalo Valley in 

1799. For these and other subscribers living in the outer reaches of eighteenth-century 

American civilization, Hume's History was of far more than abstract or intellectual 

interest. In a frontier society where an argument with a neighbour could erupt into an 

act of "eye-gouging". where being scalped by Indians or mauled by bears and panthers 

were genuine threitts. Hume's story of improvement -- one which documentcd an 

inspirational rise from barbarism to refinement, [rom licentious anarchy to the rule of 

Iaw -- was of real use?' 

The subscribers on our list were united by more than their common interest in 

Hume's History of Enginnd. The list was largely comprised of merchants. lawyers, 

doctors, teachers, and other leading professionals, civil servants. and manutàcturers 

who were eager to make their world a better one as they pursued their own interesis. 

For the most part, the subscribers to Campbell's Hume were an improving and 

middling sort of one kind or another. They were those in %e middle walk" to whom 

U1 The world of books and the world of action may have been more closely united for those on 
the fiontier than Ray Allen Billington suggests: The "frontiersman, like his descendants after 
him, was inclined to be materialistic in his philosophy, and had less respect for aesthetic 
values or abstract thought than persons in more mature nations. Material tasks were essential 
on the frontier; the pioneer must clear his land, plant his crops, build his home, and enlarge his 
f m  ... These iasks consumed al1 of his time and energy for years on end, leaving little 
opportunity for cultural pursuits", see his "Frontiers" in C. Vann Woodward. ed. The 
Comparative Approuch tu American History (New York and London, 1968), 83. To end such 
conditions was the aim of many. 



Robert Bell had actively targeted his proposed colonial edition of Hume's History in 

1771 ; the readers of history described by James Madison in 1772 as "men of sense and 

taste in every post"; the reading audience who The American ib10nthly Review rightly 

said Campbell had reached in 1795; and finally, they were those whose reading of 

Hume filied Thomas Jefferson with fear. 

8 "Friends of  Liberty" and UFriends of  Order" 

The political persuasions of Campbell's subscribers are interesting and cm be 

sketched. A number of the subscribers to Campbell's edition of Hume were what we 

might cal1 staunch conservatives. The Federalist Lucius Horatio ~tockton", a lawyer 

who would soon be hailed as Adams's most active New Jersey campaigner in the 1800 

piesidential election, signed on for ~ume!' Other Federalist subscribers rn found in 

the Hamiltonian Thomas Hartly, who like other conservatives in Pennsylvanian state 

politics had been opposed to the "radical" Philadelphia Constitution of 1776. The 

Federalist lawyer and congressman, Joseph Hopkinson subscribed; as did William 

Cliffton. a young consewative Federalist and member of the (pro-British / anti-French) 

Anchor Club. Certainly not political allies of JetKerson, these subscribers are symbolic 

of the continuation of an audience which we have identified in colonial Arnerica, one 

which read Hume's History of England, in part at least, as a rule-of-law guidebook. 

When he came to write his detènse of Adams's Alien and Sedition Acts, Judge 

Alexander Addison cited h m  his newly acquired copy of the first American dition of 

Hume's Hisiory. 

The subscribers from the westernmost temtories of Pennsylvania signed on for 

Hume in the wake of the ment Whiskey Rebellion and their subscriptions appear at a 

time of heightened political polarization!3 As one commentator convincingly has 

- - 

'' The son of Richard Stockton, a prominent New Jersey lawyer and signer of the Declaration 
of Independence. 
" Some of Stockton's campaign correspondence survives with his papen at Princeton and 
supports this interpretation. 
43 The precise details of the causes and course of this frontier insurrection are clouded by a 
lack of solid factual evidence overlain with interpretive biases. But it is safe to say that h m  
late winter 1791 to the summer of 1794 opposition in the four western counties of 
Pennsylvania (Washington, Fayette, Westmoreland and Allegheny) gathered to the imposition 



argued, western Pennsylvanians were divided into the "Friends of Liberty" and the 

.'Fiends of ~ r d e i ' . ~  Among the subscribers to Hume's Nistory were some of the 

regions most active "Friends of Order". In June and July of 1794, for instance, Hume 

subscriber, U.S. Marshal David Lenox, rode across the mountains from Philadelphia 

accompanied by General Neville, to serve writs to those who had illegally avoided 

paying the whiskey tax. He was fired upon and pursued by a group of about forty 

frontiersmen," Escaping to Pittsburgh, Lenox was fortunate to depart with his life. 

having sworn to depart the west and issue no more writs,J6 Pittsburgh's John Wilkins. 

Jr. was another subscriber. As Associate Judge for Allegheny County, he had been 

concerned with the lack of law and order he saw around hirn?' With the outbreak of 

open rebellion, Wilkins was fistrsited that, as Quartemaster General, he could not do 

more to suppress the rioters. Other subscribers who might be characterized ris '*Friends 

of Ordei' include the conservative Captain Matthew Earnest and the lawyers Henry 

Purviance and William Meetkirk, both of whom had tried to defuse the mounting 

ofa federal whiskey ta .  The best recent, short account ofthe Whiskey Rebellion is Jeffrey A. 
Davis. "Guarding the Republican Interest: The Western Pennsylvania Democratic Societies 
and the Excise Tax." Pennsylvuniu History. Vol. 67 (7000). 4 1-62, esp. 47-56; see also Leland 
D. Baldwin, Ct'hiskq Rebels: The Shry of a Frontier Uprising (Pittsburgh. 1939): Hugh 
Henry Brackenridge, Histow of the Wrslrrn Insirmrction in Western Pennsvlvtrniu, COmnron!v 
Culled the Whiskey Inslrrrrction (Pittsburgh, 1859): Steven R. Boyd. ed. The CVhiskey 
Rebellion: Pusr und Present Perspecrives (Westport and London, 1985); Stanley Elkins and 
Eric McKitrick, The Age of Frderrrlism: The Early Americrrn Repirblic, 17551-1800 (Oxford, 
1993), esp. 46 1488: Thomas P. Slaughter, nte Whiskry Rebellion: Frontier Epilogw IO the 
Americcn Revoliuion (New York and Oxford, L986), James Tagg, Benjamin Franklin Buche 
und the Philudelphiu Aurora (Philadelphia, 199 1). 2 12-2 18. 

Thomas P. Slaughter, "The Friends of Liberty, the Friends oforder, and the Whiskey 
Rebellion: A Historiographical Essay," in Steven Rb Boyd, ed. The FVhiske-v Rebellion: Past 
and Present Perspectives ( Westport and London, I 985), 9-30, 
4s Even before he had been fired upon, Lenox noted that those he served processes to .'showed 
much contempt for the laws ofthe United States" (cited in Thomas P. Slaughter, The Whiskqv 
Rebellion: Frontier Epilogue to the Americun Revoluiion (New York and Oxford, 1986), 177. 
46 Alexander Hamilton wrote in his account o f  these events that Lenox, '-in particular suffered 
very severe and humiliating treatment - and was frequently in imminent danger of his Iife", 
see Seven R. Boyd, ed. "Alexander Hamilton to George Washington. Report on the Western 
Country, August 5, 1794," in Steven R. Boyd, ed. The FVhiskey Rebellion: Pust and Present 
Perspectives ( Westport and London, 1985), 45. 
47 Wilkins remarked o f  the society to which he belonged: -al1 sorts o f  wickedness was camed 
on to excess, and there was no appearance o f  morality or regular order", cited in Thomas P. 
Slaughter, The Whiskey RebeIIion (New York and Oxford, 1986), 64. 



tensions. On first appearances the political affiliations of Campbell's subscribers might 

seem to substantiate the historiographical commonplace that Hume's History and 

politicai thought were rejected by the libed and enlightened in America. But these 

first appearances, on closer inspection, give way to a very different image. 

Along with the "Friends of Order" who subscribed to Hume's History were an 

equal number of the Whiskey Rebellion's most ardent "Friends of Liberty". One was 

John Smilie. On 27 July 179 1, Smilie, the well-known politician and supporter of the 

radical Pennsylvanian Constitution of 1776, was involved at the meeting at Redstone, 

where, says Hugh Henry Brackenridge, a contemponry chronicler of these events, he 

..addcd his influence to fix ... the rivets of prejudice more strongly against the ~ a w " . ~ ~  

Smilie continued to be an animating force during the insurrection and took an active 

part in the second Pittsburgh conference of 2 l August 1792. In his oficial report 

which was instigated by this meeting, George Clymer identified Smilie as one of the 

ringleaders for Fayette County. John Young of Westmorelmd County and Nathaniel 

Breading of Fayette County, two more subscribers, attended the important 

organizational meeting at Pittsburgh on 7 September 1791. Cnig Ritchie, another 

subscriber, was one of the primary rnovers in an attack on the excise collector John 

L ~ M .  Joseph Huston, the Sheriff for Fayette County who subscnbed to Hume in 1795 

had been indicted in 1793 when he refused to execute warrants against those who had 

darnaged the house of Benjamin Wells, the much hated collector oFrevenue for Fayette 

co~n iy !~  

The activities of these Whiskey Rebels are indicative of wider and more generrtl 

radical sympathies arnong the subscribers. Having flown Ireland for his part in the 

rebellions of 1795, one of Joseph Char1ests first acts on reaching American shores was 

to sign on in Philadelphia for a set of Hume's Hisrory before he moved further west to 

Lexington and. fmally, to Missouri where he established the liberal Miissowi Gc~ette. 

48 H. H, Brackenridge, Incidents of the Inswlection, in Steven R. Boyd, "Hugh Henry 
Brackenridge, Incidents of rhe Insurrection", in Steven R. Boyd, ed. The D'hiskey Rebellim. 
64. 
49 Seven R. Boyd, ed. "Ale.uander Hamilton to George Washington, Report on the Western 
Country, August 5,1794," in Steven R. Boyd, ed. The Whiskey Rebellion: Pust und Present 
Perspectiws, JO. 



Other radical subscnbers included anti-Federalists fiom North Caroline, Timothy 

Bloodworth and the Philadelphia radical Dr. William Gibbons. As telling of the 

political sympathies of many subscribers are their memberships in the Democratic- 

Republican Societies of the Arnerican Enlightenrnent. 

Blair McCleneghan, the President of the Pennsylvania Democratic-Republican 

Society, signed on for Hume; as did Joseph Pentecost and David Redick, both of whom 

were ot'fïcers for the Washington County Democratic Society. Dr. Michael Leib was an 

ardent Jeffersonian and Grand Sachem of the Philadelphia Tarnmany Society. 

Absalom Baird, John Barron, William Hoge, James Hughes. John M. Invin. Jacob 

Lahn, John L. Lieb, William Sergeant, Bernard Webb were al1 members of Democratic- 

Republican Societies. In short, these subsccibers to Hume's History and "Friends of 

Liberty" are not the sort who scholars have considered to be among the ranks of 

Hume's eighteenth-century Amencan patrons. 

Campbell's subscnbers were largely the middling sort Hume would have had to 

attract in large numbers for his History to be as widely disseminated as our 

accumulated evidence suggests it was. They were also the audience Hume actively 

strove to aach with his post-Treutist! writings. In the opening pages of the Enqrriry 

Concerning Humun Understunùing, Hume spoke to this point when he wrote that the 

"most perfect chamter' lies in the middling sort that is able to retain "an equal ability 

and taste for books, Company, and bus in es^".'^ Hume wished. he said in his earlier 

essay "Of Essay Writing", to be the Arnbassador between the world of conversation 

and leaniing." Afier all, it was this '.middling rank of men," Hume explained 

elsewhere, ..who are the firmest basis of public liberty"." In the History Hume argwd 

sa David Hume, An Enqui-. Concerning Humun Understanding (3rd edition, Oxford, 1975), 8. 
51 See Stephen Copley, "Commerce, Conversation and Politeness in the EarIy Eighteenth- 
Century Periodical," British Journal for Eighteenrh-Centtiry Studirs, Vol. 18 (1995). 63-77: 
esp. 6 I ; Nicholas Phillipson, Hume (London, 1989), esp. chapter 2; Ralph S. Pomeroy, 
"Hume's Proposed League o f  the Leamed and Conversibte Worlds," Eighteenth-Centtcn, 
Studies, Vol. 19 (1985/86), 373-394.. 
" Hume, **Of Refinement in the Arts," Essays, 277. See Donald Livingston writes that Hume 
argued that ' ~ e  source o f  reform is to corne not fiom the 4aving poor' (as Mam would teach) 
nor from the grandees but from what he called the 'middling rank'. It is this class that forms 
'the most numerous Rank of  Men, that can be supppos'd susceptible o f  Philosophy; and 
therefore, al1 Discourses o f  Morality ought principally to be address'd to them"; Robert A. 



that the manners ofthe Elizabethan age had given rise to the "habits of luxury" which 

in tum "dissipated the immense fortunes of the ancient barons" and "new methods of 

expence gave subsistence to mechanics and merchants". "By al1 these means the cities 

encreased; the middle rank of men began to be rich and powerful" and "begat a new 

plan olliberty'i" Given Hume's m e t  audience and his stated assessrnent that he 

"must have recourse to Arnerica for justice", one cannot help but think that Hume 

would have been pleased with the list o f  subscribers to the first American edition of his 

History and with the larger eighteenih-century American audience they ~~rnbolize.~'  

The subscribers to the first Arnerican edition of I-Iume's Hisrury fit into the 

..politicalty active class" derribed by Donald LU&'. Despite the hct that many in this 

group have been forgotten by modern scholarship, these patrons of Hume's Hisrory 

ought to qualitjr for inclusion in the role cal1 of the American Enlightened. Our 

subscribers match very nicely J. R. Pole's definition of the "typical provincial 

representatives of the Enlightenment". They were "men who had plenty of experierice 

in the world of affairs. They managed their own estates and businesses. conducted 

their own accounts, supervised their own servants or slaves. and mixed al1 of this with 

such judicial or political responsibility as fell to men of iheir socid position".'b AS 8 

body, the subscrikrs to Hume's History were important in their communities even 

though they did not produce much writing in which Hume's inHuence might be 

Manzer, "Hume's Constitutionalism and the Identity OF Constitutional Democracy," =Imericcrn 
Political Science Revi~lv, Vol. 90 (19%), esp. 495. 

Hume, Histoy, Vol. IV: 384. 
" See Hume to Benjamin Franklin, 7 February, 1 772. in J. Y. T. Greig, ed. The Leilers of 
Duvid Htmme (Oxford, 1932), Vol. 11: 258. This impressive list of subscribers would seem to 
cast some doubt on Henry F. May's suggestion that in the 1790s Hume was known to the 
American Enlightenment prirnarily as a name (Henry F. May, 'The Problem of the American 
Enlightenment," in May, Henry F. Idem, F d h .  di Feelings: Essuy on Americun Inteiiecrtrui 
and Religiora History (New York, 1983), 124425). 
" See Donald L. Lutz, A Preface [O American Poliricul Theory (Lawrence, 1992), 100-1 0 1, 
See also Arthur H. Shaffer. To Be An rlmerican: David Ramsay and the Making of the 
American Consciousness (Columbia, 199 1): For eighteenth-century Arnericans "ideas were 
meant to act on the world. not simply to reflect it"(5). 
56 See atso [an K. Steele, "Empire of Migranis and Consumers": "Better understanding of [the 
rniddling sort] in Britain, in Virginia, and throughout the empire will add as much to our 
understanding as bas the attention recently paid to the elites and to the deprived"(S0 I ). 



documented and vaced with It is not going too farta Say that without the 

support of such men there would have k e n  no Enlightenment in Ametica. 

8 Explaining Jefferson's Humean Animus 

Jefferson scholars have pointed, with pride, to Jefferson's "belief in the power 

of knowledge to inforni citizens and shape derno~rac~".~~ Jefferson, they convincingly 

have argued, thought that "reading could profoundly influence men's ideas".'"is 

disposition, we shall argue, is the key for understanding Jefferson's vehement attacks 

on Hume's writings with which this chsipter begm. Looking at the 326 subscribers to 

the first American edition of Hume's History suggests that scholars have gone arniss in 

seeing JctTerson's attacks as evidence for the widespread rejection of Hume's History 

in eighteenth-century America. Even those scholius who have looked no Lùrther than 

Jefferson's correspondence ought to have seen that. when he criticized Hume and his 

History. Jefferson knew his view was not shared by most Americans. We might best 

let Jefferson explain in his own words. 

Writing to John Norvell on 14 June 1807. Jefferson complained that the real 

problem with Hume's "eiegant" Hisrory was that it was "so plausible & pleasing in it's 

" Robert Darnton reminds us in The Kisv of Lamourette that "reading and living, construing 
texts and making sense of life, were much more closely related in the early modern period than 
they are today"( 1 57). 
58~arnes Gilreath, *-Introduction", CO James Gilreath, ed. Thotms Je-rson m l  the Education of 
LI Citizen (Washington, 1999); Arthur Bestor, "Thomas Jefferson and the Freedom of  Books". 
in his Three Presidents und TheV Book (Urbana, 1955); Merrilt D. Peterson, "Jefferson, 
Thomas," in Americun Nationni Biography, Vol. I 1 : 9 1 1.9 17; Charles B. Sanford, Thornus 
Jclfj~son und his Library: A Sm& of Nis Lirrrriry fntrres~s und of the Religious rlttitucles 
Reveuiedby Relevant Tities in His Library (Hamden, I977),74-75; Douglas L. Wilson, 
"Jefferson and Literacy," in James Gilreath, ed. Thomus Jefferson and the Edircution of u 
Citizen, 79-90: Jefferson's "extraordinary faith in the potencial ol'litency, "like his faith in 
the judgment o f  ordinary people, derived in part fom his belief in the tnnsforrning power o f  
reading and the written word". See also Richard D. Brown, "The Idea o f  an lnformed 
Citizenry in the Early Republic," in David Thomas Konig, cd. Devising Libery: Presewing 
und Creuting Freedom m the New American Republic (Stanford, 1993, 14 1 - 1 77; Paul A 
Rahe, Repubiics Ancient und ibfodern: Classical Republicanism und the Americun Revolution 
(Chape1 Hill, 1992): "The need for popular enlightenment as a bulwark against tyrannical rule 
dictated his support for the adoption o f  the Bill o f  Rights, and it caused him to devote much o f  
his tirne in the 1st years o f  his life to the foundation of the University o f  Virginia"(70I). 
'' Leonard W. Levy, Jeferson & CM Liberties: The Durker Side, 143. 



style & manner" that when it was read it "instilled it's errors & heresies insensibly into 

the minds of unwary readers".' There was a very red and p e ~ n d  level to Jefferson's 

worry about the American impact of Hume's History. Jefferson wrote to William 

Duane in 18 10, "1 remember well the enthusiasm with which 1 devoured it when young, 

and the length of time, the research and reflection which were necessary to eradicate the 

poison it had iastilled into my mind". Jefferson's comments show unmistakably that 

he was critical of Hume precisely because he appreciated dl too well just how popular 

and influential Hume's political writings had become in America. JetTierson Iamented 

the extensive dissemination of Hume's Hisfory in the United States: "Every one knows 

that judicious matter and c h m s  of style have rendered Hume's history the manuai of 

every ~tudent".~' Jefferson snarkd that Hume's History has continued ..to be put into 

the hands of young people." He forecast, "it wilI continue to be read here [United 

States] as well as there  r ri tain]"."' .*It is this boer, Jefferson said of the Hisrory S 

American impact and readership. "which has undermined the free principles of the 

English government, has persuaded readers of al1 classes there were usurpations on the 

legitimate and salutary rights of the crown, and has spread universal toryism over the 

land".63 On reading Hume. complained Jefferson to John Adams in 18 16. the real 

"distinctions of whig and tory will disappear like chaffon a troubled ocean". "Indeed." 

he argued, 

they have been disappearing from the day Hume first began to publish his 
history. This single book has done more to Sap the free principles of the 
English constitution than the largest standing army of which their patriots have 

M) Thomas Jefferson to John Norvell, 14 June 1897, in MerriIl D. Peterson, ed. Writings. 
Thonius Jeferson. 1 1 77. 
6 1 Thomas Jefferson to William Duane, 12 August 18 10, Merrill D. Peterson, ed. CVrifings. 
Thomas Jefferson. 1 228- 1 229. 
6L Jefferson's words here are somewhat similar to those on Hume in the .-ADVERTEEMENT" 
for Robert Campbell's 1796 edition of Smollet's continuation o f  Hume, The flisrory of 
England from the Revvlurion to the Endof rk Amrrican War. und Peuce of Versr~illcs in 1783 
... designedus a continuuciort of ibfr. Hume's Hktory (Philadeiphia, 1796): "THE History of 
England, by D. Hume, Esq; has been held in such general estimatioq that, to say any thing in 
its cornmendation is altogether unnecessary, and rnight be considered as impertinent. It is a 
work which will continue to be read while there remairi any traces o f  literature, of taste, or o f  
the English language"(iv). 
63 Thomas Jefferson to William Duane, I2 August 1810, Memll D. Peterson, ed. Wrirings. 
Thomas Jeferson, 1 228- 1 229. 



k e n  so jealous. It is like the portraits of our countryman wright, whose eye 
was so unhappy as to seize al1 the ugly features of his subject, and to present 
hem fitithfully; while it was entirely insensible to every lineament of beauty. 

"Hume with Brodie, should be the last histories of Engiand to be read. If read first, 

Hume makes an English Tory, from whence it is an easy step to American ~oryism"." 

So "bewitching" was Hume, wrote Jefferson in the final year of his life, 'rhat his 

readers were unwilling to doubt anything" and instead greedily "swallowed 

e~erythin~".~' In short. Jefferson's animus towards Hume was based on his knowledge 

of the dissemination and impact of Hume's political thought among readers like 

Campbell's subscribers. 

When accessing Hume's reception in eighteenth-century Amencs scholars of 

American political thought oAen have found it dificult to see past JetTenon's 

criticisms of the Hiimean model of a commercial republic and Jefferson's celebration 

of the Amencan virtuous farmer.66 But. the vivacity with which JetTerson expressed 

his view on this subject was directly related to his understanding of the wide circulation 

of Hume's ideas in America. As JetTerson put it in 18 14: 

1 fear nothing for our liberty tiom the assaults of force, but 1 have seen and felt 
much and feu more from English books, English prejudices. English rnanners, 
and the apes, the dupes and designs mong our processional crafts. When 
look around me for security against these seductions, 1 find it in the widespread 
of [sicl our agricultural citizens, in their unsophisticated minds, their 
independence and their power, if called on, to cnish the Humists of our cities, 
and to maintain the principles which severed us from ~n~ landh '  

Who were these "Humists" to whom Jefferson referred? 

Robert Fulton was one of them in his "Communication" to Albert Gailatin's 

Report oj'the Secretary of the Treasury, on the Subject of Public Rouds and Canais; 

64 Thomas Jefferson to John Adams, 25 November 18 16, Lester J. Cappon, The rldums- 
Jeferson Letters, 498. 
65 Thomas Jefferson to George Washington Lewis. 25 October 1825, in Merrill D. Peterson, 
ed. Writings. Thomas Jefferson, 1094. 
66 On the immediate roots of these Jeffersonian notions in Antifederalist thought see Isaac 
Kramnick, "The 'Great National Discussion': The Discourse of Politics in 1787," WiIlium and 
k b y  Quarferfy, Ser. 3, Vol. 45 (1988), esp. 1 1, and 23 for the links to Aristotle. 
67 Thomas Jefferson to H.G. Spafford, 17 March 18 14, in Saul K. Padover, ed, ï lomm 
Jeflerson on Democracy (New York, 1946), 85. 



made in pursuance of a resolution of Senate, of March 2 1807 .~~  Mindful of 

Madison's reading of Hume in the debate about republican goverment in an extended 

sphere, Fulton argued that 

when the United States shall be bound together by canals. by cheap and easy 
access to markets in ail directions, by a sense of mutual interest arising from 
mutuai intercourse and mingled commerce; it will be no more possible to split 
them into independent and separate govements, each lining its frontiers with 
fortifications and troops, to shackle their own exports and imports to and from 
the neighboring states; than it is now possible for the government of England to 
divide and fom again into seven kingdoms. 

But, he cautioned, "it is necessq to bind the states together by the people's interests. 

one of which is to enable every man to sel1 the produce of his labor at the best market 

and purchase at the cheapest. This,'' declared Fulton. "accords with the idea of Hume. 

'that the government of a wise people would be little more than a system of civil 

police; for the best interest of man is industry and a k e  exchange of the produce of his 

labor for the things which he may require.' "On this humane principle", conciuded 

Fulton, 'what stronger bonds of union can be invented than thosc which enable each 

individual to transport the produce of his industry 1'200 mites for 60 cents the hundred 

weight? Here then is a certain method of securing the union of the states. and of 

rendering it as lasting as the continent we inhabit"P9 

Fulton was not the only prominent American to use Hurnean language when he 

wrote in support of a modern, free. urban. cornmercia1 society. "Publius" in his 

Fehralist Papers. we have seen, was clearly Humean in this respect; as was Alexander 

Hamilton in his ..Continentalin ~etters"." Even into the nineteenth century, Hume's 

essays were enlisted for the ideological support they were thought to offer a modern. 

commercial, productive ~merica." Hume's vision, especially as it was expressed in 

68 (Washington, 1808). 
69 Robert Fulton, "Communication". in Report offhe Secretcny of the Treaszcry [Albert 
Gallatin] on the Srrbject of Public Roads & Cmals (Washington, 1808), 1% 133. 

See Stanley Elkins and Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federnlism: The Eurly Atnerican 
Republic, 1788-1800 (Oxford, I993), 1074 13'20 1,258-26 1,7751; Genld Stourzh, rllerrc~nrler 
Hamilton and the Idea of Republicm Government (Stanford, 1970)' esp. 70-75; Gary Wills. 
Erplaining America: The Federalist (New York, 1 98 1 ), 66-7 1. 
" See, for instance, "FOR THE NATIONAL REGISTER. Mernorandums for an Essay against 
Luxury [and'] Extract fiom an Essay 'On Refinement in the Arts.' - By one David Hume," The 



the Hisrory of England, was one to which a significant and growing Arnecican audience 

was receptive." The geographically disparate subscribers to Campbell's first Amencan 

- - - - - 

iVririonu1 Register, A Weekiy Puper: Contuining a Series of lmportunt Public Docwments, und 
Proceedings of Congress, Vol. IV ( 18 1 7), 66-67. Hume's view, as reprinted in the Rrgister, 
was that "Luxury is a word o f  an uncertain signification, and may be taken in a good as well as 
in a bad sense. In general, it means great refinement in the gratification o f  the senses; and any 
degree o f  it may be innocent or blameable, according to the age, or country, or condition of the 
person. To imagine that the gratifying of any sense, or the indulging o f  any delicacy in meat, 
drink. or apparel, is, of  itself, a vice, can never inter [sic] into a head that is not disordered by 
the phrensies of enthusiasm ... Industry, knowledge. and humanity, are linked together by an 
indissoluble chnin, and are found, from experience as well as reason. to be peculiar to the more 
polished, and, what are commonly denominated, the more luxurious ages". Hume's view was 
championed by the Regisrer and humorously contrasted with its foil: "Memorandums for an 
Essay against Luxury". The effect of which comes off best when "Philo-Lucilius" is quoted at 
length: "1st Proposition. - Man was born without clothing: cite Adam and Eve in proof. 
Contrary to nature to wear small-clothes: therefore luxurious. Weavers, tailors, and 
seamstresses, pernicious in society, and tend to overthrow the republic. No occasion for sole- 
teatlrer: the skin of the feet in men hardens by exposure, which renders shoes wholly 
unnecessary. Cookery a vile art. and not required by mankind in this probationary state. Men 
may subsist upon raw rattle-snakes - vide Wilkinson's memoires. Nonsense to build houses: 
it renders people effeminate. Blankets a superfiuity in winter: cold only ideal; but as it 
operates chiefly upon the imagination, and is a kind of a stimulant, it is a prodigious 
corroborant of genius; which is a suffïcient reason for sleeping in the open air in winter. 
Safety of the nation depends upon our forbearing to eat "kidney fat" - vide Cicero and 
Juvenal, and ail the ancient orators and poets, who are much better authority than the 
historians, because the former never exaggerate or ampli@. Print the Greek and Roman 
classiçs by way o f  illustration, and as an appendix to this essay ... 7d Proposition. - If clothing 
and houses be necessary, they are only necessary in a certain degree. Quote the English and 
the French, who are the most extravagant persons in the world in dress, and who, as nations, 
have been both blotted from the face of the earth on that account. - Calmuc Tartars live in 
tents; a very wise people. The Athenians a silty people, because, their country k i n g  full of  
fine marble, they carried on a trade with foreign nations in statues. The an o f  painting 
flourishes best among those who are strangers to luxury. The Swiss very fnigal and quite 
famous for the encouragement of the fine arts. Indian mode o f  life the tnie one. No luxury, 
and, consequently, no vice among them -vide Brackenridge's Sketches o f  Louisiana. Society 
altogether artificial: man not gregarious. - Industry leads to luxury: labor should be 
restrained within due bounds. Tipling houses very good: they keep laborers from work, and 
prevent their getting too rich. To walk about, and follow the first impulses o f  nature, the only 
genuine philosophy. Skirts to coats entirely needless. Ridiculous to Wear a jacket and a coat 
too. Manufactures the ruin o f  any country, David Hume an idiot". 
P- For discussions of the wider context see Cathy Matson, "Liberty, Jealousy, and Union: The 
New York Economy in the 1780s," in Paul Gilje and William Pencak. eds. New York in the 
Age of the Consritrrtion, 1 i f W 8 O O  (Cranbury, 1992), 1 12-1 50; Paul A, Rahe, "Fame. 
Founders, and the Idea of Founding in the Eighteenth Century," in Peter McNamara, ed. The 
Noblesr Mn& Fume, Honour. and the Americun Foirnding 20-2 1 ; John Robertson, 'The 
Enlightenment Above National Context: Political Economy in Eighteenth-Century Scotland 
and Naples," The HistoricalJournal, Vol. 40 (199T), 667-697. 



edition of Hume's Hismry give substance to Fulton's somewhat visionary reading of 

Hume's dictum about the binding power of commercial activity. Did these subscribers 

also read Hume's History with keen eyes for its improving and commercial spirit? 

With so little written evidence, it is difficult to say. From what we have leamed about 

their lives, however, we have every reason to think that they did. 

The known subscribers to the first Arnerican edition of Hume's Hiscory provide 

the historian of ideas with a more representative image of Hume's reception in late 

eighteenth-century Amenca than do Jefferson's later diatribes.73 In fact, Jefferson's 

Humean animus very well may have been spurred by Campbell's Hume. Al! of 

JetTerson's negative comments about Hume postdate the first American edition. It was 

in part to combat the circulation of Campbell's edition, we might surmise, thai 

Jefferson wanted to see an edition of Baxter published in America. Jefferson may also 

have had Campbell's celebrated American edition in mind when he later encouraged 

Mathew Carey to print a competing American edition of Hume -- one with panllel 

colwnns spelling out Real Whig corrections to Hume's text." The symbolic nature OF 

an "American" edition of Hume's History, we have seen, was not lost on its reviewer in 

ne rlmerimn Monthly Review; or, Literary Chronicle. In an America where print was 

increasingly being used to define the nation, it was also not lost on Thomas Jet'ferson 

who clearly saw the importance of an Amencan edition of an antidote to  urne.'' 
When Jefferson lashed out against Hume, he in part was tighting against the long- 

established acceptance of Hume's political thought in American phnt culture. 

-- - - -- - - 

While book history as a sub-tield of American history has been most ofien employed 
advantageously for the purposes o f  social history (literacy and popular culture) and intellectual 
history (the book ownership and reading o f  a select group o f  thinkers), it has not otien enough 
k e n  used to help map out the middle ground o f  what Robert Danton has called the -'social 
history o f  ideas". See Robert Damton, "ln Search o f  the Enlightenment: Recent Anempts to 
Create a Social History of ideas," The Jotmal of Mixfern History, Vol. 43 ( 197 1 ), I 13-132. 
'' Trevor H. Colbourn, The Lamp of Etperience (Chapel Hill. 1965; reprinted Indianapolis, 
1998), 2 19. 
75 On defining ..America" through print culture see Joyce Appleby, Inheriting the Rmluiion: 
The First Generarion of Americam (Cambridge and London, 2000); Michael Wamer, The 
Lctters of the Republic: Publication and the Public Sphere in Eighteenth-Centrrry Americu 
(Cambridge, 1 990). 



Jefferson's change of mind about Hume may signal a change in the American mind, but 

its wider acceptance was a nineteenth-century phenornena yet some years in the offing. 



This dissertation has aimed io assess the reception of David Hume's political 

thought in eighteenth-century America. The emerging discipline of book history has 

proved essential to this study. American book catalogues provided plenty of evidence 

for the availability and wide circulation of British editions of Hume's works in the 

colonies. The earliest -AmericanW responses to Hume were ambiguous; but so were the 

eighteenth-century British reactions that those in the colonies followed closely. 

Hume's works were read by many in eighteenth-century America, and Americans soon 

came to read Hume in distinctive ways. This thesis has tried to tlesh out Hume's 

reception in the social history of idm. [t has explored references to Hume's political 

thought in ewly American periodicd Iiterature and in the writings of scores of lesset- 

known thinkers. Americans, we have seen, knew a lot about Hume's "character". 

which they debated alongside Hume's writings. Much of Hume's impact on 

eighteenth-century American political thought, however. came through his Hismy of' 

England. Hume's Hisrory was a bestseller in America long before it was printed there. 

Even those who rejected Hume's religious scepticism were comfortable reading in 

Hume's Hisrory. And they oAen read it to good effect. It gave some of them a story 

about the slow growth of English constitutional liberty. This narrative was timely for 

informing the origins of the American Revolution. When Americans came to write and 

defend their own constitution, Hume was there too. James Madison and Alexander 

Hamilton were clearly not the only Humeans in the American Enlightenment. 

However, by the beginning of the nineteenth century, Hume's reception had begun to 

wane. Well-placed Americans, like Thomas Jefferson. were becoming suspicious of 

Hume's political thought and were resentful of the Hiscory S popularity. Jefferson's 

reaction foreshadowed Hume's falIing reputation in nineteenth-century America. 

-§- 

Hume's works continued to enjoy ~ i d e  cuculation in the Untied States during 

the early years of the nineteenth century - despite Jefferson's ardent wishes and best 



efforts to the contrary. The number of Hume references in American book catalogues, 

for instance, kept Pace with the large number of book catalogues that survive for the 

period 1800-1 830.' Social Iibraries, circulating libraries, and college libraries, 

continued to hold Hume's Essays and Treatises and History of England in large 

numbers.? Some of these books would have k e n  acquired years earlier. but they 

remaineci on the shelves of the libraries which held them and continued to be available 

to patrons who wished to read them. Hume's titles were also found in libraries that 

were newly catdogued in the nineteenth century. Nineteenth-century college student 

society libraries, For instance. contained many of Hume's works.' That the popularity 

of Hume titles in early nineteenth-century American book catalogues was not entirely a 

residual eftèct from earlier days is shown by reîèrences to Hume in nineteenth-century 

bookseller catalogues. These lists of "new books for sale" show that ot'ferings of 

Hume's works were current, and ofien included the newest editions for American 

readers who sought them out: The ratio of Hume-titles per book-catalogue for the 

' See Table I - 1, .*American Book Catalogues, 1 740- 1830: Number o f  Catalogues per Five 
Year Interval"; Chan 1-1. "American Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Number o f  Catalogues per 
Five Year Interval": Table 2-1. "Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues, 1740-1 830: By 
Title and Year o f  Reference"; Chart 2-1(B), "Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues. 
1740- 1830: Cumulative Change over Time"; Chart 2-l(C), "Hume's Works in American Book 
Catalogues, 1730- 1830: Relative Change over Time". 
' See, Appendix A: Hume's Works in American Book Catalogues. 1740-1 830. 

See Table 7- 1, ..Hume's Works in Student Society Library Catalogues, 1806- 1830": Table 7- 
2. "Hume's Works in Student Society Library Catalogues, 1806-1830: Ratio O Works per 
Catalogues": Chart 7-1 (A), "Hume's Works in Student Society Library Catalogues, 1806- 
1830: Totals by Title"; Chart 7-1 (B), "Hume's Works in Student Society Library Catalogues, 
1806-1830: Cumulative Change over Time"; Chan 7-1 (C), "Hume's Works in Student Society 
Library Catalogues, 1806-1 830: Relative Change over Time' Chart 7-2 (A), "Hume's Works in 
Student Society Library Catalogues, 1806-1830; Chart 7-2 (B), "Hume's Works in Student 
Society Library Catalogues, 1806-1 830: Relative Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue". 
.I See Table 3-1, "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1830: By Title and Year o f  
Reference"; Table 3-2, "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1 740- 1830: Ratio o f  Works 
per Catalogue"; Chart 3- [(A), -Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Totals 
by Title'; Chart 3-1(B), "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1 830: Cumulative 
Change over Time"; Chart 3- [CC), "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740-1830: 
ReIative Change over Tirne "; Chart 3-2(A), "Hume's Works in Bookseller Catalogues, 1740- 
1830: Ratio o f  Works per Catalogue"; Chart 3-?(El), "Hume's Works in Bookseller 
Catalogues, t 740-1 830: Relative Ratio of Works per Catalogue". 



period 1800-1 830 remained in a range close to the impressive peaks tint set in 

catalogues of the 1 760s and later re-gained in cataiogues of the 1790s? 

That Hume's writings were reprinted in eariy nineteenth-century America then, 

is not at al1 surprising. Selections from Hume's moral, political, and literary essays 

were published in nineteenth-cenhuy periodicals like The National Register, the 

Saturday ~Mugazine: National Recorder, The Thrairical Censor und Critical 

~lliscellany, and the Ladies ' Literuty Cabinet, one of the first magazines devoted 

primarily to lemale readers! Hume's .Of the Shdy of History" was also pitched 

especially at femaie teaders when it was reprinted in a number of American editions of 

John Gregory's A Futhrr S Legay /O His ~ u u ~ h t e r s . ~  Selections from Hume's History 

oJ'Engfanc1 also saw frequent reprintings in various formats intended to instruct young 

minds.' Not least important of these was Lindley Murray1 s The English Reuder. a book 

which saw many American editions and was a popular sçhool textbook on both sides of 

See Chart 2-?(A), "Hume's Works in Arnerican Book Catalogues. 1740-1 830: Ratio of 
Works per Catalogue". 
6 See, "Miscellany . From klume's Essays. On rhe Delicucy of Tusle und Pussion," Suwciuy 
ik1ugu:ine: Ncitionul Recorder. Vol. 111 (4 March 1820). L 51-1 54: "On Divorces." Suri~rtlqv 
~M~gtcine: ~Vutionul Recorder. Vol, 111 (19 April 1820), 286287; "Of Tragedy," The 
Theutricd Censor und ïritical ~Miscellrrny, (4 October 1 806). 78-30. ( 1 Novernber 1 806). 95- 
96: "MARRIAGE-STATE [reprints Hume's essay, "Love and Marriage"]," Ludies ' Li terq  
Cubinet, Vol. V (18 L9), 12-13. 
7 This manual on -proper living" was a popular book in its day. Mason Weems, for instance, 
included three copies o f  it in the drafi contents of a typical bookstore which he sent to Mathew 
Carey; see James Gilreath, "Mason Weems, Mathew Carey and the Souihern Booktrade. 1794- 
1 8 IO." Publishing History: The Sociul, Economic und Literun, Hktory of Book. 1Vewspuper 
and Mugcine Publishing, Vol. IX  (198 l), 2749,4811; see also Julia Cherry Spruill, '*The 
Southern Lady's Library, 1700- 1776," The South Atlantic Quartrrly, Vol. 34 (1935). 32-33. A 
Futher 3 Lqpcy is listed in Catulogue of books, belonging to the SociuI Library. in Wenciell. 
June, 1829 [Wendell, 18291. The American Antiquarian Society holds three copies o f  early 
nineteenth-century editions o f  Gregory's Legacy which have Hume's essay rppended. Two 
were published by J .  DisturneIl (Troy, NY, 1823 and Troy, NY, 1825) and have appended 
-THE STUDY OF HISTORY, recommended to the LADIES. [From Hume's Essays.]". The 
third was published by I.G. Shaw (Albany, 1 830). An earlier edition by T. & J. Swords (New 
York, 18 t 2) with Hume's essay appended is listed in The National Union Catulogue Pre-1956 
Imprints. 
8 See, for instance, Moses Severance, ed. The Americun 1b1muui or New Englkh Reuder: 
Consisting of Erercises in Reading unciSpeuking (Waterloo, NY, 1830) which reprinted 
'-Hume's Excution o f  Cranmer"(38-40). 



the ~tlantic.~ Murray wrote in his "PREFACE" that in making sekctions he had ken  

"careful to avoid every expression and sentiment, that might gratiSl a compt mind, or, 

in the least degree, offend the eye or ear of innocence". A cut which Hume apparently 

met; for Murray reprinted Hume's sketches of Lady Jane Grey, King Alfred, Queen 

Elizabeth, and King hunes.'' A simitar statement about the -*classic" status achieved 

by Hume's History in exly nineteenth-century America is found in the Museum of' 

Foreign Liferuîure and Science. Here, excerpts from Hume's History, with engravings. 

were reprinted prominently as the lead articles for a long-running series in 1830." 

All of this helped circulate Hume's potitical thought in the United States. but of 

even greater importance were new American editions ot2iume's books. The second 

Amencan edition of Hume's Hismy of'Englund was published in 18 10." Imprints hr 

1) The full title of Murray's book is The English Reder; or. PiecCes in Prose und Poerry, from 
the BUSI Writers; Desiperl to assist Young Persons tu reud wirh Propriety und Effect: lmprove 
th& Lnnguage und Sentitnenis, und to fnculcufe the most Itnportunr Prinçiples of Pirty cm/ 
Virliie. Sec Charles Carpenter, History tf..lniericc~tr Schoolbook~ (Philadelphia, 1963), 63; 
W i 1 t iarn J. G i t more, Reuding Becunws u ~Vecessity of Lue: Itfu~eriul un J Cirl~urul Lifr in 
Rural Ntnv England 1780-1833' (Knowille. 1989), 197: Charles Moiiaghan, The M11rrq.s of 
Murruy Hill (Brookiyn, 1998). Thr Nrifioncrl Llnion Catulog Prr-1936 Imprints has an 
astounding 266 separate entries for editions of the English ReuIer dating 1799-1830 (see Vol, 
402: 503-5 16)- 
[O I have used my Philadelphia edition of 1827; see Chapter 2, -.SECTION IV. Lcrc!vJurrr 
Grey". 36-38; Chapter 5, "SECTION X. Chrtmcrer of ALFRED, King of Engluns'. 76: 
Chapter 5, "SECTION XI. Churucter of QUEEN ELIZABETH", 77-78; all referenced to 
"HUME": see also Chapter 9, "SECTION XXV. Charocter of JAMES i. King of EngIurd'. 
140, from Hume, but not attributed by Murray. 
" See '.RICHARD IN PALESTME:' ~Mmerim of Foreign Lderurure und Science. Vol. XVI 
(February 1830), 96-97; "OLIVER CROMWELL SUPPRESSiNG THE MUTiNY IN THE 
ARMY." hftu.em of Foreign Literarure und Science. Vol. XVI (March 1830), 192493; 
TONDEMNATION OF ANNE BOLEYN," ~I/Iieum of Foreign Liferurure md Science, Vol. 
XVI (April 1830), 28&289; "DEATH OF MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS," bfmelrm ofForeign 
Literafure mdSciencr, Vol. XVI (May l830), 384-387; '5URENDER OF CALAIS," ~M~sezim 
of Foreign Litrru~ure und Science, Vol. XVI (June \83O), 48048 1; .SAINT AUGUSTNE 
BEFORE ETHELBERT." Museum of Foreign Literuture anrlSciettceT Vol. XVI (luly 1830), 
1 ; "CONSTANCY OF LADY JANE GREY," hltcsetrm of Foreign Likrafure and Science, 
Vol. XVI1 (Augun 1830), 96-97. On the Museum of Foreign Lirerume and Science see Frank 
Luther Mort, A Hisrory of Amerim Magaines, 1741-1850 (Cambridge, L938), 307. The 
editor of the ibfueum, Eliakim Littell, had k e n  a publisher of an abridged edition of Hume's 
Hisrory in 1828 (see below). 
'' The Histoty of &nglcmdfi.om the hvasion of JuIius Cczesar io the Revoftuion in 1685; this is 
the 7 vol. edition that many published secondary sources have mis-identifed as the h t  
American edition. 



his stereotyped edition survive From Baltimore, Boston, New York. and Philadelphia; 

the edition mus? have had a large press run and national cir~ulation.'~ Other American 

reprintings of the full text of Hume's Hisros, followed in t 8 16, 182 1-21. and l8î,8.'" 

Hume's History was also available in a cheaper and smaller abridged edition which 

saw Amencan imprints in 1834, two in 1826 (the year Jefferson died), 1827,1828, and 

182%'' 

The first Amencan edition of Hume's "collected works" was published in 18 17 

as Philosophical Essuys on i\.fwals. Lilrralirre, und Pdirics: By Dmid ~ i i r n e . ' ~  Edited 

by Thomas Ewell, this work combined Hume's Li$, with his moral. political, and 

literary essays, the two Encitriries. the Disserrcrtion on the Passions. and George 

Campbell's Dissertdon on Mirmles.*' Ewell's edition of Hume's Philosophical 

l 3  Code & Thomas. Baltimore; tnsketp and Braûford, New York; Edward Parker, 
Philadelphia; Levis and Wewer, Philadelphia. 
'" The History of Englundjom the Invasion of Jdius Cursur ru the Re voirtrion in 1688 (4  
Vols, Albany: B.D. Packard, 18 16); The Histuty of EngluncIjom rhr Invusiun oj'Ju1ius 
Cuesur ro rhr RevoIuriun in 1688 (4  Vols, Philadeiphia: Edward Parker, 1821-1 822); The 
History of Englanc/@om the lnvusion u f Julius Cuesur to the Revolufion irr 1688 (Phi ladel ph ia. 
Bennet & Walton, [ 1828]'?) and (Philadelphia, E. Littell, 1828). 
'' John Robinson, H m r  und Smullerr Abridgecl, ru~d Cunrintred ro the Rcce.ssicm of Grorge IV 
(New York. 1824); Hume and Smollrrt crbridged, und continud to the uccrssion of Grorge IV 
(Buffalo, 1 826); So hn Robinson, Hume und SrnoIlri 5 Crlebrctrd Hisroy ofEngluncI, fiom 11s 
First Serrlrrnenr 10 fhe Yeur 1 760: .4ccurufe[v und fn~purtir~I[v A bridgcd; und a Conrinrruriun 
front Thar Periudto the Curunrrlion of George IV(New York, by subscription, 1826); John 
Robinson, H m e  und St~rollet S Crlebrured Hisrory of Engfunù, frorn 11s Firs Srrrlmmt ro the 
Yeur 1 760: Rccururdy und lmparrially -4bridged: und a Conrintru~ion fiom Thut Prriod to the 
Coronarion of George IV (Hartford, 1827); John Robinson, Hum unciSrnullet S Hhmry of 
England, A bridged. und Conrinird to the Accrssion of George 1 V (3 Vols, Exeter. 1828); 
Hme and Stt~olfrtt ubridgrd, und continuecl 10 the uccession of George iV (Buffalo. 1829). 
th Full title: Philosophicul Emry  on Bforuls. Liter~rure. und Poliri~*s: by Duvid H11rne- To 
Which is Added, The Ansiver to His O6jec;iorrs to Christicmify, 5y Dr. Cumpbrll. dlm, An 
rrccozrnt of Mr. Hum 's L@, un Originul Essay, md a f ~ v  notes. There were two imprints, (2 
Vols, Georgetown, D.C, 18 1 7) and (2 Vols, Philadelphia, 18 1 7). 
I f  On Thomas Ewell (1  7851826) see, Allan Westcott, "Thomas Ewell," in Dictionury of 
Anrericun Biograptry, Vol. 111: 230-23 1. Vol. 1 o f  Philos~phicd Esscrys was comprised of two 
Parts: Part I. Life o f  David Hume, I. Of the Delicacy of Taste and Passion, II, Of the Liberty 
o f  the Press, III. That Politics may be reduced to a Science, IV. OF the First Principles of 
Government, V. O f  the Origin of Government, VI. Of the lndependency of Parliament, VIL 
Whether the British Governrnent inclines more to absolute Monarcfy, or to a Republic, VIII. 
Of Parties in General, lx. Of the Parties o f  Great Britain, X. Of Superstition and Enthusiasm, 
Xi. Of the Dignity or Meanness of Human Naîure, XLI. Of Civil Liberty, X IK  Of Eloquence, 
XiV. OF the Rise and Progress of  the Arts and Sciences, XV. The Epicurean, XVI. The Stoic, 
WU. The Platonisr, XVIIi. The Sceptic, XUC. Of Polygamy and Divorces, XX. Of Simplicity 



Essays proudly identified itself as the "FIRST AMERICAN EDITION and was well 

received. Soon afier its publication it was listed in bookseller catalogues like those for 

M. Carey & Sons of Philadelphia, Lea and Febiger ot'Philadelphia, Cooke and Hale of 

Hartford, and Howe & Spalding of New   aven." It was also found in libraries like the 

Library Company of Philadelphia, the Mercantile Library Association of New York 

City, the Franklin Circulating Library of Troy, New York, the Sliakespeare Circulating 

Library of Boston, and the Portsmouth Apprentices' Library of Portsmouth, New 

The publication and dissemination of Ewell's edition was a conduit to 

circulate Hume's political thought, but it also reflected and contributed to the rise of 

Hume's reputation as a philosopher. a reputation which in the nineteenth century would 

eclipse Hume's eighteenth-century reputation for political thought and history. 

and Refinement in Writing, XXI. O f  National Characters, XXII. Of Tragedy, XXIII. O f  the 
Standard o f  Taste, Part 11. 1. O f  Commerce, II. O f  Refinement in the Arts. III. Of  Money, IV. 
O f  Interest, V. Of the Balance o f  Trade, VI. Of the Jealousy of Trade, VII. O f  the Balance o f  
Power, VIII. Of Taxes, IX. O f  Public Credit, X. Ofsome Remarkable Customs, XI. O f  the 
Populousness o f  Ancient Nations, XII. O f  the Original Contract. XII!. O f  Passive Obedience, 
XIX. O f  the Coalition o f  Parties, XV. O f  the Protestant Succession, XVI. 1dea o f  a perfect 
Commonwealth, Essay on the Laws o f  Pleasure and Pain. Vol. 2 contained An Encpiry 
concerning Humun Unclerstunding, .rl Dissertution on rhe Pussions. ..ln Enqtiiry concerni~~g [he 
Principles of Moruls, The Nuturd History of Religion, and George Campbell's R Dissertution 
on ~l.lirucles, contuining, un Ewninution of the Principles udvc~nnrwl by Duvicl Hritrcr, Eq. in 
un Essay on kfirucles. 
'' See Cutulogue of an extensive collrr.iion of b w h  in every clepwtment of uncicnt und morlrrn 
litrrutiire. :for sule by M Carey unci Son, sorith+ar~ corner uf Chesnlu und Forirth Strerts, 
PhiIudelphiu ((Philadel phia 18 1 8); Cc~tulogue of an extensive c o l l ~ i u n  of books in rvery 
depurtment of uncient uncl niodern lirtruftm (Philadelphia, 18 18); R cutc~Iogue of books. offercd 
to the ptrblic b-v Oliver D. Cooke and Horatio G. Hale, under thejirm of Cooke und Hale. ut 
their bookrrore (Hartford [CTJ, 18 18); A cutulogue ofbooks,for sule by Howe & SpuIding. 
booksellers ... New-Huven, 1st ~Vorvmber, 11518 (New-Haven, [Cq, [18 181). The selling price 
was low, ranging from $6 to $7. 

see Thirdsupplement to volume I l  part I of the caialogtte of books belonging to the Librmy 
Company of Phildelphiu (Philadelphia, 18 18); Constitution. rtiies, undregulations, ofihe 
hIercanti1e Library Associution. of the Cip ofNerv-York f o m d  November 27, 1820; with u 
complete cutulogue of the books belongirig thereso (New York, 182 1); Catalogue of books. 
belonging to the Franklin Circulating L ibrq  of E & D. ?K PIutf, ut their Franklin Book Store 
in River-Street, Troy. Together with the terms, rules, and regulatïons of the sume ([Troy, NyI, 
1 823); CutuIogue of the Shukspeare [sic] CimIating Library ... to rvhich udditions are 
contimnlly making (Boston, 18 19); Catalogue of books, belonging to the Portsmouih 
Apprentices' Library (Portsmouth, 1824). 



-O-- 

Hume's "chsinçter" was hotly debated in early nineteenth-century America. As 

was the case in the eighteenth century, interest in Hume's life was not as miscellaneous 

as it might seem to modem readers. Amencan periodicals frequently reprinted letters 

by Hume both for their style and substance?' They repeated anecdotes about ~ u m e ? '  

and reproduced accounts of his character, like the complimentary one written by James 

Caufeild, 1st Earl o f   harlem mont." Other accounts were less laudatocy; like Hannah 

- - 

See "EPISTOLARY. FOR THE PORT FOLIO [Hume to Tobias Smollett, 2 1 September 
17681," Porrjolio, Vol. 1 (1801). 2-3; "UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF MR. HUMEfHume to 
Lord Hardwick, 23 July 17641," The Monthly Antholugy und Boston Review. Contuining 
Sketches und reports of Philosophy, Religion, History, Arts and Munners, Vol. VII ( 1  8W), 
1 75-1 77: "From the Annual Register. Controversy Between Hume and Rousseau," Selm 
Review of Literuture, and Spirit of Foreign Muguzines, Vol. VIiI ( 18 12), 47-8 1 : "From the 
Literary Gazette. ORIGMAL LETTER from DAVID HUME to the COMTESSE DE 
BOUGGLERS." Atheneun~: or. Spirit of the English Mugmines. Vol. t l ( 1 8 1 8), 332-333; 
"DAVID HUME. The following Letters are selected from the Correspondence o f  the historian 
Hume. lately published in Great Britain," New-Englund Gulury und United Stc~tes Liieruy 
zldverrisrr, (29 December l820), 48; "Hume's Private Correspondence," Surzinluy Mugrrine: 
Nulional Recorder, Vol. IV (l820), 3 13-3 15; "Letter from David Hume to Dr. Campbell," 
Sutrtrday Mugaine: National Recorder, Vol. V (27 January 182 1 ), 60: "From the London 
Literary Gazette. ORIGMAL LETTERS OF DAVID HUME TO ADAM SMITH," Suturrkry 
lbfugazine, Vol. 1 (1 5 December 182 1 ), 557-560; "Original Letters. DAVID HUME." 
A theneum: or, Spirit of rhe English Magazine. Vol, X ( 1 5 January 1 822), 3 I 4-3 1 8,346-347, 
405; "DAVID HUME AT PARIS. Extract from a Letter to Dr. Kobertson," Sutitrdqv 
Magaine. Vol. II ( 2  February 1822), 109-1 10. Periodicals also reprinted leners of other 
individuals which made reference to Hume: see "ORIGINAL LETTERS FROM COWPER." 
Porrfoliu, Vol. V (l805), 346: "EXTRACTS FROM MRS. CARTER'S LETTERS," Vol. V 
(October 1808), 533-534. 
" .'HUME AND BURNET," The Philudelphia Reposiiory, Vol. 5 (9 March 1805). 76; 
"ANECDOTE OF DAVID HUME," The New-Englund Galaxy and ~bfmrinic Mugaine, ( 18 
June 1819). 144; "ANECDOTES OF INFIDEL MORALITY. (From the New Monthly 
Magazine, for September, 1 8 1 8): Robinson 's ~bIugazine, A ~veekly Repository of Ongiinuf 
Papes; and SelectionsfLom the English iklriguzines, ( 18 19). 164-1 68; "For the Port Folio. 
ART. XV. - The Adversaria," Porrfolio, Vol. IX  (1 820), 135; "Anecdote of Hume," Ladies ' 
Literary Cubinei, Vol. IV ( 1 82 1 ), 126; "Varieiy," Saturday Magazine: ~Vationul Recorder, 
Vol. V (17 March 1821). 174; TIIBBON, VOLTAIRE, HUME," The Gospel Tmmpet, Vol. II 
(1823), 63; "From the New-York American. GIBBON, VOLTAIRE, AND HUME." 
Pittsburgh Recorder, Vol. II (28 Febniary 18î3), 83; "VARIETIES. Original Anecdotes, 
Literary News, Chit Chat, Incidents, &c," Atheneum; or, Spirit of the English Maga=ines, Vol. 
X (tg%), 365; .-Anecdotes," The Friendfy Visitor, Vol. 1 (12 February 1825), 54. 
" See "SPIRIT OF MAGAZINES. CHARACTER OF HUME, BY THE EARL OF 
CHARLEMONT," The Analecric Mugaine: conîaining selectionsfi.om Foreign Reviews and 
Magazines, together with original miscellaneous compositions; and a naval chronicfe, Vol. I 
(18 13), 4 19-425; THARACTER OF HUME, BY THE EARL OF CHARLEMONT." The 



More's, which was reprinted oRen in ~ m e r i c a . ~  More linked her thoughts on Hume's 

bbcharacter" to her reading of Hume's Hisfory. Her Hume had "a sly gravity in his 

scepticism, which puts the reader more off his guard ... for we are always less disposed 

to suspect a man who is too wise to appear angry". Hume's History, she concluded, "is 

a serpent under a bed of roses". Accounts of Hume's "character" were intimately 

related to the long-standing debate about Ume as a "virtuous infidel". In nineteenth- 

century Amerka's environment of awakened evangelical Christianity, Hume was 

defarned to indict his writings. As Thomas Ewell put it in 18 17 in the "Preface" to his 

edition of Hume's Philosophical Essays: 

Many of thosc who have not capacity to understand the doctrines of Mr. Hume - 
- on the one side, and on the other, -- have not patience to enter into his 
singularly ingenious modes of reasoning, have confederated to propagate 
unfounded slander against him - hoping so to traduce his private life as to 
lessen the respect paid to his doctrines. -- Among the various attempts of this 
kind which have been made, t have heard of reports of him in this country, very 
contrary to the plain -- interesting account he gives of himself in his life 
annexed.'" 

Ewell thought that of "al1 the clamour about Mr. Hume's anti-religious doctrines", it 

was Hume's essay "Of Miracles" which was considered "most objectionable and 

dreaded"!* By the early years of the nineteenth century, Hume's argument against 

miracles was certainly well-known to literate Americans. While in their writings some 

aimed simply to dismiss d urne." others attempted to answer him. The Chrisrian 

Monthly Mugzine und Lirrrav Journal, Vol. [I (April 1 8 L 3), 333-33 7. See also Thomas 
Ewell, "Preface," Philosophical Essays, x-avii; E.C. Mossner, The Life of Hume (Austin, 
1954), 213-215. 
" See "CHARACTER OF HUME'S WRlTINGS," Missiunury Heruld ut Honrr und Abroud, 
Vol. I (January 1805), 352-353; "For the Literary Magazine," The Literury ~bfugmine & 
Americun RRegisrer, Vol. IV (July L 805), 208-2 1 I ; "CAHARATER [sic] OF HUME'S 
WRITiNGS," The Litrruv Tublet, Vol. III (July 1806), 94; "For the Port Folio," Porrfolio, 
Vol. IV (1807), 1 18-1 19. For another account of Hume's "sly sarcasm" see 
TONCIDENCES. Hume und Dryden," Porfolio, Vol, I I  (July 1 8 16), 1 76. 
" Thomas Ewell, -'Preface," Philosophical Essuys, x. 
3 Ibid., ix. 
l6 See, for instance, Rev. Jasper Adams, A Sermon preuched in SL ~\.lichuel's Church, 
Churieston. February Ijth, 1833, befire the Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
of the Diocese of South Carolinu, by the RW. L Adams, D.D., reprinted in Daniel L. 
Dreisbach, ed, Religion and Politics in the Early Republic: Jasper Adams und the Church- 



Observer and Advocate offered its %EPLY TO MR. HUME'S ARGUMENT 

AGAiNST MIRACLES" h 1802?' in 1805, The Assembly 's Missionary Magazine; or 

Evangelical Intelligence offered T H E  CELEBRATED OBJECTION OF MR. HUME 

TO THE MIRACLES OF THE GOSPEL? an article which was also reprinted 

thereafter in The Urginia Religious ~a~atine.'~ Hume's "Of Miiles" continueci to 

bring out American responses well into the nineteenth cent~ry?~ Much of the 

American debate about Hume's miof Miracles" and Hume's Life came to a head in 

renewed discussions about Hume's death3' 

- - - -- - 

Stute Lùbuie (Lexington, 1996): T h e  argument of Mr. Hume against the belief o f  miracles is 
not, in our opinion, entitled to much consideration7'( 127). 

"REPLY TO MU. HUME'S ARGUMENT AGAMST MIRACLES." Christian Observer 
und rldvocute, Vol. 1 (May 1802). 292-295. 
' 'THE CELEBRATED OBJECTION OF MR. HUME TO THE MIRACLES OF THE 
GOSPEL," The Assembly S 1Cfissionury Muguzine: or Evangelicd Inleliigenm-, Vol. 1 (April 
1 SOS), 182-1 86. 
29 THE CELEBRATED OBJECTION OF MR. HUME TO THE MIRACLES OF THE 
GOSPEL," The Yirginiu Religious Mugaine, Vol. 1 (November 1805). 348-354. 
30 See, for instance, .'For the Port Folio. 'A Disseriation on the External Evidences of the Truth 
o f  the Christian Religion; [Concluded]," Porrfoiio, Vol. V (1805), 366; the American Tract 
Society's, "Denid of miracIes " by David Hume (New York, n.d.) in The Nutiunul Union 
Cutuhg Pre-1956 Imprints. See also the Rev. Alva Woods, who asked about Hume in an 
examinntion paper for his Alabama University examination in Paley's ~l.lorui Philusoph-v- 
Question 5 asked, -'What examples are adduced by MF. Hume to confront the Christian 
miracles? Give a particular account ofeach ot'them'. A copy of this broadside examination is 
for sale at John Price Antiquarian Books, London, England. I thank Dr. Price for answering 
my questions about the paper and for providing me with a photocopy. For other discussion o f  
Hume's "Of Miracles" in print see Frederick Beasley, A Search for Tmih in the Science of fhr 
Human Mind (Philadelphia, 1822); Alexander Campbell, De6urr on the Evidences of 
Christiuniry; Containing un Eramina~ion of the 'Sociul System, ,' und of the Systrms of 
Scepticism of Ancient and bfudern Tines, Held in the City of Cincinnuti, Ohio, form the 13th 
io the -Ilsr of rfprii. 1829, Between Robert Owen, of New Lanark, Scotland. undA1e.rcmJer 
Campbell of Bethany. Pirginia, Reported by Charles H. Sims. Stenogrupher (Bethany, 1829); 
Samuel Stanhope Smith, A Comprehcnsive Vitlu of the Leuding and Most Importunt Princ@ies 
of ~Vufurul and Reveuied Religion ( 18 1 5): Gulian Crommelin Verplanck, Essq on rhe ~Vuture 
and Uses of the Various Evidences of Revealed Religion (New York, 1834). 
3' See, for instance, "ON THE DEATH OF DAVID HUME," The Assembly 's ~Wssionury 
ibiagmine, or EvungeIical Intefligencer, Vol. I I  (1806), 32-34; "STRIKMG EVIDENCES OF 
THE DIVINITY OF THE SCRIPTURES I. EXAMPLES OF DYiNG INFIDELS." The Moral 
anJ Religiour Cabinet, Vol. 1 (26 March 1808), 196-197: "MISCELLANIES. DEATH OF 
HUME," The Punoplist, and Missionary Magazine United, Vol. II (March 18 1 O), 462464; 
'To the Editor of the Christian Observer," The Christion Observer, Vol. XVIII (September 
18 19), 586-587; "DEATH OF DAVID HUME -THE DEIST," Wutchman-Erammer. A 
National Buptisr Papur, (23 June 182 1). 1 i 2; "HUME AND VOLTARE," New York 



in 1806 (twenty-seven years afier its first publication in The United States 

Magazine in 1779), the Rev. John Mitchell Mason reprinted in his Christian S 

Magazine, the "Contrast between Hume and ~ i n l e ~ " . 3 ~  Mason, a "clergyman and 

educator", had studied at the University of Edinburgh and was a long-serving tmstee, 

and eventual provost, of Columbia ~ o l l e ~ e . ~ ~  In the first volume of his well-printed 

Christian S Magazine, Mason reprinted Smith's letter to Strahan and Finley's "last 

choice words*'. but he gave no reference or credit of any kind to the article's original 

so~rce.~'' But Mason did not rest content with the implied contrast of The United States 

1Mugmine. The Christian S Magazine '.Y next nmber  offered Mason's "Remarks on the 

accounts of the death of David Hume, Esqr. and Samuel Finley, D.D. in the last No 35", 

an original essay with more words than the original "Contrast". 

Mason argued that Smith, in his letter to Strahan. was guilty of trivializing 

Hume's death. 

Every sentence betrays his anxiety to set off his friend to the best advantage. 
The dullest observer cannot but perceive his design to compare Mr. Hume dying 
an infidel, with a Christian dying in the faith of Jesus. Let us draw out at 
length, that comparison which he has only insinuated; and that the etTect may be 
more decisive, let us remember, that the whole annals of unbelief do not furnish 
a more favourable example than he has selected. 

Surprisingly, Mason also appeared to give a chaste defense of Hume's moral character. 

He differentiated Hume from Voltaire and %ose who only scof at religion, and 

- - - 

Religious Chroniclt., Vol. Il1 (2 1 May 1825), 8 1. On 3 May 18 16 John Adams wrote to 
Thomas Jefferson that at the time of his death, "Hume aukwardly Affect[ed] to sport away al1 
sober thoughtsY'(The Ahs-Jefferson Letters, Vol. 11: 470). 
32 On the Christian 5. Magazine see Benjamin M. Lewis, An Introùuction to American 
Magaines. 1800-18f 0 (University of Michigan, 196 1 ), 12,s 1.7 1. 
33 On Mason (1770-1829) see Paul Patton Faris, "John Mitchell Mason," in Dictionury of 
Rmerican Biopphy, Vol. VI: 368-369. 
34 Christian S Mugrnine, designed to promote the knowledge und influence of evungelicu~ trurh 
undorder. "A contrast between the death of a Deist and the death of a Christian: being a 
succinct account of that celebrated Infidel, DAVID HUME, Esqr.; and of that excellent 
Minister of the Gospel, SAMUEL FiNLEY, D.D. in their last moments", Vol. 1 (1 806), 294- 
307. On John Mitchell Mason ( i 770-L 829) see Ellis Sandoz, ed. Political Sermons of the 
American Rounding Eru, I73O-I8Oj (Indianapolis, 1 WO), 1448. 
35 Christian 3 hbgmine, designeci to promote the knowledge and influrnce of evungdicul tmh  
andorder, "Remarks on the accounts of the death of David Hume, Esqr. and Samuel Finley, 
D.D. in the last N"', Vol. 1, ( 18O6), 419-436. 



placed the Scot "at the head of those enemies of revelation who attempt to reason". 

Mason argued that Hume owned "what rarely belongs to the ascertained infidel, a good 

moral reputation". That is, "he was not addicted to lewdness to drunkenness, to 

knavery, to profane swearing, or any of those grosser vices which are the natusal and 

ordinary cornpanions of enmity to the Gospel". But Mason's praise was anly 

rhetorical, and bis pretended panegyric set the stage for his rough rebufT. Mason found 

evidence of Hume's "immoral" private behaviour in Dugald Stewart's An accoirnr oj* 

the Le and Wrifings of William Robertson. D. D . : ~  writing that Hume *'laboured to 

unsettle al1 tlxed principles of belief; to overturn the whote system of moral obligation; 

to obliterate a sense ot'God's authority from the conscience; and positively to inculcate 

the innocence of the greatest crimes, he must be accounted one of the most tlagitiously 

immoral men that ever li~ed".~' 

Hume's "most serious employment" in his last days. wrote Mason, was 

"divetting himself '. "From what?", asked Mason, answering in a flourish: 

Let them answer who know that there are apt to be troublesotne visitors to the 
imagination and the conscience of one who has prostituted his powers to the 
purpose of spreading rebellion against the God who made him! "Diverting 
hirnselfi." Wiih what? With correcting his own w o r b  for a few edition! a 
considerable portion of which "works" is destined to prove that justice, mercy. 
tàith, and al! the circle of both the duties and charities, are obligatory only 
because they are useful; and. by consequence. that their opposites shall be 
obligatory when they shall appear to be more useful - that the religion of the 
Lord Jesus. which has "brought life and immortality to light." is an imposture -- 
that a d u l t e ~  is a bagatelle; and suicide a virtue! Wirh what? With reading 
books ofnmtisement. The adventures of Don Quixote: the tales of the genie: a 
noveI, a tragedy, a farce, a collection of sonnets; any thing but those sober and 
searching treatises which are tit for one who "considers his latter end." ... With 

16 "On further recollection". wrote Mason in a footnote, 'we are compelled to deduct from Mr. 
Hume's morality, his freedom from profane swearing. For, in an account of the life and 
writings of the Rev. Dr. Robertson, the great historian, drawn up by professor Dtrgald Stmvurt, 
there is a letter fmm Mr. Hume to the Dr. in which he descends to the coarse and vulçar 
profanity of the ale-house, and the main-deck. To ask his reverend correspondent, the 
principal of the University of Edinburgh; the ecclesiastical premier of the church of Scotland, 
'What the devil he had to do with that -old fashioned, dangling word, ivherewith?' and to tell 
hirn, '1 will see you d-d sooner,' viz. than .swallow your 'hoth;- are such gross violations of 
decency, that unless Mr. Hume had been acmtomed to adorn his speech with similar 
expletives, they never could have found their way into a familiar letter", ibid., 433. 
" Ibid., 423. 



what? With an evening party at his Cavourite game of whist! A card table! and 
al1 that nauseous gabble for wtiich the card table is renowned! ... Mr. H. sits 
d o m  to a gaming board, with gambling companions, to be "diverted" with the 
chances of the cards, and the edimng conversation to which they give rise! 
Such is the digniiy of this almost "perfectiy wise and virtuous man" -- Such a 
philosopher's preparation for death! 

When we die, thundered Mason, let our souls "be with Samuel FinIey; let them not be 

with David Humer' For on the one side, one may "be had in ever lasting rernembrance" 

and on the other -rhe memory of the wicked shall rot",38 

Mason's version of The Conmt" circulated widely in nineteenth-century 

America, not only in the Christian S ~Maguzine but also when it was reprinted 

elsewhere. The Punuplisr, and Missionary ibluguzinr United reprinted it in 1808 as "A 

CONTRAST BETWEEN THE DEATH OF A DEIST AND THE DEATH OF A 

CHRISTIAN: BEiNG A SUCCiNT ACCOUNT OF THAT CELEBRATED 

CNFIDEL, DAVID HUME, ESQ.; AND OF THAT EXCELLENT MNSTER OF THE 

GOSPEL, SAMUEL FiNLEY. D.D. IN THEIR LAST MOMENTS"." The following 

year, The Adviser; or. Vermont Evungelicul rbfugazine reprinted it under the sarne 

title.JO As laie as 1824 and then later in 1827, the American Tract Society reprinted 

Mason's version of "The ~ontrast"?' As the introduction to The Adviser's 1809 

38 Ibid., 436. 
.-A CONTRAST BETWEEN THE DEATH OF A DEIST AND THE DEATH OF A 

CHRISTIAN: BElNG A SUCCMT ACCOWT OF THAT CELEBRATED INFIDEL, 
DAVID HUME, ESQ.; AND OF THAT EXCELLENT MiNISTER OF THE GOSPEL, 
SAMUEL FMLEY, D.D. IN THElR LAST MOMENTS," The Punoplist, cmd Missionaty 
Maguzine Unitecl, New Series, Vol. 1 (Nov. l8O8), 24 1-257. 
'O "A CONTRAST BETWEEN THE DEATH OF A DEIST AND THE DEATH OF A 
CHRISTIAN: BEMG A SUCCiNT ACCOUNT OF THAT CELEBRATED INFIDEL, 
DAVID HUME, ESQ.; AND OF THAT EXCELLENT MMISTER OF THE GOSPEL, 
SAMUEL FMLEY, D.D. IN THElR LAST MOMENTS," Thr Adviser: or, Vermont 
E~angelical Lfagazine Vol. 1, No. 5, (May 18O9), 10 1 - 108. See also The Adviser; or. Vermont 
Evangelical Maguzine, "REMARKS ON THE ACCOUNTS OF THE DEATH OF DAVID 
HUME, ESQ. AND SAMUEL FMLEY, D.D.", Vol. 1, No. 6 (June 1809), 130-133 
'' [New York, 18271. See also Httme and Finlep- A contrasr benveen the deuth of a cirisr und 
the death of a Christicm: being a succinct uccomt of D d  Hume, Esq. and of Sumuel Finley. 
D. D. in theh Iast moments (Evangelical Tract Society: Boston, 1824); and "REMARKS ON 
THE ACCOUNTS OF THE DEATH OF DAVlD HUME, ESQ. AND SAMUEL FiNLEY, 
D.D. [Supposed to the from the pen of Dr. Mason, late president o f  Dickinson College]," The 
Reiigious hfonitor, Vol. 1 (November 18X), 194-302. 



reprinting illustrated, the original U n i d  States Magarire article of 1 779 had become 

completely overshadowed by Mason's tnimped-up version."' The measured and 

seorching eighteenth-century responses to Hume's Life and "characte? were being 

ovenvri tten by the stark and dogrnatic retort. of Hume's nineteenth-century American 

critics. 

Thomas Ewell in his "Preface" to Hume's "collected works" wmte of Hume's 

American reception: the "bigots have raised an udounded clamour against" Hume's 

philosophy?3 American Humeans like Ewell increasingl y stmck a defensive note. 

Ewell admitted that it was 'ùlith much hesitation that 1 have undertaken to have an 

edition of MI. Hume's Essays printed"!4 Another of Hume's defenders put his 

sentimental thoughts in verse in the Medey; or ilfonthly ~Miscellmy of Lexington. 

Kentucky: 

A TEAR TO HUME. 

IMMORTAL HUME! thy name shall shine sublime, 
And triumph, greatly o'er the car of Time; 
Thy h e  will spread: while gnius  has a fnend, 
Thy talents k admired, till time shall have an end. 
Let vain pretenders blight thy fairest fane. 
And musty schoolmen deprecate thy name; 
Let stupid priests thy mighty powers decide, 
And fools presumptuous burst with turgid pride; 
The feeling soul, the sympathetic mind 
Will weep a tear. half-o'er thy tomb reclin'd: 

And say, while listening to the winter's blast 
That howls relentiess o'er thy sacred manes, 

"Ah crue[ death! why snatch this reverend pcize, 

- - - 

""The following account o f  the deaths of David Hume, Esq. and Dr. Samuel Finley", 
prefaced The Adviser. "first appeared in the Christian's Magazine, and afierwards in the 
Panoplist We transfer it to the Advisor for the purpose o f  shewing the Contrast between the 
dying reflections o f  a christian and ofan infidel. - The accompanying rernarks are from the 
able pen of the original Editor." Not al1 published reactions to Mason's -Rernarks" were 
favourable; see, for instance, "The Contrast 'Between the Death o f  a ûeist and the Death of a 
Christian," The OrdeuI: A CriScai Journal of PoliticRF and Literame, Vol. 1, (2  1 January 
I809), 42-45; 'Considerations on 'The Contrast Between the Death o f  a Deist and the Death o f  
a Christian'," The Ordeal, Vol. 1, (28 January t 809), 63-64; "More o f  the 'Contrast'," The 
Ordeal,, Vol. i (4  February l8O9), 72-73; "Adversaria: 'Hume and Finly'," The Ordeal, Vol. I 
( 1 I February I809), 94. 
43 Ewell, -PrefaceTV Philosophicd Essays, vii. 

Ibid. 



"And close it in unceasing darkness fiom out eyes? 
"An [nsatiate victor! spare the great, the go04 
"Bear in their place, the useless down the flood." 
This is, immortal Hume! the sage's dirge, 
Which ne'er will cease tiH worlds h m  worlds emerge. 

THE PHILANTHROPIST? 

Nineteenth-century American followers of Hume's History increasingly were 

defensive as well. The Porfulio reported in 1809, for instance, that "the bookseilers of 

Philadelphia having long contemplated the publication of the most celebrated histories 

of England, it was deemed by the Editor no impertinent service to the cause of elegant 

leners concisely to state the pretensions, and modestly to vindicate the reputation of 

HUME and SMOLLET"."~ Exonerating Hume fiom recent American critics, the 

Por@dio wrote of Hume in terms which b k e d  back to Hume's eighteenth century 

reception: "Whatever may be thought of his demerits by the scrupulous. or the pious, as 

an author, unhappily inclining to the side of infidelity. his talents. as an historian and 

politician, cannot be too strenuously applauded. Although nearly half a century has 

elapsed, since the commencement of his literary career, his farne is still augmentingo'. 

In fact Hume is now justly considered as an English classic. and his narrative as 
a fine mode1 of composition. The beauties of his History are innumerable. He 
comrnmds al1 our attention. He has a claim for al1 our applause. whether he 
describes the projects of the duke of Normandy, or the battle of Hastings, the 
glories of the house of Plantagenet, or the tyranny of the Tudors, the insolence 
of Becket, or the pageanuy of Wolsey, the primitive simplicity of Latimer, or 
the archiepiscopal dignity of Laud, the loyaity of Falkland, the wisdom of 
Straford, the spirit of Derby, the fidelity of Clarendon, or the murder of Charles. 
Let an ambitious student imprint on his memory, Mr. Hume's narrative of the 
martial maid of Orleans, the battle of Agincourt, the approach of the Armada, 
the cruelties of Mary, the execution of lady Jane Grey, the fanaticism of the 
covenanters, the habitua1 hypocrisy of Cromwell. and the gross credulity of his 
Roundheads, and he wili scarcely find his mind stored with finer passages by 
any histoflan." 

45 "A Tear to Hume," MedIey; or hlorirhly ~\.liscefImy, "I)RIGiNAL POETRYw [Heading, 
-FOR THE MEDLEY"] Vol. I ( I803), 176. 
16 Although Earl Burk Braiy notes this article, he reads it, not as evidence of Hume's declining 
reputation in America, but to Say that r h e  repute of David Hume was, indeed, soaring 
upwardF('The Reputation o f  David Hume in America", 1 16). Braly's comments, however, 
reflect his failure to appreciate Hume's eighteenth-century reception. 
" T H E  LITERARY WORLD," Porqolio, Vol. 1 (1809), 98-100. 



Surveying other discussions of Hume's History in the Porrfolio, however, shows the 

journal's correspondents were ofien unwilling to go even this far, Hume's History 

received a mixed reception. Arnerican readers were becoming ambivalent about 

Hume's History and Hume's contributions to American political thought were being 

Reviewing John Robinson's abridgrnent of Hume and Smollet in i 824. The 

United Stutes Literury Gazette, an important Boston semi-monthly, reported that for 

works of history, American schools must "be contented with using works provided for 

us in Foreign lands"? Robinson's abridgment was praised. but the appcaisal of Hume 

was ambiguous at best: 'The prejudices of Hume -- if prejudices they were - which, in 

the opinion of those whose political views differ from his, have influenced and falsified 

his account of the Commonwealth, and of the reigns of the last of the Stuarts, are still 

more prominent in this abridgrnent with less p e r i p h i s  or qualification, or because Mr 

Robinson agrees in opinion with Hume, and is willing to say just what he thinks".jO 

By the end of the 1820s, ambivalence was turning to rejection. An 1828 review 

of the first Amencan edition of Clarendon's Fiisioy of the Rebellion und Civil IVurs in 

Englund provided the most prestigious periodical in early nineteenth-century America, 

the North American Review. with an opening to critique Hume's account of the 

  tu ans?' The Review argiied that Hume's "authority, on most points. may be relied on 

See, for instance, "VARIETY." Porrfolio, Vol. 1 (1806). 44; "VARIETY." Por$idio. Vol. 
III, ( l8O7), 27; "THE LAUGHNG WORLD." Por~olio, Vol. III (April 18 IO), 3 1 1-3 12; 
"RHETORIC ... LECTURE X, Ofthe pecufiurities attached tu the correct reuciing und 
recitarion of Narration. Dialogue, Soliluqrry, Address, und ivorks of Seniiînent und 
Imagination," Porrfoliu, Vol. III (June 18 IO), 489; "For the Port Folio. HUME AND 
ROBERTSON COMPARED," Porgoiio, Vol. IV (18 IO), 330-333. 
49 Review of "Hume and Smollet Abridged and Continued to the Accession ofGeorge W. By 
John Robinson, D.D. With 160 Engravings. New York. 1834.12mo. pp.501," The United 
States Literary Gmette, Vol. 1 (15 October 1834). 196. See Frank Luther Mott. A Histoty of 
American ~bluguzines, 1 74 1 - 18jO,3 3 I -3 3 3 
'O Ibid. 
'' "ART.It - The Hisrory of the RebeIlion und Civil Wurs in Englund. to which is uddedan 
HÏstorW Yiriv of the Afairs of Ireland. By Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon. A new 
Edition, e-xhibiting a faith fui Collation of the onginal MS.; with al1 the suppressed Passages; 
also the unpublished Notes of Bishop Warburton. Oxford, at the Clarendon Press. Reprinted 
by Wells & Lilly, Boston," North American Revieiv, Vol. 27 (October l828), 300-3 17. The 
review devoted as much space to Hume as to Clarendon. On the North Amrrican Reviav see 



until we corne down to the rise of the party distinctions, which have existed in England 

under various modifications for more than two hundred years; since which time, it is 

but justice to Mr Hume to Say, than an impartial English history is not to be found". 

The Revitw spoke of Hwne's "sophistry and mi~re~resentations"" and especially 

challenged Hume's notion of the central importance of religious faction for 

understanding the "Origins of the English Civil ~ars ' ' ?~  This was part of Hume's 

larger project: "lt was the obvious design of this accomplished writer to justify the 

Stuarts, particularly Charles the First, by seeking precedents in the preceding reigns for 

al1 the odious measures of that unhappy and misguided prince''.4 Nevertheless, argued 

the Rrview in an afterthought, "[ilt must not be inferred tiom these remarks, that we are 

insensible to the merits of Mr Hume as an historian". [ndeed. 

[hlis exquisite skill in unravelling the labyrinth of eariy British history; the 
masterly discrimination with which he hm exposed the absurdities of monkish 
invention; his clear and lucid view of the progress of the English constitution; 
his able development of the foreign policy of Great Britain; and the pure and 
elegant language in which he has clothed his ideas, entitle him to be classed 
among the best writers of ancient or modem tir ne^.^^ 

Hume came off less well in an important piece in the journal's next volume. 

In July 1829 the North Americun Review rn a twenty-six page review essay 

under the title, *Constitutional ~istory"?' 'Thm is scarcely any topic more noble in 

itself. or more interesting to the hurnan race", argued the Review. han "Constitutional 

~istor~"." And although ..[tJo follow the [English] Constitution. thmugh the different 

Neal L. Edgar, R Histury und Bibliugruphy of ilmericm Mig~~'ines, 28110-1820 (Metuchen, 
1975), 15, 17, 18. 
" Ibid., 306. 
53 Ibid., 306-308. 
" Ibid., 3 10. 
'' Ibid., 3 16-3 17. 
56 .*Constitutional History. ART. X.-l . History of Engiandfloom thefwsl Invasion of the 
Romans. By JOHN LWGARD, D.D. London. 18%. 2. History of the British Empirefium the 
Accession of C h l e s  the First, to the Restorution. By GEORGE BRODIE. Edinburgh. 1822. 
3. A Consrirutional History of England3om the Accession of Henry the Seventh to the Dmh 
of George the Second. Second Edition. 3 vols. 8vo- London. 1829.4. History of the 
Commomvealth, By WtLLIAM GODWIN," North American Review, Vol. XXiX (July 1829), 
265-28 1. 
57 Ibid, 265. 





prejudice, fdsehood, and sophistry is imbibeci, to be eradicated in aîter life, as 
was imbibed twenty years ago.60 

By 1830, Arnericans were well on their way to making the recovery of the reception of 

Hume's political thought in eighteenth-century America a dificult endeavour. 
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La& 's Magazine 
Literary Magazine & American Register 
Literary Tablet 
London Daily Advertiser 
London Magazine: or, Gentleman S ~bïanthly Intelligencer 
Maryland Gazette 
Massachusetts Baptist Mi~rionary Magazine 
Massachusetts Centinel 
~lussachusetts Gazette and Boston Newsletter 
~Wassachusetts Spy 
Medley; or Monthly Miscelluny 
Monthly Anthology and Boston Review, Containing Sketches und reports of 

Philosophy, Religion, Hisiory, Arts and Manners 
Monthly Magaine and Amricm Review 
Monthly Magazine und Literury Joirrnal 
Monthly Revietv 
~kloml und Religiola Cabinet 
Mirror 
Missionury Hemld ar Home and Abrmd 
~l.luseum of* Foreign Literuttrre and Science 
~Vutionul Register, A Weekly Paper: Contuining a Series oj'lmportant Public 

Documents, und Proceedings of Congress 
New-England Gulnry und Musonic Mugazine 
New-England Galavy und United Stutes Literary Advertiser 
New-England ~Clagmine of Knowledge und Pletrstrre 
New York Journal 
New York Religious Chronicle 
North American Review 
North American Review and Miscellaneoris Journal 
Panop list, and Missionury Magazine United 
Pennsylvania Chronicle 
Pennsyfvania Evening Post 
Pennsylvania Gazette 
Pennsylvania Herald 
Pennsyfvania Journal and the IVeekly Advertiser 
Pennsylvania Ledger 
Pennsylvania Magazine; or. American Monthly blrseum 
Pennsylvania lMercwry and General Ahertiser 
Pennsylvania Packet, or, the general Advertiser 
Philadelphia Repository 
Pittsburgh Recorder 
Por No lio 
Portico, a repository of science and fiterature 



Preceptor 
Religious Monitor 
Robinson S Magazine, A weekly Repository of Original Papers; and Selections from 

the English Magazines 
Royal American Magazine 
Satwday Evening Post 
Saturday Magazine: National Recorder 
Scots Magazine 
Select Reviews of Literature, and Spirit of Foreign iblagazine 
Sentimental Magazine 
Spirit of the Pilgrims 
South Carolina and American General Gazette 
South Carolina Gazette 
Southern Literury htessenger 
Southern Reviev 
Theutrical Censor and Criricul ~Miscellany 
Theological Magaine, or Synopsis of Modern Religious Sentiment 
The Ordeal: A Critical Jmrnal oj'Politicks and Literature 
Unitaricm hliscellany und Christian ~Monitor 
United Stutes Literary Gmwe  
United Srutes Magazine: A Repository of Hisrory, Politics and Litrruture 
United Srutes Review and Literrrry Guzette 
Universul Magazine 
Virginia Gazette 
Virginiu Gazette; or No~$ulk intelligencrr 
Virginia Religiotcs c magazine 
Wuchman-Examiner, A Narional Buptisr Puper 
Western Revim and ~Miscellaneo~rs Mugazine 

American Book Catalo~ues Consulted for this Dissertation, 1740-1830 

Descri~tion of Contents and Notes on Sources: 
It is hoped that this bibliography of book cataiogues will not only serve to document the 
sources used in the current study but will aIso prove useful to scholars who, for one 
reason or another, may be interested in cataiogues of books in America fiom 1740 to 
1830. There is, as yet, no single, published list of book catalogues for the period under 
study. There are, however, a number of useful guides and bibliographies of particular 
types of catalogues of books found in American tiom 1740 to 1830. The catalogues of 
American booksellers and auction houses have been treated in Clarence S. Brigham. 
"'American Bookseller's Catalogues, 1734-180V1, in Essays Honoring Lawrence C. 
Wroth (Portland, 1951), pp. 31-67; and George McKay, American Book Auction 
CatuIogices, 1713-1934: A Union List (New York, 1937; reprinted with additions, 
Detroit, 1967). Early American circuiating library catalogues have been checklisted by 



Jesse Shera, "Check List of Circulrlting Library Book Catalogs, New England, 1765- 
186û", in Foundations of the Public Library (Chicago, 1949), pp. 26 1-263; and more 
recently in David Kaser's A Bookfor a SOrpence: The Circulating Library in America 
(Pittsburgh, 1980), pp. 165-1 72. For a generai checklist of American book catalogues see 
Jim Ranz's The Printed Book Catalogue in Americun Libraries, 1723-1 900 (Chicago, 
1964), which provides a "Selected Bibliography". For eighteenth century (separately 
ptinted) catalogues, ail of the above works have been superseded by Robert A. Winans's, 
A Descriptive Checklist of Book Catalogues Separately Printed in America, f693-i8OO 
(Worcester, 198 1 ) .  For this reason, although Bcigham, Kaser, McKay, Ranz and Shera 
have been consulted for the purpose of compiling the list of book catalogues found 
below, their reference numbers have not been listed, but cm be found in Winans, whose 
identification numbers are provided. American book catalogues of the early nineteenth 
century have ken less well catalogued by specialists, and it is for this period that the 
present bibliography may prove most useful. While Robert Singerman's, American 
Library Book Catalogues, 1801-1 875: il National Bibliography (Chicago. 1996). 
provides a good point of departwe for nineteenth-century catalogues. it deals only with 
the catalogues of libmies. Although Singerman's book appeared in print d e r  much of 
the research for this dissertation was already completed, any catalogues listed, which were 
rekrenced in Singerman, are identified as such. The present study could not have ken  
atîempted without the Early American Imprinrs Series. Pmicularly usehl for providing 
copies of those catalogues identified, but not reproduced, in the E j l l  series, and for 
building a bibliography of book catalogues in the petiod 180 1 - 1830, was the collection of 
book catalogues held by the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, MA. The 
MWA holdings were supplemented with research in Washington, DC at the Library of 
Conpss; in Cambridge, Massachusetts at Harvard University's Houghton Library; in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan at the William L. Clements Library at the University of Michigan; 
and in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania at the American Philosophical Society, the Historical 
Society of Pennsylvania, the Librcuy Company of Philadelphia, and the Van Pelt Library 
of the University of Pennsylvania. While the present effort by no rneans offers a 
defuiitive list of book catalogues for the period, it does provide a representative Iist of 
various categoties of lists of books for the entire period under study and adds to those 
published studies described above. 

Exdanation and Format of Entries: 
The book catalogues are listed in alphabeticai order. Entries for booksellers or libraries 
with more than one catalogue are listed together in chronological order of publication (not 
alphabeticaily by title). An effort has been made to list together catalogues of libraries 
whose names have changed. The catalogues of books in the libraries of student societies 
\vil1 be found d e r  those of the institution with which they are affiliated. Auction 
catalogues are listed under the name of the previous owner of the books when that name 
is known, and under the auctioneer when it is not. The format for each entry is: 

NAME OF LIBRARY OR BOOKSELLER IN CAPiTAL LE'ITERS. (Location of 
books). Short titie of catalogue. (Place of publication, state: publisher or printer. date of 



publication) [Mi reference No., (Iibraty in which copy was seen); Winans or Singerman 
reference No,] 

My main concem has not been with the catalogues themselves, but with the lists of books 
found therein. Not al1 ritles are Full titles. Bibliographiçal information not found on the 
title page of the given catalogue is contained in square brackets. Those catalogues whkh 
are not recorded in the standad bibliographicd checklists (Evans (to 1800), Shaw & 
Shwmaker (1 80 1-18 19), Shoemaker (1820-1829), and Cooper (1 830)) are noted as such 
with zl "(O)" entry. The library locations for these unrecordecl book catalogues have also 
k e n  given, as have the library locations of al1 pst-1819 catalogues consulted. Those 
book catalogues which are not recorded in the most current. speciatized checklists 
(Wmans and Singerman above) are also noted with a '70) entry. 

List of Abbreviations: 
Br = Bristol, Roger P. Sipplemcwt ro Charles Evans' "American Bibliugraphy. " 
(Charlottesville. 1970). 
C = Cooper, Gayle. A Checklist of Americun Imprinrs fur 1830. (Metuchen. 1972). 
DLC = Library of Congresç; Washington, DC. 
E = Evans, Charles. Americ~n Bibliogrnphy. (Chicago, t 903- 193% Worcester, 1955- 
1959, 14 vols). 
MW-C = William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan; Am Arbor. MI. 
MH-H = Houghton Library, Harvard University; Cambridge, MA. 
MSS = manuscript. 
MWA = American Antiquaian Society; Worcester, MA. 
PHi = Historical Society of Pennsylvania; Philadelphia PA. 
PPAmP = American Philosophical Society; Philadelphia, PA. 
PPL = Libmy Company of Philadelphia; Philadelphia, PA. 
PU-VP = Van Pelt Library, University of Pennsylvania; PhiIadelphia PA. 
S = Shoemaker. Richard H .  A Checklist of Americun Imprinrs for 1820-1 879. (New 
York, 1964-73, 12 VOIS). 
Si = Singerman, Robert. American Librury Book CutuI~gues, 1801-1875: A iVutiond 
Bibiioguuphy (Occasional Papers, No. 203/2OJIApril 1996), Graduate School of Libnsf 
and Information Science: University of Illinois at Urbana-Charnpaign, 1996). 
S&S = Shaw, Ralph R. and Richard H. Shoemaker. American Bibliogtaphy: A 
Preliminury Checkiistfor 1801-1819 (New York:, 1958-1966,22 vols). 
W = W i m s ,  Robert B. A Descrijirivr Checklist of Book Curcclogices Seprately Prinred 
in Amenka, 1693-1800 (Worcester, 198 1). 

ABINGTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Jenkintown, PA). The constitution, bye-laws, 
and catalogue of the books of the Abington Library, established in the year MDCCCiii. 
(Philadelphia, [PA]: William M'Cuiloch, 1804) [S&S(5642); Si(2742)I 



AITKEN, ROBERT. (Philadelpbia, PA). I. M. R. Aitken, printer, book-binder, and 
bookseller, opposite the Coffee-House, Fmnt-Street, Philadelphia ... pertbms dl kinds of 
prùiting-work, plain and ornamental, he binds books in the most elegant manner: and has 
for d e ,  books in di languages, arts, and sciences; aiso, a neat assormient of stationary, 
and some patent medicines. The following books printed by R. Aitken, are to be sold 
single or by the dom. (Philadelphia, [PAI: Robert Aitken, 1 779) [E(l6 179); W(96)1 

ALBANY APPRENTICES' LIBRARY. (Albany, NY). Caialoye of the Albany 
Apprentices' Library. incorporated M m h  3 1,182 1. ( Albany, [Nv: Websters & 
Skinners. E. & E- Hosford, Packard & Van Benthuysen, and G. J. Loomis & Co.. 1823) 
ES(@,( MWA); Si(2 1 1411 

ALBANY LIBRARY. (Albany, NY). A catalogue of the books belonging to the Albany 
Library. (Albany, WYj: B a k r  and Southwick, 1793) [Br(8256); W( l67)] 

ALBANY LIBRARY. (Albany, NY). Additional caialogue. 1797. ([Albany, Nv: 
Charles R. and George Webster, [17971) [Br(983 1); W(S3 I )] 

ALBANY LIBRARY. (Albany, NY). Catalogue of books in the Albany Libnry. July, 
1828. (Albany, [NYJ: Websters and Skinners, 1828) [S(3 191 7). (MWA); Si(2 1 2 ) ]  

ALEXANDNA LIBRARY COMPANY. (Alexandria, VA). A catalogue of the books 
belonging to the Alexandria Library Company; to which are pretixed, the Act of 
incorporation, the Laws of the Company, and the names of the Members. (Alexandria. 
[VA 1: John A. Stewart. 1 8 15) [S&S(33820); Si(3264)l 

ALLEGHENY COLLEGE. (Meadville, PA). Catalogus Bibliotheca Collegi 
Alleghaniensis. [Contains "Catalogue of the Books bequeathed to Allegheny College by 
the Hon. James Winthrop, LL.D. of Cambridge in Massachusetts. who departed this life 
on the 26 of September, 1821. aetatis 701 (Meadville, PA: Thomas Atkinson. 1823) 
[S( I t 5741, (PPL); Si(2750)l 

ALLEGHENY COLLEGE. (Meadville, PA). Catalogus Bibliotheca Collegi 
Alleghaniensis. [Contains "Catalogue of the Books bequeathed to AI legheny College by 
the Rev. William Bentley, D.D. of Salem in Massachusetts, who departed this life near 
the dose of DeCernber, 18 19, aetau's 6 1mMeadville, PA: Thomas Atkinson, 1823) 
[S( 1 1574). (PPL); Si(2750)l 

ALLEGHENY COLLEGE- (Meadville, PA). Catalogus Bibliotheca Collegi 
Alleghaniensis. [Contains "Catalogue of the Books presented to Ailegheny College, on 
the 10 of May, 1820, by Isaiah Thomas, Esq. LL.D. President of the Amencan 
Antiquarian Societf'J (MeadviUe, PA: Thomas Atkinson, t 823) [S(11574), (PPL); 
S i(2750)l 



ALLEGHENY COLLEGE. (Meadville, PA). Catalogus Bibliotheca Collegi 
Alleghaniensis. [Contains "Catalogue of the Books presented to Allegheny College, by 
numerous benefactors, at various times, fiom the founding of this Institution in 1815, to 
the 4 of July, 1823"] (Meadville, PA: Thomas Atkinson, 1823) [S(11574), (PPL); 
Si(2750)j 

ALLEN, THOMAS. (New York, NY). Thomas Allen's sale catalogue of books, 
consisting of a very extensive collection of valuable books in every branch of science and 
polite literature, ancient and modern. which wiI1 be disposed of. wholesale and retail, on 
reasonable tenns, at his book and stationary store, no. 12, Queen-Street, New-York. 
(New York, NY: Thomas Allen, 1792) [E(24033); W(l S3)] 

ALSOP, RICHARD. (Middletown, CT). Catalogue of books, for sale, belonging to the 
library of Richard Alsop. Esq. of Middletown, (Con) deceased; comprising many 
valuable and me works; and including a nurnber of books in the French and Italian 
languages, with a k w  in Latin and Gemwn. (mew York, NY: 1. Riley, 18 1 SI)? 
[s&W), IMWAII 

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of 
books, in the Library of the Americm Academy of A r t s  and Sciences. ([Boston, MA: 
18031) [S&S( 175 1 ); Si(707)] 

AMEFUCAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AM) SCIFNCES. (Boston. MA). Books missing 
h m  the printed Catalogue of the library of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
May. 18 1 7. ([Boston, MA: 18 171) [S&S(O), (MWA); Si(708)l 

AMEiüCAN PHLOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the 
library of the Amencan PhiIosophical Society, held at Philadelphia for Promoting Usetùl 
Knowledge. (Philadelphia, PA: Joseph R.. A. Skerrett. 1824) [S{I 5088), (PPArnP copy 
is interleaved with MSS entries); Si(2772)J 

AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION. (Philadel phia. PA). Catalogue of books 
published, and for sale, by the Amencan Sunday School Union. ([Philadelphia: 18253) 
[S (19W,  (MWA)l 

AMERICAN SWAY-SCHOOL IMION. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books 
published, and for sale, by the Arnerican Sunday School Union. ([Philadelphia, PA: 
18261) [SIO), (MWA)J 

AMErUCAN SWDAY-SCHOOL UNION. (Philadelphia, PA). Arnerican Sunday- 
School Union. Catalogue of books, &c. published by the American Sunday-School 
Union. Also, a list of tracts pubIished by the principai tract societies, which are kept for 
sale; together with m*scellaneous books suitab te for Sunday-school li braries and generai 
juvenile reading. Sixth edition. (Philadelphia, PA: American Sunday School Union, 
1828) IS(Q, (MWAIl 



AMHERST COLLEGE. (Amherst, MA). Catalogue of books belonging to the library of 
Amherst College. September, 1827. (Amherst ,[MA]: J. S. and C. Adams, [1827]) 
[S(2786 1 ), (MWA); Si(657)I 

AMORY, FRANCIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of a large and valuable assortment of 
books, many of them English editions, and in etegant bindings, to be sold without reserve, 
at the store of Francis Amory. ([Boston, MA]: M u m  & Francis, [1814]?) 
[S&S(30684)] 

AMORY, FRANCIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of a large and valuable assortment of 
books: to be sold, without limitation, at the store of Francis Amory. ( Boston, MA: 
Wells and Lilly, [18 141) [S&S(30685)] 

AMORY, FRANCIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold at Francis Amory's 
store, no. 4 1 Marlboro Street. Boston: on Wednesday, December 2 1. 18 14. (Boston, MA 
: John Eliot, 18 14) [S&S(30685a)] 

AMORY. FRANCIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold by public auction at 
Francis Amory's auction room, Boston: immediately aHer the sales advertised to 
commence December 20,18 15. ([Boston, MA, 18 1 51) [S&S(33857)] 

AMORY, FRANCIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold at Francis Amory's 
store immediately following the College catalogue, December 20, 18 15. ([Boston. MA: 
18 151) [S&S(33858)] 

ANDOVER THEOLOGlCAL SEMiNARY. (Andover, MA). Catalogue of the library 
belonging to the Theological institution in Andover. (Andover. [MA]: Flagg and Gould. 
18 19) [S&S(46999); Si(665)] 

ANNAPOLIS CiRCüLAïïNG LIBRARY. [CLARK, STEPHEN]. (Annapolis, MD). A 
catalogue of the Annapolis Circulating Library, consisting of near fifieen hundred 
volumes, in agriculture, arithmetic, astronomy, biography, chymistry, commerce, 
gardening, geography, geometry, history, husbandry, law, military afliairs, mathematics, 
navigation, painting, physic, rhetoric, swgery, surveying, voyages, travels, plays. novels, 
magazines, &c. Which are lent to read. by Stephen Clark, bookseller, stationer and 
bookbinder, in Church-street, Annapolis, wkre may be had, alt new books, stationary 
wares of al1 sorts, schoolbooks, jeweIIery, plated wares, watches, and a great many other 
articles of store-goods too tedious to mention. Books bought, sold. or exchanged. 
[Annapolis: Frederick Green, 17861 E(l7872); W(l IO)] 

APPRENTICES' LJBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). 
Catalogue of books, belonging to the Apprentices' Library Company, of Philadelphia. 
(Philadelphia, PA: 1823) [S(11630), (DLC); Si(2774)] 



APPRENTICES' LIBRGRY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). 
Caîaiogue of Books, belonging to the Apprentices' Library Company of Philadelphia. 
instituted in 1820. (Philadelphiit, PA: 1830) [C(3O3 l), (PPL); Si1277511 

ARNOLD, BENEDICT. (New Haven, CT). Books ordered by Benedict AmoId b r n  
Thomas Longman, 1762-1764. WSS at PHi (Society Collation, Case 19, Box 6)] 

ARNOLD, BENEDICT. (New Haven, CT). Benedict AmoId, has just importeci (via 
New-York) and sells at his store in New-Haven, a very large and b s h  asartment of 
drugs and chymical preparations [includes list of books]. (New Haven, [CT]: 1763(?)) 
[BQSJS); W(46)] 

ASSOClATE LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHnADELPHiA COüNTY, ([Philadelphia], 
PA). Constitution and By-Laws of the Associate Library Company of Philadelphia 
Councy. With a catalogue of books belonging to the Library. (Philadelphia, PA: Stephen 
C. Ustick, 1 798) [E(O), (PPL); W(O)j 

ASSOCIATION LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). A 
catalogue of books, belonging to the Association Libmy Company of Philadelphia: 
alphabetically digested. To which is prefixed, the articles of the said Company, &c. 
(Philadelphia, PA: William B d o r d ,  1765) [E(10137); W(5 1 )] 

ATHENAEUM OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphiq PA). Charter and by-laws of the 
Athenaeum of Philadelphia: to which are added. a list of the directors. stockholders. ruid 

muril visiters [sic] and of petsons who have presented to. or deposited at the Athenaeum 
books, maps, medals, &c. Together with a catalogue of the books. maps. rninerals, &c. 
belonging to the institution. (Philadelphia, PA: W. Fry, 1817) [S&S(41783); Si(27%)] 

BACKUS & WHITING. (Albany, NY). Backus & Whiting's catalogue of English, 
Irish. and American editions of law books; sold by hem, at the Albany Book-store. no. 
45, State-Street, Albany 1808. ([Albany: Backus & Whiting, 18081) [S&S(O), 
WWA)I 

BAKIER'S CLRCULATNG LIBRARY. (Charlestown, MA). Cataiogue of T[imothy] 
M[inton] Baker's circulsiting library, no. 24, Main-Street, Charkstown. Containing 
histary, biography, voyages, travels, magazines, reviews, romances, novels, tales, 
miscellanies and plays, alphabetically arranged. (Cbariestown [MA]: G. Davidson, 
1826) [S&S(O), (MWA); Si(ZO17)] 

BALTiMûRE CiRCüLAïïNG LISRARY. (Baltimore, MD). A catalogue of the 
Baltimore Circdating Library, kept by William Munday. (Baltimore, MD: John W. 
Butler, 1 807) [S&S(12033); Si(602)l 



BALTlMORE CIRCULATING LLBRARY. (Baithore, MD). First supplement to the 
Catalogue of the Circulating Library, kept by William Munday. ([Baltimon, MD], 
1809) [S&S( 16898); Si(603)l 

BALTIMORE CtRCüLATING LIBRARY. (Baltimore, MD). A catalogue of the 
Baltimore Circulating Libtacy, kept by William Munday ... to which is prefixed, Rules 
and regulations for said library. (Baltimore wj, W. Warner, 18 12) [S&S(24696); 
Si(604)l 

BALTIMORE CiRCULATING LiBRARY. (Baltimore, MD). First supplement to tfie 
Catalogue of the Baltimore Ckulating Library, kept by William Munday. (Baltimore, 
[MD] : William Warner, 18 13) [S&S(27782); Si(6û5)] 

BARCLAY, ANDREW. (Boston, MA). A cataiogue of books, lately importeci h m  
Britain; and to be sold by A. Barclay, second door north of the three King's Corn-hi11 
Boston. ([Boston, MA: 1765(?)]) IBr(2549); W(52)] 

BARLASS' CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (New York, NY). A Catalogue of books, in 
W. Barlas[s]' circulating library, no. 6 Liberty-Street. (New York. NY: 1809) 
[S&S(O), (MWA); Si(2335)l 

BARLASS, WILLiAM. (New York, NY). A catalogue of scarce and vduable books 
belonging to the estate of the late William Barlas, bookseller, deceased: to be sold at 
public riuction by Robert M'Menomy. (New York, NY: 18 17) [S&S(4O 140)] 

BARNARD. THOMAS, REV. (Sdem, MA). Catalogue of a large collection of books 
belonging to the library of the late Reverend Thomas W d ,  D. D. ... to he sold by 
auction at Jona. P. Saunder's store ... Sdern, on Friday, the 21st April. ([Saiem, MA: 
18 i 51) [S&S(35857)] 

BARNARD, REV. (Saiem, MA). Catalogue of the most valuable books selected from 
the late Rev. Dr. Barnard's library, of Salem: to be sold at auction, at the store of Francis 
Amory ... Boston, on Thursday, the first day of June. (Salem, [MA] : J. Cushing, [ 1 8 151) 
[S&S(33860)] 

BAYARD, JOHN. (Philadelphia, PA). A few more nurnbers belonging to the 
gentleman's very valuable library, which will be sold by auction, at the City Vendue 
Store, on the evening of Saturday the 26th oCOctober, 1782. (Philadelphia, PA: Robert 
Bell, 1 782) [Br(552 1 ); W(98)l 

BEERS, ISAAC. (New Haven, CT). A catalogue of books, sold by Isaac Beers, at his 
bookstore in New-Haven. (mew Haven, CT]: Thomas and Samuel Green, 17911) 
[Br(7645); W( 1 46)l 



BEERS, ISAAC & CO. (New Haven, CT). Catalogue of books for sale by Isaac Beers 
& Co. at their bookstore, in New-Haven. (New Haven [CT]: Thomas Green and son, 
1801) [S&S(150)] 

BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books, to be sold by auction, by 
Robert Bell ... on Friday, the 25 th... of March, also the...8th of April, 1768. (Philadelphia, 
PA: 1768) [E(O), (PPL has a photocopy of the original found at the Pe~sylvania 
Hospital); W(0)] 

BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). This evening and every evening ... A Supplemental 
Catalogue of [books to be sold] by Robert Bell. (Philadelphia. PA: 1768) [E(O), (PPL 
has a photocopy of the original found at the Pennsylvania Hospital); W(0)] 

BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). A catalogue of new and old books, which will be 
exhibited by auction, by Robert Bell, bookseller and auctioneer, on Wednesday the 4th of 
July, 1770, and will continue selling for eight or ten evenings successively; at the Royal 
Exchange Tavern, King-street, in the Town of Boston. ([Boston. MA: 17701) [Br(3 144); 
W W 1  

BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). Robert Bell's sale catalogue of a collection of new 
and old books, in al1 the arts and sciences, and in various languages, alm. a large quantity 
of entertaining novels; with the lowest price printed to each book; now selling, at the 
book-store of William Woodhouse, bookseller, stationer, and bookbinder, in Front-street, 
near Chesnut-street, Philadelphia. In this collection are included a nurnber of elegant and 
uncornmon books. very scme and rarely to be met with, king the libcary ofa gentleman 
who Lately lefi this country-Also to be sold, three pair of large walnut bookcases, either 
separate or together. Said Bell gives ready money for any library or parcel of books. 
([Philadelphia, PA: Robert Bell, 17731) [E(l267O); W(83)] 

BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). Books in physic, surgery, and chemistry, now 
selling at Bell's Book-Store [followed by a general catalogue]. ([Philadelphia, PA: 
Robert Bell, 17771 [Br(4436); W(94)] 

BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). Robert Bell, bookseller, provedore to the 
sentimentalists, and professor of book-auctioniering in Amerka is just arrived from 
Phladelphia; with a small collection of modem, instructive, and entertaining books, 
which he will exhibit by auction, to the sentirnentalists of the town, this evening, and to 
morrow evening; but no longer- At the time of the exhibition, they will then. 
instantaneously, either be sold or sacrificed, accordhg to the taste of the Company, by 
way of eqmhent. Hours of exhibiting fiom seven to nine each evening- Mernomdum. 
ïhose who behold with theu eyes, sentimental entertainment, going off teasonable. and 
do not improve this very great chance of purchashg the books by the assistance of the 
magicd mallet, will probably wish in vain for such another opportunity. CataIogue of 
books with the prices printed, at which they ought to sell. (philadelphia, PA: Robert 
Bell, 1778(?)] [Br(4643); W(95)] 



BELL, ROBERT. (Philadelphia, PA). Just published and now selling, at Bell's 
Book-Store, in Third-Street, prke one quarter of a dollar. A catalogue of a large 
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BERRIANTS INCREASiNG AND CiRCULATING LIBRARY. (New York, NY). A 
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CAREY, MATHEW. (Philadelphia, PA). Philadelphia, June 23, 1 798. Mathew Carey's 
exchange catalogue. [Philadelphia, PA: Mathew Carey, 17981 [E(33497); W(250)] 

CAREY, MATHEW. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of plays for sale by M. Carey: no. 
122 Market Street, Philadelphia. 5th ed. (philadelphia, PA]: Griggs and Dickinson, 
18 1 1 ) [S&S(22476) 1 

CAREY, MATHEW. (Philadelphia, PA). To the bookseIlers throughout the United 
States ...[ Circular letter, siyned: Mathew Carey. Followed by publisher's catalogue on 
second leai]. ( [Philadelphia. PA: Mathew Csirey, 18141) [S&S(O), (MWA)] 

CAREY, MATHEW. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books in various departments of 
literature for sale by M. Carey. (Fhiladelphia, PA]: [Mathew Carey], 18 16) 
[S&S(37 167,37 l68)] 

CAREY, MATHEW. (Philadelphia, PA). Cataiogue of the library of M. Carey, 
Philadelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: Joseph R. A. Skerrett, 1822) [S(8264), (MWA)] 

CAREY, MATHEW, JAMES H. STEWART, AND COMPANY. (Philadelphia, PA). 
Catalogue of books, stationary, cutiery, &c. for sale at Carey, Stewart, & C0.k store, no. 
22, North Front-street, Philadelphia. [PhiIadeIphia, PA: Carey, Stewart, & Co., 17911 
[E(23247); W(148)J 

CAREY, M. & SON. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of an extensive collection of books 
in every depamnent of ancient and modern literature, : for sale by M. Carey and Son, 
south-east corner of Chesnut and Fourth Streets, Philadelphia (Phitadelphia, PA: 
Thomas H. Paher, 18 1 8) [S&S(4353 3a)I 



CAREY, M. & SON. (Philadelpbia, PA). Supplement to a catalogue of an extensive 
collection of books : in every department of ancient and modern literahue, for sale by M. 
Carey & Son, corner of Chesnut and Fourth Streets, Philadelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: W. 
Fry, 18 18) [S&S(O), 

CAREY & LEA. (Phiiadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books, offered to the trade, by Carey 
& Lea. ([Philadelphia, PA: Carey & Lea, 18291) [S(O), (MWA) J 

CARITAT, LOUIS ALEXIS HOCQUET DE. (New York, NY). The feast of reason and 
the flow of soul. A new *explanatory cataiogue of fi. Caritat's general & increasing 
circulating libraty. intended also to answer the purpose of a sale catalogue, respecthg 
those books marked with a star (*), which H. Caritat has an assortment of for sale, in his 
book-store, no. 053, Broad-Way. N.B. By the word *explanatory, is to be undetstood. 
both the arrangement of the books, the information given of their chmcters, and the 
names of their authors: the two last are either taken h m  the reviewers, or from the works 
themselves; and the whole has been done, in order to prepare the reader for an easy choice 
of his books, and a suitable disposition to relish and be pleased with them. Hours of 
attendance, fiom half aller eight o'clock in the moming till one, and from three o'cfock in 
the afternoon till eight in the evening. (New York, NY: M. L. & W. A. Davis, 1799) 
[E(35278); W(26 1 )] 

CARITAT, HOCQUET. (New York, NY). Explanatory catalogue of H. Caritat's 
circulating library, no. 1 City Hotel, Broad-way, New York. ([New York. NY]: C. & 
R. Waite, [1803]) [S&S(3932); Si(2342)J 

CARITAT, HOCQUET. (New York, NY). A Catalogue of the library of H. Caritat's 
literary room, New-York. (New York, NY: Isaac Collins & Son. 1803) [S&S(393 1); 
Si(2343)l 

CARLISLE LIBRARY COMPANY. (Carlisle, PA). Ruies of the Carlisle Libmy 
Company; with a catalogue of books belonging thereto. (Carlisle, PA: George Kline. 
[ i79q) [E(3 19 17); W(235)] 

CARTER, JOHN. (Providence, RI). Just imported h m  London, and to be sold by John 
Carter, at the Printing-Office, at Shakespeare's Head. an assortment of books and 
stationary. [Providence, RI: John Carter, 17831 pr(5693); W(l OO)] 

CARTER, JOHN, and WLLIAM WILKINSON. (Providence, RI). Catalogue of books, 
for sale by Carter and Wilkinson, at the Providence Book-Store, opposite the market. 
[Providence, Ri: Carter and Wilkinson, 17951 EE(28396); W(199)J 

CARTER AND HENDEE. (Bostont MA). Catalogue of books offered to the trade by 
Carter & Hendee. ([Boston, MA: Carter & Hendee, 18301) [C(O), (MWA ] 



CARY, SAMUEL. (Boston, MA). Catalogue ofvaluable books, beiig the library of the 
late Rev. Samuel Cary of Boston. ([Boston, MA]: Munroe & Francis, [ 18 181) 
[S&S(43548)] 

CATALOGUE. (Boston, MA). A Catalogue of al1 the books printed in the United 
States: with the prices, and places where published, annexed. (Boston, MA: 
Published by and for the booksellers in Boston, t 805) [S&S(5987)] 

CATALOGUE. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books, to be sold, by public auction, at 
the City Vendue-Store, in Front-Street: notice of the time of d e  will be given in the 
public papers. [Philadelphia, PA: W. and T. Bradford, 1 ?69(?)] [E(lllO2); W(68)] 

CATALOGUE. (Salem, MA). Catalogue of a generril assortment of valuable books for 
sale at auction at the corner of Court & Essex streets, Salem, Mm.. the sale to 
commence on Friday, the 22d of April inst., at half past 9 o'clock, A.M. ([Salem, MA]: 
1808) [S&S(1465 1 )] 

CHANDLER. REV. THOMAS BRADBURY. (Elizabeth Town. NJ). Cataiogue of 
books, for sale by Mrs. [Jane Emott] Chandler, in Elizabeth Town. New Jersey, king the 
library of the late Rev. Dr. Chandler, deceased. The prices afixed are in specie. 
(Elizabeth-Town, NJ: Shepard Kollock, 1790) [E(22399); W( l37)] 

CHARLESTON LBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). A catalogue of the books 
belonging to the Charles-town libtriry society. (London: W. Stnhan, 1750) [(DLC); 
wm1 
CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). A catalogue of books, 
belonging to the incorporated Charlestown Library Society, with the dates of the editions. 
(Charleston, SC: Robert Wells, 1770) [E(115%); W(73)] 

CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). Appendix to the catalogue of 
books, belonging to the incorporated Charlestown Library Society. (Charleston, SC: 
Robert Wells, 1772) [Br(3436); W(77)] 

CHARLESTON LlBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). A catalogue of books 
belonging to the Charleston Library Society: May, 1806. (Charleston, [SC]: W. P. 
Young, 1 806) [S&S(1 O 1 1 8); Si(3 I62)] 

CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. Supplement. 1 st  October, 1806. (Charleston, 
SC: 1806) [S&S(50658); Si(3 I63)] 

CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). A catalogue of books 
belonging to the Charleston Libnuy Society: January, 181 1. (Charleston, [SC]: W. P. 
Young, 18 1 1) [S&S(22525); Si(3 lM)] 



CHARLESTON LiBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). Supplementary catalogue of 
books belonging to the Charleston Library Society which have been ptirchd, or 
presented since January, 181 1. (Charleston, SC: J. Hoff, 18 16) [S&S(372 14); Si(3 166)] 

CHARLESTON LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Charleston, SC). A catalogue of the books 
belonging to the Chsrleston Library Society. (Charleston, SC: A. E. Miller, 1826) 
[3(24063), (MWA); Si(3 168)l 

CHARLESTOWN CiRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Charkstown, MA). Catalogue of the 
C harlestown Circulating Library. (Charlestawn, [MA]: 18 15) [S&S(34327); Si(1OI 831 

CHARLESTOWN CIRCULATING LIB M Y .  (Charlestown, MA). Catalogue of the 
Charlestown Circulating Library: (Boston, MA: True & Weston For T. M. Baker, 18 19) 
[S&S(47572); Si(1019)] 

CHARLESTO WN SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Chariestown. NCF). Charter, bye-laws, and 
catalogue of books of the Chariestown Social Library, January 1. 1818. (Bellows Falls. 
VT: Bill Blake, [18 18?]) [S&S(43587); Si(1837)l 

CHARLESTOWN SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Charlestown, NH). C h e r .  bye-laws, and 
cittaiogue of books of the Charlestown Social Library, January 1, 1826. ([New 
Hampshire(?): 18261) [S(24068), (MWA); Si(1838)I 

CKARLESTOWN UNION LLBRARY. (Chartestown, MA). Catalogue of books in the 
Charlestown Union Libnry. ((Boston, MA: 18221) [S(O), (MWA); Si(102J)l 

CHILDS, FRANCIS, AND COMPANY. (New York. NY). New-York, Nov. 1793. 
Francis Childs & Co's. sale catalogue of books, which will be sold wholesale and mail, 
on reasonable ternis, at their book and stationary store, Water-Street. corner of King 
Street. Book-binding perfomed with elegance and dispatch. (New York. NY: ChiIds 
and Swaine, 1793) [E(25295); W(l ?l)] 

CCRCüLATiNG LIBRARY SOCIETY OF CINCINNATI. (Cincinnati. OH). A 
systematic catalogue of books belonging to the CircuIating Library Society of Cincinnati, 
to which are prefuted an historical preface; the Act of incorporation; and By-laws of the 
Society. (Cincinnati, [OH]: Lwker, Palmer and Reynolds, 1816) [S&S(37244); 
Si(Z9 l)] 

COLLEGE OF NEW-JERSEY. (Princeton, NJ). A catalogue of books in the library of 
the College of New-Jersey, January 29, 1760. Published by order of the trustees. 
( Woodbridge: James Parker. 1760) p(8683); W(36)J 

COLLINS & CO. (New York, NY)- A catalogue of books for sale by Collins & Co., 
printers, booksellers and stationers ...(N ew York, NY: CoILùis, L8 17) [S&S(40521)] 



COLLINS & CO. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books in medicine, surgety, 
anatomy, physiology, the veterinary art, chemistry, minerology, botany and other 
branches of nanual history for sale by Collins & Co. (New York, NY: Collins, 1817) 
[S&S(40522)] 

COLLINS, PERKiNS & CO. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books and stationaty, 
for sale by Collins, Perkins & Co., No. 189 PearI-Street, New-York. ( p e w  York: 
1805)) [S&S(82 l2)] 

COLLiNS, PERMNS & CO. (New York, NY). Catalogue of medical and chemical 
books for sale by Collins & Perkins: Printers to the New-York Hospital, and importers 
of medical books, for its library. (New-York, NY: [Collins & Perkins], 1807) 
[S&S/12321)] 

COLLINS & PEEüUNS. (New York, NY). Catalogue of medical, chemical, and 
botanical books for sale by Collins & Perkins (In John Bum's Obstetricd Works. (New- 
York, NY: Collins and Perkins, l8O9)] [S&S(17 125)] 

COLMAN, WLLW A. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books for d e  at William A. 
Colman's Litenry Repository and Gallery of Fine Arts, no. 86 Broadway, corner of Wall- 
Street, New-York. Comprising 1. Theology. 2. History; biopphy; voyages and travels. 
3. Law; medicine; philosophy; arts and sciences. 4. Poetty; taies; drarna; miscellanies. 5. 
Greek and Latin classics. 6. Livres francais. 7. Books in other foreign latyuages; 
geography; lexicography; school books. (New-York, NY: E. B. Cliiyton. 1873) [S(O), 
( M W 4 1  

COLUMBIAN LIBRARY. (Georgetown. DC). Catalogue of the Columbian Library. 
[Bound with Union Circulating Libnry catalogue for 18 131. (Georgetown. DC: W. 
C m p ,  18 13) [S&S(286 18, but not reproduced), (DLC); Si(211)] 

COLüMBIAN LIBRARY. (Georgetown. DC). Catalogue of the Columbian Library. 
Pound with Union Circulating Libnry catalogue for 18151. (Georgetown. DC: W. A. 
Rind, 18 15) [S&S(34777. but not reproduced), (DLC); Si(2 LI)] 

COLUMBlAN SOCIAL LLBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books in the 
CoIumbian Social Library. (Boston, MA: Rowe and Hoopet-, 18 13 [S&S(34408); 
Si(8 Id)] 

CONCORD LiBRARY. (Concord, NH). Catalogue of Books belonging to Concord 
Library. December 1807. (Concord. NH: 3. C. Turtle, 18%) [S&S( 14756); Si( l841)] 

CONRAD, JOHN & CO. (Philadelphia, PA). Philadelphia, December 1,1802. John 
Conrad & Co's exctiange catalogue. [Philadelphia, PA: John Conrad & Co,. 18021 
[s&s(Q (MWA)I 



CONRAD, MICHAEL & JOHN, & CO. (Baltimore, MD). [Catalogue of books]. 
([Baltimore, MD: 180 l(?)J) [Br(B 10757)J 

COOKE, OLNER DUDLEY. (Hartford, CT). Oliver D. Cooke, Hartford, 
Connecticut, respectfully offers to the public the following select catalogue of the most 
vaiuable religious publications ... in the United States. ([Hartford, CT: 18091) 
[S&S( l7299)] 

COOKE AND HALE. (Hartford, CT). A catalogue of books, offered to the public by 
Oliver D. Cooke and Horatio G. Haie, under the firm of Cooke and Hale, at their 
bookstore. (Hartford [CT]: Cooke and Hale, 1 8 1 8) [S&S(43728)] 

COOLEY 8 DRAKE. (Boston, MA). New England publick sale room. : Catalogue of 
very choice and valuable London books. to be sold by Cooley & Drake ... on Wednesday 
evening, Oct. 15, 1828. ( [Boston, MA: 18281) [S(O), (MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). New England publick sale room. Catalogue of 
vduable books, to be sold by, Cooley & Drake ... on Friday evening, Oct. 17, 1828. 
(voston, MA: 18281) [S(O), (MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). New England publick sale roorn. Catalogue of 
valuable books, to be sold by, Cadey & Drake ... on Wednesdiiy evening, Oct. 22, 1828. 
([Boston. MA: 18283) [S(O), (MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston. MA). New Englmd publick sale roorn. Catalogue of 
valuable books, to be sold by Cooley & Drake ... on Friday evening, Oct. 24. 1828. 
([Boston. MA: 18281) [S(O), (MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). v e w  England publick sale room, no. 46, 
Washington St. A catalogue of vaiuable] miscellan[eous, school and classical] books ... to 
be sold by Cooley & Drake, this evening, Saturday, Novernber 15,1828. ([Boston, MA]: 
Moore & Sevey. [1828]) [S(O), (MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). New England public sale room, no. 46, 
Washington Street. A catalogue of valuable medical. miscellaneous, classical and school 
books, to be sold by Cooley and Drake ... Thursday, December 18,1828. ([Boston, MA]: 
Milo Mower & Co., [ 1 8281) [S(O), (MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). New-England public sale m m .  46, Washington 
Street. Catalogue of valuable miscellaneous, theological, school and clrissical books ... to 
be sold by Cooley & Drake, this evening, Jan. 14, 1839. Boston. MA: 18291) [S(O), 
(MWA)] 

COOLEY & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). New-England public sale m m ,  46, Washington- 
Street. Catalogue of valuable miscellaneous, school, and classicai books, to be sold by 





CUNNINGHAM, JOSEPH LEWIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of law books. To be sold 
on Thursday, June 13, 1827, at Cunningham's auction m m ,  corner of Milk and Fedetal 
Streets. (poston]: Condon & Marden, [l827) [S&S(O), (MWA)] 

CLJNNINGHAM, JOSEPH LEWIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of miscellaneous books. 
To be sold on on [sic] Tuesday, May 27, at Cunningham's auction room. Corner of Milk 
and Federal Streets. ([Boston, MA]: Samuel Condon, [1828]) [S(O), (MWA)] 

CUSHING. HENRY. (Providence, Ri). Catalogue of Henry Cushing's Circulating 
Library: at the sign of the Bible and Anchor, Providence: consisting of the most approved 
modern authors in history, voyages, travels, novels, miscellanies, biopphy, philosophy, 
divinity, geography, magazines, poetry, plays, &c. &c. (Providence, RI: B. Wheeler, 
l800) [E(38341); W(378)l 

DABNEY, JOHN. (Salem. MA). Catalogue of books, for d e  or circulation, in t o m  or 
country, by John Dabney, at his book and stationary store, and circulating libmy, in 
Salem: consisting of the most approved authors in history, lives. memoirs, noveis, 
antiquities, geography. poetry, voyages, travels, divinity, husbmdry, navigation 
miscellanies, arts, sciences, &c. including many of the latest and most celebrated volumes 
in Europe and Amerka. ([Salem, MA]: [Thomas Cushing] tbr J. Dabney, 1791) 
[E(23304); W( 149)] 

DABNEY, JOHN. (Salem. MA). Additional catalogue of books, for d e  or circulation, 
in town or country, at the Salem Bookstore. ([Newburyport. MA]: Osborne's Office. 
printed for J. Dabney, 1 794) [E(26840); W( 186) ] 

DABNEY, JOHN. (Salem, MA). Catalogue of books, for sale or circulation in town 
or country by John Dabney at his book and stationary store, and circulating library in 
Salem. ([Salem, MA?]: Printed for J. Dabney, 180 1) [S&S(376)] 

DABNEY, JOHN. (Salem, MA). Valuable catalogue of books: king the extensive 
library belonging to John Dabney, Esq., consisting of between 6 and 7000 volumes in 
divinity, history, philosophy, travels, biography ... to be sold at auction ... by Jonathan P. 
Saunders. ([Salem, MA: 18 181) [S&S(46626)] 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. (Hanover, NH). A Catalogue of Books in Dartmouth 
College Library. (Hanover, NH: C. & W. S. Spear, [1809?]) [S&S(O), (PPL); Si(1887)I 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. (Hanover, NH). The Isaiah Thomas Donation (1 8 19) [edited 
by Edward C. Lathem and printed by Dartmouth College Library. Hanover, NH, 1949) 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. (Hanover, NH). A catalogue of the books in the library of 
Dartmouth College. (Concord [NHJ, George Hough, 1825) CS(20259); Si(1888)l 



DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. SOCIETY OF SOCIAL FEUENDS. (Hanover, NH). 
Catalogue of books bdonging to the library of socid Friends: September, 18 13. 
(Hanover, [NHI: Charles Spear, 18 13) [S&S(28277); Si(1894)l 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. SOCIETY OF SOClAL FTUENDS. [Hanover. NH). 
Catalogue of books in the Social Friends' library, at Dartmouth College. (Concord, [NH]: 
Isaac Hill, 1834) [S(O), (MWA); Si(1898)I 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. LJMïED FRATERNITY. (Hanover, NH). Catidogue of 
Books in the Library of the United Fratemity, at Dartmouth College. August, 1815. 
(Hanover, NH: Charles Spear, 18 15) [S&S(O), (PPL); Si( l90J)J 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. UNITED FRATERNITY, (Hanover, NH). Catalogue of 
books in the library of the United Fratemity at Dartmouth College, August, 18 19. 
(Concord, PH]: George Hough for the Society, 18 19) [S&S(O), (MWA); Si(l90Ja)l 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. UNITED FRATERNITY. (Hanover. NH). Catalogue of 
books in the library of the United Fratemity, at Dartmouth College, August, 1820. 
(Hanover, [NW: printed for the Society. 1820) [S(958), (MWA); Si(1905)I 

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE. UNITED FRATERNITY. (Hanover, NH). Cataitlogue of 
books in the United Fratenity's libnry, at Dartmouth College, June, 1824. (Concord, 
[NHJ, 1824) [S(1593 1 ), (MWA); Si(1906)l 

DAVIS. GEORGE. (Philadelphia, PA). Law Books. George Davis, in the Prothonotriry's 
Offrce of the Supreme Court. Philadelphia, respectfully cicquaints the gentlemen of the 
bar and their students, in this and the other states, that by the late arrivals fiom Dublin, he 
has iseived the FoIIowing collection of books, whch he is encouraged to hope. fiorn a 
contldence in the moderation of his prices, as h m  the patronage he has hitherto 
experienced, will claim their particular aiteniion. ([Philadelphisi, PA: 1 7931) [Bq797 1 ), 
W( 1 59U 

DAWS, GEORGE. (Philadelphia, PA). Law books-- --- -tatest irish editions. George 
Davis respectfully UiTorms his fiends and the gentlemen of the profession generally 
ihrough the United States, that the following books, k ing  his late extensive importation, 
are ready for sale, at the same moderate prices as have, for several years last pst, so 
univedly recommended them. Orders h m  any distance. addressed to him in writing, 
for a singIe book or an entire iibrary, wiil be received with thanks, and meet with the rnost 
prompt attention. ([Philadelphia, PA: 17951) pr(9O7 1); W(200)l 

DAVIS, GEORGE. (Philadelphia, PA). Davis's law catalogue, for 1799. Latest London 
and irish editions. George Davis respectfidly uifoms his fnends and the gentlemen of the 
profession generatly through the United States, that the foilowing books, king his large 
importation per sundry vessels Iate h m  London and Dublin, are now offered for sale, at 
the same moderate prices as have, for severai years past, so universaily recommended 



them. Orders h m  any distance, addresseci to him in writing, for a single book or an 
entire library, will be received with thanks, and meet with the most prompt attention. 
(Philadelphia, PA: 1799) pr(lO759); W(262)j 

DAVIS, GEORGE. (Philadelphia, PA). Bibliotheca legum angliae: Davis's Iaw 
catalogue for 1802-1 803, of latest English and Irish editions, also, generally of every 
other valuabte and scarce publication out of print. (Philadelphia, PA: James 
Humphreys, 1 802) [S&S(2 1 1 8)] 

DAVIS AND FORCE'S WASHINGTON CRCULATWG LIBRARY. (Washington, 
DC). Catalogue of Davis & Force's Washington circulating library. 2nd ed. (Washington, 
DC : Davis and Force, 1820) [S(%7), (DLC); Si(2 16)] 

DICKINSON COLLEGE. UNION PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. (Carllisle, PA). A 
catalogue of books belonging to the Union Philosophical Society of Dickinson College. 
(Carlisle, PA: Printed at the office of the Religions Miscellany. 1823) [S(O), (DLC); 
Si(2697)l 

DOBSON, THOMAS. (Philadelphia, PA). Thomas Dobson, bookseller and stationer, at 
the new Stone house. in Second Street, below the Market, the seventh door above Chesnut 
sueet,-has for sale. ([Philadelphia, PA: Thomas Dobson, 1788(?)] [ Br(6696. but not 
reproduced), (PHi); W( 1 Z ) ]  

DOBSON, THOMAS. (Philadelphia, PA). A catdogue of books consisting of a selection 
of valuable works in various branches of literat W...( Philadelphin PA: Budd & Bartram, 
[l8O 11) [(S&S(O), W C ) ]  

DORCHESTER LIBRARY. (Dorchester, MA). (Rules ûnd orders of the Dorchester 
Library, with a catalogue of the books, August. MDCCXCIV. (Boston, MA: 1. Thomas 
and E. T. Andrews, 1794) [Br(8652); W(187)J 

DORCHESTER LIBRARY. (Dorchester, MA). Rules and orders of the Dorchester 
Library. with a catalogue of the books, September, MDCCCI. (Boston. MA: 1. 
Thomas and E. T. Andrews, 180 1) [S&S(50209); Si( 11  1 1 )] 

DORCHESTER LIBRARY. (Dorchester, MA). Rules and orders of the Dorchester 
Libmry, with a catalogue of the books, July, MDCCCVU. (Boston, MA: Belcher and 
Armstrong, 1807) [S&S(12459); Si(ll12)l 

DRAPER, AARON. (Providence, Ri). Catalogue of valuable books, to be sold at 
auction, by Aaron Draper, on Monday, June 13,18 14, at 7 o'clock P.M. (mvidence. 
RI: Miner, Goddard & Mann, 18 141) [S&S(O), (MWA)] 



DüNHAM, DAVID. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books: the sale of which will 
commence at public auction by David Dunham, 144 Pearl-Street on Tuesday evening, 
Feb. 1 1,lS 12. (New-York, NY: 18 12) [S&S(25299)] 

DüNLAP, WILLIAM, (Philadelphia, PA). Books and stationary, just imported fiPm 
London, and to be sold by W. Dunlap, at the Newest-Printing-Office, on the south-side of 
the Jersey-Market. Philadelphia. [Philadelphia, PA: William Dunlap, 17601 [E(8587); 
W7)1  

DU StMiTIERE, PIERRE EUGENE. [Matthew Clarkson and Ebenezer Hazard, 
administrators]. (Philadelphia, PA). For sale at public vendue, on Thursday the 10th &y 
of March. at the late dwelling house of Pierre Eugene du Simitiere, Esq. in Arch-street, 
between Thiud and Fourth-streets, where the State Lottery Ofice is now kept, the 
American Museum. This curious collection was, for many years. the principal object of 
Mr. Du Simitiere's attention, and has been thought worthy of notice by both Amecican 
and European literati: it consists of the following mictes, which will be sold in lots, viz .... 
(Philadelphia, PA: Charles Cist, [1785]) [E(18402); W(l O6)j 

EASTBURN. JAMES & CO. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books for 18 17-1 8 1 8: 
including many race and valuable articles in ancient and modem Literatwe / now on sale 
by James Eastbum & Co. (New-York, NY: Abraham Paul, 18 17) [S&S(407 14)] 

EASTBURN, JAMES & CO. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books for 18 18. 
including mmy rare and valuable articles in mient and modem literanire / now on sale 
by James Eastburn & Co. (New-York, NY: Abraham Paul 18 18) [S&S(43901)] 

EASTBURN. JAMES & CO. (New York, NY). Supplemenr to A catalogue of books for 
18 18: including many rare and valuable articles in ancient and modern literature / now on 
sale by James Eastbum & Co. (New-York, NY: A b h  Paul. 1818) [S&S(47869)] 

EASTBURN, JAMES & CO. (New York, NY). A catalogue of the Extensive and 
valuable collection of books ... (New York, NY: 1824) [S&S(O), (DLC)] 

ELIOT, REV. JOHN. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the Iibrary of the late Rev. John Eliot 
. (Boston, MA: 1 8 13) [S&S(284 14)] 

ESSEX CIRCüLATCNG LIBRARY. (Salem, MA). Catalogue of books for d e  or 
circulation by Cushing & Appleton. (Salem, Ml: Thomas C. Cushing, 1 8 18) 
[S&S(43958); Si(1460)l 

ESSEX CiRCULATING LBRARY. (Salem, MA). A catalogue of the Essex 
Citçulating Library, kept by John M. Ives at his book, stationary, and music stote. Essex 
Street, Salem. (Salem, Ml, Printed by John D. Cushing and Brothers, 1822) 
[S(8637), (MWA); Si(1462)l 



ESSEX CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Saiem, MA). A catalogue of the Essex 
Cirçulating Library, corner of Essex and Central Streets, Saiem. Consisting of five 
thousand volumes, unithg every branch of literature and constantly increasing in ail the 
new American publications that are useful and entertaùiing. A h ,  the London 
magazines of fashion. And al1 the periodical works of note, both in England and 
America. Catalogues to subscribers @S. (Salem, w]: Andrews & Foote. at the 
Gazette office, 1826) [S(24444), (PPL); Si(1463)l 

ESSEX SOUTKERN DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY. (Saiem, MA). Cataiogue of 
books belonging to the Essex Southern District Medical Society. (Salem, [MA]: 
Warwick Palhy, 1824) [S(16072), (MWA); Si(146S)l 

ESSEX, WILLIAM & CO. (Lexington, KY). A select catalog of a miscellaneous 
collection of books, now selling for ready money. (Lexington, [KY]: Daniel Bradford, 
at the Ot'fice of the Kentucky Gazette, 1807) [S&S(12510)] 

ESSEX, WILLIAM & CO. (Lexington, KY). Catatogue of books, now selling for 
ready money ...p oetry, the drarna, and translations of the Greek & Latin classic authors 1 
by William Essex & Co. (Lexington, KY: Daniel Bradford, [l8O7]) [S&S(lZ 1 1 )] 

ESSEX. WLLIAM & CO. (Lexington, KY). Catalogue of romances, novels & tales. 
now selling for ready money. (Lexington, KY: [ 1807) [S&S( 125 12)] 

FALLMGTON LIBRARY COMPANY. (Fallington. PA). Constitution of the 
Fallington Library Company [includes a catalogue of books]. (Trenton. pJ1: Sherman 
& Mershon, 1803) [S&S(4 178); Si(27 t l)] 

FARRAND, WnLiAM P. (Philadelphia, PA). William P. Farrand's catalogue of 
English, Irish and American editions of law books, sold by him. ( Philadelphia. PA: 
Tho. L. Plowman, 1806) [S&S(l0395)] 

FELLOWS, JOHN. (New York, NY). Cataiogue valuable new and second hand 
books, which will be sold at auction by John Fellows ... on ... November 2 1, 180 1. 
([New York, NY [this is where he was in 17941: 18011) [S&S(486)] 

FENNO, JOHN WARD. (New York, NY). Supplementq catalogue, consisting of 
books, imported h m  London, per the latest arrivais. By J. W. Ferno, no. 141, Hanover 
Square. October, 1800. (New-York, NY: John Furman, (1 8001) [E(38098); W(279)] 

FERNAGUS DE GELONE, J[EANJ L[OUIS]. (New York, NY). Catalogue of Latin, 
English, French, Spanish, and ltalian books, maps, &c., for sale by J. L. Fernagus de 
Gelone: agent for the United States, Canada, New-Orleans, Spanish America, and isles. 
(New-York, NY: [18 16?]) [S&S(37587)] 



FMLEY, AlWfHONY]. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books in medicine, 
surgery ... for sale ...( Philadelphia, 1 8 1 1) [S&S(228Z) 1 

FIRST CHURCH IN SALEM. (Salem, MA). A catalogue of the library of the First 
Church in Salem. (Salem, [MA]: Foote & Brown, 1829) [S(40348), (MWA); Si(1469)l 

FlRST PARiSH LN DEDHAM. (Dedham, MA). Catalogue of books in the library of the 
First Parish in Dedharn. ([Dedham, MA: 18281) fS(O), (MWA); Si(1092)I 

FiRST SOCiAL LIBRARY IN WEYMOUTH. (Weymouth, MA). Catalogue of Books, 
belonging to the First Social Library in Weymouth. (poston, MA: W. W. Clapp, 
l829?]) [S(O), (PPL); Si(1600)] 

FiRST SOClETY OF UNITASUAN CHRISTIANS. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of 
Books in the Library of the First Society of Unitarian Christians in the City of 
Philadelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: 1823) [S(9893), (PPArnP); Si(28 1 3)] 

FOSTER, THEODORE. (Foster, Ri). Providence, November 24, 1781. As a small 
acknowledgment of the grateful sentiments of esteem and respect, entertained by the 
subscriber, for the worthy freemen and inhabitants of the Town of Foster, he begs them to 
accept a book-case. and the books enumerated in the following catalogue, free of charge, 
for the use of the Town, and they will oblige their fiend, and most obedient humble 
servant, Theodore Foster. Catalogue of books belonging to the Town of Foster. 
(Providence, Ri: Bennett Wheeler, [ 1 78 11) [E( 194 1 O); W(97)] 

FRANKLIN, BENJAMlN. (Phildelphia, PA). A catalogue of choice and valuable 
books, consisting of near 600 volumes, in most txulties and sciences, viz. divinity, 
history, law, mathematics, philosophy. physic, poetry, &c. which will begin to be sold for 
ready money only, by Ben.. Franklin, at the Post-Office in Philadelphia, on Wednesday, 
the 1 1 th of Apnl 1 744. at nine a clock in the morning; and, for dispatch, the lowest price 
is mark'd in each book. The sale to continue three weeks, and no longer; and what then 
remains will be sold at an advanced price. Those persons that live remote, by sendiig 
their orders and money to said B. Franklin, my depend on the same justice as if present. 
([Philadelphia, PA: Benjamin FrankIin, 1744) rE(5396); W(17)] 

FRANKLIN CiRCULATiNG L I B W Y .  (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the Franklin 
Circulating Library, No. 69, Court Street, to which additions are continually making. 
(Boston, MA: Sylvester T. Gross, 1820) [S(O), (MH-H); Si(826)l 

FRANKLIN ClRCüLATING LIBRARY. (Troy, NY). Catalogue of books, belonging to 
the Franklin Circulatïng Library of E. & D. W. Platt, at their Franklin Book Store in 
River-Street, Troy. Together with the terms, d e s ,  and regdations of the same. ([Troy, 
NYJ: 2. Clark, 1823) [S(O), (MWA); Si(2539)] 



FRANKLIN C R C U T N G  LIBRARY. (Windsor, VT). Catalogue of the Franklin 
Circulating Library, at the Windsor book- store. ([Windsor, VT: 18291) [S(O), (MWA); 
Si(326O)l 

FRANKLM LIBRARY. (Franklin, MA). A Catalogue of those books in Franklin 
library which belong to the town ... ; A catalogue of books belanging to the proprietors of 
the fitçt sociaI library in the town of Franklin. ([Massachusetts, h&k 18 121) 
[S&S(2545 1 ) ;  Si(l153)I 

FRANKLIN LIBRARY COMPANY. (Franklin, CT). The constitution o l  the Franklin 
Library Company. Alsa, subscribers [sic] m e s ,  and catalogue oPbouks. (Norwich, CT: 
John Tmmbull, 1794) [E(27430); W(190)] 

FRANUINEAN LIBRARY OF SETAUKET. (Setauket, NY). Catalogue of books, 
contained in the Franklinean Library of Setauket. (Sag-Harbor, [NY]: Alden Spooner, 
1807) [S&S(lWl6); Si(2528)] 

FRAZIER, NATHAN. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books belonging to the late 
Nathan Frazier's library, for sale, at auction, at S. Bradford's office. Boston, on 
Wednesday, Dec. 29, 1803. Sale at 9 o'clock, A.M. [Boston, MA: 18021 [S&S(O), 

FREDERICKTOWN LlBRARY COMPANY. (Fredericktown, PA). A catalogue of 
books belonging to the Fredericktown Libnry Company to which is prefixed, the objects. 
articles. and conditions on which the said Company is incorporated. (Washington, [PA]: 
John Colerick, 1 797) p(32 1 55); W(236)j 

FRENCH, BENJAMIN F. (Washington, DC). A catalogue (for January, 1823) of a 
seiect portion af the very extensive and valuable stock of books, stationery. etc. now on 
sale by B. F. French, (si* of the bust of Jefferson.) Pennsylvmia Avenue, corner oC6th 
Street West, and adjoining Brown's Hotel. ( Washington, DC: Way and Gideon, 1823) 
[S(l26 ln, (DLC)] 

FRENDS' UBRARY, (Phitadelphia, PA). Cataiogue of books in Friends' Libmy 
[Philadelphia. PA: Joseph James, 17873 E(S93 12); W(115)] 

GAINE, HUGH. (New York, NY). [A catalogue of books]. ([New York, NY: Hugh 
Gaine, 1 763(?)]) [Br(2 13 1); W(47)] 

GAiNE, HUGH. (New York, NY). Just imported in the las& vessels h m  London, and to 
be sold, by Hugh Gaine, at his book store and printingiiffice, at the Bible and Ccown. in 
Hanover-Square. [New York, NY: Hugh Gaine, 17711 pr(3346); WC791 



GAiNE, HUGH. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books and stationary, &c. sold by 
Hugh Gaine, at his book store and printing-o@ce, at the Bible, in Hanover-Square. (New 
York, NY: Hugh Gaine, 1787) [Br(6495); W(l16)l 

GAINE, HUGH. (New York, NY). Hugh Gaine's catalogue of books, lately importeci 
fiom England, Ireland, and Scotiand, and to be sold at his book-store and printing-office, 
at the Bible in Hanover-Square. (New York, NY: Hugh Gaine, 1792) [E(24336); 
W( 1WI 

GERMAN SOCETY OF PWSYLVANIA. (Germantown. PA). A Catalogue of the 
Books, belonging to the lncorporated Gennan Socie y...( Philadelphia. PA: Conrad 
Zentler, 1826) [S(24683), (PHi), Si(2368)l 

GIFFORD, WLLIAM. (New York. NY). Catalogue of the l i b w  of the Iate William 
GitTord, Esq. &c. &c. Catalogs editor of the Quarterly review; comprising the most rare, 
curious, and recherche works extant in theology. history, antiquities, classical, and black 
lettcr literature, selected by himself: just received kom Europe, ruid on sale by William 
A. Colman, 239 Broadway, Park Place House, up stairs. (New York, NY: Ellion and 
Paimer, 1829) [S(O), (MiU-C)] 

GILLEY, WILLIAM B. (New York, NY). Catalogue of recent publications for sale by 
William B. Gilley. (New York, NY: J. Seymour, 1819) [S&S(48082)] 

GILMAN'S CiRCULATiNG LIBRARY, (Newburyport, MA). Catalogue of books in 
the circuiating library kept by W. & J. Gilman, booksellers, Phenix-Building, 9 State- 
Street, Newburyport. ([Newburyport, MA]: W. & J. Gilman, [ 182 1 ?]) [S(O), (MWA); 
Si(1357)l 

GILMANTON SOCiAL LIBRARY. (Gi Imanton, NH). The act of incorporation and 
by-laws of Gilmanton Social Library: together with the names of the proprietors and a 
catalogue of the books, &c. (Gitmanton, [NH]: Leavitt & Clough, 1804) [S&S(6390); 
Si(i88l)l 

GLOUCESTER UNITED LIBRARY. (Gloucester, Ri). Cataiogue of books, belonging 
to the Gloucester United Library: with mies and laws for rendering the same usehi, and 
for govecning said Library Company. This Libraty was established in October, 1795, and 
a charter of incorporation granted by the honoutable Generai Assembly. (Providence, Ri: 
Carter and Wilkinson, 1796) [E(30492); W(215)1 

GOODRICH'S CIRCULAITNG LIBRARY. (New York, NY). Goodrich and Co.'s 
New-York cirçuiating library and reading-mm, no. 124 Broadway, corner of Cedar- 
Street, opposite the City Hotel. Catalogue of books. (For the terms of subscription and 
regulations, see the next page.). (New York, NY: Printed for A. T. Goodrich & Co., 
18 13) [S&S(O), (MWA); Si(2370)l 



GOODRICH'S CRCULATING LIBRARY. (New York, NY). Goodrich & Co.'s 
Circulating Library and Bookstore ... (New York, NY: C. S. Van Winkle, 1818) 
[S&S(44 183); Si(2372)l 

GRAY & CADY. (Fredericksburg, VA). A catalogue of books and staîionary [sic] for 
sale by Gray & Cady, booksellers and stationers, Fredericksburg, Va. ([Fredericksburg, 
VA]: 18 17) [S&S(40953)] 

GüiLD, BENJAMiN. (Boston, MA). A catalogue of a large assortment of books 
consisting of the most celebrated authors in history voyages travels geography antiquities 
philosophy novels divinity physick swgery anatomy arts sciences husbandry architecture 
navigation mathematicks law periodical publications poetry plays musick, &c. &c. To be 
sold by Benjamin Guild at the Boston Book-Store, no. 59 Cornhill. Boston. ([Boston, 
MA: 1 787(?)]) [Br(67 1 1); W(117)l 

GUiLD, BENJAMiN. (Boston. MA). Addition to a catdogue of a large assortment of 
books . . . [as in previous item] &c. &c. To be let or sold by Benjamin Guild at the 
Boston Book-Store, no. 59 Cornhill, Boston. ([Boston, MA. 1787(?)] CBr(6711); 
W( 1 1811 

GUILD'S CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). New select catalogue of 
Benjamin Guild's Circulating Library, containing principally novels. voyages. mvek, 
poetry, periodical publications, and books of entertainment, at the Boston Book-Store, no. 
59. Cornhill. Boston: Printed for Benjamin Guild. MDCCLXXXIX. (Boston, MA: 1789) 
[E(2 1868); W( 1 B)]  

HACKER, ISAAC. (Salem, MA). A catalogue of books sold by James Phillips, George 
Yard. Lombard Street, London: and sold also by Isaac Hacker, Salem: of whorn may be 
had Bibles, testaments, and stationary wares in general. ([Salem, MA]: 1793) [Br(8356); 
W( 1 72)] 

HADDONFELD LLBRARY COMPANY. (Haddonfield. NJ). The constitution and by- 
laws of the Haddonfield library Company. (Philadelphia, J. Humphreys, 1805) 
[S&S(8576, but not reproduced), (DLC); Si(2044)l 

HAGAR, JONATHAN. (Middlebury, Vï). Jonathan Hagar's catalogue of books. South 
side oFOtter Creek, Middlebury (Vt.) August, 18 18. ( widdlebury, VT]: J. W. 
Copelmd, 118 181) [S&S(442 15) ] 

HALE DONATION LIBRARY. (Coventry, CT). Catalogue of books, belonging to the 
Haie Donation Library? Coventry, Conn. 1824. (Hartford [CT]: P. B. Goodsell. [1824]) 
[S(l6378), (MWA); Si(60)] 

M L ,  DAVID. (Philadelphia, PA). imported in the last ships h m  London, and to be 
sold by David Hall, at the New-Printhg-Office, in Market-mt, PhiladeIphia, the 



following books, viz. ([Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin and D . Hall, 1754(?)]) pr(1649); 
W(2 111 

HALL, DAVID. (Philadelphia, PA). Books irnported in the last vesse1 from London. 
suid to be sold by David Hall, at the New-Pnnting-Office, in Market-street, Philadelphia 
viz. ([Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin and D. Hall, [1759(?)]) w(8362); W(32)] 

HALL, DAVID. (Philadelphia, PA). Lately imported, and to be sold by David Hall, at 
the New Printing-Ofice, in Market-street, Philadel phia, the following books, viz. 
([Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin and D. Hall, 1761 (?)]) p(9997); W(42)I 

HALL, DAVU). (Philadelphia, PA). Impocted in the last vessels from Europe, and sold 
by David Hall, at the New Printing-Office, in Market-street, Philadelphia, the following 
books, &c. ([Philadelphia, PA: Franklin and Hall, l763(?)]) [Br(% 1 1); W(48)] 

HALL, DAVID. (Philadelphia, PA). lmported in the last vessels from England, and to be 
sold by David Hall, at the New Printing-ûfice, in Market-street, Philadelphia, the 
following books, &c. ([Philadelphia, PA: David Hail, 1767(?)]) [Br(2676); W(62)l 

HALL, DAVID. (Philadelphia, PA). hported in the 1s t  vessels from England, and to 
be sold by David Hal[, at the New Printing-Ofice, in Market-street. Philadelphia, the 
following books, &c. ([Philadelphia. PA: David Hall, l768(?)]) [Bt(2891); W(64)] 

HALL, DAVID. (Philadelphia, PA). David Hall, at the New Printing-Ofice, in 
Market-street, Philadelphia, has to dispose of, wholesale and retail, the following books, 
&c. ([Philadelphia, PA: D. Hall and W. Sdlers, 1769)) [E(ll282); W(69)] 

HALL, SAMUEL. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books, to be sold by Samuel Hall. at no. 
53, CornhiIl, Boston. ([Boston, MA: Samuel Hall, 17921) [E(24375); W(16 1 )] 

HALL, WILLIAM. (Philadelphia, PA). William Hdl, at the New Printing-Ofice. in 
Market-street, Philadelphia, has to dispose of, wholesale and retail, the following books, 
&c. ([Philadelphia, PA: Hall and Sellers, 1774?]) [E(l3 138); W(9 1 )] 

HALL, WELiAM C. (Boston, MA). W. C. Hall's catalogue of valuable London books, 
imported August, 1823 and for d e  at his rooms, Joy's Building, Cornhill-Square, up 
stairs. ([Boston, MA: 18221) [S(O), (MWA)] 

HAMILTON COLLEGE. (Clinton, NY). CataIogue of Hamilton College Library. 
Januq, 1826. ([Utica, NY(?), 18261) [!3(24785), (MWA); Si(2256)l 

HANOVER BOOKSTORE. (Hanover, NH). Catalogue of books, for sale at the 
bookstore in Hanover, (a few rods fiom Dartmouth College on the road leading to 
Lebanon.) Consisting of a great variety of authors in divinity, physic, surgery, chemistry. 
philosophy, history, voyages, traveIs, geography, husbandry, architecture, novels, poeny, 



lives, memoirs, plays, &c. ([Boston, MA]: Printed for the Hanover Bookstore, 1799) 
[Br( 10798); W(264)l 

HARRIS, THADDEUS MASON. (Boston, MA). A selected catalogue of some of the 
most esteemed publications in the English language. Proper to form a sociaI library: with 
an introduction upon the choice of books. By Thaddeus M. Harris, A. M. Librarian of 
Harvard University, and author of "The Natural Histoiy of the Bible," and "A Short and 
Practicai System of Punctuation." Catalogues given gratis by the publishers. (Boston, 
MA: 1. Thomas and E. T. Andrews, 1793) p(25587); W(173)] 

HARTFORD CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Hartford, CT). Catalogue of the Hartford 
Circulating Library. Henry Benton. Contents. Histov, biopphy, voyages, travels, 
poetry. miscrllaneous. magazines, reviews, novels, Romances, tales and plays. (Hartford, 
[CT]: P. Carfield, 1829) [S(O), (MWA); Si(70)l 

HARTFORD LIBRARY COMPANY. (Hartford, CT). The constitution of the Hartford 
Library Company; extracts h m  the by-laws, and a catalogue of the books. (Hartford, CT: 
Hudson & Goodwin, 1797) p(32232); W(237)) 

HARTFORD LIBRARY COMPANY. (Hartford, CT). Catalogue of books belonging to 
the Hartford Library Company, April 1 st, 18 18: and extracts from the by-laws of said 
Company. (Hartford. [Cq: Hamlen & Newton, 18 18) [S&S(44276); Si(72)] 

HARTWICK SEMWARY. THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY. (Hartwick. NY). Catalogue 
of books in the Theoiogical Libnry of Hartwick Seminary. ([Cooprstown. NY?]: 
l83O?]) [C(O), (MWA); Si(2293)l 

HARVARD UNNERSITY. (Cambridge, MA). Catalogus librorurn in Bibliotheca 
Cantabrigiensi selectus, Frequentiorem in usurn Harvardinatum. qui gradu baccalaurei in 
artibus nondurn sunt donati. (Bostoniae: Nov. Ang. Typis Edes & Gill, M,DCC.i.XXiiI) 
lE(12805); W(85)] 

HARVARD W E R S I T Y .  (Cambridge, MA). Cataloyus Bibliothecae Harvardianae 
Cantabrigiae Nov-Anglorum. (Bostoniae: Typis Thomae et Johannis Fleet. MDCCXC) 
[E(22559); W(138)] 

HARVARD IMNERSITY. (Cambridge, MA). Catalogue of duplicates in the library of 
Harvard University, for sale. ([Cambridge, MA?]: between 1822 and 18241) [S(16464), 
(MWA); Si(99 1)j 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. (Cambridge, MA). A catalogue of the library of Harvard 
University in Cambridge, Massachusetts. (Cambridge, w] : E. W. Metcalf and 
Company, 1830-1 83 1) [C(1772), (MWA); Si(992)I 



HARVARD UNIVERSITY. BOYLSTON MEDICAL LIBRARY. (Cambridge, MA). 
Catalogue of books in the Boylston Medical Library, at Harvard University, Cambridge. 
(Boston, MA: Em Lincoln, f 8%) [S(16463), (MWA); Si(9%)] 

HARVARD W R S I T Y .  DEIPNOPHAGOI CLüB. (Cambridge, MA). Catalogue 
of books in the library of the [Deipnophagoi] Club, Harvard College. (Cambridge, 
[MA]: Hilliard and Metcalf, 18 16) [S&S(37809); Si(997)l 

HARVARD UNCVERSITY. LAW SCHOOL. (Cambridge, MA). Catalogue of the 
Library of the Law Schml of Harvard University. (Cambridge, MA: University Press, 
Hilliard and Metcalf, 1826) [S(24801); (PPL); Si(984)j 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. PORCELLiAN CLLTB. (Cambridge. MA). Caîdogue of 
books in the libmy of the Porcellian Club, Harvard College. (Cambridge [MA]: Hilliard 
and Metcalf, 1 8 1 6) [S&S(378 10); Si(1002)] 

HARWOOD'S CIRCULATWG LIBRARY. (Philadelphia. PA). A Catalogue of 
Harwood's [John E.] Circulating Library. (Philadelphia. MA: Duane, 1803) 
[S&S(4348); Si(2828)J 

HAVERHILL LIBRARY. (Haverhill, MA). Haverhill Library. (Newburyport. MA: 
Blunt and March, [ 17961) [Br(9568); W(216)I 

HAYT, LEWIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold by public auction, at 
Lewis Hayt's ofice in State-Street, on Monday, the 8th day or July. viz .... ([Boston, MA: 
17931) iE(25267); W(174)l 

HELIARD, GRAY & CO. (Cambridge, MA). Rare books. Just received from London 
by Hilliard, Gray & Co. the fotlowing old books, many of which are very rare and 
valuable. ([Cambridge, MA: Hilliiird, Metcalf & Co., circa 1828(?)]) [S(O). (MWA)] 

HiLLIARD, GRAY & CO. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of law books for sale by Hilliard, 
Gray & Co. ([Boston, MA: 1830 or 183 11) [C(O), (MWA)] 

HOGAN, DAVLD. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalouge [sic] of books. (many of them very 
scarce and valuable) just received h m  Glasgow, and for sak by David Hogan, no. 249, 
Market-Street, Philadelphia. ([Philadelphia, PA: David Hogan, 18 191) [S&S(O), 
(MW41 

HOPKiNS, (BENJAMIN B.) and COMPANY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of very 
tare, ancient and valuable books, just received h m  the continent of Europe; and for 
sale by Benjamin B. Hopkins and Co. Classicai, literary and professional booksellers: 
No. 170 Market S e t ,  PhiIadelphia. ([Philadelphia, PA: Benjamin B. Hopkins and 
Co., 18071) [S&S(12780)1 



HOPPIN AND SNOW. (Providence, Ri). To-momw, (king the 12th of May) at nine in 
the morning, will be sold by public vendue, at Hoppin and Snow's Auction-Office, 
opposite the Market, in Providence, the following catalogue of books. ([Providence, RT: 
1 7891) Pr(6966); W(130)J 

HOUSTON, WILLIAM-CHURCHII,L. (Trenton, ?). To be sold at Public Vendue, on 
Wednesday the 13th Day of May next, the Sale to begin at 4 o'Clock in the Akrnoon, at 
the Sate-House in Trenton, the following Books, klonging to the Library of the late 
William-Churchill Houston, Esq. deceaseâ. [copy viewed was incomplete] (n.p.: 179-?) 
[(MiU-C); W(O)] 

HOWE & SPALDWG. (New Haven, CT). A catalogue of books, for sale by Howe & 
Spalding, bookseIlers .., New-Haven, 1st November. 18 18. (New-Haven, [Cl: Flagg & 
Gray. [18i8]) [S&S(44384)] 

HOWE & SPALDING. (New Haven, CT). Catdogue of books. comprising the stock in 
trade of Howe & Spdding which will be offered for sale by public auction, on Thursday 
the 26 day ofseptember, at their store in Chapel-Street. (New Haven, CT: S. M. 
Dutton, 18%) [S( 1660 1). (MWA)] 

HOWE & SPALDiNG. (New Haven, CT). Catalogue of books. for d e  by auction. on 
Thursday, the 2d of September, at 10 o'clock. am. at the store of Howe & Spalding. 
([New Haven. CT: 1 8341) [S(O), (MWA)] 

HUDSON, BARZILLAI. and GEORGE GOODWM. (Hartford, CT). Hudson & 
Goodwin, have for d e  at their store opposite the North Meeting-House, Hartford, the 
following books, which they have lately received fiom London. Dublin, and elsewhere, 
[Hartford, CT: Hudson and Goodwin. 17971 [Br(9975); W(238)] 

HüNTER, GEORGE, AND COMPANY. (New York. NY). Catalogue of books. to be 
sold by George Hunter, and CO. at k i r  store in Queen-Street, on Monday afiemwn, the 
twenty seventh day of May, instant, king the property of a gentleman deceased. Sales to 
begin precisely at tlve o'clock. [New York, NY: 17931 [Br(8375); W( 175)] 

INSKEEP. A[BRAHAM], H. (New York. NY). Catalogue of books, for sale at public 
auction ... of dl that stock of books in the store of A. H. inskeep ... comprising a splendid 
coIIection of upwards of €@ thousand volumes of the best authors. (New York, NY: 
Van Winkle & Willey, 1815) [S&S(35000)] 

IRVING AND SMITH. (New York, NY?). Catalogue ofbooks, to be soId ... Nov. 16 
[ 18021. ([New York, NY: 1802]?) [S&S(2455)] 

IRViNG AND SMITH. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books, to be sold on Tuesday 
evening, December 7 at 6 o'clock, at pubIic auction, by h i n g  and Smith, no. t 6, PearI 
Street. ([New York, NY: l8O2]?) [S&S(2456)] 



IRViNG AND SMITH. Catalogue of books, to be sold at Auction ... March 5. ([New 
York, NY]: Waites, [1803]) [S&S(4437)] 

JANSEN, T. B. & CO. (New York, NY). A catalogue of Amencan and European 
printed books, for sale on the most reasonable terms, by T. B. Jansen & Co. (New 
York, NY: G. & R. Waite, for T. B. Jansen & Co., 180 1) [S&S(709)] 

JAY, FWDERICK. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books, for sale by Frederick Jay, on 
Friday the 8th of May, at ten o'clock, at his auction-mm, no, 167 Pearl-street. opposite 
the Natiod Bank. (New York, NY: T. & J. Swords, 1795) [Br@ 149); W(20 l)] 

JEFFERSON, THOMAS. (Washington, DC). Catalogue. President Jefferson's library. 
A catalogue of the extensive and valuable library of the late President Jefferson, (copied 
from the original ms., in his hand-writing, as arranged by himself,) to be soId at auction, 
at the Long Room, Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington City, by Nathaniel P[eabody] 
Poor, on the [blanklFebniary, 1829. Sale to commence at [blmkj o'clock, [blank] m., and 
will be continued h m  day to day, until the whoie library is disposed oE Price of 
cataiogue, twelve and a M f  cents. (Note.-Taking into consideration the circurnstances 
which make it necessary to dispose of the library of Mr. Jefferson. and anxious to realize 
as much for those concerned as is practicable, it is hoped that the small charge of 12 112 
cents for the catalogue will not be thought unreasonable, though unususil in this section of 
the country.). ( Washington, [DC]: Gales and Seaton, 18%) S[(3913 1), (MWA)] 

JOHNSON, JACOB. (Philadelphia, PA). Juvenile cataLogue of books for sale by 
Jacob Johnson [in The history of Little DicW by Little John, [87]-961. (Philadelphia. 
PA: Jacob Johnson, 1807) [S&S( l2759)] 

JOHNSON & WARNER. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of juvenile publications for 
sale by Johnson and Warner [in The life of the late Doctor Benjamin Franklin I written 
by himselE (PhiIadeIphia, PA: Johnson & Warner, 1809)] [S&S(1753 1)] 

JULiANA LIBRARY COMPANY. (Lancaster. PA). The charter of the 
Jdiana-Library-Company in Lancaster: and the laws of the said Company. Together with 
a catalogue of the books, and the prices thereof, with the numbers as they stand in the 
libracy-room. The whole bemg collected and revised by order of the directors for this 
present year, 1765. By Caleb Sheward, secretary. (Wilmington, DE: by James Adams, in 
Market-street, 1765) [E(10034); W(53)I 

JULiANA LIBRARY COMPANY. (Lancaster, PA). ïhe charter, laws, catalogue of 
books, List of philosophicaI instruments, &c. of the Juliana tibrary-Company, in 
Lancaster. To which are prefked, some reflections on the advanrages of knowledge; the 
origin of book. and libraries, shewing how they have been encouraged and patronized by 
the wise and virtuous of every age. With a short account of its institution, Eends and 



benefactors. [a Latin quotation; an English quotation.] Published by order of the 
directors,. (Philadelphia, PA: D. Hall, and W. Sellers, 1766) p(10350); W(58)] 

KNOX, HENRY. (Boston, MA). A catalogue of books, imported and to be sold by 
Henry Knox, at the London Book-Store, a little southward of the Town-House, in 
Cornhill, Boston, MDCCLXXiii. ([Boston, MA: 17731) [E(12424); W(87)] 

LADES' ClRCULATING LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the Ladies' 
Circulating Library. Washington Street, Boston. (Boston, MA: Putnarn & Hunt, 1829) 
[S(39242), (MW-H); Si(840)l 

LARKIN, EBENEZER. (Boston, MA). Ebenezer Larkin's catalogue of books, for sale, 
wholesale and retaii, at his book and stationary store no. 50, Comhill, Boston, Consisung 
of a very extensive collection of the latest and most approved authors, in divinity, Iriw, 
physicli, surgery, chernistry, history, biography, voyages, travels. miscellanies, novels, 
poetry, musick, arts and sciences, philosophy, navigation, astronomy, geography, 
architecture[,] trade and commerce[,] mathematicks, bookkeeping, &c. &c. To ail which 
large additions are constantly making. Publick and private libmies will be supplied on as 
reasonable ternis as at any other bookstore whatever. Catalogues delivered gratis. 
(Boston, MA: [Thomas and Andrews] for Ebenezer Larkin, 1793) [Br(8391, but not 
reproduced). (MH-ii); W(176)l 

LARKiN, EBENEZER. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books, for sale by E. Larkin, no 47, 
Cornhill, Boston. Consisting of a p a t  variety of authors in history, voyages. travels. 
lives, memoirs, antiquities, philosophy, novels, divinity, law, physic, surgery, chemistry, 
geography, husbandry. navigation, arts, sciences. architecture, miscellanies, poetry, plays, 
&c. &c. (Boston, MA: E. Larkin, 1798) [E(33982); W(252)l 

L A W ,  EBENEZER. (Boston, MA). Select catalogue of books. with the prices. for 
sale by Eben. Larkin. (Boston, MA: Gilbert & Dean at the Magazine and Lottery 
Ofice, 1803) [S&S(2052 1 )] 

L m ,  E. AND S. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books for sale by E. and S. Larkin: 
no.47, Comhill, Boston, consisting of the most esteemed authors, and arranged under 
the folIowing headings. viz. law, divinity, surgery. (Boston, MA: E. and S. Larkin. 
[l8O2(?)]) [S&S(2503)] 

LARiUN. SAMüEL. (Portsmouth, NH). A cataiogue of books, for sale or circulation. 
by Samuel Latkin, at the Portsmouth Book Store, opposite the Post-Ofice, Market Street, 
Portsmouth. Consisting of the most approved authors, in history, voyages, travels, lives, 
memoirs, phiIosophy, novels, divinity, law, physic, surgery, chemistry, geography, 
husbandry, navigation, arts, sciences, architecture, miscellanies, poetry, plays, &c. &c. 
(Portsmouth, NH: Samuel Larkin, at the Portsmouth Book-Store, Market-Street:, 1796) 
[E(30672); W(2 17)] 



LATHROP, REV. JOHN. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of rare, curious and valuable books, 
theological, classical, philosophical and literary, to be sold by public auction at Francis 
Arnory's auction room ... February 22, 1816: king the library of the late reverend John 
Lathrop. (poston, MA: 18 163) [MS(36744)] 

LAW ASSOCIATiON OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the 
Books belonging to the Law Library Association of Philadelphia ...( Philadelphia, PA: 
1828) [S(33823), (PHi); Si(283 1)] 

LAW LBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of 
the books belonging to the Law library company of the city of Philsrdelphia. 
(Philadelphia, PA: J. Humphreys, 1805) [(S&S(8766, but not reproduced), (DLC); 
Si(2837)I 

LAW LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of 
the books belonging to the Law Library Company of the city of Philadelphia. To which 
are ptefixed, the character, regulritions, and a list of the members. Published by order of 
the directors. (Philadelphia, PA: J. Maxwell, 181 1) [S&S(O); (PPL); Si(2838)l 

LAW LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of 
the Books belonging to The Law Library Company of The City of Philadelphia. 
(Philadelphia, PA: J. Crissy & €3. Goodman, 1823) [S(13071), (PPL); Si(2839) 

LEA AND FEBIGER. (Philadelphia, PA). CaMogue of Arnerican printed books. 
(Philadelphia, PA: T. and W. Bradford, 1802) [S&S(O), (DLC)] 

LEA AND FEBIGER. (Phitadelphia. PA). Catalogue of an extensive collection of books 
in every department of ancient and modem litecature. (Philadelphia PA: T. H. Palmer. 
1 8 1 8) [S&S(O), (DLC)] 

LEICESTER ACADEMY. SOCIAL FRATERNITY. (Leicester, MA). An alphabetical 
catalogue of books in the library belonging to the Social Fraternity of Leicester 
Academy. July 29,18 16. (Leicester, MA: Hori Brown, 18 1 6) [S&S(O). (MWA); 
Si(1317)J 

LEXINGTON LIBRARY. (Lexington, KY). Cataiogue of the books belonging to the 
Lexington Libnry: to which is prefixed, an abstract fiom the by-laws. (Lexington 
[KY]: Daniel Bradford, 1804) [S&S(6648); Si(448)I 

LEXINGTON LIBRARY COMPANY. (Lexington, KY). A catalogue of the books, 
belonging to the Lexington tibmry company ...( Lexington, KY: T. Smith, 1821) [S(5819), 
(DLC); Si(45 1 )] 



LIBRARY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES. (Salem, MA). Rules and Regulations of the 
Library of Arts and Sciences [includes a catalogue of books]. (Salem, MA: Thomas C. 
Cushing, 1802) [S&S(2532); Si(l474)l 

LlBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. (Baltimore, MD). A catdogue of the books. 
&c. belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore; to which are prefixed, the bye-laws 
of the Company, and an alphabetical list of the members. [7 line quotation, from 
Telemachus.] (Baltimore, MD: John Hayes, in Public-Alley, 1 797) [E(3 1 769); W(239)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. (Baltimore, MD). A catalogue of the books, 
&c. belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore; to which are prefixed, the act for the 
incorporation of the Company, their constitution, their bye-laws, and, an alphabeticd list 
of the members. [6 lines of quotation h m  Telemachus.] (Baltimore, MD: John Hayes, 
in Public-Aliey, 1798) [Br(l0215); W(253)l 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. (Baltimore, MD). A catalogue of the 
books, &c. belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore: to which are prehxed. the 
act for the incorporation of the Company, their constitution, their by-laws, and an 
alphabetical list of the membets. (Baltimore, [MD]: Prentiss & Cole. 1802) 
[S&S(253 1); Si(6 14)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. (Baltimore, MD). A catalogue of the 
books, &c. belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore: to which are pretlxed the 
act for the incorporation of the Company, their constitution. their by-laws, and an 
alphabetical list of the members. (Baltimore, MD: Edes and Leakin, 1809) 
[S&S(l69O 1): Si(6 16)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. (Baltimore, MD). A supplement to The 
catalog of books, &c. belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore. 1816. (Baltimore. 
MD: J. Robinson. 181 6) [S&S(38072); Si(6 17)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BALTIMORE. (Baltimore, MD). A supplement to the 
catalogue of books, &c. belonging to the Library Company of Baltimore. No. 2. 1823. 
(Baltimore, Printed by John D. Toy, corner of Si. Paul's Lane and Market Street.. 1823) 
[S(13 105), (MWA); Si(618)j 

LiBRARY COMPANY OF BRIDGETOWN. (Bridgetown [Mount Hollyj, NJ). A 
catalogue of books, belonging to the Library Company of Bridge-Town. (commonly 
called Mount-Holly) in New-Jersey. (Philadelphia, PA: William Goddard, 1768) 
[Br(2908); W(65)I 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF B U G T O N .  (Burlington, NJ). The charter, Iaws, and 
catalogue of books, of the Library Company of Burlington. (Philadelphia, PA: William 
Duniap. at the Newest-Printing-Office, on the south side of the Jersey-Market, 1758) 
[WW; W30)l 



LlBRARY COMPANY OF BURLiNGTON. (Burlington, NJ). A catalogue of books, 
belonging to the Library Company of Burliigton; taken on the 20th March, 1792: to 
which is prefixed, a brief account of the rise and progress of the institution, a list of the 
names of the present members, and a sumrnary of the laws and regulations of the 
Company. (Burlington, NJ: Isaac Neale, 1 792) [E(B 159); W(162)l 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BLIRLCNGTON. (Burlington, NJ). Additional catalogue of 
Burlington Library. ([Burlington, NJ: Isaac Neale, 17971 [E(31895, reproduced with 
24 1 59); W(240)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BURLNGTON. (Burlington, NJ). A catalogue of books 
belonging to the Library Company of Burlington: taken November 15th. 1806 : to 
which is prefixed a Iist of the present members, and a copy of the existing regulations, 
and ... a summary of the laws of the Company. (Burlington, [NJ]: S. C. Ustick. 1807) 
[Sas( 12248); Si(ZO33) 1 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF BURLINGTON. (Burlington, NJ), "Additional Catalogue 
of Books of the Burlington Library" [the copy at PHi, which is appended to the cataiogue 
of 1807, also includes MSS entries]. (Burlington, [NSJ: S. C. Ustick. 1807) 
[S&S(12248), (FHi); Si(2033)l 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA) A catalogue of books 
belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. Communiter bona profundere deum 
est. (Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin, 1741) [E(4787); W(15)I 

LiBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Books added to the 
Library since the year 1741. ([Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin, 17461) [E(5853); W(19)] 

LiBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHM. (Philadelphia. PA). The charter, laws, 
and catalogue of books, of the Library Company of Philadelphia. Communiter bona 
profundere deum est. (Phiiadelphia, PA: B. Franklin, and D. Hall, 1757) [E(8006); 
w 9 ) 1  

LlBRARY COMPANY OF PHELADELPHIA. (Philadelphia. PA). The charter, laws, 
and catalogue of books, of the Library Company of Philadelphia. Conununiter bona 
profundere deum est. (Philadelphia, PA: B. Franklin and D. Hall, 1764) [E(9794); 
WW1 

LCBRARY COMPANY OF PHLADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). The charter, laws, 
and catalogue of books, of the Library Company of Philadetphia. With a short account of 
the library prefixed. Commuaiter bona profùndere deum est. (Philadelphia. PA: Joseph 
Cnikshank, in Second-streeî, 1770) p(11820); W(74)3 



LlBRARY COMPANY OF PHLADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). The second part of 
the catalogue of books, of the Libtary Company of Philadelphia. Communiter bona 
profundere deum est. (Philadelphia, PA: R. Aitken, 1775) [E(14392); W(93)J 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). A catalogue of the 
books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia; to which is prefuced, a short 
account of the institution, with the charter, laws and regulations, Communiter bona 
proîùndere deonun est. (Philadelphia, PA: Zaçhariah Poulson, Junior, 1789) [E(22066); 
W(131)1 

LlBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia PA). Supplement to the 
catalogue of books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. Communiter bona 
profundere deorum est. (Philadelphia, PA: Zachariah Poulson, Junr. Librarian, no. 30, 
north Fourth-Street, near the University, 1793) [E(25995); W( 177)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia PA). Second supplement 
to the catalogue of books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. 
Comrnuniter bona protündere deorum est. (Philadelphia. PA: Zachariah Poulson,Jun. 
Librarian, 1 794) [E(27509); W(19 1 )] 

LlBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Third supplement to 
the catalogue of books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. To which is 
pretixed, a continuation of the bye laws and regulations of the Company. Communiter 
bona profhdere deonun est. (Philadelphia, PA: Zachariah Poulson, Junior. Librarian, 
1796) [E(3 100 1); W(2 18)] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHLADELPHIA. (Philadelphia PA). Fourth supplement 
to the catalogue of books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. To which is 
added, a catalogue of the books that are not to be taken out of the Library. and of those 
that are to go out under certain restrictions. Conununiter bona pmfundere d e o w  est. 
(Philadelphia, PA: Zachariah Poulson, Junior, Libmian, no. 106, Chesnut-street. Nearly 
opposite to the Bank of North her ica ,  1798) [E(34357); W(254)] 

LiBRARY COMPANY OF PHLADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). FiM supplement to 
the catalogue of books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia. Communiter 
bona profundere deorum est. (Philadelphia, PA: Zachariah Poulson. Junior. Librarian, 
no. 106, Chesnut-street. Nearly opposite to the Bank of Arnerica, 1799) LE(36100); 
W(265)] 

LiBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Sixth supplement 
to the catalogue o b o k s  belonging to the Library Company of Philadetphia. 
(Phiiadelphia, PA: Sachariah Poulson, Jun., Librarian, t 80 1) [S&S(826); Si(3843)l 

LTBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the 
books belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia: to which is preked. a short 



account of the institution, with the charter, laws, and Regulations. (Philadelphia : 
Printed by Bartram & Reynolds, 1807) [S&S(lî9 18); Si(2845)l 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia, PA). A catalogue of 
books, belonging to the Library Company of Philadelphia, Volume lI - Part 1. 
(Philadelphia, PA: Thomas T. Stiles, 1 8 13) [S&S(28943); Si(2846)I 

LiBRARY COMPANY OF PiilLADELPHiA. (Philadelphia, PA). Third supplement to 
volume II part 1 of the catalogue of books belonging to the Library Company of 
Philadelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: M. Carey and Son, 18 18) [S&S(4458 I ); Si(2849) 1 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF READiNG. (Reading, PA). Constitution and rules for the 
govenunent of the Libtary Company of Reading: instituted in April, 1808 : likewise a 
catalogue of books in the Reading Library. (Reading, [PA]: Gottlob Jungrnan, [I808]) 
[S&S(l6038); Si(293O)l 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF SAG-HARBOR. (Say Harbor, NY). Books belonging to the 
Library Company of Sag-Harbor, ( [Sag Harbor, [NY]: Alden Spooner. 1806) 
[S&S(113 15); Si(249 1 )] 

LIBRARY COMPANY OF WLMLNGTON. (Wilmington. DE). A cataiogue of the 
books belonging to the Library Company of Wilmington. (Wilmington. DE: Brynberg 
and Andrews, at the Post-Office, Market-Street, 1789) pr(6973); W( 132)l 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of books, maps. and 
charts belonging to the libmy of the two houses of Congress, Apil 1802. 
(Washington City, DC: William Duane, [l8O2]) [S&S(3259); Si(246)l 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington. DC). [Additional catalogue for the Senate and 
House of Representatives] (Washington City, DC: William Duane, [1802]) [S&S(3259); 
Si(246)I 

LiBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DC). Supplemental catalogue of books. 
maps, and charis belonging to the library of the two houses of Congress, October 1803. 
( Washington City, DC: James D. Westcott, [18O3]) [S&S(S48 1); Si(247)j 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of books, maps, and 
charts belonging to the Iibrary of the two houses of Congress, 1804. (Washington, DC: 
1804) [S&S(7489); Si(248)l 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DG). Catalogue of the books, maps and 
charts belonging to the library established in the Capitol at the city of Washington for 
the two houses of Congress: to which are pretïïed the statutes and bye-laws relative to 
that institution. (Washiagton, DC: A. & G. Way, 1808) [S&S(16373); Si(249)j 



LiBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of the books, maps and 
ch*, belonging to the library established in the Capitol at the city of Washington for 
the two houses of Congress: to which are annexed the statutes and bye laws relative to 
that institution. ( Washington City, DC: Roger C. Weightman, 18 12) [S&S(27 120); 
Si(2SO)l 

LLBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of the Library of the United 
States: to which is annexed, a copious index, alphabetically arranged. (Washington, DC: 
Jonathan Elliot, 181 5) [S&S(36250); Si(25 l)] 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. (Washington, DC). A supplement to the catalogue of the 
Library of Congress. (Washington City. DC: Daniel Rapine, (agent) Capitol Hill, 1820) 
[S(406 l), (MWA); Si(252)J 

LIBRARY SOCIETY IN MEDFIELD. (bledfield, MA). A catalogue of books, together 
with the Constitution of the incorporated Library Society in Medtield, and the names of 
the proprietors. (Dedham, MA. Herman Mann, 18 10) [S&S(20708); Si(127 1 )] 

LIBRARY OF THE THREE MONTHLY MEETINGS OF FRLENDS. (Philadelphia. 
PA). Catalogue of the books belonging to the library of the three rnonthly meetings of 
Friends of Philadelphia: to which is prefixed a brief account of the institution with the 
niles and regulations. (Philadelphia, PA: Printed for the Society, 18 13) [S&S(28586); 
S i(2868)l 

LINCOLN & EDMANDS. (Boston, MA). Lincoln & Edrnands catalogue of books, for 
sale at No. 53, Cornhill. Boston. ([Boston, MA: Lincoln & Edmands, 18 121) [S&S(O), 
W'WI 

LIVINGSTON. ROBERT R. (Clermont, NY). Catalogue of books, in the library of the 
hon. Robert R. Livingsion, of Clermont. February, 1800. (Poughkeepsie, NY: John 
Woods, 1800) E(37839); W(28O) 1 

LOGAMAN LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogus Bibliothecaw Loganianae: 
king a choice collection of books ... Given by the late James Logan Esq; of Philadelphia 
for the use of the publick. (Philadelphia, Peter Miller & Comp., 1760) [E(8715); W(40)] 

LOGAMAN LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the books belonging to the 
Logmian Library; to which is prefmed, a short account of the institution, with the law for 
annexing the said library to that belonging to "The Library Company of Philadelphia," 
and the d e s  regulating the manner of conducting the sarne. (Philadelphia, PA: 
Zachaciah Poulson, Junior, 1795-1 829) [S(34762.4005 1 ), (PPL); Si(2869)I 

LUCAS, FIELDING. (Baltimore, MD). Lucas' law catalogue. ([Baltimore, MD: J. D. 
Toy, 18 1 O(?)]) [S&S(20604)] 



LYCEUM OF NATURAL EUSTORY. (New York, NY). Index to the Library of the 
Lycewn of Naturai History. (New York, NY: J. Seymour, 1830) [C(2818), (PPL); 
Si(23 79)] 

MARTTN'S CiRCULATZNG LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of [William] 
Martin's Circulating Library, at no. 45, Main-street, Boston. ([Boston, MA]: Edmund 
Freeman, 1786) [Br(63 12); W(l l l)] 

MARYLAND CIRCULATNG LIBRARY. (Baltimore, MD). A catalogue of the 
books, &c. belonging to the Maryland Circulating Library, corner of North Charles & 
Conewago Streets, Baltimore. (Baltimore, MD: Frederick G. Schaeffer, corner of 
Second and Gay-Streets, [1822(?)]) [S(2 1 3 1); Si(624)l 

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL [SOCIEW. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books in 
the Massachusetts Historicd Library. (Boston, MA: S. Hall, 1796) [E(30770); W(2 19)] 

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the books, 
pamphlets, newspapers, maps, charts. manuscripts &c., in the library of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society. (Boston, MA: J. Eliot, Jun., 18 1 1) [S&S(25344); Si(856)J 

MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books in the 
library of the Massachusetts Medicd Society: July, 1 8 10. ([Boston, MA. 18 1 O]) 
[S&S(2O69 1 ); Si(868)j 

MECHANIC LIBRARY SOCIETY. (New Haven, CT). The constitution and bye-laws 
of the Mechanic Library Society of New-Haven. with a catalogue of books and list of the 
proprietors. (New Haven, CT: Abel Morse, 1 793) [Br(84 10); W( 1 78)] 

MECHANIC LIBRARY SOCETY. (New Haven, CT). The constitution and bye-laws 
of the Mechanic Library Society of New Haven: with a catalogue of books. (New 
Haven. [Cq: Thomas Green and son, 180 1) [S&S(1008); Si(117)] 

MECHANIC LIBRARY SOCIETY. (New Haven, CT). The constitution and bye-laws 
of the Mechanic Library Society, in New-Haven. With a catalogue of books. ( p e w  
Haven, CT: O. Steele & Co., between 1804 and 18 1 11) [S&S(O), (MWA); Si( 1 1 811 

MECHANICST AND APPRENTICES' LLBRARY. (Providence, EU). Catalogue of the 
Mechanicsf and Apprentices' Library, established by the Association of Mechanics and 
Manufacturers in Providence, R.I. 182 1. (providence, RI]: Miller and Hutchens. 
[between 1821 and 18231) [S(O), (MWA); Si(3O7 l)] 

MECHANICS" AND APPRENTICES' LBRARY. (Providence. Ri). Catalogue ofthe 
Mechanics' and Apprentices' Libmry, established by the Providence Association of 
Mechanics and Manufacniters, in the year 182 1. (Providence, RI: Cranston & 
Knowles, 1830) [C(O), (MWA); Si(3073)] 



MEDFlELD CIRCULATNG LiBRARY. (Medfield, MA). A Catalogue of Books in 
the Circulating Library in Medfietd, with the Names of the Proprietors of said Library. 
(1791) [W), (MWA); W(0)I 

MEDFELD SOCiAL LIBRARY. (Medfield. MA). MedfieId Library. (Dedham, MA: 
Dedham Gazette OEce, [1816]) [S&S(38211); Si(1272)j 

MEDICAL SOCETY OF SOUTH CAROLNA. (Charleston, SC). Laws and 
resolutions of the Medical Society of South-Carolina, instituted at Charleston, December 
24, 1 789: incorpurated lûîh May, 1794, with a list of the members, and a cataIogue of 
the books annexeci. (Charleston, [SC]: Printed sit the Courier Ofice, 1806) 
[S&S( 10843); Si(3 1 7711 

MEIN'S CCRCULATING LLBRARY. A cataiogue of [John] Mein's Circulating Libmy; 
consisting of above twelve hundred volumes, in most branches of polite litenture, arts 
and sciences; viz. history, voyages, travels, lives, memoirs. antiquities, philosophy, 
novels, divinity, physic, surgery, anatomy, arts, sciences, plays, poetry. husbandry, 
navigation, gardening, mathematics law, &c. &c. &c. Which are lent to read, at one 
puund eight shillings, l~wful money, per year; eighteen shillings per half-yesir; or, ten and 
eight pence per quarter; by John Mein. bookseller. at the London Book-Store, second 
door above the British Coffee-House, north-side of King-Street. Boston. This collection 
will be considerably enlarged fiom time to time, and the number of volumes will be more 
than doubled in less than a twelvemonth, if the publisher meets with due encouragement. 
At ihe above place the fiil1 vaiue is given for any libnry or parcel of books. in any 
language or faculty; and books sold or exchanged. (Boston. MA: [McAlpine and 
Fleeming], 1765) [E(10069); W(54)] 

MEEN, JOHN. (Boston, MA). A catalogue of curious and valuable books, to be sold at 
the London Book-Store. [Boston, MA: William McAlpine(?), 17661 [(Br(2686); W(59)I 

MERCANTILE LlBRARY ASSOCIATION. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books, in the 
Mercantile Library, Boston-Sune, 182 1, ([Boston MA]: W. W. Clapp, [l82 11) [S(O), 
(MWA); Si(882)l 

MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK. (New 
York, NY). Constitution, rules. and regulations, of the Mercantile Library Association, 
of the City of New-York, formed November 27,1820; with a complete catalogue orthe 
books belonging thereto. (New York, NY: Manly B. Fowler, at the OfFrce of Van Pelt & 
Spear, no. 95 Pearl-street., 1821) [S(6278), (MWA); Si(2385)l 

h,LERCANT[LE LIBRARY ASSOCiATION OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK (New 
York, NY). Cataiogue of the books belooging to the Mercantile Library Association of 
the city of New-York; : to which are prefixed, the constitution and the d e s  and 



regulations ofthe sanie. (New York, NY: Hopkins & Moms, No. 9 Nassau-Street., 
1825) [S(2 1688), (MWA); Si(2386)l 

MERCANTILE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK. (New 
York, NY). Catalogue of the books belonging to the Mercantile Library Association of 
the c i9  of New-York; to which are prefixed, the constitution, and the rules and 
regulations of the same. (New York, NY: J. & J. Harper, No. 82 CIE-Street., 1828) 
[S(34545), (MWA); Si(2387)l 

MERCANTILE LBRARY ASSOCIATION OF THE CITY OF NEW-YORK. (New 
York, NT). Catalogue of the books belonging to the Mercantile Library Association of 
the city of New-York; to which are prefured, the constitution, and the rules and 
regulations of the sanie. (New York, NY: J. & J. Harper, 1830) [C(28 191, (MWA); 
Si(2388)l 

MERCANTILE LIBRARY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia. PA). Catalogue of the 
Mercantile Li brary of PhiladeIphia. (Philadelphia, PA: 1. Ashmead. 1 823) [S( 1 330 1 ), 
(PPL); Si(2873)l 

MEREDITH BRIDGE SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Meredith Bridge, NH). The act of 
incorporation, and the by-laws of Meredith Bridge Social: instituted December 1803, 
and incorporated June 1807: with the nmes  of the proprietors and a catalogue of the 
books. (Concord, NH: George Hough, for the proprietors, 1808) [S&S(15584); 
Si(1956)l 

MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE. PHiLOMATHESiAN SOCtETY. (Middlebury, VT). 
Catalogue of books, in the library of the Philomathesian Society in Middlebury College. 
(Middlebury, VT: Francis Burnap, 18 19) [S&S(48690); Si(3243)I 

MIDDLETOWN LIBRARY. (Middletown, CT). Cataiogue of books belonging to the 
Middletown library: January 1, 18 18. (Middletown, [CT]: T. Dunning, 1 8 18) 
[S&S(44840); Si( 102)] 

MtLLER, EDWARD. (New York, NY). Catalog of the medical part of [his] lib nry... to 
be sold ...Ap ri1 3, 18 12. (New York, 1812) [S&S(26077)] 

MILLER, JOHN HENRY. (Philadelphia, PA). Heruich Miller. Buchdrucker in der 
Zweyten-strasse, zwischen der Rees- und Wein-stnsse- gegenuber Hem John Lukens, 
dem Grneral-Landmesser, hat folgende Bucher ni verkaufén. [Philadelphia, PA: Hencich 
Miller, 17671 [E( 10690); W(63)l 

M'KEAN, JOSEPH. (Eloston, MA). Catalogue ofthe select library of the late Rev. 
Joseph M'Kean. (Boston, MA: John Eliot, 18 18) [S&S(44657)] 



MONTREAL PUBLIC LIBRARY. (Montreal, Canada). Catalogue of the books, in the 
Montreai library. (Montreai: W. Gray, 182 1) [(MWA)] 

MOORESTOWN LIBRARY COMPANY. (Moorestown, NJ). Constitution and Bye- 
Laws of the Moorestown Library Company, New Jersey [includes list of books]. 
(Philadelphia. PA: W. Hall, Jun. & G. W. Pierie, 1809). [(S&S(18114); Si(2056)l 

MOREAU DE SAINT-MERY, MEDERIC LOUIS ELE, AND COMPANY. 
(Philadelphia, PA)* Catalogue of books, stationary, engravings. mathematical 
instruments, maps, charts, and other goods of Moreau de St. Mery, & Co's. store, no. 84, 
south Front-Street, corner of Wdnut. (Philadelphia, PA: [Moreau de Saint-Meryl, 1795) 
p(29 1 07); W(305)l 

MUNROE & FRANCIS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of London books. at cheap prices, 
just imported at New-York, by Wm. C. Hall, and for saie by Munroe and Francis. no. 
128, Washington-Street, Boston. ([Boston, MA: Munroe & Francis. 1827(?)]) [S(O), 
(M'WI 

MURDEN'S CIRCULATING LLBRARY. (New York, NY). Catalogue of E, M. 
Murden's circulating tibrary & dmatic repository ... (New York. NY: 1823) [S(O), 
(DLC); Si(2408)l 

NANCREDE, PAUL JOSEPH GUERARD DE. (Boston, MA). Joseph Nancrede's 
catalogue of books in the various bmnches of literature; lately imported from London, 
Dublin. Paris, and other capitals of Europe; for sale. wholesale and retail, at his 
bookstore, no. 49 Marlbro' Street, Boston: consisting principally of a variety of 
publications in divinity, law, physic, chemistry, biography, voyages. miscellanies, novels, 
arts and sciences. geography, universal history, navigation, astronomy, mathematicks. 
tmde and manufaçtures, book keeping, &c ... ([Boston, MA: 17961) [E(30833); W(230)l 

NANCREDE, PAUL JOSEPH GUERARD DE. (Boston, MA). Books published by 
Joseph Nancrede, no. 49, Marlborough Street, Boston [includes a list of books for sale 
that were not published by Nancrede]. ([Worcester, MA: Thomas. Son & Thomas, 
17971) [Br( 1001 O); W(241)J 

NANCREDE, PALK JOSEPH GüERARD DE. (Boston, MA). Books:-importation of 
May, 1798. Joseph Nancrede's catalogue of books, just imported h m  London, for sale. 
wholesale and tetail, at his book-store, no. 49, Mar1bro'-street, Boston: consisting 
principdly of a variety of publications in divinity, law, physic, chemistry, biography, 
voyages, miscellrtnies, novels, arts and sciences, geography, universal history. navigation, 
astronomy, mathematics. trade and manufactures, book-keeping. &c. Several of the new 
works, contained in this catalogue, are analyzed and reviewed in the Monthly Review. 
Critical Review, Analytical Review, European Magazine, Monthly Magazine, New 
Annual Register; or in the Medicai Review, Annals of Medicine, or in the Evangelical 
Magazine:-Gendemen deshus of consuithg any of these periodical publications, on 



pacticular books, shall, on application at the above store, be fiirnished with the volume 
wanted. To country bookllers and shopkeepers, purchasers for social Iibmies, and 
ohers who buy in quantities, a considerable abatement will be made h m  the usual retail 
pnces. Ordets from the country, though never so trifling, executed by the fmt 
conveyances, and with as much fidelity as if the persons were present- (Boston, MA: 
1798) P(3416j); W(255)I 

NANCREDE, PAUL JOSEPH GUERAlZD DE. (Boston, MA). Fixed-price catalogue: 
ofa large collection of books ... now selling at reduced prices, by Joseph Nancrede. 
([Boston, MA: Joseph Nancrede, 18031 [S&S(2722)] 

NASH'S CiRCULATNG LIBRARY. (New York, NY). Explanatory catalogue of 
M[eIatiah] Nash's cicculating library, no. 79, Beekman Street, New York: containing in 
general, the title pages of every publication in his collection ... serving also. for a sale 
catalogue. (New York, NY: Sage and Clough, 1803) [S&S(4705); Si(3409)l 

NEWARK LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Newark, NJ). Catalogue of books, belonging to the 
Newark Library Society. (Newark, NJ: W. Tuttle and Co., 1830) [C(O), (MWA); 
Si(2077)I 

NEW BEDFORD LIBRARY. (New Bedford, MA). Catalogue of books, belonging to 
New-Bedford Librmy. 18 12. (pew Bedford, MA: 18 121) [S&S(O), (PPL); Si(133 1 )] 

NEW CASTLE LIBRARY COMPANY. (New Castle, DE). A catalogue of books 
belonging to the New-Castle Library Company, to which are prefixed the Act of 
incorporation. and the By-laws of the Company. (Wilmùigton. [DE]: R. Porter. 18 19) 
[S&S(4883 1); Si(198)l 

NEW CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). A catdogue of the New Circulating 
Library kept at no, 82. Newbury Street, to which is prefixed. the conditions of said 
library. (Boston, MA: Munroe & Francis, 1804) [S&S(6866); Si(893)l 

NEW CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Newport, Ri), Catalogue of the New Circulating 
Library, no. 93 Thames Street, Newport, Rhode Island. (Bristol. RI: Golden Dearth, 
1808) [S&S(15708); Si(2985)I 

NEW HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL SOCIETY. (Concord, NH). Laws of the New- 
Hampshire Medicd Society's Library. "A Catalogue of Books in the Library of the 
New-Hampshire Medical Society", pp. 6-16. [Concord, NH: t 807 [S&S(lXO 1 ); 
Si(I854)l 

NEW HAVEN LlBRARY COMPANY. (New Haven, CT). The constitution and bye- 
laws of the New-Haven Library Company, together with the act of incorporation and a 
catalogue of boo ks. (pew Haven, CE 18 151) [S&S(35969); Si(120)J 



NEWToN LIBRARY. (Newton, [MA]?). Catalogue of Books, 1790. [MSS at PHi, 
Society Collection] 

NEWTON LBRARY SOCIETY. (Newton, MA). Constitution of the Newton Library 
Society. [(Newton, MA: 1799)](?) [Br( 10886); W(266)l 

NEW YORK KiSTORiCAL SOCIETY. (New York, NY). Catalogue of the Books. 
Tracts, Newspapers, Maps, Charts, Views, Portraits. and Manuscripts, in the LIBRARY 
of the New York Historical Society. (New York. NY: J. Seymour. 1813) [S&S(29353); 
Si(X 1211 

NEW YORK HOSPITAL. (New York, NY). "Catalogue of books belonging to the 
New-York Hospital 1ibm-f"' in An Account of the New York Hospital. (New-York, 
NY: Collins & Co., 1804) [S&S(6922); Si(34I 7)] 

NEW YORK HOSPITAL. (New York NY). "Catalogue of books belonging to the 
New-York Hospital library ", in An account of the New-York Hospital. (New-York, NY: 
Collins & Co., 18 1 1) [S&S(23958); Si(X l8)] 

NEW YORK HOSPITAL. (New York, NY). A cataiogue of the books belonging to the 
Library of the New York Hospital, and the regulations For the use of the same. (New 
York, NY: Collins & Co.. 18 18) [S&S(45070); Si(2419)l 

NEW YORK HOSPITAL. (New York, NY). A catalogue of the books belonging to the 
library ofthe New-York Hospitd; and the regulations for the use of the same. (New 
York, NY: G. F. Hopkins & Son, 1829) [S(40479), (MWA); Si(2420)l 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York, NY). A catalogue of the books 
belonging to the New-York Society Library. (New York. N: H. Gaine, [1758]) [E(8217); 
WO 111 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York. NY). The charter, and bye-laws. of the 
New-York Society Library; with a catalogue of the books belonging to the said Library. 
(New York, NY: H. Gaine. I773) E(12895); W(88)] 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York, NY). The charter. bye-laws. and 
names of the members of the New York Society Library, With a catiilogue of the books 
belonging to the said Li brary. (New York, NY: Hugh Gaine, 1789) [E(220 18); W(13 j)] 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York, NY). Continuation of the cadogue of 
the New-York Society Library- [(New York, NY: Hugh Gaine. 1791)I [E(23618); 
W(1 XI)] 

NEW YORK SOClETY LIBRARY. (New York, NY). A farther continuation of the 
catalogue of books belonging to the New-Yock Society Library, with the names of the 



additional mernbers of the said Society. (New York. NY: Thomas & James Swords, 
1 792) [E(246 10); W(163)] 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York, NY). The charter, bye-laws, and 
names of the mernbers of the New York Society Library: with a catalogue of the books 
belonging to the said Library. (New York, NY: T. &J. Swords, 1793) CE(25915); 
W( 1 79)1 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York, NY), A supplementacy catalogue of 
the books belonging to the New York Society Library, which have k e n  added since the 
year 1793. (New York, NY: T. & J. Swords, 1800) [E(38099); W(281)l 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York. NY). A catalogue of the books 
belonging to the New York Society Library, together with the charter and by-laws of the 
same. (New York, NY: C. S. Van Winkle, 1813) [S&S(29360); Si(2427)l 

NEW YORK SOCIETY LIBRARY. (New York. NY). Supplement to the catalogue of 
the books belonging to the New-York Society Library. (New York, NY: C. S. Van 
Winkle, 1825) [S(O), (MWA); Si(2428)I 

NEW YORK TRADE SALE, [SECOND]. Catalogue of books to be sold without 
reserve, in lots to suit the trade, on Tuesday moming ... at the Panorama Sales Room, 157. 
Broadway, on the following tenns ... ([New York, NY: 18301) [C(O), (MWA)] 

NEW YORK WTARIAN BOOK SOCIETY. (New York, NY). Annual Report of the 
New-York Unitanan Book Society. with the Rules of the Society, and Catalogues of the 
Library and Tracts, for 1823. (New York, NY: Joseph C. Spear. 1823) [S(13579). 
(PPAmP); Si(243j)l 

NOEL, GARRAT. (New York. NY). [Catalogue of books sold by Garrat Noel. at the 
Bible in Dockstreet]. ([New York. NY: 1754(?)] [E(O), (MWA); W(23)] 

NOEL, GARRAT. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books in history, divinity, law, arts 
and sciences, and the seveml parts of polite literature; to be soid by Gamt Noel, 
bookseller in Dock-street, New York. (New York, NY: H. Gaine. 1755) rE(7219); 
W(2W 

NOEL. GARRAT. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books, in history, divinity, law, 
physic, arts and sciences, and the severai parts of polite literature; to be sold, by Garrat 
Noel, and Company, booksellers and stationers, next door to the Merchant's 
Coffke-House, fronting the Meal-Market. (New York, NY: H. Gaine. 1759) [E(8J47); 
W(33)I 

NOEL, GARRAT. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books, &c. sold by Garrat N d ,  
bookseller and stationer, fiom London, at his store next door to the Merchant's 



Coffee-House, consisting of history, divinity, law, physic, surgery, military, miscellany, 
philosophy, mathematicks, antiquity, trade & commerce, husbandry, gardening, and 
fknkry, clasicks and school books, novels, poems, plays, &c ...(N ew York, NY: Hugh 
Gaine, 1 762) [E(9222); W(44)] 

NOEL. GARRAT, AND EBENEZER HAZARD. (New York, NY). A catalogue of 
books, sold by Noel and Hazard, at their book and stationary store, next door to the 
Merchants Coffee-House, where the public may be fimished with al1 sorts of books and 
paper. As aiso, blank books, and every other kind of stationary ware, at reasonable rates, 
by wholesale and retail. Country stores are supplied on reasonable ternis for cash. with 
Bibles, common prayer books, testaments, psalters, Watts's Psalms and Hymns, 
primmets, Child's New Plaything, Dilworth's Spelling Book, and School-master's 
Assistant, Entick's Spelling Dictionary, Best Young Man's Companion, paper of al1 sorts, 
ink-powder, slates, slate pencils, bonnet and press paper, &c. &c. &c. (New York, NY: 
Inslee and Car., 1 77 1 ) [E( 12 1 68); W(76)] 

NORFOLK CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Dedham, MA). Catalogue of the Norfolk 
Circulating Library. Embracing history, philosophy, theology, physic, biography, 
voyages and travels, novels suid romances, magazines and reviews, plays, miscellanies, 
&c. alphabetically arranged. [Quotation from Aristotle: tive lines]. (Dedham [MA], H. 
&. W. H. Mann. 1823) [S(O), (MWA); Si(1096)l 

NORRiSTOWN LlsRARY COMPANY. (Norristown, PA). The act of incorporation, 
bye-hws, and catalogue of books, of the Norristown Library Company. (Philadelphia. 
PA: John Ormrod, 1799) p(35982); W(267)] 

NOTTiNGHAM SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Nottingham. NH). Rules and Regulations of 
the Nottingham Social Library [includes a cataiogue of books]. (Nottingham. NH: 
1802) [S&S(28 15); Si(1977)l 

PARKER, WILLIAM SEWALL. (Troy, NY). Catalogue of books for sale: wholesale 
or retsiii, at the Troy bookstore, by Obadiah Penniman & Co. (Troy. [Nv:  O. 
Penniman and CO.. 1803) [S&S(4822) J 

PARKER & BLISS. (Troy, NY). Catalogue of books for sale. wholesale or retail, at 
the Troy Bookstore, sign of the Bible / by Parker & Bliss. (Troy, WY]: Parker & 
Bliss. 1807) [S&S(133 15)] 

PARSONS, THEOPHILUS. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the library of the Hon. 
Theophilus Parsons to be sold by auction March lst, 1814, at the store of Francis 
Amory. (Boston, MA: 18 i 4) [S&S(32442)] 

PARTRIDE, CAPT. ALDEN [auctioned by Wiggins & Pearson]. (New York, NY). 
Catalogue of and valuable Latin, Greek & French classics. together with a rich 
colkction of English, French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese works; to be sold at 



auction, by Wiggins & Pearson, on Tuesday evening, Aug. 1,1826. ([New York . NY: 
18361) [$(O), (MWA)l 

PAWLET LIBRARY. (Pawlet, VT). Constiiution, and catalogue, of Pawlet Library. 
(Bennington, VT: Anthony Haswell, 1799) E(36056); W(268)l 

PAYNE, JONAS, and PHILiP HEARN. (Savannah, GA). A catalogue of books, to be 
sold, at Payne and Uearn's book store on the bay, Savannah. for cash or produce. 
([Savannah, GA: James and Nicholas Johnston, 17901) [E(22755); W( 14 1 )] 

PEARSON, JOHN. (New York, NY). Catalogue of a superb pnvate library of the f nest 
London editions, [alnd bound in the most expensive style of morocco, calf, and Russia ... 
also, several encyclopaedias, and other rare works. To be sold at auction, on Saturday, 
July 10th ... by John Pearson, at the New-York Long Room, 169 Broadway. ([New York. 
NY: 18301) [C(O), (MWA)] 

PEIRCE, CHARLES. (Portsmouth. NH). Valuable medicines. just nceived tiom Lee 
and Co's. Patent and Family Medicine Store, Baltimore, and for sale by Charles Peirce, ai 
the Columbian Book-store, no. 5, Daniel-street. Portsmouth, New Hampshire [includes 
list of books], ([Portsmouth, NH: 18001) [E(383 10); W(282)] 

PEIRCE, CHARLES. (Portsmouth, NH). Catalogue of books for sale and circulation by 
Charles Peirce; at his brick book-store, in ... Portsmouth. New Hampshire. (Portsmouth. 
NH: Charles Peirce, 1 806) [S&S(11113)] 

PEIRCE, CHARLES. (Ponsmouth, NH). Classical book-store. a few doors east of the 
parade, no. 5, Daniel-Street. Portsmouth, New-Hampshire. Charles Peirce has ken. for 
sometime past, endeavoring to collect and fumish his store with a very general assortment 
of classical and school books, together with such instructive miscellaneous productions as 
are oçcasionally introduced into schools and academies. ([Portsmouth, NH: 18 1 O]) 
[S&S(O), (MW41 

PEIRCE, CHARLES. (Portsmouth, NH). C. Peirce's Catalogue of ciassical & school 
books: also. seamen's and singing books. military discipline, blank books. stationary 
[sic], &c. (Portsmouth, M-i: 18 12) [S&S(2640 l)] 

PERCE, CHARLES. (Portsmouth, NH). Medical, physical, anatomical, surgical, 
obstetrical, chernical, minerologicai [sic], and botanical books, for sale by Cha's Peirce, at 
no. 5, Daniel-Street, Portsmouth, N.H. t 8 12. ([Portsmouth, NU: 18 121) [S&S(O), 
(M'WI 

PELHAM. WiLLiAM. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books for sale by W. Pelham. no. 
59 Comhill, Boston. ([Boston? MAI: E. Lincoln, 1802) [S&S(2859)] 



PELHAM, WILLIAM. (Bostoq MA). Catalogue ofjuvenile books and henry toys for 
sale by William Pelham, no. 59, Comhill, Boston. ([Boston, MA]: 1810) [S&S(21010)] 

PELHAMS CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). William Pelham respecttùlly 
solicits the attention of the public to the foltowing conditions of his circulating library, no. 
59, CornhiIl, Boston. (poston, MA: 17961 [E(O), (MWA); W(222)l 

PELHAM'S CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of Pelham's 
Circulating Library, no. 59 Comhill: consisting ofa chosen assortment of books in the 
various branches of literature. (Charlestown, MA: Samuel Etheridge, 180 1 ) 
[S&S(I 1 10); Si(898)I 

PENNIMAN & BLISS. (Lansingburgh, NY). A catidogue of books, classicai, scientific, 
and miscellaneous dso, of various articles of stationary [sic], which will be sold at the 
New-York price, wholesale oc retail, by Penniman & Bliss, at the Lansingburgh 
bookstore, sign of Shakespeare's head. ([Lansingburgh, NY? 1: 1805) [S&S(9 1 14)] 

PENNSYLVANIA H0SPiTA.L. (Philadelphiii, PA). A catalogue of the medical library. 
belonging to the Pennsylvania Hospital; : exhibiting the names of authors and editors, in 
aiphabetical order, and an arrangement of them under distinct heads. iUso, a list of 
articles contained in the anatomical museum; and the rules of the museurn, and of the 
library. (Philadelphia, PA: Archibdd Bartram. 1806) [S&S( 1 1 13 1 ); Si(Z888)l 

PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL. (Philadelphia, PA). A catalogue of the medical library, 
belonging to the Pennsylvania Hospital; : exhibiting the narnes of authors and editors in 
alphabetical order; 6 t h  an index of the subjects of the books. taken principaily from the 
most striking words in the titles; also. some additional regulations relative to the libnry.,. 
Part II. ( Philadelphia, PA: James P. Parke. 18 18) [S&S(45262); Si(2889)J 

PENNSYLVANIA HOSPITAL. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the Medical Library 
of the Pennsylvania Hospital. (Philadelphia, PA: T. A. Conrad, 1829) [S(J00 12). 
(MWA); Si(3890)j 

PENNSYLVANiA STATE LIBRARY. (Harrisburg, PA). A catalogue of the 
miscellaneous books belonging to the State Library of Pennsylvania. (HIrrrisburg, [PA]: 
John Wyeth, 18 18) [S&S(45263); Si(3725)j 

PHKADELPHIA ATHENAEUM. (Phitadelphia, PA). Charter and by-laws of the 
Athenaeum of Philadelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: S. Roberts, 1820) [S(159), (DLC); 
Si(2797)l 

PHILADELPHIA CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the 
Philadelphia Circulating Library: no. 74, South Fourth Street, near Walnut Street. 
Comprising a choice selection of the most approved authors in the various departments 



of literature: together with a collection of plays perhaps the most extensive in the United 
States. (Philadelphia, PA: Thomas H. Palmer, 1 824) [S(l7608), (MWA); Si(28%)] 

PUDELPHIA COMPANY OF PIUNTERS AND BOOKSELLERS. (Philadelphia, 
PA). A catalogue of books, published by the different members of the Philadelphia 
Company of Printers and BookseIlers, and now for sale, at Mathew Carey's Book-store, 
no. 1 18, Market-street. (Philadelphia, PA: D. Hurnphreys, 1794) Pr(8823); W(193)] 

PHiLADELPHiA TRADE SALE, [SEVENTH]. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of 
books to be sold to booksellers only, on Monday, September 17th. at 9 o'clock am. By 
M. Thomas, auctioneer. ([Philadelphia, PA]: l82q) [S(O), (MWA)] 

PHILADELPWA TRADE SALE, [ELEVENTH]. (Philadelphia, PA). Cataiogue of 
books, to be sold to booksellers only, on Tuesday 8th September, at 9 o'clock a.m. By M. 
Thomas, auctioneer. ([Philadelphia, PA : 18391) [S(O), (MWA)] 

PLAN of the book auction to be the first of July next. (Savannah, GA), ([Savannah, GA: 
James and Nicholas Johnston. 179 11) [E(23702); W(15 l)] 

PORTLAND ATHENAEUM. (Portland, ME). Catalogue of the books in the Portland 
Athenaeurn, with the by-laws and regulations of the institution. (Portland [MEI: Shirley 
& Hyde, 1828) [S(34848), (MWA); Si(555)I 

PORTLAND ATHENAEüM. (Portland. ME). Catalogue of books purchased for the 
Athenaeum in 1828 and 1829. ([Portland, ME?]) [S(O). (MWA); Si(S55)J 

PORTLAND LIBRARY. (Portland, ME). By laws of the proprietors of the Portland 
Library, with the names of the proprietors, and cataiogue of the books. (Portland [ME]: 
Thomas B. Wait. 1806) [S&S(lll96); Si(562)l 

PORTLAND LIBRARY. (Portland. ME). By laws of the proprietors of the Portland 
Library, with the names of the proprietors. and catalogue of the books. (Portland [ME]: 
A. & J. Shelley, 1815) [S&S(35683); Si(564)J 

PORTLAND LIBRARY. (Portland, ME), By-laws of the propnetors of Portland 
Library, with the names of the proprietors, and catalogue of the books. (Portland. [ME]: 
Hill, Edwards & Co., 1826) [S(S58 12)> (MWA); Si(566)l 

PORTSMOUTH APPRENTICES' LiBRARY. (Portsmouth, NH)- Catalogue of books. 
belonging to the Portsmouth Apprentices' Library. (Portsmouth, NH: Printed at the 
Gazette ofice, 1824) [S(O), (MWA); Si(2000)] 

POTïER LBRARY COMPANY. (Bristol, RI). The by-laws and caîaîogue of the Potter 
Library Company, in the town of Bristol, and state of Rhode-Island. (Warren, RI: 
Nathaniel Phillips, 1800) [E(3 7049); W(283)l 



PRICHARD, WLLiAM. (Philadelphia, PA). A catalogue of a scarce and valuable 
collection of books, in various languages, arts, and sciences; instructive and entertaining: 
consisting of histoty, biography, voyages, philosophy, politics, husbandry, letters, 
mathematics, novels, poetry, philosophy, travels, navigation, mde, gardening, plays, 
architecture, debates, classics, law, physic, divinity, &c. which are now selling by 
William Prichacd, bookseller and stationer, at the Arnerican Circulating Library, opposite 
Letitia-Court, Market-Street. Philadelphia. Who gives a generous price for any library or 
parcel of books. ([Philadelphia, PA: 17853) [E(19205): W(107)] 

PRICHARD, WILLIAM. (Philadelphia, PA). William Prichard's catalogue of books, 
&c. &c. ([Philadelphia, PA: 17891) E(2 1405); W(134)] 

PiüESTLY, JOSEPH. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the library of the late Dr. Joseph 
Priestley: containing many very scarce and valuable books. (Philadelphia, PA: Thomas 
Dobson, 1 8 1 6) [S&S(38706)] 

PRINCETON LiBRARY COMPANY. (Princeton, NJ). Catalogue of Books belonging 
to the Princeton library Company. (Princeton, NJ: D. A. Bonenstein. [1825]) [S(21974), 
(PHi); Si(2094)l 

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY. PHILOLOGIC AL SOCIETY. (Princeton, NJ). 
Catalogue of Books belonging to the Library of the Philological Society of Nassau-Hall, 
together with those deposited for the use of its members. (Princeton. NJ: Connoly & 
Madden, 1828) {S(34888), (PPAmP); Si(2093)l 

PROVDENCE LIBRARY. (Providence, RI). Catalogue of dl the books. belonging to 
the Providence Library. N.B. Those macked thus [*] are such books as were saved in the 
proprietors hands. when the late Library was bumt. (Providence, RI: Waterman and 
Russell, 1768) [E( 1 105 1); W(66)] 

PROVIDENCE LiBRARY COMPANY. (Providence, Ri). Charter and By-laws of the 
Providence Library Company, and a catalogue of the books of the library. (Providence 
IRI]: Miller and Hutchens, 18 18) [S&S(45450); Si(3O9 1 )] 

QüiNCY PUBLIC LIBRARY. (Quincy, MA). Deeds and other documents reiating to 
the several pieces of land, and to the Library presented to the t o m  of Quincy, by 
President Adams, together with a Catalogue of the Books. (Cambridge, MA: Hilliard 
and Metcalf, 1823) [S( 1 1 j29), (MWA); Si(l428)l 

RAGUET, CLAUDIUS PAUL, (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of French, and other 
books, for sale by Claudius P. Raguet, in Front-street, between Chesnut and 
Walnut-streets, and nearly opposite to the City Vendue, Philadelphia. [Philadelphia, PA: 
Carey, Stewart, and Co., 17901 pr(7483): W(143)I 



REDWOOD LIBRARY COMPANY. (Newport, Ri). A catalogue of the books 
belonging to the Company of the Redwood-Library, in Newport, on Rhode-Island. 
(Newport, RI: S. Hall, 1764) [E(9764); W(50)l 

REDWOOD LIBRARY AND ATHENAEUM. (Newport, Ri). Catalogue of the 
Books, belonging to the Redwood Library Company. (Newport. RI: Rousmaniere & 
Barber, 18 16) [S&S(38763): Si(2993)I 

RELIGIOUS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. (Philadelphia, PA). The First Annual 
Address, reaci before the Religious Histoncal Society, May 70th. 181 7, by Samuel B. 
Wylie, D.D. ...k ontains, 'The Library"]. [S&S(46887); Si(2903)I 

REMMEY, JOHN. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books: consisting of history, 
biography ... (New York, NY: E. Sargeant, 1809) [S&S(18493)] 

REMMEY, JOHN. (New York, NY). A catalogue of books, in various languages, 
consisting of divinity. history, ..- voyages and iravels, &c.. &c., &c., belonging to John 
Remmey's library. Manhattan Wells. (New York, NY: E. Conrad. 1813) [S&S(29642); 
Si(?&)] 

REMMEY. JOHN. (New York, NY). Second supplement, August 1, 18 16. ([New 
York, NY: E. Conrad. 18 161) [S&S(37 194)] 

LUCE, HENRY. AND COMPANY. (Philadelphia. PA). Rice and Co. book-sellers and 
stationers, south side of Market street, next door but one to Second-street, Philadelphia; 
have imported in the 1 s t  vessels from London. Dublin. and Glasgow. a large and geneml 
assortment of books, and stationary ware, which they will dispose of by wholesale and 
retail on very moderate terms; among which are... ([Philadelphia. PA: 1789(?)j) 
[Br(705 1); W(135)I 

LUCE, HENRY AND PATRICK. (Philadelphia, PA). Henry & Patrick Rice's catalogue 
of a large and valuable collection of books, in the several branches of ancient and modem 
literature. for 1795. To be sold, wholesale and retail. at their book and stationary-store, 
no. So, Market-street, Philadelphia. (Philadelphia. PA: H. & P. Rice, [1795 1) [Br(9273); 
W ( W 1  

N E ,  HENRY AND PATR[CK. (Philadelphia, PA). Henry & Patrick Rice's catalogue 
of a large and valuable collection of books, in the severai branches of ancient and modem 
literature. For 1796. To be sold, wholesale and retail, at their book and stationary-store. 
no. 16, S. Second-Street, Philadelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: H- & P. Rice. [1796]) 
pr(9683); W(224)] 

EüCHARDSON, JOHN, (Philadelphia, PA). Juvenile catalogue. or A list of children's 
books. For de, at John Richardson's book store, no. 3 2 Market Street. (Philadelphia. 
PA: [John Richardson], 1817) [S&S(O), (MWA)] 



RICHE, CHARLES. (Burlington, NJ). Catalogue of Books belonging to Charles 
Riche. (August 13, 18 14) [MSS at PHi, Sociefy Collection] 

RICHMOND LIBRARY. (Richmond, VA). A catalogue of books belonging to the 
Richmond Library. (Richmond, [VA]: Thomas Nicolson, 1801) [S&S(1254); 
Si(3282)l 

RILEY, 1. AND CO. (New York, NY). A priced catalogue of law-books, to be had at 
the law repository of 1. Riley and Co. (New York, NY: i. Riley & Co., 1806) 
[S&S(11213)] 

EüWGTON, JAMES, AND SAMUEL BROWN. (New York, NY: Philadelphia, PA). 
A catalogue of books, sold by Rivington and Brown, booksellers and stationers from 
London, at their stores, over against the Golden Key, in Hanover-Square, New-York: and 
over against the London Coffee-House, in Philadelphia. At both which places will be 
round, a constant supply of books. with al1 the new articles as they are published in 
Europe; and fiom whence al1 orders directed to them tiom the country, whether in a 
wholesak or retail way, will be punctually complied with. ([Philadelphia. PA]?: 1762) 
[E(9259); W(45)I 

ROBMSON'S CtRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Baltimore. MD). Catalogue of Robinson's 
Circulating Library: comprising nearly seven thousand volumes of books in the various 
departments of literature, which are loaned for penisal by the year, haif-year. quarter. or 
single volume, kept at no. 96 Market-Street, Baltimore. ([Baltimore. MD]: 1816) 
[S&S(38824); Si(643)J 

ROBWSON'S CRCULATING LIBRARY. (Baitimore, MD). First supplement for 
1816 to the Catalogue of Robinson's Circulating Libcary, no. 96, Market-Street . 
(Baltimore. MD: 18 16) [S&S(38825); Si(643)I 

ROMEYN, JOHN B. (New York, NY). Catalogue of the splendid and valuable private 
library of the late Rev. John B. Romeyn, D, D. of New-York; to be sold at the New- 
York public sales room, no. 80 Broadway, two doors from Wall-Street, by Thomas Bell 
& Co. The sale to commence on Tuesday evening, 10th of May next. (New-York, NY: 
1 825) [ S ( E  123, (MWA)] 

ROSS, JOSEPH, AND GEORGE DOUGLAS. (Petersburgh, VA). A catalogue of 
books, &c. now selling by Ross & Douglas, booksellers and stationers, Petersbugh. 
N.B.-As they expect ksh supplies of books and stationary fiom both Europe and 
Phifadelphia, new or additional catalogues will be published occasionally. [4-Iine 
quotation encouraging readimg.] (Petersbugh, [VA]: Jan. 1800) IE(38237); W(284)I 



ROUSMANIERE, LEWIS. (Newport, RI). A catalogue of approved books, in 
English, French, Spanish, Greek, Latin ... forming a most extensive and universal 
assortment for sale ... by L. Rousmaniere. ([Newport, RI]: 1807) [S&S(lX 18)J 

ROXBURY L I B W Y ,  (Roxbury, MA). A catalogue of the books compnsing the 
Roxbury Libraiy. (Boston, MA: BeIlamy and Green, 18 19) [S&S(49330); Si( l M)] 

ROXBURY LIBRARY. (Roxbury, MA). Cataiogue of books in the Roxbury Library. 
September, 1829. (Boston, MA: Munroe and Francis, 1829) [S(O), (MWA); Si(l443)j 

RUSSELL, JOSEPH, AND SAMUEL CLAP. (Boston, MA). On Tuesday moming, 
16th October, at kn o'clock, will be sold by public vendue, at Russell and Clap's 
Auction-Roorn, the following collection of books, viz ([Boston. MA: I792(?)]) 
[Br(8 133); W(1 a)] 

RUTGERS, HARMON G. (New York, Nr). Catalogue of books, for sale by H. G. 
Rutgers. no. 145, Pearl Street, on Saturday evening, December 1st. at 6 o'clock. (New 
York, NY: Isaac Collins, [l798]) [Br( 10505); W(257)J 

RUTGERS, HARMON G. AND COMPANY. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books, 
for sale by H. G. Rutgers & Co. no. 145, Pearl-Street, on Saturday evening, January Eth, 
at 6 o'clock. ([New York, NY: Isaac Collins, 17991) [E(35946); W(369)j 

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH. (Harper's Ferry). First Annual Report of the Managers of the 
BenevoIent Society of the Pacish of St. Andrew's. [contains "Catalogue of Books in St. 
John's Church Libnry. Harper's Ferry. Edward Wager. Librarian. ] (Shepherd's Town. 
VA: John N. Snider. t 8 17) [S&S(42030); Si(3306)l 

ST. PAUL'S CHLRCH. (Boston, MA). Cataiogw and by-laws of the Sem Library of 
St. Paul's Church. Boston. Also. the catalogue of the Sunday SchooI library of St. Paul's 
C hurch. (Boston, MA: John Cotton 1827) [S(O), (MWA); Si(904)l 

SALEM ATHENAEUM. (Salem. MA). Catalogue of the books belonging to the Salem 
Athenaeum, with the by-laws and regulations. (Salem. [MA]: Thomas C. Cushing, 
181 1) [S&S(23864); Si(1 J82)] 

SALEM ATHENAEUM. (Salem, MA). Catalogue of the books belonging to the Salem 
Athenaeum, with the by-laws and regulations. (Salem, [MA]: W. Palhy, Jun., 18 18) 
[S&S(4% 16); Si( 1483)] 

SALEh4 ATHENAEUM. (Salem, MA). Cataiogue of the books belonging to the Salem 
Athenaem with the by-Iaws and regulations. (Salem w], Warwick Palfiay, 1826): 
[S(26006); Si(1484)l 



SALEM BOOKSTORE AND CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Salem, MA). Catalogue of 
the Saiem Book-store and Circulating Library / by John Dabney. (Salem [MA]: 1813) 
[S&S(28264); Si(1452)l 

SALEM EVANGELICAL LIBRARY. (Salem, MA). Rules & by-laws of the Salem 
Evangelical Library: Instituted Feb. 7, 18 18. ([Saiem, MA]: W. Palhy, Jr.. [18 181) 
[S&S(45620); Si(1489)l 

SALEM MECHANIC LIBRARY. (Salem, MA). Rules and By-laws of the Salem 
Mechanic Library. Instituted Aug. 1820 (Salem, MA: W. PalFray, Jun., 1823) [S(6704), 
(MW A); Si(1 W ) ]  

SALEM SOCIAL LIBRARY OF RELIGION AND LITERAWRE. (Salem. MA). 
Rules and regulations of the Salem Social Library of Religion and Literature. (Salem. 
MA]:  Haven Pool, 1807) [S&S(l3jJO); Si(1 jO3)] 

SECOND CONGREGATIONAL SOCIETY. (Concord, NH). Catalogue of books in the 
library of the Sahbath School. Second Congregational Society. Concord, April. 1830. 
([Concord, NH: 18301) [C(O), (MWA); Si(1859)l 

SECOND SOCIAL LIBRARY OF MEDFELD. (Medfield, MA). A catalogue ot'the 
Second Social Library of Medfield. (Boston, MA: W. W. Clapp. 1828) [S(O, (MWA): 
Si( t 273)1 

SECOND SOCIAL LIBRARY IN THE TOWN OF BOSTON. (Boston. MA). A 
catalogue of books in the Second Social Library in the Town ot' Boston. instituted 
January, 1805, incorporated 1806. (Boston, MA: Emenld Printing QtTice. L 808) 
[S&S(t6161); Si(913)l 

SEWALL, SAMUEL. (Cambridge. MA). Catalogue OC the libmry of the Iate Chief 
Justice Sewall. to be soldat auction Sept. 2, 18 14, at the store of Whitwell & 
Bond ...( Cambridge, [MA]: Hilliard and MetcalF. 1 8 14) [S&S(3 1 1 O?)] 

SHAKESPEARE CRCULATING LIBRARY. (Boston. MA). Catalogue of books in the 
new circulating library, No. 1 1, Marlborof-Street. (Boston, MA: Printed for Charles 
Cailender, librarian, T. G. Bangs, printer, 18 15) [S&S(3 59 1 1): Si(9 15) 1 

SHAKESPEARE CIRCULATING LCBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the 
Shakspeare [sic] Circulating Library ... to which additions are continually making. 
(Boston, MA: Printed for Charles Callender, libracian and propnetor, 18 19) 
[S&S(47495); Si(9 16)] 

SHALLUS'S CiRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue [copy viewed 
missing pp. 1 1-14]. (Phiiadelphia, PA: 1809) [S&S(O), (DLC); Si(2907) 



SHAWANGUNK SOCETY LIBRARY. (Newburgh, NY). Catalogue of books in the 
Shawangunk Society Library. ([Newburgh, NY: 18271) [S(O), (MWA); Si(Z465)l 

SHORES' CIRCULATtNG LIBRARY. (Portsmouth, NH). Catalogue ofJames F. 
Shores' Circulating Library. Containing history, biography, voyaegs [sic], travels, 
magazines, novels, taies, romances and plays, alphabetically arranged. (Portsmouth, 
PH]: Printed for James F. Shores. R. Foster, printer, 1821) [S(O), (MWA); Si(2012)l 

SMITH, JOEL. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of valuable books, to be sold by Joel Smith, 
at his auction room, no. 36, Washington Street, this evening .... June 2d, 1827. ([Boston, 
MA]: Bellamy & Newell[182TJ) [S(O), (MWA)] 

SMITH, SOLOMON, AND JOSEPH COIT. (Hartford, CT). Hartford, 5th July. 1773. 
Just imported from London, and to be sold, at a moderate advance, by Smith and Coit. at 
their store east of the Court-House in Hartford, a universal assortment of dmgs and 
medicines, painter's colours, and grocery articles; together with the following books. &c. 
([Hartford, CT: 17731) [Br(3644); W(90)] 

SOCiAL LAW LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). Rules and catalogue of the Social Law 
Library, (Boston. MA: John Eliot, 18 14) [S&S(32809); Si(919)l 

SOCIAL LAW LIBRARY. (Boston. MA). Rules and catalogue of the Social Law 
Library. (Boston, [MA]: Phelps and Farnham, 1824) [S(l8027), (M WA); Si(920)I 

SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Deerîield, MA). Catalogue of books in the Social Library. 
Deerfield. (Deerfield, MA: Charles J. Newcomd [sic], 18 18) [S&S(43824); Si(\ 1 Oz)] 

SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Oxford, MA). A catalogue of books belonging to the Social 
Library in Oxford, March 1st. 18 18, with their prices annexed. ([Worcester. MA]?: 
1 8 181) [S&S(O), (MWA); Si(l40Z)l 

SOCIAL LIBRARY IN BEVERLY. (Beverly, MA). Laws and Regulations for the 
Social Library in Beverly. (Salem, MA: Joshua Cushing, 1805) [S&S(9388); Si(7O l)] 

SOCiAL LIBRARY OF BRENTWOOD. (Brentwood, NH). Rules and regulations of 
the Social Library of Brentwood, adopted Sep. 5, 1803. (Exeter, m[NHl: M e t  & Noms, 
1806) [S&S(11393); Si(1835)I 

SOCIAL LiBRARY COMPANY. (New Haven, CT). The constitution and bye-laws 
of the Social Library Company: together with a catalogue of books. (New Haven, 
[Cn: Oliver Steele, 1808) [S&S(15730); Si(122)I 

SOCiAL LIBRARY COMPANY. (New Haven, CT). The constitution and bye-laws of 
the Social Library Company: together with the act of incorporation, and a catalogue of 
books. (New Haven, [CT]: Joseph Barber, 18 12) [S&S(5 1224): Si(123)J 



SOCtAL LBRARY CN FALL iUVER. (Fall River, MA). Catalogue of books. [Fall 
River, MA?: 1826?] [S(O), (MWA); Si(1136)I 

SOCiAL LJBRARY IN NEWBURYPORT. (Newburyport, MA). The by-laws and 
catalogue of books of the Social Library in the town of Newburyport. (Newburyport, 
[MA]: Allen & Stickney, 1802) [S&S(3092); Si(1365)J 

SOCIAL LIBRARY IN NEWBURYPORT. (Newburyport, MA). By-laws and 
caîaiogue of books of the Social Librq in the town of Newburyport. (Newburyport. 
[MA]: W. and J. Gilman, 1810) [S&S(20912); Si(1366)J 

SOCIAL LLBRARY IN NEWBURYPORT. (Newburyport, MA). Catalogue of books 
belonging to the proprietors of the Newburyport Social Library: saved tiom the late fire 
and to be sold at public auction on Wednesday, August 2 1, 18 1 1, at IO o'clock A.M. 
([Salem, MA]: W. & J. Gilman, [1811]): [S&S(23560); Si(1367)I 

SOCiAL LlBRARY iN SALEM. (Salem, MA). Bylaws and regulations of the 
incorporated proprietors of the Social Libnry in Salem. ([Salem, MA: Thomas C. 
Cushing, 1 797(?)]) p(32800); W(243)] 

SOCIAL LIBRARY iN SALEM. (Salem, MA). By-laws and regulations of the 
Proprietors of the Social Libcary in Salem ; with a Catalogue of the books belonging to 
the Library, (Salem [MA]: Thomas C. Cushing, 1809) [S&S(1 8650); Si([ jO6)] 

SOCIAL LiBRARY IN WENDELL. (Wendell, MA). Catalogue of books. belonging to 
the Social Library, in Wendell. June, 1829. ([[Wendell, MA?]: John Metcalf?. 18291) 
[S(O), (MWA); Si(1574)I 

SOCIETY LIBRARY COMPANY. (Doyleston. PA). ïhe Catalogue of Books. and List 
of Members' Names. (Doyleston, PA: Simeon Siegfried. 18 19) [S&S(O), (PPL); 
Si(2705)l 

SOCETY FOR THE PROMOTlON OF USEFUL ARTS, (Albany, NY). A catalogue 
of books in the libnry of the Society for the Promotion of Usehi Arts. March 7.18 1 8. 
([Albany, NYJ: 18 181): [S&S(45752); Si(X 78)j 

SOUTH CAROLINA. GENERAL ASSEMBLY. (Columbia SC). Catalogue of books. 
belonging to the Legislative Libraq, at Columbia, June 10, 1826. (Columbia [SC]: D. & 
J. M. Faust., 1826) [S(O), (MWA); Si(3 186)] 

SOUTH CAROLNA COLLEGE. (Columbia, SC). Catalogue of books belonging to 
the South-Carolina College Library. ( [Columbia, SC]: Daniel & J. J. Faust, 1807) 
[S&S(l3621); Si(3 189)] 



SOUTH CAROLNA COLLEGE. (Columbia, SC). Catalogue of Books, in the South- 
Carolina College Libmy, Aug. 23, 1814. (Columbia, SC: D. & J. J. Faust, 1814) 
[S&S(O), (MH-H); Si(3 IN)] 

SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE. (Columbia, SC). Caîalogue of books in the South- 
Carolina College Library: Septernber 1, [18] 19. (Columbia, [SC]: Daniel Faust, 18 19) 
[S&S(49465); Si(3 19 l)] 

SOUTH SABBATH SCHOOL SOCtETY. (Hartford, CT). Catalogue of books in the 
South S. S. Society, Hartford, Apnl, 1830. (martford, CT: 1830)) [C(O), (MWA); 
Si(78)l 

SPARHAWK, JOHN. (Philadelphia, PA}. A catalogue of books, &c. to be sold by John 
Sparhawk, at the London Book-Store, in Philadelphia. [Philadelphia, PA: 1774(?)] 
[Br(3646); W(92)l 

SPOTSWOOD. WILLIAM. (Boston, MA). William Spotswood's catalogue of books, 
&c. for d e  on the most reasonable tenns at no. 55 Marlborough-street. the fifh house 
below Mr. Salisbury's hardware-store. Also, a variety of the best stationary ware. To 
country booksellers and shop-keepen, puchasers for social librruies. and others who buy 
in quantity, a considerable abatement will be made h m  the usual retail prices. (Boston. 
MA: [William Spotswood,] t 795) E(29558); W(208)] 

SPRINGFIELD LIBRARY COMPANY. (Springfield, MA). Catalogue of books. 
belonging to the Springfield Library Company, Apni, 1796. [Springîïeld, MA: Francis 
Stebbins, 1 7961 [E(3 1 227); W(225)] 

STEELE, OLIVER. (Albany, NY). Catalogue of Theological. Medicai. Classicai, 
Miscellaneous and School Books, for sale by Oliver Steele, os. 433 & 437 South Market- 
street, Albany. (Albany. NY: G. J. Lomis, 1830) [(MU-C)] 

STEPHENS. THOMAS. (Philadelphia PA). A catalogue of books now offered h r  d e  
by Thomas Stephens, at his book-store, no. 77. south Second Street. (Philadelphia, PA: 
Wrigley & Berriman, 1794) [E(27741); W( 194)] 

SEPHENS, THOMAS. (Philadelphia, PA). Stephens's cataiogue of books, &c. for 
1795- The whole contained in the list will be sold on the most reasonable terms, at 
Thomas Stephens's book and stationary store, no. 57, south Second street; where every 
encouragement is offered CO wholesale purchasers, and the highest value immediately 
given for libraries or parcels of books. (PhiIadelphia, PA: W. W. Woodward. [1795]) 
[Br(9307); W(209)l 

THACHER, SAMUEL COOPER. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the entire and select 
library of the Iate Rev. Samuel Cooper Thacher: consisting of ... works in theology, 



classical and general literature ... to be sold by auction on Thursday, the 18th of June, 
18 18. ( Boston, MA: Wells and Lilly, 18 18) [S&S(45852)] 

THOMAS, ISAiAH. (Worcester, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold by lsaiah Tbomas, 
at his bookstore in Worcester, Massachusetts. Consisting of many celebrated authors in 
history. voyages, travels, geography, antiquities, philosophy, novels, miscellanies, 
divinity, physick, surgery, anatomy, arts, sciences, husbandry, architecture, navigation, 
mathematicks, law, periodical publications, poetry, plays, musick, &c. &c. (Worcester, 
MA: Isaiah Thomas, 1787) [E(20745); W(12 1 )] 

THOMAS, [SAiAH. (Boston, MA; Worcester, MA). The Kends of titerature, who wish 
to encourage the art of printing in Amerka, are respecttùlly infomed that American 
editions of the following books, (al1 of which were printed in the United States) are now 
selling by isaiah Thomas, in Worcester, and by said Thomas & Company, in Boston. viz. 
([Worcester, MA: Isaiah Thomas, 1 790(?)]) [Br(7839); W(145)] 

THOMAS, ISAIAH. (Worcester, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold by Isaiah Thomas, 
at his bookstore in Worcester, Massachusetts. Consisting of history. voyages, travels, 
geography, antiquities, philosophy, novels, miscellanies. divinity, physick, surgery, 
anatomy, arts, sciences, husbandry, architecture, navigation, mathematicks, law, 
periodical publications, poetry, plays, musick. &c. &c. (Worcester, MA: Isaiah Thomas 
and Leonard Worcester, 1 792) [E(21845); W( 165)] 

THOMAS, ISAiAH. (Worcester, MA). Isaiah Thomas's catalogue of English. Scotch, 
Irish and American books: for sale at the Worcester bookstore. consisting of history. 
voyages, travels. ... (Worcester, [MA]: Isaiah Thomas. 180 1)  [S&S(1405)] 

THOMAS, ISAIAH. (Boston, MA; Worcester, MA). Catalogue of book for sale by 
lsaiah Thomas, Jr., at his bookstores in Boston and Worcester ... August. 18 1 1. 
([Boston, MA]: at the Boston bookstore, [18 1 11) [S&S(24028)] 

THOMAS, ISAiAH, AND EBENEZER TURRELL ANDREWS. (Boston, MA). 
T h o m  and Andrews's cataiogue of books, for sale, wholesale and retail, at thcir book 
and stationary store, Faust's Statue, no. 45, Newbury Street, Boston. Consisting oe'a very 
extensive collection of the latest and most approved authors, in divinity. law, physick, 
surgery, chemisuy, history, biography, voyages, travels, miscellanies. novels. poetry, 
musick, arts and sciences, philosophy, navigation, astronomy. geography, architecture, 
trade and commerce, mathematicks, bookkeeping, &c. &c. (Boston, MA: Thomas and 
Andrews, 1793) [E(26252); W(18 l)] 

THOMAS, ISAIAH, and EBENEZER TURREU ANDREWS. (Boston. MA). 
Catalogue of books, (Arnerican editions) for sale at the bookstore of Thomas & Andrews, 
Faust's Staîue, no. 15, Newbury-Street, Boston. Where may also be had, an assortment of 
European editions of books. (Boston, a: Thomas and Andrews. 1799) p(36416); 
W(270)] 



THOMAS, ISAiAH, EBENEZER T. ANDREWS, AND OBADiAH PENNiMAN. 
(Albany, [Nq). American publications. Catalogue of books, for sale, wholesale or retail, 
at the bookstore of Thomas, Andrews & Penniman, Albany. [Albany, (NYJ: Barber and 
Southwick. 17961 [E(3 1293); W(226)l 

THOMAS, ISAIAH, EBENEZER T. ANDREW S, AND OBADLAH PENNIMAN. 
(Albany, [NY]). Catalogue of books for sale either by wholesale or retail, by Thomas, 
Andrews & Penniman, at the Albany Bookstore, no. 45, State-Street; where catalogues 
will be delivered gratis to any person who will cal1 or send for them. Orders from the 
country executed with the utmost care, and attention; and a large discount made to those 
who purchase to sel1 again. (Albany, [Nq: Loring Andrews & CO. for Thomas. Andrews 
& Penniman. [1797]?) p(329 18); W(244)] 

THOMAS, MOSES. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of English books, stationary and 
fancy articles. M. Thomas. (no. 52 Chestnut, near Second Street) has imported €rom 
London ... an extensive collection of valuable books ... together with an excellent 
assortment of stationary and fancy articles. ... a collection, equal. if not superior to any at 
present in Philadelphia. ([Philadelphia, PA: [J. Maxwell]?, 18171) [S&S(O), (MWA)] 

THOMAS, MOSES. (Philadelphia. PA). Cataiogue of new publications. June, 
1 8 1 7...[includes "books for sale by M. Thomas"]. ([Philade lphia PA: [J. MauweIl]?. 
18 i 73) [S&S(O), (MWA)] 

THOMAS, MOSES. (Philadelphia, PA). Extensive sale of books by auction. Catalogue 
of an extensive collection of Iaw and other books, to be sold on Thursday morning, Sept'r 
9, 1830, at nine o'clock. At the auction store, no. 87, Chesnut Street. Philadelphia M. 
Thomas. auctioneer. ([Philadelphia. PA]: Weeks. [1830]) [C(O), (MWA)] 

THOMAS, M. & S. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books to be soid to books~iiers 
only. on Monday, September 5th, at 9 o'clock a.m. By M. & S. Thomas. auctioneers. 
([Philadelphia, PA: 18251) [S(O), (MWA)] 

THOMAS. ROBERT BAILEY. (Sterling, [MA]). Robert B. Thomas, has for sale at his 
book & stationary store, in Sterling, the tollowing books & stationary,-to which 
additions are constantly making. (Leominster, [MA]: Charles Prentiss, 1796) 
[E(3 1295); W(228)j 

THOMAS, SON GND THOMAS. (Worcester, MA). Catalogue of books to be sold by 
Thomas, Son & Thomas, at their bookstore, in Worcester, Massachusetts: consisting of 
histocy, voyages, üavels, geography, antiquities, philosophy, novels, miscellanies, 
divinity, physic, surgery, anatomy, arts, sciences, husbandty, architecture, navigation, 
mathematicks, law, periodical pubhcations, poetry, plays. music, &c. &c. &c. 
(Worcester, MA: Thomas, Son & Thomas, 1796) [E(3 1290); W(229)I 



TRENTON LIBRARY COMPANY. (Trenton, No. Laws and regulations of the 
Trenton Library Company, agreed to by the said Company on the first Monday in May, 
1797. (Trenton, wq: Matthias Day, 1798) rE(34679); W(258)] 

TRENTON LIBRARY COMPANY. (Trenton, NJ). Laws and Regdations of the 
Trenton Library Company, agreed to by the Said Company of the first Monday in May, 
1797. [iicataiogue of Books.." on pp. 9-24] (Trenton, NJ: J. Justice, 1819) [S&S(O), 
(PPAmP); Si(2 109)] 

m I T Y  CHURCH. (Shepherdstown, WV). First Annual Report of the Managers of 
the Benevolent Society of the Parish of St. Andrew's. [contains "Catalogue of Books 
in Trinity Church Library, Shepard's-Town. Thomas Toole Librarian"]. (S hepherds 
Town, VA: John N. Snider, 18 17) [S&S(42030); Si(3306)l 

TROY LIBRARY. (Troy, NY). Laws and catalogue of Troy Library. hcorporated 
January 15th, 1 800. (Troy, [NY]: Printed by Robert Moftitt & Co. for the trustees, 
[1805?]) [E(38674, misdated to 1800), S&S(O); Si(2542)l 

UNION CIRCULATDJG LiBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the Union 
Circulating Library. (Boston, MA: Munroe & Francis, 1806) [S&S( 1 159 1); Si(932)I 

UNION CIRCULATDJG LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the Union 
Circulating Library, No. 3, School-Street. (Boston, MA: Printed for, W. Blagrove. 
librarian, Samuel Avery, primer, 18 10) [S&S(2 1547); Si(933)l 

UNION CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Boston. MA). Catalogue of the Boston Union 
Circulating Library and Reading Room. ([Boston, MA: [Parker], 18 15) [S&S(34 176); 
Si(935)] 

M O N  C RCULATING LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the Union 
circulating lib W...( Philadelphia, PA: W. Pelham, 18 12) [S&S(O), (DLC); Si@ 12)] 

UNION CIRCULATING LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). "Additional Catalogue. 18 1 Y', 
in Catalogue of the Union circulating library for 18 12. (Philadelphia, PA: W. Pelham. 
1 8 1 2) [S&S(O), (DLC); Si(S9 131 

UNION CIRCüLATiNG LIBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of the Union 
Circuiating Library. (Philadelphia, PA: G. Palmer, 18 14) [S&S(32983); Si(% 13)j 

M O N  CiRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Georgetown, DC). A catalogue of the Union 
Circulating Library for 1813. Kept by Joseph Milligan, Bookseller. (Washington City. 
Dc: W. Cooper. 18 13) [S&S(286 l8), (DLC); Si(211) 



UNION CIRCüLAïïNG LIBRARY. (Georgetown, W). A catalogue of the Union 
Circulating Library, for 18 15. Kept by Joseph Miligan. (Georgetown, DC: W., A.. Rind 
& Co., 18 15-11 8 161) [S&S(34777); Si(2 12)] 

UNION CIRCULATING LEBRARY. (Philadelphia, PA). Cataiogue of the Union 
Circulating Library. (Philadelphia, PA: Thomas H. Palmer, 1824) [S&S( l8263), (PPL); 
Si(29 14)] 

UMON COLLEGE. (Schenectady, NY). Catalogue of books, manuscripts, maps and 
charts, belonging to the library of Union College, 1815. (Schenectady, VY]: Riggs and 
Stevens. 18 15) [S&S(36 142); Si(250S)l 

UNION COLLEGE. PHLOMATHEAN SOCIETY. (Schenectady, NY). Catalogue of 
books in the Philomathean Society library, in Union College. 18 12, ( Schenectady, 
pu]: I. Riggs, [18 121) [S&S(26929); Si(Z 14)] 

UNION COLLEGE. PHLOMATHEAN SOCIETY. (Schenectady, NY). Catalogue of 
the books belonging to the library of the Philomathean Society, in Union College. 1823. 
(Schenectady, [NYJ: Printed at the Cabinet Printing-House, Isaac Riggs. printer. 1823) 
[S(O), (MWA); Si(25 1 6)] 

LINION LIBRARV COMPANY OF HATBOROUGH. (Hatborough, PA). The charter, 
laws, and catalogue of books, ofthe Union Library Company of Hatborough. With a short 
account of the first establishment thereofpretixed. (Philadelphia, PA: iiachariah Poulson, 
Jr.. 1788) [E(2 1 138); W( 126)J 

üNION LBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHA. (Philadetphia. PA). A catalogue 
of books belonging to the Union-Library-Company of Philadelphia. To which is pretixed. 
the articles OP the Company, with the narnes of the present members, and rules observed 
by the clerk in letting out books, &c. (Philadelphia, PA: Jarnee Chattin. 1754) [E(7295); 
W91 

UNION LIBRARY COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA. (Philadelphia. PA). A cataiogue 
of books, belonging to the Union Library Company of Phildelphia. (Philadelphia, PA: 
Henry Miller, 1765) [E( 10 139); W(55)] 

LJNION LIBRARY SOCIETY OF WETHERSFIELD. (Wethersfield. CT). The 
constitution and by-laws of the Union Library Society of Wetherstield, with a catalogue 
of books, the property of said Society. (Hartford, CT: Hudson & Goodwin, 1784) 
[E(18882); W(1 û4)] 

LJNION SOCIAL LiBRARY OF BRAINTREE AND WEYMOUTH. (Braintree, MA). 
Catalogue of books, bebnging to the Union Social Library of Brainuee and We-mouth. 
([Boston, MA: 18291) [S(O), (MWA); Si(948)I 



UMTED STATES MlLlTARY ACADEMY. (West Point, NY). A catalogue of books, in 
the library of the Militnry academy. (New York, NY: W. M. Gazlay, 1822) [S(O), (DLC); 
Si(2561)l 

UNITED STATES MILlTARY ACADEMY. (West Point, NY). Catalogue of the 
library of the U.S. Military Academy at West-Point. May 1830. (New-York, NY: J. 
Desnoues, 1830) [C(5253), (MWA); Si(2563)l 

UNITED STATES. NAVY DEPT. (Washington, DC). Letter fiom the Secretary of the 
Navy, transmitting a list of newspapers and periodical works, with a catalogue of the 
books purchased for the use of the Navy Department, for the last six years; and a similar 
tist and catalogue for the office of the Commissioners of the Navy. Rendered in 
obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives, of 20th inst. Febniary 4, 
1823. Read, and ordered to lie on the table. (Washington, @ICI: Gales & Seaton. 1 823) 
[S( 14569). (M WA); Si(309)I 

UNITED STATES. REGISTER OF THE TREASURY. (Washington, DG). Letter 'from 
the Secretary of the Treasuy, transmitting (pursuant to a resolution ofthe House of 
Representatives of the 20th ult.) statements, shewing the newspapers. joumals, charts. 
instruments, maps, &c. which are taken in the Treasury Department, at the public 
expense: a h ,  a catalogue of the books, which have been procurai, for the use of said 
department, during the last six years, February 25.1823. Read. and ordered to lie upon 
the table. (Washington, [DC]: Gales & Seaton, 1823) [S(1459 1). (MWA); Si(328)] 

UNlTED STATES. WAR DEPT. (Washington, DC). Letter tiom the Secretary of War, 
msmitting, pursuant to a resolution of the House of Representatives, reports of the 
newspapers, joumals. and other periodical publications, charts. and instruments. maps, 
and prints, taken at the public expense in the War Department; also, a catalogue of the 
books, which have been purçhased on public account, within the Iast six years. February 
1 1, 1823. Read, and ordered to lie upon the table. (Washington, [DC]: Gales & Seaton, 
1823) [S(14630), (MWA); Si(332)l 

UNWERSAL BOOK-STORE. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue for 18 19 of a very 
extensive collection of new and second hand, scarce and valuable books: ancient and 
modem authors in arts, sciences, and Iiteraiure, in about thirty different languages. 
(Philadelphia, PA: Universai Book-Store, 18 19) [S&S(4996 l)] 

IMIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLiNA, DiALECTIC LITERARY SOCIETY. 
(Chape1 Hill, NC). A Catalogue of Books. Belonging to the Dialectic Society at Chapel 
HiIl. (18 17) [S&S(Sl67l); Si(2570)J 

LTMVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. PHILANTHROPiC SOCIETY. (Chapel Hill, 
NC). A Catalogue of Books belonging to the Philanthropie Society at Chapel-Hill, taken 
6th May, 1822. (Raleigh, NC: J. Gales & son, 1829) [S(O), (MW-C); Si(2574. but no 
locations given)] 



UNlVERSlTY OF NORTH CAROLNA. PHlLANTHROPIC SOCIETY. (Chapel Hill, 
NC). Catalogue of Books belonging to the Library of the Philanthropie Society at the 
University of North-Carolina. Taken 23d February, 1829 (Raleigh, NC: J. Gales & son, 
1829) [S(39879), (MiU-C); Si(2575)l 

W E R S I T Y  OF PENNSYLVANIA. (Philadeiphia, PA). Catalogue of books, 
belonging to the Libmy of the University of Pennsylvania. (Philadelphia, PA: J. 
Dobson, 1829) [S(4OO 18), (DLC); Si(N 1 6)] 

UNIVERSITY OF ViRGiNiAt (Chlottesville, VA). Catalogue of the Library of the 
University of Virginia. (reproduced in Facsimile, University of Virginia Bibliographical 
Series, Number Six, Charlottesville) 

VANCE, JOHN & CO. Books, Stationary, &c. For Sde by John Vance & Co., no. 178, 
Market-Street, Baltimore. [ln The Baltimore Almanack, or, Time Piece for ... 18 10. 
(Baltimore, MD: Warner & Hanna for Vance. 1 8 10) [S&S(l6897)] 

VIRGNA STATE LlBRARY. (Richmond, VA). A catalogue of the library of the state 
of Virginia. (Richmond, VA: S. Shepherd & CO., 1 829) [S(4 1 382). (DLC); Si(3288)l 

WARDLE, THOMAS. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books recently imported, 
offered to the trade at the prices affied, by Thomas Wardle, no. 13, Minor Street. 
Philadel phia. ([Philadelp hia, PA: 1 8281) [S(O), (MWA)] 

WARDLE, THOMAS. (Philadelphia, PA).Cataiogue of books. imported by late arrivais. 
offered to the trade, at the afiked prices, by Thomas Wardle. ([Philadelphia. PA: 18301) 
[C(O)l (MWA)l 

WAREHAM SOCIAL LiBRARY. (Wareham. MA). Catalogue of books, belonging to 
Wareham Social Library, 1 798. To be returned the fmt Tuesday of April, July, October. 
& January. (Newbedford, MA: J. Spooner. for the proprietors. 1798) [E(34955); 
W(259)] 

WARREN LIBRARY SOCIETY. (Warren, RI). The charter and by-laws for the 
regulation of the Warren Libraty Society in the town of Warren, and state of 
Rhode-Island. [mono and seal of R[I (Warren, Ri: Nathaniel Phillips, 1 799) rE(36668); 
W(271)I 

WASHNGTON CiRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of the 
Washington Circulating Library. ( [Boston, MA$ T. G. Bangs, 181 7) [S&S(4283 1); 
Si(93 8)] 



WASHINGTON CLRCULATING LIBRARY. (New York, NY). Catalogue of books at 
the Washington Circulating Library. (New York, NY: Olmstead, Levy and Co., 18 10) 
[S&S(2 19%); Si(2455)l 

WASHINGTON CIRCULATiNG LIBRARY. (Washington, DC). Conditions of the 
Washington Circulating Library ...( Washington, DC: [Davis and Force], 182-) [S(O), 
(DLC); Si(229)l 

WASHINGTON LBRARY. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of books belonging to the 
Washington Library, June, 18 1 5. ([Washington, DC: 1 8 151) [S&S(36488); Si(230)l 

WASHINGTON LIBRARY. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of books. in the Washington 
library. ([Washington. DC: 181 9) [S&S(O), (DLC); Si(Z 1 )] 

WASHINGTON LIBRARY. (Washington. DC). Catalogue of books in the Washington 
library, July 20, 1822. (Washington, DC: Anderson and Meehan, 1822) [S(11349), 
(DLC); Si(232)j 

WASHMGTON LIBRARY. (Washington, DC). Catalogue of books in the Washington 
Library. January 3 1. 1826. ( Washington. [DC]: S. A. Elliot. 1826) [S(O). (MWA): 
Si(233)l 

WAVERLY CIRCULATiNG LBRMY. (Portland, ME). Catalogue of the Waverly 
Circulating Library, no. 8, Mussey's Row. Middle-Street. Robinson & Wyatt. (Portland. 
[ME]: James Adams, Jun., 1828) [S(37106), (MWA); Si(571)l 

WEBB, TiMOTHY. (Newburyport. MA). Catalogue of books and stationary at auction 
[Brown and Tilton auctioneers], the whole stock of books and stationary [sic] of the late 
Mr. Timothy Webb. ([Newburyport, MA: 18 151) [S&S(3652 l)]  

WELLS, WILLIAM. (Boston, MA). W. Wells' Catalogue of books. for sale, al no.. 
20, Old State House, Boston, ([Boston, MA]?: 1804?]) [S&S(353 l)] 

WELLS AND LiLLY. (Boston, MA). Wells & Lilly no. 97 Court-Street, Boston. have 
on hand, tiom recent importations, ii very complete assortment of law, medical, 
theological, and miscellaneous literature: -bat English editions- many of them in 
elegant bindings, and with fuie plates. Their collection of American publications is 
likewise very extensive. (poston, MA: Wells and Lilly. 18201) [S(O), (MWA) 

WELLS AND L U Y .  (Boston, MA). Messrs. Wells & Lilly, having erected an 
extensive printing office, and intending to pursue more particularly the printing and 
wholesale business, offer for sale, For a limited the ,  their theological and miscellaneous 
bound stock. In the following catalogue will be found many valuable works, and charged 
at very low rates. The English works are in ail cases charged at pices much below those 
at which they can be imported. ([Boston, MA: Weiis and Lilly, 18231) [S(O), (MWA)] 



WELLS SOCIAL LIBRARY. (Ke~ebunk, ME). Catalogue of books, in the Wells 
Social Library. ([Kennebunk, ME: J. K. Remich, not before 18091) [S&S(O), (MWA); 
Si(521)I 

WEST, DAVID. (Boston, MA). David West's catalogue of books, for sale, wholede 
and retail, at his book and stationary store, no. 36, Marlborough Street, Boston. 
Consisting of a very extensive collection of the latest and most approved authors. in 
divinity, law, physick, surgery, chemistry, history, biography, voyages. travels, 
miscellanies, novels, poetry, music, arts and sciences, philosophy, navigation, astronomy, 
geography, architecture, trade and commerce, mathematics, bookkeeping, &c. &c. To al1 
which large additions are constantly making. Publick and private libraries \vil1 be 
supplied on as reasonable terms as at any other bookstore whatever. (Boston, [MA]: [by 
Thomas and Andrews], for David West, 1793) [E(26468); W(182)] 

WEST. DAVID. (Boston. MA). Catalogue of books, printed and published in America, 
and for sale at the bookstore of David West, no. S6, Comhill, Boston: where may also be 
had a general assortment of European editions of books, in the various branches of 
literature. (Boston, [MA]: for David West, 1799) LE(36702); W(272)I 

WEST, JOHN. (Boston, MA). A catdogue of books published in America, and for sale 
at the bookstore of John West, no. 75. Comhill, Boston. (Boston, MA: Samuel 
Etheridge, 1797) [E(33205); W(246)] 

WEST. JOHN AND CO. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of plays for sale at the bookstore of 
John West and Co. (poston, MA: 18 IO?]) [S&S(32022)] 

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY COMPANY. (Westchester, PA). Catalogue of the 
Westchester Library [in Articles of association of the West-Chester Library Company]. 
(Westchester, [PA]: [Miner], 18 19) [S&S(S0092); Si(2947)I 

WHIPPLE, ANSON. (Worcester, MA). Catalogue of books now selling, by wholesale 
and retail by Anson Whipple: at the Worcester Bookstore ... and at the Walpole 
Bookstore. (Worcester, [MA]: 18 16) [S&S(MO 1 )] 

WHITAKER & DRAKE. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of theological and miscellaneous 
books, embracing many London publications of rare and scacce works, to be sold at 
auction, on Tuesday and Thursday, the 26th and 28th May, 1829, at 9 & 3 o'clock, and at 
early candle light, by Whitaker & Drake, at the New-England public d e  room. no. 46, 
Washington Sueet, Boston. ([Cambridge, MA]: George F. Black, [1829]) [S(O), 
MW1 

Wi-iïPAiN LIBRARY COMPANY. (Whitpain, PA). The act of incorporation, bye- 
laws, and catalogue of books, of the Whitpain Library Company. (Nomstown, [PA]: D. 
Sower, Jr., 1826) [S(O), (MWA); Si(2950)l 



WHITE, JAMES. (Boston, MA). A catalogue of books, consisting of a large collection 
of the various branches of litemture alphabetically disposed under several heads; to which 
are added, a great variety of stationary and other articles, for sale, wholesale or retail, at 
James White's book and sbtionary-store, Franklin's Head, opposite the prison, 
Court-Street, Boston. [Boston, MA: 1 797(?)] [E(W 1 5); W(247)l 

WHITWELL, BOND & CO. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of theological & miscellaneous 
books, to be sold at auction on Fri&y. May 28,1824, at the ofice of the North Arnerican 
review, 13 Comhill, Boston. Sale to commence at 9 o'clock, A.M. Whitwell, Bond, & 
Co. auctioneers. The books may be examined on Monday, May 24th, and fiom that time 
till the day of sale. (Boston, MA: 1824) [S(O), (MWA)] 

WHITWELL, BOND & CO. (Boston, MA). Supplementary catalogue of books, at 
auction. May 38, at No. 13, Cornhill, Boston. ([Boston, MA: 18741) [S(O), (MWA)] 

WILLiAMS. CHARLES. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books on law, theology. 
medicine, &c.: with a large assortment of classicd and miscellaneous works for sale by 
Charles Williams. (Boston. h4.k True & Rowe. 1812) [S&S(37557)] 

WILLIAMS, R. P. & C. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of books for sale by R. P. & C. 
Williams. (Boston, MA: Thomas G. Bangs, 18 14) [S&S(33692)] 

WILLIAMS, R. P. & C. (Boston, MA). Catalogue of medicd, botanicai. and chemical 
books for sale by R. P. & C. Williams. CornhiIl-Square, Boston, July, 18 19. ([Boston. 
MA: 1 8 191) [S&S(50 1 24)] 

WiLLiAMS COLLEGE. (Williamstown, MA). A catalogue of books. in the Library of 
Williams College. Williamstown. (Bennington, Ml: Anthony Haswell. 1794) 
[E(28 101); W(195)] 

WLLIAMS COLLEGE. (Williamstown, MA). Catalogue of books in the Library of 
Williams College, Williarnstown, (Stockbridge. [MA]: H eman Willard, 1 802) 
[S&S(3565); Si(1605) 1 

WILLIAMS COLLEGE. (Williamstown, MA). Catalogue of books in the library of 
Williams College, Williamstown. (Stockbridge, w ] :  H. Willard, 118 121) 
[S&S(27563); Si( I6O6)] 

WiLLiAMS COLLEGE. (Williamstown, MA). Catalogue of books in the library of 
Williams College, Williamstown. (Albany: Websters & Skimers, 182 1) [S(7675). 
(MWA); Si(1607)J 



WILLiAMS COLLEGE. (Williamstown, MA) Catalogue of books, in the library of 
WiHiarns College, Williamstown. (Williamstown, w: Ridley Bannister, 1828) 
[S(37 IW), (MWA); Si(lM)8)] 

WILLIAMS COLLEGE. ADELPHIC IMION. (Williamstown, MA). "Catalogue of 
books oE.", in Catalogue otbooks in the L i b q  of Williams College. Williamstown. 
(Albany: Websters & Skinners, 182 1) [S(7675), (MWA); Si(1607)l 

WnLiAMS COLLEGE. ADELPHIC UNION. Williamstown, MA). "Catalogue of 
books of..", in Catalogue of books, in the library of Williams College, Williamstown. 
(Williamstown, [MA]: Ridley Bannister, 1828) [S(37199), (MWA); Si(1608)I 

WUMINGTON LIBRARY, (Wilmington, DE). Constitution, bye-laws, and catalogue, 
of the Wilrnington Library. (Wilmington, (DE]: Robert Porter, 18 15) [S&S(3659û), 
Si(203)] 

WSON. HUGH. (Philadelphia, PA). Catalogue of books to be sold by public vendue 
at the house of Hugh Wilson: the sale to commence on Monday evening the 27th instant. 
and to continue on the following evening until al1 are mld. ([Philadelphia PA?]: 
18 1 O?]) [S&S(19733)] 

WOOD, SAMUEL & SONS. (New York, NY). Garden amusements, for improving the 
minds of little children. (New York. NY: Samuel Wood & Sons, at the juvenile book- 
store, no. 357. Pearl-Street, 18 15) [S&S(34760)] 

WODBURY LIBRARY COMPANY. ( Woodbury. NJ). A Catalogue of Books and 
Rules of the Woodbwy Library Company with a list ofthe Members' names. 
(Philadelphia, PA: John Bioren, 18 15) [S&S(O), (PHi); Si(2 1 I I )] 

WOODWARD, WLLIAM W. (Philadelphia, PA). General Catalogue of the 
Theological and Literary Book-Store, kept by Wit liam W. Woodward, No. 52. South 
Second Street, PhiladeIphia. Arranged by Aiphabetical Order under the heads of 
Divinity, Miscellay, Law, Medical, and Classics. (Philadelphia, PA: W. W. Woodward, 
18 12) [(MiU-C)] 

WORCESTER SOCiAL LiBRARY. (Worcester, MA). CataIogue of books belonging 
to the Worcester Social Library. ([Worcester, MA?]: 18 12?]) [S&S(27625); Si( 1 704)] 

YALE WERSITY.  (New Haven, CT). A catalogue of the Iibrary of Yaie=College in 
New-Haven. (N[ewl London: T. Green, 1743) F(5320); W(16)I 

YALE WERSITY.  (New Haven, CT). A catalogue of books in the library of 
Yale-College in N Haven. (New Haven, CT: James Parker, 1755) F(7598); W(27)I 



YALE UNIVERSITY. (New Haven, CT). Catalogue of books in the libcary of 
Yale-College, New-Haven. (mew Haven, CT]: T. & S. Green, 1791) [E(24015); 
W(l52)] 

YALE LJNIVERSITY. (New Haven, CT). Catalogue of books in the library of Yde 
College, New-Haven, January 1808. (New Haven, [Cn: Oliver Steele & Co.. 1808) 
[S&S( 1677 1); Si(136)I 
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8 Abbreviations used in Appndix B 

ANB = American National Biogruphy (New York, 1999). 

Agnew = Agnew, Daniel. A History of the Region ofPennsylvania North of the Ohio 
and West of the Allegheny River (Philadelphia, t 887; reprinted New York, 197 1 ). 

Albaugh = Albaugh, Gaylord P. History and annotated bibliography ofilmericun 
religious periodicals and neivspupers establishedfiom 1 730-1 830 (Worcester. 1 994). 

Alexander = Alexander, John K. The Selling of the Constitlrtionul Convention: A 
History of News Coverage (Madison, 1990). 

Amer = Amer, R. D. Dobson S Enqclopedia (Philadelphia 199 1 ). 

Arnold = Arnold. Douglas M. A Republicun Revolution: ldeology and Politics in 
Pennsylvania, 1 776- 1 790 (New York and London, 1989). 

BD(1799) = 1799 Baltimore Directory. 

BDAC = Biogruphiwl Directory ofthe Americun Congress, 1774-1 961: The 
Continentul Congrrss, Seprember 5, 1774, to Oclober 21, 1788: The Congress of'rhe 
United States, j o m  the Fini to the EighiySLirth Congress. ~CIurch 4. 1789, ro J~~nirury 
3, 1961. Inclusive (Washington. 1971). 

BDML = Papefise. E d w d  C., Alan F. Day, David W. Jordan, and Gregory A. 
Stiverson, eds. A Biogruphical Dictionaty of the hdaryiancl Legislrtwe, 1635-1 789 ( 2  
Vol., Baltimore and London. 1985). 

BDUSEB = Sobel, Robert. ed. Biographical Direcfory of the United States Erecutive 
Branch, 1774-1977 (Westport, 1977). 

Bailyn = Bailyn, Bernard, ed. The Debute on The Consfirurion: Federalist und 
Antvederalist Speeches, Articles, and Letfers During the Stnrggle over Rutifcation ( 2  
Vols, The Library of America, 1993). 

Baldwin = Leland D. Baldwin. miskey Rebefs: Tlre Sfory of a Frontier Uprising 
(Pittsburgh, 1939; reissued Pittsburgh, 1968). 

Bell = Bell, Whitfield J., Jr. "Washington County, Pe~sylvania, in the Eighteenth 
Century Antislavery Movementf' Tke Western Pennsylvania Historical Magazine, 
Vol. 25 (1942), 135-142. 



Boyd = Boyd, Steven R. '.Antifederaiists and the Acceptance of the Constitution: 
Pennsylvania, 1787- 1792," Publim, Vol. 9 (1 979), 123-1 37. 

Brown = Brown, Harry G, and Maude O. Brown. A Directory of the Book-Arts and 
Book Trade in Philadelphia to 1820. Including Painiers and Engravers (New York, 
1950). 

Brackenridge = H. H. Bmckenridge, The History of rhe Western 1n.swrection ( 1794; 
reprinted New York, 1969). 

Brigham = Brigharn, Clarence S. History and Bibliography of Amrrican Ne~vspcrpers. 
1690-1820 (2 Vols, Worceser, 1947; reprinted with additions and corrections, 
Worcester. 1 % 1). 

Bristol = Bristol, Roger Pattrell. Index of Printers, Pubfishers, and Booksellers 
Indi~uted by Charles Evum in his Americun Bibliography (Charlottesville. 196 1 j. 

Brugger = Bnigger, Robert J. ~Waryland: A Middle Temperament. l63.(-1980 
([Baltimore], 1988). 

Brunhouse = Brunhouse, Robert L. Thr Coiinter-Revoltrtion in Pennsylvania, 1776- 
1 790 (Harrisburg, 1942). 

CBD = Chambers Biographical Dictionary (Edinburgh, 1990). 

CBRWC = Cornmernorutive Biographicuf Record of Washington C'o~rnty, 
Pennsylvania containing. Biographical Sketches of'Prominenr Cirizens, und oj'muny 
of the Early Sertled Furnilies (Chicago, 1893: reprinted in 19?6 under the patronage of 
The Genealogical Society of Southwestern Pennsylvania). 

Collins = Collins, Lewis. Hision'cal Sketches of KentlrcAy (Cincinnati, 1848; 
reprinted New York, 197 t ). 

Come = Come. Donald Robert. 'The Muence of Princeton on Higher Education in 
the South Before 1825," William and hlary Quarterly, Ser. 3. Vol. 2 ( 1945),3 59-396. 

Crumrine = Cnimrine, Boyd, ed. History of Washington Coirniy, Pennsyivania, with 
Biographical Sketches of many of ils pioneers and prominent men (Philadel phia 
1882). 

DAB = Dictionary of American Biography (New York. 1958). 

DHFFE = Merrill Jensen, et al, eds. The Ducwmentary History of the Firsr Federal 
Elections 1788-1 790 (4 Vols, Madison, 19764489). 



Davis = Davis, Richard Beaie. Intellectual Lve in Jefferson's Virginia, 1790-1830 
(Chape1 Hill, 1964). 

D'Elia = D'Elia, Donald J. Benjamin Rush: Philosopher of the American Revolution, 
in Transactions of the Arnerican Philosophical Society, Vol. 64 (1974). 

Dobson = Dobson, David. Directory ofScottish Settlers in North America, 1625- 
18-35 (Baltimore, 1984-1993). 

Duer = Duer, Clara E., compiler and editor. The People and Times oj'western 
Pennsylvania. Pittsburgh Guzette Rbstracts, 1 786- 1 797 (Pittsburgh. 1988). 

Durey = Durey, Michael. Transatluntic Radicals and the Early American Repirblic 
(Lawrence, 1997). 

Ellis = Ellis, Richard E. The Jefirsonian Crisis: Courts and Politics in the Young 
Republic (New York, 197 1). 

Evans = Evans, Charles. American Bibliography (Chicago, 1903-1 934: reprinted 14 
Vols, Worcester, 1955-1959). 

Everett = Everett. Edward. "John Smitie, Forgoiten Champion of Early Western 
Pennsylvania," The Western Pennsylvania Historical Magc~ine, Vol. 33 ( 1950). 77- 
89. 

E&M = Elkins, Stanley and Eric McKitrick, The Age of Federalism: The Eur[v 
American Republic, 1788-1800 (Oxford, LW). 

Farren = Farren, Donald. "Subscription: A study of the Eighteenth-Century 
Amencan Book Trade" (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University. 1982). 

Findley = Boyd, Steven R. ed. "William Findley, History of the Inszrrrection." in 
Steven R. Boyd, ed. The Whiskey Rebellion: Past and Present Perspectives 
(Westport and London, 1985), 77-95. 

Flournoy = Flournoy, H. W. eci. Calendar of Virginia Stute Pupers and Other 
Manuscripts (Richmond, 1890; reprint& New York, 1968). 

Foner = Foner, Philip S. The Democratic-Repzrblican Societies, 1790-1800: A 
Documentary Sourcebook of Constitutions, Declarutions, Addresses, Resoltrtions. and 
Toasts (Westport and London, 1976). 

Forman = Forman, Samuel S. Narrative of a Journey Dom the Ohio and 
Mississippi in 1 789-90 (Cincinnati, 1 888; reprinted New York, 197 1). 



Fomst = Forrest, Earle R. Hisfory of Washington Cormnty Pennsylvaniu ( 3  Vols, 
Chicago, 1926). 

Gepbart = Gephart, Ronald M., compiler. Revolzttionary America, 1763-I 789: a 
bibliography (Washington, 1 984). 

Goodstein = Goodstein, Anita Shafer, Nashville, 1780-1860 (Gainemille, 1989). 

Hamitton = Boyd, Steven R. ed. "Alexander Hamilton to George Washington. Report 
on the Western Country, August 5,1794," in Steven R. Bayd, ed.. The Whiskey 
Rebellion: Past and Present Perspectives, 3 147. 

IBNH = Index Bio-Bibliographicus Nmrum Hominiim (Osnabruck, 1975). 

Jackson = Jackson, M. Katherine. Outlines ofthe Litertiry Hisiory of Colonid 
Pennsylvania (New York. 1907; repnnted New York, 1966). 

Jefferson = Jefferson, Thomas. The Popers of Thomas Jeferson (Princeton, 19509). 

Jones = Jones, S. Pittsburgh in the year Eighteen Hundred and T~venry-Sir 
(Pittsburgh, 1826: reprinted New York. 1970). 

Kaser = Kaser, David. Joseph Chrrrless, Printer in the Western Country 
(Philadelphia. 1963). 

Kent = Kent. Henry W. "Chez Moreau de Saint-Mery. Philadelphie." in 
Bibliographicul Essays. A Tribute to Wilbeforce Eames ( 1 9%: reprinted New York. 
1967) 

Kohn = Richard H. Kohn, ed. "Judge Alexander Addison on the Origin and History 
of the Whiskey Rebellion", in Steven R. Boyd, ed.. The Whiskey Rebellion: Pust und 
Preseni Perspectives (Westport and London, 1985). 49-60. 

Ku&Ha = Kunitz. StanIey J. and Howard Haycrafi. eds. American Authors, 1600- 
I9OO: A Biographical Dictionary of American Literaîure (New York, 1938). 

LCP(L1789) = 1789 Membership List for Library Company of Philadelphia. 

LD(1800) = Lexington Directory. 

LLC(I8OS) = 1805 Membership List for the Law Library Company of Philadelphia. 

Lambing = Lmbiig, Rev. A.A., "History of Ailegheny County," in Centennial 
History of Allegheny Coirnty (Pittsburgh, 1888),7-69. 



MC = Members of Congress. 1789-1970 (Washington, DC, 1971). 

MHM = Maryland Historical Magazine 

MSS = manuscript. 

McKay = McKay, George. American Book Auction Catalogues, 1 71 3-1 934: A Union 
List (New York, 1937; reprinted with additions, Detroit, 1967). 

Madison = Madison, James. The Papers of James Madison (C hadottesville, 1962-). 

Marshall = Marshall, John. The Papers of John Marshall (Chapel Hill, 1974). 

MW-C = University of Michigan, William L. Clements Library. Ann Arbor. 
Michigan. 

Miller = Miller, William. "The Democratic Societies and The W hiskey 
Insurrection," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 62 (1938). 
324349, 

Mombert = Mombert, J. 1. Authentic Hiurory oj'lancaster C'ounry, Pennsylvania 
(Lancaster, PA, 1869). 

Monette = Monette, John W. History of the Discovery and Seulement uf the Valley of 
the Mississippi, by the Thrrr Great European Potvers, Spain. Fmnce and Greut 
Britain ... unfil the p a r  1846 (New York, 1846; reprinted New York. 197 1). 

Munroe = Munroe, John A. Federalist Delaware, 1775-1815 (New Brunswick. 
1954). 

NjP = Princeton University Library, Princeton, New Jersey. 

NYSL(1789) = 1789 Membership List for the New York Society Library 

Oberholtzer = Oberholtzer, Ellis Paxson. Literary History of Philadelphia (reprinted 
Detroit, 1969). 

Powell = Powell, William S. "Patrons of the Press: Subscription Book Purchases in 
North Carolina, 1733-1 8S0", The North Carolina Historical Review. 

Pri1776-83 = Harrison, Richard A. Princetonians, 1 776-1 783: a biogrnphicul 
dictionary (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 198 1). 

Pri17û4-90 = Woodward, Ruth L. and Wesley Frank Craven. Princetonians, 1784- 
1790: a biographical dicrionary (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991). 



Prl1791-94 = Looney, J. Jefferson and Ruth L. Woodward. Princetonians, 1791- 
1 794: a biographical dictionary (Princeton, 1 99 1). 

PBSA = Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Americu. 

PD(1791) = 1 79 1 Philadelphia Directory. 

PD(1793) = 1793 Philadelphia Directory. 

PD(1795) = 1795 Philadelphia Directory. 

PD(1796) = 1796 Philadelphia Directory. 

PD(1799) = 1799 Philadelphia Directory. 

PD(1800) = 1800 Philadelphia Directory. 

PC = Pittsbwgh Gazette. 

PHi = Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, PA. 

PMHB = PennsyIvunirr kfagazine of Kistory and Biography. 

Raimo = Raimo. John W .  A Gui& ro iMrrnirscripts Relating ru America in Greut 
Britain and lrelnnd (Westport. 1979). 

Remer = Remer. Rosaiind. Printers and Men of Capital: Philadelphia Book 
Ptrblishrrs in the New Repliblic (Philadelphia, 1996). 

Robertson = Robertson. James Rood. Petitions of the EurIy Inhubitunts oj'Kentucky 
to the General Assmbly of Virginia 1769 to 1792 (Louisville, 1914; reprinted New 
York, 1971). 

Rowe = Rowe, Gai1 Stuart. "Alexander Addison: The Disillusionment of a 
'Republ ican Sc hoolrnaster," Western Pennsylvanian Hktorical ~bInguoine. Vol. 62 
( 1979), 22 1-250. 

Rosenberg = Rosenberg, Nomian L. "Alexander Addison and the Pennsylvania 
Origins of Federalist First-Amendment Thought," ThE! Pennsylvuniu Muguzine of 
History and Biogrsrpky, Vol. 1 O8 ( l984), 399-41 3. 

Rush = Corner, George W. ed. The Autobiography of Benjamin Rush; his Truvels 
through life together wiih his Commonplace book for 1789-1813 (Princeton, 1948). 



Ryden = Ryden, George H. Bîographical Sketches (Delaware, 1 943). 

St. Clair = The St. Clair Pupers: The Life and Public Services ofArthur St. Clair 
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